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1984: A Brave New Worldfor Evaluation?

Ross F. Conner, David G. Altman, and Christine Jackson

Evaluation, as an established field, is now in its late adolescent years. The
bubbling, exciting, fast-developing childhood years of the late 1960s and early
1970s gave way in the mid to late 1970s to the less self-assured, serious,
introspective early adolescent years. Now,in the early 1980s, evaluation is
makingthetransition from late adolescence to adulthood. The coincidence of
this transition with the presence of the “brave new world year” of 1984 (with
apologies to Huxley and Orwell) provides a convenient excuse to reflect on
the state of evaluation. What kind of a brave new worldis in store for evalua-
tion? What aspects of evaluation’s development need moreattention to facili-
tate the positive aspects of what lies ahead?

In assembling the contents of this volume, we developed someinsights into
these issues as we reviewed hundreds of recent evaluation-related articles,
journals, books, reports, and conference presentations. Following a discussion
of our approach to the Annual, we share these insights and suggest some areas
of the evaluation enterprise that will require greater attention in the years to
comeif evaluation is to continue to develop successfully into middle age.

OUR APPROACH TO THE ANNUAL

Before we provide our overview of the past and present trends in evalua-
tion research, we need to explain our approach to assembling this edition of
the Annual so that the reader can make his or her own judgment about the
adequacyof the data base from which our conclusions are drawn.
We began ourreviewin the fall of 1983 when, as a result of our evaluation

experience and understanding ofthe field, we developed a conceptual frame-
work of the evaluation process. This framework, adapted as we continued our
review of recent material, consists of these principle steps, which we believe
characterize most evaluation projects: adopting an evaluation philosophy or
ideology, learning about the context of the specific program understudy,
selecting a general evaluative approach, developing a modelof the program
and its operations, designing an evaluation plan, developing sampling and
measurement strategies, analyzing the data, then disseminating and utilizing

13



14 EVALUATION STUDIES REVIEW ANNUAL

the evaluation results. Some of these steps are often unconsciously taken (for

example, adopting an evaluation philosophy or ideology), while others are so

well known that they occasionally overshadow other steps in the process (for

example, designing an evaluation plan). With the exception of the last step

(that is, dissemination/ utilization, which we believe occurs throughout an

evaluation study), we view these steps as generally occurring in the sequence

listed. While the relationship amongsteps is fixed, there is flexibility within

each step. This flexibility results from the need to match the most important

general features of a step to the particular demandsof the evaluationsetting.

With this framework as a general organizing guide, we began our review

for the Annualin the fall of 1983. We assembled lists of journals, books, and

reports that seemed likely to contain significant evaluation work. We were

greatly assisted in our task by the membersof our editorial board, who sug-

gested both noteworthyarticles and likely sources of unknownbut goodeval-

uation work from their particular fields. We encouraged our editorial board

members to take a very catholic view of the field and to suggest works from

untraditional journals and unusual sources.It is our feeling that one of the

great strengths of evaluation is its multidisciplinary character, and we wanted

to try to typify that in our selections. Unfortunately, we identified many more

worthy articles than we could publish, dueto strict page limitations from the

publisher. Consequently, the papers included in this volumeare notall of the

best recent worksin the field. Instead, the papers here are a selection of very

good workthat reflects a number of important and timely evaluation issues

and concerns.

The main sections of the volume reflect the main steps in the evaluation

framework we developed. Part I of the volume addresses philosophical and

ideological issues surrounding evaluation research. The next parts of the

volume focus on the steps most evaluators would take in developing a specific

evaluation project. The initial step in many evaluations is an informational

one, as the evaluator learns about the context of a program and aboutits

main actors, clients, and activities (covered in Part II). Next, the evaluator

selects a general approach or several approachesto his or her study (PartIII).

Then, in a step thatis still rare but generally favored, the evaluator develops a

conceptual or rhetorical model of the program, which guides him or her in

observing the program asit actually is implemented andin selecting the most

critical causal links for careful examination (Part IV).

The next steps in this generalized process are perhaps the most familiar

ones. Thedetails of the evaluation are set out, with special attention to valid-

ity considerations (Part V), and sampling and measurement decisions (Part

VI). The evaluation plan then is implemented, producing data to be analyzed

and interpreted (Part VII). The evaluator is then ready to disseminate his or

her findings and focus on utilization issues (Part VIII). This last step, in our

view, really occurs with each of the previous steps if dissemination and utiliza-

tion are to be accomplished successfully. We reject the traditional view that
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utilization is something that occurs only after the study is completed. None-
theless, for clarity, we have set out papers focusing on dissemination andutili-
zation in a separatesection.

In addition to these sections covering generalized steps of the evaluation
process, we haveincluded a concluding section on professional issues, such as
standards andethics, and on future directions of the field (Part IX).

PAST TRENDSIN EVALUATION RESEARCH

As the journals, professional organizations, books, awards, and even the
existence of this annual review series attest, evaluation research is now a well-
established discipline. This outcome certainly was nowclear, or perhaps not
even envisioned or desired, when the field arose from various branches of
more long-standing disciplines. The following summaryhistory of evaluation’s
emergence gives someidea of the significant developments and problemsthat
characterized the field. We should note that this history is slanted toward the
national view, although evaluation work at the state and locallevels generally
followed developmentsat the national level. In addition, the events and trends
that we present below are probably best viewed as several people’s view of the
field’s development rather than as an official history. That task will have to
fall to others less involved and more objective than weare. |

While it is impossible to establish the exact date of its birth, evaluation
research emerged in the mid-1960s as a number of developments converged.
Foremost among these wasthe beginning of the great emphasis on the devel-
opmentof social programs under Presidents Kennedy and Johnson. At about
the same time, two important books, by Campbell and Stanley (1966) and
Suchman(1967), were published and widely read. Out of these developments
as well as others, smaller in scale but nonetheless significant, emerged thefield
of evaluation. The main trends during evaluation’s early years were large-scale
studies, often national in scope, and a bias toward quantitative methodolo-
gies. The large studies resulted from the support that social intervention pro-
grams generally enjoyed in Washington at that time. The quantitative bias
resulted from the novice evaluators’ previous training and participation in
traditional social science disciplines.

In the early 1970s, following the first euphoric years, evaluation research
begantoinstitutionalize itself. Informal groupings of those working in evalua-
tion changed into formal professional organizations. The Evaluation Research
Society was formed, as were the Evaluation Network and the Council for
Applied Social Research (subsequently merged into the Evaluation Research
Society). Partly as a result of the formation of these organizations, evaluators
began to evaluate evaluation. Both evaluation researchers and those who were
the intended users of evaluation research began to look closely at the conduct
and outcomes of the many evaluations that had been completed. What they
found did not always please them. Evaluations in some cases were too equiv-
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ocal, too costly and too late to be useful. Some evaluators complained that we

were using the wrong tools, in terms of designs, methods and measures, or

that we simply did not have the tools we needed to produce good studies.

Others complained that the problem was not us but the turbulent setting in

which we had to work. The argumentsat the professional meetings werelively

and healthy, if not always conclusive.

In the mid to late 1970s, evaluation research had its scientific christening

when two journals devoted solely to evaluation were founded: Evaluation

Quarterly (subsequently retitled Evaluation Review and published morefre-

quently to accommodate all worthy articles) and Evaluation and Program

Planning. With this institutionalization of an evaluative mechanism for the

field itself, evaluators began seriously to indulge in self-criticism. Certain

issues had to be faced squarely, such as the irrelevance and misapplication of

the control-group design in somestudies or the absence of use of evaluation

results in policymaking.

Evaluators were beginning to develop creative solutions to these and other

issues as the 1980s began. Just at that point, however, the Reagan administra-

tion started its cutback in social programsand its layoffs of federal workers.

Not only did the funds for evaluation work begin to shrink significantly, but

people working in the relatively new evaluation units in federal agencies also

began to lose their jobs, as the last hired becamethefirst fired. These devel-

opments caused evaluation to shift from a growth industry, as some had char-

acterized it, to a mildly embattled enterprise. Evaluation definitely has not

died, but it no longer has the fervor of the earlier years, when interest in and

funds for evaluation studies were high.

THE STATUS OF EVALUATIONIN 1984

In the course of our review of material for this volume of the Annual, we

had the opportunity to read many papers, reports, and books focusing on

every aspect of the evaluation enterprise. While at times fatiguing, this exer-

cise did have one very valuable aspect: It gave us the rare opportunity to learn

what manyevaluation researchers were doing and thinking. The papers in this

volume provide a representative sampling of important concerns and popular

research foci in the evaluation field at this time. (The one exception would be

the area of meta-analysis, which, because it was covered so extensively in the

previous Annual, (Light, 1983), we underemphasized in this volume.) In the

sections below, we note some of the mostsignificant trends and, with some

trepidation due to the questionable validity of our crystal ball, provide obser-

vations on likely or desirable developments as evaluation marches into the

brave new world beyond 1984.

The Quantitative-Qualitative Debate: A Truce

A long-standing dispute in the evaluation research literature has centered

on the advisability of using quantitative or qualitative methods. Initially, the
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quantitative methods held the superior position and qualitative approaches
rarely were mentioned. To be heard, advocates of qualitative methods had to
emphasize the differences and superiority of their favored approach. This
resulted in an understandable but unfortunate debate that pitted quantitative
approaches against qualitative approaches and cast the evaluator’s initial
design decision as an “either-or”situation.

In our review, we were struck by the degree to which evaluators seem
genuinely to have gone beyond the quantitative versus qualitative distinction.
The issue no longer seems to be.which approachis better but, instead, is how
we can capitalize on the complementarity of these approaches to design more
sensitive studies (see Parts I and III in this volume for examples). We believe
this is a healthy developmentfor the field, which maylead to the development
of a methodology for evaluation that is unique, rather than an amalgam of
traditional social science approaches. Should this happen, it is conceivable
that evaluation research may makea significant methodological contribution
the social science fields from whichit sprang.

Multiple Methods

There has been an important related developmentin the area of evaluation
approaches, spurred perhapsby the end of the obsessive focus on the qualita-
tive versus quantitative issue. A number of writers are advocating that
methods be mixed in conducting an evaluation (See Parts I, I], and III).

The challenge is to mix the best parts of multiple methods to accomplish
our evaluation tasks. Thus far there are more calls for the use of multiple
methods than actual examples of how this can be accomplished successfully.
Nonetheless, this important shift in thinking is a necessary precondition for
the development of new models. Consequently, we anticipate that some very
creative multiple-method models will begin to appear in the new few years.

New Approaches for Lean Times

As too manyevaluators are well aware, funds for evaluation have decreased
in recent years. One outcome hasbeenless evaluation work, but another has
been the advocacy of new evaluation approaches for leaner times (see Parts
II} and IX).The approaches weidentified were not actually new: instead, they
were adaptations of older methodsto the evaluation setting. Notable among
these adaptationsare the use of social indicators and the use of archival mea-
sures to assess program coverage and effectivness. These approachestypically
are less costly to implement than traditional evaluation approaches because
the evaluatoris using data already collected by others. Evaluators using these
approaches frequently will need to be creative in selecting process and out-
come measures because they will be working with data others have defined
and collected. The challenge will be to assemble sets of measures that individ-
ually focus on different aspects of a phenomenonbut that collectively eluci-
date the phenomenon in a multi-dimensional way. This task will require
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evaluators to use tried and true, as well as unusual and unexpected, measures

and indices.

Decentralization of Evaluation

In its earliest years, evaluation research involved many large-scale pro-

grams, usually administered at the federal level. Many of the well-known edu-

cational program evaluations, such as Head Start, exemplify this trend. As

resources for social amelioration programs have decreased in recent yearsand

as the available funds have been shifted to the state or local levels for admin-

istration, the focus for evaluation activities also has shifted. The numberof

large federal-level evaluations has dropped dramatically, and the numberof

state- and local-level evaluation activity has increased (see Parts I] and 1X). We

expect this trend to continue,at least for the near future.

This trend has positive and negative implications for evaluation research.

Onthe positive side, evaluators will be working close to those directly respon-

sible for implementing, administering, and improving programs, thereby

increasing the likelihood of relevant evaluation data and timely evaluation

use. Unlike the large federal programs, where many people are involved in

these different processes in many locations, small local-level programs typi-

cally involve fewer people and fewer intermediaries between the planning for a

program and its implementation. The evaluator, then, can work moreclosely

with these people and can develop and implement a study design that is

known to be more responsive to the needs of the program personnel. (Someof

the articles in Part VI discuss related issues.)

This trend toward the local level will not necessarily preclude national-level

assessments of similar types of programs. Somecurrent evaluation writers are

advocating the use of data convergence to obtain cumulative knowledge of

programsor evaluation practices. Some believe that particularly meaningful

knowledge of this type will come from multiple small-scale studies that

employ a variety of methods and measures.

Onthe negative side, evaluators will be working with much smaller evalua-

tion budgets and so may not be able to implement someof the sophisticated

designs and measuresthat were possible on the large-scale level (e.g., the New

Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment and its counterparts in othercities

across the country). In addition, evaluators may not have the degree of high-

level support for evaluation activities that characterized their workat the fed-

eral level. While there certainly were negative consequences to some aspects of

federal mandatesfor evaluation, there were definite boons to the expression of

strong evaluation support, such as the requirement from Congress that eval-

uation must be done on certain federal programsor the directives from var-

ious agency or department heads that evaluation activities would be an inte-

gral part of program activities. The absence of these high-level supports for

evaluation will require that evaluators cultivate these kinds of supportsat the

state and local levels. (Articles on related topics are found in Parts II, VIII,

and IX.)
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New Conceptions of Validity

A central part of evaluation researchers’ thinking has been Campbell and

Stanley’s (1966) distinction between external and internal validity, based on

Campbell’s work nearly 10 years earlier (1957). Internal validity, most of us

learned, related to whether X in fact caused Y in a particular situation. Exter-

nal validity related to generalizability of the X-Y relationship to othersettings,

populations, and treatment-measurement variations. Campbell and Stanley

provided us with a listing of possible confounding factors that could invali-

date the conclusions of our studies and ways to ameliorate these factors.

Recently, evaluation writers have begun to question the validity of this dis-

tinction and to reformulate the idea of validity (see Parts V and VII). We

think this is an exciting developmentfor the field because it will force us to
reexamine our approachto determining causation.

Too many of us, with Campbell and Stanley’s catalogue of designs in hand,
thought that selecting the right design would solve our invalidity problems.
This assumption frequently was incorrect for the multifaceted evaluation
setting and resulted in unsatisfactory and unsatisfying attempts to institute
theoretically proper designs. Part of the surge in popularity of qualitative eval-
uation designs about a decade ago resulted from these frustrating experiences.

Now, however, evaluation writers are challenging us to think beyond valid-
ity issues to more basic concerns of how we can best determine and measure
cause in an evaluation context. The focus of our efforts needs to be an expla-
nation of how and why a process, program,or productis working, not simply
on whetherit is working. The outcomes from the discussion of these validity
issues Over the next few years could playa significant role in advancing eval-
uation’s methods and techniques and, perhaps, social science’s methods and
techniquesas well.

The Use of Evaluation

As we noted in our brief history of evaluation research, the absence of
utilization of evaluation results was one troubling factor in causing a good
deal of soul-searchingin the field. That soul-searchingis still going on, butits
tone is of a much different quality. The definition of evaluation at that early
time was toorestricted to an instrumental view, where immediate anddirect
details of use were examined, usually those the evaluator had recommended.
If these things did not occur, the judgment was that no use had resulted from
the evaluation. |

This limited view of evaluation began to change in the late 1970s and has
changed even morein the past few years. Conceptual uses and symbolic uses
also are recognized as examples ofutilization, although these may notbein
exactly the directions the evaluator would favor. Even instrumental uses
appear more frequently than once thought, perhaps because evaluators have
becomebetter judges of the decision requirements of policymakers and deci-
sion makers. It is clear to us from our review that evaluations are indeed used,
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and that the agonizing over nonuse has appropriately subsided (see Parts II,

IV, VIII, and IX). The focus nowis on howtofacilitate and encourage more

use of evaluation findings.

The Role of Conflict

In the early years of evaluation’s development, conflict between evaluators

and program personnelor decision makers was viewed as one of those unfor-

tunate realities of doing evaluation in the “real world.” There were disagree-

ments over methods and measures, results and implications. Some evaluation

writers recommended avoiding doing evaluations in settings where too much

conflict existed. While this admonitionis still applicable in extremesituations,

it is noteworthy that conflict no longer is viewed as an unpleasant, uncontrol-

lable aspect of the evaluationsetting. Instead, evaluators seem to be accepting

conflict as an integral part of working in public and private programs(see

Parts II, HI, VIII, and IX).

Conflict need not always be a disadvantageous factor in evaluation plan-

ning, implementation, and utilization. If an evaluatoris flexible enough and

rational enough,he or she can capitalize on disagreements and turn them into

assets. For example, disagreements between program personnel about the

goals and objectives of a program canbe identified by the evaluation staff and

fed back to the program personnel. Because these disagreements sometimes

have neverbeenclearly or concretely set out, they have not been resolved. The

evaluator can serve a useful function for the program,as well as for the plan-

ning of the evaluation, by serving asthe catalyst for goal and objective clarifi-

cation. By doing this, the evaluator can enhance his or her credibility and

perceived usefulness to the program and, as a consequence, be granted even

more freedom in the conduct of a comprehensive evaluation.

Recognition of the Importance of

the Evaluator’s Sensibilities

There has been muchattention in the past on the technical skills an evalua-

tor must have; little attention was devoted to the other skills an evaluator

must have to complementhis or her technical abilities in the actual conduct of

an evaluation project. Increasingly, evaluation writers have come to recognize

that the development of these evaluation sensibilities is critical in training

novice evaluators.

These sensibilities include an understanding of the importance and the

operation of the context within which an evaluation occurs and the decision-

making situations into which evaluation data are introduced(see Parts II and

VIII). Other important sensibilities relate to the professional conduct of an

evaluation project and to the ethical questions that mayarise as an evaluation

progresses (Part IX). The latter issues are receiving increasing attention in the

field, but there is still room for improvement. It is clear that the increase in

understanding of these factors has resulted in more successful and useful eval-
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uations. The challenge for the evaluation field now is to develop ways to teach

novice evaluators about these sensibilities, probably using experiential com-

ponents in evaluation classes. In this way, students of evaluation will be able

to learn the science as well as the art of evaluation.

Evaluator Training and Jobs

As in any field, training of new professionals and retraining of current
members should be important issues for evaluation. Someactivities related to
both of these areas have occurred at recent joint meetings of the Evaluation
Network and the Evaluation Research Society, namely the Evaluation Teach-
ing Materials Exchange and the preconference workshops, several of which
have focused on training in specialized topics for evaluation professionals.
While these activities are useful ones, the field could benefit from more system-
atic thought and action ontheissueoftraining.
We searched in vain for articles describing current evaluation training or

retraining efforts. While we did locate and include several good papers related
to evaluation jobs (Part IX), these papers only indirectly relate to the issue of
training. There are several possible reasons for the absence of attention to
training. Until recently, those wanting to be evaluators hadlittle difficulty
finding jobs, even if their detailed evaluation training was limited. Advanced
social science or education training usually was sufficient to qualify someone
for an evaluation position. This situation has changed, however, as competi-
tion for evaluation jobs has increased. Those seeking employment are now
very interested in specialized training in evaluation to enhance their
marketability.

Another reason for the absence of attention to training has been the dis-
agreement among evaluators about the critical skills that should make up a
good training package. Asthe evaluation field was developing, no one could
be certain about which skills and knowledge were moreorless critical. Now,
however,the field is at a point where serious discussion and study abouttrain-
ing and retraining evaluators could lead to general agreement abouttheset of
core evaluation skills. Important topics of such studies would include the
goals, content, and outcomes of training programs that currently exist; the
skills and knowledge that evaluators believe are important for training; and
the views of employers of evaluators about the skills they value. This informa-
tion would provide a basis on which to redesign current training classes,
workshops, and programs, as well as to plan responsive, relevant retraining
programs. Withoutthis information, the evaluationfieldis likely always to be
behind, rather than in step with or aheadof, the job market’s needs.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

In the first edition of this Annual, Glass (1976) noted that a discipline
begins and growsifit is centered around a set of intellectually engaging ques-
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tions. It is clear to us that the discipline of evaluation research easily meets

this criterion. Since Glass produced his volume,the discipline has continued

to generate important and engaging questions of two main types: those that

address more and more basic aspects of old issues (for example, questions

about validity) and those that address new issues previously unrecognized or

ignored (for example, questions about decision making and the use of evalua-

tion results). If the past can be used to predict the future, the discipline of

evaluation should continue to prosperin the years beyond 1984.

The evaluation enterprise has a second aspect, however, that also must be

considered in assessing the state of the field. Evaluation arose from the

demands of social policymakers who were attempting to solve or at least

ameliorate important social problems. Evaluation has grown becauseit has

contributed meaningful, useful information to the policy process. Evaluators

continue to make such contributions and to develop new approachesthat will

produce even more meaningful information. A special strength of the evalua-

tion enterprise has been its ability to adapt to and even capitalize on, the

complex and confusing but creative environment of social programs. This
strength is still very much in evidence, as the papers in this volume demon-

strate. As the evaluation enterprise moves beyond 1984, we can look forward

to a brave, exciting world—an ever changing set of engaging questions

anchored and tested in the important arena of social problem solving.
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THE PHILOSOPHY AND

IDEOLOGY OF EVALUATION

The biggest questions and issues facing evaluation research are related to
our operating assumptions, made both consciously and unconsciously. Too
often our attention as evaluation researchers is on the microscopic questions,
such as which program goals to evaluate, which measures to use, which data
analysis strategies to employ. Less frequently we think about somewhat more
macroscopic questions, such as which general evaluation approach is best
suited to our purposes. An evaluator facing this question might ask himself or
herself whether, for example, a goal-based or a goal-free approach would be
better suited to a particular evaluation task. Rarerstill is the evaluator who
asks the ultimate macroscopic questions, such as, Can wereally be scientific?
How do our unconsciousbiases affect our conduct of evaluation? Howis the
way we conceptualize evaluation biased by ourbuilt-in preconceptions? andIs
there an ideal paradigm?

These important butdifficult questions are easy to ignore in the day-to-day
pressures of the evaluation environment. We evaluation researchers, however,
ignore them at ourperil, since it is precisely the process of considering and
attempting to answer such macroscopic questions that determines the future
success or failure of the evaluation enterprise. Too muchattention to micro-
Scopic issues and toolittle to macroscopic concerns can result in a dangerous
situation for the profession of evaluation.

Several of evaluation’s best-known figures address just such macroscopic
issues in this section. Donald Campbell, one of the acknowledged fathers of
the evaluationfield, contributesthe text of a speech delivered to the American
Educational Research Association. Following a brief overview of the limita-
tions of the logical positivist approach to doing social science and a short
presentation of post-positivist standards for the conduct of social science
research, Campbell discusses ten significant features of applied social science
conducted for policy purposes. (In one part of this discussion, Campbell
introduces an extension of the experimental/quasi-experimental categoriza-
tion of research design for which he is well known: queasy experiments.)
These ten features are characterized by a more modest view of the ability of
scientists to make causal inferences using ourfallible, fragile tools. Campbell
concludes with several suggestions of alternative models and approachesthat
will foster better evaluation work.

Michael Scriven has addressed the most macroscopic evaluation questions
and issues for many years. In his paper in this section, he continues this

23
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healthy and important tradition. Scriven discusses four ideologies or funda-

mental biases that he believes have pervaded the evaluation enterprise: separa-

tism, positivism, relativism, and a managerial focus. Scriven argues instead for

a consumerist ideology and a multimodel approach to evaluation, one that

takes multifield, multidisciplinary, and multilevel perspectives, to name just a

few of the multiplicities that Scriven describes. The article ends with an eval-

uation checklist that presents 1S dimensions that Scriven believes must be

considered in doing most any type of evaluation, whether of products, pro-

grams, people, or proposals.

The following paper by Ernest House also addresses the question of how

we think about evaluation and the factors that underlie our thinking. House’s

intriguing contention is that our evaluation conceptions are unconsciously

influenced by metaphors. Metaphors for House are vital intellectual tools

which are central to our perception and understanding of the world around

us. In the case of evaluation, the same metaphorical thinking applies. As an

illustration, House analyzes the metaphors underlying the popular evaluation

text by Rossi, Freeman, and Wright (1979), Evaluation: A Systematic

Approach. Their metaphorsinclude a view of social service delivery as indus-

trial production (“program elements are defined in terms of time, cost, proce-

dures, or a product”), of social programs as machines(social programs can be

“fine-tuned”), and of social delivery systems as conduits (“the unreliability of

measuring instruments may dilute the difference in outcomes”). House dem-

onstrates how different conceptions of evaluation result from these different

metaphorical views. House’s novel view of what determines our evaluation

approachesraises the possiblity that very different perceptions of evaluation,

with associated unusual approaches, are possible, at least for those who can

conceive of a new metaphor.

The final paper in this section also deals with questions of fit between the

conception of evaluation and the execution of evaluation. Palumbo and

Nachmias explore several aspects of the “identity crisis” that confronts evalua-

tion now that the dominant evaluation paradigm (the goal-based model) has

been supplemented by a variety of alternative paradigms. They discuss such

issues as the ideal role of evaluation in decision making and the congruence

(or, more frequently, incongruence) between evaluation methodologies and

actual organizational behavior. Palumbo and Nachmias are not sanguine

about the developmentof an ideal evaluation paradigm,but they arguethatit

is nonetheless worthwhile to work towardit.

The four papers in this section share several commonthreads. First, all the

papers have an anti-positivist bias and call for a change in our thinking.

Scriven clearly argues for a change not only away from anylingering positivist

bias in evaluation but also away from the managementbias in past evaluation

studies. Campbell and Palumbo and Nachmiasalso urge evaluation researchers

to look moreclosely at the evaluation situation before deciding on approaches

and methodologies. Although more subtle, Housealso challenges us to change

our standard way of thinking aboutevaluation.
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The ideas in these papers go beyond the old, simple distinction between

quantitative and qualitative evaluation approaches to even morebasic concep-

tions. Rather than argue about different models and different methods, these

evaluation theorists focus instead on different philosophies and ideologies. By

probing to the core of the evaluation enterprise, these evaluation thinkers are

conducting the most basic kind of evaluation of evaluation and, in so doing,
are opening up the possibility that we can begin genuinely to understand the
points of agreement and disagreement. Once we have this understanding, we
are in a position to makereal progress in advancingthe science of evaluation.
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Can WeBe Scientific

in AppliedSocial Science?

Donald T. Campbell

Can webescientific in applied social science? My ability to take a middle-

of-the-road, sensible position in a militant polemic way makes you knowthat

my awswerwill be both yes and no. Certainly it is much harderto be scientific

where financially enormous policy decisions hang upon our fragile social

science tools. Let me give you one preliminary yes and twopreliminary no’.

A feeble yes: We can be somewhat more scientific than we are now or have

been (in educational program evaluation, for example). Changes feasible

within the current financial, administrative, and political climate could make

us able to be morescientific. An equally feeble no: If we present our resulting

improved truth claims as though they were definitive achievements compara-

ble to those in the physical sciences, and thus deserving to override ordinary

wisdom whenthey disagree, we can be socially destructive. We can be engaged

in a political misuse of the authority of science that has not been fully earned

in our ownfield. Another no: Using quantitative social science measures for

administrative control and budgetary decision making(as in the accountabil-

ity movement) can be destructive of the institutions and processes over which

control is intended, and destructive as well of whatever prior validity the

social science measures employed once had.

I want to cometo these conclusions,or get close to them,bybriefly review-

ing recent developments in the philosophy of science, sociology of science, and

sociology of knowledge, including the argument within our own program eval-

uation community as to whether we should employ the methodsof physics or

the methodsof the humanities. In light of a fragmentary, modern, post-positiv-

ist theory of science,I will then discuss the special problemsof policy-relevant

From Donald T. Campbell, “Can WeBe Scientific in Applied Social Science?” original manuscript.

Author’s Note: This is an edited version of a transcript of the “awards address” delivered at the annual

meeting of the American Educational Research Association, March 22, 1982, in New York. (One or two

of the topics on my outline that were notactually delivered have been included here.) Preparation of the

talk, transcript, and edited version have been supported by NSF Grant BNS 7925577 and by my univer-

sity professorship at Lehigh University. A modified version of this paper will appear in the Educational

Researcher.
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social science research, including problemsresulting from the politicization of

our own mistaken view as to what an applied social science should looklike,

which we offered in the heyday of the Great Society Program of the

1964-1968 period, under the regime of one of our two presidents named Lyn-

don Johnson (that is, “Lyndon Johnson the Good”). I am thinking of the

Office of Economic Opportunity, Program Planning and Budgeting Systems,

and program evaluation.

POST-POSITIVIST THEORY OF SCIENCE

Twenty years ago logical positivism dominated the philosophy of science
and, through concepts like operational definition, dominated our thoughts
about research methods. Todaythe tide has completely turned amongthe theo-
rists of science in philosophy, sociology, and elsewhere. Logical positivism is
almost universally rejected. This rejection, in which I have participated, has
left our theory of science in disarray. Under someinterpretations it has
undermined our determination to bescientific and our faith that validity and
truth are rational and reasonable goals. What we should havelearned instead
was that logical positivism was a gross misreading of the method of the
already successful sciences. Logical positivism was wrong in rejecting causal
processes imputed to unobserved variables. Logical positivism failed to recog-
nize that evenat its best, experimental research is equivocal and ambiguousin
its relation both to the real physical process involved andtoscientific theory;
and that attention to this equivocality calls for use of multiple methods, none
of them definitional, triangulating on causal processes that are imperfectly
exemplified in our experimental treatments and measurement processes.
Properly interpreted, the dethronementoflogical positivism should have led
to an increase in methodological concern rather than its abandonment. Positiv-
ism’s worst gift to the social sciences was definitional operationism,andthis
still persists in applied social science, as in the accountability movement in
which goal statements and achievementclaims are rigidly defined in terms of
singular, quantitative indicators. (In practice, the use of such indicators for
practical decision making reduces or emasculates the validity of the measures
involved [Campbell, 1979a, pp. 84-86]).

Campbell and Stanley’s Experimental and Quasiexperimental Designs for
Research (written in 1961 and 1962,first published in 1963), was lucky to be
already post-positivist. (At least in a whiggish rewriting of history, I can claim
that. In Cook and Campbell [1979, pp. 10-14] the assessment is more mixed.)
First of all, we cited N. R. Hanson (1958), who wasthefirst in the Hanson-
Kuhn-Feyerabend tradition to emphasize the theory-ladenness of the factual
observations of science. It cited Popper (1959) with approval (although it
didn’t cite my favorite slogan of his: “We don’t know, we can only guess”). We
emphasized the equivocality of both the treatment implementations and the
observations. We gave a section head and two paragraphsto evolutionalepis-
temology (in Campbell [1959] version, if not the 1974a, and thus did not
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include my nowstandard, “Cousins to the amoeba, how could we know for

certain?”). Most importantly post-positivist was the concept of “plausible rival

hypotheses,” putting so much scientific weight on that squishy concept of

plausibility.

I would like to point out five post-positivist points with which I agree and

with which I think you also should agree. I am borrowing from Hanson

(1958), Polanyi (1958), Popper (1959), Toulmin (1961), Kuhn (1970), Feyera-

bend (1975 and before) and other wild characters including Quine (1951, 1969).

1. Judgmental, discretionary components are unavoidable in science. They

appear in the choice of experimental design, the choice of a specific apparatus,

the wording of the particular questions in our questionnaires, in the interpre-

tation of results, and in the choice between competing theories. These subjec-

tive discretionary links cannot be avoided. Logical positivisim wanted to

removeall discretion. This effort to achieve foundationalist explicitness took

two forms: completely explicit observational foundations (meter readings,

sense data, and so on) and logical deductive manipulation of these sense data.

Logical positivism failed at both levels.

Campbell and Stanley (1966, p. 35) joined in this rejection of logical

positivism when they said that “true” experiments at their very best only

probetheories; they do not prove them. But the rejection was most important

in our emphasis upontherole of plausibility. We took the position that there

could be lots of threats to validity that were logically uncontrolled but that

one should not worry about unless they were plausible. The general spirit was

that any interpretation of a body of data or research procedure should be

regarded as innocent until judged guilty for plausible reasons, as determined

throughthescientific method of mutual criticism.

I’ve often wondered why there were no hostile logical-positivist reviews of

Campbell and Stanley, accusing it of undermining scientific standards. We

failed to get one as far as I know.It is with mixed pride that I note we are

now regularly being used as an exemplar of logical positivism, and of the

mistaken effort to import into the social sciences the inappropriate methodsof

the physical sciences. (While I am grateful for every citation, I think this is a

misreading, as will be argued below.)

2. The paradigm theme. Weare inevitably encapsulated in some paradigm

of presuppositions, inexplicit or explicit. Historically, we can look back and

see how provincially we were imbedded. We cannot do with presuppositions.

We cannotpull each presupposition out individually and prove them one at a

time. In every expansion of scientific knowledge we have to expand the

number of things we assumeare true and that have to go unproven. In the

evolutional-epistemology version of this, with the recipe of variation, selec-

tion, and retention, there is emphasis upon the presuppositions about the

nature of the world that are built into our retinas, the nerve wiring of our

brains, our language, and our ownresearch tradition. From evolutionary epis-

temology comesthe crucial question of balance between variation and reten-
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tion. These are incompatible, and knowledge becomes impossible if either
totally dominates.

In accepting paradigm-embeddedness again weare rejecting the founda-

tionalism that was so central to logical positivism. There are no untouchable

axioms: All are criticizable and revisable. Nor are there any foundational

observations or facts. There are indeed at any historic period of time in any

successful science a vast array of trusted facts, but none is immunefrom revi-

sion. For the atomistic (sense data, observations, or axioms) foundationalism

of the positivists, we must substitute a holistic, squishy, quasi-foundational-

ism, a composite foundationalism that I call the 99 to | trust-doubt ratio. This

is like the holistic network imagery of Quine (1951), but I'll give it to you in
my version.

For the cumulative evolutionary process of knowing, our only available
tactic is to trust most of our current beliefs while we use that distributed
fulcrum to revise a few of them. The ratio of the trusted to the doubted has
got to be in the order of 99% trust to 1% doubt. In biological evolution, 99%
of the genes are trusted while mutation and recombination vary 1% of them.
However wrong-headed theinitial beginnings, nature is stuck with this great
mass of presuppositions on how to design an animal. Similarly, in a science
such as physics, the great revolutions have been achieved bytrusting 99% of
the cumulated facts and using that basis to revise 1% ofits beliefs and their
theoretical integration. This produces a kind of gradualism at thelevel of facts
(wherein lies my only real disagreement with Kuhn).
Don Moyer(1979) hasstudied the belief changes following the 1919 eclipse

observations, where English physicists and astronomers moved from 5%
adoption of Einsteinian general relativity to 99% adoption in a five-year
period. He documents the waysthis revolution was based upon profoundtrust
of previous physics, which provided the factual leverage for overthrowing the
dominant Newtonian theory. It was palace revolution in conceptual organiza-
tion and theory, in which most of the facts (all being theory-laden “facts”)
were retained.

Before going on to the other three points, I would like to use these first two
points (paradigm dependence, and discretionary human judgments) to discuss
the qualitative versus quantitative agenda which is so important right now in
educational research and program evaluation. Should we be using the methods
of the humanities or the methods of the physical sciences? I would like to
argue that if we had not misread the record of the physical sciences we would
recognize that these methodsare very similar.

Let us start out with that old tradition, at one time called philology and
now called hermeneutics, which asks such questions as, What did Homer
mean by this particular phrasing? or, What did Saint Paul mean in this par-
ticular verse? In philology and hermeneutics, one had generations of scholars
quarreling about these issues, but remaining within the same social communi-
cation net, a quarreling collective committed to getting the truth. Now,part of
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this hermeneutic tradition is this presuppositional and contextural dependence

that I have called the | to 99 doubt-trust ratio, a composite fallibilist founda-

tionalism generating andcriticizing plausible rival hypotheses as to alternative
interpretations, including the hypothesis that some copyist had madea clerical

error that was subsequently transmitted by other loyal copiers, and so on.

This self-critical community of interpreters, by looking at a wider range of

manuscripts from this same time, and thus extending the grounds of judg-

ment, often eventually arrived at consensual decisions as to the best interpre-

tations of a particular manuscript.

Or, look at the method of the historians as taught and exemplified by Col-

lingwood (Levin, 1970), who wasa historical relativist with a historical para-

digm theme. His method was explicitly the method of a detective in a

detective story. The method is epitomized by trying to rule out plausible rival

hypotheses.

Whenweget downto our own practical work, a plausible-rival-hypothesis

approachis absolutely essential, and must for the most part be implemented

by common-sense, humanistic, qualitative approaches. In program evaluation

the details of program implementation history, the site-specific wisdom, and

the gossip about where the bodies are buried are all essential to interpreting

the quantitative data (Campbell, 1974b, 1975, 1979a; Cook & Reichardt, 1979).

3. Historicism. At any given time, even in the best of science (even in phys-

ics), we are in a historical context and our experiments and ourtheoretical

arguments are historically imbedded. They have a historical provincialism;

they are reactions to what has gone before; they are dated and uninterpretable

outside of that context. The contrasts with the past are, in some kind of a

problem-solving way, almost necessarily exaggerated. So we havea dialectic

of contrast, in which exaggerated, oversimplified corrections for what has

gone before are an essential part of the process, and the past that has gone

before is essential for understanding the new terms and new experiments that

are introduced. In an effort to speak in the extreme forms of post-positivist

jargon, I have called this the “dialectic historical indexicality of scientific

terms” (Campbell, 1982). Gergen (1982) presents the historicist argumentfor

social psychology.

4. Relativism. This treasure of post-positivism encompasses epistemological,

historical, cultural, and paradigm relativism. In the evolutionary epistemology

tradition (Campbell, 1974a) my sloganis “blind variation andselective reten-

tion.” This is an emphasis on exploring in the dark, with the fumbling of a

blind person being a better model for epistemology than clairvoyantvision.

All of this commits me to a profound epistemological relativism.

Now, while I am a thoroughgoing epistemological relativist, I reject an

ontological relativity, or, since Quine (1969) has used that term in a different

sense, an ontological nihilism. Evolutionary epistemologyhasin it an unproven

assumption ofa real world external to the organism, with which the organism

is in dialectical interaction. I have been spendinga lot of time recently reading
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and meeting with (Campbell, 1981) exciting young sociologists of science such

as Barry Barnes (1976), David Bloor (1976), and Michael Mulkay (1978),

Karen Knorr-Cetina (1981), Bruno Latour and Steven Woolgar (1979), and

Harry Collins (1981). Also relevant is the book Robert Merton and Thomas

Kuhn have resurrected, Ludwig Fleck’s 1935 Genesis and Development of

Scientific Fact (1979). Harry Collins calls this the “relativist” program in the

sociology of science. Latour and Woolgar and Knorr-Cetina call it the “social
constructivist” program. David Bloor and Barry Barnes (Bloor, 1976; Barnes

& Bloor, 1982), call it the “strong programme,” meaning that in doing socio-

logical, historical studies of science (asking the question, What were the causes

for their changing their scientific beliefs?) it is illegitimate to use our current

confidence in the truth of the belief as an explanation for why, back then, they
cameto believeit.

This agnosticism I find methodologically correct. After all, those past
scientists were not clairvoyant, and many of the changes we now regard asin
the mainstream ofscientific development we do not now regard as “true”. But
these new sociologists of science carry this agnosticism too far. They refuse to
speculate in an ontologically-realist way about what kindsofsocial processes,
what kinds of systems of interaction amongscientists and betweenscientists
and society, could produce improvedbeliefs. They refuse to undertake whatI
call an epistemologically relevant internalist sociology of science (Campbell,
1979b, 1981). | am continuing to work on such a sociology of science (Camp-
bell, 1984).

5. Sociologism and psychologism. Scienceis a social process, scientists are
thoroughly humanbeings: greedily ambitious, competitive, unscrupulous,self-
interested, clique-partisan, biased by tradition and cultural memberships,
given to mutual backscratching, and the like. James Watson’s The Double
Helix (1968; but see Olby, 1974, for Crick’s perspective) is one of the most
used texts in the sociology of science relevantto this.

Out of this, I want us to keep the goal of truth, and to attempt to under-
stand and foster a social system of science (differing greatly from our recent
dominant theory of applied social science for policy purposes) in whichit
becomes sociologically plausible that the processes would lead to beliefs of
increasing validity. The scientific method itself is a social system product.
Scienceis itself a social system,it is “tribal” in that sense (Campbell, 1979b),
but strangely, its norms preach against that very tribalism: against deference
to authority, against deference to majority rule. A keypart of this sociology of
successful science is a mutalcriticism that keeps those who are criticizing each
otherstill remaining in the same group, rather than splitting off into their own
insulated cults. Competitive replication, threat of replication, a reward system
that encourages competitive innovation but punishes dishonesty in the result-
ing competition (Merton, 1973) are all partsofit (Campbell, 1984).

From this sociological point of view, combined with an evolutionary-epis-
temology point of view,it follows that large numbers of independentdecision
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makers are essential for objectivity in science. It follows too that we must

maintain scientists’ collective interests in the trust given the system of science

by the larger public (Merton & Geiryn, 1982). We must maintain the individ-

ual scientist’s interest in reputation, recognition, and fame, without allowing

these interests to underminetheself-interest in science’s collective validity. We

scientists cannot avoid being dependent on the trust of fellow scientists. We

must avoid creating a motivational system that generates truth claimsor belief

assertions that we distrust. We need a scientific method (as a social invention

and social process) that will counteract the ill effects that a cynical and nihilis-

tic interpretation of point 4 (relativism) and point 5 (sociologism and psycho!-

ogism) can produce.

This epistemologically relevant internalist sociology of science will not deny

the scientist’s paradigmatic provincialism, self-seeking competitiveness, and

humanfallibility, but will rather propose a social system designed to curb side

effects that produce invalid beliefs. Inevitably our model of science will show

science as a fragile and vulnerable social institution, one that is capable of

flourishing only now andthen, only here and there, on the face of the earth. A

validity-producing social system of science is nothing we should take for

granted.

APPLICATION TO APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE

If we move such a post-positivist theory of science into the problem of the

validity of applied social science, we find that we needall of the social system

features of pure science (e.g. physics, laboratory psychology, and biology).

From this perspective, when we move into the arena of policymaking, there

are some regular features of applied social science for policy purposes that

cometo ourattention. |

First is clearly the greater equivocality of causal inferencefor research done

in policy settings. There are many, many more plausible rival hypotheses.

There is much less control. Looking back at the “artificiality” of physical

science laboratories (their soundproof walls, atmospheric controls, insulation

against electromagnetic and magnetic fields, achievement of vacumms,andall

of the other accoutrements of “experimental isolation”), we can see thatall of

this laboratory apparatus is designed to control or to rule out plausible rival

hypotheses, or at least to render them “implausible,” thus achieving an artifi-

cial situation in which causal inference can be done more competently.

Whenbiologists left the insulated laboratory where apparatus and walls are

the essence of the scientific method, to moveoutinto the agricultural experi-

mental station where the winds blew and the rains rained, they invented

another type of artificiality to render implausible large classes of plausible

rival hypotheses. This was the randomized experiment. We should note that

slightly before that, educational researchers such as E. L. Thorndike andhis

students, moving from the insulted psychology laboratory outinto the class-

rooms, independently invented randomized assignment to experimental treat-
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ments and latin-square designs, again asartificialities that operated somewhat

like experimental isolation in generating controls, in reducing the plausibility

of rival hypotheses such asselection, selection-treatment interaction, practice
effects, and the like. While we educational psychologists did not do it with
Fisher’s mathematical elegance, we were first with these great tools ofartifi-
ciality.. McCall’s (1923) How to Experiment in Education summarizes this
early achievement.

Today, as so manyofus react to the frustrations of social science research
with the hope that humanistic methods will turn out to be more appropriate
than physical science ones—anexploration that I too favor (Campbell, 1974b,
1975, 1984), our troubles are often blamed on a prior, mistaken, subservient
borrowing of physical science methods. Indeed, Campbell and Stanley (1966)
are often accused ofthis fallacy. Close analysis will, I believe, show thatthis is
unfair. Thorndike and McCall were not borrowing random assignment and
the “rotation experiment”(latin-square) from the physical sciences, nor from
R. A. Fisher andhis agricultural experimentstations. Instead, they werereact-
ing to the mutual criticisms of their own educational-psychology research
community, and inventing research designs that would help rule out the recur-
rent very plausible rival hypotheses generated by their fellow critics.

So too, Campbell and Stanley’s list of threats to validity is an accumulation
of our field’s criticisms of each other’s research. The list of quasi-experimental
designs is a cumulative listing of our discipline’s inventions of ways of ruling
out someof the very plausible rival hypotheses. We can thank Campbell and
Stanley for being conscientious collectors of the achievementsofthis tradition
of collective self-criticism. (That’s what they were: collators, bookkeepers,
reviewers of the literature.) Their collection of designs is not at all drawn from
physical science. Of course, from the quasi-experimental perspective, just as
from that of physical science methodology,it is obvious that moving outinto
the real world increases the numberofplausible rival hypotheses. Experiments
move to quasi-experiments, and on into queasy experiments,all too easily.
A second difference between applied social science and laboratory research

is that the still greater likelihood of extraneous, nondescriptive interests and
biases entering through the inevitable discretionary judgmental components
that exist in all science at the levels of data collection, instrument design and
selection, data interpretation, and choice of theory. As we moveinto the pol-
icy arena there is muchless social-system-of-science control over such discre-
tionary judgment favoring descriptive validity, and there are much much
stronger nondescriptive motives to consciously or unconsciously use that dis-
cretionary judgment, to, so to speak, break the glass of the galvanometer and
get in there and push the needle one wayorthe other so thatit provides the
meter-reading wanted for nondescriptive reasons (Campbell, 1982, 1979a, pp.
84-86).

The next few points about moving the theory of science into the applied
social science arena stem in considerable part from the seriously mistaken
model of applied social science that we social science methodologists offered
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to ourselves and to government in the 1960s, in the period of the Great

Society, in the era of the Office of Economic Opportunity, and Program

Planning Budgeting and Systems. Manyof these I have gone over on previous

occasions (Campbell, 1974b; 1979a).

My third point is the mistaken belief that quantitative measures replace

qualitative knowing. Instead, qualitative knowing is absolutely essential as a

prerequisite foundation for quantification in any science. Without competence

at the qualitative level, one’s computer printout is misleading or meaningless.

Wefailed in our thinking about program evaluation methods to emphasize the

need for a qualitative context that could be depended upon. One example is

frequent separation of data collection, data analysis and program implementa-

tion that was once characteristic of Washington’s funding of programs, in

which one firm would collect the pretest, another firm would collect the post-

test, and a third firm would analyze the data. This easily led to a gullible

credulity about the numbers on the computer tape, with the analyst in total

innocence about what wasactually going on in the program implementation

and testing situations.

To rule out plausible rival hypotheses we need situation-specific wisdom.

The lack of this knowledge (whether it be called ethnography, or program

history, or gossip) makesus incompetent estimators of program impacts, turn-

ing out conclusions that are not only wrong, but are often wrong in socially

destructive ways.

Fourth, the evaluation model we offered mistakenly bought into the logical

positivist’s definitional operationism, specifying as program goals fallible mea-

sures open to bureaucratic manipulation (Campbell, 1969a; pp. 414-417,

1979a, pp. 84-86).

Fifth, a one decision/one research ideal was a central feature of our origi-

nal program evaluation model. (This is diametrically opposed to the social

system of the successful physical and biological sciences.) Each program eval-

uation was to be done to support a specific administrative decision. One

researcher-evaluator was to have a monopoly on theresulting truth claims.

This one study was to be the basis for the decision. With this often went a

disregard of prior wisdom andpriorscience in making the decisions about the

future of the program (Lindblom & Cohen, 1979). The program evaluation

was conceptually tied to refunding, to be the sole or an important base for

expanding or contracting the program.

Such a policy violates commonsenseas well as the sociology of knowledge.

Had we sat down and thought, Whatwill it do to all of those discretionary

points in data collection if next year’s funding is going to ride on them? Where

are the discretionary points and how can they be distorted?, we would have

recognized that this program evaluation model belied our common expe-

rience, the sociology of bureaurcracy (Blau, 1955, 1956; Ginsberg, 1984) and

of our knowledge as psychologists as to the multiple motives the individuals

implementing programshave, including the motive of being able to feed one’s

children next year. (“Where will another job come from if this program is
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discontinued?” or, “If we report to our client our unpleasant results, where

will next year’s contract come from?” and so on.) These considerations add

into the recurring conflict we all have observed between the evaluationstaff

and the program delivery staff. Program evaluation became destructive of

program delivery morale.

- A sixth mistake in the model that we in the 1964-1968 period recom-

mended to government was the emphasis on external evaluation of programs

rather than evaluation by the delivery team itself. This again is the complete

opposite of the social customs of the physical sciences, in which passionate

believers in new theories design the research and carry it out. The objectivity

of physical science does not come from turning over the running of experi-

ments to people who could not care less about the outcome, nor from having

a separate staff to read the meters. It comes from a social process that can be

called competitive cross-validation (Campbell, 1984), and from the fact that

there are many independent decision makers capable of rerunning an experi-

ment, at least in a theoretically essential form. The resulting dependability of

reports (such asit is, and I judge it usually to be high in the physical sciences)

comes from a social process rather than from dependence uponthe honesty

and competence of any single experimenter. Somehow in the social system of

science a systematic norm ofdistrust (Merton’s [1973] “organized skepticism”)

combined with ambitiousness leads people to monitor each other for improved

validity. Organized distrust produces thrustworthy reports. In contrast, in

program evaluation, the monopoly of a single evaluation for each program,

with but one decision makerto use it, and the dogma of external evaluation,

all combined to make impossible this crucial aspect of the social system of the

successful sciences.

Another type of mistake involved immediate evaluation, evaluation long

before programs were debugged, long before those who were implementing a

program believed there was anything worth imitating.

A totally unnecessary feature was recommending a single national once-

and-for-all evaluation that would settle the issue forever.

Point nine: There was gross overvaluing of, and financial investment in,

external validity, in the sense of representative samples at the nationwide
level. In contrast, the physical sciences are so provincial that they have estab-
lished major discoveries like the hydrolysis of water (in which electrical
anodes and cathodes generate bubbles of oxygen and hydrogen) bya single
water sample taken from the Soho neighborhood of London in 1903 (see
Campbell [1969b] for a more extended and complex discussion), never cross-
validating the discovery on a “respresentative sample”of all of the water of
the world.

The so-called Northwestern School—whose center of strength is still at
Northwestern with Bob Boruch, Tom Cook,and their colleagues, and within
which | still include Lee Sechrest, Paul Wortman, myself, and most of our
Northwestern Ph.D.s—-has beencriticized for overemphasis of internal valid-
ity at the expense of external validity. This accusation must be,in a historical
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sense at least, wrong. Who,after all, introduced the great emphasis on, item-

ized all of the threats to, and assembled the controls for external validity

(Campbell, 1957; Campbell & Stanley, 1963, Cook & Campbell, 1979)? Of

course, we are interested in external validity, but we see no point in having a

representative national sample of a repeated regression artifact, or of some

other internally invalid research design.

Tenth, is the neglect of the fact that scientific truths are a collective product

of a community of scientists at any given time. Such a communityisself-criti-

cal, gets into the guts and looks under the cover andtries to decide what was

going on in specific experiments. There was a neglect of this insulating layer

of human judgments that are well informed and mutually disciplined. We

somehow assumed in our OEO-PPB&S model that a single computer output

could speak directly to the administrator. Now, however, as post-positivist

fallibilist critical realist, we want our realism to include the real and fallible

processes of data collection and conclusion drawing. Wecansee vision as the

product of imperfect lenses, imperfect nervous systems, and oversimplified

presumption systems, which lead to generally valid perceptions but also to

optical illusions (Campbell, 1983).

This physicalization, this materialization of the process of knowing,is a

very important part of the historical development of epistemology. Extended

to science we should have seen from the very beginning that social data collec-

tion and social experimentation were social system intrusions into the ongoing

processes, and that putting policy-decision pressure on them would distort

every crushable, squishy, little discretionary link. We were guilty of a doctrine

of “immaculate perception”(as it has been called in epistemology), guilty of

assuming a noninteractive acausal observational process in which all of our

questionnaries and arrangements could describe without disturbing what they

were describing, and in which the people being described as well as the de-

scribers would be unmotivated to bias the meter readings.

BETTER STRATEGIES FOR APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE

Our post-positivist theory of science with its social system of science

emphasis is far from complete. Nor have we yet applied it adequately as an

alternative ideology for applied social science, ready as advice to Washington

whenever the spirit of the experimenting society, that existed under the

regime of the good President Johnson, returns. To be so ready, we muststart

arguing now about the pros and consof alternative models. To help initiate

this I offer the following.

1. I'll call the first alternative the contagious cross-validation model of pro-

gram evaluation. A generous and concerned government provides funds for

developing local programs addressed to chronic sores of society. This local

program funding includes funds for whatever evaluation the program designers

‘want, including funds for academic consultants. Lots of local programsresult.
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Whenanyone of them,after a year or so of debugging, feels they have some-

thing hot, a program worth others borrowing, we will worry about program

evaluation in a serious sense. Our slogan would be, “Evaluate only proud

programs!” (Think of the contrast with our present ideology, in which

Washington planners in Congress and the executive branch design a new pro-

gram, command immediate nationwide implementation, with no debugging,

plus an immediate nationwide evaluation.)

When the high morale program and program results were disseminated,

there would no doubt emerge a group of willing adopters. (Note that before

we had our program evaluation ideology, such borrowing was usually on the

basis of persuasive program plans, and tookplace prior to even thefirst full

tryout, as Addie and Murray Levine [1970] have documented so well in one

classic instance.) At this stage, our federal funding would support adoptions

that include locally designed cross-validating evaluations, including funds for

appropriate comparison groups notreceiving the treatment. (We mightat this

or the next stage have large-scale “external” evaluations, as long as these did

not preclude interpretable comparisons at each site not depending upon full

national implementation.)

After five years we might have 100 locally interpretable experiments. We

would also have a community of applied social scientists familiar with them

all, that had cross-examined each others’ data, suggested and done reanalyses,

performed bias-sensitive meta-analyses, and so on. Many of these scholars

would be tenured university or public school faculty, whose job security

would not depend upon the outcome. From the consensus of this mutually

monitoring research community we would advise government and potential

adoptors.

I leave it an open question whetheror not the full-scale dissemination of a

clearly successful program would be done without local cross-validation by

adopters. Fully facing the problems of external validity, and the social histo-

ricity (Gergen, 1982) as to what will work when, would require this. I do

believe we could makeit feasible for many programs, and provided classroom

teachers, for example, with realistic means of evaluating the competence of

their own practice, albeit usually without synchronous parallel comparison

groups except for exploratory innovations.

By moving the primary evaluation to the dissemination stage, we are eval-

uating the transferable, borrowable aspects of the program. In theinitial zeal

of program developers, exceptional success is frequently due to heroic 80-hour

weeks on the part of key staff, and these are not aspects of the transferable

program. We need to know about effectiveness for the program’s routinized

form. While the problem of generalizing in applied science is substantially

different than in theoretical science, one essential of the “knowledge” pro-

duced is still reusability on different occasions and times.

The contagious cross-validation model is much closer to the model of the

physical sciences, as noted in the previous section under point 6. Let us
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remember that applied social science has more, rather than less, need for

mutual criticism, argumentative reanalysis, and cross-validation than does

physical science. This is just because we lack the possiblity of experimental

isolation, just because our data have to be generated through the cooperation

of persons with strong stakes in the outcome, and just becausescience (either

physical or social) is done in an arena in whichthe rival interests in what the

outcome is are so powerful that objective description can become a minor

motive.
Let me give a concrete illustration that is banal and simple. I was an

observer from a nearby but safe distance from the Chicago school system for

many years. Here they were spending millions of dollars on testing programs

that used national norms for an annual humiliation of half of the grammar

schools in the city. That testing program wasdestructive in its net effect. The

annual humiliation did nothing to improve the schools, told them nothing

about what they could do to make education better, and put tremendouscor-

ruption pressure on test administrations. (Rumored practices wereto classify

as many children as possible as abnormalineligibles, and to manipulate the

time schedules to optimize performance). Thus the annual humiliation was

destructive both of the validity of measurement and of the morale of the teachers.

While there were continual plans and expenditures for individual student

data retrieval, neither the school system nor we designers of quasi-experiments

ever provided a teacherwith the ability to tell whether the text chosen for the

current year was better than last year’s.2 We could have also provided individ-

ualized data retrieval disguising the scores so that no one knew what they

were in terms of national norms, providing a comparison base for teachers

based solely upon the previous performance of their own pupils. No national-

norm humiliation need have been involved—merely an ability to tell whether

one was doing better than last year. Such de-normedretrieval capability

would also have provided adventuresome teachers the capacity to try out

alternatives in teaching style. It’s a great failure that we never got around to

doing this. We program evaluation methodologists never provided the per-

spective nor the conceptualtools, nor lobbied the school system for this usage

and against the other.

2. Getting competitive replication into national policy pilot studies. The

contagious cross-validation model is appropriate only where the program

under study can be implemented autonomously bya local unit (be it school,

classroom,city, retail store, or factory). Where the program being piloted has

to be eventually implemented nationally, different sources of competitive

cross-validation must be sought. I am thinking of such heroic studies as the

New Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment (Watts & Rees, 1977; Kershaw

& Fair, 1976; Pechman & Timpane, 1975; Rossi & Lyall, 1976) and the several

subsequent still larger experiments with guaranteed annual incomes in rural

North Carolina, Gary, Seattle, and Denver. Belonging here too are the Hous-
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ing Allowance Experiments (see Lowry [1982] for the Supply experiments,
Abt Associates and the Urban Institute for the Demand experiments) and the
big health insurance experiments. We need such enormousstudies, but should
run them in the future with deliberate efforts to build in some degreeof inde-
pendent replication and mutual monitoring. Here are several ways this might
be done.

A. Rather than awarding a single contract, each should be split into two or
more independent experiments, so that all of the hundreds of discretionary
decisions as to how to present the experimental treatment and design the
questionnaires and interviews would be made and implemented byat least two
independent research teams. Such heteromethodreplication (Campbell, 1969b;
Cook & Campbell, 1979) is needed for interpretive validity. It would also
provide a small group of informed scientists for competitive cross-examination.

B. There should be adversarial stakeholder participation in the design of

each pilot experiment or program evaluation, and again in the interpretation

of results (Krause & Howard, 1976; Bryk, 1983). We should be consulting with

the legislative and administrative opponents of the program as well as the

advocates, generating measures of feared undesirable outcomes as well as

promised benefits.

C. There should be competitive reanalysis of data from the big studies. The

Office of Economic Opportunity set a great precedent to which we have

inadequately responded. The Institute for Research on Poverty, University of

Wisconsin, has available for reanalysis the data tapes for the New Jersey Neg-

ative Income Tax Experiment, and properscientific disagreements are emerg-

ing, for example, as to how they handledtheattrition problem (Boeckmann,

1981). The have the data from the first big Head Start evaluation, a data set

with a fine record for productive second-guessing (Smith & Bissell, 1970; Bar-

now, 1973; Magidson, 1977; Bentler & Woodward, 1978). I hope they have the

big Performance Contracting study (Gramlich & Koshel, 1975) with the rebut-

tals from the performance contractors. Majorclassics in this area come from

my Northwestern colleagues (Cooket al., 1975; Boruch, 1978; Boruchet al.,

1981; Trochim, 1982).

The original Coleman report (1966) on educational desegregation has been

thoroughly reanalyzed, so that now we could assemble a half-dozen volumes

the size of Mosteller and Moynihan’s (1972); and from a modernpost-positiv-

ist theory of science, we can recognize that only now do we have a competent

applied social science community ready to use the Colemanreport in conjunc-

tion with all related research, prior and subsequent, to guide governmental

policy. The original image of one research (one data collection, one analysis,

by one analyst team) to guide one governmental decision, was based upon a

fallacious theory even for pure science, and still more wrong for applied social
science.
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While these secondary analyses are of great value, and should becomeoblig-

atory for all expensive data collections, we should rememberthat they cannot

fully correct for the hundreds of idiosyncratic discretionary Judgments in-

volved in the initial data collection.

D. Legitimating dissenting-opinion research reports from members of the

research team. The Freedom of Information Act of the late 1960s was one of

the great social inventions increasing the possibility of a valid, policy-relevant,

applied social science. While Rights of Subjects legislation (another great

innovation) has been used to greatly curtail its practical implementation

(needlessly so—see Campbell, Boruch, Schwartz, & Steinberg, 1977; Boruch &

Cecil, 1979, 1982) the legitimating valueis still there. It should makepossible

competitive reanalyses. Indeed, the Seattle Teachers’ Union had used it in

demandingthe data tapes from The Office of Economic Opportunity’s (OEO)

Performance Contracting Study before the final report was ready, and OEO

had agreed to this in an out-of-court settlement. (This never lead to a rival

analysis, in part at least because OEO’s official analysis when it came out

supported the interests of the teachers’ union). In my unpublished but widely

circulated “Methods for the Experimenting Society” (197la), drawing upon

the unpublished and minimally circulated Gordon and Campbell (1971), we

argue that the voting booth rather than the rat lab should be the methodolog-

ical modelin policy research, and that the right to reanalyze data employed in

governmental decision making is fundamentally related to the right to demand

a recount in anelection.

Another background for my argumentis the great value that whistle-blow-

ing has had for the validity of physical and biological research results when

these have been done under conditions of extreme policy relevance. (I am

thinking of research on the dangers of chemicals to manufacturing workers

and food consumers, the dangers to and effects on humansandsheepofirra-

diation from nuclear experiments and powergenerators.) While such whistle-

blowing occurs, it is still experienced as a guilt-producing team disloyalty,

both by the whistle blower and coworkers, who may react with ostracism. It

would improvethescientific and political validity of applied physics, chemis-

try, and biology if whistle-blowing were legitimated by reconceptualizingit as

the right and duty to generate dissenting-opinion research reports, and ifall

laboratory staff were provided official access to all data for this purpose.

Insofar as our research results are inherently more ambiguous, even more do

we needthis in applied social science.

I am making a radical suggestion, but one that we in the American Educa-

tional Research Association, the Evaluation Network, and the Evaluation

Research Society, could right now be put into our guidelines on research

ethics (Stufflebeam, 1981; Rossi, 1982). Moreover, we as individuals could

start it now with our own research assistants. Imagine if you gave every

research assistant (including the neurotic ones with negative Oedipal resolu- .
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tions whom you never should have hired in the first place) the right of access
_ to all of the data and the right to generate minority reports. I have no doubt
that this would increase the validity of the official report (as well as provide
some of the needed competitive reevaluation). We research directors would
write up our reports differently knowing that our righteous and sore-headed
assistants were potentially free to dig up the items on the interview that we
neglected in ourfinal report, to dig up and publicize the disappointing anal-
yses we failed to find room for in ourfinal report, or to reanalyze the data
with a different perspective. Our profession should start designing a model
contract specifying such rights that could be given each employee whenhired.

3. Writing up our evaluation research reports for our fellow evaluation
researchers in and out of the universities, is my third suggested reform of our
original OEO-PPB&S model ofapplied social science. I state it thus because
we so often in those early days chided ourselves for letting our academic
standards and interests get in the way of writing program evaluations geared
to fluent administrative decision making. (I need help in assembling good
examples of this literature.) While I am not attempting to condoneirrelevant
“pure” research smuggled in underthe applied budget, I am insisting on hav-
ing available (along with the data available for reanalysis) a full academic
analysis for cross-examination by our applied social science colleagues.

Let mestress this through anaside to those of my students (face-to-face and
by the printed word) whofeel that the Campbell and Stanley superego hasill
prepared them for life in the real world of program evaluation. Let your
employer or the administrator whose neck in on the block write up the “exec-
utive summary.” Be sympathetic to the social role and predicament of pro-
gram administrators and developers. Do not be a “sadistician” (as one of our
psychoanalysts might diagnoseit), forcing them to live up to your own most
punitive standards of scientific rigor (note Devereaux’s From Anxiety to
Methodin the Behavioral Sciences [1976]). You protect your own superego by
signing your name to the 200-page appendix addressed to your fellow scien-
tists. We too should be like the physical scientists who advise government
from the consensus of a well-informed, mutually monitoring scientific com-
munity focused on the problem area. These appendices, proper government
funding of conferences, and reanalyses in terms of the plausible rival hypo-
theses we generate, will provide an applied social science base that is more
optimal, politically and scientifically.
The complete sociology of applied-science validity, which I wish I had,

would take into account environmental impacts on commitments to validity
which applied science careers involve. I will use this future agenda, and my
earned status as an academic garrulous grandfather, to permit inserting here
(rather than properly reorganizing this paper) some further advice on main-
taining the Campbell and Stanley superego in program evaluation careers.It
will help if one recognizes that our initial OEO-PPB&S rhetoric got fused
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with a legislative and administrative rhetoric in a way that we should avoid

being mousetrapped by.

Still today, governmental fundsare neededto providerelief to theill, aged,

and underfed. Let us call this problem-specific revenue sharing. But it became

politically necessary for such relief funds to be disguised as “newprograms”

that would cure the problemsthey were designed to alleviate. Including in the

legislation the requirement that the “program” be “scientifically evaluated”

became in many, manyinstancesjust a part of the escalated rhetoric, a routine

part of assuring conscientious, responsible custodianship of governmental

funds, on a par with requiring proper bookkeeping and auditing. In such cases

the genuinely worthy goal was achieved when fundswere spent locally on the

problem. Local fund-spending on the need was the real “program.” (Paying

too much attention to pork-barrel motives supporting the same goal can dis-

tract from attending sympathetically to the local relief aspects, and the

rhetorical requirements for providing for these needs.) Most such so-called
programsinvolved no alternate disseminable program package. At best, fund-

ing and staff are added in ungeneralizable ways to preexisting agencies.

For these programs I recommendavoiding laying one’s scientific superego

on the line. Save up those negotiating energies and costs in interpersonal

goodwill that comparable untreated comparison groups, meaningful pretests,

and interpretable before-after comparisons involve to apply to that rare occa-

sion when a potentially valuable innovation is being tried out, or thatstill

rarer occasion when unique circumstances permit an impact assessment of

current practice. For the “only-rhetorically programs,” do evaluations that are

low-cost in both rapport and money. Collect the opinions of well-placed
observers as to what would have happened without the “program,” and as to

what aspects of it failed and what succeeded. Put in the final report appendix

useful “input” descriptions. Include discussion on suggestions as to how

promising disseminable aspects of local practice, or practitioners’ suggested

innovations as yet untried, might be implemented in the future in ways that

might probe their usefulness.

For such non-programs, evade (if you can) producing any quantitative

estimate of impact. If you cannot, a least in the long appendix surround them

with full discussion of how the setting makes them equivocal. If a cost-benefit

analysis is required, try to get this subcontracted to an economist or opera-

tions researcher whosetraining has not troubled his conscience with all of the

plausible threats to the validity of the “benefit” estimates available. Avoiding

quantified guessing in highly equivocal evaluation settings is a matter of polit-

ical conscience also. Evaluation reports should enter into political decision-

making processes as one component to multiparty argument and negotiation.

Dueto the general prestige of quantified science, not yet earned in our area,

quantitative guesses and computer output carry more weight than they should

in competition with the qualitative judgments of well-placed observers.

“Street wisdom,” or theoretical understanding of the encompassing social

system andthe political realities (sympathetic to actors and roles, avoiding
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hostile cynicism) are important components of our “methodology for the
experimenting society” (Campbell, 1971a). It will help to remember what
Rossi (1969) has taught us. Thelegislative and administrative setting is always
one in which many needs are competing for funds. The most important needs
may indeed havepriority for funding. But importance meansthat these are
stubborn, unsolvable, chronic problems on whichnormal societal problem
solving has failed. The competition for funds almost guarantees that the tenta-
tive solutions for these urgent chronic problemswill be underfunded.

If often seems that programs are designed and implemented just so as to
preclude interpretable comparisons. This may indeed be so, and so because
the designers and administrators have been aware (perhaps unconsiously)that
the program could only be a drop in the bucket, and had no chanceofliving
up to the claims for panacea that were politically necessary for getting even
that drop (the “overadvocacy trap,” Campbell, 1969a; 1971a; 1971b; Shaver &
Staines, 1971). We program evaluators, expanding our methodological respon-
sibilities beyond the narrow issues of experimental design (while not at all
abandoning these concerns) to include a sociology of applied-scientific valid-
ity, must be sympathetic to this predicament. We must avoid reacting with the

hostile disdain of wounded idealism and methodological righteousness. We

must avoid this not only for the health of the social system in which wepartic-

ipate, but also for our own mental health. Our economic and career predica-

ment may give us no alternative but to keep our job. The reaction of

unsympathetic hostile disgust can trap usin self-contemptfor prostituting our

scientific skills and ideals. I believe we can avoid this by aspiring to a sympa-

thetic understanding of our program director’s and our own social-system

predicament, and by working as best we can within that system to produce

validly interpretable evaluations wheneverfeasible and whenthereis a poten-

tially disseminable program alternative worthy of such efforts.

4. Avoiding “ad hominem”and “ad institutionem”research. A final radical

shift I would like us to consider is the recommendation that we stop using our

fragile tools of experimental design and measurement for purposes of

managerial control and “accountability.” (I thus reverse the implicit recom-

mendations of my early [1956] view that leadership effectiveness is a causal

hypothesis to be demonstrated optimally by quasi-experimental methods.)

Financial costs are one reason; these tools are too expensive to be used for

personnelselection purposes (for selecting the better teacher, principal, super-

intendent), nor is quasi-experimental comparability likely to be available to

make such data interpretable as an effect of skill, effort, and merit. Nor can

we really solve our organizational problems by promoting effective persons

out of their current locations of effectiveness. There are not enough dedicated
geniuses. Overall, we must improve organizations by discovering optimal use
of the energies and abilities of current staffs, rather than by hiring those of
proven effectiveness away from their current jobs.

But my main reason for recommending that we exclude the research goals
of evaluating institutions, social organizations, and persons, is my conviction
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that this use, beyondall others, corrupts the validity of the measures, and may

also corrupt the very social processes the measures are designed to monitor

(Campbell, 1979a, pp. 84-86; Blau, 1955; Ginsberg, 1984). We are thoroughly

dependent uponthestaffs we evaluate for the qualitative background required

by discretionary judgments, as well as for generating much of the data. The

social control, organizational management, and personnel evaluation pur-

poses maximize the nondescriptive motives, the motive to influence the deci-

sion rather than (or in addition to) provide a valid description. It would be my

thesis and hopethat these distortion pressures are at minimum when whatis

being evaluated is a program, an alternative that present staffs could adopt

without losing their jobs. Let us evaluate alternative programs, not persons or

social units.

This principle of post-positivist applied social science obviously also sup-

ports again the abandonmentofthe single evaluation, single-decision model,

and the decoupling of evaluation from refunding decisions, or a radical rever-

sal of the present coupling. I return to my near-but-safe-distance observation

of the old Chicago: It was my sincere judgment that there would have been a

substantial saving of program and evaluation funds had the evaluation-fund-

ing linage read, “In the event of no-effect or undesirable-effect outcomes, the

same staffs should continue to work on the same problem with an alternative

program, and with a 10% budget increase above inflation.” (We would, of

course, have needed econometric tuning of that percentage to avoid pressures

toward fakingfailure.)

CONCLUSION

The problem is turned over to you unfinished and inadequately formalized.

But I hope that I have convinced you that we need sociology of scientific

validity, and an applied social science specialty within it, as a part of the

methodology webring to our tasks. I hope that you share myconviction that

this can be done in a waythatstill makes valid applied social science possible

(or, at very least, that we can producebeliefs of enough improved validity and

subtlety to make continuing in our profession worthwhile). If you are con-

vinced of both need and possibility, I call upon you vigorous youngsters to

take up the task of creating an adequate social theory of validity-increasing

applied social science. But if you are convinced of the impossibility, then it is

your moral duty to publicly denounce the pseudo-science in which weinad-

vertently find ourselves engaged. Let us at very least create around the prob-

lem a mutually monitoring, disputatious community of scholars who listen

carefully to each other’s arguments and rebuttals.
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NOTES

I. Suppes’s “Facts and Fantasies of Education” (1973, pp. 14ff.) comes closest. Listing us
under “second order fantasies,” he chides us, sympathetically, for offering no reasons for our
“wholly enthusiastic support of experiments,” no “abstract principles for which ... principles of
experimentation are derived,” no “collection of empirical evidence bearing on the theory of exper-
imentation,” no “defense of the reasons for randomizing in experiments,” and as needing “deriva-
tion from first principles in at least one example.” While Cook and Campbell (1979) may have
gone part way to meeting these and Suppes’s other objections, probably Charles Reichardt’s
(1983) as yet unpublished paperbest fills the conceptual gap he and others have noted.

2. Chicago,forall its reputation for corruption,still allowed teachers

a

list of texts they could
choose among, so they could have experimented with textbooks. Textbook evaluation is a good
place for a science of program evaluationto cut its teeth. A text obviously differs depending on
whoisusingit, butstill it is a relatively specifiable and disseminable program package.
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Evaluation Ideologies

Michael Scriven

Newdisciplines are often wracked by ideological disputes. In this respect, evalua-

tion is no different from someofthe other new entriesin the disciplinary sweepstakes

— in recent decades these include sociobiology, computer science, feminist

theory, non-formal logic, serious parapsychology, ethnic and policy studies,

ecobiology, molecular biology, structural linguistics, computerized mathematics,

physiological and cognitive psychology, psychohistory, and others. There is

nothing new aboutthis, as somereflection on the history of evolutionary theory

and astronomy will remind us. But it is hard to achieve perspective on any

revolution of which wearepart. The proliferation of evaluation modelsis a sign of

the fermentof the field and the seriousnessof the methodological problems which

evaluation encounters. In this sense, it is a hopeful sign. But it makes a balanced

overview very hard to achieve; one might as well try to describe the ‘‘typical

animal’’ or the ‘‘ideal animal’’ in a zoo.

Evaluation is a peculiarly self-referent subject. In this respect, it is like the

sociology of science; that is, the sociology ofscienceincludesthe sociology of the

sociology of science and, hence,is self-referent. Similarly, systematic objective
evaluation — the kind with whichthe discipline is concerned — is not restricted
to the evaluation of microscopes. If it were, it would not include itself. But

evaluation applies to the process and products of all serious human endeavor and
hence to evaluation. The application of evaluationto itself is sometimes called

From Michael Scriven, “Evaluation Ideologies.” pp. 229-260 in Evaluation Models: Viewpoints on
Educational and Human Services Evaluation, edited by G. F. Madausetal. Copyright ©1983 by
Kluwer-Nijhoff Publishing. Reprinted by permission of author and publisher.
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meta evaluation, and it has generated the standards for educational program

evaluation that are summarized and discussed elsewhere in this book.

Just as it is especially disappointing that the sociology of science — a subject

older than this century and dedicatedto a self-referent activity — was almost blind

to the sexist bias in science, no doubt because that bias pervaded sociology of

science as well as other branchesofscience,soit is depressing to notice the extent

to which certain prejudices continue to shape the practice of evaluation. I have no

doubtthat many moreapply than I shall mention here — Ernest House has warned

us about someothers in Evaluating With Validity (Sage, 1980) — but the ones

discussed here may constitute a useful start for creating the kind of anxiety and

self-scrutiny that will uncover the rest. Later in the paper, I critique standard

evaluation processesin the light of these biases, andI also talk about methods:and

models which avoid them.

These ideologies or fundamental biases that have pervaded muchofevaluation

include:

1. The Separatist Ideology. ‘‘I aman evaluator, you are a subject, she is an

object’’ — i.e., the denial orrejection of self-reference, less kindly described as a

kind of criticism. This is most clearly seen in the failure of evaluators to turn their

attention to the procedures by which they are themselves evaluated as — and

which they use to evaluate others — membersof the scientificcommunity. The

most scandalousof these procedures include peer review — for research funding

or personnel decisions — by uncalibrated, unvalidated, and un-followed-up

review panels. It was easy to get away with this as long as evaluation was treated as

meaningfirst of all the evaluation of students (when the word evaluation occurs in

the title of a book published before 1960, it almostinvariably refers to the practices

of student performance assessment), and then program evaluation. Program

evaluationis not self-referent, since evaluating a program doesnotitself constitute

a programmatic activity. This may have been one ofthe reasons for the almost

phobic intensity of the focus on program evaluation, though undoubtedly another

reason was that the funding lay in that direction. In any case, we see here an

unhealthy exampleofparasitism; the constricted notion of what evaluation was all

about fed on the improper practices in everyday scholarly operations, from the

allocation of funds to the selection of personnel. I postulate as the psychological

dynamics behindthis kind of error, which would be hard to explain unless there

was a deep motivation for it, the existence of something which I will call

valuephobia, a pervasive fear of being evaluated, whichI take to be a part of the

general human condition — with rare exceptions — and to apply to scientists

very generally, evaluators amongst them. We have frequently seen examples of

‘‘going native,’’ the phenomenonoffield evaluators posted at program sites who

are unable to withstandthe social tensions of that role and succumbto the pressure

of need-affiliation, joining the staff in point of view and commitment. Often one
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finds thatwithin a year,staffevaluators begin to develop significant blindnesses to
obvious weaknesses in the program which they are supposed to be evaluating —
weaknessesthat they would never have overlooked when they first came in. Going
native may be an empathic response to valuephobia of the staff under one’s
evaluative eye, or it may be motivated by the anti-evaluative backlash from that staff.

Thus, the phenomenonofthe unscientific scientist, psychologically compre-
hensible in terms of epidemic valuephobia, represents a simple distortion of
scientific inquiry — separatism — which misrepresents it as requiring a perma-
nent role separation between the observer and the observed. In fact, though
objectivity is hardest to achieve in self-reference, it is an ideal towards which we
must strive, and which we do commonly recognize as part of the obligation of
professionalism. Moreover, though claims to achieve it should be viewed with
suspicion, there are many ways to approach it. So the first ideology that affects
evaluation, driven by valuephobia,is the ideologyof the separation of subject and
object in an inappropriate way.

2. The Positivist Ideology. The various phasesin the developmentof evalua-
tion proceeded against a most important backdropofa great ideological battle in
the philosophy of science, indeed in philosophy as a whole. This was thebattle
betweenthe positivists and their opponents, originally the idealists and later many
others. Right thoughthe positivists were to attempt a drastic reduction in the cant
and circumstance of much then-current philosophy, they over-corrected heavily,
and weare still a long way from recoveringour equilibrium along with a sense ofthe
possibility ofobjectivity in ethics and otherdomains ofvalue inquiry such as evaluation.

Since it is obvious from a cursory review ofthe contents of scientific worksthat
they are frequently highly evaluative and that the evaluations in them are fre-
quently and carefully rendered highly objective by analysis and documentation(I
particularly have in mind evaluations of experimental designs, scientific instru-
ments, the contributions of other scientists, and alternative explanations of the
data), it is somewhatbizarre that science of the twentieth century represented itself
as value-free. Again, one must considerthe possibility that this was an ideology
generated to reduce valuephobic anxieties. Surely it is necessary to reach for
psychological explanations of such glaring discrepancies as that between the
assertion that no evaluative judgments can be made with scientific objectivity and
the ease with which evaluative judgments aboutthe performanceofstudents were
produced bythe very instructors who had just banned them from the domain of
objectivity. Thus, both in their pedagogical practice and their professional public-
ations, scientists acted as evaluators who were prepared to back up their evalua-
tions as objective and appropriate, yet who denied the possibility of any such
process within the field of their expertise. Since the field of expertise of an
educational psychologist includes the practice of grading educational efforts,
those academics were guilty of the most direct inconsistency.
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Thus, while the separatist ideology or bias rejects the self-referent nature of

science or evaluation, the positivist ideology rejects the evaluative nature of

science. Both involve inconsistencies between professed philosophy and profes-

sional practice, and both have constricted the growth ofevaluation severely, since

it violates both taboos. Onehas only to observe the vehemence with which many

scientists attack the idea of student evaluationof their teaching on a priori grounds

without the faintest consideration of whether there is scientific evidence forits

validity (see the January 1983 correspondent columns of the Chronicle ofHigher

Education) to see the separatist ideology at work; and the rejection slips which

accompanied submissionsofarticles about evaluation to social science journals

prior to the mid- 1960s amply demonstrate the powerofthe positivist ideology, the

value-free componentof which was often and misleadingly called ° ‘empiricism.’’

The wolfdog of evaluation is acceptable as a method of controlling the peasants,

but it must not be allowedinto the castle — that is the message whicheachofthese

ideologies represents, in its own way.

3. The Managerial Ideology. Whenprogram evaluation began to emerge, who

commissioned it? Program instigators and managers, legislators and program

directors. And whose programs were being evaluated? Programsinitiated by the

same legislators and managers.It is hardly surprising that a bias emerged from this

situation.In the baldest economicterms,the situation could often be representedin

the following way: someone looking for work as an evaluator(e.g., bidding on an

evaluation contract) knew that they could not in the long run survive from the

incomefrom onecontract. It followed that it was in their long-term self interest to

be doing workthat would be attractive to the agencyletting the contract. Since that

agency was typically also the agency responsible for the program,it also followed

the evaluators understood that favorable reports were morelikely to be viewed as

good newsthan unfavorable ones. Absent extreme precautions, such as radical

separation of the evaluation office from the program offices and direct reporting/

promotion, etc. of the evaluators by the chief-of-staff, on a highly professional

basis, there was a strong predisposition towards favorable evaluations. It is

extremely noticeable that when the General Accounting Office or the Congres-

sional Budget Office or the Audit Agency orthe Inspector General’s Office — all

of which are well-insulated evaluation shops — do evaluations of federal pro-

grams, the results are very much more critical than those done by allegedly

independent contractors, whenthe contractis let by the agency itself. Even these

‘‘internal-external’’ evaluation shops — the General Accounting Office for

example — are not immunetothebias ofultimate sharedselfinterest, sinceall are

agents of a governmentthat wantsto look good;but there is a great difference in

degree. When we move further down the spectrum, to the usual situationin a

school district where the Title I evaluator may be onthestaff of the Title I project

manager, the pressures toward a favorable report become extreme. Everyone
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knowsof cases where the project managersimply removesthecritical paragraphs
from the evaluator’s report and sendsit on upstairs as a co-authored evaluation.

The managerial ideology went far beyond a simple conflict-of-interest bias,
though thatreachessofar that perhaps only the appointmentoflifetime evaluators,
following the standard legislative model of the appointment of superior court
Justices, could be taken seriously as a countermeasure that showed the society to be
fully aware of the problem. The managerial ideology generated a major conceptual
scheme, which pervasively contaminates almost all contemporary program
evaluations. This is the achievementor success model for evaluation, translated to
the view that program evaluation consists of identifying the goals ofprograms and
determining whetherthey have been met. Relevant thoughthatis to the concerns of
the manager,itis ofno interestat all to the consumer. Theroad to hellis paved with
good intentions,and the road to environmental desolationis paved with successful
programsof pest eradication. The distinction between intended effects and side
effects is of no possible concern to the consumer, whois benefitted or damaged by
them alike, and consumer-oriented evaluation is, on the whole, considerably more
important than manager-oriented evaluation. Although goals and objectives are
considerably overrated as aids to good management, resulting in the absurdities of
detailed daily lesson plans which may inhibit good teaching more than they
facilitate it, there is at least some argument for them ina planning context. There is
no argumentfor them in the evaluation context, except for providing managerial
feedbackand for providing meta-managers with someindex ofthe successoftheir
subordinates in projecting reasonablegoals. |

Once again, wecanfind here the cavalier disregard of one’s own behavior so
characteristic of the separatist syndrome. The very program manager whothinks
that goal-free evaluation is either absurd or obscene or illegal, walks straight into
the local automobile dealership and proceeds to evaluate the products there
without the slightest inclination to request a statement of objectives from the
General Motors design team that labored long and hardto produce them. Norwill
any reference to such goals be found in Consumer Reports, widely read by
scientists who loudly proclaim the impossibility of objective empirical evaluation
and by managers whoproclaim the impossibility of goal-free evaluation.

Consumer Reportsis an irrefutable counter-example to the paradigm ofgoal-
achievement program evaluation. The coterie of program managers and their
consultants work up manyrationalizations to keep program evaluation separate
from product evaluation (‘‘people aren’t products,’’ etc.), lest the obvious incon-
gruity between the goal-based paradigm they espouse and the needs-based para-
digm they employ in their own affairs should become too apparent. It is a
phenomenon of somesignificance that for 15 years all books about the ‘‘new
discipline of program evaluation’’ were entitled evaluation, talked about evalua-
tion, and turned out to only deal with program evaluation. Not only did they
thereby ignore product evaluation, the one kind of evaluation for which we had
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many decadesofthoroughly reliable development; butthey also ignored personnel

evaluation, an extraordinary achievementsince no serious program evaluation can

be done without looking at the treatment of personnel in the program, i.e., at

personnel evaluation. Now the treatment of personnel involves considerations of

justice — that is, ethics — as well as some other quite sophisticated methodo-

logical issues, and it comesperilously close to homesinceit involves the evalua-

tion of people — and even program managers are people.

So wefind valuephobia once more leadingto extraordinary global andlogistical

maneuvers designed — unconsciously, no doubt — to screen off the ethics and

the personnel evaluation as if somehow they could be avoided in the course of

program evaluation.If they were broughtin, of course, then we would haveto face

the possibility that managers hadto be evaluated,that the goals of programs were

just as evaluable as their impacts, and that even ethicsitself had to be faced as a

legitimate part of serious comprehensive program evaluation. In particular,

affirmative action issues could not be treated as merely part of the legal back-

ground of program evaluation. They would haveto be dealt with as serious issues

with respect to which correct answers have to be discovered — or else most

programscould not be given a clean bill of health.

The managerial ideology dovetailed very nicely with the positivist ideology,

because treating a program as equivalentto its success in achievingits goals was a

wonderful way of avoiding having to make any value judgments.It merely passed

the value judgment buck along to the program managers, accepting their deter-

mination of goals as the presupposition of the investigation. ‘‘You tell us what

counts as a good outcome,and we(scientists) will tell you whether you gotit’” was

the posture, and it was a very attractive one for the valuephobe. The manager,in

turn, could often pass the buck back to a legislature, and they — if they so

desired — could always blamethe public. Goal-achievementevaluation was thus

a smokescreen underwhichit was possible for adherents of value-free dogmato

come out of the woodwork and start working on some rather well-financed

evaluation contracts. They were not, they said, violating the taboo on making

scientific value judgments; they were just investigating the success of a meansto a

given end. They were also, thereby, committed to connivance-without-cavil in

somepretty unattractive programs,including the efforts of the CIA in Central and

South America as well as Southeast Asia. Whentheradical left of the sixties turned

up these activities, it concluded that such behavior showedthat science was notin

fact value-free. All it showed was that scientists were not value-free, a conclusion

which no one had ever denied. Although badly bitten over the politics of these

exposés, establishmentsocial scientists rightly regarded them as irrelevant to the

fundamental logical propriety of the value-free position. For that position main-

tained only that scientific evidence could not substantiate evaluative judgments,

and it never involved the claim that science could not be used for good orill, by

scientists or others. I have mentioned above, and argued in greater detail else-
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where, that the fundamental logical position — that science cannot substantiate
value judgments — was completely wrong, and indeed obviously wrong;it is for
this error that the social scientists must be condemned,andit was this positivist
errorthat led to the managerial error. For only if one believed oneself incapable of
disciplined and scientific investigation of value claims could one so readily adopt,
withoutcareful scrutiny,the shoddy value premises ofthe counterinsurgency programs.

Substantial branches of the federal governmentare in fact concerned with
product evaluation — perhaps the Federal Drug Administration is the most con-
spicuous example. The very methodologythat they employed was one which placed
an absolutely minimal emphasis uponthe achievementofthe goals or objectives of
the manufacturers or vendors of the product, there was never much doubtthatif
something came through the doors of the FDAlabeled ‘ ‘post-anesthetic analgesic,”’
it would reduce post-operative pain. The problem was alwaysfocussed onthe side
effects. Now one can hardly evaluate side effects by asking whether they represent
the achievementofthe intendedeffects, to which they are by definition irrelevant.
So what does one use in evaluating side effects? One uses the needs of the
patient — or client, or consumer, or user, or student. Thus, in order to evaluate
side effects, which one cannot avoid doing if one is to do responsible program or
product evaluation, one must have some kind of needs assessment in hand. Butif
one has somekind of needs assessmentin hand, then one can use it to evaluate all
effects, whether intended or not. Indeed, it is exactly the appropriate device for
doing so. Consequently, one can completely by-pass the reference to goals.
Programs, like products should be evaluated by matchingtheir effects against the
needs of those whom they affect. And that is what the doctrine of ‘‘goal-free
evaluation’ recommends.

Whathappensin the managerial ideology is of course that one presupposesthe
goals of the program were based upon an infallible and eternally valid needs
assessment, so that one can use the goals as a surrogate for needs. Unfortunately,
that leaves the side effects out of consideration; and it is of course ludicrous to
assume either that managers (or those who employ them) always do needs
assessment, or always do valid needs assessments, or that any such needsassess-
ments, even if done andvalid, will still be valid years later when the time has come
to evaluate the program. Needs change,not only because we cometo recognize
new ones, but because programs comeand go, population demographics change,
the state of the economyvaries, and the extent to which needs have been already
met varies. Hence up-to-date needs assessment — or something equivalent to
this, such as the functional analysis that is often a surrogate for needs assessmentin
the case of product evaluation — is an essential part of any seriousevaluation.

The managerial ideology has another extremely unfortunate error built intoit.
Notonly doesit ignore the consumer’s pointof view,disregard side effects and the
Justice ofthe delivery process,butit also payslittle attention to a special concern of
the taxpayer. Oneoften hears managers arguing thattheir programsshould only be
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evaluated on the basis of whether the program goals were achieved,*‘because that

is all that they undertook to do.’’ The evaluation point of view is not concerned

solely with — and frequently not at all concerned with — the narrow legal

obligations of managers, but also with their ethical obligations, and — transcending

- the managers altogether — the true merit or worth or value of the program itself.

Now that raises such questions as whether the same results could have been

achieved for less money via another approach,or even for considerably less money

using this approach, despite the fact that the contract was completed within the

allowed budget.

It is of great significance that the whole question of serious cost analysis was

virtually unknownto academiccircles until quite recently and that even nowit is

notpart ofthe standard trainingof social scientists within the applied fields. Those

of us in evaluation who have pushed hard for cost analysis as an equal partnerin the

team of evaluation methodologies, recall vividly that the notion of cost effective-

ness originated not in the academy, but with the Army Corps of Engineers. And

cost analysis is by no means conceptually clear to this day; the standard references

contradict each other even on the definition of cost (Scriven, 1983).

The effective use of the money available on. the project for which it was

allocated is one dimension of cost effectiveness; another dimension involves

opportunity costs, that is, the comparisonofthis particular way of expending the

resources with other ways that would have achieved similar or better results. This

second dimensionin cost analysis raises the awkward spectresof a series of *‘ghosts

at the banquet, ’’ the ghosts ofall the alternative possibilities that were not realized.

Should the evaluator haveto evaluate notjust the program underevaluation,butall

the alternatives to it? The cost of such evaluations would be unrealistically great.

But if no evaluation is done of the critical competitors — the most important

alternatives — then one can neversay that the expenditure on the present project

was justified. And that conclusion,that the project represented the best or even a

justifiable expenditure, is precisely the type of conclusion that manyclients for

evaluations request, or need even if they do not requestit. In particular,it is part of

the evaluation imperative to address that question unlessthere are specific reasons

for avoidingit, since it is the question that directly concerns society as a whole rather

than special interests ofthe funding agency and the managers and staffofthe program.

So, it is clear that the managerial bias furthered an ideology that omitted a

numberof important dimensionsof the most important kind of evaluation — the

systematic and objective determination of worth orvalue.It is also clear that there

are proceduresavailable to reverse this bias and move towards needs-based rather

than goal-based evaluation, to what we mightcall consumer-oriented rather than

manager-oriented evaluation. These methodologies include a full range of tech-

niquesof cost analysis, including techniquesfor the analysis of opportunity costs

and non-moneycosts;the provision of opportunities for those who are evaluated to

respondto the drafts of the evaluation before it is given to the client officially; and

the proceduresof goal-free evaluation.
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The latter approach not only represents a counterveiling methodology, but auseful methodological simplification, because the practical task of identifying thetrue “‘goals of the program’ is often completely beyond reasonable solution. Onemaydiginto the historical transcripts — the General Accounting Office goes backto the discussions in committee hearingsprior to the formation of legislation —
but one then faces the fact that the working goals of the program changewith the
experience of program delivery. Should one then use the goals of the senior staff
members; of the firing-line staff; of the responsible individuals in the funding
agencies; or all of the above at the beginning of the evaluation, or during the
evaluation,etc., etc.? The problems of converting these goals, expressed inform-
ally or rhetorically, into behavioral objectives; of avoiding or resolving inconsis-_
tenciesin them;of handlingthe prioritizing of them; of dealing with clear cases ofmistaken empirical assumptions in them; and so on, still remain to be solved.
Goals are often best seen as inspirational devices — they make poor foundations
for analysis.

|
It is also importantto note that for the evaluators to be aware of the goals of the

program is for them to be given a strong perceptual bias in

a

particular direction,
which, in conjunction with whatever positive or negative effect they possess for
the program,unleashesthe possibility of a distorted perceptionofthe results. It is
entirely typical for evaluators to look mainly in the direction of the intended
results, because they knowthatthe clientis particularly interestedin that direction;
they knowthat not doing a thorough job in that direction will count against them
for future contracts or employment, and they know that they typically will be
completely off the hook as far as the client is concernedif they report only on
results in that general area. The possibility of this kind of ‘‘lazy evaluation’’ thus
opensup,anditis all too often enoughto keep one busy without a serious search
for side effects. When thefield staff do not know the goals of the program, except
in the most obvious and general sense, and are only allowed to talk to the
program’s clients rather than program staff, then they are much more likely to pick
up othereffects. For one thing, they are on their mettle with no Clues; for another,
they begin to identify with the recipients and that is a much more appropriate
identification — if one has to be made — than with the program staff, not only
methodologically (since it generates a new set of biases that can offset the
managerial ones), but also ethically. After all, the program staff existed only to
serve the recipients, not the other wayaround.It is therefore extremely unfortunate
if evaluators spend mostoftheir time talking to program staff and relatively less of
their time talking to program clientele. Social linkages created by these contacts
are anothersourceofbias in addition to the perceptual bias in knowing the goals.

There is no need for program evaluation to be done ona wholly goal-free or
wholly goal-based commitment. A mixture of the two — with somestaffaware of
z0als and others, isolated from thefirst group, not aware ofthem — often works
/ery well. A modereversal is also possible, with the staffbeginning their work in
gnoranceofthe goals and proceeding as far as the preliminary report in writing;
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then being informed aboutthe goals, and proceeding throughsuch further work as

may appear necessary atthat point. So one can often eat one’s cake and haveit,if

one doesit in the right order. Goal-free evaluation roughly corresponds to double-

blind design in the medical field, and for those same reasons is to be deemed

advantageous where possible. It is not, in general, more expensive, thoughit will

certainly be so in some cases, andit will be less expensive in other cases —

especially since the cost of disruption of staff and services (so often not counted

into the cost of evaluation) is largely eliminated.

Given that evaluation is an essential part of quality control, one learns some-

thing extremely important from the discovery that the very term evaluation is such

anathema in many quarters — for example,in large parts of the federal govern-

ment system — that people go to great lengths to use other language such as

assessmentor policy analysis to cover precisely an evaluation process. It is clear

that valuephobia, given the educational background and professional commitment

of most people working in the human servicesarea, is far more powerfulthan their

commitmentto quality. While it may well be true that evaluation is often per-

formed extremely badly, that it may be a damagingactivity for worthwhile pro-

grams andinvolvea risk of unfair treatment for worthy people,that hardly justifies

the extraordinary defensive maneuvering that goes on in order to avoid it orits

impact. The interest in quality control that the Japanese have shown with the

institution of Quality Circles has been widely remarked, but a much deeper and

more serious deficiency underlies the fact that Quality Circies, invented here, were

disregarded until Japan took them up. Valuephobia runs deep.

Another example:there is no such thing as professionalism without a commit-

mentto evaluation of whatever it is that one supervises or produces — and to

self-evaluation as well. Yet few professional schools have even the mostsuperficial

curriculum commitmentto evaluationtraining of any kind,let alone of professionals.

At the very least, one would expectto find some willingness among managers

to treat investment in evaluation ona straight investmentbasis; sinceit is clear that

it makes claims to pay off in much the same way as any kind of management

consulting pays off, or indeed in the way in which computerization pays off,

managers who were seriously oriented towards quality consideration would cer-

tainly run up some experimental evidence as to the extent to which evaluation by

certain evaluators, done in certain ways, etc., pays off or does not pay off. While

most program evaluation may be too biased and superficial to be worth following

up, it is patently obvious that good product evaluation and good personnel

evaluation can pay off very many times over. There are also a numberof clear

cases where large-scale program evaluation has paid off by factors between 10 and

100. (The doctrine that evaluation should more than pay for itself, on the average,

is a meta evaluationcriterion of merit and has beenreferredto as the doctrine of

cost-free evaluation.) Thus, the managerial bias is carried to the extreme of a very

self-serving indulgence in valuephobia.
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4. The Relativist Ideology. Whereas the Positivists were committed to theview that there was some kind ofdefinite external world about which we learnedthrough our senses and through experiments, more recent philosophy of sciencehas tended to move awayfrom this ‘‘realistic’’ or ‘‘external world’’ commitmenttowards the view that everyonehas his or her ownreality, all equally legitimate.And evaluation has been very muchinfluenced by this movementin the philosophyof science. Throughoutthis book,in articles by the mostdistinguished workers in
evaluation, one finds not only a shying away from the notion of objective deter-mination of worth — as in Cronbach’s aversion to summative evaluation — but
also a shying away from eventhe notion of objectively correct descriptions of
programs. Multiple perspectives, yes; multiple realities, no. Whileitis in my view
perfectly appropriate to respond to the obvious need for multiple perspectives and
multiple levels of description by abandoning any naive assumption about the
existence of a single correct description of objects in the external world (including
programs), it is equally mistaken to overreact in the direction of solipsism or
relativism. Therelativist ideology orbias is, in my view,a case of such overreac-
tion;it is often to be recognized by the emphasis placedby its supporters upon the
impossibility of establishing ‘‘the truth,’’ or ‘‘the existence of a correct view ofthe
world,’ and so on. Ifit were really the case that there is no objective superiority of
some descriptions above others, then there could be no discipline of physics any
more than evaluation. The concept ofrelativism is self-refuting; if everything is
relative, then the assertion that everythingis relative cannotitself be known to be
true. So, although we mayreject the existence of a single correct description, we
should not abandonthe idea that there is an objective reality, though it may be a
very rich onethat cannot be exhaustively described. It may even be one which can
only be described in a non-misleading way by giving descriptions which are
relativised to each audience; we may concedeall this, and yetinsist that in many
cases there is such a thing as a correct — though not a unique — description
(given a certain audience and level) by contrast with a number ofincorrect
descriptions. Indeed, these descriptions may involve descriptions of the merit,
worth,or value ofparts or aspects of the entity being investigated.

It has been argued abovethat the very core ofscience,as ofotherdisciplines,is
committed to the objectivity of evaluation — in fact, if one could not distinguish
good from badscientific explanations, one could not be said to be a scientist at
all — andthere is thus no shameorindeed any further commitmentinvolved in
treating evaluationas an objective discipline. The fact that ethical issues must also
be handled raises the question of the status of objectivity in that subfield of
evaluation; but whatever decision one comes to there, one cannot weaken the
resolve with which one mustaddressthe search for the best and the better and theideal when evaluating all aspects of a program otherthan theethical. Programsare
simply very complicated institutions, but they are no more complicated than
theories or even experimental designs, which we have nohesitation in evaluating
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by strictly scientific criteria. It is a modest enough — andsurely a scientific —

suggestion that we should evaluate programsin termsof their latent rather than

their alleged function.

Thus, I see the re-emergenceofrelativism as the latest and mostseriousbias in

evaluation methodology, because it comes from the evaluators themselves. It is

quite easy to show that those whosupport it officially actually disregard it in their

commonpractice. Just as managers act as goal-free evaluators of consumer goods,

so relativists act as objectivists in their grading of their students or of the interpreta-

tions by their colleagues of certain experimental results. This inconsistency

betweenpractice and philosophyis a sure sign of the immaturity ofthisfield at the

present moment. There are many other such signs, and in the ensuing paragraphs

we will call attention to a few standard evaluation practicesthat violate someofthe

most obviouscriteria for systematic evaluation — andyet have not been univer-

sally condemned by professional associations of evaluators and often are not even

seen as particularly relevant to the narrowly conceived business of program

evaluation. In the course of discussing these examples,albeit very briefly, we will

also take the opportunity to introduce one or two conceptual distinctions that

clarify practices and malpractices as well as referring to the four fallacious

ideologies that we have outlined above.

The Social Science Model. Thisset of four fallacious ideologies often seems to

congeal into something that could be called the traditional social science model of

evaluation. Since weare here proposinga setofalternative positionsor ideologies,

which wewill elaborate in modest detail below, it can be argued that we are

proposing an alternative and more appropriate model for the social sciences. Thus,

if this argumentis correct, evaluation should lead us to a considerable sophistica-

tion of the rather primitive philosophy of science that has been associated with the

social sciences, and one might sum this up by saying that evaluation turnsoutto be

a better modelfor the social sciences than they have proved to be for it. Taking this

view seriously, one looks more carefully at the publicationsin the traditional social

science journals and sees many ways in which these could be increased in their

value, to scienceandto society, if a range of further questions were to be addressed

about them,both at the design level and the meta level. So there is a second goal for

this paper, the commitmentto substantial reform of the ideology and hence the

practice of the social sciences andnotjust of evaluation.

The examples that follow come from educational experience, not just because

we are all familiar with such cases, but because it may be that the largest payoff

from improvementin evaluation can be achieved if reforms in educational evalua-

tion take place — by contrast with reforms in the administration of criminal

justice or other human services. The examples chosen scarcely exhaust the area,

we could have focussed solely on the kind of evaluation that underlies the current

mania about computers, e.g., the absence of serious needs assessmentbehindthe

push for teaching BASICas “‘computer literacy.’’ But we focus onoldersins.
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The Evaluation of Student Work. In this most commonofall educational
experiences, we find exampleafter example of methodological misconceptions and
misdirections, which Clearly show how well segregated our intellectual effortswere from our pedagogical practices.It is only as the discipline of evaluation has
grown to some degree of autonomy andas external social pressures have forced us
to re-examinethe evaluation of students that we have come to raise our eyebrows
Overpractices which manyofour most intelligent and best-trained social scientists
had setup and nurtured for decades.

We will not here rehearse the whole sorry story of the abuses of norm-
referenced testing and the gradually improving mix with criterion-referenced
testing that is emerging.Asthefights over minimum competency achievementtests
for graduation or promotion, over the definition oftest bias, over the concept of
instructional validity, and aboutotherissues are reaching a more mature level of
discussion,assisted by the courts and public opinion as wellas the scholars, we are
seeing the developmentof evaluation by contrast with mere testing. Wewill here
simply commenton

a

basic logical pointthat has not been treated with appropriate
respectin the literature on measurement, but which becomescrucial as we attempt
to develop the logic of evaluation in any consistent and comprehensive way. The
basic logical relations in evaluation seem to be four in number: grading, ranking,
scoring, and apportioning. The following definitions are partly stipulative, but
involvevery little straighteningout, being mainlya reflection of the implicit logic
of the commonterms. Gradingis the allocation ofobjects to a set ofclasses that are
ordered by merit or worth; the numberofclasses usually being small compared to
the numberof entities graded, and the description of each class being given in
termsthat refer to some external standards of merit or worth, i.e., not simply to
relative position. Ranking is the allocation of individuals to some position in an
ordering, usually one where the numberofpositions is equal to or almost equal to
the numberofindividuals; the order being by merit or worth. Scoringis the most
elaborate standard mensurable approachassociated with evaluation;it involves the
ascription of a quantitative measure of merit or worth to each individual in the
group being evaluated. And apportioning is the process of allocating a finite
valuable resource in varying amounts to each individual as a means of expressing
an assessmentof merit or worth. Certain obvious connections and lack of connec-
tion can be quickly stated. Ranking doesnot imply grading nor vice versa; scoring
will entail a ranking but not a grading(in general); neither grading nor ranking will
entail an apportioning, although apportioning can be defined in terms of a very
complicated set of gradings and rankings of parts of whatever is being evaluated,
wheneversuchparts can be identified. Both criterion-referenced and norm refer-
encedtests require cutting scores in order to define a grading; normed tests always,
and criterion referenced tests sometimes, define a ranking. The body of basic
training in tests and measurement is weak on these distinctions, because of the
valuephobic exclusion of explicit discussion of merit. As a result, elementary
mistakes are to be found in almost every text and in manypublished tests, where
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confusions between these types of evaluation are rampant. A typical example

occurs whenthe translation of the ratings on a five point rating scale is given as

excellent; very good; average; below average; very poor. Thefirst two of these

refer to grading; the next tworefer to a norm-referenced or ranking approach, and

the last reverts back to a grading approach. Thescaleis logically unsoundsincethe

average performance of the group being rated may be very good, or poor, or

anywhere else, so there are often two correct responses. The ‘‘anchors’’ given

presuppose a more or less normal distribution and a coincidence of the upper

reachesofthe distribution with excellent performance (and correspondingly with

the lower reaches), both of them are extremely implausible assumptions in most

contexts of student evaluation.

The concept of grading on the curve, another symptom of valuephobia,

exhibits the same distortion of the difference between grading and ranking. With

typical managerial bias,it assumesthatthe difficulty level of the test has beensetat

precisely the right point so that the top ten percent (or 15 percent) which are

automatically given an A will in fact deserve to be regarded as having performed

not merely superior work (whichis tautologically correct) but excellent work, and

similarly for the other grades. If it is argued that psychologists ascribe no inore

significance to the A than top decile performance, then we must focus on the

bottom end of the class and inquire why it should be assumedthat there must

alwaysbe ten percent whofail. Obviously, such an assumption is completely false

in many circumstances,and, if false at that end of the distribution, the converse

must be in questionat the other end. Andin the middle.

Of course, built into the very conception of scoring that leads to the norinal

distribution used in grading on the curve is precisely that identification of merit

with a point in the scoring system, the commitmentto an independent assessment

of worth orvalue, that is supposedly rejected by going to grading on the curve. If

one is prepared to commitoneself to the view that any point, however earned on

whateverquestionin thetest, is of equal value — the assumption without which

one cannotjustify scoring atall as a basis even for ranking — then one mightas

well commit oneself to the rather more modest assumption that one can identify a

truly excellent or hopeless performancenot just by its salience.

Another example of logical confusion occurs in funding decisions, where the

review panelis instructed to rank or grade programs, whereas apportioningis the

questionat issue. (Using the wrong instructions may, however, make managerial

manipulation ofthe results mucheasier.)

Teacher Evaluation. The evaluation of research has always been thoughtto be

relatively straightforward by comparison with the evaluation of teaching; close

examination of the implicit assumptionsin the way research evaluation has been

done has led to increasing disquiet with this in recent years, and a great deal more

needs to be done towards developing reasonably objective standards for the
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evaluation. But the evaluation of teachingandteachers is much more ofa scandal.A great deal has been written about this recently, and wewill simply make twopointshere.First, it has rarely been remarkedthatthereis a complete differencebetween an evaluation of merit and an evaluation of worth in teaching, andthatthese two considerations have quite different relevance to different kinds ofpersonnel decisions. The evaluation of worth (to the institution) is an evaluationwhich brings in questions of the salaries in the marketplace, of the extent towhich the subject matteris popular oressential to mission, of payoffs from fame(in the media sense)of the instructor and so on. Noneoftheseis involvedin theevaluation of professional merit, a property of the individual and his or herperformanceagainstthe standardsof merit in that profession. Thus,a teacheratthe college level may have the greatest merit and be ofsolittle worth to the
institution that it does not make Sense to grant tenure, simply because the subject
matter in whichthis instructor Specializes no longer draws anystudents at all; the
reverse mayalso be trueofthe great showman or grantsman whoattracts income
and/or students but does so without a foundation of true professional merit.
Roughly speaking, initial and tenure appointments should be made onthe basis of
worth as well as merit, but promotions and awards should be made solely on the
basis of merit.

A secondinteresting point that can be made aboutthe evaluation of teachers
concemsthe fact that the universal procedure employed in the evaluation of
primary and secondary schoolteachers is invalid for every possible reason. That
procedure consists of visiting a very few classes, often with advance notice and
using checklists or subjective judgmentto determine whether appropriate practices
are occurring duringthe visit. The sample size is too small to be ofany use, evenif
the sample is random;the sample is not random, since the measurementprocess
may affect the treatment; the judge is not free of Significant social biases from
non-classroom relationships with the teacher;the checklists are invalid; andfinally
the judge is completely invalidated as a detector of learning gains, which must be
regarded as at least a majorpart of what teaching isall about. The continuance of
this practice in the light of these obvious invalidities is a reflection upon the
State-of-the-art of (or interest in) evaluation amongst professional administrators
and teachers. It should, of course, be noted that neither unions nor management
would benefit from switching to an alternative approachsince neither is rewarded
for the replacementof bad teachers by good ones, and indeed would be heavily
punished by the emotions, costs, and Struggles that would be involved in a
changeover. Onlythe children and the taxpayerare cheated and their representatives
are notyet sufficiently sophisticated to speak up aboutthe impropriety ofthis process.

Apart from this generally dismal situation, there is an extremely interesting and
more sophisticated point involved. Supposing that we had established a very
reliable list of indicators of good teaching, and that we were able to observe
teachers at work withoutaffecting the way they teach, ina large enough sample
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of lessons. It seems that then our problems would all be solved. (In fact, we do

have one such indicator, not the dozens which are widely touted; it appears that

sample oflessons.It seemsthat then our problemswould all be solved.(In fact, we

do have one such indicator, not the dozens whichare widely touted; it appears that

‘“interactive time on task’’ is a good indicator of amount of learning.) We now

cometo see one ofthe more radical differences between formative and summative

evaluation. For purposes of summative evaluation — that is, in this context, the

making of personnel decisions — we cannot use statistical indicators of merit that

refer to only one or someaspects of the performance.This claim of course directly

contradicts the standard operating procedure in the evaluation of teachers. We

cannot use such an indicator any more than we can use skin color, even when we

are in possession of job-related, valid generalizations aboutskin color, ¢.g., that

the crime rate is higher among blacks, and the oppression rate higher among

whites. We cannotuse such generalizations in the evaluation of individual cases,

because, in the first place, they apply only to randomly chosen samples from the

population to which they refer, and the individual in a personnel evaluation

situation is by no means a random sample — we know much too much about such

individuals for them to be ‘‘representative’’ or *“‘typical’’ or ‘‘random’’ samples of

that population. In the secondplace,if we do not know more than this about the

individual in a personnel decision case, then we can and should go out and get

some more evidence, evidencedirectly related to track record performancein this

or the most similar work situation we can identify in their case history. This is

scientific commonsense.Theethical imperative, in addition, requires that we not

use membership in a very general class as the basis for judgment about the

individual; we have various termsfor the associated error, for example, ‘*guilt by

association,”’ or ‘‘stereotyping.’’ Since there are always feasible and superior

alternatives to these generalizations in personnel work, there is no justification for

using them. In the case of summative teacher evaluation, the clearly superior

alternative is the use of direct evidence of learning, plus appropriate standards

obtained from suitable comparisonswith other teachers of similar children. (Even

holistic ratings by judges present mostofthe time, wholack the chance to acquire

social bias, will be superior; whichis to say, student evaluationsof teaching.)

The various absurdly primitive attempts to use pupil performance as an indicator

of teacher merit have produced an understandable backlash against this kind of

approach; but when the comparisons are made with other teachers of children in

the same school, where allocation to classroom is almostentirely random — or to

children in similar schools serving essentially similar populations — then the

difference in final achievement on a sound commontest must be due to the

differences in teaching ability. Minor differences are of no interest since the

matchingis not perfect and circumstantial variables will have some minoreffects

(e.g., classroom architecture, the presence ofa single highly disruptive student,

etc.) However, if multiple measurements of student gains are made (e.g., in an

elementary school, three successive measurements across three successive terms)

there is not going to be much doubtthat teachers who are always two standard
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deviations off the mean are either genuine super-teachers or genuinefailures. Thecourts having upheld this kind of evidence as grounds for dismissal; we shouldnowbe usingit. (Where it is not available, student evaluations are the best alternative. )Of course, even though the courts have upheld the use of comparative gainscore evidence alone, it is not all that we should be gathering. We also needevidence of the quality of the content taught and notcovered in the test. This isreadily obtainable by inspection of materials (especially student products) by acurriculum specialist or even by a principal with experience in this area. We alsoneed evidence about the ethicality and professionality of the teaching process.(Wherestudentratings are used instead ofgain scores, the evaluationofall contentbecomescrucial.) The ethicality of the teaching processis not a matter of whether
one uses negative reinforcement rather than Positive reinforcement — often
inappropriately regarded as cruel and unusual punishment by supervisors and
principals.It is rather a matter of whetherthere is flagrant disregard ofdue process
and considerations of justice, e. g., by the use of sexist or racist remarks or
practices; by unfair grading practices: and by inappropriate test construction. This
will best be picked up by a reviewofthe test materials and anonymousstudent
responses. Finally, although it is not absolutely essential, it is highly desirable to
use evidenceofprofessionality , usually best based upon a dossier submitted by the
instructor. Professionalism requires self development, so evidence of advanced
courses in both subject matter and method would be relevant. It requires self-
evaluation;so it requires evidence that testing ofone’s teaching success, including
(usually) the use of student evaluations, has been obtained. Both ofthese consider-
ations require a steady process of experimentation, with new materials and
approaches. Even a program ofcritical reading of new and promisingliterature or
currentresearchliterature wouldbe relevant to these considerations and could be
documented in such a dossier.

The preceding will generate a highly satisfactory model for summative evalua-
tion. But does it not, in one version, involve a violation of the very principles
whichit was setup to support? In using student evaluations, especially as our only
indicator of learning, are we not using an indicator that has only

a

statistical
correlation with merit in teaching? Thisis true, but this is one of the cases where a
Statistical indicator may be justifiable. To see why, consider an even more extreme
example. Test scores by students on well-constructed scholastic achievementtests
are used in orderto select the enteringclass for colleges and graduate schools. But
it is well known thatsuchtests are not infallible indicators of what we maytake to
be the criterion variable — successat those colleges. If they are "‘merely statisti-
cal indicators,’’ then surely we are not entitled to use them since theyviolate theprinciple ofjudging the individual on the basis ofhis or her own work rather thanon the performance of people whoare related by somestatistical generalization tothe individual being evaluated? The reader will no doubt notice two crucialdifferences about this case. In thefirst place, we are using the individual’s own
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work, a comprehensive and relevant work sample,in fact. In the second place, we

do not have a feasible and better alternative available, (cf., also the validity of an

end-of-term course exam).

People sometimes propose thatthe use of the high schoolteachers’ evaluations

of the college-bound student — based, as they are, upon very extensive observa-

tion — would be superiorto the use oftest scores. Investigation showsthatthis 1s

not usually the case, essentially because of the problem ofinter-judge unreliabi-

lity. In short,it is not a systematic alternative because there is no feasible system of

having the same set of judges look at all candidates, so the test — which is

administered in the same form to all candidates — winson the swingsofreliabi-

lity whatit loses on the roundabouts of inadequate work sampling. And so it is with

studentevaluations of teachers. Especially when the questionnaire is appropriately

constructed and administered, a high score has a good positive correlation with the

learning outcome. Of course we could always directly measure the learning

outcomes — thatis not the problem;the problemis identifying the extentto which

the gains are due to teaching merit (as opposed to the textbooks, peer interaction,

and intellectual or familial background), and deciding on the cutting scores that

will separate good teaching performance from bad. Absent the comparative

situation described earlier, our only alternative is the use of student evaluations.

Now these evaluations are holistic evaluations of the particular work of the

particular individual, not evaluations of part or one aspect of what the teacher does

(cf., brief visits or time-on-task measures); they are probably related to learning,

and they include allowancesfor other causes and for what could have been done,

by contrast with what was done. The method is imperfect of course, but based on

considerable exposure to other teachers, in the consumer’s role. In short, they

provide us with the comparative dimensions that we lack if we just collect gain

scores. (It does not follow, by the way, that we should use a comparative question:

‘‘Rate this teacher against others you have had. . . .”’ That will get you a

ranking — but few personneldecisions can be based on a ranking, certainly not a

promotion or tenure decision. That’s grading on the curve. You must ask for a

grading: ‘‘Rate this teacher A-F, where A means excellent . . . F means extremely

bad.’’ The student’s experience with other teachers will create the range of the

feasible; the top of that range is the locus of excellence.)

While time-on-task measurements are empirically related to the performance

of the individual, as is skin color,the relationship is of a weaker kind, one that does

not survive an increased specification of the individual's characteristics. Student

evaluations are holistic of both individual and performance and, though by no

meansperfect, are — as far as we know and as we’d expect — superiorto ratings

by any othergeneral category of judges (e.g., principals or supervisors or process

experts) though wecertainly need more sampling of the matrix of subject matter by

age, by school environment,etc., to support this claim more substantially. Hence,

we should be using them in the high school andcollege situation, where there are
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usually no comparative normsavailable. When comparisonsarepossible, as withmulti-section freshman courses in college, it is preferable though sometimespolitically impossible to set up random allocation, commontests and blind grading,and revert to the use of comparative norms.
The preceding discussion will make clear the way in which ethical considera-tions interact with scientific ones in personnel evaluation.It should also makeclearthe importantdistinction between holistic and whatcan be called analytic evalua-tion — one might use the terms macro evaluation and micro evaluation instead.Theholistic evaluation is an evaluationofthe total relevant performance, whereas

the analytic evaluation evaluates some component or dimension of that perfor-
mance. The evaluation of components is in some ways more useful for formative
evaluation than the evaluation of dimensions, because it is likely to be easier to
manipulate components than dimensions. But either may provide an adequate
basis for assembling orjustifying an overall evaluation. Counterintuitively, how-
ever, it transpires that we have clear evidence showing holistic evaluation is
Sometimes considerably more valid — as well as far more economical — than
syntheses of micro evaluations. The problem with the analytic approach to overall
evaluations is that the assembly of component scores or grades involves a
weighting and combining arrangement of typically unknownvalidity. (See The
Evaluation of Composition Instruction, Davis, Scriven, & Thomas, 1981). The
evaluation of teaching also illustrates clearly the differences among evaluation,
explanation, and remediation, so often confused in program evaluation, where the
client frequently demands that the evaluator submit remedial recommendations as
well as an overall evaluation. Attractive though thatis to the client, and important
though it is to do it when possible, there is often an urgent necessity to choose
between sound summative evaluation and relatively unreliable and more expen-
sive formative evaluation.It is fairly easy to evaluate teachers on the basisoftheir
Success, where one can get appropriate comparison groupsset up; but it is not a
consequence of the validity of this evaluation that one can give any advice
whatsoever to the teachers who perform less well as to how to improve their
performance. Thereasonforthis is not only that the best approach to summative
evaluationis often holistic;it is also that we lack the grounded theory to provide the
appropriate explanations, since all efforts to find components of a winningstyle
(apart from interactive time-on-task which is only marginally describable as
‘“style’’) have so far failed. Absent a diagnosis of the causes of failure, whence
comesa prescription?

Althoughthe traditional approach to remediationis through explanation, the
occasional success of ‘‘folk-medicine’’ demonstrates the possibility of finding
remedies whose successis not inferred from a general explanatory theory, but
discovered directly. And soit is with teaching;we mightfind that a certain kind of
in-service training packageis highly successful, althoughit does not proceed from
an analysis of the causesoffailure. It is thus triply wrong for a client to demand
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micro explanationsas part of an evaluation as a route to remediationor justifica-

tion. They will not necessarily lead to remediation; there are other waysto get to

remediation to provide evidence for the validity of the evaluation. The latter is

provided ona holistic basis, e.g., by correlational data relating evaluationsby this

method (or these judges) with the subsequent performance ofthe criterion variable.

Of course, remedial suggestions are often obvious or easily uncovered from an

analytic summative evaluation,but not always and the analytic approachis often

not the best one.

I have already mentionedthat if one approachesthe evaluation of something by

evaluating components or dimensionsof it, which are then assembled into an

overall evaluation, serious problemsofvalidation arise aboutthe formula used for

assembly. I have discussed elsewhere the use of some traditional approaches,e.g.,

weighted-sum with overrides, and we have of course the well known model of

cost-benefit analysis, in which we reducecosts and benefits to a single dimension

and thereby convert evaluation into measurement. Much more needs to be done

about the synthesis step in program evaluation;the present trends, partly because

of the difficulty of this step and partly because of the influence of the relativist

ideology, is towards mere ‘‘exhibiting’’ of performance on the multiple dimen-

sions involved. This is simply passing the buck to the non-professional, and

represents far less than the appropriate response by a professional evaluator.

Review

Whatis emerging from our discussion of these commonevaluation practices? Two

points. On the one hand, we are seeing gross errors of practice emerge under

critical study, andit is not hard to see how these reflect — directly or indirectly —

the ideologies or biases we havediscussed. Byfar, the greatest influence of those

ideologies is indirect in that they have discouraged recognition of the essential

self-reference and evaluative nature of science; discouraged emphasis on the

client’s perspective; and discouraged any sustained commitmentto the existence

of correct versus incorrect conclusions.

The Consumerist Ideology. For many people, committed to the relativist

ideology, it follows from the fact that one is attacking some ideologies that one

must be supporting another. Thisis in error as a general conclusion, but it would be

fair to say that the sum total of all the criticisms so far does add up to a

point-of-view that needs to be madeexplicit at this point. I'll use a labelforit that

has been contaminated with largely irrelevant opprobium,butstill retains enough

common meaning and a connotationof an ethically appropriate position; I'll say

that we have been presenting a consumerist ideology. Consumerism is like

unionism; both cameinto existence to represent a movement which, even from the
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beginning, involved some wrong activities, while representing a long overdue
balancing of power and involving an essentially moral concern with people who
had beenleft out ofthe reckoning. By and large, consumerism has done well by us,
from thefirst day that Ralph Nader provided an over-simplified and in many ways
unjustified analysis of the General Motors Corvair automobile, although it has
brought with it some overkill pseudo-safety and pseudo-consumerprotection
legislation. The essential point of the consumerist ideology in evaluation is thatall
parties affected by somethingthatis being evaluated should be taken into account
and given at least their appropriate moral weighting — and in manycases, an
appropriate opportunity for explicit participation and/or response to the evaluation
processor outcome.

Wecan proceed quite briefly with a few more examples of bad practice still
tolerated because of acceptanceofthe fallacious ideologies, and then conclude
with a brief description of a model of evaluation methodology that can be said to
unpack the consumeristideology, just as the goal-based evaluation model unpacks
the managerial ideology.

The Evaluation of Educational Institutions by Accreditation. Just as there is
a completely standard modelfor primary or secondary teacherevaluation, so there
is one for the evaluation of primary, secondary and professional schools. This
model, accreditation, has a numberofdistinctive features, some virtues, and a
numberof serious weaknessesthat cannot be dismissed as due to constraints on
resources available for accreditation.

The distinctive features of accreditation, nearly all presentin all applications of
this approach,are:

1. The use of a handbook of standards, involved in several other components,
beginning with

2. A self study by the institution, resulting in a report on how well they are
achieving whattheysee as their mission; which is read by

3. A team of external assessors, usually volunteer members of the same general
professional enterprise, who not only read the self-study, but also make

4. A Site visit, usually for one to three days, which involvesdirect inspection of
facilities, interviews with staff, clients, and students, plus review of prior
reports, and whichresults in

5S. Areportontheinstitution, which usually makes various recommendationsfor
change and for/or against accreditation (possibly with various conditions):
this report is subject to

6. A review by some august panel, at which the right to appeal against the
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recommendations is sometimes granted to the institution being evaluated and

at which some censoring of the recommendations sometimes occurs; after

which

7. A final report and decision is issued.

Someofthe desirable features here include: some use of external evaluators,

self-scrutiny as a method ofpreparing the groundfor the external suggestions and

for providing a linkage group with the external assessors,a review process which

gives some chance to addressinjustices, and a rather modest cost. Within this

general framework, good evaluation could indeed be done. But it is rare to see it done.

We’ll pick up only a few of the problems, more to illustrate than to provide a

thorough analysis. We can conveniently group the problems under the same

heading as the components.

1. The handbookof standards is usually a mishmash ranging from thetrivial to

the really important, and there is usually no weighting suggested. (Sometimes

there isn’t even a handbookofstandards.) Consequently, the bits and pieces can be

assembled in more or less any way that the panel feels like assembling them,

without any focus onthe justification of the implicit weighting of such a synthesis.

It is commonfor the handbook of standards to begin with somepiece ofrhetoric

about how institutions should only be judged against their own goals, but yet we

will find buried in the handbook a numberofcategorical standards that must be met

by all institutions. This inconsistency reflects a failure to resolve the ideological

tension between managerial and consumerist approaches. Managers do not wantto

be blamed for not doing what they did not undertake to do; on the other hand,

consumers do not like to be treated badly and don’t much care whether the

maltreatment was unintentional or not. Ethics obviously requires that the nights of

consumersbe protectedat least in certain respects, so that minimum standards of

justice should be met by all educational institutions. It might also be argued that

public institutions have some obligations to provide a service that is reasonably

well-tailored to public needs, and that even private institutions — who mayselect

more or less whomeverthey wish to enroll — must nevertheless provide services

that are related to the needs of those whom they do enroll. (Note that the absolute

standards one does encounter in these typical standards checklists are usually

considerably less ethics-related than the ones just mentioned, indeed are often

highly debatable; e.g., the requirementofvastlibraries for graduate programs.)

2. The self-study is frequently devoted towardsa review of goals in the light of

mission, and of achievements in the light of goals. This tends to involve the usual

managerial biases, because of the failure to give due weight to the consumer; in

particular, there is poor attention to the need to search for side effects, there islittle

concern with comparisonsorcost-effectiveness,and usually little concern with the

ethics of the process. (This of course varies considerably across the huge range of
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accredited institutions, but of the manythat I have seen from the medical and legal
area as well as from manycollege and high school reports, the above seems to be a
fair generalization.) Another type of weakness emergesat this point; there is rarely
a professional evaluator on the internal self-study review team, and consequently
many of the usual traps are fallen into, including careless ascriptions of casual
efficacy to programs,misinterpretations of data aboutlearning gains, and alleged
successofgraduates andso on. It is impossible to expectthat there will not be some
adjustmentofgoals to achievement — and this may sometimesbe healthy— but
it does provide an opportunity to duck behind goal-relativism, whichis allegedly
the standard by which the accrediting association will make the final judgment.
Thus the managerial bias is supported by the relativist one.
3. The team of external assessors is usually picked from volunteers, and,
consequently, professional evaluators and the busiest administrative analysts and
consultants are more or less automatically excluded. Professional evaluators are
by no means automatically an advantageon these panels; it would be absurd for a
professional evaluator to assumethat they are. The only imperative is that they

should sometimesbe present and that careful meta-studies should be done to see if

this does lead to any improvement. The idea that one can dismiss the supposed

experts entirely seemsnaive, given the low quality of the usual reports. It must be

expected that professional evaluators will have to be paid for this activity, so the

price goesup; that price could be offset by reducingthe size of the panel, since the

indirect costs per diem andtravel are quite substantial. We should find out whether

some professionalism would offset some loss of numbers. There could also be

systematic studies with funds from foundations, to see whetherthe addition of the

best managementconsultants and evaluators will yield cost-saving suggestions

that would compensate for increasing the fees to cover their costs. There would

then be problemsabout equity as far as the still-unpaid members ofthe panelare

concemed and serious problems about total cost. However, the quality of the

evaluation reports, judged against professional evaluation standards, is so spotty
that the entire process should be subject to serious scrutiny; it hardly constitutes an

acceptable wayin which to evaluate most of our important educational institutions.

Professionals and other busy people are notthe only onesleft off by the process

of volunteering and subsequentselection, usually by central staff personnel. There

is a strong tendency to leave radicals and other ‘‘extremists’’ off the panel. No

doubt there are accreditation units here and there — I know of one — wherethis

is not true; but it is certainly the general pattern, and it is a typical sign of

managerial bias. If we were searching for truth, we would realize that radical

perspectives often uncoverthe truth and can demonstrateit to the satisfaction ofall

panelists. And we wouldrealize that establishment-selected judgesare likely to be

blind to some of the more deep-seated biases of the institution; one can see how
serious this is by tracking back through old accreditation reports given during
pre-feminist days. Not a sign can be seenofsensitivity to radical sexist exploitation
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and inappropriate passing over of women for positions which they should have

received: but there were plenty of feminists around in those days, if anyone had

been looking for them.

This managerial bias is of course one that will favor the institution by not

uncovering the skeletons in its closet, and it is not accidental that the whole

accreditation processis run by a system offees levied on the very institutionsthat

are accredited and whichprovide the personnelfor the accreditation. The system is

thus in a fairly straightforward way incestuous; the question is whether one can

conclude that it is corrupt. To the extent it 1s not, we must thank the innate

professional competence and commitment and integrity of the panelists, which

does not entirely evaporate under the background pressure towards pro-

management, pro-establishment reports. However, to jump a few steps, it 1s

important to notice that the report by the site team will sometimesbe radically

censored by the review board, which has of course not been to the site, in the

direction of excising manyorallofits most seriouscriticismsor conditions. Thisis

an unattractive situation, and one which is not widely recognized. It suggests

inappropriate bias, and whenwelook at the procedure whereby the review boards

themselvesare selected, we find in many cases an even more unattractive situation.

For the review panels — for example, the governing board of the regional accre-

ditation associations in the case of schools and colleges — are often entirely

self-selected and often consist almost entirely of active or retired administrators.

4. Thesite visit is also not designed to capture the input of the mostsevere critics.

Such obvious devicesas setting up a suggestion box on the campusduringthesite

visit, providing an answering machine to record comments by those who wish to

call them in anonymously, or careful selection of the most severe critics of the

institution from among those whoare interviewed are practices that one rarely if

ever encounters. Failure to adopt these practices simply showsa failure to distin-

guish between the need for a balanced overall final view and the need for input

from the whole spectrum of consumers; both are imperative, the former does not

exclude the latter, and the two are quite distinct.

So, from the use of inappropriate standards, such as the requirementoflarge

research libraries for graduate programs instead of access to such libraries or to

online databases, to the failure to enforce serious standards for the self-study (to

the point where the great post-secondary institutions go throughthis stage without

mostof their faculty ever hearing thatit is going on), we are dealing with grossly

unprofessional evaluation. Nervousness about the incestuousness of the processis

not lessened when one sees the defensive nature of the accreditation agencies’

reactions to the proposal that federal or state governments should have someinput

to accreditation. Undesirable though this may be in various ways, a hybrid system

would atleast provide minimal insurance against the more outrageous examples of
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‘“National Tobacco ResearchInstitute’’ whitewashes. The extremely lax enforc-
ementof professional standards by the medical and legal professions is a well
knownscandal and,although there are some professions — the psychologists are
a pretty good example — which rise abovethis kind of managerial/separatist bias,
it must be realized that the society andits legitimate government have extremely
Strong rights to be represented in a process which deals with the key services
providedto its relatively unprotected citizenry. When wedo get an occasional
glimpse at the actual standards of competencein a profession — as when wesee
the results of competency examson teachers,or the analysis of drug prescriptions
written in a certain region — we have every right to suspect that the self-
regulation processis not being done any better than one would expect, given the
biases built into it. Accreditation is an excellent example of what one might with
only slight cynicism call a pseudo-evaluative process, set up to give the appearance
of self-regulation without having to suffer the inconvenience.

If one had to sum the whole matter up, one mightcall attention to the factthatin
virtually no system of accreditation is there a truly serious focus on judging the
institution by the performanceofits graduates, which one might well argueis the
only true standard. Notto look at the performance seriously, not even to do phone
interviews of a random sampleof graduates, not even to talk to a few employers
and/or employmentagencies whodeal with graduates from this and others institu-
tions; this is absurd.

It is scarcely surprising thatin large areas of accreditation, the track record of
enforcement is a farce. Amongall state accreditation boards reviewing teacher
preparation programs, for example, it is essentially unknown for any credential to
be removed. Noris it surprising that at one pointthe state of California was
threatening to close downall unaccredited law schools, although someofthese had
a muchhighersuccessrate in getting their graduates past the bar exam than many
prominentlaw schools in the state. And passing the bar exam is presumably one of
the most importantthings that a law school is supposed to do for you — as far as |
know,it is the only one for which we obtain a measurement. Crude measurements
are not as good as refined measurements, but they beat the hell out of the
judgementsof those with vestedinterests.

Another example of crude measurementthat turns out to be quite revealingis
onethat can be applied to the evaluation ofproposals and the allocationoffunds for
research in the sciences, as well to the accreditation process, and it is such an
obvious suggestionthat the failure to implementit must be taken as a serious sign
of the operation of the separatist ideologyin the service ofelitism. This modest
Proposal concerns checkingthereliability of team ratings. Whena review panel of
peers judges that a particular proposal should be funded and another rejected, just
as whena review paneljudgesthat a particular institution should be accredited and
another disaccredited (or warned,or not accredited), it seems reasonable for those
affected to raise the question whether anotherpanel drawnfrom the same pool of
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professionals would have made the same recommendation. This is of course the

questionof inter-judge (in this case inter-panelofjudges)reliability, and until very

recently no such test had ever been made (although it is the simplest and most

obvious recommendation that a freshman student of one of the social sciences

would make about a judgmental processofany kind that was officially regarded as

subject to scientific investigation). Only separatism insulates the scientist (or other

professional) from this scrutiny; and in the couple of cases where a study of

inter-panel consistency has been performed, the results have not been encouraging.

The North Central Association sent in two teams to have a look at the school —

Colorado Springs High School — and theresults demontrated not so mucha lack

of agreement but some important disagreements coupled with the possibilty that

most of the agreements were due to shared bias. A small National Science

Foundation study of the results when more than one panel, drawn from the same

pool of professionals, was assigned the task of rating proposals, showed striking

and substantial differences. When these relatively crude measures are the only

measures we have, the only appropriate conclusion from these results must be an

extremely skeptical view of the validity of the accreditation approach to

program evaluation.

ideologies and Models

Ideologies are intermediate between philosophies and models, just as models are

intermediate between ideologies and methodologies. Thus more than one ideology

may support a particular model; just as the relativist ideology supports Elliot

Eisner’s connoisseurship model, so the empiricist ideology as well as the man-

agerial and relativist ones support goal-based evaluation models. Some subtler

relations can be plausibly inferred. Recently, for example, we have seen Cronbach's

group coming outstrongly in favor of formative evaluation as the only legitimate

kind of evaluation, by contrast with summative. In this respect, their position

matches that of somestaff members of the American Federation of Teachers, who

are willing to support the idea of evaluation of teachers for improvement, but not

the idea of quality review. Apart from logical problemswith theartificial nature of

this separation, it is certainly an emphasisattractive to both the positivist and the

relativist ideology, because each is much more willing to tolerate the idea of

improvement — with its connotations of goals andlocal valuesas the criteria —

than categorical assertions about merit and worth. Few people are valuephobic

about the suggestion they are less than perfect, need some improvement; but to be

told they are incompetentor even far worse than others, is less palatable.

In remediating (formative evaluation), as in ranking or grading, the funda-

mental task is that of determining the direction of improvement of superiority, and

the mere avoidance ofthe ‘‘cutting scores’’ problem that is required before you can
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establish grades does not avoid the logical task ofestablishing,i.e., justifying and
evaluative assertion. Thus I see the preference for formative over summative
as — from one perspective — an attemptto limit the amountof evaluative logic
that one has to getinto, butit does not eliminate thefirst and crucial step, the step
that refutes both relativism and empiricism.

Relatedly, the recent tremendous emphasis on implementation and implement-
ability as meta-evaluative criteria for the merit of evaluations can be seen as
another attempt to duck the head-on confrontation with the necessity for demon-
strating the validity of categorical value judgments, especially those involved in
grading. The validity of value judgments,whether they are gradingsor rankings,is
whatthe empiricist andrelativist deny; butit is a problem that must be faced, andit
cannotbe converted into the problem of whether the program achievesthe goals of
its instigators or whether an evaluation is implemented byits clients. Goal-
achievementand evaluation-implementation are perfectly compatible with a cate-
gorical denial ofall merit in the program orevaluation; their absenceis perfectly
compatible with a categorical assertion of flawless merit. In short, these proposed
substitutes are not even universal correlates of the conceptthey seekto replace,let
alone definitional components. (Perspectivism accommodates the need for mul-
tiple accounts ofreality as perspectives from which webuild up

a

true picture, not
as a set of true picturesof different and inconsistentrealities. The ethicist believes
that objective moral evaluationsare possible.)

So far we have talked very favorably about the consumerist ideology. Other
Strands in the position advocated here must also be recognized as implicitly
supported by our criticism of the alternatives to them. These include the perspec-
tivist and ethicist strands that stand opposed relativism and empiricism,the holistic
orientation thatis the alternative to reductionism (the otherhalfofpositivism), and
the self-referent ideology that contrasts with separatism. We should add a word
about what may seem to be the most obvious of all models for a consumerist
ideologue, namely Consumer Reports product evaluations. While these serve as a
good enough model to demonstrate failures in most ofthe alternatives more widely
accepted in program evaluation, especially educational program evaluation,it
must not be thought that the present author regards them as flawless. I have
elsewhere said something about factual and logical errors and separatist bias in
Consumer Reports (‘‘Product Evaluation’’ in N. Smith, ed., New Models of
Program Evaluation, Sage, 1981). Although Consumer Reportsis not as good as it
was and it has now accumulated even more years across which the separatist/
managerial crimeof refusal to discuss its methodologies and errors in an explicit
and non-defensive way has been exacerbated many times, and althoughthere are
now other consumer magazines which do considerably better work than Consumer
Reports in particular fields, Consumer Reportsis still a very good model for most
types of product evaluation.
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The Multimodel

Evaluationis a very peculiar breed of cat. The considerable charm ofeach of a

dozenradically different models forit, well represented in this book, can only be

explainedbythe factthatit is a chimerical, Janus-faced andvolatile being. Even at

the ievel of aphorism, one is constantly attracted by radical variationsin such

claims as ‘‘evaluation is one-third education and one-third art — including the

arts of composition, graphics, and politics’’ or ‘‘evaluation should be driven

one-third by the professional obligation to improvement,one-third by the society’s

need for quality, and one-third by the need to economize.’’ The *‘Ninety-Five

Theses’’ of the Cronbach groupcarry this further. Analogies with other subjects

keep springing into life: architecture is one that seemsparticularly appealing, with

its powerful combination of aesthetic componentwith the engineering necessities,

and with the economics and needs assessment that must be taken into account

before a structure can be successful. A dozen others have been advocated as

paradigms, from anthropology to operations research.

But during these last few years, it is not accidental that two rather similar

approachesto clarification of the practice of evaluation have emerged and gained a

certain amount of support. They both represent an attemptat distilling solid prin-

ciples from the models, but they also represent a kind of model in their own nght.

These two approachesare the Evaluation Standards approach, and the Evaluation

Checklist approach, to which wewill turn in a moment.It is not accidental that both

are consumer-oriented; we all know the kinds of checklists that we get out of

consumermagazinesand whichfacilitate our evaluation of alternatives for purchase,

and weall know the wayin which professional standards are used as checklists when

supposedly questionable behavior by professionals is under scrutiny. More than

this practical and value-orientation is involved here, however. I think that the

checklist approach — if I mayuse the term to cover both instantiations of whatI
see as essentially a similar point of view — represents a kind of modelin its own

right. It is not like one of the relatively simple and relatively monolithic models

with which we normally associate the term. But the emergence says somethimg

about the subject of evaluation, something aboutits complexity and its relation to

other subjects; I shall call it the Multimodel, an ungainly minotaur among models.

(The complex CIPP modelis an importantintermediate case.)
The Multimodel is multiple in a number of ways.In thefirst place, it commits

evaluation to being multi-field — that is, applicable to products, proposals, per-

sonnel, plans and potentials, not just programs. Then it is multi-disciplinary

(rather than inter-disciplinary); this means that solid economic analysis, solid

ethical analysis, solid ethnographics andstatistical analysis, and several other

types of analysis are often required in doing particular evaluation, and not just

somestandard blend of small parts of these. (Consequently, teams and consultants
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are often better than any soloist.) The investigations along eachof these and other
dimensions, someofwhich are devoted to entirely different disciplines, constitute
a set of dimensionsfor an evaluation, which must eventually be integrated, since
the overall type of conclusion for an evaluation (a grading, a ranking, and
apportioning) is often pre-determined bythe client’s needs and resources. In many
respects, the multi-dimensionality is the most crucial logical element in evalua-
tion, because specific evaluative conclusions are only attainable through the
synthesis of a number of dimensions; some involving needs assessments or other
sources ofvalue;others referring to various types of performance.

Anotheraspectof the multiple nature ofevaluation concerns whatcan be called
its need for multiple perspectives on something, evenin the final report. It is often
absolutely essential that different points of view on the same program or product be
taken into account before any attempt at synthesis is begun, and some must be
preservedto the end. The necessity here is sometimesan ethical one as well as a
scientific one.

Relatedly, evaluation is a multi-level enterprise. When one gets a call over the
phoneto ask if one could possibly evaluate a certain program in an unrealistically
short time-frame,it is entirely appropriate to respond that one most certainly can,
indeed that one can evaluateit there and then, over the phoneand without charge.
One does have, after all, a considerable background of common sense and
evidence about related programs which makeit possible to produce an evaluation
at this superficial level. We do not associate such evaluations with professionality
or with high validity, but that may be

a

little too severe depending uponthe extent
of the evaluator’s professional background, the similarity of the present example
to other well-documented cases and the nature of the evaluative conclusionthatis
being requested. But if we move downfrom that superficial level, it is clear that
there is a wide rangeof levels of validity/cost/credibility among which a choice
must be madein order to remain within the resources of time and budget. Given
certain demands for credibility, comprehensiveness, validity, and so on, there
maynotbe a solution within the constraints of professionality, time, and budget.
But more commonlythere are many,anditis this that must lead one to recognize
the importance of the notion of multiple levels (of analysis, evidential support,
documentation) in coming to understand the nature of evaluation. One could go
on; multiple methodologies, multiplefunctions, multiple impacts, multiple reporting
formats — evaluationis a multiplicity of multiples.

To conclude, then, let me simply list the dimensions that must be taken into
account in doing most evaluations, whether of product or program, personnelor
proposals. There are certainly special features of the evaluation of — for example
— teachers that do not jumpoutfrom this listing. But even the four-part checklist
that I have suggested abovefor the evaluation of teachers can be seento be buried
in the following checklist, and indeed it can be enriched in a worthwhile way by
paying more attention to some ofthe stepsin this longereffort.
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Checklists can function in different ways — there are checklists that list

desiderata, and there are checklists that list necessitata. This checklist comes from

the latter end of the spectrum,anditis relatively rarely that one can afford to

dispense with at least a quick professional check on each of the checkpoints

mentioned here. Checklists are also sometimes of a one-pass nature, and some-

times of a multiple pass, oriterative nature. Again,this is of the latter kind; one

can’t answerall the questions that come up under each of the early headings in

adequate detail until one has studied someof the later dimensions; and, having

studied them, one must comebackandrewrite an earlier treatment, which will in

turn force oneto refine the later analysis that depends on the former. In designing

andin critiquing evaluations, as well as in carrying one out, one is never quite done

with this checklist.

The simple terms that I use for the title of each dimension need much un-

packing, and they are there just as labels to remind the reader of a string of

associated questions. More details will be found in the current edition of Evalua-

tion Thesaurus, but I think enough is implied by the mere titles and the word or two

that I attach to someofthem to conveya sense ofthe case for the Multimodel. The

traditional social science approach deals at most with halfofthese checkpoints and

deals with those, in most cases, extremely superficially, as far as evaluation needs

are concerned.

The Key Evaluation Checklist

1. Description. An infinity of descriptions is possible, of which a sub-infinity

would be false, another sub-infinity irrelevant, another overlong, another

overshort, and so on. Whereas relativisim infers from the fact that a large
number would be perfectly satisfactory to the conclusion that there are no

absolute standards here, perspectivism draws the more modest conclusion

that there are a numberofright answers, several of which need to be added
together to give an answerthatis both true and comprehensive, a fact which

in no wayalters the falsehood or irrelevance or redundancy of many other

compounddescriptions and hencethe difference between right and wrong.

The description with which webegin theiterative cycles through the check-

list is the client’s description; but what we finish up with must be the
evaluator’s description, and it must be based, if possible, on discussions

with consumers,staff, audiences, and other stakeholders.

2. Client. Who is commissioning the evaluation, and in whatrole are they
acting? (Distinguish from inventors, consumers,initiators, and so on.)

3. Background and Context. Of the evaluation and of whatever is being
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evaluated: the hopes and fears. (This checkpointwill be set aside in the early
Stages of an evaluation that is to have a goal-free phase.)

Resources (or strengths assessment). For the evaluation and for whatever
is being evaluated.

Consumer. Distinguish the targeted population from the impacted population
(in a goal-based approach), and the directly impacted from the indirectly impacted.

Values. The needs assessment,theideals review,the relevant professional
standards, expert survey, functional or conceptual analysis, and so on. The
source of valuesfor the evaluation. To be sharply distinguished from a wants
assessment ("‘market research’’) unless no relevant needs exist.

Process. Here we have to consider the legal, political, aesthetic, and
scientific standards, some of which will have emerged from the values
review,and apply them to theintrinsic nature ofwhateveris being evaluated.

Outcomes. Here the traditional social, scientific, engineering, medical,
etc., methodologies come into their own, except that we musttreat dis-
covering unintended outcomesas of equal importance with the search along
the intended dimensionsof impact.

Generalizability, Exportability, Saleability. Across sites, staff, clients,
and consumers.

Costs. Money and non-money,direct and indirect.

Comparisons. The selectionofthe ‘‘critical competitors’ is often the most
importantactofthe evaluator, since the winner maybe onetheclient had not
considered (but whichis perfectly feasible).

Significance. A synthesis ofall the above.

Remediation. There may or may not be someof these recommendations
— they do not follow automatically from the conclusionsofall evaluations.

Report. As complicated as the description, with concern for timing,
media, format, and presenters, to a degree quite unlike the preparation for
publicationof scientific results in a scientific journal.

Meta evaluation. The reminder that evaluation is self-referent — the
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requirementthat one cycle the evaluation itself — its design and final

form — throughthe abovechecklist.

Conclusion

Evaluation practiceis still the victim offallacious ideologies, because we have not

applied the essential insight that evaluation is a self-referent discipline. The

plethora of evaluation models provides a fascinating perspective on the complexity

of this new subject, perhaps the keystone in the arch of disciplined intellectual

endeavor. We can only build that arch strong enough to support the huge load of

educational and social enterprises that it must bear if we come to understandits

architecture and thus the function of its keystone considerably better, and in so |

doing, cometo understandbetter everything else that we know.
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How We Think About Evaluation

Ernest R. House

Muchofour everyday thinking is metaphorical in nature. That is, we
experience one thingin termsof another, accordingto such theorists as
Lakoff and Johnson (1980). They present the following metaphor about
argument as an example:

Arguments Are Wars

e Yourclaims are indefensible
¢ He attacked every weak point in my argument
e His criticisms were right on target

I demolished his argument(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 4).

Underlying these separate metaphoric statements is a deep-
seated metaphor: Arguments Are Wars. This generative metaphoris the
basis for a number of expressions, and these expressions constitute a
systematic, recognizable pattern. Based primarily upon such evidence,

I would like to thank Lee Cronbach, Robert Ennis, Don Hogben, Mark
Johnson, Sandra Mathison, James Pearson, and Paul Silver for providing helpful
comments.

From Ernest R. House. “How We Think About Evaluation.” pp. 5-25 in PhilosophyofEvaluation
(New Directions for Program Evaluation, no.19). Copyright © 1983 by Jossey-Bass, Inc. Reprinted
by permission.
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some linguists and philosophers contend that such extended meta-

phors, which occur in our ordinary thinking, are not haphazard or

idiosyncratic: All of us employ them ina systematic fashion to structure

the way we think about the world. Thus, these metaphoric concepts are

extended, conventional, and intersubjective—much like language

itself. Moreover, in structuring our thinking about argumentin terms

of concepts about war, we do more than just express ourselves color-

fully. We actually win or lose arguments, attack and defend positions,

and gain or lose ground. Welive and experience arguments in these

terms. The metaphor—Arguments Are Wars— shapes our actual behavior.

Until recently, the employment of metaphor was thoughtto be

merely ornamental. Metaphor was used to make an expression more

poetic or to emphasize a point rhetorically. However, novel expe-

riences usually are structured in terms of more familiar ones, abstract

concepts in terms of more concrete ones, and cultural notions in terms

of physical ones. Metaphoris essential to our most complicated thought

processes and a vital intellectual tool that we use to understand the

world. For example, argumentas warreflects aspects of our conceptof

argument. The metaphor highlights how participants in an argument

relate to each other, how they treat one another, and how the argument

might progress. However, argument as dance would indicate quite a

different set of relationships between participants— that is, opponents

would be partners. Therefore, Arguments Are Dances 1s not a common

metaphor in ourculture.

Complex concepts also can be structured by more than one

metaphor. For example, the concept of argumentis shaped not only by

Arguments Are Wars but also by other metaphors:

Arguments Are Buildings

e The argumentts shaky

e Weneedto construct a strong argument

The argument collapsed
Is that thefoundation of your argument?

(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 46).

Argumentsas buildings indicates other aspects of our concept of

argument that we consider to be important. Arguments Are Buildings

highlights how arguments are put together, based, and constructed—

quite different aspects that those conveyed by Arguments Are Wars. We

might refer to how arguments proceed in waves, are calm or stormy,

and appearonthe surface as opposed to what is beneath the surface —

that is, Arguments Are Oceans. But we do not.
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The images of wars and buildings are quite different. But neither
are they incompatible with one another. In emphasizing two distinct
aspects of our notion of arguments, the two metaphors do not present a
single, consistent image but they are coherent. This fundamental
coherence is demonstrated by the fact that we mix Arguments Are Wars
and Arguments Are Buildings in our thinking:

e WhenI attacked his argument, it collapsed
e The foundation of his argumentis the weak point
e Weneed to construct an argumentthatis defensible
e Your defense is a shaky one

As the last statements indicates, even a strange mix of meta-
phors makessense to us, since these two aspects of argumentare used
and associated with one another so commonly. Coherent metaphors
often fit together by being subcategories of a major category and shar-
ing a commonentailment. For example:

Love Is a Journey

e It’s been a long, bumpy road

e We're just spinning our wheels

e We've gotten off the track

e Our marriage is on the rocks

(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 44).

Althoughall of these statements concern journeys, they are based on

different kinds of journeys: a car trip, a train trip, and a sea voyage.

The concrete images in each sentence define a more general category

and, in that sense, are coherentrather than consistent. Theyfit together

but do not compose a single image.

Quite a numberof other metaphors also shape our conception

or argument, usually in terms of familiar, concrete, and physical expe-

riences like wars and buildings. Abstract, complex concepts are usually

shaped by a number of metaphors that are coherent because the ideas

themselves are too complex to be conveyed byonesingle, consistent

image. Whether argument commonlyis seen as a waror a danceis cul-
turally determined, andthe user of the concept ordinarily is not aware
of the underlying metaphor that shapes his or her experience of the

actual phenomenon. Theuser believes that arguments naturally hap-
pen that way. Thus, arguments follow certain social patterns because
of the commonconception that the participants have (Turner, 1974).
These fundamental metaphoric concepts are essential to our under-
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standing of the world because they form coherent systems of thought

that we use extensively in everyday life (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).

Metaphors Underlying Social Policy

Schon (1979) contendsthat social problem-setting 1s mediated

by the stories people tell about troublesomesituations. The framing of

the social problem depends on the metaphors underlying thestories,

and how the problemsare framediscritical to the solutions that emerge.

For example, a pervasive description of the social services is that they

are “fragmented,” and the implicit solution to this problem is that they

be “coordinated.” But services seen as “fragmented”could also be seen

more benignly as “autonomous.” Therefore, the underlying metaphor

gives shape anddirection to the problem solution.

Schén maintains that we are guided in our thinking about social

policy by pervasive, tacit images that he calls generative metaphors, in

which one frameofreferenceis carried overto anothersituation. These

metaphorsgenerally are used becausethe user is immersedin the expe-

rience of the phenomenon. Thus, these guiding imagesare necessary to

his or her thinking. For example, urban renewal can be viewedin dif-

ferent ways. The slum can be seen as a once healthy community that

has become diseased. A social planner with such an image envisions

wholesale redesign and reconstruction as the cure to urban blight.

However, the slum can also be viewed as a viable, low-income commu-

nity, which offers its residents importantsocial benefits. The second

view obviously implies strikingly different prescriptions for improving

the community.

The predominant image of the slum in the 1950s was that of a

blighted community. However,in the 1960s the slum as a natural com-

munity arose as a countermetaphorthat vied for public and expert

attention in social planning. Each image features certain themes —

taken from a reality that is ambiguous and indeterminate — that define

the phenomenonof the slum (Schén, 1979). In the first vision, terms

like blight, health, renewal, cycle of decay, and integrated plan are highlighted

in descriptions of social planning. In the second vision, home, patterns of

interaction, informal networks, and dislocation represent key ideas about

what should be done with slums. Each overall image presents a view of

social reality by selecting, naming, and relating elements within the

chosen framework. According to Schon, naming andframing are the key

processes in such conceptualization. By selecting certain elements and

coherently organizing them, those processes explain what is wrong in a
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particular situation and suggest a transformation. Data are converted
to recommendations.

Naming and framing proceed by generative metaphor. The
researchersees the slum asa blight or as a natural community. In see-
ing A as B, the evaluation implicit in B is carried over to A. Thefirst
metaphoris that of disease and cure. The second is that of natural com-
munity versus artificial community. The transferred evaluations are
based on images deeply ingrained within our culture, and once we
define a complex situation as either health and disease or nature and
artifice we know in which direction to move. Seeing A as B greatly
facilitates our ability to diagnose and prescribe. On the other hand,it
maylead us to overlook other important features in the situation that
the metaphordoes not capture. Since generative metaphorsusually are
implied rather than expressed openly, important features may pass
undetected. Schon argues that we should be more awareof our genera-
tive metaphors, and thatthis is best done by analyzing the problem-
setting stories wetell. The “deep” metaphor accountsfor why someele-
ments are includedin the story while others are not, some assumptions
are taken to be true in spite of disconfirming evidence, and some
recommendations seem obvious. It is the metaphor of the slum as
diseased —or as a natural community —that gives shape to the study
and direction of a social planner’s actions.

Industrial Production as a Metaphorfor Social Programs

Evaluation concepts are often derived from fundamental, gener-
ative, and deep-seated metaphorsthat remain hidden. These metaphors
guide one’s thinking in certain directions. In this sense, evaluative
thinkingis no different from the metaphoric thinking in other areas. To
illustrate this point, I turn to an examinationofthe ideas presented in
Rossi and others’ book, Evaluation: A Systematic Approach (1979). This
bookis one of the most widely used textbooksin the teachingof evalua-
tion, and the authors’ work is exemplary of thinking in the field of
evaluation — and pervasively metaphoric.

The most fundamental metaphorthat the authorsuse is that of
the delivery of social services as industrial production. In their concep-
tualization, social services are utilities or commodities that are required
by the public, andit is the duty of a social program to supply theseser-
vices. The notion that services are produced by social programs and
that they are to be delivered to a clientele manifests the production
metaphor. For example, related ideas taken from the book include:
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Social Service Delivery Is Industrial Production

Program elements are defined in termsof tzme, costs,

procedures, or a product

A delivery system consists of organizational arrangements

that provide program services

These services are delivered to a target population

Program developmentis equivalent to designing the system

There are production runs

Services can be calculated in terms of service units

delivered

One should monitor the delivery of these services

There are operational indicators of success

A monitoring evaluation is an assessment of whether the

program conformsto the design and reachesthetarget.

Even more specifically, social programs as conceived in the

preceding examples not only as industrial production in general but

as a particular kind of industrial production—that is, an assembly

line. At other times within the book, social programs are viewed as

machines: |

Social Programs Are Machines

A program consists of elements

Program elementsare discrete intervention activities

Programs maybe broad, complex, but also have

component parts

They are implemented

They operate according to a design

They produce benefits, effects, and outcomes

They can be replicated and replaced

They can be tested

They can be fine-tuned

Accountability means conformity to program

specifications

A majorfailure is unstandardized treatment

Variables can be manipulated to achieve results

Rossi and others employ yet a third specific metaphor of indus-

trial production — that of a pipeline or conduit:
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Soctal Delivery Systems Are Conduits

¢ A delivery system is a combination of pathwaysthat allow
access to services

e A majorfailure in systemsis dilution of the treatment to
an insufficient amount

e Outcomesalways represent changesin the level of
measurable variables

e Contaminants mayeither enhance or mask true changes
e Assessing net intervention effects requires purification of
outcomes by purging contaminating elements

e The point of assessing the magnitude ofeffects is to rule
out causal links between inputs and outcomes

e The unreliability of measuring instruments may dilute the
difference in outcomes

Social programs as machines, assembly lines, and conduitsall

fit the overall metaphor of social programsas industrial production.

But each metaphor emphasizesa slightly different aspect of the nature

of social programs. Thatis, in thinking about social programs, one

may emphasize the waysocial programsare put together and operate

to produce benefits. Or the inputs and outputs, the raw materials, and

labor that go into programs may be emphasized — or the way benefits

or services are delivered to the program recipients. Therefore, social

programs can be conceived as involvingall of these aspects, and the

various separate metaphors are used to emphasize different ones.

Different conceptions of what evaluation entails follow from

these different metaphors of social programs: conformity to program

design, monitoring of production processes, and measuring ofpurified

outcomes. The evaluation of the program correspondsto the perceived

nature of social programs. Sometimes the emphasisis on design specifi-

cations andthe parts of the program; sometimesit is on the inputs and

outputs, and other times the emphasis is placed on the outcomes — the

latter metaphor being that of a pipeline with certain substances that

issue from it and the corresponding evaluation resembling a chemical

analysis from whichthe evaluatorseeksto ascertain the results, purified

of possible contamination. Of course, the overall metaphor is that of
industrial production but there is no single, consistent imageforall of

the metaphors. Taken together, the three images presenta coherentpic-

ture of social programs as industrial production (see Figure 1). The
internal coherence among these metaphors is demonstrated in the
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Figure 1. Metaphoric Conception of Social Programs

Social Programs

Industrial Production

Machines Assembly Lines Pipelines

Discrete Elements Inputs-Outputs Outcomes

Operation Production runs Contamination

Implementation Time, costs, procedures, Purification

and products
Replication Level of variables

Monitoring of processes
Specification of design Assessment of outcomes

Source: The figure is based on Rossi and others, 1979.

mixed metaphors that make sense within this conceptual structure and

used throughout the book. For example, delivery systems are said to

deliver programs or program elements or treatments. Programs may

produce benefits or outcomes or outputs. These terms are used inter-

changeably.

The internal coherence of these metaphorsis derived from their

shared entailments. Thatis, the better the discrete elements of the pro-

gram fit together, the more efficiently the time, costs, and procedures

are converted into products, and the more outcomesthe program deliv-

ers. Hence, the design of the programs, the inputs of the program, and

the delivery of outcomesare linked together, though by no means synon-

ymouswith one another. Thereis a sequentiality that underliesall three:

a sense in which a social program must be created, made, or produced,

and in which it must reach the people for whomit is intended. The con-

cept of industrial production is not the only way in which this process

can be conceived and madecoherent, butit is one way of doing so. Of

course, such an overall metaphorentails certain types of evaluations.

The ubiquitous metaphoric nature ofthese conceptsis illustrated

further by a detailed examination of the concrete images. For example,

the assembly line is a fundamental image in our culture, andit 1s not

surprising that Rossi and others apply this notion to social programs.

Raw materials comein one end of the assembly line, labor is performed

in stages, and products come out the other end. Underlying the assem-

bly line concept are deeper metaphorsthat define both labor and time

as material resources. A material resource is a kind of substance that
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can be used in a manufacturingprocess, quantified precisely, assigned
a monetary value per unit of quantity, serve a purposeful end, and
used up progressively as it serves its purpose. If time and labor are
material resources, they also can be quantified, assigned a value per
unit, serve a purposeful end, and be used up (Lakoff and Johnson,
1980). In addition, in our society labor is seen as an activity — and an
activity is defined as a substance. Hence, labor can betreated as a sub-
stance and a material resource; likewise, time commonlyis viewed as a
substance — defined in units. Conceivingof labor and time as substances
and material resources permits them to be measured, used up, assigned
monetary value, and used for various ends. Thus, in conceiving of
social programs as assembly lines, Rossi and others can state “Program
elements may be defined in termsof time, costs, procedures, and products”
(p. 137). Doing a cost-benefit analysis of how time and labor are used
in social programsis a logical next step and an important part of the
authors’ ultimate thinking.

In such a metaphoric framework, efficiency quite naturally
loomslarge as a criterion for successfulsocial programs. Social programs
are expected tobeefficient just as industrial production is expected to
be. In the Rossi and others’ conceptualization a comprehensive evalua-
tion must include monitoring, impact assessment, and cost-benefit or
cost-effective analysis, and one chapteris entitled “Measuring Effi-
ciency.” Production functions and econometrics are an extensionofthis
type of analysis, although these authors do not go so far, choosing
instead to emphasize both the desirability and difficulty of measuring
the benefits and costs of social programs. However, other theorists
have beenless reticent in setting up equationsfor social programsthat
model the production processes, and the discovery of such production
functionshasat times been the object of considerable federal effort such
as the evaluations of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965 (McLaughlin, 1975).

Rossi and others also repeatedly speak aboutsocial programsas
being effective, efficient, adequate, and useful. This language suggests that
there is a job to be done andthat the program must accomplish this job.
The notion ofa particular job or task to be performedis congruent with
the entire industrial production metaphor. Within the world defined by
the fundamental metaphor, these terms become major evaluative terms.
They indicate that the program is good if one can apply these terms
and also suggest where to look to see if the program is good. They
become majorcriteria of evaluation, criteria that are entailed by the
general metaphors.
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Targets and Goals as Metaphors

Although the industrial production metaphors dominate Rossi

and others’ view of evaluation, other metaphorsalso play a key role in

their thinking. These are the metaphors of target and goal. The target

metaphoris used extensively in the book in reference to target problems,

target populations, and impact. The social program has impact on the

targets. Presumably, the targets are social problemsthat social plan-

ners attack or alleviate.

Soctal Problems Are Targets

e Programs and projects are aimed at the target problems

e The program can be misguided

e The problemsare located in the target population

e Problems are distributed and have location, extent, type,

scope, and depth

e A needs assessment determines the nature, extent, and

location of social problems

e Targets have boundaries and rules of inclusion and

exclusion

e Programs have impact on the targets

e Impacts vary in magnitude

e An impact evaluation assesses the extent to which the

program causes changesin the desired direction in the

target population (Rossi and others, 1979, p. 16).

The underlying metaphoric conception is that social problems

are targets, and that the social program is aimed at the target. Hitting

the target results in the impact, and the magnitude of the impactis an

indicator of how effective the program has been. The evaluator must

measure the impact of the program onthe target. The target popula-

tion must be defined, and social services are directed not éo the target

population but a¢ the target problems. The targeting metaphorentails

quite a different image than the industrial production metaphors but

one coherent with these. The target metaphor is employed when the

authors discuss the ultimate effects of the program, and the industrial

production metaphorsare used in discussing the monitoring of the pro-

gram itself. They use the pipeline or conduit image when discussing

outcomes and the target image when discussing impact, which is the

ultimate result.

Once again, the metaphors can be mixedto a certain degree.
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Interventions can be delivered to the target or directed to the target
population. Coverage is defined as the extent to which the program
reaches the target population, combining the notions of both delivery
systems and targets. The targeting metaphor maps out a particular
aspect of social programsandtheir evaluation. And, according to Rossi
and others, a comprehensive evaluation includes monitoring, impact
assessment, and cost-benefit analysis.

A third possible metaphor employed extensively in the book is
that of the goal. However, there is some question as to whetherit should
still be called a metaphor. Thatis, goal is used literally to mean purpose.
The notion of goals appears to be derived originally from sports or
games, but it has lost much of its metaphoric connotation. Concepts
can be derived from metaphors and gradually transformedintoliteral
meanings, thus losing their metaphoric meanings. The more the con-
cepts are used, the more they take on the meaningoftheir new applica-
tion. For example, the foot of the mountain is clearly metaphorical in
origin but is close to meaningliterally the bottom of the mountain. On
the other hand, mostof the terms and conceptsof industrial production
applied to social programsare clearly metaphorical, though someare
more so than others. A term like outcomes is well on its waytoliteral
usage in the evaluation community. Thus, there seem to be degrees of
metaphoric meaningfor particular concepts, and these meanings change
over time. In a few years we mayseeliteral dictionary definitions for
terms that we now consider metaphoric. Their metaphoric naturewill
then reside only in their etymology. With that caveat I will proceed toa
metaphoric analysis of geal and its connection to the other concepts,
bearing in mindthat these notions may havepassed intoliteral usage.

The original definition of goal seemsto be that of a physicaldis-
tance, in which a goalis set along a course—such as a race course, a
game,or

a

sport. In the courseof the race, game,orsport, the playeris
supposed to reach orattain that goal.

Program Activities Are Goal-Directed Movements

e Goals are unattained standards
e Goals and objectives can be set and measured
e There are gaps between the goals and reality, between where
one wants to be and where oneit

e The intervention closes the gap between the two
¢ One seeks convergence between the program design andits

implementation; there is distance between them
e Evaluations can direct the course of social life
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e Evaluation can be a firm guide

e Surveys assess whether the target has been reached.

The latter statement is derived from a mixing of the goal and

target metaphors and indicates the coherence between the dominant

metaphors. This mixing of metaphors can be seen clearly in Rossi and

others’ definition of impact evaluation: “impact evaluation-assessment

is the extent to which the program causes change in the desired direc-

tion in the target population” (p. 16). Although the basic metaphoris

that of impact and target, impact is defined in termsof direction and

physical distance, which is essentially goal language. Often in the

assessmentof goals and objectives, a land surveying metaphorof mark-

ing off the landscape, triangulating, and measuringdistanceis used. So

again, even though these various metaphors do not present a single

consistent image of evaluation, they form a coherent conception. Ross!

and others’ conceptualization of evaluation is so complex that several

metaphorsare necessary to highlight different aspects. No single meta-

phor will do, but both the target and the goal metaphors highlight the

aim, direction, and purpose of the program.

Target 1s ultimately derived from war and sport. Originally a

target was a light round shield used in combat, and this cameto be the

object one aimedat in target practice. The etymology of goal is less

clear. Apparently, the term was derived from an ancient rustic sport

(Oxford English Dictionary). In Old English it meant an obstacle, boun-

dary, or limit. Eventually goal came to mean the terminal point of

a race or the posts between whicha ball 1s driven in a gameorsport, as

in football or soccer. And in archery the goal is the mark aimed at—

that is, the target. But the notion that a gameis nonserious, or just for

fun, has not carried over from goal’s original meaning. The goal meta-

phorhas beenstripped of its nonserious side and 1s used to meana seri-

ous striving for achievement, or an earnest contest that is perhaps akin

to war. Even thoughsports language is employed, social program eval-

uation is at least as serious as a gamein the National Football League,

which is serious indeed. Within this context, the player attains a goal in

a sport or a gamebyscoring. Originally a score was a cut or a mark on

something to keep count and eventually came to mean a line drawnfor

runners or marksmento stand at. Ultimately, to score as a verb came to

mean to make points in a game or contest (Oxford English Dictionary).

Score also means one’s performanceona test, as in a test score. Scores
on outcome measures are very important in Rossi and others’ frame-

work: For example, net effects are measured in differences in scores on
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outcome measures. Apparently, both the target and goal metaphors,
which are so pervasive in social program language, are derived from
equating social programs with sports or games, or, more generally,
contests (see Figure 2). Yet many of the metaphoric meanings are now
lost, especially for goals.

In general, there is a strong directionality within all of these
diverse yet coherent metaphors. Industrial production, such as in an
assembly line or conduit, moves from one pointto another, as does the
trajectory traced by a missile as in archery, by a runnerin

a

race,or the
throwingofa ball through the goal as in a sport. Implicit in these meta-
phorsis the movementofa physical object from one place to another. As
more services are produced by the assembly line, more are delivered to
the target population. As moreserviceshit the target, there is more im-
pact from the program. The moregoals thatare attained, the higher the
scores and the more successful the program. Beneath these fundamental
metaphorsare the rather abstract notionsoflinearity and directionality —
movement from one point to another. All of the basic metaphors share
this abstract property and serve the purpose of indicating a certain kind
of movementthatis correlated with program success. Greater produc-
tion, stronger impact, and moregoals attained areall correlates of pro-
gram success. Underlying the coherent metaphors, then, is a shared
topoligical concept, a concept that remainsinvariant across metaphors.

The Building Metaphor in Program Evaluation

Yet another set cf terms is applied directly to the evaluation
itself rather than to the program. The evaluation must be afirm assess-
ment, be a firm guide, produce firm estimates of effects and solid information,
and not result infaulty conclusions. The construction terminology in eval-
uation is derived from such conventional metaphors as Arguments Are

Figure 2. An Extended Metaphoric Conception of Social Programs

oS
Industrial Production Contests

Zo Soe nf YYMachines Assembly Lines Pipelines Targets Goals

Social Programs

 

Source: The figure is based on Rossi and others, 1979.
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Buildings (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). Evaluations, like arguments and

theories, are conceptualized as physical structures, quite possibly

because evaluations are recognized tacitly as arguments themselves.

The building and construction metaphoris quite commonly applied to

evaluations, regardless of the particular metaphors applied to social

programs. Evaluations are expected tobefirm, solid, well-constructed,

and so on. They share the samebasic societal metaphors as arguments,

and these termsare applied not only in Rossi and others but in much of

the evaluation literature.

Thus, some aspects of evaluation are derived from particular

metaphors about whatsocial programsare. In conceiving of social pro-

grams as industrial production, the evaluation takes shape from the

natureof the object evaluated. However, other aspects of evaluation are

rendered by more general metaphors, such as Arguments Are Buildings.

These aspects of evaluation seem to be independentof notions of what

social programs are supposed to be. And there are even more funda-

mental metaphors employed in the articulation of programsandeval-

uation. These include metaphoric structurings of time and labor as

material resources, events as objects, and activities as substances.

Although these ideas fit well into the overall conceptual scheme, they

are not dependent upon it. They are readily available in everyday

thought. Hence, the metaphors employed in evaluations of social pro-

grams are both special ones drawn specifically for this purpose and

common ones used in manyothersettings.

Even this does not exhaust the metaphoric structure of the book

by Rossi and others. The discussion of cost-benefit analysis draws upon

the economic and accountingliterature, which has its own metaphoric

structure. But, although the metaphoric structure is pervasive and ex-

tremely important in shapingthe ideasin the book,it is difficult to dis-

cover and make explicit. We share so much of the common experience

of assembly lines, goals, and targets that the discussion seemsliteral

rather than metaphoric. In this sense, the metaphoric structureis nearly

invisible.

The Metaphoric Nature of Evaluation

The realization that a great deal of evaluative thought is meta-

phoric in nature will no doubt surprise and disturb many evaluators.

Manysee evaluation of social programs as applied social science and

may wonder how metaphorscould beso crucial to their thinking. The

metaphoric analysis raises a numberof questions: To what degree does
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metaphor characterize all evaluative thinking? How does it work?
Where do these metaphors come from? Are there conflicts between dif-
ferent schemes, depending upon one’s underlying metaphors? Are all
metaphors equally good? Whatis the scientific status of evaluation if
this analysis is correct? Does such an analysis lead to relativism? Unfor-
tunately, discussion of these issues is beyond the scope of this chapter.
And, in general, the role of metaphor in thought is not well under-
stood. (For further philosophical discussions of metaphor, see Sacks,
1978; Ortony, 1979; Johnson, 1981). This section briefly touches upon
the origins of these metaphors, the values they embody, the purposes
they serve, their scientific status, and their appropriateness.

Industrial production and sporting contests are often used as
metaphorsin evaluation because they are pervasive experiences in our
society, and production and competition are primary values. Taken
together, they entail winning.It is not surprising that we should eval:
uate our social programs from frameworks derived from such central
experiences, and that these structural metaphors embodycore valuesof
American society. In employing these metaphorsto evaluate social pro-

grams, we bring those values to bear upon social programs, sometimes
explicitly but often tacitly.

Faced with the new task of evaluating social programs in the

past two decades, evaluation theorists have turned to areas of their own

experience that seem better defined. Evaluations therefore have been

conceived andstructured through concepts derived from other domains
of experience. Differences in conceptions of evaluation often reflect dif-

ferences in underlying metaphors, whicharein turn derived from cer-

tain cultural experiences. The ultimate purpose of this metaphoric
structuring is to tell us how to act as evaluators. In spite of the often

expressed skepticism aboutthe role of evaluation theory, without such
conceptions to guide us we would not know howto act as evaluators.
“In all aspectsoflife, not just in politics or in love, we define ourreality
in terms of metaphorsand then proceed to act on the basis of the meta-
phors” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 158).

The metaphors discussed to this point substantially define the
reality of the evaluator’s world. Once an evaluator has accepted the
basic metaphors,certain entailments follow. Of course, our thinkingis
not entirely determined by the metaphors we use, and weare not en-
slaved by our own concepts. The relationship between metaphors and
thinking is more one of likelihood—of probability—than one of
determination. For example,it is very likely that an evaluator will be
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led to certain types of evaluations if he or she sees social programs as

industrial production. Furthermore, evaluators are taught certain

metaphors as part of their training; it 1s part of their enculturation.

Although they might conceivably overcome a particular way of viewing

the world, as defined by certain metaphors, the pressure to be consis-

tent is more likely to make them follow through with particular types of

evaluations —to elaborate the metaphor, as it were. Such metaphoric

structuring enables us to do a numberof thingsin our evaluations and

prevents us from doing others. Every way of viewing the world elimi-

nates alternative possibilities. Metaphors highlight some things and

shadow others, and the predominant views we have are necessarily

partial and particular. Furthermore, metaphoric structures are derived

from domains of our experience that are seldom logically consistent

and fully coherent. This lack of consistency and coherence often carries

over into our conceptions of evaluation.

Many evaluators and social planners see social programs as

industrial production, targeting, and goal attainment and cannotsee

programs in any other way. Other theorists employ similar metaphors

in their articulation of what evaluation is. In fact, these metaphors

underlie one of the dominant views of social programs amongprofes-

sional evaluators in the United States, not because people adopt Rossi

and others’ point of view but because theorists draw upon common

experiences and a commonintellectual framework. However, as com-

mon asthis pointof view is, there are yet other evaluation theorists and

planners who adoptdifferent views of social programsandevaluations.

They employ different metaphors with different results in their con-

ceptualization of evaluation. For example, responsive, illuminative,

and stakeholder-based evaluation suggest different metaphors at work.

Not just any metaphorwill do in structuring the concept of an

evaluation. A former student of mine once write a paper in which she

developed an evaluation system based upon the beliefs of a tribe of

Plains Indians. Such a schemeis intriguing but unlikely to have much

application in contemporary America, Just as metaphors of industrial

production would not have much appeal to the Plains Indians. Appro-

priate metaphors mustbe rooted in the experiences of the culture to be

applicable. Metaphorsused to evaluate social programsnecessarily will

be close to our core social values, although sometheorists have attempted

to create new evaluation approaches by deliberately developing dif-

ferent metaphors (Smith, 1981).
Embracing a particular set of metaphors not only expresses cer-

tain values but also promotes them.It is in the nature of metaphorthat
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certain things are emphasized and others deemphasized. Efficiency,
effectiveness, goal seeking, and values of industrial production are pro-
moted in the Rossi and others framework. The authors explicitly advo-
cate these values which are embodied in their conceptual apparatus.
Conceptionsof evaluation are not value-neutral, and muchofthis inher-
ent evaluation is embedded within the metaphoric structure. Different
conceptions emphasize different values or weight the same valuesdif-
ferently. Also the more commonthe metaphors employed to structure
evaluation, the more persuasive and invisible the metaphors will be.
Unusual metaphors are creative, but conventional metaphors shape
most of our thinking and therefore seem natural.

Employing certain metaphorsallows us not only to promulgate
certain values but to do a numberof other things as well, such as to
refer and identify causes. For example, the employmentof ontological
metaphors, such as defining labor and time as substances, allows us to
quantify things (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). Defining a territory or
putting a boundary around something is an act of quantification.
Boundedobjects, like social programsandsocial problems, have scope,
dimension, and size. Within such a framework; an evaluator can locate
social problems and measure them. This is usually accomplished
through a survey, the original purpose of which was to determine the
form, extent, and situation of parts of a tract of ground by linear and
angular measurement (Oxford English Dictionary).

Otherentities can be thoughtof as containers. For example, the
participants are zn the program, but they cannot be in the problem,
although they can be part of the problem. Containers define a limited
space, with a bounded surface, a center, and periphery, and can be
seen as holding a substance, which may vary in amount. If one sees the
program as a container object, it can be measured.

Programs Are Containers

e That is not much of a program.
e The program does not have any content.
e The program lacks substance.
Thatis the core of the program.

Machines, assemblylines, and pipelines can all be viewed as container
objects. Things can belocated in them or be a part of them. The notion
of a containerobject is abstract and deeply embedded in our thinking. In
addition, one can conceive of the outcomesofa program as substances —
which issue from the program container. The program has outcomes(a
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substance). For example, when discussing the outcomes of programs,

Rossi and others often switch to their Social Programs Are Conduits

metaphor. Contamination and purification are of primary concern, so

that one can measure the net outcomes: “An outcome is always a

change in the level of a measurable variable” (Rossi and others, p.

164). The gross outcomeeffects are the measures of overall impact but

the net outcomeeffects are those left after confounding effects have been

removed (a mixing here of the conduit metaphor and an accounting

metaphor, which they also use).

Both social programs and program outcomes can be quantified

and measured via their metaphorical conversion into objects and

substances, but the nature of their measurement differs. As

metaphorical objects, programs have size, scope, and dimension, and

require different methods of measurement than does the metaphorical

substance of the outcomes. Objects may be described, and program

description has received muchattention. But, measurements of pro-

grams themselves have been limited compared to measurementofout-

comes. Therefore, social programs normally must be converted into

other categories, such as the time, costs, and procedures of the

assembly line, before measurements becomepossible. In contrast, out-

comes lend themselves moreeasily to direct measurement. An object

maybe dissimilarin its different parts but any quantity of a substance

is like any other part of the substance. Hence, conceiving of outcomes

as substances permits cardinal measurement—that is, the use of an

interval scale. To be measurable in this way meansthat every instance

of a commodity is a sum ofperfectly identical parts or units. This is not

literally true of the outcomes of social programs, but they often are

treated that way in orderto be quantifiable. In any case, quantification

of programs and their outcomes is greatly facilitated by their

metaphorical conversion into concrete objects and substances.

If outcomesare quantifiable we can define them as membersof

a particularstatistical distribution, such as a normal curve. We might

infer from the degree of overlap between the pre- and postmeasured

distributions the likelihood of the postmeasure coming from a different

statistical population. Hence, we begin employingstatistical models, in

which one treats the outcome scores as memberof particular popula-

tions. A statistical treatment of impact data is a logical next step for

Rossi and others to take, but the preliminary conceptual apparatusfor

doing this resides in the fundamental metaphors that they employ. For

certain purposes, programsandactivities are treated as if they were

objects and substances. Obviously such conversions are useful.
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The statistical model mightbe called a metaphor, but there is a
significant difference betweenit and the overall metaphoric framework
of Rossi and others. Thestatistical model is internally consistent:
There is a single representation from which one can draw logicalinfer-
ences that do not contradict each other. This is more similar to a scien-
tific or mathematic modelthan the overall evaluation conceptualization
of Rossi and others. But, there is no question that metaphoric thinking
plays an important role in scientific thinking. For example, Kurt
Lewin’s theories draw heavily on analogies with physical theories in the
use of certain concepts, such as field, sector, force, and fluidity (Black,
1962). More recently, cognitive psychology has conceived of the
human mind as a computer, employing such conceptsas information pro-
cessing, feedback, encoding, and memory storage (Boyd, 1979). Metaphors
play a constitutive role in scientific theories, although exactly how this
role is performed is a matter of dispute (Kuhn, 1979). Of course, the
use of metaphors does not meanthat a conception is nonscientific. The
traditional view ofscienceas

a

clear, unambiguous, testable rendering
of external reality in literal language has given way to a view of
knowledge as based upon menalconstructions (Ortony, 1979). Perhaps
the significant difference between scientific theories and conceptions of
evaluation is their internal consistency. Formal scientific theories can
be seen as attempts to extend a set of metaphorsconsistently, whereas
metaphors underlying evaluation are rarely consistent (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980).

However, there is another important difference between con-
ceptions of evaluation andscientific theories—a difference of purpose.
One might imagine that minds are computers and investigate the way in
which information processing is done by the mind. According to Boyd
(1979), a term like this provides “epistemic access” to the phenomenon
being investigated. Otherinvestigators may extend the conceptuntilit
becomes descriptive of how the mind functions—and eventually far
removed from what the term means in the study of computers. But
metaphorsin conceptionsof evaluation are not quite like this. The pur-
pose of Social Programs Are Conduits is not to arriveat a finer definition of
social programs (though one may do so). The researchers in the field do
not investigate the extent to which social programsreally resemble con-
duits. Rather, the main purposeis to impose the metaphorso that one
knows how to act—that is, how to evaluate. Given the fundamental
metaphors, certain investigations and judgments becomepossible. The
judgments are about whetherthe social programs are any good, not
about whether the metaphorsfit and not even about finer descriptions
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of the programs themselves. The difference is between describing and

evaluating: These are fundamentally different acts. In both cases

metaphors are employed butto different ends.

Perhapsthis difference can be seen more clearly if the roles are

reversed. Suppose that the Minds Are Computers metaphoris used for

evaluation purposes. One can imagine trying to assess the information

processing capacity, the memorystorage, and the encoding processes

of the mind—even comparing different minds onthese dimensions. No

doubt various criteria for evaluating would emerge from our exper-

ience with computers, and no doubt one could develop reliable pro-

cedures for assessment. One might end upsayingthat the information

processing of a particular mind was very strong but the feedback

mechanisms were poor. One would use concepts similar to those in

cognitive psychology, but the purpose would be quite different than

that of trying to describe the mind by computer analogies or judging

the goodnessoffit. In the act of evaluating, the metaphor is used to

generate criteria for making judgments of worth. Conversely, if one

used the metaphor Social Programs Are Assembly Lines in a descriptive

investigation, one would investigate the degree to which social pro-

grams actually resemble assembly lines, modifying one’s notions of

industrial productionto fit the operationof social programs. This is not

whatevaluation theorists or evaluators do.

In general, these underlying metaphors provide some of the

basic concepts that instruct us on how to proceed. If one sees

arguments as wars, one will argue in a certain fashion. If one sees

social programs as industrial production, then one will evaluate in a

certain fashion. Once one is committed to a particular metaphor,cer-

tain entailments arise for both thought and action. Thus, the dominant

metaphors shape our actions. But notall metaphors are equally good

for the purposes they are supposedto serve. ‘There can be good and bad

and appropriate and inappropriate metaphors, just as there can be

good and badsocial programs (Binkley, 1981; Booth, 1978; Loewen-

berg, 1981). The sense in which a metaphor is true, correct, or appro-

priate is beyond thelimits of this chapter, but what can besaid briefly

is that the underlying metaphors must be considered within the con-

text of the overall conception of evaluation. That is, one must judge

the consequences of the overall conception. These judgments must be

based upon criteria broader than being simply true or false as the

notion is commonly understood. Evaluators of social programs must

embrace comprehensive notions of correctness, including rightness and

wrongness. The obligation of the evaluator is broader than that of the

describer.
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In retrospect, perhapsit is not so surprising that metaphoric
thinking is important in evaluation. Black (1962) has explored the
similarity between scientific models and metaphors and concludes that
both models and metaphors play an indispensable role in scientific
thinking. In fact, all intellectual pursuits rely upon such “exercises of
the imagination... . Perhaps every science must start with metaphor
and end with algebra; and perhaps without the metaphor there would
never have been any algebra” (Black, 1962, p. 242).
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The Preconditionsfor

SuccessfulEvaluation

Is There an IdealParadigm?

Dennis J. Palumbo and David Nachmias

Thefield of evaluation research is undergoing anidentity crisis. Fromitsinitial surge
in the 1960s whenit was dominated by a single paradigm andresearchers believed that
its potential was unlimited, it has been undergoing a metamorphosis. Instead of a
dominantparadigm,several alternative approaches to evaluation have emerged and
skepticism about its potential contributions to public policy has been raised. House
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(1980:11), for example, maintains that “The current evaluation scene is marked by

vitality and disorder. The scale, ubiquity, and diversity of evaluation activities make

comprehensiondifficult, even for those operating within the field.”

Such commentaries onthestate ofthe field are very recent. In the 1960s and early

1970s, a dominant paradigm of evaluation research crystallized in the evaluation
community. Leaning heavily on Campbell’s (1969) vision of the “Experimenting

Society,” it was aimed at determining whether program goals were being achieved

through the employmentof rigorous quantitative research methodologies. Findings

obtained in this mannerwere expectedto find their way almostinstantaneouslyin the

policy process leading to marked improvementsin societal conditions. The challenge

wasto establish “truth”; the problem of Speaking Truth To Power (Wildavsky, 1979)

remained mute.

Research anomalies, the personal experiences of both evaluators and policymakers,

and changing conceptions on the capabilities of government to ameliorate social

problems, have raised second thoughts about the dominant paradigm. Thisarticle

examines the dimensionsof the identity crisis in the field of evaluation research, and

advances the case for a greater congruence between theory, methodsand practice.

Fouranalytically distinct aspects of evaluation researchare discussed: the relationship

of evaluation to decisionmakingprocesses; the methodologies for conducting evalua-

tions; the congruence between methodologies and organizational behavior; and the

relationship between the evaluators and program managers. Obviously, these are not

the only significant aspects of an ideal evaluation paradigm, but theyaresufficient to

convey the major developments and the inherent complexities of the field. Thereis

also some overlap amongthe fouraspects as is pointed out in the following sections.

The Ideal Role of Evaluations in Decisionmaking

The somewhatnaive, apolitical notion that once the “truth” as revealed by evaluation

research was known, programs would be changed in accord with the evaluation

findings has been replaced with a welter of different and conflicting ideas about the

ideal role of evaluations in decisionmaking.

There are at least four distinct roles that evaluations can play in decisionmaking:

(1) they can result in terminate—continue decisions about programs;(2) they can lead

to decisions on program improvements; (3) they can constitute only one informational

componentin decisionmaking, and not necessarily the most important; and (4) they

can inform and educatesociety. Thefirst and secondroles are similarin that they both

lead to program improvements,but in the first, the improvement occurs whenpro-

gramsthatfail to achieve their objectives are terminated, and in the second improve-

ments result because programs are made moreeffective.

There are proponentsfor each of these four roles. The traditional view has been that

evaluations should lead to terminate-continue decisions (summative). There is, how-

ever, an increasing emphasis on the program improvementrole (formative evaluation)
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of evaluations. This shift reflects an increased awareness that manyevaluationfind-

ings are inconclusive (Bernstein and Freeman, 1975), and that social programstend to

exert a differential impact on their target population depending on the degree of need

(Hofferbert, 1982). Still others suggest that evaluation research, while being one

source of information for policy decisions, is not necessarily the best guide (Wil-

davsky, 1979). The idealized evaluator, Brand] (1978:8) writes, seeks the truth; but

elected officials are concerned with the “good,” “Or, more likely, an accommodation

of competing ideals of what is good,or perhapsjust re-election.” Brandl, who isa state

legislator, maintains that legislators see evaluators as just another interest group

advocating its value preferences, but the evaluation communityis not amongthe most

powerful of interest groups. The fourth role of evaluation is the most ambiguous one

in the sense that it should be used primarily for “influencing and instructing society”

(Cronbach, 1980).

Concerns over the proper role of evaluations in decisionmaking have remained

unresolved and the confusion seemsto be growingrather than receding. For example,

in their Introduction to the 198! Evaluation Studies Review Annual, which includes

some of the best research produced in the latter half of the 1970s, Freeman and

Solomon claim that the principal trend in evaluation research is a concern with the

role of evaluation in decisions, and that there is a growing emphasis on understanding

and modifying the front and back ends of the evaluation process so as to improve

utilization.

The “front-end” refers to pre-evaluation activities such as evaluability assessment.

The purpose here is “to build a shared understanding and, if possible, to achieve

consensus on evaluation requirements andstrategies to maximize the applicability of

results and increasethe likelihood of program improvement” (p. 16). Accordingly, the

ideal role of evaluationsIs to increase the likelihood of program improvement and not

lead to terminate-continue decisions. The “back end” refers to the utilization of

evaluations. It is here that there is a great deal of confusion as to whether evaluations

are used, and over what organizational structures and incentives promoteutilization.

Freeman and Solomon (p. 17) contend that manyofthe generalizations on utilization

“...are tentative and untested.” The utilization of evaluation findings continues to be

an important problem in evaluation research (Nachmiasand Felbinger, 1982). Inan

attemptto increaseresearchutilization, there has been a growinginterest in implemen-

tation research andprocess evaluations. Theidealrole of evaluationin this researchis

sequential, incremental program improvement.

Perhaps most important, as Freeman and Solomonpoint out, there are disquieting

indicators about the extent to which evaluationresearchis likely to be supported by

government. The 1980s have been markedby tightening of federal expendituresin all

departments and agencies, and growing skepticism about the worth of evaluation

research. Officials in the Reagan Administration and in Congress are not supportive

of evaluation researchin particular norof social science research in general (Whyte,

1982). Ideology, not research, plays a greater role in policymaking (deLeon, 1983).
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This raises serious dilemmas about the future of evaluation research andits use.

Consider the position of Rossi and Freeman (1982:15), for example, who view the

field as “a robust area of activity devoted to collecting, analyzing, and interpreting

information onthe need for, implementation of, and impactof intervention efforts to

better the lot of humankind by improvingsocial conditions and communitylife.” In

referring to “intervention efforts,” the authors leave off the word public, thereby

implying that evaluation research can be used to evaluate private sector interventions

as well. But, for the most part, program evaluation involves public programs, and as

the authors acknowledge, the growth of government was animportantstimulusfor the

developmentof evalution research. Implicit in this view is the belief that government

can improve societal conditions. In the dominant paradigm,evaluation researchis to

be used as a wayof deciding whetheror not a program should be continued.In the long

run, societal conditions will be improved because ineffective, unworkable programs

will be terminated and effective ones will be continued. This view takes for granted an

expanded role for government and excludesthe possibility that programs could be

terminated because governmentshould not have intervenedatall in certain areas. This

latter, of course, is the ideological persuasion of the Reagan Administration, and a

conclusion reached by somescholars with regard to governmentalregulatory practices

in several policy areas (e.g., Wilson, 1980; Bardach and Kagan, 1982; Savas, 1982).

Evaluation research that concludes that the private sector, in particular voluntary

associations, can provide services moreeffectively and at less cost than government

agenciesis quite different from program evaluation aimed at improvingthe operations

of existing government programs. The former, broader kind of policy evaluation is
concerned with the macro-question of finding the mosteffective institutional arrange-

mentfor allocating society’s scarce resources, not with the micro-problem of wheth-

er a specific public program can be improved.

In many ways, evaluation researchis an analytic continuation of reformist tradi-
tions. Political scientists, in particular, believe that they can find ways of making
government both more effective and more responsive, and their evaluations most
often are of governmentalinstitutions and processes rather than ofspecific policies or
programs. As Rossiand Freeman (1982:31) observe, by the 1980s, evaluation research
became more“than anisolated academic concern;it thrived in the contextof the social
policy and public administration movement.” These movements have stimulated
evaluation research by contributinga new armyof professionals trained in public
policy, policy analysis and public administration programsacross the country. The
programsare primarily concerned with improving public management and public
policy. They attemptto dothis not only by imparting conceptual and analytical skills
but also by training andsocializing people for professional careers in the public sector.
The latter aspect may well have the stronger impact.

The shift that occurred in governmentalfinances in the 1980s is ominous for
evaluation research because program evaluationis likely to be the first cutback when
programs are being retrenched. In the 1960s and 1970s, evaluations were used to
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legitimize governmentintervention by demonstrating that government was concerned

with the accountability of new programs. But now that public programsare being

curtailed, often irrespective of their effectiveness, evaluation researchis less justified

and may even become a hiability. Furthermore, if government turns over social

programsto the private sector and volunteers, what role can evaluation research play?

This is not a rhetorical question becauseit is unclear to us, at least, whether evaluation

research can play anyrole in a system in which the “invisible hand” is supposed to

make public policy decisions. For example, if consumers are given a choice of what

schools they want to send their children to through a voucher system,then there is no

need for independent evaluations to determine which programs are working; the

parents themselves do the evaluating and they vote with their feet, so to speak, by

taking their children out of the schools they do notlike and sending them to the ones

they prefer. Not all of these choices will be made on the basis of whether or not the

programsare effective; they will be made for reasonsof status, class, race, and other

social factors. Whether a voucher system will eventually be used in education is not the

point here. The point is that there is an increasing body of policy research that

advocates a diminished role for governmentin areas such as health delivery (Olsen,

1981), social regulation (Wilson, 1980), and urban services (Savas, 1982).

The Ideal Methodology for Conducting Evaluations

There is much more consensusin the field about the most appropriate methodology

for conducting evaluations. The dominant paradigm is what House (1980) terms the

“behavioral objectives” approach. This approachis goal-oriented, uses experimental

and quasi-experimental research designs, and heavily leans on quantitative data. For

example, Freeman and Solomon (1981) in their Evaluation Studies Review Annual,

include 25 evaluation articles of programs in education, humanresourcesand social

services, law and public safety, health, mental health, substance abuse andtheenvir-

onment. Twenty-three of the twenty-five use quantitative data and mostof these are

experimentalor quasi-experimental evaluations. Althoughthearticles in this volume

are not representative of all evaluation research, Freeman and Solomonclaim that

their sample includes work that is “higher in methodological quality than those

produced by the overall evaluation effort” (p. 13). The articles they include are ina

very real sense, ideal, and the ideal here undoubtedly is quantitative research.

Now, more than in the past, there is some acceptancefor an alternative methodol-

ogy sometimescalled “qualitative” evaluation research and sometimescalled “natural-

istic” inquiry or ethnographic research (Guba and Lincoln, 1981; Patton, 1980). This

methodology is becoming somewhat more popular becauseit resolves the evaluator’s

predicamentby attempting to representall significant value positions in the evaluation

(House, 1980). At the same time, somefind it more effective for purposes of utiliza-

tion. Patton (1978) suggests that the “personal factor,” that 1s, the relationships that

develop between the program managerandthe evaluator,are critical for utilization.
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Although the naturalistic methodologies have added an important dimension to

evaluation research, there are no signs that a paradigm shift will occur.

Congruence Between Methodologies and Organizational Decisionmaking

The methodologies used by evaluators must be congruent with organizational behav-

ior for the findingsto be utilized. Guba and Lincoln (198 1:26) call this requirementfor

method and theory congruence “value-boundedness.” They argue that “the values

undergirding the substantive theory selected to guide the inquiry [must be] resonant

with the values undergirding the methodological [paradigmatic] theory.” Thus, if

organizations are conceived of as bureaucracies in the Weberiansense, “conventional

methodological approachesserve quite well, since they, like bureaucratic theory, are

very systems oriented”(p. 27).

At present, evaluators assumethat decisionmakers analyzethesituationfirst, then

act. More explicitly, that decisionmakers, before they act, identify goals, specify

alternative strategies for attaining them, assess the alternatives against a standard,

such as costs and benefits, and then select the “best” alternative (the synoptic para-
digm). But if organizationsin fact do the opposite - if they actfirst and then analyze,
evaluate and rationalize what they did - then evaluations based on the synoptic

paradigm will be out of resonance.

The dominantevaluation paradigm is synoptic both in its methodology and in the
assumptions it makes about the way organizations behave. For example, a great deal
of evaluation researchis based on the assumptions of micro-economic theory. Thatis,
individuals and organizations are assumed to berational, and to behave so as to
maximize oratleast “satisfice” someidentifiable goal or a set of goals. Accordingly,
the principal job of the analyst is to model organizational choices, to deduce desired
objectives, andto estimatetherelative effectiveness ofdifferent strategies for attaining
them. But whatif decisionmakerspaylittle attention to the relative effectiveness of
different strategies for attaining the objectives stipulated in an evaluation? Suppose
that they are morelikelyto actfirst and only then analyze whyit is they did what they
did. Supposefurther that this kind of analysis is done informally and intuitively and
that it is stored in personal memories, so that when the organizationis facedwith a
similar situationin the future, its membersrecall previous experiences and try to apply
these to the new situation. They do nor re-analyze, search for alternatives, nor
establish desired objectives. Instead, they repeat the cycle of acting then analyzing why
they acted as they did. Obviously, in such a situation, a priori, micro-economics
methods will be of little use in helping organizational actors. All the same, the
economists’ approach - with its claim for rationality and efficiency - has been
legitimized by governmentofficials, and since there are far more economists in
government than there are othersocialscientists (e.g., political scientists, sociologists,
anthropologists), it is not surprising that the micro-economics approachto evaluation
is prominent. The synoptic, “problem-information—decision” cycle has seldom been
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supported by empirical studies assessing the utilization of information in the policy-

making process (Dutton et al., 1980; Rothman, 1980; Hargrove, 1980; Weiss, 1981).

Furthermore, contemporary organization theory advancesthe thesis that organiza-

tions are not best conceived as rational instruments for achievingsocietal goals but as

organized anarchies, or loosely-coupled systems (Cohenet al., 1972; Dunsire, 1978;

Wieck, 1976). Still, the synoptic evaluation model continues to dominate.

If organizations behavein the latter manner, what are the implications for evalua-

tion research? One thing seemsclear: synoptic and micro-economic evaluations are

likely to miss the mark because organizations (decisionmakers and individuals in

organizations) are not looking for the one best way or mostefficient alternative for

solving a problem. Theyare instead searching for support for actions already taken,

and for support that serves the interest of various componentsof the policy-shaping

community (Walker, 1981). Thus, evaluators concerned with utilization should at-

tempt to discover whatsocietal needs have been metby the decisions undertaken; they

should determine which stakeholders’ interests are served by organizationalactions.

Theideal paradigm of evaluation congruentwith the reversed decision cycleis quite

different from the dominant, synoptic paradigm. This can be demonstrated by exam-

ining the preconditions for successful evaluation based on the synoptic, goal-directed

paradigm,and then contrasting them with the preconditionsfor successful evaluation

based on the reversed decision cycle. Before describing these preconditions, we should

note thatthis is a heuristic device, meantto illuminate the argument. Not everyonewill

agree with all of these preconditions, nor do we claim that we have described every

conceivable one.

For the goal-directed paradigm, the preconditions of ideal evaluations are as

follows:.

Precondition 1: The program to be evaluated must haveclearly stated, operational

goals on whichall relevant participants agree.

Precondition 2: An explicit technology for achieving these goals must exist and be

implemented.

Precondition 3: The methodologyfor determining the extent to which the program

produces the outcomesandfor controlling exogenous factors must be available.

Precondition 4: The managers of the program being evaluated must be committed

to working toward achieving program goals.

Precondition 5: Decisionmakers must be committed to utilize the results of the

evaluation.

Only rarely are all these preconditions met. Program goals tend to be amorphous,

multiple and contradictory. Legislation is almost always ambiguous because it 1S

politically expedient to be ambiguous. Moreover, policy goals do not become less

ambiguousor more uniform whentheyare delegated to administrators for implemen-

tation. Administrative discretion allows for different interpretations of goals. Blau

(1955) reported that two employment agencyunits, which had similar official goals,

actually were very different in what they really were attempting to accomplish. One
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unit was highly competitive, with membersstriving to outproduce each other in terms

of the numbersof individuals placed. In the other unit, cooperation and quality of

placement wasstressed. Broad goals become morespecific in implementation but the

more specific goals take a variety of possible forms. Within the implementing organi-

zation, units can moveinto divergentdirections which evenif they are consistent with

the stated goals could interfere with each other. Furthermore,often the technology for

achieving policy goals is unavailable. We do not know howto eliminate the causes of

poverty and crimenor how to designthe perfect implementing organization. Although

we have a great many sophisticated methodologicaltools at our disposal, westill do

not know how to determine cause and effect relationships in uncontrolled environ-

ments which are the most typical in policy evaluation research. The ideal program

manager is committed to working toward achieving program goals, but we do not

often have ideal managers. Finally, decisionmakers are not committed to using the

results of evaluations, especially when the results are either inconclusive or at variance

with political objectives and ideological dispositions. The goal-directed paradigm

derives from preconditions that seldom,if ever, can be realized. Why, then, should we

build evaluation research on these preconditions? Whynot, instead, build it on more

realistic preconditions?

For the reverse decision cycle (1.e., action first, then analysis) the preconditions for

evaluation are the following:

Precondition 1: Someof the activities engaged in by program administrators lead

to positive outcomes valued by somestakeholders.

Precondition 2: The positive outcomesare related, even if only indirectly to the

formally stated goals of the agency.

Precondition 3: The evaluation focuses mainly on positive outcomes.

Precondition 4: Program managerstrust the evaluators.

Precondition 5: The evaluation may or may notbeutilized depending on the

findings.

Let us considereach of the preconditions and see how they contrast with those of the
goal-directed paradigm. The first precondition is compatible with the ideasof “goal-
free” evaluation (Scriven, 1972). The evaluator does not assumethat there are precon-
ceived goals the programis to achieve but, instead, looks at what is being done and
identifies the positive outcomes produced bythese activities. These outcomes are
positive in the sense that they are beneficial or important to someofthe stakeholders
associated with the program (Stake, 1974). Since the agencywill have formally stated
goals for which it will be held accountable by somestakeholders, the positive out-
comes must be correlated with the formally stated goals evenif they are notidentical.
The third precondition is especially important and may be why mostevaluations

based on the synoptic paradigm fail. The major challenge faced by a program manager
charged with the responsibility of implementing a new program is to generate and
maintain enthusiasm onthe part of those who are implementing the program (Ripley
and Franklin, 1982). The program managerhas to convince the implementorsthat the
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new goals and objectives are worthwhile, and that they will serve their best interests.

For those who are new to the programit is easier for the managerto instill a sense of

purpose and commitmentto the program. In all cases, however,it is essential for the

program manager to emphasize the positive aspects of the program.

All programsinevitably have both positive and negative aspects. To maintaina high

level of activity and implementation, the positive aspects must be emphasized. But

evaluation conducted under the synoptic, dominant paradigm inevitably turns up

negative aspects of programs. This is because programsseldom,if ever, will meet their

original intentions perfectly. Program objectives change and evolve as they are being

implemented (Majone and Wildavsky, 1979; Palumbo and Harder, 1981), and we usu-

ally do not havethe social technology, adequate resources and administrative know-

how,fora program toachieveall ofits original objectives. Thus, a program managerhas

to be wary of, and even downrighthostile, toward a synoptic evaluation becauseit invar-

iably points out negative aspects. Most programs operate in a politically volatile

climate. Thus, no matter how solid it is methodologically, a synoptic evaluation

cannot help a program managerbecauseparts of it can be used against him orher.

This brings us to the fourth precondition. The program managermustbe willing to

trust the evaluator, and the likelihood of trust will increase with the conviction that the

evaluation will produce helpful and useful information for the program manager.

Thus, it is impossible for the evaluator to be totally independent or to engage in

detachedscientific research if his/her objectiveis utilization. This may sound asif we

are saying evaluations should engage in whitewashing, but this is not what this

precondition requires. Whitewashing occurs when wrongdoingis covered uporif the

evaluation is perfunctory or gives a biased presentation of data. What precondition

four requires is that evaluators become advocates for the programs and emphasizeits

positive outcomes. Similar to lawyers in the adversarial processof a trial, evaluators

taking this approach should make the best case they can for the program they are

evaluating. Given that values cannotbe eliminated from evaluating (Guba and Lin-

coln, 1981), they may as well become an open,explicit aspect of the evaluation.

Indeed, if the program is producingonly negative or dysfunctional outcomes,it is the

evaluator’s obligation to report this. Obviously, he or she should not expect the

evaluation to be usedif all that is found are negative outcomes (Precondition 5). The

program still may continue if it serves the political interests of decisionmakers and

benefits some key stakeholders. Some programsexist only because they are part of a

pork barrel, and negative evaluation findingsare likely to be discredited or ignored.

The preconditions of the reverse decision cycle might be characterized aspolitical

evaluation (Stufflebeam and Webster, 1981). Political evaluation has the following

advantages:it is acceptable to program managers; it helps build a positive image of

social programs; it helps point to aspects of the programs that achieve positive

outcomes;andit helps build and maintain constituencies’ support for the program.At

the sametime, political evaluation has someinherent problems: it is biased toward

emphasizing the positive aspects of programs; it is susceptible to cooptation by
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program managers; andit is scientifically and (perhaps) professionally less credible

than synoptic evaluations. We make noethical judgement about whetherpolitical

evaluation is morally inferior to scientific evaluation. Nor do we arguethat it would
produce moreresponsive public policies than summative evaluations. All we suggest
here is that it is more congruent with the actual policy process. It is based on more
realistic assumptions about organizational behavior. Incremental decisionmaking

and organized anarchies (i.e., organizations) are not as idealistic as the synoptic,
goal-oriented paradigm is, but they more realistically convey the complexities of
policy behavior. Idealistically, we mightlike to increase the amount of rationality in
organizations, but until this objective is reached, the political evaluation paradigm isa

morerealistic alternative for the conduct of policy evaluation.

The Ideal Evaluator-Manager Relationships

If there is disagreement aboutthe ideal role of evaluations in decisionmaking, about
the ideal methodologies for conducting evaluations, and aboutthe need for congru-
ence between evaluation methodologies and organizational behavior,there is almost
total confusion about the ideal relationship between evaluators and those being
evaluated. To a large extent, the relationship depends uponthe methodologiesused.
The synoptic paradigm requires detachment and independence between the two
parties. This, however,raises serious problemswith respectto utilization. In order for
evaluationstobe of use to and be used by program managers,it is essential fora great
deal of both “front end” and “back end”interaction to take place (Patton, 1978:
Cronbach, 1980; Sproull and Larkey, 1979; Conner, 1979). But close interactions of
evaluators and program managers mayimpingeonthe validity and credibility of the
results.

As it evolved during the 1970s, evaluation research moved outof the universities
and the majority of evaluations were donebyprivate firmsin response to Requests-
for-Proposals (RFPs) issued by governmentagencies. This development changed the
nature of the enterprise as well as the relationship between the evaluator and the
program manager. Because most evaluations are done on the basis of RFPs written by
governmentagencies, not only are the goals and objectives of evaluations somewhat
dictated by governmentagencies, but the entire enterprise has been putat the mercyof
the governmentand,therefore, of the political process. Evaluations conducted under
these conditionsare political not only in the sense that they are subject to the political
pressures of stakeholders (Guba and Lincoln, 1981:22), but also in the sense that they
are subject to the political whim of change in government regimes. In contrast to
evaluation research conducted in universities where the objective is to build knowl-
edge and wheretheinterests of the researchers tend to predominate (Coleman,1972),
evaluation research conducted by consulting firms is dominated by the interests of
those being evaluated. House (1980:11) observes that “Too often evaluators do what
sponsors want them to do. Too often evaluators misconceive the nature of their tasks
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_and do injustice to the social programsthat they evaluate.”

Many evaluations conducted under these conditions may be of interest to practi-

tioners but they are of little interest and have scant impact on academicresearch.

Consider, for example, the kinds of problems addressed in the Evaluation Studies

Review Annual mentioned above (Freeman and Solomon, 1981). One can almost take

a Proxmire-like attitude about some of the topics reviewed, when viewed from the

halls of academe: “Decreasing Dog Litter: Behavioral Consultation to Help A Com-

munity Group”; “Evaluation of the Costs and Benefits of Motorcycle Helmet Laws”;

“Homeowner Warranties: A Study of the Need and Demandfor Protection Against

Unanticipated Repair Expenses.” These, of course, are eminently practical concerns,

but of minimal interest to academicsocial scientists. If the governmentdid not fund

this research, who would do it and why? Certainly no onein the traditional disciplines

in universities. Instead it would be done byservice agencies such as Consumer’s Union.

Thus, the problem of the ideal relationship between evaluator and program manag-

er is a much broaderone than the question of whether or not those being evaluated

should participate in the formulation and execution of an evaluation. It touches upon

institutional relationships, profit motives, and the resulting credibility and validity of

evaluations.

Conclusions

The dominant paradigm of current evaluation researchis goal-directed, viewsits role

in decisionmaking in a narrow sense, and is in the logical positivistic tradition.

Whereastheseattributes contributed to the acceptance of policy evaluation research

in academia, the overall contributions of research to the policy process have been

limited. A majorreason for this is that the dominant paradigm is more congruent with

research traditions in the social sciences than with the actual policy process. It is

patterned along assumptions and norms conduciveto the scientific estate, not the

political-bureaucratic estate.

Recent developments in the policy evaluation field pose serious challenges to the

prevailing paradigm. The proposition that evaluations should lead to terminate-con-

tinue decisions is being questioned. Thereis an increasing use of qualitative, case study

methods as a methodology for conducting evaluations, and thereis a shift in organiza-

tion theory awayfrom the rational, top-down bureaucratic model toward the loosely-

coupled, reticular approach.

Although these developmentsreinforce each other, they will not be reflected in the

practice of policy evaluation research for some time. Paradigmatic shifts are slow

processes, especially when multiple participants with conflicting objectives are in-

volved. Clark and McKibbin (1982:672) have described how viewsof school adminis-

trators are changing from the top-down modelto the loosely-coupled approach, but

added a caveat:
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The newer organizational perspectives ... will eventually permeate the field of educational administra-

tion because they are useful. Their spread will be slow, however, because the language, politics, and

psychologyof rationalism will makeit difficult for practitioners to espouse the new perspectives or to

abandon safe, rational structures.

The dominantprinciplesare difficult to dislodge, because as these authorspointout,it

is impractical for an administrator to say to legislators or boards of trustees that

redundancy and waste cannot be eliminated, or that goals are determined after one has

acted, not before, or that the technology to accomplish desired goals is unavailable.

Managers need to have mission statements and formal goals in order to hold their

subordinates accountable and to protect themselves from challenges from outside.

As we have argued above, there 1s at present no ideal evaluation paradigm: the

dominant model ts both methodologically and institutionally inadequate; the pro-

posed modelis currently unattainable. But the tension between the twois notirrecon-

cilable even though the dominant paradigm of evaluation research and its assump-

tions about how organizations behave arelikely to remain unchanged for some time.It

is morelikely that the dominant paradigm will be adjusted in an incremental, loosely-

coupled mannerto be more congruentwith the policy process, and then be given a new

nameto show thatin fact that is where the field was headedall along. Like all Holy

Grails, the ideal evaluation paradigm in all its pristine trappings might well be

eternally beyond our grasp. That does not imply that the rewards are not worth the

quest. Indeed, the implicit assumptionofthis article is that they surely are. Thus, the

challenge before both evaluation practitioners and sponsorsis to define whatthis ideal

paradigm might be - mostcritically, how it resolves the rigor vs. relevancyrivalry —

and begin to move in those directions.
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II

THE CONTEXT

SURROUNDING EVALUATION

In this part of the Annual we move from discussion of different evalua-

tion paradigmsto a discussion of contextual (or setting-specific) factors affect-

ing evaluation. Evaluation is not simply a technical activity involving the

design and implementation of soundscientific procedures. Evaluators contin-

ually strive to achieve a balance between the need for rigorous models and the

concerns of various constituencies who utilize, and who areaffected by, eval-

uation data. Since evaluation research is not conducted within a social

vacuum,consideration of how contextual factors affect the design, implemen-

tation, interpretation, and utilization of evaluation is essential. Successful eval-

uationsare those that are able to strike a balance betweentherigors of science

and the constraints posed by the people, programs,and settings in which the

evaluation is conducted. These constraints include interpersonal conflict, eco-

nomic limitations, political pressure, and environmentallimitations.
Thearticles in this section focus primarily on contextual issues surrounding

national evaluations. While the context of national evaluations may differ to

some extent from narrowerevaluations, many of the issues are commontoall

types of evaluations. Someof these contextual issues concern the appropriate

role of the federal governmentin setting the evaluation agenda,the influence

of political factors in affecting who and what is evaluated, and the use of

evaluation data in establishing public policy.

In most evaluation research,the relationship between evaluators and those

being evaluated is a factor affecting the degree of success of the evaluation.
Travers and Light review early childhood educational evaluations and point

out how these programsare shaped by forces external to the evaluation. They
note that program policies evolve as a function of objective environmental
conditions as well as various constituency concerns. Therefore,it is critical to
view policies within the context of general societal change. To be successful,
evaluations must be responsive to continual shifts in program priorities.
Travers and Light describe how evaluation research and program policies
exist in a dialectical relationship; evaluations affect policies and policiesaffect
the conduct of evaluations. They make an important distinction between eval-
uations informing policymakers and evaluations being coopted by policy-
makers (e.g., research versus advocacy). The authors argue that as much as
possible, evaluators should maintain their scientific research perspective.

The federal governmentis a primary provider of funds for and consumerof
evaluations. With increasing frequency, mandates for evaluation of social
programsare legislated. The extent to which the government(in this case the

115
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U.S. Congress) should be involved in defining the parameters of evaluation

research is addressed by St.Pierre. After reviewing several national-level eval-

uations, St.Pierre concludes that congressional involvement is desirable in

proposing evaluation questions, defining relevant target audiences, and estab-

lishing the temporal parameters of the evaluation. In contrast, congressional

involvement in specifying particular evaluation methodologies or research

designs is unnecessary and, in many cases, detrimental to carrying out success-

ful evaluations.

Havender reviews anotheraspect of the role of the government in evalua-

tion research. He provides a concrete example of how the relationship

between the scientist (in this case, evaluator) and policymakers (the govern-

ment) affect public policy. The article discusses the ban of cyclamates by the

FDA and the conditions under which this ban occurred. For the most part,

the ban was based on the government’s interpretation of the scientific data

that cyclamates were harmful to health. Havender suggests, however, that

data utilized to make this decision were incorrectly assessed and interpreted.

This view is based on the lack of replicable data that were available to make

an accurate interpretation, the likelihood that Type I errors were made due to

the use of liberal p values (up to .20), and the unrealistic expectations of the

FDA regarding the statistical sensitivity of the data. This article provides a

clear example of how evaluation data are used to make importantpolicy deci-

sions in ways that may not be appropriate. With recognition of this fact, eval-

uators will be better able to assess the context under whichtheir data might be

used or misused. In turn, this will foster the development of appropriate

strategies for dealing with the utilization of evaluation data.

As pointed out by St.Pierre, Congress often commissions evaluations of

policy issues it considers. An interesting example of this is a request for eval-

uation data by the House Subcommittee on International Security and Scien-

tific Affairs for its hearings on chemical warfare. Specifically, the subcom-

mittee requested “information describing deterrence against use of chemical

weapons, Soviet and U.S. chemical warfare capabilities, binary chemical weap-

ons, and disarmament.” The agency charged with providing this information

was the U.S. General Accounting Office’s (GAO) Institute for Program

Evaluation.

Reprinted here is a series of items related to the chemical warfare debate

and the GAOevaluation report. These include the congressionalletter request-

ing the study, the introductory and concluding chapters of the GAO evalua-

tion report, and communications between the Department of Defense and the

GAO aboutthe report. In addition, segments of the Congressional Record

covering this issue and the evaluation report (including, surprisingly, a

methodological discussion) as well as two articles from the Washington Post

commenting onthis issue are included. This section of the Annual provides an

extremely interesting view of factors influencing the design, implementation,

interpretation, and utilization of evaluation data. What makes it even more
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important is the extreme relevance of the data to international foreign policy.

According to Lois-ellin Datta, Associate Director of the GAO Program Eval-

uation and Methodology Division,

The study could be credited, if one is persuaded by its conclusions, with saving
about $114 million in 1983 alone in development and cumulatively with far
greater savings. While manyfactors influenced the Congressional decision ... the

study was amongthe major influences in the decision, read widely and debated

hotly.

We expect that the evaluation community will find this section particularly

enlightening, since the influence of contextual factors on evaluation comes

throughclearly.

Rossi concludes this section with a paper on the prospects for social science

under the “Reagan Regime.” While the paper was written soon after Reagan

took office, the points raised about how the context surrounding evaluation

affects its conduct arestill relevant. Overall, Rossi’s assessment of the situa-

tion is mixed. His discouragement comes from the general reduction in

resources for social science research and intervention. On the positive side,

however, is the fact that these reductions have broughtattention to the social

sciences, attention that has led some policymakers to reaffirm their commit-

ment to some types of social science research. In a metaphorical summary of

his views, Rossistates,

It has become clearer that we are not the weak, incompetent, and superfluous

pussycats the conservatives thought we were.... Social science research and

social scientists [are] more like percherons—strong, competent, able to take ona

big load and do a good job. ... It does not look as if we will be given...a

chance at glorious martyrdom.(p. 26)
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Evaluating Early Childhood

Demonstration Programs

Jeffrey R. Travers and Richard J. Light

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, public and private

programs for young children and their families have

undergone profound changes. Programs and philosophies

have proliferated. Program objectives have broadened.

Federal support has increased: Projected expenditures
for child care and preschool education alone neared

$3 billion several years ago. Target populations have

expanded and diversified, as have the constituencies

affected by programs; such constituencies reach beyond

the target populations themselves.

A sizable evaluation enterprise has grown along with

the expansion in programs. Formal outcome measurement

has gained increasing acceptance as a tool for policy

analysis, as a test of accountability, and to some extent

as a guide for improving program practices. Programs have

been subjected to scrutiny from all sides, as parents,

practitioners, and politicians have become increasingly

sophisticated about methods and issues that once were the

exclusive preserve of the researcher. At the same time,

evaluation has come under attack--some of it politically

motivated, some of it justified. Professionals question

the technical quality of evaluations, while parents,

practitioners, and policy makers complain that studies

fail to address their concerns or to reflect program

realities. Improvements in evaluation design and outcome

measurement have failed to keep pace with the evolution

of programs, widening the gap between what is measured

and what programs actually do.

This report attempts to take modest steps toward

rectifying the situation. Rather than recommend specific

instruments, its aims are (1) to characterize recent

From Jeffrey R. Travers and Richard J. Light, “Evaluating Early Childhood Demonstration Pro-

grams.” pp. 3-53 (selected pages) in Learningfrom Experience: Evaluating Early Childhood Demon-

stration Programs, edited by J. R. Travers and R. J. Light. Copyright © 1982 by National Academy

Press. Reprinted by permission.

Editors’ Note: Dueto space limitations, we have reprinted only thoseparts of this chapter that focus

on issues of general interest to evaluation researchers.
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developments in programs and policies for children and

families that challenge traditional approaches to evalua-

tions and (2) to trace the implications for outcome

measurement and for the broader conduct of evaluation

studies. We have attempted to identify various types of

information that evaluators of early childhood programs

might collect, depending on their purposes. Our intent

is not so much to prescribe how evaluation should be done

as to provide a basis for intelligent choice of data to

be collected.

Two related premises underlie much of our argument.

First, policies and programs, at least those in the public

domain, are shaped by many forces. Constituencies with
conflicting interests influence policies or programs and

in turn are affected by them. Policies and programs

evolve continuously, in response to objective conditions

and to the concerns of constituents. Demonstration

programs, the subject of this report, are particularly

likely to change as experience accumulates. Consequently,

evaluation must address multiple concerns and must shift

focus as programs mature or change character and as new

policy issues emerge. Any single study is limited in its

Capacity to react to changes, but a single study is only

a part of the larger evaluation process.

Second, the role of the evaluator is to contribute to

public debate, to help make programs and policies more

effective by informing the forensic process through which

they are shaped. Though the evaluator might never

actually engage in public discussion or make policy

recommendations, he or she is nevertheless a participant

in the policy formation process, a participant whose

special role is to provide systematic information and to

articulate value choices, rather than to plead the case

for particular actions or values.

Note that we distinguish between informing the policy

formation process and being co-opted by it--between

research and advocacy. Research is characterized by

systematic inguiry, concern with the reduction and

control of bias, and commitment to addressing all the

evidence. Nothing that we say is intended to relax the

need for such rigor.

There are many views of the evaluator's role. Relevant

discussions appear in numerous standard sources on evalu-

ation methodology, such as Suchman (1967), Weiss (1972),

Rossi et al. (1979), and Goodwin and Driscoll (1980).

Some of these views are consonant, and some are partially

contrasting with ours. For example, one widely held view
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is that the role of the evaluator is, ideally, to provide
definitive information to decision makers about the
degree to which programs or policies are achieving their
stated goals.’ Though we agree that evaluation should
inform decision makers (among others) and should strive
for clear evidence on whether goals are being met, we
argue that this view is insufficiently attuned to the
pluralistic, dynamic process through which most programs
and policies are formed and changed.

Sometimes the most valuable lesson to be learned from
a demonstration is whether a particular intervention has
achieved a specified end. Often, however, other lessons
are equally or more important. An intervention can
succeed for reasons that have little import for future
programs or policies--for example, because of the efforts
of uniquely talented staff. Conversely, a demonstration
that fails, overall, may contain successful elements
deserving replication in other contexts, and it may
succeed in identifying practices that should be amended
Or avoided. Or a demonstration may shift its goals and
"treatments" in response to local needs and resources,
thereby failing to achieve its original ends but

Succeeding in other important respects.
By the same token, a randomized field experiment, with

rigorous control of treatment and subject assignment, is
Sometimes the most appropriate way to answer questions
Salient for policy formation or program management. In
such situations, government should be encouraged to

provide the support necessary to implement experimental
designs. There are situations, however, in which

experimental rigor is impractical or premature, or in

which information of a different character is likely to

be more useful to policy makers and program managers.

Preoccupation with prespecified goals and treatments can
cause evaluators to overlook important changes in the
aims and operations of programs as well as important

‘Strictly speaking, this view applies only to "summa-
tive" evaluations, as distinguished from "formative"
evaluations, which are intended to provide continuous

feedback to program participants for the purpose of

improving program operations.
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outcomes that were not part of the original plan. If

demonstrations have been allowed to adapt to local

conditions, thoughtful documentation of the process of

change can be far more useful in designing future programs

than a report on whether original goals were met.

Even if change in goals and treatments is not at

issue, understanding the mechanisms by which programs

work or fail to work is likely to be more helpful than

simply knowing whether they have achieved their stated

goals. These mechanisms are often complex, and the

evaluator's understanding of them often develops

gradually. To elucidate mechanisms of change, it may be

necessary to modify an initial experimental design, to

perform post hoc analyses without benefit of experimental

control, or to supplement quantitative data collection

with qualitative accounts of program operations.

In short, we believe that evaluation is best conceived

as a process of systematic learning from experience--the

experience of the demonstration program itself and the

experience of the evaluator as he or she gains increasing

familiarity with the program. It is the systematic

quality of evaluation that distinguishes it from advocacy

Or journalism. It is the need to bring experience to

bear on practice that distinguishes evaluation from other

forms of social scientific inquiry.

THE PROGRAM AND POLICY CONTEXT OF THE 1980s

Public policy both creates social change and responds
to it. Mhe evolution of policies toward children and
families must be understood in the context of general
societal change. Demographic shifts in the number of
young children, the composition of families, and the
labor force participation of mothers in recent years have
increased and broadened the demand for services. They
have also heightened consciousness about policy issues
Surrounding child health care, early education, and
social services. Policy makers and evaluators in the

1980s are coping with the consequences of these broad

changes. Contemporary policy issues and program
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Characteristics constitute the environment in which

evaluators ply their trade, and they pose challenges with

which new evaluations and outcome measures must deal.

To understand the policy context surrounding demonstra-

tion programs for children in the 1980s, it is useful to

begin by outlining some general considerations that affect

the formation of policy. These generic considerations

apply to virtually all programs and public issues but

shift in emphasis and importance as they are applied to

Particular programs and issues, at particular times, under

particular conditions. The most fundamental consideration

is whether the program or policy in question (whether

newly proposed or a candidate for modification or termina-

tion) accords with the general philosophy of some group

of policy makers and their constituents. Closely related

is the question of tangible public support for a program

Or policy: Can the groups favoring a particular action

translate their needs into effective political pressure?

Assuming that basic support exists, issues of access,

eguity, effectiveness, and efficiency arise. Will a

program reach the target population(s) that it is intended

to affect (access)? Will it provide benefits fairly,

without favoring or denying any eligible target group--for

example, by virtue of geographic location, ethnicity, or

any other characteristics irrelevant to eligibility? And

will its costs, financial and nonfinancial, be apportioned

fairly (equity)? Will it achieve its intended objectives

(effectiveness)? Will it do so without excessively

cumbersome administrative machinery, and will cost-

effectiveness and administrative requirements compare
favorably with alternative programs or policies

(efficiency) ?

Two related concerns have to do with the unintended

consequences of programs and policies and their interplay

with existing policies and institutions. Will the policy

Or program have unanticipated positive or negative

effects? Will it facilitate or impede the operations of

existing policies, programs, or agencies? How will it

affect the operations of private, formal, and informal

institutions?

Programs for children and families are not exempt from

any of these concerns. Some have loomed larger than

others at times in the past two decades, and the current

configuration is rather different from the one that

prevailed when the first evaluations of compensatory

education were initiated. The policy climate of the early
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1960s was one of concern over poverty and inequality and

of faith in the effectiveness of government-initiated

social reform. The principal policy initiative of that

period directed toward children and families--namely, the
founding of Head Start--exemplified this concern and this

faith. Head Start was initially administered by the now
defunct Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), and many

local Head Start centers were affiliated with OEO-funded

Community Action Programs. Thus, while it was in the
first instance a service to children, Head Start was also

part of the government's somewhat paradoxical attempt to
stimulate grass roots political action "from the top
down." The national managers made a conscious, concerted
effort to distinguish Head Start from other children's
services, notably day care. The latter was seen as
controversial--hence, a politically risky ally.

The early 1960s was a time of economic and governmental
expansion. Consequently, questions of cost and efficiency
did not come to the fore. The principal concerns of the
period were to extend services--to broaden access--and to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the program. As noted
earlier, effectiveness in the public mind was largely
eguated with cognitive gains. Despite the political
Character of the program, studies documenting its
effectiveness as a focus for community Organization and
political action received little attention or weight--
Perhaps because the political activities of OEO-funded
entities, such as the Community Action Programs and Legal
Services, were sensitive issues even in the 1960s. Yet
it was precisely the effectiveness of Head Start at
mobilizing parents (together with the political skills of
its national leaders) that saved the Program when the
Westinghouse-Ohio study produced bleak results and a new
administration dismantled OEO.

During the 1970s the policy climate changed markedly.
Economic slowdown and growing disillusionment with what
were seen as excesses and failures of the policies of the
1960s brought about a concern for accountability and
fiscal restraint, a concern that is still present and
Growing. Head Start responded by establishing national
performance standards in an effort at quality control.
Expansion was curtailed as the program fought to retain
its budget in the face of inflation and congressional
skepticism. (In fiscal 1977 only 15-18 percent of
eligible children were actually served by Head Start. )
Policy makers and program managers began to demand that
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evaluations focus on management information and cost

accounting.

At the same time, other policies and programs for

Children and families were gaining national attention.

Economic pressures, the increased labor force participa-

tion of women, and the rise of feminism brought day care

into prominence. Federal investment in day care

increased under Title XX of the Social Security Act and

numerous other federal programs for the working poor,

backed by a Curious alliance of feminists, liberals,
child advocates, and "workfare conservatives." Although

anti-day-care, "pro-family" forces remained strong,

Public subsidy of day care was gradually, if sometimes

grudgingly, accepted as a reality. Most of the policy

controversy surrounding day care in the 1970s centered on

the trade-off of cost and quality: Should day care be

viewed primarily as a service designed to free (or force)

mothers to work--and therefore be funded at minimum

levels consistent with children's physical and
psychological safety? Or should it be viewed as a

developmental service, akin to Head Start, or as a

vehicle for delivering other services, such as health

Care and parent counseling, with attendant increases in

cost? The controversy took concrete form in the debate

Over the Federal Interagency Day Care Reguirements--

purchasing standards that specify the type and guality of

care on which federal dollars can legally be spent.

As we move into the 1980s, new, or more precisely

latent, issues are likely to become prominent with respect

to day care. The financing of day care is likely to

become an ever more pressing problem, as the service

becomes increasingly professionalized. Day care workers,

among the nation's lowest paid, are likely to seek higher

wages. Informal, low-cost care by friends or relatives

may absorb less demand than it has in the past, as women

who have heretofore provided such care either enter the

work force in other capacities or begin to seek increased

recognition and compensation for their services. At the

same time, the importance of relatively informal care

arrangements, such as family day care, have come to be

recognized in policy circles. Informal arrangements are

in fact the most prevalent forms of out-of-home care,

especially for children of school age and for children

under three. With this recognition will come new debates

about the proper role of government: Should it regulate?

Provide training? Invent new subsidy mechanisms? Major

demonstrations examining alternative funding and regula-
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tory policies for both center and family day care have

already been undertaken by the state of California.

Novel ways of funding child care, such as “tuition"

vouchers, have been urged and studied, and a child care

tax credit has already been legislated.

Day care is of course not the only type of children's
program that underwent major change in the 1970s.

Important new initiatives arose in the areas of child

health and nutrition. For example, the Department of

Agriculture established the Supplementary Food Program

for Women, Infants, and Children and the Child Care Food

Program; these provide low-cost nutritional supplements

to low-income families and to the child care programs

serving them. The Early and Periodic Screening,

Diagnosis, and Treatment program was established to

ensure that children from low-income families would be

examined for problems of health, vision, hearing, etc.

Another initiative, sweeping in its implications, was

the federal mandate under the Education for All

Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142) that

handicapped children be provided with a "free, appropriate

public education,” interpreted to mean education in the

"least restrictive environment" feasible given their

handicaps. The consequences for public schools have been

enormous, and federal programs for younger children have

also responded by building in provisions for the handi-

Capped. The Head Start Economic Opportunity and Community

Partnership Act of 1976 requires that 10 percent of Head

Start slots in each state be set aside for handicapped

children.

Although P.L. 94-142 is linked to federal funds to aid

the handicapped, the law has the character of an entitle-

ment rather than being a service program per se. The law

establishes very broad rights and guidelines, not particu-

lar machinery for service delivery. Entitlements greatly

broaden the constituencies affected by federal policy,

for they extend far beyond the children of the poor. They

highlight questions of access and equity for those

Charged with enforcement at the federal level. In the

case of P.L. 94-142, questions of effectiveness and

efficiency have largely been delegated to the local

level: Local experts and practitioners are confronted

with the task of devising programs that work at reasonable
costs under local conditions. Questions having to do with
Overall effects of the policy on children, schools, and
families have not been addressed at a national level.
However, federal funds have been made available under
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other legislative authorization for the establishment and

evaluation of small-scale model programs for serving

handicapped children.

Another major development with profound consequences

for the schools is the bilingual education movement. The

movement has been reinforced by the courts, most notably

by the case of Lau v. Nichols, in which a California
federal district court, later upheld by the U.S. Supreme

Court, declared that it is discriminatory for schools to

provide instruction only in English to students whose

primary language is not English. Although the case was

brought on behalf of Oriental children, its primary

effects are being felt in those states where Hispanic

children constitute a large and growing segment of the

student population. And, like P.L. 94-142, the bilingual

education movement has generally trickled down to the

preschool level, where bilingual programs are rapidly

being established in Head Start and other programs. The

bilingual movement poses basic questions about federal

and state policies toward minority subcultures--questions

of pluralism versus integration that have never been fully

addresssed. At the local level, these highly controver-

sial issues are fueled with additional controversies over

what are seen as federal rights of encroachment and the

responsibilities of local governments.

Concurrent with these specific legislative and judicial
initiatives, more diffuse but no less important policy

issues have arisen in connection with certain federal

demonstration programs. Two characteristics of these

programs are particularly salient: an emphasis on the

family and the community institutions with which it

interacts, rather than on the child in isolation, and a

stress on localism--on the diversity, rather than the

uniformity, of programs and on their adaptation to local

values and conditions. Programs exemplifying these

emphases include Head Start's spinoff demonstrations,

such as the Parent-Child Development Centers and the

Child and Family Resource Program. These projects have

acquired new strategic importance, in part as a result of

a recent General Accounting Office report (General

Accounting Office, 1979) that holds them up as models for

future delivery of services to children from low-income

families. Some nonfederal programs also emphasize

multiservice support for families; an example is the

Brookline Early Education Project, a privately funded

program within a public school system. Other important
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examples are day care programs funded under Title XX of

the Social Security Act, which provides grants to states

to purchase social services. These programs often

provide a wide range of services that go beyond direct

care of the child. And Title XX itself represents an

attempt to decentralize decision making by allowing

states considerable latitude in the use of federal funds.

These policy emphases have multiple roots. In part

they stem from a reaction against what has been seen as

an intrusive, excessively prescriptive federal posture

vis-a-vis local programs and their clients. In part they

represent an assertion of the family's central role and

responsibility in child rearing. In part they have a

theoretical base and reflect an ecological perspective on

child development--one that sees changes in the child's

immediate social milieu, the family, and family-community

relations as the best way to create and sustain change in

individual children. In part they arise from practical
experience with and applied research on earlier programs,

which repeatedly showed dramatic differences in practices

and effects from site to site, even when they were

allegedly committed to implementing some prescribed

treatment or model.

Family support programs raise issues that have not

been prominent with respect to earlier demonstrations.

They focus attention on the relationships between
children's programs and other service agencies in local
communities. They also focus attention on relations

between programs and informal institutions, such as

extended families, which in some subcultures have

traditionally provided the kind of global support that
some demonstration programs aim to provide. They raise
basic questions as to whether ecological approaches in
general are more effective than interventions aimed at
the child alone. Finally, they highlight issues having
to do with the prerogatives and responsibilities of
different levels of government and of government vis-a-vis
Private program sponsors, service providers, and clients.
A tension is created by pressures for accountability at
the federal level and conflicting pressures for delegation
of responsibility to the state or local level. Evaluation
often plays a role in struggles among the various levels
of government, usually as a device by which federal
Program managers attempt to exert some control over local
practices.

In short, the policy context surrounding early child-
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hood demonstration programs in 1980 has become very

complex. Old issues have remained, and new or resurgent

issues have been overlaid on them. The need to measure
program effects on children has not diminished--witness

the current effort by Head Start to develop a new, compre-

hensive battery of outcome measures. Concerns about cost,

efficiency, and equity have become acute, as the federal

government has expanded the scope of its responsibilities.

Broad entitlements and new initiatives have increased the

competition for finite resources in the face of widespread

resistance to further taxation and bureaucratic expansion.

There is increased pressure for centralized accountability

and cost and quality control. At the same time there has

been a broadening of the constituencies affected by early

Childhood programs as well as increased emphasis on

Pluralism of goals and values; decentralized, local

decision making; and the individualization of services.

Fortunately, no single evaluation will ever have to

address all of these policy concerns simultaneously.

Nevertheless, their complexity and antithetical value

premises pose staggering challenges for the evaluator who

hopes to influence policy. Although evaluators can

address only a small subset of these concerns, they must

constantly be aware of the larger picture or run the risk

that the information they provide will be irrelevant or

misleading in light of the full configuration of issues

bearing on the future of a particular program.

These last observations lead to a final point about

the policy climate of the 1980s: the role of evaluation

itself in policy determination. An evaluation industry

was born with the Great Society programs of the 1960s,

which often included evaluations as integral parts. That

enterprise has continued to grow and its audience has

expanded, as clients, advocacy groups, and practitioners

as well as policy makers and social scientists have

learned to use evaluation results for their own diverse

purposes. Congress has explicitly written evaluation

reguirements into the authorizing legislation for major

programs, such as Title I of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act and the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act.

As evaluation has grown in prevalence and importance,

some of its limitations have also become apparent. By

their very nature, evaluative studies must be restricted

in scope and therefore can address broad policy issues

only in a partial and fragmentary fashion. The injection
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of rational, systematic, analytic perspective into policy

formation does not dispense with value conflicts; the

choice of questions in evaluations is partly a matter of

values, and findings are always subject to interpretation

from multiple perspectives. Evaluation itself has costs,

not only financial but also in terms of respondent burden

and potential invasion of privacy. There are concrete

manifestations of resistance to evaluation, in the form

of increased restrictions on data collection.

Despite these limitations we believe that evaluation

can contribute to policy. Particular findings may mesh
with the immediate information needs of policy makers and

thus affect decisions directly. Boruch and Cordray (1980)

provide some striking case studies illustrating this sort

of direct contribution. Perhaps more typically, findings

from many studies over time can create a general climate

of belief, for example, belief that early intervention in

some sense "works," which in turn subtly and gradually

shapes the questions that policy makers ask, shifting
their attention, for example, from questions of effective-
ness to questions of access, equity, and efficiency.

Evaluation can also reveal unintended consequences of

programs and point to new policy questions and new
directions for program development. Sophistication about

the multiple concerns of policy makers and their own
limited roles in the process of policy determination may
breed in evaluators a salutary humility, but it should
not breed despair. And awareness should make their
contribution even greater.

IMPLICATIONS FOR OUTCOME MEASUREMENT

AND EVALUATION DESIGN

The programs and policy issues that have evolved over
the past two decades, particularly in the late 1970s, pose
serious challenges for evaluators. However, experience
in performing evaluative studies has been accumulating
Since the early 1960s, and that experience offers contem-
porary evaluators some lessons about how to deal with at
least some of these challenges. In this section we dis-
cuss specific characteristics of contemporary programs
for young children that confront evaluators with problems
of design and measurement and lessons drawn from past
experience that may help improve future evaluations.
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Challenges to the Evaluator

Many of our concepts of outcome measurement and

evaluation design were, as already suggested, shaped by

the compensatory education and cognitive enrichment

programs of the early 1960s. These programs were
initiated under private auspices, often with government

funding, at one or a few sites. While these programs

were to become models for public policy and in many cases

were consciously intended as such, they were not

immediately concerned with issues of administration and

implementation on a large scale or with links to other

public service delivery systems, such as nutrition or

health care. Nor were they much concerned with questions

of cost or cost-effectiveness. The question on everyone's

mind was, will preschool education work? That is, will

it improve the school functioning and test scores of

low-income children?

The early programs were new and relatively small,

their goals were relatively clear and circumscribed, and

comparable services were not widely available. The

individual child was typically the recipient of treatment,

and the programs were implicitly conceived as operating

in relative isolation from other social institutions and

forces. Consequently, it was possible to devise simple

evaluations, in which test scores and school performance

of children in the program were compared with those of

similar children in the same communities who received no

services. The program itself was viewed as a unitary

"treatment," and children in the control or comparison

group were assumed to receive no treatment. Such

evaluation designs were straightforward extensions of

laboratory paradigms, although the children in control

groups were often selected by post hoc matching rather

than random assignment, thus making many evaluations

designs quasi-experiments rather than true experiments.

Of course, not all early programs were rigorously

evaluated, and not all evaluations were as limited as we

have suggested; for example, diffusion of effects to

siblings and neighbors was a topic of interest in some of

the early evaluation studies.
As suggested earlier, experimental designs are ideal

for answering certain kinds of evaluation questions,

because they provide the most direct means of establishing

linkages of cause and effect. Children's academic skills

and performance are often important program outcomes, and

standardized tests, properly interpreted, measure aspects
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of these skills. However, experience with the demonstra-

tions that have evolved over the past two decades has

made three points clear: First, a wider range of outcome

measurement is necessary to do justice to program goals.

Second, measurement of outcomes alone does not show whya
program achieved or failed to achieve its intended goal--
often the most significant lesson to be learned from a

demonstration. Third, the conditions necessary for

successful experimentation are often not met when demon-
Sstrations are conducted on a relatively large scale.
Treatments tend to be multifaceted and variable. Often
the pairing of client and treatment is beyond the experi-
menter's control. Extremely complex designs may be needed

to tease out complex chains of causation.

We amplify these points in the pages that follow. It
should be clear, however, that we are not opposed to

experimental approaches, controlled assignment, or formal
designs. We discuss program characteristics that pose
barriers to formal experimentation in order to make a
case for supplementing, not supplanting, experimental

approaches with other scientifically defensible forms of
investigation. Similarly, we recognize the value of
outcome measures focused on individual development,
including academic skills and achievement. However, we
emphasize program characteristics that point to the need
for other kinds of data--measures of oUitcomes that go
beyond the individual child and measures of context and
Process that illuminate why and how a program works or
fails towork.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EVALUATION PROCESS

Some of our suggestions about design and measurement
have indirect implications for the way in which applied
research is organized and conducted, for the way in which
its results may be presented most effectively, and even
for the relationship between applied research and basic
social science.

Involving Multiple Constituencies
in Selecting Outcome Measures

Given that demonstration programs affect many constitu-
encies that have a stake or a say in the program's future,
ways must be found to involve these groups or at least
take account of their concerns in selecting outcome
measures. Actual involvement is preferable, because it
Creates a commitment to the evaluation process, which may
not otherwise be present on the part of some constitutent
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groups, even if the outcome measures used in an evaluation
are relevant to their concerns.

To say that constituents should somehow be involved in
identifying salient concerns or potential program outcomes
of course does not mean that the outcomes can or should

be selected on the basis of a survey. Constituencies

differ in the salience that they accord to different

Outcomes. In some cases, outcomes valued by different

constituencies may conflict. For example, when parents

of handicapped children exercise their rights to change

their children's educational placement, there is no

guarantee that the educational experiences of the child

will in fact be improved, either by the lengthy process

of appeals that may be involved or by the ultimate

outcome. In such a situation, legitimate values compete:
Is it more important for parents to have such rights or

for children to have steady, uninterrupted, and relaxed

educational experiences? Such conflicts create delicate

situations in which evaluators, sponsors of evaluations,

practitioners, and clients must negotiate the choice and

weighting of outcomes. Our point is that the scope of an

evaluation, the breadth of the audience for which it

Provides at least some relevant information, and the

likelihood that its findings will be put to use will all

be enhanced if the perspectives of the various

constituencies are considered.

Communicating with Multiple Audiences

We have argued consistently that if evaluation is to

accomplish its goal of helping to improve programs and

shape policies, it must be attuned to practical issues,

not only to the interests of discipline-based researchers

and methodologists. Beyond this first and most important

step, evaluators can, by virtue of the way in which they

present their work, take further measures to ensure the

dissemination and utilization of their results.

Basic researchers are usually trained to speak only to

other researchers. Buttressed with statistics and hedged

with caveats, their reports typically have a logic and an

organization aimed at persuading professional critics of

the accuracy of careful delimited empirical claims.

However, applied researchers must address many audiences

who make very different uses of their findings. Policy

makers, government program managers, advocacy groups,

practitioners, and parents are among their many audiences.

Each group has its own concerns and requires a special

form of communication. However, all these groups have
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Some common needs and aims, quite different from those of

the research audience. They all want information to guide

action, rather than information for its own sake. They

have limited interest and sophistication with respect to

research methods and statistics.

This situation poses practical and ethical problems

for the evaluator. The practical problem is simply that

of finding ways to communicate findings Clearly, with a

minimum of jargon and technical detail. One strategy

that has proved effective in this regard is organizing

presentations around the guestions of concern to non-

technical audiences, rather than around the researcher's

data-collection procedures and analyses. Adoption of

this strategy of course presumes that the research itself

has been designed at least in part to answer the questions

of policy makers and practitioners. In addition, the

impact of a report, however well written, can be enhanced

by adroit management of other aspects of the dissemination

process--public presentations, informal discussions with

members of the intended audience, and the like--which can

help create a climate of realistic advance expectations

and appropriate after-the-fact interpretation.

The ethical problem is that of drawing the line between

necessary gualification and unnecessary detail. One can

always write a report with a clear message by ignoring

inconsistent data and problematic analyses. The

difficulty is to maintain scientific integrity without

burying the message in methodological complexities and

Caveats. There is no general formula for solving this

problem, any more than there is a formula for writing

accurately and forcefully. It is important, however,

that the problem be recognized--that researchers do not

allow themselves to fall back on comfortable obscurantism

or to strain for publicity and effect at the price of

scientific honesty.

Building in Familiarity and Flexibility

The considerations about design and measurement

discussed above have practical implications for the way

in which applied research is conducted. One implication

is that both researchers and the people who manage applied

research--particularly government project officers and

Perhaps even program officers in foundations--need to

develop intimate familiarity with the operations of

service programs as well as basic understanding of the

policy context surrounding those programs. Technical

virtuosity and substantive excellence in an academic
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discipline do not alone make an effective evaluator.
Over and above these kinds of knowledge, a practical,
experiential awareness of program realities and policy
Concerns is essential if evaluation is to deal with those
realities and to address those concerns. When third-party
evaluations are conducted by organizations other than the
service program or its funding agency, a preliminary
period of familiarization may be needed by the outside
evaluator. Moreover, that individual or organization
should remain in close enough touch with the service
Program throughout the evaluation to respond to changes
in focus, Clientele, or program practices.

A second, related implication is that the evaluation
process must be flexible enough to accommodate the
evolution of programs and the researcher's understanding.
Premature commitment to a particular design or set of
measures may leave an evaluation with insufficient
resources to respond to important changes, ultimately
resulting in a report that speaks only to a program's
past and not to its future. Such a report fails
disastrously in meeting what we see as the primary
responsibility of the evaluator, namely to teach the
public and the policy maker whatever there is to learn
from the program's experience.

There is danger, too, in the evaluator's being familiar
with programs and flexible in responding to program
Changes as we have advocated. Too much intimacy with a
Program can erode an evaluator's intellectual independ-
ence, which is often threatened in any case by his or her
financial dependence on the agency sponsoring the program

in guestion. (Most evaluations are funded and monitored

by federal mission agencies or private sponsors that also

operate demonstration programs themselves.) We see no

easy solution to this serious dilemma, but at the same

time we can point to mechanisms that limit any distor-

tions introduced by too close a relationship between

evaluator and program. Most important among them are the

canons of science, which require that the evaluator

collect, analyze, and present data in a way that opens

the conclusions to scrutiny. The political process can

also act as a corrective force, in that it exposes the

evaluator's conclusions to criticism from many value

perspectives. Finally, as some researchers have urged,

it may sometimes be feasible to deal with advocacy in

evaluation by establishing concurrent evaluations of the

same program, perhaps funded by separate agencies, but in

any case deliberately designed to reflect divergent

values and presuppositions.
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This report does not discuss in detail the institu-

tional arrangements that might lead to more effective

program evaluations nor does it examine current arrange-

ments critically. Such an examination would be a major

report in itself. Relevant reports have been written

under the aegis of the National Research Council, e.g.,

Raizen and Rossi (1981). However, we observe that many

major evaluations are funded by the federal government

through contracts with universities or private research

organizations. The contracting process is rather tightly

controlled. Subject to the approval of the funding

agency, the contractor is typically required to choose

designs, variables, and measures early in the course of

the study, then stick to them. It is rare that contrac-

tors are given adequate time to assimilate preliminary

information or to develop and pretest study designs and

methods. Sometimes the overall evaluation process is

segmented into separate contractsfor design, data

collection, statistical analysis, and policy analysis.

It is perfectly understandable that the government is

reluctant to give universities or contract research

Organizations carte blanche, especially in large evalua-

tions, which may cost millions of dollars. Even the

fragmentation of evaluation efforts may be partially

justifiable, on the grounds that it allows the government

to purchase the services of organizations with complement-

ary, Specialied expertise. Whatever the merits of these

policies, it seems clear that in some respects the

contracting process is at odds with the needs we have

identified for gradual accretion of practical under-

standing and for flexibility in adapting designs and

measures to Changes in programs.

Drawing on and Contributing to Basic Social Science

In some respects, evaluation stands in the same
relationship to traditional social science disciplines as
do engineering, medicine, and other applied fields to the

Physical and biological sciences. Evaluation draws on

the theories, findings, and methods of anthropology,
economics, history, political science, psychology,
sociology, statistics, and kindred basic research fields.
At the same time, evaluation "technology" can also

contribute to basic knowledge. The approach to the
evaluation of children's programs set forth in this
report has implications both for the kinds of basic
social science that are likely to give rise to the most
useful applications and for the kinds of contributions
that evaluation can make to fundamental research.
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Traditionally, evaluation has borrowed most heavily

from basic research fields that emphasize formal designs

and quantitative analytic techniques--statistics,

economics, experimental psychology, survey research in

sociology, and political science. The approach to

evaluation we suggest implies that quantitative

techniques can usefully be supplemented--not supplanted--

by ethnographic, historical, and clinical techniques.

These qualitative approaches are well suited to formu-

lating hypotheses about orderly patterns underlying

complex, multidetermined, constantly changing phenomena,

although not to rigorous establishment of causal chains.

There is nothing scientific about adherence to forms and

techniques that have proved their usefulness elsewhere

but fail to fit the phenomena at hand. Science instead

adapts and develops techniques to fit natural and social

phenomena. When a field is at an early stage of develop-

ment, avallable techniques are likely to have severe

limitations. But the use of all the techniques available,

with candid admission of their limitations, is preferable
to Procrustean distortion of phenomena to fit preferred

methods in pursuit of spurious rigor.

Our proposed approach also suggests that global,

systemic approaches to theory, of which the ecological

approach to human development is an example, are

potentially useful. Ad hoc empirical "theories" that

specify relationships among small numbers of variables,

whatever their merits in terms of clarity and precision,

simply omit too much. Theories that explicate relation-

ships among variables describing individual growth,

family dynamics, and ties between families and other

institutions have greater heuristic value, even if they

are too ambitious to be precise at this early stage in

their development.

It should be clear that we favor precision, rigor, and

quantitative techniques. Each has its place, even given

the present state of the evaluation art, and that place

is likely to become larger and more secure as the art

advances. We argue, however, that description and

qualitative understanding of social programs are in

themselves worthwhile aims of evaluation and are

essential to the development of useful formal approaches.

We have indicated some of the directions in which we

think evaluation technology is likely to lead social

science. Because understanding social programs requires

a judicious fusion of qualitative and quantitative

methods, evaluation may stimulate new methodological work
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articulating the two approaches. We may, for example,

learn better ways to bring together clinical and experi-

mental studies of individual children or ethnographic and

survey-based studies of the family. Because understanding

programs requires an appreciation of interlocking social

systems, evaluation may contribute to the expansion and

refinement of ecological, systemic theories. Thinking

about children's programs may lead to a deeper under-

standing of the ways in which individual development is

shaped by social systems of which the child is a part.

Finally, because programs are complex phenomena that

cannot be fully comprehended within the intellectual

boundaries of a single discipline, evaluation may open up

fruitful areas of interdisciplinary cooperation.

We are well aware that science often proceeds analyti-

cally rather than holistically; for example, it is useful

for some purposes to isolate the circulatory system as an
object of study, even though it is intimately linked to
many other bodily systems. Nevertheless it is also

useful now and then to examine interrelationships among

previously defined systems to see if new insights and new

areas of study--new systems--emerge. It is our hope that

evaluation research can play this role vis-a-vis the
social sciences. By focusing on concrete, real-world
phenomena that do not fit neatly into existing theoretical
Or methodological boxes, evaluation may stimulate the
development of both theory and method.
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CongressionalInput to

Program Evaluation

Scope andEffects

Robert G. St. Pierre

CTv- U.S. Congress is a major funder and userofprogram evalua-

tion. Through studies performed by federal administrative

agencies or by the General Accounting Office under direct congressional

mandate, and through studies performed by federal, state, or local

administrative agencies under general congressional authorization,

muchof the program evaluation donein the United States is based on
congressional requests for information. In many cases Congress’s call

for evaluation is broad whichreflects a general concern for accountabil-

ity rather than a specific informational need. For example, the General

From Robert G. St.Pierre, “Congressional Input to Program Evaluation,” Evaluation Review, 1983

7(4), 411-436. Copyright © 1983 by Sage Publications, Inc.
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Education Provisions Act applies to all federally funded education
programs (Section 1221b) and specifies that state and local applicants
for federal education funds must include an evaluation componentin
order to “determine the effectiveness of covered programs in meeting
their statutory objectives” (Section 1232d). These provisionsare stated
in general terms, and while they “establish the cornerstone of federal
policy on education evaluations, the influence of these requirements
remains unclear” (Boruch and Cordray, 1980: 2-18).

Stating evaluation requirements in broad termsis in keeping with
Congress’s approach to programmaticlegislation that typically involves
a rather general mandate for a program to ameliorate a given problem.
The appropriate federal administrative agency is then charged with the
task of preparing regulations in order to implementthe program. This
approachis necessitated by the political compromises involved in pass-
ing legislation (a general program thatis applicable to a wide range of
constituencies is more politically viable than a program targeted to a
small subpopulation)as well as by the great amount of work involved in
preparing regulations for program implementation. Congressdeals with
national problems in which “policy is blocked out with broad brush-
strokes, and operational planningis left to lower levels” (Cronbachet
al., 1980: 102). The “broad brush” approachhasalso been a major tool
in creating legislation evaluation.

In other cases Congresshas quite targeted information needs regard-
ing particular programsand prepareslegislation mandating that federal
agencies addres those needs. For example,as part of the legislation that
creates or reauthorizes programs, Congressoften includesa specificcall
for evaluations to be conducted for program oversight. In the recent
past, major congressionally mandated studies in education have con-
cerned compensatory education,vocational education, bilingual educa-
tion, special education, and schoolfinance, as well as other areas.

In spite of the increasing number of congressional mandates for
evaluation, discontent has been expressed aboutthe impact of evalua-
tion on policy both by those involved in the legislative process and by
evaluators. Manyevaluators believe that their work has had insufficient
impact on policy, and

a

literature hasarisen onthe topic (Florioetal.,
1979; Leviton and Hughes, 1981; Patton, 1978). Those in thelegislative
arena complain that evaluators do not present informationin clear,
concise, and understandable form; do not provide information in a
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timely fashion; do not provide unequivocal or concrete answers; do not

work directly enough with congressional staff; and do not address the

issues faced by Congress (Florio et al., 1979). The point is not that

evaluationsare oflittle intrinsic value, but that the process of getting

evaluations used has been neglected by evaluators. Furthermore, Florio

et al. argue that it is up to the evaluators to remedythesituation by

justifying the utility of evaluation research to congressionalusers.

Oneway that evaluatorshavetried to solve this problem is to encour-

age legislators to be clear about whatis wanted from an evaluationas the

legislation calling for the evaluationis being prepared. In acomprehen-

sive study of educational program evaluations, Boruch and Cordray

(1980) address the complaint that evaluators do notdeal with the issues

faced by Congress, that information is not targeted to congressional

needs, and recommend that “evaluation statutes identify the specific

questions which need to be addressed and specific audiencesfor results”

and that “higher quality research designs, especially randomized exper-

iments, be authorized explicitly in law for testing new programs.” In a

companion study, Raizen and Rossi (1981) also call for greater specific-

ity in congressional requests for information and note that “a call for

evaluation that does not specify what questions are being asked can lead

to the mismatching of expectations and performance by Congress and

the evaluators” (p. 55). A similar messageis relayed by Levine who holds

that “the ‘ideal legislation’ will specify the scope of the evaluation

activity, the questions to be addressed, and the procedure for reporting

these results to Congress, and to the responsible program and oversight

groups”(p. 19).

Thus, evaluators are responding to complaints about the utility of

evaluation in part by asking Congress for more direction—bysaying

that more targeted information will result from more targeted ques-

tions. Still, some of the same evaluators are worried that Congresswill

go too far in termsof specifying the nature of evaluation studies. On the

same page as their call for greater specificity of evaluation questions,

Raizen and Rossi note that “though we recommendthatit be specific

with respect to question and audience,legislative language regarding

evaluation should refrain from specifying details of method (such as

sampling procedureor use of control groups) or of measurement”(p.

55). So, the clear call for input on evaluation questions and relevant

audiences also raises a concern that such requests for direction may
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result in overspecification, such as Congressgiving directions in metho-
dological areas.

This article considers the advantage and disadvantages of having
evaluation users increase the specificity of evaluation requirements
througha review ofthe legislative requirements behind several congres-
sionally mandatednational-level evaluations, and an in-depth examina-
tion of one congressionally mandated evaluation in which veryspecific
design parameters were included in the authorizing legislation. The
evaluationsthat form the basis of this article are drawn from education
and agriculture—twoareas that have received substantial congressional
attention in recentyears and that have been the subject of many evalua-
tions. It is likely that the conclusions reached here apply to many
(although perhapsnotall) federal programs, and especially to those that
have receivedrelatively little evaluation. The conclusionis that specific
congressionalinputin the areas of evaluation questions, audiences, and
timeliness is warranted and important, while explicitness in areas of
research design is unnecessarily restrictive and can diminish the quality
of evaluations.

SOME RECENT
CONGRESSIONALLY MANDATED EVALUATIONS

The legislation that accompanies the creation or reauthorization of
social programsoften calls for studies of some sort to be conducted in
preparation for the next reauthorization. The directions given by Con-
gress to federal agencies in charge of implementing the evaluations (and
hence to contracted evaluators) come in two forms: (1) the initial legisla-
tion that includes a mandatefor research or evaluation; and (2) subse-
quent refinement of the mandate through discussions between research
staff in federal agencies and responsible congressional committee
staffers. This article concentrates on the scope andeffects ofthefirst
type of congressional input to evaluation: the impact of the written
legislative mandate and related materials from sources such as commit-
tee reports and the Congressional Record. Though manyof the exam-
ples used here draw on educational evaluations, some examplesoutside
education are included to show that the conclusions drawn apply to
evaluations of humanservice delivery programsin general.
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The education program that hasreceived the mostattention in terms

of congressionally mandated evaluationefforts is Title I of the Elemen-

tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (now called ChapterI of the

Educational Consolidation and ImprovementAct of 1981). Title Is the

cornerstone of federal aid to elementary education and wasthefirst

federal education act to require annual evaluationsat the local level. By

requiring local evaluations, Congress has created pressure onitself to

makeperiodic national evaluations. For example,as part of Public Law

93-380 (Title I, Part B, Section 821), in 1974 Congress requested that the

National Institute of Education (NIE) conduct a comprehensive study

of compensatory education programs. A somewhatabstracted version

of the relevant legislation follows.

(a) The National Institute of Education shall undertake a thorough evaluation and

study of compensatory education programsincluding .. .

(1) examination of the fundamental purposes of programs andtheeffectiveness

- of programsin attaining such purposes;
(2) analysis of meansto identify accurately the children who have the greatest

need for programs;

(3) analysis of the effectiveness of methods for meeting the educational needsof

children, including the use of individualized written educational plans for

children and programsfor training the teachers of children;

(4) exploration of alternative methods, including the use of proceduresto assess

education disadvantage,for distributing funds to State and local educational

agencies.. .;

(5) not more than 20 experimental programs, which shall be reasonably

geographically representative . . .; and

(6) findings and recommendations, including recommendations for changes in

suchtitle I or for new legislation.

(b) The National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children

shall advise the Institute with respect to the design and execution of such study.

(c) ...interim report to the President and to the Congressnotlater than December31,

1976, and... final report nine monthsafterthe . . . interim report. ... Such reports

shall not be submitted to any review outside ofthe Institute before their transmittal

to the Congress.

(d) Sums madeavailable pursuantto. . . the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1965 shall be available to carry out the provisions of this section.

(e) (1) The Institute shall submit to the Congress, within one hundred and twenty

days after the date of the enactmentof this Act, a plan for its study to be

conducted underthis section.

In 1978, the NIE respondedto this mandate with a coordinated effort

consisting of more than 35 research projects which addressed a great
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range of issues and cost some $15 million. As can be seen from the

legislation, someparts of the congressional mandate were quite broad,

calling for an examination of the fundamental purposes of compensa-

tory education. However, according to Brownet al., the provision of

issue-specific information wasof muchgreaterinterest to Congress than

research on moreglobal processes: “Congress wasinterested in the likely

effects of making marginal changesin its use of familiar policy instru-

ments; it did not need speculative research on more fundamental

changes” (1979: 11). For example, as part of the mandate Congress

requested specific information on the effects of proposed changesin

program legislation by asking NIE to investigate Representative Albert

Quie’s proposal to allocate Title I funds to school districts based on

numbers of low-achieving rather than low-incomechildren.

In a review of the process used by NIE in conducting the study, Hill

identified several technical and tactical problems, one of which was

“how to move from the broad research objectives set by Congress to

specific statements of researchable problems” (1980: 59). Given the

nonspecific nature of most of the congressional mandate, Hill and his

colleaguesspent a great dealoftime across a two-yearperiod building a

research strategy. This included reaching agreement with Congress ona

properresponseto the requirements of the mandate, asking Congressto

identify topics that the mandate had omitted, and proposing additional

areas of research to Congress.In short, a large amountof effort was

required to specify the questions that were of most importance to

Congress. A good part of the success of NIE’s study can beattributed to

this up-front work.

As part of the Education Amendments of 1978 (Public Law 95-561,

Section 102) Congresscalled for a studyofTitle I that differed in many

key respects from the previously discussed Title I evaluation. In the

present case, Congress was concerned about complaints that Title I
regulations dealing with the comparability of Title I and non-Title I
services were preventing schools from makingthe best use of Title I
funds. In response, Congress mandated a studyofthe effects of alterna-
tives to the comparability provision that would providegreaterflexibil-

ity to schools. The study mandateis abstracted below.

(a) The Commissionershall, not later than September30, 1981, make a study of the
feasibility and desirability ofalternative criteria for demonstrating the comparability
of services ... in each project area... to those provided outside such areas. . ..

(b) The Commissioner mayselectall the local educational agencies in one State and
not more than twenty such agencies in other States which are reasonably
representative of the various geographicalareas of the Nationforparticipation in
the study. ...
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(c) Local educational agencies selected for participation in the study providedforin

this section shall demonstrate comparability through the use of alternative

criteria, which, at a minimum,meetthe conditionsof the following paragraphs....

(d) In order to provide a basis for comparison,local educational agencies participating

in the study underthis section shall continue to make reports under existing

criteria for comparability of services.

The congressionalcall for a study of the comparability provision is

much morespecific than the legislation cited earlier. The mandate goes

so far as to prescribe the number of school districts that should be

involved in the study as well as the distribution of the sample. Further-

more, the legislation contains direct language (not reproducedhere) as

to the conditions that must be met by schools participating under

alternative criteria for demonstrating comparability. As will be appar-

ent from subsequent examples,this level of congressionalinput occurs

whena genuine political difference is being negotiated. Due to the high

degree of prescription, the evaluation report (Ellmanet al., 1981) noted

two major limitations imposed on the study by the congressional man-

date. First, Congress narrowed the nature and scope of the alternatives

in such a waythat only alternatives very similar to the existing provision

were eligible. Second, as a result of the mandated sampling plan, one of

the alternatives was overrepresented in the sample.

In Public Law 95-561 (Part C, Section 742) Congress called for the

Office of Bilingual Education and the NIEto establish a program of

researchin bilingual education. As was the case with the mandatedTitle

I studies, some of the language in the abstracted legislation is quite

broad and someis fairly targeted.

(a) (1) Through competitive contracts provide financial assistance for research and

developmentproposals.

(2) Carry out a program ofresearch in bilingual educationin order to enhancethe

effectiveness of bilingual education.

(3) Coordinate research activities of... appropriate agenciesin order to develop a

national research program forbilingual education.

(b) Authorized research activities include:

(1) studies to determine and evaluate effective models for bilingual-bicultural

programs;

(2) studies to determine (A) language acquisition characteristics and (B) the most

effective method of teaching English within the context of a bilingual-

bicultural program to students who have languageproficiencies other than

English;

(3) A five-year longitudinal study to measure the effect of this title on the

education of students who have languageproficiencies other than English;

(4) studies to determine... methodsofidentification of students who should be

entitled to services;
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(5) the operation of a clearinghouse on information for bilingual education;

(6) studies to determine the most effective methods of teaching readingto chil-

dren and adults who have languageproficiencies other than English;

(7) studies to determinethe effectiveness of teacher training preservice and inser-

vice programs;

(8) studies to determinethecritical cultural characteristics of selected groups of

individuals.

(c) Provide for periodic consultation with representatives of State and local edu-

cation agencies and appropriate groups.

(d) Publish and disseminate all requests for proposals.

(ec) Through competitive contracts develop and disseminate instructional materials

and equipmentsuitable for bilingual education programs.

(f) Authorizedforfiscal year 1979 andfor each succeedingfiscal year ending prior to

October 1, 1983, $20,000,000 to carry out these provisions.

The response to this mandate included a formal research plan pre-

pared by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education (1979)

which outlined a comprehensive agenda of research and evaluation for

bilingual education. The plan included some 24 research activities

responding to all aspects of the congressional mandate. As of this

writing, some of the research has been completed while other parts are

just beginning.

In 1976, Congress issued a quite general request for information as

part of the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act. An

abstract of the relevantlegislation (Public Law 94-482, Title V, Part B,

Section 523) is given below.

(a) Carry out a study of the extent to which sex discrimination and sex stereotyp-

ing exist in vocational education programs assisted under the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, and of the progress made to reduce or elimi-

nate discrimination and stereotyping in programsandin the occupations for

which programsprepare students.

(b) (1) The National Institute of Education shall undertake a thorough evalua-

tion and study of vocational educational programs. . . . Such a study shall

include:

(A) a study of the distribution of vocational education funds in terms of
services, occupations, target populations, enrollments, and educational

and governmentallevels and whatsuch distribution should be in order to
meetthe greatest human resource needs for the next 10 years;

(B) an examination of how to achieve compliance with, and enforcementof,

the provisions of applicable laws of the United States;
(C) an analysis of the meansof assessing program quality andeffectiveness;

(D) no morethan three experimental studies to be administered by the Insti-

tute. . .;

(E) findings and recommendations,including recommendations for changes

in such Acts or for new legislation.
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(2) Make aninterim report to the President and to the Congress notlater
than September 30, 1979, and make

a

final report nolater than September
30, 1980. Such reports shall not be submitted to any review outside of the
Institute before their transmittal to the Congress.
(3) Funds to carry out the provisions of this section shall not exceed
$1,000,000 per year for eachofthe fiscal years ending prior to OctoberI, 1979.
(4) (A) Submit to the Congress, within 10 monthsafter the date appropria

tions becomeavailable, a plan for the study to be conducted underthis
section.

The NIE responded to this mandate by preparing a study plan and
contracting for a series of six research and evaluation projects. The
overall structure of the vocational education study was patterned after
the Title I study that NIE had donein 1977: A team of researchers at NIE
prepared the study plan, wrote requests for proposals, selected research
contractors, guided the research, and used the contracted research
results to prepare reports for Congress.

Aspart of the Education Amendmentsof 1978, Congress mandated a
study of the Department of Defense’s overseas education system for the
children of defense personnel. Written into Public Law 95-561 (Title
XIV, Section 1412) the call for a study, as shownbelow,is very broad.

(a) (1) The Director shall provide for a comprehensivestudy of the entire defense

dependents’ education system, which shall include a detailed analysis of the

education programsand thefacilities of the system.

(2) The study... shall be conducted by acontractorselected by the Directorafter
an open competition. .. . The contractor shall submit a report to the Director

not later than one yearafter the effective date of thistitle.

(b) In designingthe specificationsfor the study ... and in selecting acontractor...

the Director shall consult with the Advisory Council on Dependents’

Education.

(c) The Director shall submit to the Congress not later than one year after the

effective date of this title the report .. . describing the results of the study . .

together with the recommendationsof the contractor for legislation or any

increase in funding needed to improve the defense dependents’ education

system. . . . Such report shall not be submitted to any review beforeits

transmittal to the Congress.

(d) The Director may provide for additional studies of the defense dependents’

education system to be conducted in accordance with theprovisionsofthis section,
but such studies shall not be conducted more frequently than oncea year.

In spite of the mandate to submit a report to Congress within one year

of the legislation (which was dated November 1978), a contract for the

study was not awarded until May 1982.
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The final example to be presented is the congressionalcall for an
evaluation of the U.S. Trustee program.In 1978, as part of Public Law
95-598 (Section 408), Congress included the following mandate:

(a) The Attorney General shall conduct such studies and surveys as necessary to
evaluate the needs, feasibility, and effectiveness of the United States trustee
system andshall report the result of such studies and surveys to the Congress,
the President, and the Judicial Conference of the United States, beginning on
or before January 3, 1980, and annually thereafter during the transition period.
Not later than January 3, 1984, the Attorney General shall report to the
Congress, to the President, and the Judicial Conferenceofthe United States, as
to the feasibility, projected annualcost and effectivenessof the United States
trustee system, as determined onthebasisofthe studies and surveys respecting
the operation of the United States trustee System in the districts, together with
recommendations as to the desirability and method of proceeding with
implementation of the United States trustee system in all judicial districts of the
United States.

(b

e
w
’

The evaluation is under under way and,in fact, is scheduled to be
completed by the end of 1982 rather than the mandateddate ofJanuary
3, 1984, to allow adequate time for congressionalreview and delibera-
tion. Unless continued or modified by legislation, the U.S. Trustee
program will terminate on April 1, 1984.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF
MANDATED EVALUATIONS

Several commoncharacteristics of congressionally mandated evalua-
tions can be identified by examining the abovesections of legislation.
Oneseries of legislative requirements deals with operational issues
involved in the processof getting the evaluation under way, with fund-
ing, and with reporting of results. Except for the bilingual education
research mandate, eachpieceoflegislation specifies a date for reporting
the results of the study or studies. Though reporting dates are sometimes
selected so that informationwill be available in time to provide input for
annual appropriations hearings for the next congressional reauthoriza-
tion, such well-planned timing is not standard (Boruch and Cordray,
1980). In some cases, Congress simply requires annual reports of pro-
gress and findings.

Anothercharacteristic shared by most of the mandatesis specification
of funding authority. Some ofthe studies are funded through monies
set aside for evaluation in which a proportion of the funds spent on the
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program in question—one-halfof one percentin the case of ESEA Title

I—is allocated for annual evaluationactivities. In other cases, Congress

authorizes specific dollar amounts for evaluation. Several of the

evaluation mandates also contain provisions for reporting results

directly to Congress withoutrevieworrevision by the Executive Branch.

Hill (1980) documents both the appropriatenessof this requirement as

well as the problemsit can cause. Finally,all of the reviewed mandates

delegate responsibility for the evaluation to an appropriate federal

agency.
In addition to these operational issues that occur with some fre-

quency, several other related issues were observed less often. Included

here are requirements for the evaluation to be conducted by a competi-

tively selected independent contractor; for Congress to review and

approvethe evaluation’s methodology;for affected groups to have input

to the process of planning the evaluations; and for the implementation

of demonstration projects when appropriate.

A second series of requirements contained in evaluationlegislation

has to do with specification of research areas. Those who havecriticized

Congress for being overly vaguein their calls for evaluation are in part

supported by the evidence presented here. The examplesinclude someof

the largest and most important mandated educational evaluations over

the past several years, yet in few cases were evaluation questionsclearly

specified. The situations where pointed questions were askedare those

in which Congress wanted information on theeffects of specific pro-

posed changesin legislation—for example, Quie’s proposal for chang-

ing the formula for the way in which ESEATitle I fundsare allocated,
and the study of changes in the Title I comparability provision. Thus,

whenthere is a division in Congress or when there has been a public

debate over the adequacyorfairness of a particular regulation or aspect

of a program, Congress can preparelegislation calling for an investiga-

tion of alternative ways of addressing the issue. However, the more

common situation—as demonstrated by these examples—involves a

general mandate for the purpose of program oversight to “conduct a

comprehensive study,” to “undertake a thorough evaluation,”or to

“carry out a program of research.” This is not to say that these general

mandates are inappropriate; rather,it is important to reinforce the fact

that studies that are clearly focused on issues of concern to Congress

havea better chance of providing informationthatis usefulfor assisting
in the policy process than studies focused onissuesselected primarily by

evaluators. The latter set of issues may be perfectly reasonable, but

without congressional input they may not be of maximum utility in

program oversight.
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A third set of requirements that could potentially be contained in
legislative mandates deals with the methodology of conducting evalua-
tions. Reviewing the legislation presented herereveals little in this area.
The study containing the mostdirect language on methodologyis the
study of ESEA Title I comparability, which specified a sample ofall
schooldistricts in onestate plus up to 20 schooldistricts spread across
other states. Furthermorethe sample wasto be “reasonably representa-
tive of the various geographical areas of the Nation.” The other man-
dates reviewed here were muchless concerned about methods. Someof
them authorized the sponsoring agency to initiate experimental pro-
gramsif they are needed in order to conduct the research.In the case of
the 1974 ESEATitle I legislation, NIE conducted demonstration pro-
gramsin 13 schooldistricts to test the effects ofimplementing Represen-
tative Quie’s proposal. The bilingual education legislation called for a
five-year longitudinal study. Still, with the exception of the Title I
comparability study, few evaluators would regardthis level of input to
methodologyas a major infringement on the wayin which anyof the
mandated evaluations were to be conducted.

This review has shownthat mostcongressional evaluation mandates
consist of general calls for evaluation rather than including specific
evaluation questions or methods. On the other hand, there are examples
in which Congress has been quite targeted in termsofits information
needs, and we reviewed one example in whichauthorizing legislation
included a good deal of language on methodology. The evaluation
literature cited contains complaints abouta lack of congressionaldirec-
tion in terms of questions to be addressed, but has expressed concern
that congressional mandates should not movein the direction of specify-
ing evaluation methods—aconcernthat appearswell-founded based on
the Title I Comparability Study. To investigatethis issue further we now
turn to an in-depth examination of a congressionally mandated evalua-
tion in which the legislation includes quite detailed language both in
terms of evaluation questions and evaluation methods.

BACKGROUND TO THE COMMODITY DONATION
DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION

In December 1980, Congress directed the U.S. Departmentof Agri-
culture (USDA)to design and implementa demonstration program and
an associated evaluation in order to estimate the effects of two altera-
tives to the donation of agricultural commodities to schools participat-
ing in the National School Lunch Program. The USDAdistributes
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foods bought under price support and surplus removallegislation to

needy recipients through the Commodity Donation Program.Infiscal

year 1981, about 90% ofall donated commodities (some $900 million

worth of food) was given to schools participating in the National School

Lunch Program. These donated commodities comprised about 20% of

all foods served to children in the school lunch program.

The Commodity Donation Program has been the subject of some

controversyin recent years, in part because it has the mandateto satisfy

two competing yet somewhatcontradictory objectives: to aid American

farmersbystabilizing farm prices through the purchase of excess agri-

cultural commodities, while at the same time to improve the nutritional

well-being of needy adults and the nation’s schoolchildren. The key

problemis that the program’s major stakeholders (farmers, food proces-

sors, food distributors, and schools) have different goals and thus

different views on how the Commodity Donation Program should

operate. Proponents of the program argue, for example, the following:

(1) Commodities are used to help provide children with a wholesome

and nutritious meal, and moving awayfrom the current program would

result in the use of less nutritious foods in school lunches. (2) Food

provided to schools by the USDAcostsless than locally purchased food

of the same quality. (3) The program provides the agricultural support

needed to maintain the viability of the American farmer (any other

system could not direct assistance to the specific markets currently

included in the USDA’s purchaseactivities). (4) The quality of donated

foodsis higher than food schools would purchase on their own. (5) The

Commodity Donation Program providesassistance to recipients other

than schoolchildren (e.g., the elderly, Indians) and provides food sup-

plies that can be used to respond to a national emergency or natural

disaster; however, without the donation of commoditiesto schools,it 1s

unlikely that the remaining distribution system could be operated

efficiently.

On the other hand, opponentsofthe program claim the following:(1)

Dueto the high cost of transporting, storing, handling, and processing

donated commodities into usable products, the cost of donated foodsis

actually higher than thatoflocally acquired products. (2) some donated

foods are difficult to use in preparing meals and increase the cost of

operating a food service program.(3) The uncertainty of delivery dates

and the bunching of deliveries at the end of the school year overload

local storage capacity, increase costs, and make menu planningdifficult.

(4) Donated foodsare often packaged in waysthat are unusable by the

schools, include items that children simply do not like, and often arrive

in damaged condition.(5) Serving donated commodities lowers student
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participation and increases waste in the school lunch program.(6)

Current regulations impose an excessive burden on schooldistricts. (7)
Agricultural support provided by the program could be achieved by
alternative systems that are better for schools and children.!

Critics of the program have proposed two basic alternatives to the
donation of commodities in order to remedythe problemscited above.
The alternatives would transfer someorall of the responsibility for food
purchasing from the USDAtothelocallevel, thus giving schooldistricts
more freedom in deciding whatfoodsto purchasefor schoollunches.In
addition, both alternatives were proposed as ways to maintain services
to children in the face of federal funding cuts by reducing operation
costs. One alternative, first proposed in the mid-1970s, consists of
simply providing schools with the cash value of the donated commodi-
ties they would have received under the Commodity Donation Pro-
gram, this programis referred to as “cash in lieu of commodities.” The
USDAcurrently provides schools with an average of 11 cents worth of
donated commodities for each mealserved in the school lunch program;
under the cash-in-lieu option, schools would be allowed to use these
fundsin their school lunch program to buy whatever foods they desire.
Thus, the cash system gives schools complete controloverall foods used
in the school lunch program. Somesmall-scale pilot studies have been
conducted to test the effects of using cash instead of commodities
(Erickson 1982; USDA 1980), but, because of limited samples and other
methodological deficiencies, the results of these studies are inconclusive.
A secondalternative was proposed by Congressmen Ford (Michigan)

and Goodling (Pennsylvania) whenin 1980 they sponsored legislation to
implement a “commodityletter-of-credit” system in place of the Com-
modity Donation Program. This system would permit schools to pur-
chase locally the same general food items that would be donated by the
USDA under the Commodity Donation Program. School districts
would be given commodityletters of credit (commodity vouchers) fora
generic product that the the USDAintended to buy—for example,
apples. The schools could then purchase the product locally in a form
best suited to their needs—for example, apple sauce, apple juice, or raw
apples. The intentofthe letter-of-credit system was to enable the USDA
to retain some control over the types of foods purchased while giving
schooldistricts discretion over both actual purchases and delivery. In
some quarters this sytem was seen as more viable politically than the
cash alternative becauseit retainsties to the agricultural sector. Legisla-
tion to implementa national letter-of-credit system camevery close to
reaching the Senate floor, being rejected on a tie vote in the House
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Education and Labor Committee, Subcommittee on Elementary,

Secondary, and Vocational Education.

Moved by complaints about the program as noted above andas

documented by the U.S. General Accounting Office (1977, 1981), by the incon-

clusiveness ofpast research, and by the close vote on the Ford-Goodling

legislation, Congress passedlegislation requiring a demonstration proj-

ect and associated evaluation to compare the two alternatives against

the existing program.Thelegislation did not consist of a generalcall for

evaluation of the Commodity Donation Program,as was the case in

most of the congressionally mandated evaluations reviewed earlier.

Rather, since there was a history of debate over the program and

alternatives had been proposed, the mandate was very specific about

several aspects of the demonstration and evaluation, including the

nature of the demonstration alternatives (the treatments), the research

questions, and the length of the study. The mandate also contained

languagerelevant to the evaluation design, including thelevel at which

the treatments were to be implemented, the samplesize in eachtreat-

ment group, and the process by which the sample wasto be selected.

THE DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION MANDATE

In the Appropriations Act for Agriculture, Rural Development and

Related Agencies for Fiscal Year 1981 (PL 96-528, December 15, 1980)

Congress directed the USDA to examine these two alternatives to

commodity donation in the National School Lunch Program:cash in

lieu of commodities, and commodityletters of credit. As the case in the

earlier referenced studies of Title I comparability and of Representative

Quie’s proposal to change the mechanism forallocating Title I funds,

Congress needed information about how these specific changes would

affect a program that had received considerable debate. The legislation

required that

the Secretary shall conduct a 3-year pilot project study in 60 school districts of all

cash assistance and all commodityletter of credit assistance in lieu of commodities

for the school lunch programsoperated in suchdistricts.

Thecall for a pilot project study was elaborated in three documents: the

House Conference Report (No. 96-1519, December2, 1980), the House

Appropriations Report for Fiscal Year 1982, and the Congressional

Record (December4, 1980). The House Conference Report stipulated

that
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the school districts shall be selected by stratified random sample to represent a
nationwidevariety. ... The Secretary shall report the results of the pilot projects to

Congress by December15, 1984, and any schooldistrict participatingin thepilot
projects shall be permitted to continue to participate during the 1984-1985 school

year.

The House Appropriations report added the following requirement:

The Committee will expect the Secretary to establish a group of schooldistricts,
similar in size, number, and other characteristics to the 60 school districts being

studied in order to serve as a control group against which comparisonswill be
made.In addition, the Committee will expect the Secretary to either withhold,

charge for, or earmark in somefashionthe value of bonus commodities which may

be received by those schooldistricts participating in the pilot study. The Committee
feels that this is necessary in order to avoid anybias in the study.

Finally, the Congressional Record containsa discussion between Sena-

tors McClure and Bellmon which furtherclarifies the study.

MR. McCLURE:Reference is madeto 60 schooldistricts with all-cash assistance

and all-commodityletter of credit assistance. I think the intention of the conferees
was clearly that there be 30 of each, makinga total of 60.

MR. BELLMON:A numberof conditions were established which the conferees

believed the pilot projects should be conducted. .. . These conditions are important

to assure that the pilot projects are, in fact, conducted fairly and accurately. . . .

First, The Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register a notice of the oppor-
tunity for‘participation in the pilot projects.

Second. Federal and State authorities shall monitor the activities carried out
during the pilot projects to ensure the objectivity of these projects.

Third. The Secretary shall allow schooldistricts . .. to apply for participation in

pilot projects conducted underthis subsection. If the applications . . . [do] not

constitute a stratified random sample of all school districts, the Secretary shall
solicit the participation of appropriate schooldistricts.

Fourth. The pilot projects conducted shall include only those school lunches

that satisfy the meal pattern requirements promulgated by the Secretary.

Fifth. The Secretary shall submit the methodologythatshall be usedin thepilot
projects to the House Committee on Education and Laborand the Senate Commit-

tee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry at least 15 days prior to the com-

mencementof such pilot projects.

Sixth. The Secretary shall conduct a study to analyze the effect of the pilot
projects. The study shall include an assessment of

(a) The administrative feasibility and nutritional effect of cash andletters of

credit in lieu of donated foods, cost savings, if any, that may be effected

thereby at the Federal, State, and local levels, any additional costs that may

be placed on programsandparticipating students; and
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(b) the effect on farmers, the quality of food served, plate waste in the school

lunch program,local economies, andlocal, regional and national marketing

commodities used in the school lunch program,with special emphasis on
milk and other dairy products and beef and other meat products.

In addition to this conversation, the Congressional Record contained

the following statement:

Aspart of the pilot study evaluation, USDAwill be expected to evaluate the impact

of this program on other departmental progamsthat involve commodity support.

Several features differentiate this mandate for the establishment of

demonstration projects and an associated evaluation from the mandates

reviewed earlier. The remainderof this paperidentifies the commonand

unique aspectsof this call for evaluation and discusses the implications

of the mandate for the conduct of the demonstration and evaluation,

focusing on areas where the mandate wasof great assistance, as well as
on other areas where the mandatehas provedto be a hindrance.

ANALYSIS OF THE MANDATE

AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EVALUATION

Perhapsthe moststriking feature of the mandate for the demonstra-

tion and evaluationis its overall high degree of specificity. Whereas the

mandatescited earlier were often specific with respect to operational

provisions, the present mandate is also prescriptive in areas of evalua-
tion questions and methdology.

STANDARD OPERATIONAL PROVISIONS

The mandate includes all of the standard operational provisions

contained in the congressionalcalls for evaluation that were reviewed

earlier. It specifies the length of the study (three years), the date a report

is due to Congress (December 15, 1984), and the amountof funds

available for the study ($1,975,000).2 It also indicates that the metho-

dology used to conduct the demonstration and evaluation should be

submitted to interested legislative committees for their review. It is

important to have all of these conditions written into the legislation.

They define the scope of the study in broad termsand specify a date for
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providing information to Congress. Thecall for a three-year study, a

report on the methodology of the demonstration and evaluation, and a

final report by a given date, as well as the appropriation of funding for

the study,all have been valuablein the processof setting boundsfor the

demonstration and evaluation.

EVALUATION QUESTIONS

In addition to specifying operational provisions, the mandate alsois

prescriptive with respect to the areas to be covered by the evaluation.

The questions to be addressed by the demonstration and evaluation are

thus based uponthe areasidentified in the Congressional Record and

upon the arguments cited by opponents and proponents of the Com-

modity Donation Program. The evaluation objectives are to

(1) estimate and comparethecosts (food, nonfood, and administrative) and effective-

ness associated with the alternative systems;
(2) examine changesin food purchases associated with the alternative systems,

(3) estimate the impact that the alternative systems would have on agricultural

commodity markets, farm incomes, the existing food distribution system,

governmentprice support and surplus removal programs,and the goalto stabilize

prices;

(4) examine the administrative feasibility of implementing the alternative systems

nationally;
(5) estimate the impact that the alternative systems would have on participation in the

National School Lunch Program,onplate waste, on the quality offood purchased,

and on other USDAfeeding programs.

As can be seen from the discussion in the Congressional Record, Con-

gress’s areas of interest were clear. In part this reflected the up-front

involvement of the USDAstaff who helped frame the evaluation ques-

tions. USDAstaff membershadcriticized the earlier studies of cash in

lieu of commodities because of selection bias, small sample sizes, and

limited measurement. Since these criticisms were made during the

March 1980 oversight hearings on child nutrition, committee staff

membersresponsible for preparinglegislation for the present evaluation

were made aware of the problemsfaced bythe prior studies and subse-

quently contacted the USDAstaff and askedforassistance in drafting

legislation that would ensure a sound evaluation. This decision to ask

for up-front assistance had a profound effect on the evaluation.

Several outcome areas were defined while the legislation was being

prepared and so the job of specifying evaluation objectives did not

necessitate the extended, after-the-fact interaction with committee
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staffers that Hill (1980) discusses with respect to Title I. Rather, the
problem was moreoneofdeterminingthe relative priorities to be placed
on the objectives, so that resources could be allocated in order to do the
best job of addressing the most important questions. Such an ordering
of priorities was important since fully addressing all areas of interest
would havenecessitated a tremendously expensive study. Further, some
areas of congressionalinterest dealt with issues that should be affected
only slightly by the treatments and hencedeservedless attention than

other areas where treatmenteffects are morelikely.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In contrast with the congressional mandates reviewedearlier, the

legislation for the Commodity Donation Program evaluation addresses

several key methodological areas. Before discussing the nature and

implications of the methodological content of the congressional man-

date, it is important to note the desire of the legislators involved to

providefor fair, unbiased,andstatistically defensible study. This issue

arises three times in the small amountof text quoted earlier; once when

Senator Bellmonrelated the intent of Congress to provide a “statisti-

cally soundstudy,” again when Senator McClure discussed conditions

that the committee imposedin orderto assure that the demonstration

and evaluation are “conductedfairly and accurately,” and a third time

when the Congressional Recordspecified that federal and state authori-

ties should monitor the demonstration in order to “ensure the objectiv-

ity of the projects.”

Whereas some other evaluation mandates have authorized experi-

mental projects if they were needed,the present leislation mandated a

pilot study and prescribed three treatments:cash in lieu of commodities;

commodityletters of credit; and use of the Commodity Donation Pro-

gram as acontrol group. Specification of the treatments in the congres-

sional mandate is appropriate and warrantedin this case. The general

intent of the demonstrationisto test the effect of giving schooldistricts

more freedom in deciding what foods to buy for consumptionin the

National School Lunch Program,andseveral different policy options

could have been devised to accomplish this intent. However, since the

debate about the Commodity Donation Program has centered on the

two policy alternatives of cash in lieu of commodities and commodity

letters of credit, it made sense for the congressional mandateto specify

these two alternatives as those to be implemented in the demonstration.

This ensured that the demonstration would test the options of most
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interest to Congress—not those of most interest to some particular

group ofstakeholders.

Since different stakeholders have different views of what should be
implemented under the cash in lieu of commodities and commodity
letters of credit programs, andsincethe rules for implementing the two
alternatives have a direct impact on the typesofstatements that could be
made by the evaluation, the process of defining the treatments engen-
dered a great deal ofdebate during the planningstage of the demonstra-
tion, andthe exact languageusedinthelegislation turnedoutto be quite
importantin this debate.

To take this further, a key issue in defining the treatments wasrelated
to the fact that schooldistricts receive two forms of support from the
commodity program.First, they are given a certain amountof “entitle-
ment” commodities for each mealserved in the National School Lunch
Program: For the 1982-1983 school year, the value of this entitlement
was I cents per meal. In addition to entitlement foods, schooldistricts
receive “bonus commodities.” These are foods that are in such over-
supply that the USDAgives schooldistricts as much of them as can be
used without waste. In recent years, dairy products have been the
principal bonus commodities, and groups supporting the dairy industry
are strong supporters of the commodity program inasmuchasit pro-
vides the chief outlet for price-supported dairy products. Since school
districts are given all the bonus commodities they can use, a district with
creative menuplannerscan obtain a substantial benefit from thesefree
foods.

The USDA’s plan for defining the two alternatives was to substitute
cash andletters of credit for both entitlement commodities and bonus
commodities in order to providea test of“pure” cash andletter-of-credit
systems. However,this plan did notsatisfy dairy supporters whose chief
interest was to use the school lunch program to reduce the stockpiled
supply of dairy products. Providing school districts with bonus cash
(which would not be targeted to any specific product) or with bonus
letters to credit (which would be targeted to dairy products currently on
the market—not those in storage) would do nothing to reduce the
embarrassingly large stockpiles. Furthermore, inclusion of bonus cash
orletters of credit as part of the alternative treatments would meanthat
findings from the demonstration project could lead to changes in the
method of donating bonus commodities. The counter proposalto the
USDA’s plan wastherefore one in which schooldistricts participating
under the cash and letter-of-credit systems would receive cash and
letters of credit in place of their entitlement commodities, but would
receive bonus commodities just as they had donein the past.

161
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In attempting to resolve the conflict over whether to provide bonuses

in the form of actual commodities or in the form of cash andletters of

credit, the exact language used in the legislative mandate for the study

was invoked.It specified that the demonstration projects would use “all

cash assistance” and “all commodityletter-of-credit assistance”(USDA,

1980). This wording was used to maintain the purity of the two alterna-

tives, and thus the USDA’s plan for defining the treatments was

implemented.

Congressional interest in the demonstration and especially in the

definition of treatments remained at a high level during the conduct of

the study. Even after the cash and letter-of-credit treatments had been

implemented for several months, the debate over how the treat bonus

commodities had not subsided. Supporters of the current program and

dairy supporters continued to argue for providing bonusesin the form

of actual commodities. Senator Paul Traxler made this case in the

Congressional Record (August 18, 1982), and though a House/Senate
Conference Committee upheld the right of the USDA to continue

implementation of the demonstration as initially planned (distributing

bonus cash and bonusletters of credit to school districts instead of

bonus commodities), the Conference Report accompanyingthefiscal

year 1982 Supplemental Appropriations Bill contained language that

could have had a profoundeffect on the evaluation:

Thepilot products may proceed as planned by the Department,with distribution of

bonus cash or bonus letters of credit in lieu of bonus commodities, but the

Departmentis directed to eliminate such bonuses from consideration in the evalua-

tion phase of the school lunch demonstration projects (p. 8).

Exactly how this could have been accomplishedis not clear. How-

ever, it proved unnecessaryto precisely adhere to this mandate since the

language satisfied neither opponents nor proponents of the current

program. Actors on all sides could only lose by having bonus

commodities—a key part of the program—includedin the treatments

but completely eliminated from consideration in the evaluation. Calls

from program supporters to committee staff members quickly revealed

that confusion existed over the bonusissue, and that the languagein the

Supplemental AppropriationsBill did not reflect the intentions of the

program supporters. Thisfinally led to the solution: The USDA would

prepare a memorandum of understanding on how the congressional

mandate on bonus commodities would be interpreted. This memoran-

dum hadtheeffect of allowing the evaluation to proceed as planned—as

if the language in the 1982 Supplemental AppropriationsBill had never

existed .3
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To review, initial specification of the number and nature of the

treatmentsis a key feature of the congressional mandate for the com-

modity donation study. It focused the demonstration on the twopolicy

optionsofgreatest interest to Congress, and called for explicit compari-

sons to be made against the current program by including a control

group of schooldistricts.4 Finally, it is clear that the issue of treatment

definition, as exemplified by the problem of how to deal with bonus

commodities, will continue to be debated throughout the demonstration.

The original mandate also specified that the treatments are to be

implemented by schooldistricts rather than by someotherlevel of the

commodity system (such as schools or states). This makes sense since

school districts are the main implementors of the Commodity Donation

Program. Though schools actually prepare the meals for the school

lunch program, and though funds for the program areallocated to

schooldistricts at the state level, the school lunch program is organized

at the schooldistrict level. Funds flow to the schooldistrict rather than

to individual schools, and in most districts the school lunch program is

run centrally rather than from individual schools. Since the intent of the

demonstrationis to test the effects of transferring the power to decide

what foodsare boughtfor the school lunch program from the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to the local level, and since school districts already

purchase the majority of food used in the school lunch program using

local funds, cash receipts from children, and federal cash reimburs-

ments, it is reasonable for schooldistricts to also do the purchasing of

foods using resources provided through the Commodity Donation
Program.

Thelegislation specified the overall samplesize as well as the distribu-

tion of school districts across treatment groups—30 in each of three

groupsfor a total of 90. On theface ofit there is no compelling reason to

specify the overall sample size or the distribution of school districts
across treatment groups in the congressional mandate. This decision
should not be prespecified. Rather, the sampling design should be
developed by evaluation contractors (in conjunction with the federal
agency responsible for the evaluation) with the appropriate technical
skills to make tradeoffs between the size of a sample neededin order to
assure adequate powerforthe statistical analyses and the sample size
that can be afforded. The decision to distribute the sample equally
amongthe three groupsshould also beleft to those with technicalskills.
Though equal sample size per group may makethe analysis simpler,
there may well be an argumentfor including more schooldistricts in the
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two alternative treatments in order to obtain better information on the

effects those treatments have on different types of school districts.

In defense of the congressional mandate,it should be pointed out that

the rationale for including specifications on the sample size was to

ensurea Statistically sound study. Unfortunately, in asking for advice on

whatsize sample to specify, the authors of the mandate contactedstaff

in the USDA whohadonlylimited experience in conducting large-scale

program evaluations. By the time the USDAagencyresponsible for the

demonstration and evaluation reviewedthelegislation,it was too late to

change the samplesize.

It should be noted that the power afforded by the sample of 90 school

districts, 30 in each treatment group, is neither particularly high nor

particularly low. Though a larger sample would be desirable from the

viewpoint of increasing statistical power, the legislated sample should

allow reasonable powerforstatistical tests of the main treatmenteffects.

The real weaknesses of the sample are thatit is not large enough to

withstand attrition of schooldistricts andstill retain reasonable power,>

and that it is not large enough to allow for more than a cursory

investigation of the effects of the alternatives on subsets of school

districts—for example, large versus small districts or rural versus urban

districts.

Thoughtheintent of specifying the sample size in the congressional

mandate was to ensure implementation ofastatistically valid study, the

fact remains that specification of the sample size should be done by

those with technical training. This could have been donein timefor

inclusionin the legislation if the writers of the legislation had been able

to contact USDAstaff members with appropriate training, or it could

have been omitted from thelegislation and doneafter the fact by the

federal agency in conjunction with a contractor.° We would optfor the

latter approach simply because the time pressures accompanyingthe

preparationoflegislation may notallow forsufficient consideration of
the sample size, and because, as demonstrated here, the technical advice

obtained at this point may not be of the highest quality.

The mandatealso included language bearing on the sampleselection

process, including the somewhatcontradictorystipulations that (1) the

school districts should represent a national stratified random sample

and that (2) schooldistricts should be able to apply for participation in

the demonstration. This language was included with the hope of avoid-

ing the problems of prior USDA studies of the cash-in-leu-of-

commodities program which had beencriticized due to small and geo-
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graphically limited samples. Yet, to stipulate that the sample contain

volunteers and also represent a nationally representative random sam-

ple is contradictory and has led to more complications than are

necessary.

CONCLUSION

Evaluators have called for Congress to be morespecific in its requests

for information, claiming that more targeted questions wouldresult in

more useful evaluations. Concern hasalso been expressed that congres-

sional mandates should refrain from specifying methodological details.

This article contains a review of the legislative mandates behind several

congressionally mandated evaluations and identifies three areas in

which requirements have been specified: (1) standard operating provi-

sions, (2) evaluation questions, and (3) evaluation methodology.

The typical congressional call for evaluation contains several stan-

dard operating provisionsthatset forth the general topic of the evalua-

tion, the responsible federal agency, the length of the study, the date(s) a

report is due, and the funding authority. Also included in some man-

dates are provisions for having Congressreview plansfor the evalua-

tion, for reporting results directly to Congress, and for having the

evaluation done by an independentcontractor. Theinclusion of any or

all of these standard provisionsis valuable. They help frame and bound

the activity, and give guidancethat helps the responsible federal agency

and its contractor(s) to punctually provide information to the appro-

priate audiences.

Evaluation mandates are muchless often prescriptive with respect to

evaluation questions. In most cases, the mandate containsonly a broad

call for evaluation, and staff from the responsible federal agency typi-

cally have had to spend a great deal of time working with congressional

committee staff members to determine morespecific information needs.

This process can be shortened and simplified considerably (though not

eliminated) through up-front contact between committee staff members

and federal agencystaff so that the mandate can includeresearch areas,

outcomes, or objectives of greatest interest to Congress. Being specific

about areasof interest in congressional calls for evaluation will lead to

more useful evaluations by improving the evaluators’ understanding of

Congress’s information needsand by shorteningthe processof negotia-
tion over evaluation objectives.
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A third set of specifications—thoserelated to evaluation methods—

are included in some congressionally mandated evaluations. Though

language in this areais relatively infrequent, its inclusion has proved

unnecessarily restrictive at best, and at worst can diminish the quality of

evaluations.It is not possible to recommend simply that congressional

mandatesignore methodological questions because of the experience in

the Commodity Donation Evaluation in which Congress wanted to be

certain that the study was conducted in a fair, unbiased, andstatistically

sound manner. This is a legitimate and commendable concern that

could besatisfied by other, less restrictive means. In particular, rather

than includingspecifics on the details of defining the treatments, sample

size, distribution of sites, or sampling methodsin the congressional

mandate,it would be preferable to delegate suchjudgments to someone

with the appropriate technical skills (usually a contractor). The evalua-

tion mandates could specify (as several have) that the resulting evalua-

tion plan be submitted to the appropriate Congressional committees

and/or to their consultants for review and approval. This would allow

evaluation experts to maketheinitial decisions about methodological

issues while providing Congress with a vehicle for ensuring that the

methods are adequate from their point of view.

In sum, improved evaluations will result from continued congres-

sional interest in specifying information needs, as well as from Con-

gress’s willingness to leave decisions about evaluation methodsto those

with appropriate training.

NOTES

1. These arguments havebeen abstracted from testimonygiven before the Committee

on Small Business, House of Representatives, April 28, April 29, May 13, and July 15,

1981, and before the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives,

March18, 1981.

2. These funds were appropriated specifically for the evaluation. Additional fundingis

comingfrom discretionary evaluation funds within the USDA.

3. Since the time this article was prepared for publication, the debate over bonus

commodities has continued, with important impacts on the evaluation. Thefull story,

however, is more appropriate for a different article.

4. The congressional mandatedid notinitially specify a control group. After reviewing

the mandate, the USDA evaluation staff contacted committee staff members and

arranged for the House Appropriationsreport to call for a control group.

5. The actual sample included 98 schooldistricts in order to provide someprotection

againstattrition.
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6. Infact, USDAevaluators wantedto ask the congressional committee to authorize a

larger sample size. These efforts were abandonedonpolitical grounds.
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The Science and Politics

of Cyclamate

William R. Havender

ost of us paylittle atten-

tion to the body of Federal law that governs the safety of our food

supply. This is because these laws function smoothly and harmo-

niously most of the time. However, there is one portion of these

regulations—the Delaney clause of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act—that is repeatedly in the news, and is, it seems, constantly

coming up against hard cases.!
It is received wisdom among most specialists and the general

public that this clause is a special source of trouble, the repeal of

which would simplify the production of diet pop, hot dogs, and

bacon. There is good reason for this view, since the Delaney clause
did play a central role*in several unpopular decisions of the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA), such as the 1969 ban on cycla-

mate, and the abortive attempts to ban saccharin andnitrite. Most

1 Section 409 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act reads, in part,
that a food additive petition shall not be issued if a fair evaluation of the data
“fails to establish that the proposed use of the food additive, under the con-
ditions of use to be specified in the regulation, will be safe: Provided, that

no additive shall be deemed to be safe if it is found to induce cancer when
ingested by man or animal, or if it is found, after tests which are appropriate

for the evaluation of .the safety of food additives, to induce cancer in man

or animal . . .” The phrase preceding the colon is the “general safety” clause;
that which follows is the Delaney clause.

From William R. Havender, “The Science and Politics of Cyclamate.” Reprinted with permission of

the authorand publisher from The Public Interest, No. 71 (Winter 1983), 17-32. Copyright © 1983 by

National Affairs, Inc.
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of the public debate has focused on how the Delaney clauseties

the hands of the FDA, not permitting it leeway to judge the ap-

propriate humanrisk to be inferred from animal cancer tests, nor

the discretion to weigh a very substantial health benefit against a

slight or hypothetical cancer risk (for instance, nitrite prevents
botulism).

But Peter Hutt, FDA chief counsel from 1971 to 1975, has long

argued that the Delaney clause is redundant: that the FDAis al-

ready legally empowered by the “general safety” clause to take

any action sanctioned by Delaney. However, this has not tradi-

tionally been the FDA’s owninterpretation of its legal mandate.

In the past, the FDA has usually argued that Delaney demanded

a far more stringent regulatory response to cancer findings than
did the general safety clause: that, absent Delaney, weak or mere-

ly suggestive indications of carcinogenicity would not by them-

selves necessarily compel a ban, and the benefits of an additive

could still be balanced againstits risks. But a recent decision shows

that the FDA has now changed its views, and that the general

safety clause may prove a greater source of trouble than the De-
laney clause.

In September 1980 the FDA formally denied Abbott Labora-

tories’ 1973 petition for the reapproval of cyclamate. Especially

notable about this decision is that, while the question of cancer

was the principal ground for the denial, the Delaney clause was

explicitly not invoked.? Instead, the FDA relied exclusively on a

new and expansive interpretation of the general safety clause. This

decision thus established an ambitious precedent that may guide

future decisions on food additives—for instance, when the ban mor-

atorium on saccharin runs out on August 14, 1983—and so is worth

examining in some detail. |

A cyclamate primer

Cyclamate is a chemical with thirty times the sweetening pow-
er of sugar but with none of the calories. (The plural form that is
sometimes used—cyclamates—refers simply to the various salts of

* A secondary ground was the alleged mutagenicity of cyclamate. These ex-
periments will not be discussed in detail here. But their interpretation does
express the same attitude toward the use of scientific data that will be doc-
umented here concerning carcinogenicity. In particular, not a single study
decisively demonstrated that cyclamate is mutagenic, although a few were
“suggestive.” The role that “suggestive” results played in this decision will be
made clear in the discussion of cancer.
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cyclamic acid, such as sodium cyclamate and calcium cyclamate).

It was discovered in 1937 by Michael Sweda, a chemist then work-

ing for Du Pont, which licensed the substance to Abbott Labora-

tories. Cyclamate has two useful properties: It lacks the bitter af-

tertaste of saccharin, and it synergizes with saccharin so that a

mixture of the two tastes sweeter than their simple sum. The op-

timal product was found to be a 10:1 cyclamate/saccharin mixture

(hereafter referred to as the “10:1 mix”), in which each compo-

nent contributed about half of the final sweetening power. This mix

was introduced in 1953 and soon dominated the diet food industry.

In 1959, cyclamate and saccharin wereclassified “Generally Rec-

ognized As Safe” (GRAS) by the FDA under the Food Additive

Amendmentof 1958. This classification was based on animal studies

and human experience with each sweetener separately. In order

to evaluate the safety of the combination of the two substances,

Abbott commissioned a rat feeding study on the 10:1 mix to be
conducted by Food and Drug Laboratories (FDRL) under the di-

rection of Dr. Bernard Oser. (This laboratory is not connected with

the FDA despite the similarity in names.)
Toward the end of this two-year study, another researcher re-

ported that cholesterol pellets impregnated with cyclamate and sur-

gically implanted in the bladders of rats caused much higher tumor

incidence than cholesterol pellets did alone. The relevance to hu-

manoralintake of this method of administration was obscure .( and

indeed, such experiments have never been taken as indicative of

human risk). But this finding caused Abbott to ensure that the

animals in the FDRL study were examined for bladder cancer dur-

ing, and at the termination of, the experiment. In early October

1969, before all the histological examinations had been completed,

Abbott promptly communicated to the FDA partial results that in-

dicated the presence of bladder tumors. A group of pathologists

convened by the FDA confirmed these diagnoses. The final test

result was that twelve of the seventy rats that had received the

highest dose (5 percent of the diet) were found to have incipient

bladder cancer, while none of the undosed (control) animals did.

This difference was statistically significant.

Within a week of Abbott’s notification, the FDA called a press

conference and, citing the Delaney clause, announced it was re-

moving cyclamate from the GRASlist and banning its use in gen-

eral purpose foods and non-prescription drugs. Eleven monthslater

its use in flavoring prescription drugs was also stopped. In 1973,

Abbott petitioned the FDA to have cyclamate reapproved on the
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basis of new studies. After many exchanges, the FDA issued its

final decision on September 16, 1980. Just this past fall Abbott sub-

mitted a new petition for the approval of cyclamate; this petition

is currently under review, but a decision is not expected before the

spring of 1983.

Irregular statistics: (I) lack of replicability

In choosing not to cite the Delaney clause in this case, and in-

stead reinterpreting its mandate underthe general safety provision,

the FDA decided that cyclamate, like Caesar’s wife, would have

to be aboveall suspicion. This stance allowed the FDA unprece-

dented license to rummage through the vast array of data now

available about cyclamate, finding bits of evidence here and there,

none of it secure enough to support a determination of carcinogen-

icity under the Delaney clause, but sufficient to raise “questions”

under the general safety clause. Inherent in such a stance was the

temptation to be capricious in the interpretation of the data, a

temptation the FDA did not avoid. Three instances stand out.

Oneirregularity was the unsound way in which the FDA han-

dled the normal scientific requirement that an experimental result

be shown to be replicable before being accepted as valid. To be
sure, there was a difficult regulatory decision to be taken in 1969,

when it was first reported that the 10:1 mix induced bladder can-

cer in rats. Even though these tumors were minute (most were

only visible microscopically ) and had nosignificant deleterious ef-

fects on the health of the affected animals, the fact that tumorigenic

activity was seen at all was understandably alarming, given the

wide use of artificial sweeteners. Besides, saccharin could still be

used by those—chiefly diabetics and dieters—who had true health

need for a non-nutritive sweetener.? So the policy choice was large-

ly between improved palatability on the one hand, and a wide-

spread potential health hazard on the other.* And deciding to with-

hold judgment pending replication of the tumor findings would
mean waiting at least two years more, during which time public ex-

3 Tt was conceivable, of course, that the tumors were induced by the saccha-
rin in the mix (or impurities). But cyclamate was clearly the main component,
and saccharin had evidently been used safely for decades. It was not unrea-
sonable, therefore, that suspicion focused mainly on cyclamate.
* Manufacturers’ costs were not considered, but they were quite high. Esti-
mates of lost inventories were in excess of $100 million (see editorial, Barrons,
October 7, 1974). A lawsuit brought against the government for $23 million
by the California Canners and Growers Association for losses suffered as a
result of the sudden ban is before the courts now, and a decision is expected
soon,
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posure would continue. Therefore, one can understand the decision

taken in 1969 to withdraw cyclamate from the market, even in the

absence of any independentverification of the tumorfindings.

But the implementationof this ban stimulated a large numberof

supplementary animal tests to confirm the original report of blad-

der tumors. These newer results inclided ten experiments on rats,

seven on mice, one on hamsters, one on beagles, and two on mon-

keys. Among the rat studies, two were conducted on the 10:1 mix

(and hence directly attempted to reproduce the FDRLtest), five

were on cyclamate itself, and three were on cyclohexylamine (the

principal metabolite of cyclamate produced in the body, hcreafter

called CHA). All of these were high-dose, long-term feeding studies,

and none produceda statistically significant incidence of bladder

tumors.

Ordinarily in science, the inability to repeat a singular result,

despite a sustained and deliberate effort, should lead to a judg-

mentthat the initial finding was wrong. Things are not that simple

in the regulatory world, however. There were a few odd bladder

tumors scattered among the treated rats in these newertests, but

not enough to establish statistical significance within any single

experiment. Yet instead of viewing these tests as several indepen-

dent confirmations of cyclamate’s lack of carcinogenicity—which

scientists would normally do, and which they would interpret as

strong exoneration—the FDA lumped together the various negative

tests involving the samestrain of rats. Then they did a statistical

analysis, not against the lumpedcontrol animals from the correspond-

ing tests (which still would not have yielded a statistically sig-

nificant result), but against the average “spontaneous” incidence

of bladder tumors based on “historical” data derived from experi-

ments carried out under other conditions at other times and in

other laboratorics. By these meansstatistical “significance,” of a

sort, was achieved for the three bladder tumors seen among the

more than 400 treated animals in the three tests involving Sprague-

Dawley rats, and as it was for the three tumors seen in the more

than 200 treated rats in the two studies on Wistar rats.

Now the unreliability of this procedure owes to the fact that the

occurrence of spontaneous tumors in test animals is not fixed but

varies from experiment to experiment, from time to time, and from

laboratory to laboratory.® Sometimes this variability can be traced

®'Task Force of Past Presidents of the Society of Toxicology, “Animal Data
in Hazard Evaluation: Paths and Pitfalls,” Fundamental and Applied Toxi-

cology 2 (July, 1982): 103-104.
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to identifiable differences in the maintenance conditions of the an-

imals (such as differences in the feed, or the drinking water, or

whether animals were caged individually or in groups), or to dif-

ferences in the thoroughness of the search for tumors (whether or

not the bladders were inflated after autopsy, or whether they were

scrutinized microscopically rather than merely scanned visually ).

Often, however, this variability is unexplained. To avoid biases and

inaccuracies that these uncontrolled influences can introduce, care-

ful experimental design requires that dosed and undosed animals be

kept in the same laboratory under identical treatment conditions,

that the animals be randomlyassigned to the treated and untreated

groups, and that they be examined for tumors by uniform proce-

dures. Without such care to eliminate (or at least even out) the

possible influence of extraneous factors, there is no way to know

if the “historical” spontaneous incidence can be used validly as the

standard against which to compare the dosed animals in these spe-

cific experiments. Hence, the results of such a statistical analysis,

however“significant,” can easily be spurious.

The FDA was not unaware of the vulnerable nature of this

analysis, which is why the agency did not invoke the Delaney

clause on the basis of these “significant” incidences. Under its new

“Caesar’s wife” reading of the general safety provision, however,

it no longer needed to. All that was needed was for a “question”

to be raised, and the FDA considered this analysis, however in-

herently suspect and deviant from the properstatistical comparison

with the simultaneously-run controls, to be ample for this purpose.

Specifically, the FDA concluded that “the lack of a statistically sig-

nificant effect in each of these studies when considered alone does

not rebut the question about cyclamate’s safety raised by the com-

parison between the combined incidence of bladder tumors found

in cyclamate treated Sprague-Dawley and Wistar rats and the back-

ground rate for such tumors based on historical data.” ® So it was

that the FDA,bya statistical sleight-of-hand, converted five clearly

negative and mutually reinforcing studies into five experiments that

“raised a question about cyclamate’s safety.”

The statistical background

The second irregularity in the FDA’s analysis of the cyclamate

data concernsthe scienceof statistical hypothesis testing. To under-
 
6 J. Goyan, “Cyclamate (Cyclamic Acid, Calcium Cyclamate, and Sodium Cycla-
mate): Commissioner's Decision,” Federal Register 45, Number 181 (Septeim-

ber 16, 1980): 61491.
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stand the import of the FDA’s radical deviation from normal prac-

tice, a brief detour into this science will prove helpful. The usual

point of departure in statistically evaluating an animal cancer test

is to see whether or not a true “treatment effect” exists. After all,

even if a chemical is not a carcinogen, tumors often occur spon-

taneously (particularly in aged animals), and there is a small as-

sortive chance that most of the animals that are fated to develop

spontaneous tumors will be placed in the dosed groups, thus mak-

ing the tested chemical look like a carcinogen whenit is not. Sta-

tistical tables give the exact probability that such an extreme out-

come might come about purely by chance. This probability has a

technical name: the “p-value.” The lower the p-value of an experi-

mental outcome, the more unlikely it is that the result could have

been obtained just by chance. Only when an apparently carcino-

genic result is highly unlikely by assortative chance—when the p-

value is very low—does oneacceptthe result as “significant” in the

statistical sense.
One must, of course, adopt some precise and uniform rule for

deciding when a p-value is low enough to be called significant.

Very commonlyin cancer testing (and in many other experimental

situations) this cutoff value is set as p = .05 (on a scale ranging

from 0 to 1). This means that we only accept results that have a

5 percent probability (or less) of occurring simply by assortative

chance.
There are strong reasons for not choosing values that are very

much higher or very much lower than this. To begin with, note

that choosing this value as the decision boundary means that, on
the average, there is no more than one chance in twenty that, were

the chemical undertest truly a non-carcinogen, one would obtain

a result that would mistakenly lead one to judge it to be a car-

cinogen. (This is a useful way to view it: Were the test on the
non-carcinogen repeated twenty times, we would expectto classify

the substance, falsely, as a carcinogen no more than once). But the

obverse is also true: One would anticipate making that mistake on

as many as 5 percent of the non-carcinogens.” If one set the deci-
sion boundary higher (say, p < .10) then one would expect as

many as one in ten such experiments to lead to a false judg-

ment of carcinogenicity. If one set the bound lower (say p =

T'To see experimentally a false positive rate as high as 5 percent presupposes
that enough spontaneous tumors do in fact arise that they could be assorted

hy chance across dose groups in patterns suggestive of carcinogenicity having

p-values == .05, This is not, however, a very restrictive presupposition for can-

cer bioassays that run for the natural lifetime of the test animals. It is com-
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01) then as many as one in a hundred suchtests would be ex-

pected to lead to a false judgment of carcinogenicity. (Such wrong

judgments are termed “false positives.”) The decision bound one

chooses, then, limits the fraction of non-carcinogens that might be

judged as false positives.

But saying that an experimental result meets our p = .05 cri-

terion is not equivalent to saying that the result has at least a 95

percent chance of being true (i-e., that 19 out of 20 such positive

judgments would be valid on average). For example, if all of a

group of chemicals under test were, in fact, non-carcinogens, then

every judgmentof carcinogenicity would be incorrect (even though

no more than 5 percent of the group would be so judged), while

if the group consisted only of carcinogens, then every judgment of

carcinogenicity would be correct. Thus, looking only at the sub-

group of chemicals that have been judged to be carcinogens by the

p < .05 rule, the fraction of these that will be false positives can

range from 0 to 100 percent, depending on the true frequency of

carcinogens in the group of chemicals under test. This is an ex-

tremely common mistake in the interpretation of p-values.

Suppose we havea situation where there is one true carcinogen

among a group of 100 chemicals selected for testing. (This is not

unrealistic, since it has long been an article of faith that carcino-

genicity is a fairly rare property of chemicals.) Our animal test

would presumably detect the one true carcinogen. But in addition,

our p = .05 decision rule would expectedly lead to as many as 5

percent of the 99 non-carcinogens (or about five of them) being

falsely judged to be carcinogens. Of the six positive results, then,

five would be false. If the true frequency of carcinogens were in-

stead twenty amongthe 100 chemicals being tested, then one would

presumably correctly identify these twenty (assuming there are no

false negatives), but in addition, as many as 5 percent of the eighty
non-carcinogens (or four) would also be judged to be carcinogens.

Here, only four among 24 positive judgments would be false. Yet
if the true frequency of carcinogens were one among 1000 tested

chemicals, then the numberof positive judgments could be as high
 

mon in aged animals for the spontaneous tumor incidence of at least one tissue
site to be high enough to generate an expectation of false positive results on
the order of 5 percent. For the expected false positive rates for rat and mouse
strains used in the NCI/NTP cancer bioassay series see T.R. Fears, R.E. Ta-
rone, and K.C. Chu, “False-Positive and False-Negative Rates for Carcino-
genicity Screens,” Cancer Research 37 (1977): 1941-1945; and J.J. Gart, K.C.
Chu, and R.E. Tarone, “Statistical Issues in Interpretation of Cronic Bioassay

Tests for Carcinogenicity,” Journal of the National Cancer Institute 62
(1979): G57-9TA4.
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as 51, of which fifty would be false. Thus, the fraction of positive

judgments that are false can be very large when the true frequency

of carcinogens in a group of tested chemicals is much lower than

the p-value chosen as the decision boundary.

Stated another way, as the proportion of true carcinogens de-

clines, the chance of falsely judging carcinogenicity increases (for

any given decision boundary). This also means that, for a given true

incidence of carcinogens, raising the decision bound increases very

rapidly the proportion of false positives among all positive judg-

ments. Limiting these wrong judgments so that the true carcino-

gens are not swamped withfalse positives is a compelling reason

why scientists do not usually use decision bounds much higher

than p — .05 in animal cancertests.

Of course, there is a danger of making the opposite sort of mis-

take, of concluding that a chemical is not a carcinogen when in

fact it is (for example, if the animals that would develop spon-

taneous tumors ended up by chance in the undosed group, so that

the proportion of induced tumors in the dosed animals showed no

or very little increase over the undosed animals). This is called a

false negative. If one were only concerned with false negatives,

the decision boundary could not be set too high. But a balance

must be struck, recognizing that the consequences of a false nega-

tive in a cancer test can be serious (because a carcinogen might be

ingested by millions of consumers), but that the consequences of

a high proportion of false positives can also be serious (because

the economy would be hurt by the frequent, sudden banning of

widely useful chemicals). The decision bound that is generally

viewed as striking the best balance between these two opposing

sorts of error, and which is currently predominant in the field of

animal cancer testing, is p = .05. (This is the practice adopted,

for example, by the government in its own large animal cancer

testing program, which is carried out by the National Cancer In-

stitute/National Toxicology Program (NCI/NTP).)

(11) Statistical boundaries

This should make clear the severe problems with FDA Com-

missioner Jere Goyan’s decision to relax this standard decision

hound in the cyclamate tests. Commissioner Goyan reasoned that

an experimental result with a p-value of exactly .05 (which would

just be significant by the usual criterion) is not really all that dif-

ferent from one with a p-value of .06 (which would just miss be-
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ing considered statistically significant), and hence the latter

should not be discounted merely because of the arbitrariness of a

statistical rule. It is true, of course, that a result with p— .06 is

hardly different from one with p= .05. But the problem with this

argument is that there is no logical stopping point. And, in fact,

Goyan did not stop. He rummaged through the data, discovering

result after result with p-values greater than .05 which he inter-

preted to be “significant,” undaunted even by a rat study with a
very few bladder tumors in which the p-value was .2. (Thatis, even

if there were no true carcinogenic effect, a result as extreme as

this one would show up onetimein five purely by chance.) Thus,

in response to Abbott’s contention that this study, which was not
nearly significant at the p — .05 cutoff point, should be counted as

a negative, Goyan wrote in his decision: “I disagree. The total

tumor incidence in this study is significant at the p — .2 level.

There is thus an 80 percent chance that the results of [this] study

are due to cyclamate instead of a 95 percent probability necessary

for statistical significance at the p = .05 level . . . I do not consider

these results to be negative ... the study cannot be considered proof .

of safety and indeed raises a question as to the potential carcino-

genicity of cyclamate.” (Here Commissioner Goyan makes the com-
mon mistake in interpreting p-values.) Once again, a study that

would be clearly negative by normal criteria had been alchemical-

ly converted into its opposite: one that “raised a question” about

cyclamate’s carcinogenicity.

Perhaps whatis most unsettling here is the thought that the FDA

may intend in the future to accept as “significant” p-values as
high as .2. For this rule would greatly increase the number of

tested substances judged to be carcinogens, subjecting them to a

ban or other stringent regulation. And if true carcinogens are as

relatively rare as scientists believe, then a large fraction—perhaps

a majority—of these supposed carcinogens will be falsely so iden-

tified. To most people, this would be carrying “prudence”ratherfar.

Such a thoroughgoing revision of statistical methodology might
be expected to excite some remark from thestatistics profession,

and in fact it did. A letter in reference to the cyclamate decision
was sent to the Commissioner of the FDA from C.R. Buncher,
Chairperson of the Executive Committee of the Biopharmaceutical

Section of the American Statistical Association, and Professor of

Epidemiology and Biostatistics at the University of Cincinnati. This

letter reads in part:

. We are concerned about the extreme misrepresentation of our pro-
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fessional methodology. . . . Many of the published statements are pro-
foundly fallacious. . . . The concept expressed [concerning the inter-
pretation of p-values] is foreign to everything that is taught in the
Statistics profession. ...We strongly encourage you to have the ap-
propriate professionals prepare a new statement that correctly ex-
presses the statistical principles that are involved in this issue. This
new statement is needed to avoid the ridicule of knowledgeable scien-
tists.... WE BELIEVE THAT A REVISION MUST BE PUBLISHED
IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER AS A CORRECTION.

Nosuch correction has yet been published.

(III) Unreasonable “sensitivity”

The third instance of the FDA’s irregular use of statistics is the

plaint, oft-repeated by the Commissionerin this decision, about the
lack of “statistical. sensitivity” in the animal studies under review.

Time after time a calculation was offered that showed that studies

of the size that were used had only a 50 percent chance of de-

tecting at the p = .05 level a true difference of X (where X varied

from a few percent up to some 30 percent, depending on the num-
ber of animals in the experiment). What this meant was that with

the finite number of animals in any single experiment, one stood

a fair chance of missing “small” carcinogenic effects entirely, and
the smaller the experiment, the larger the effects that might be

missed.
It would be perfectly reasonable to raise this objection if an ex-

periment used an unusually small number of animals. But only

two or three of the many cyclamate tests did so; the great major-
ity were of a size comparable to, or larger than, the original FDRL

study that had produced the first (and only) finding of bladder

cancer (and hence, werestatistically capable of contradicting it).

They were also comparable in size to the exemplary NCI/NTP

animal cancer test series, which. seldom uses group sizes larger

thanfifty.

To be sure, such a group size has a 50 percent chance of detect-
ing a tumorincidence at the p = .05level only if the true incidence

is as large as 8 or 9 percent, and hencestands a fair chance of miss-

ing lower incidences. But this is a general problem with animal

cancertesting, not something uniqueto the cyclamatetests; besides,

this limited statistical sensitivity is precisely why enormous doses
far excceding normal human exposure are used. The 5 percent
dictary dose, for example, which is the typical maximal dose used

in cyclamate studies, corresponds to hundredsof bottles of diet pop
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daily, and this is maintained over the entire post-weaning lifetime
of the animals. This huge dose is a giant precautionary factor al-

ready introduced into such experiments expressly to compensate

for the limited numbers of animals that can be used in a routinetest.

An example of the FDA’s capriciousness is their treatment of one

of the largest of the rat studies on cyclamate, carried out in Ger-

many. Actually, three feeding studies were performed, one each

on cyclamate, the 10:1 mix, and CHA. Only one bladder tumor

was seen among the 208 animals dosed with cyclamate, none in

the 208 treated with the 10:1 mix, none in the 104 animals treated

with CHA, and nonein the 104 controls. How did the FDA eval-

uate this outcome? Commissioner Goyan wrote: “... the occurrence

of a bladder tumorin [this] study is consistent with a small treat-

menteffect, even thoughit is not significant at the p = .05 level. ...

Accordingly, I cannot consider [this] study to be proof of cycla-

mate's safety.” §

Whatsort of study would the FDA consider of adequatestatis-

tical sensitivity to rebut the “question” of cancer hazard raised by

the occasional tumors seen in these tests? Commissioner Goyan

again: “In the case of cyclamate, it is certainly possible that fur-

ther adequate testing, such as the study proposed by the Tempo-

rary Committee, could resolve the current questions about cycla-

mate’s possible carcinogenicity.® If such testing is done, it may yet

be possible for FDA to conclude that there is a reasonable cer-

tainty that cyclamates does not cause cancer.”

Onthe face of it this sounds like a reasonable stance, but it is

instructive to see what lies behind the words. For what the Tem-

porary Committee had discussed (not “proposed”) was an ideal-

ized study with no limits on cost and technical resources, and with

the following features: It should be large enough to have a 95 per-

cent chance at the p = .05 level of detecting a 1 percent difference

in incidence within each dose group, and should consist of both

sexes of two species that would be tested with at least three doses,

in addition to the controls. This would require 51,968 animals, and

8 Commissioner Goyan gave the historical incidence of bladder tumors in this
strain of rats (Sprague-Dawley) as .23 percent, that is, 2.3 per thousand rats.
Thus, seeing about one such tumor among the 624 rats in this test would be
expected. The probability that a bladder tumor, given that one occurs atall,
would be found in a dosed animal rather than a control animal, is simply 520/
624 = 5/6 = .833, that is, p = .833. Here, the Commissioner treated a re-
sult with a p-value greater than .8 as of sufficient weight to invalidate count-
ing this stucy as a negative.
® This was a committee set up by the National Cancer Institute to review the
available cyclamate studies. Its report was issued in 1976.
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if allowance were madefor a possible 50 percent premature mor-

tality rate—animals often die well before the end of a two year

experimentfrom non-cancerous causes, and so never get old enough

to be at risk of developing bladder cancer—then twice this number

of animals would be needcd to start the experiment.'” So say

100,000 animals: Currently, such tests cost about $1000 an animal,

which means an expenditure of $100 million, a sum most people

would consider better spent on researching a cure for cancer. (More-

over, the largest animal study ever done—and this was very much

an exceptional case—involved 24,000 mice and required an unpre-

cedented logistical effort to carry out.'!) Such a study is obviously

impossible. |

These three instances of the FDA’s posture towards the cycla-

mate evidence by no means exhaust (but do accurately exemplify)

the scientific curiosities in this decision. Suffice it to say that there

are other results the FDA finds suggestive though not conclusive,

but nonetheless—or rather, given its new interpretation of the gen-

eral safety provision, therefore—sufficient to deny Abbott’s petition.

Thestatistical and biological significance of these dcpends on such

technicalities (which you need not understand) as whether or not

one can validly apply the Armitage test for linear trend to groups

with N less than five, or whether the Bonferroni multiplier should

be applied to the calculated p-values, or how tumors should be

grouped for statistical analysis (liver tumors together with lung

tumors? all lymphosarcomastogether or only those seen in selected

organs? all tumors of all kinds seen in the test?), or whether dif-

ferent generations within one experiment should be grouped to-

gether rather than analyzed separately, and so on. The evidence

on which the 1980 cyclamate ban is based, far from being solid,

is a stew of shifting, unreproduceable, and ephemeral “findings”

all embedded in a startlingly ad hoc interpretation of scientific

methodology.

Discretion is a two-edged sword

The magnitude of the change in the FDA’s implementation of

food safety policy is shown by contrasting the FDA’s postures in

' National Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention, Re-

port of the Temporary Committee for the Review of Data on Carcinogenicity
of Cyclamate, Appendix V (1976); 55-59.
TUNLA. Littlefield, et al, “Effects of Dose and Time in a Long-Term, Low-
Dose, Carcinogenesis Study,” Journal of Environmental Pathology and Toxi-

cology 3 (1980).
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the cyclamate case with the earlier saccharin and nitrite cases. The

evidence for carcinogenicity in the case of saccharin, as weak as

it is, is far more secure than it is for cyclamate.!? Saccharin at least

does replicably induce a small butstatistically significant (at the

p < .05 level) increase in non-lethal bladder tumors in second gen-

eration rats (i.e., rats whose dams were maximally dosed with

saccharin throughout the conception, gestation, and nursing of their

offspring). This has been shown three times, and there are notests

in which this effect has not been seen. An occasional tumor or two

is seen in first generation rats as well, which could certainly be

interpreted as being “consistent with a small treatmenteffect.” Both

of these features would be adequate under the new reading of the

general safety clause to “raise a question” that, in the absence of

a convincing rebuttal in the form of a mega-rodenttest, would sup-

port a ban. This reasoning was not employed earlier; rather, the

Delaney clause was invoked, and all public debate focused there.

And asfornitrite, the fact that it forms a class of carcinogenic com-

pounds called nitrosamines upon metabolism by the body could

certainly be construed under the newpolicy as “raising a question.”

Again, this reasoning was not used earlier; instead, the Delaney

clause was invoked.
This progression in policy, provided it stands, does make the

Delaney clause entirely redundant (as Peter Hutt presciently fore-

saw), since any set of carcinogenic data strong enough to sustain

a ban under Delaney would necessarily suffice to “raise a question”

under the new interpretation of the general safety clause. In fact,

one cannot envision a situation in which the FDA would have to

rely only on Delaney to withhold approval in a future food addi-

tive decision. Those who have been urging Delaney’s repeal have

been outmaneuvered: For under the Delaney clause, the burden

of proof at least was on those who made an affirmative declaration

that a substance did cause cancer in animals. This need no longer

be done.All that is needed now is a small reason to raise a suspi-

cion that a substance might cause cancer, and then the burden of

proof is on the petitioner to demonstrate that it does not. It is pos-

sible that one day we will look back on the Delaney clause with

nostalgia.

Indeed, the critics of Delaney have been hoisted with their own

petard. For it is the very “discretion” that was supposed to be a
virtue of decision-making under the general safety clause—we were

12°W.R. Havender, “Ruminations on a Rat: Saccharin and Human Risk,” Reg-
ulation (March/April 1979): 17-24.
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told it would allow the agency leeway to weigh benefits against

risks, and to take the exaggerated conditions of animal cancertests

into consideration when estimating human risks—that has permitted

the FDA unexpectedly to revise its application of this provision in a

much morestringent and unreasonable manner. Discretion, it seems,

is a two-edged sword.

It is possible, however, that the FDA’s new policy may not en-

dure. Several features suggest that it will prove impossible to gen-

eralize. For one, a $100 million animal cancer test cannot generally

be required of every petitioner seeking approval for a food additive

about which skimpy doubts can be raised. For another, “creative”
statistics will drown the agencywith “carcinogens” needing reg-

ulation, a substantial fraction of which are probably wrongly so

classified. A hint of what may bein store is given by the fact that

precious few foods could withstand the scrutiny of the FDA’s new

policy. Sugar, for example, has caused statistically significant in-

cidence of tumors (at the p — .05 level) in at least one test,!? as

has pepper,'4 as has Vitamin D,' as has a mixture of egg yolks

and milk.'@ Perhaps the toughest near-term test of the new pol-

icy will be the saccharin decision which is due next summer(if

it is not postponed again). Currently, saccharin is the only artifi-

cial sweetener approved for use in soft drinks, so the public will

no doubt protest vigorously against any attempt to use this policy

to ban saccharin. If it turns out that the new FDApolicy cannot

be so generalized, then it is unlikely that the current cyclamate

denial can stand, either.

The cyclamate episode clearly points up the softness of the word-

ing of the general safety clause. The FDA nominally interpreted

it as requiring a petitioner to supply “proof of a reasonable certain-

ty that no harm will result from the proposed use of an additive,”
which sounds perfectly sensible. But there is no clear meaning

about what “reasonable certainty” of “no harm” means in opera-
tional terms, or what rules should apply for reaching a judgment.

13 Hoffman Laroche Co., Ltd., “Tumorigenicity and Carcinogenicity Study
with Xylitol in Long-Term Dietary Administration to Mice,” Study Number

HLR 25/77774 (January 30, 1978), prepared by Huntingdon Research Center,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, England. Available from the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, Rockville, Maryland.
14J.M. Concon, D.S. Newburg, and T.W. Swerczek, “Black Pepper (Piper
nivrum): Evidence of Carcinogenicity,” Nutrition and Cancer 1 (1979): 22-26.
16 C.H. Gass and W.T. Alaben, “Preliminary Report on the Carcinogenic Dose
Response Curve to Oral Vitamin D,” IRCS Medical Science 5 (1977): 477.
181). Nelson et al., “Hepatic Tumors in Rats Following Prolonged Ingestion
of Milk and Egg Yolk,” Cancer Research 14 (1954): 441-445.
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The cyclamate decision shows how unboundedthese terms can be,
particularly when “questions” and suspicions, rather than facts, are

enough to deny a petition. That cyclamate has been extensively
tested, and that no secure, repeatable finding of cancer has been

established, would seem to supply, by any normal application of

scientific inference, a “reasonable certainty” that no harm would

result from the intended uses of cyclamate. But as we have seen,

the FDA was not governed by normal scientific criteria. With so

little constraint on what the FDA can conjure up to “raise a ques-

tion,” and with the burden of proof so one-sidedly placed on the

petitioner, the potential for arbitrariness is great.

This decision, then, makes the need for reform urgently clear.

With firm direction from the top, the FDA could reform itself, and

it could do so without delay (for example, by repudiating these
tactics in its evaluation of Abbott’s 1982 petition). But even this

sort of reform might not be sustained over time: The law on the
books is clearly soft, so policy at the FDAis likely to go through

wide swings as personnel and presidential administrations change.

Only a change in the law—not merely the Delaney clause but the

general safety clause as well—will be lasting.
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CHIEF OF STAFF March 18, 1982

Mr. Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Room 7026
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

The Subcommittee on International Security and Scientific
Affairs is preparing for hearings on chemical warfare. Information
describing deterrence against use of chemical weapons, Soviet and
U.S. chemical warfare capabilities, binary chemical weapons, and
disarmament would be very valuable to the Subcommittee in preparing
for hearings. More specifically, the Subcommittee is interested
in obtaining information on the fifteen questions presented in the
attachment to this letter.

Discussion between my Staff Director, Ivo Spalatin, and staff
from your Institute for Program Evaluation indicated that the Insti-
tute would be able to provide us with information in time for our
hearings. It would be most helpful to us if the Institute staff
could synthesize and assess the currently existing information on

these fifteen questions and brief us on what they have learned no
later than April 7, 1982 with a written report to follow as soon

as possible thereafter.

The text in this chapter is excerpted from the following sources: U.S. General Accounting Office,
Chemical Warfare: Many Unanswered Questions, Report to the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S.
HouseofRepresentatives ofthe United States; Congressional Record, U.S. House of Representatives,
June 15, 1983, H3990-H4011. Colman McCarthy, “Defending Nerve Gas,” Washington Post, July

30, 1983, p. A23; and Fred Hiatt, “Pentagon Again to Seek Funding for Nerve Gas,” Washington
Post, January 18, 1984, p. Al5. The Washington Postarticles are reprinted by permission of the

publisher.
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Thanking you in advance for your cooperation in responding to
this request, I am

Sincerely yours,

 

 

 

 

 

CJZ:isj

attachment

APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

Attachment

Questions for Analysis Based on Existing Information

Topic 1. Deterrence.

l. What are the different ways to achieve deterrence against use of
chemical weapons and which way has the U.S. chosen to pursue it?

Topic 2. Soviet Capability

(2) What is the nature, extent, and condition of the Soviet stockpile?

(3) To what extent do the Soviets have chemical weapons production/
resserch facilities?

(4) what chemical weapons delivery systems do the Soviets have?

(5) What is the Soviet CW defensive capability?

Topic 3. U.S. Offensive Capability

(6) What is the current U.S. chemical warfare doctrine?

(7) How has the needed U.S. stockpile size been determined?

(8) Are munitions in our current stockpile compatible with
delivery systems introduced or being introduced in Europe?

(9) What other options, besides the binary, exist for modernizing
our chemical warfare capability?

Topic 4. Binary Chemical Weapons

(10) Will the binary program affect the U.S. ability to achieve
both a CW denial and punishment capability?

(11) How would deployment of binary munitions affect military
Operational flexibility?

(12) How do binary and unitary munitions compare in toxicity?

(13) How do unitary and binary weapons compare in safety?

(14) To what extent will binaries increase the risk of proliferation?

Topic 5. Disarmament

415) What are the verification problems with regard to a chemical
weapons ban?
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Chemical Warfare: Many Unanswered Questions
U.S. General Accounting Office, Comptroller General

CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION 

Claiming Soviet superiority in all aspects of chemical
warfare as well as the failure of years of bilateral negotia-

tions aimed at banning chemical] weapons, the U.S. Department of

Defense (DOD) requested a fiscal year 1983 appropriation of $705

million from the Congress for its chemical warfare program.

Although this figure is up sharply from the 1978 chemical war-
fare budget of $111 million and the 1981 budget of $259 million,

it does not tell the whole story of the effort to overhaul the

U.S. chemical warfare program. DOD has a 5-year plan for

increasing the U.S. chemical warfare capability from 1983 to

1987, and its estimate of the total price tag is $6 billion to
$7 billion. Other estimates run up to $14 billion for the next

decade. With billions of dollars at stake in an area where

emotions run high, controversy naturally has been acute. Asa

result, expectations about the proposed plan range from spend-

ing billions of dollars unnecessarily or even harmfully to
endangering the security of the United States and its European
allies if the money is not spent.

We were asked by the House Committee on Foreign Affairs to
look into some of the issues that underlie the current debate on
the need to increase the U.S. chemical warfare capability. In
this report, therefore, we assess and synthesize the information
that is available for addressing four issues of particular con-
cern to the Committee:

--the different ways of deterring chemical warfare,

-~-the comparability of the United States and the Soviet
Union in chemical warfare capability,

--the options for modernizing the present U.S. chemical
warfare system, and

--the likely effects of modernization on the prospects for
disarmament. :

We describe the nature and extent of the information that is

available on each topic, determine the best sources for address-

ing each topic, and discuss the general level of confidence we

have in the findings. We also identify gaps and inadequacies in

our knowledge and raise questions that remain to be addressed.

Given the considerable number of unknowns that continue to exist

in this area, refining and pinpointing the precise nature of
these questions was a major effort.

REVIEWING THE CHEMICAL WARFARE DEBATE

Chemical warfare uses weapons that disperse incendiary

mixtures, smoke, or irritating, burning, or asphyxiating gas.
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Chemicals have been used in warfare throughout history, but
the participants of World War I witnessed the first and last

large-scale use of chemicals on the battlefield. During that

encounter, the Allied forces, in an effort to build up world

Opinion against Germany, embarked on a campaign against chem-

icals, calling their use “barbarous” and "inhumane." The cam-

paign contributed to a public objection to chemical warfare that
Still exists today.

The moral revulsion to chemical warfare that arose in World

War I led to the Geneva Protocol of 1925, which prohibits the
use of asphyxiating, poisonous, and other gases in war. The

Protocol also banned biological (or bacteriological) warfare,
even though biological weapons had not been used in any signifi-
cant sense. Most signatories of the Protocol added a provision

that they would not be bound by it if an enemy used gas or bio-
logical agents against them first. Many gases are stockpiled

today, even though the stockpiling of biological weapons was

banned by international agreement in the 1972 biological warfare
convention.

While there have been numerous allegations that chemicals

have been used in international conflicts over the past 6

decades, few have been substantiated. In all the substantiated
cases, lethal chemical weapons were used against an enemy known
to be deficient in antigas protective equipment or retaliatory
Capability.

The United States maintains the ability to retaliate in
kind should an enemy use chemical weapons first. However,

partly because of an open-air test accident that killed more

than 6,000 sheep, and partly because of public concern about the

effect on the environment of transporting and disposing of chen-
ical weapons, legislation was enacted in 1968 that restricted
the movement of chemical munitions and agents in peacetime and
the development of new weapons where open-air testing is re-

quired. At about the same time, there was also a wave of ad-

verse public opinion over the use of riot control agents (tear
gas) and herbicides during the Vietnamese War, contributing

further to the deemphasis of U.S. chemical warfare capabil-
ities. The United States has produced no chemical weapons of

any kind since 1969 and has been restrained from testing its

stockpile since 1968. Many believe that the U.S. chemical war-
fare capability has become inadequate over this rather lengthy
period of time.

Meanwhile, the Soviet Union has been under no similar

restrictions. Also, some have charged that the Soviets have
violated the international agreement not to develop, produce, or

stock biological weapons and that they have encouraged and

abetted the use of chemicals in Southeast Asia and Afghanistan.

It is against this background that the need to increase the

U.S. chemical warfare capability is being debated. We have not
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been silent on the subject, having produced six reports since

1977 on lethal chemical warfare. In 1977, we looked at the con-
dition of the U.S. stockpile of lethal chemical munitions and

agents (GAO, 1977c), and in 1981 we reviewed the status of DOD's

implementation of our recommendations concerning the stockpile
(GAO, 1981).1 Also in 1977, we examined the U.S. lethal chem-
ical munitions policy in terms of issues facing the Congress
(GAO, 1977b), and in 1979 we updated that report with a fresh

look at the status of issues facing the Congress (GAO, 1979).

Again in 1977, we reviewed U.S. chemical warfare defense, look-
ing at both readiness and costs (GAO, 1977a), and in 1982 we

again investigated the readiness of U.S. forces, equipment, and

facilities to survive and recover from a chemical attack (GAO,
1982). In the present report, we draw upon our earlier reports,
especially our 1982 readiness review, but with considerably dif-
ferent objectives, scope, and methodology.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The House Committee on Foreign Affairs specifically asked

us to synthesize and assess existing information on questions
related to (1) deterrence against the use of chemical weapons,

(2) Soviet and U.S. chemical warfare capabilities, (3) U.S.
chemical warfare modernization, and (4) the likely effect of
modernization on the prospects for disarmament. Debates about

chemical warfare usually discuss one or more of these topics.
We analyzed and synthesized information on chemical warfare to
determine what is known about it, the confidence we can have in

this information, and the gaps and inadequacies that remain.

Thus, our objective is to assess and synthesize the rapidly
accumulating information on chemical warfare relevant to these

topics.

Our method with regard to documents has had four steps.

First, we developed study questions on chemical warfare, basing

them on the Committee's request and organizing them in a logical

sequence. Second, we identified and collected our information
sources (a term that we use interchangeably with the word "“docu-
ment"). Third, we assessed the information, classifying each

source according to the study questions it addresses and the

type of information it presents. When it was appropriate, we
also reviewed the overall quality of the information. Fourth,

in the synthesis, we determined which information is best for
addressing each question, indicated the general degree of confi-
dence that can be attributed to the findings, and identified

remaining information gaps or inadequacies. In table 1 on the

next page, we present an overview of our methodology and link it

to the report's contents.

 

linterlinear bibliographic citations are given in full in

appendix II. The names of authors that are agencies are

abbreviated, as here.
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Table 1

An Overview of the Methodology and a Map ofThis Report

   

  

Formulate Questions > Identify Documents -» Assess Information}—» |

—§

Synthesize Information

List of questions Bibliography Typology for Question 1
Table 2 Appendix Il documents Chapter 2

Table 3
Congressional Questionslinked Question 2
request to documents Classification of Chapter 3

Appendix | AppendixIll documents by type

and question Question 3

AppendixIII Chapter 4

Question 4

Chapter 5

Overall synthesis

Chapter 6         
Along with this effort regarding documentation, we under-

took several supplementary and complementary activities. We
conducted interviews with a wide range of experts. We attended

briefings and congressional hearings on issues related to chem-
ical warfare. We performed these activities throughout the dur-
ation of the project. We used the results of these efforts to

inform each step of our review. The review was performed in
accordance with generally accepted government audit standards.

Formulating the study questions
 

Developing the questions of interest to the Congress on
chemical warfare, we began with the four basic questions in the
chemical warfare debate: (1) How is deterrence against the use
of chemical weapons achieved? (2) How do the United States and
the Soviet Union compare in their chemical warfare capabil-
ities? (3) How can the United States modernize its present

chemical warfare system? (4) What are the likely effects of
nodernization on the prospects for disarmament? As we show in
table 2, we divided each question into several others. While
the list is not exhaustive, each question is undeniably impor-

fant to a comprehensive analysis of the chemical warfare
jebate. In the table, we have marked the specific questions

the Committee asked with an asterisk. The Committee's letter
is reprinted in appendix I.

[dentifying the information sources
 

The controversy surrounding chemical warfare is reflected

Ln the tremendous amount of popular and other literature that



 

0
6
1

Table 2

Chemical Warfare Questions and Subquestions °
 

 

 

 

 

  

QUESTION SUBQUESTION

1.0 How is chemical warfare deterred? 1.1 What is a credible deterrence capability?

1.2 Whatare the different ways of deterring chemical

warfare?”

1.3 How has the United States chosen to pursue deter-

rence?*

2.0 How do the United States and the Soviet Union com- 2.1 Whatare the U.S. and Soviet doctrines governing

pare in chemical warfare capability? the use of chemical weapons?*

2.2 How does the U.S. chemical stockpile compare with

the Soviet Union's and how is stockpile need deter-

mined ?*

2.3 How do the U.S. and Soviet chemical warfare delivery

systems compare?*

2.4 How do the United States and the Soviet Union com-

pare in defensive equipment and personnel?*

2.5 How and to what extent have the United States and

the Soviet Union prepared for implementation?*

3.0 How can the United States modernize its chemical 3.1 What factors are necessary for modernization?

warfare system? . i,
Y 3.2 What are the alternatives to binaries?6*

3.3 Do binaries have substantial advantages over

unitaries?*

4.0 How does modernization affect the prospects for 4.1 How successful have chemical warfare disarmament

disarmament? efforts been?

4.2 What are the verification problems in banning

chemical weapons?*

4.3 What implications does modernization have for disar-
mament?* 
 

° Questions marked with an asterisk (*) were specifically raised for review by the House Committee on Foreign Affairs.

p Instead of containing actual nerve gas, binary weapons contain tworelatively nontoxic chemicals in separate canisters that are allowed

to mix and react only when the munition is being delivered to its target (or being readied for delivery), the chemical combination

being a nerve gas.
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has been written on it. There are literally hundreds, if not

thousands, of newspaper items and editorials, popular maga-

zine articles, technical journal articles, books, studies, and
reports on chemical warfare. It was clear at the outset that
our review of the literature could not be exhaustive, but it was
less clear whether we wanted to be comprehensive or representa-

tive in our readings, how we would know whether we had been com-
prehensive or representative, and whether we would vary our
approach for the different types of information.

Given our study approach and our purpose of separating fact
from fiction, we focused on the information sources that would
be the most likely to contain either original data or original
arguments about chemical warfare. Therefore, sources such as

newspaper items and popular magazine articles are underrepre-
sented in our sample. We concentrated on articles in military
and technical journals and on research studies and reports.

While we looked at testimony in congressional hearings on chem-

ical warfare, we were more interested in reviewing the sources

on which the testimony had been based. We examined classified
literature in addition to open literature. Our use of intelli-
gence data in assessing Soviet capability is described in
chapter 3.

To identify the relevant literature, we used chemical war-

fare bibliographies and reference lists as we encountered them,

searched the literature, and conducted interviews. We reviewed

the chemical warfare files of the Congressional Research Service

and asked the Defense Technical Information Center, the Defense

Logistics Studies Information Exchange, and SCORPIO to search
the literature. We interviewed representatives of the U.S.
Army's nuclear and chemical directorate and representatives of

the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Arms Control Dis-
armament Agency.

Following these procedures, we identified a large number of

technical reports and articles on chemical warfare. The Defense

Technical Information Center search, for example, provided a

list of about 250 unclassified technical reports on chemical

warfare, although we did not review them all. If a report con-
centrated on an area that was not a focus of one of our ques-

tions, such as demilitarization, we did not review it. If we

had several recent references on a topic, we did not review all
the older references. When we followed up on reference lists,

we concentrated on items that were cited frequently and on items
that appeared to focus on study questions for which we had

limited information. Thus, we attempted to be comprehensive in

our search of the literature and selective in our review and

analysis. We completed our selection of documents in May 1982.

We relied on expert opinion to confirm that the final list

of references that we reviewed does in fact represent the liter-

ature available for addressing the study questions. Toward this

end, we asked five experts to review a draft of our bibliography
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and indicate additional sources that contain factual infcrma-

tion or arguments not accounted for in it. The experts, who

take different positions in the debate on chemical warfare
modernization, were Niles Fulwyler (then head of the U.S. Army's
nuclear and chemical directorate), Amoretta Hoeber (Principal

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Research and Development for the

U.S. Army), Matthew Meselson (professor at Harvard University),

John Erickson (professor at the University of Edinburgh), and

J. Perry Robinson (professor at the University of Sussex). In

general, these experts confirmed that our bibliography is repre-

sentative, and we added references suggested by their reviews.

The bibliography of documentary sources we used to address

the study questions is in appendix II. We have arranged the

references in the following categories: reports by congres-

sional agencies and organizations, military and technical jour-

nal articles, other military publications, publications by other

organizations, conference papers and testimony, and books by

individuals.

Assessing the information
 

Once we had identified the sources of information for each

question, we classified them by type and by the questions they

addressed. Then we made judgments about the quality of the

information according to a set of assessment criteria. Later

in the synthesis step, these judgments about type and quality

helped us determine our confidence in the information. This,

in turn, determined whether and how we used each information

source. .

Classifying information sources

by type and by questions
addressed

 

We classified each document we reviewed by type and by the

questions it addressed. We defined eight types, which we have

listed in table 3 on the next page. We also classified each

document by the four study questions and their subquestions

listed in table 2. In appendix III, we have displayed this

classification of the information sources. Each document is

classified by only one type but shares several questions with

other documents.

We found that the types cf information that are available

differ considerably. For example, some reports give accounts

supporting a particular stance on a chemical warfare issue and

raising major points of controversy. Others merely identify the

points of controversy in a neutral way, attempting not to take a

stance on any issue. Still others describe complex simulations

of scenarios of real-life situations, and yet others report on

tests and evaluations. For documents that have mixed charac-

teristics, we selected the predominant characteristic for their

classifications.
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Table 3

Chemical Warfare Document Types and Their Definitions
Type Definition   

  

   

  

 

  
  

 

  

 

 

 
Historical Provides a historical accountof the subject.

Opinion Presents the beliefs of individuals who have special knowledge about thesubject and only oneside of an argument.   Issue review Raises major points of controversy but does not attempt to resolve thecontroversy and supports no one argument. Issue analysis Raises major points of controversy and seeks to resolve the controversy.   Policy study Evaluates alternatives Systematically accordingto stated Criteria and,in somecases,identifies a preferred alternative.

Simulation Reports on the examination of a problem not by direct experimentation butby structured, frequently computer-based, gaming techniques. Documentary Presents expository “eye witness’ material, often secondhand.
Test and Collects and examines expository material Critically by means of Variousevaluation Structured procedures such as content analyses, case Studies, surveys,field  experiments, and intelligence procedures.

Judging the information quality

Next, we made judgments about the quality of the reasoningin each document and the purported facts pertaining to chemical]warfare issues. Because so much of the information on chemicalwarfare is not empirical and, therefore, not subject to theusual questions about the soundness of methodology, we developedan exploratory set of criteria for our assessment of the qualityof information. We list these criteria in table 4. Theirapplicability differs from source to source, and we made noattempt to use each criterion in every case. We made no effort-O "score" the information sources on their quality or to verify
in short, we used the criteria as guides to assessing informa--lon rather than rigorously rating its quality.

ynthesizing the information

Our last step was to identify and integrate the bestOurces of information for addressing each question, to deter-ine the overall degree of confidence in the answer to the ques-ion, and to identify remaining gaps and inadequacies. All elseeing equal, we judged test and evaluation information to be4perior to other types of information. If we had "good" test1d evaluation information, we relied on it and did not neces-arily use sources of other types, except in briefly presenting1é pertinent arguments. For questions for which we did not
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Table 4

Document AssessmentCriteria and Their Definitions

 

 

 

Criterion Definition

Bias To what extent is the author or source potentially involved in chemical warfare out-

comes? !s the source a lobby organization for the military? All else being equal, an in-

dependent, uninvolved source is more credible than a potentially biased one.

Values To what extent does the author make value judgments? How closely do values underlie

the argument? To what extent do values rather than logic constitute the argument?

The more the documentsubstitutes values for logic, the less credibleit is.

Assumptions Are the assumptions explicit or implicit? Are they reasonable or unreasonable? What

support is there for them? A document based on unstated, ‘shaky,’’ or false assump-

tions loses credibility.

Logic To what extent is the logic flawed? The tighter the logic, the more credible the docu-

ment.

Facts To what extent are facts the basis for the arguments? To what extent are the sources

for the facts cited? A documentthat is based on facts that have been or can be

verified is more credible than one thatis not.

Competing Does the argument accountfor competing strategies, hypotheses, or courses of action?

alternatives Is a case madefor rejecting alternatives? An argument for which competing alter-

natives have been analyzed has more credibility than one for which they have not.

Political and To what extent does the argument take into account the political and operational

operational feasibility of what is being recommended? Could the recommended course of action

feasibility  be implemented?
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CHAPTER 6—

  

QUESTIONS ON U.s. CHEMICAL WARFARE CAPABILITY, 
SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS, AND AGENCY COMMENTS

AND OUR RESPONSE

© modernize the nation's
shemical warfare Capability. In the 5 years 1983-87, the U.S.
Jepartment of Defense anticipates spending between $6 billion
ind $7 billion to upgrade the U.S, retaliatory and defensive
themical warfare Capabilities. With this sum of money at stake,
he results of the proposed modernization program range from
Pending billions of dollars unnecessarily, or even harmfully,
© endangering U.S. national security and that of its allies if
he money is not spent.

The House Committee on Fhesize and assess the nature

Oreign Affairs asked us to syn-
ion available to answer the

. extent, and quality of informa-following specific questions:
1. How can chemical warfare be deterred?
2. How do U.S. and Soviet capabilities compare?
3. How can the United States modernize its chemicalwarfare system?

4. How will modernization affect the Prospects fordisarmament?

rfare Capability u
estions.

€@ tO support various positions), (2) the general confidence
t can be placed in that information, and (3) the gaps anddequacies in it. Toward this end, we reviewed and assessedj

are literature, focus-
ents and on empirical
Positions on the chem-

1 warfare modernization debate helped us establsh that we hadferences in our review, indicating sources
guments we had not>ady identified. I ical and empirical focus

ur review, we found that the arguments in most references
based on belief. Most of the factual information isIpported by citations. Few simulations or actual testevaluation studies exist.
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We found a multitude of unanswered questions related to

chemical warfare modernization.
The number of unresolved

issues, both proadly and narrowly defined ones, is large. Some

questions have been partly and inadequately addressed; others

have- apparently
not even been raised. The general picture 1s

that the chemical weapon system is not perceived as a credible

deterrent, little is known about its functioning or its useful-

ness, and a large amount of money is being sought for it. We

are particularly concerned that so many questions remain unan-

swered since the United States has maintained chemical weapons

for so many years and since we have issued a long series of re-

ports identifying deficiencies in U.S. chemical warfare retalia-

tory and defensive readiness.

HOW CAN CHEMICAL WARFARE

BE DETERRED?

The concept of deterrence is generally premised on dissuad-

ing hostile actions through the perception of the will and the

ability to inflict unacceptable consequences on 4 potential

adversary. Deterring chemical warfare is premised on the same

concept, except that analysts differ, according to their indivi-

dual perspectives on tactical warfare and their views of the

utility of chemical weapons, on what specifically is most likely

to be able to inflict, and to be perceived as able to inflict,

unacceptable consequences. Chief among the views are that the

threat of tactical nuclear attack is a credible chemical warfare

deterrent and that a chemical retaliatory capability is neces~-

sary for deterrence.

The literature also presents the essential elements of

retaliatory, OF offensive, and defensive chemical warfare capa-

bilities. These elements include(1) having a well-developed

doctrine, (2) maintaining a sufficient stockpile of weapons, (3)

having delivery systems for the weapons, (4) having adequate and

appropriate defensive equipment and personnel, and (5) being

able to implement the system. The fifth element includes

training, production facilities, and deployment logistics.

Empirical evidence of the significance of these elements in

establishing a credible chemical warfare deterrent is scant.

The literature suggests that lack of chemical warfare assimila-

tion by the military, legal and moral proscription, and fear of

retaliation played important parts in forestalling an extensive

use of chemicals jn World War Il. Historical analyses of alle-

ged uses of chemical weapons suggest that poth the ability to

defend against an enemy using chemical weapons and the ability

to launch a retaliatory attack on the enemy (although not neces”

sarily with chemicals) are important components of deterrence.

The literature jdentifies three broad policy options for

chemical warfare deterrence. Emphasizing different elements

of capability, these are policies on arms control, weapons,

and defense. Policies emphasizing weapons and defense
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call for some offensive or retaliatory capability, whether
nuclear or chemical, yet all three require a strong protectiveposture. The emphasis on weapons differs from the emphasis ondefense by calling for a major conventional, nuclear, or chem-ical warfighting Capability; the emphasis on defense includesa limited chemical retaliatory capability, sufficient only toforce the enemy into chemical protection.

The issues that are prominent in discussions of these threepolicy options are (1) the extent to which the use of chemicalweapons could be rendered ineffective if protective shelter,
clothing, and equipment were adequate to defend against them,(2) the extent to which protective clothing and equipmentseverely degrade military efficiency on both sides, and (3) thelikelihood, necessity for, and utility of a verifiable ban onchemical weapons. Those who argue that strong defensive meas-ures or the threat of tactical nuclear retaliation deter theinitiation of chemical warfare generally look favorably on armscontrol as a way of achieving a chemical weapons ban. Those whodisagree with this view and argue for the importance of imposingan equal degradation of performance on an enemy often favorretaliation-in-kind as a chemical warfare policy.

The literature shows that the United States has consis-tently declared the policy of retaliation-in-kind. Given theexistence of the U.S. chemical weapons arsenal and current pro-posals to upgrade both its retaliatory and its defensive capa-bilities, the United States can be seen as having adopted eithera policy of weapons emphasis or a policy of defense emphasiswith limited retaliatory potential. Some argue, however, thatU.S. policy should be characterized as emphasizing arms control,Since they believe that the United States has been unilaterallydisarming.

HOW_DO U.S. AND SOVIET CAPABILITIES
COMPARE? HOW CAN THE UNITED STATES
MODERNIZE ITS CHEMICAL WARFARE
SYSTEM?

Whether emphasizing defense with limited retaliatory capa-bility, weapons, or arms control, U.S. chemical warfare deter-rence policy requires both chemical retaliatory and defensive,Or protective, capabilities. Retaliatory and defensive Capa-bilities consist of many elements, the basic ones listed in theliterature being doctrine, stockpile size and composition,delivery systems, defensive equipment and personnel, and imple-mentation. We reviewed the literature to determine U.S. andSoviet status on these elements of capability and investigatedDOD's modernization program in light of the current U.S. status.

The literature generally agrees that the United Stateslacks a credible chemical warfare deterrent in terms of the cap-ability elements. That is, perceptions and data agree that the
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United States does not have the means or the ability to

respond effectively to a chemical attack. In contrast, the

literature generally reflects the perception that the Soviets

are highly able to wage chemical warfare. However, open sources

and classified reports contain only limited information to

support the various assertions about specific levels of Soviet

capability.

As for defensive capability, we found a body of facts and

supporting evidence that the Soviets have built a strong ability

to defend against nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare. We

found U.S. inadequacies well-documented with respect to the

ability to retaliate and defend in a chemical warfare environ-

ment. The most favorable comparison for the United States is

jn individual protection, but even here the literature describes

unresolved problems with the U.S. protective suit and mask.

The question that is implicit in DOD's modernization plan

is whether or not modernizing the U.S. chemical warfare capabil-

ity will improve deterrence. Modernizing a chemical warfare

system requires (1) adequate information on the several alterna-

tive ways of modernizing, (2) a strong rationale, based on reli-

able data, for selecting one alternative rather than another,

and (3) comprehensive and integrated plans to coordinate the

improvement of capability ina variety of elements-—among them

doctrine, stockpile, delivery systems, defensive equipment, and

implementation. In our review of existing information on DOD's

modernization program, we did not find convincing evidence that

these three requirements have been adequately met.

Doctrine

The following statements are supported by credible informa-

tion:

--The Soviets are perceived as having a well-developed

and clearly articulated offensive chemical warfare

doctrine.

--The United States is attempting to develop chemical war-

fare doctrine.

--There are many combat scenarios in which chemical weapons

could be used against U.S. forces and there is no compre-

hensive U.S. doctrine for sustaining combat operations in

many such situations.

Information on the following issues is sparse or inadequate

and we are unable to draw conclusions about them with a minimum

level of confidence:

-~-whether the Soviets do have a well-developed and clearly

articulated offensive chemical warfare doctrine;
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--whether the major obstacles to the development ofU.S. chemical warfare doctrine have been identifiedand whether they can be overcome;

--whether procuring binary weapons will complicate effortsto develop retaliatory doctrine;

--whether U.S. retaliatory doctrine can adequately addressthe following: the effects Of combining chemical weaponsand improved conventional munitions in warfare, thelikelihood of inflicting casualties on well-protectedSoviet troops, the likelihood that area-denial tacticscan be pursued given Soviet collective protectioncapabilities, and the likelihood that U.S. forces canacquire targets most susceptible to chemical attackwithout causing unacceptable civilian casualties;

~-whether in the immediate future U.S. defensive doctrineshould be made to reflect the lack of adequate collectiveprotection in combat vehicles and stationary shelters,vehicle and equipment decontamination facilities, andremote-area sensing and alarms.

Stockpile

Regarding the stockpiles of munitions held by the UnitedStates and the Soviet Union, our review finds substantialevidence of the following:

--The United States maintains chemical stockpiles inarsenals within the United States, in a depot onJohnston Island in the Pacific, and in Europe.

--Most U.S. munitions are short-range artillery projec-tiles; the arsenal contains some chemical-filled bombs

--The stockpile in Europe contains

--The total size of the U.s. chemical stockpile and itscondition are not precisely known; estimates range con-sistently from agent tons to agent tons.

--There are approximately agent tons of lethalchemicals in bulk storage in the U.S. stockpile; inaddition, there are between agent tonsof serviceable or repairable munitions.

--The size, mixture, and deployment of the Soviet stockpileis * guesses about its size range fromagent tons to agent tons, indicating theof knowledge in this area.
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The information that is available is inadequate to support

conclusions on the following chemical stockpile questions:

--whether comprehensive logistics plans exist for timely

deployment of chemical weapons to NATO;

--whether the chemical weapons in Europe are enough to

degrade Soviet forces to the same level NATO forces can

expect to be degraded;

--what tonnage need in chemical munitions has been esti-

mated for theaters other than NATO's central region;

--the extent of preventative and rehabilitative measures

being taken to preserve the existing chemical weapons

stockpile;

-~-whether there is a sound basis for determining a stock-

pile of munitions that effectively meets the Soviet

threat and takes advantage of any of its vulnerabilities.

Delivery systems

Analysis of the literature shows that evidence supports the

following assessments of chemical warfare delivery systems:

--The Army is not following recommendations to produce

binary bombs first, rather than artillery projectiles,

in order to acquire a long-range capability.

-~-The Soviet chemical warfare delivery means are virtually

unknown, even though many sources cite them as consisting

of missiles, rockets, bombs, aerial spray tanks, and

artillery.

We found limited information or none on the following

delivery issues:

--U.S. progress in developing a long-range surface-to-

surface chemical warfare delivery capability;

--U.S. progress in developing short-range chemical warfare

delivery means

--whether air-delivered chemical munitions are practi-

cable in the face of Soviet anti-aircraft capabilities;
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Defensive equipment

The information on defensive systems Supports the following
assessments:

~~Tests have shown that the U.S. protective suit causes
less heat stress than Soviet suits.

--U.S. suits are flammable, cannot be laundered, and must
be disposed of when they are saturated.

--U.S. protective masks need a flexible lens and external
filters that are easy to change.

--The United States lacks an adequate chemical sensing and
alarm capability.

--The United States has limited collective protection capa-
bilities for vehicles; the Soviets have seriously pursued
collective protection.

--The United States lacks efficient equipment for the
large-scale decontamination of troops, weapons, and
vehicles; Soviet forces appear to have a substantial
decontamination capability.

--The United States planned to have 7,400 chemical defense
specialists by fiscal year 1982; the Soviets have been
estimated as having between 50,000 and 100,000 troops
dedicated to nuclear, biological, and chemical defense.

Our knowledge is less certain, or nonexistent, on the
following points:

-~-plans for and progress in fitting various existing U.S.
combat vehicles for collective protection;

--the operability of Soviet collective protection systems
in combat vehicles, as planned, under combat conditions
of high mobility and repeated weapon firings.

Implementation

In examining implementation capabilities, we found credible
evidence supporting the following statements:

the United States does
not have plans for deploying binary munitions in Europe.
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We identified very little information on implementation issues
such as whether the operational characteristics of binaries
(such as their mixing time) require special training or doctri-
nal considerations.

In essence, the findings of the literature on the five
elements of doctrine, stockpile, delivery systems, defense
equipment, and implementation can be summarized as follows:

1. The United States does not have a chemical warfare doc-

trine, yet DOD is preparing to modernize the chemical

weapons arsenal. There is evidence that the Soviets

have developed a defensive doctrine for integrated con-
ventional, nuclear, and chemical warfare scenarios;
little is known about Soviet offensive doctrine.

The precise size and condition of the U.S. stockpile

are not known, but it is known that
and no long-range

surface-to-surface capability at all. Little is known
about the size and mixture of Soviet chemical munitions.

There appears to be no U.S. plan for developing a long-
range surface-to-surface chemical weapons delivery
capability. The Soviets are assumed to have every con-
ceivable means of delivering chemical warfare agents,

but

The United States has put into the field relatively
good protective suits but needs to improve decontamina-
tion capability, remote area detection, collective pro-

tection in vehicles, and stationary shelters, with
remote sensing and alarm capability being seen as pre-

senting an especially critical deficiency. The Soviets
have made extensive chemical warfare defensive prepara-
tions in all areas--decontamination, detection, indivi-
dual and collective protection.

The United States has not pursued initiatives with NATO
allies that would allow the forward deployment of

binary weapons,

Binary alternatives
 

Alternatives to the procurement of binary weapons are iden-

tified and discussed in the literature. Most commonly it is
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argued that the United States has a stockpile of chemical
weapons that is sufficient for any likely retaliation-in-kindrequirement. The DOD position is that the present stockpile isdeficient in both size and mixture of weapons and that only pro-ducing binaries will rectify this situation. We find that pres-
ent knowledge is not adequate either to refute or to support the
claims and counterclaims in this debate.

We searched for evidence that indicates that the new binary
weapons will give DOD substantial advantages it does not havewith the unitary weapons. We found that the following state-
ments are well supported by the available evidence:

--Design characteristics give binary weapons safety fea-
tures that facilitate their handling, storage, and trans-
portation in peacetime.

--"Arming" the binary weapons diminishes these safety fea-
tures.

--Open-air testing has been banned since 1969 and as a
result no field data have been collected on the perform-
ance characteristics of binary weapons.

--Binary weapons require more space for storage and trans-
portation than unitary weapons do. For the 155—-mm pro-
jectiles, for example, nearly four times as much space is
required.

‘We found little or no information regarding the following
issues and, therefore, cannot make conclusions about them with
an acceptable level of confidence:

--the extent to which the noise and odor associated with
the binary weapons detract from their utility in achiev-
ing military objectives;

--the extent to which the technical aspects of binary weap-
ons, including mixing and arming then, place unacceptable
constraints on the weapons' tactical utility;

--the extent to which data from simulants are useful in
predicting the performance of binary weapons and, there-
fore, their utility in meeting military objectives;

~-whether binary weapons offer significant advantages over
unitary weapons on a wide range of operational and tech-
nical factors such as dispersion patterns and toxicity
levels;

--whether binary chemicals are safe to produce;

--whether procuring binary weapons will Significantly
improve the U.S. chemical retaliatory capability.
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We found that the evidence is generally insufficient for

conclusions on the performance advantages of binary weapons
compared with unitary weapons. There is support for the asser-

tions about the peacetime safety features of binary weapons, and

there are also unexplained indications that these peacetime ad-
vantages may have related wartime costs.

HOW DOES MODERNIZATION AFFECT
THE PROSPECTS FOR DISARMAMENT ?
 

 

Having reviewed DOD's plans for chemical weapons moderniza-

tion, we examined information on the effect modernization is

likely to have on the prospects for the ultimate deterrent—~a

chemical weapons ban. We found a history of slow progress in

treaty negotiations, which have been substantially hampered by a

lack of agreement on the issues of verification. Although the

United States and the Soviet Union have agreed that the verifi-

cation of a chemical weapons treaty should be based on a combi-

nation of national and international measures, the Soviets have

consistently rejected requests for on-site verification of

treaty provisions. A draft paper delivered in 1982 to the

United Nations by the Soviet Union may offer some hope of flexi-
bility in the Soviet position, but the Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency is taking a “wait and see” attitude toward the draft
paper. The verification issues are complex, and in many areas
information potentially useful in resolving them is lacking.

For example, we found no objective evaluations of whether
using several nonintrusive verification techniques at one time
would bolster the likelihood of detecting activities related to
chemical weapons. In addition, we found that a number of perti-
nent questions have not been addressed:

--Have technological advances in the last decade made long-

range sensing devices (such as remote sensors in air or
on space platforms) likely verification tools?

-~-Is computer-based verification realistic and not overly
intrusive?

--What techniques or combination of techniques give the
greatest probability of detecting treaty violations?

As to whether U.S. chemical warfare modernization plans
would result in a negotiations breakthrough or breakdown, we

found advocates for both positions but little data. The argu-
ments depend on beliefs about how a U.S. chemical weapons build-
up would be perceived. We inquired whether procuring binary

chemical weapons would mean a proliferation of chemical weapons

and a further complication of disarmament negotiations. Argu-
ments on these issues depend on how easily binary weapons can be

produced and the way in which binary weapons would further
complicate the already complex verification issue. Resolution
of the arguments will require answers to these questions:
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(1) How easily can binaries actually be produced? (2) What
nations have the ability to produce binaries? (3) How would
producing binaries affect the value of existing verification
procedures? We find that these questions are rarely enunciated
and even more seldom analyzed.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

The general impression left by the literature is that there

is little empirical data in areas pertaining to the functioning
and usefulness of chemical weapons. Conjecture plays a major
role in the formulation of theories of chemical warfare deter-

rence and in the analysis of Soviet threats and U.S. responses.
We offer the following seven observations on primary information
needs.

Observation l
 

The literature agrees that more reliable information is

needed on Soviet offensive capabilities. The evidence is strong
that the Soviets have been building their nuclear, biological,

and chemical defensive capabilities, but this does not neces-
sarily imply, as is sometimes assumed, that U.S. retaliatory
chemical warfare capabilities require strengthening.

Observation 2
 

It is argued reasonably in the literature that some retali-

atory chemical capability is necessary in order to degrade enemy

performance and remove the potential advantage of an enemy's

using chemical weapons, but the literature shows no analysis of
the proportion of chemical to nonchemical munitions that would
be required to achieve this objective. No analysis identifies
the implications for the U.S. stockpile when degradation is the
major military objective.

Observation 3
 

The literature does not conclude that chemicals are tac-

tically more advantageous than other weapons in achieving mili-
tary objectives other than the degradation of an enemy's per-
formance. There seems to be no information on the comparative

ability of chemical and other weapons, alone and in combination,
to cause casualties in attacking specific battlefield targets.

If analysis is to be conducted, it should assume a well-

protected enemy, given what is known about Soviet defensive
capabilities.

Observation 4
 

Comparative analyses of the effectiveness of the various

chemical delivery systems have not been made. The literature is
confined to concern about reliance on the Bigeye bomb for long-
range capability.
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Observation 5

Despite the fact that a simulation sponsored by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff indicates that as much as

, there is no evidence that steps are being

taken to protect civilian populations in the event of a chemical
war.

Observation 6
 

The literature shows that historically chemicals have been
used in warfare in only limited ways because chemical warfare
has never been assimilated into armed forces procedures, prepar-

ing everyone on the battlefield with respect to chemical weapons
so that they know what to do, how to do it, when to do it, and
what will happen if it is done. The literature shows that it
has still not been assimilated.

- However,

the simulation study sponsored by the Joint Chiefs of Staff

indicates that, in a European conflict,

. The question of a chemical versus a

tactical nuclear response, and the associated costs, deserves

further analysis.

Observation 7
 

Given the implications for national security and dollar

expense in DOD's proposal to modernize U.S. chemical warfare

capability by producing binary weapons, the literature contains

surprisingly little analysis of the advantages and disadvantages

of these weapons compared with the unitary weapons they would

replace. What is known about the ability of other countries to

produce nerve agent and munitions should be brought up to date

in a way that considers their binary capabilities and identifies

the implications for the issue of the verification of a weapons

ban.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR RESPONSE

Draft copies of this report were submitted to DOD for com-

ment on December 9, 1982, and we granted a request for addi-

tional time beyond the customary 30 days for review, extending

DOD's comment period to January 21, 1983. On January 24, 1983,

we met with DOD officials at the Pentagon. Our representatives

were advised that written comments would not be available and

that the purpose of the meeting was to provide us with official

oral comments on the draft report. These official oral comments

were presented by Dr. Theodore Gold, the Deputy Assistant to the

Secretary of Defense for Chemical Matters. Dr. Gold began his

comments by acknowledging a need for good analyses on chemical
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warfare. We concurred with this view and indicated that we
were aware that his office was proposing to sponsor analyses,
through the Institute for Defense Analyses, on chemical warfare
joint test and evaluation. We also indicated our familiarity
with previous IDA analyses on chemical warfare. After this
preliminary, Dr. Gold presented four points as the official DOD
comments on this report.

DOD point 1

A literature review is not an adequate method for address-
ing issues in this area because some relevant information is not
in documented form. Moreover, the draft report does not cover
some documents that are pertinent to the issues. Giving an
example of the limitation of a literature review as a basis for
addressing issues in this area, Dr. Gold cited our discussion in
the report of the size and condition of the U.S. chemical
stockpile. He contended that quoting figures from various
documents written over a period of several years does not
constitute an adequate basis for judging stockpile size or
condition. He noted that DOD had recently attempted to assess
the chemical weapons stockpile.

Our response

We informed Dr. Gold that we used several techniques in
preparing the report. We reviewed the literature but we also
made use Of a panel of experts, who assisted us in determining
which documents to include in our review. We assessed the value
of each document in terms of how well it Supported its conclu-
sions and the degree to which its findings were reinforced by
Similar conclusions in other studies. We incorporated informa-
tion from interviews we held with officials of DOD, including
the armed services, and with notable experts and independent re-
searchers. In the course of collecting data, we attended brief-
ings and congressional hearings on chemical warfare issues. The
information we gained in these activities supplemented the in-
formation we gathered from the literature and helped us identify
the major issues in the subject of chemical warfare. (In
chapter 1, we present full details of our methodology).

With regard to the stockpile example Dr. Gold raised, we
informed him that we used two recent documents sponsored by DOD
to address stockpile issues in our report--the 1981 Defense
Science Board study and DOD's 1982 report to the Congress on
chemical warfare. When we asked Dr. Gold for documentation
on the more recent DOD efforts to assess the stockpile size and
condition, he did not provide any additional sources.

DOD point 2

The report does not provide a balanced and complete picture
of the important issues in chemical warfare. Giving an example,
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Dr. Gold stated that we had not reviewed primary intelligence

data regarding an enemy's threat of using chemical weapons.

Our response
 

We discussed with Dr. Gold and the DOD officials how we

used intelligence information, and we agreed to clarify the
report to show that we did not use primary intelligence data,
did not challenge any intelligence data, and accepted at face
value and used intelligence information that is cited in DOD

documents. We also pointed out that the Central Intelligence

Agency reviewed a draft of the report and did not challenge the

way we have referred to intelligence information.

DOD point 3

The report contains many factual errors and errors of

omission, and there is additional documentation that would have

been of assistance in the preparation of the report.

Our response
 

We requested Dr. Gold to support his statement that the

report contains many factual errors. However, he offered us no

examples of error in the report, responding only that DOD did

not make a line-by-line review. When we asked for the titles

and sources of the additional documentation that Dr. Gold had

referred to, none were given.

. DOD's point 4
 

GAO did not work through Dr. Gold's office and did not talk

to responsible officials in DOD or the individual services.

Our response

Regarding Dr. Gold's concern that we did not work with his

office and did not talk with responsible officials, we pointed

out that we had conducted the interview and data collection

phase of our work before he arrived at DOD and that we will make

this clearer in the report. We also presented him with a list

of individuals in DOD and the services whom we made contact

with during our audit. The list includes Major General Niles

Fulwyler and members of his staff (his office served as the

Army's focal point for chemical warfare matters Curing the per-

iod of our review), Colonel John Tengler of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, Victor Utgoff and Colonel Horace Russell of the National

Security Council, Robert Mikulak of the Department of State, and

Professor John Deutch of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology (during a briefing on chemical warfare that he presented

at the MITRE Corporation). We added that we had attended and

obtained testimony presented to the Senate Appropriations Com-

mittee in May 1982 by Dr. Richard L. Wagner, the Assistant to
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the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, by Dr. Theodore

‘Gold, the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for

Chemical Matters, and by the Honorable James F. Leonard, former

Ambassador and senior official in the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency on chemical and biological warfare issues.
Dr. Gold indicated that Amoretta Hoeber, the Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and
Acquisition, has no records indicating that she received,

reviewed, and commented on the list of sources we compiled for

this report. We replied to Dr. Gold that we can provide
documentation that verifies that she did review a draft version

of our bibliography (printed as appendix II in this report).

We have revised the report so that it includes a discussion

of how we treated intelligence information, which we hope
clarifies the concern that DOD raised. The other official
comments were so general that, without more specific reference,
we were unable to make any revision that could be based on them.

We received a written response from DOD well past the
established time for the submission of agency comments.
However, since it documents the oral presentation we have

discussed above, we have included it in the final report in
appendix IV. The letter of response we sent to DOD is also
printed in appendix IV.
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The Response from the Department of Defense

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON.O.C 20301

 

RESEARCH AND KR Af4 Feo S23
ENGINEERING

Ms Eleanor Chelimsky
Director, Institute for Program Evaluation
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Ms Chelimsky:

This is the Department of Defense response to your draft
report entitled "Will the Billions of Dollars for the Chemical
Warfare Modernization Program Accomplish Its Stated Objectives?",
Code 973544 (OSD Case 6152). Fulfillment of this report's intent
(as stated on page 1) could have provided valuable assistance
to elevate and inform the current national debate on how best
to eliminate the threat of chemical warfare (CW). However, as
currently written, the report does not provide a complete, accu-
rate, or balanced review of the questions (as was the stated
purpose of the effort), or offer any recommendations for action
to those responsible for administering the program. As a result,
the report does not provide useful views and data that will
raise the level of debate, or enhance the knowledge or under-
standing of either responsible proponents or critics of the CW
Modernization Program.

As acknowledged in the report, Soviet CW capabilities, US
arms control efforts, and the DOD program to deter chemical
warfare are addressed and assessed using as a basis only a litera-
ture review. The auditors did not review intelligence data,
did not talk to responsible officials, did not read Congressional
testimony, did not visit facilities and installations, did not
review pertinent arms control verification documents, and did
not review applicable service manuals and plans. In short,
critically pertinent information and sources necessary to an
informed judgment were omitted from the review.

The report indicates that there are a "multitude of unan-
swered questions." Many of the questions appear unanswered,
because the proper source was not contacted and pertinent ques-
tions were not raised during the audit. For example, DOD has
an office--Office of the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of
Defense (Chemical Matters)--that is the focal point for all
chemical warfare matters, but that office was not contacted
during the course of the audit. An example of the limitations
of the report's literature search approach is found on page 6-9,
where the authcrs state that "The total size of the US chemical
stockpile and its condition are not precisely known; our review
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consistently found estimates ranging from * agent tons to a
agent tons.'' These estimates were apparently extracted from a
variety of documents written over a period of years. These
sources do not constitute an adequate basis to judge what DOD
believes is the pertinent question. That is, does the current
custodian of the chemical stockpile know its size and composition?
As far as we can determine, the auditors made no attempt to
evaluate DOD's current state of knowledge, or to evaluate its
recent effort to assess stockpile conditions. This type omission
is evident throughout the report, rendering it unreliable as a
guide to understanding the issues, even if the audit had not
been based entirely on an incomplete literature review.

The study and identification of the true points of conten-
tion in the important and emotionally-charged issues surrounding
the CW Modernization Program would be a valuable asset to a
national debate. Alternatively, a comprehensive discussion of
the substantive positions of both proponents and critics of
modernization of our CW deterrent capability would be of great
value. Although review of this draft report shows it will con-
tribute to neither objective, DOD will continue to cooperate in
any effort to illuminate the key issues involved in the central
objective of eliminating the threat of chemical warfare.

Sincerely,

hi an

James P. Wade, Jr. =

Princinal D:--0s Under Srenrt nace ne
D i cee
=Aa

* Numbers are classified.
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

 

INSTITUTE FOR PROGRAM

EVALUATION

February 22, 1982

Mr. James P. Wade, Jr.

Principal Deputy Under Secretary of

Defense for Research and Engineering

Department of Defense

Dear Mr. Wade:

Thank you for your letter of February 4 giving me the written position

of the Department of Defense (DoD) on our Chemical Warfare paper. AS you

know, your letter was delayed beyond the time which GAO allocates for agency

comments (DoD had the full 30 days, plus a 10-day extension requested by

your staff and granted by GAO). However, since your letter contains no new

information and reiterates some of the points already made to us by your

staff in the official “verbal comments” session of January 24, you may be

sure that we have carefully considered all of your points and that we will

be responding generally to the DoD comments in our report.

One thing you may want to note: I think we are in presence of a misunder-

standing about the nature of our report methodology: it is neither a "litera-

ture review" nor an audit. It is an information synthesis which does indeed

begin with a literature review but goes very much further, analyzing the

quality of each piece of information (in terms of the evidence supporting it)

with an end-product of refined information about the state of knowledge in a

particular area at a particular time.

 

The purposes of such an effort are: (1) to try to make sense out of

conflicting information that exists on a given topic (conflicts cannot always

be easily resolved, of course, but sometimes they can be when it turns out,

for example, that one study has been soundly designed, implemented, and reported,

whereas another is based solely on the author's opinion or on anecdotal evi-

dence); (2) to develop an agenda showing clearly where the gaps in needed in-

formation are that call for new agency research; and (3) to lay the groundwork

for further GAO evaluation or audit work in the area.

In using the information synthesis approach, we do not expect to propose

any agency action, other than the filling of important knowledge gaps our work

has revealed. Therefore we make no recommendations, contrary to the procedure

we would use in a methodology featuring original data collection, such as an

effectiveness evaluation or an economy and efficiency audit. However, we do

make conclusions and observations about the information we have found and to
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do this naturally entails the prior elaboration of a synthesis framework laying
out the questions and subquestions to be answered, the scope, nature, and time-
frame of the initial literature review, and the criteria for assessing the
quality of the information. If you look at our report, you will see that we
have documented this important front-end work in considerable detail.

A potential problem in such an approach might be the question of the
"universe": that is, how can we be sure we've got all the major studies? In
this case, although it was an especially arduous task to accomplish--given the
breadth, international character, and classification of the topic, and the
obscurity of some of the work--we now feel assured that we have covered all
the major studies done as of May 1982 (end-date for our data collection effort).
One of the methods we use in the synthesis approach to reach this assurance is
through the combined knowledge of a panel of experts. (In this case, we in-
cluded DoD's General Niles Fulwyler and Dr. Amoretta Hoeber. The OSD focal
point position was not filled at that time, as you know.) We were further
confirmed in our confidence by peer reviews of our work (including the CIA)
and our January 24 session with your staff in which no title, document, or

source was produced that GAO had not already reviewed and analyzed.

With regard to the potential benefits of the synthesis approach, we feel

they are enormous. First, the ability to draw on a large number of soundly
designed and executed studies adds great strength to the knowledge base when
findings are consistent across different studies by different scholars using
different methods. No single study, no matter how good, can have this kind
of power. Second, when studies are not well designed and executed, the knowl-
edge that there exists no firm basis for action is also an important benefit:
the size of the risk is clarified, necessary caution is introduced into the

debate, and over the long term, the number of failed shots in the dark is

likely to be diminished.

I hope this letter will better explain what we are trying to do and how
it differs from an audit or literature review. A GAO staff paper describing
the synthesis methodology may be of additional help. Please let me know if
you would like to see it. -

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

{o... Ha.,
Eleanor Chelimsky
Director
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Congressional Record—House

June 15, 1983

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. ZABLOCKI

Mr. Zablocki: Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. Zablocki: Page 2, line 15, strike out

“$2272,500,000” andinsert in lieu thereof “$2,157,900,000”.

(Mr. Zablocki asked and was given permission to revise and extend his

remarks.)

Mr. Zablocki: Mr. Chairman, for 3 years now the Congress has been

engaged in a vigorous debate with the Department of Defense over the ques-

tion of breaking this country’s longstanding moratorium on the production of

lethal nerve gas.
Last July, in an historic vote, the House of Representatives overwhelmingly

rejected—by a margin of 251 to 159—the Pentagon’s request for new nerve

gas when it adopted an amendmentoffered by myself and the gentleman from

Arkansas (Mr. Bethune), my Republican colleague, to delete funds for chemi-

cal weapons production.

Last year, when the Congress decisively rejected any binary production

money, the House at the same time expressed a clear desire to maintain our

existing chemical retaliatory capability, while pursuing serious chemical arms

control negotiations.

I recall that in that debate, we pointed out, that rather than produce the

binary, we should spend money on defense against chemical warfare.

I believe that the American people support continuation of the policy

whichseeks to eliminate the horrible threat posed by chemical warfare.

It is for this reason that I am once again introducing this amendment,

along with the gentleman from Arkansas (Mr. Bethune), to delete $114.6 mil-

lion requested for binary chemical weaponsproduction. We do notdelete any

money from research and development.

I would like to point out to my colleagues that this amendment enjoys

broad based support from Members on bothsides of the aisle.

To namejust a few, Mr. Bethune and

I

are joined today by Mr. Edwards of

Oklahoma, Mrs. Roukema, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Leach, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Green,

Mr. Gejdenson, and Mr. Kastenmeier.

I want to makeit perfectly clear again to our colleagues, Mr. Chairman,

precisely what the effect of my amendment is. The amendment leaves intact

nearly 90 percent of the funds requested for the U.S. chemical warfare pro-

gram. That amount, that 90 percent is over three quarters of a billion dollars.
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This includes almost $70 million for badly needed chemical defensive pro-

grams, $76 million for demilitarizing the small portion of the current stockpile

that is unusable, and about $40 million for research and development and,
maintenance of the existing stockpile of lethal chemical weapons.

Now, whyare westriking this $114.6 million? It is because in my opinion,

Mr. Chairman, we are not ready to go into production of binary munitions.

They have not been adequately tested. We have problems with the Big Eye

bomb,in particular, which has been blowing upin laboratorytests.

Simply put, my amendment would only delete $114.6 million for the pro-

duction of binary weapons, which are not needed, are not fully tested, and

which would result in billions of dollars of unnecessary Government spending.

Mr. Chairman, | am convinced that the Congress wisely deleted the funds

last year and that the Congressis equally justified in deleting the funds for this

costly and unnecessary program againthis year.

Two recent developments whichI will now discuss reinforce this point. Just

a month ago, the Pentagon asked the House Armed Services Committee to

defer $43 million it had sought for the production of the Big Eye binary

bombs, because the bomb could explode on its own and spew deadly nerve

gas while being carried by American fighter aircraft.

According to Dr. Ted Gold, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Chemical Matters, the problems with the Big Eye binary bomb were notdis-

covered until late last year. This particularly disturbing in light of the fact that

the Big Eye bomb had been under developmentsince the late 1950’s.

The Chairmanpro tempore: The time of the gentleman from Wisconsin has

expired.

(By unanimous consent, Mr. Zablocki was allowed to proceed for an addi-

tional 5 minutes.)

Mr. Zablocki: And also, because the Pentagon had sought congressional

approval of funds for Big Eye bomb production last year before these serious

technical problems were discovered.

I believe there are two important lessons to be learned from the Big Eye

bomb “bomb.”First, it underscores the importance of not proceeding with the

production of weapons systems that have not been adequately and fully

tested, which the binaries have not been; and second, it calls into question the

viability of the binary concept which was thought to be a so-called proven

technology.

Mr. Chairman, the second development which | referred to earlier was the

release by the Committee on Foreign Affairs of a report prepared by the Gen-

eral Accounting Office, entitled “Chemical Warfare: Many Unanswered Ques-

tions.” I would hope our colleagues, Mr. Chairman, would carefully review
this document.

This new report which was begun nearly 2 years ago, concludes that spend-

ing billions of dollars on the production of binary nerve gas will not provide

the United States with a “credible chemical warfare deterrent” capability.
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The GAO report reaffirms what many of use have argued for the past sev-

eral years; that 1s, that the first priority of our chemical program should bethe

correction of long standing deficiencies in U.S. chemical warfare doctrine,

training, and defensive equipment. Production of new binary nerve gas weap-

ons will not improve the U.S. chemical warfare deterrent posture in the fact of

these serious deficiencies.

Further, Mr. Chairman, the GAO report madethe following findings:

First, contrary to DODassertions that the Soviet Union possesses a mas-

sive chemical warfare capability, GAO foundthat:

Little is known about the size and mixture of the Soviet stockpile of chemical

munitions” and, that

The Soviet chemical warfare delivery meansare virtually unknown.

Second, despite DODclaimsthat the U.S. stockpile of chemical weaponsis

obsolete and deteriorating, GAO foundthat:

The precise size and condition of the U.S. stockpile are not known:

Third, although DOD had claimed that binaries are more advantageous

than the existing unitary chemical weapons, GAOdisagrees. The report says:

Available data does not sustain the argument that binaries offer substantial
technical and operational advantages over existing weapons.

Binaries place greater space requirements on storage, transportation, and

deployment.

The mixing requirements of binaries may diminish their operations effective-
ness, and

Peacetime advantages (of binaries) may have related wartime costs (such as

mixing time and more complex logistics).

Fourth, despite Reagan administration claims that binary chemical weap-

ons production may have a positive effect on prospects for chemical weapons

arms control, GAO foundthat:

Binary production might complicate verification procedures.

Finally, although the United States has possessed lethal chemical weapons

for decades, the GAO foundthat:

The United States does not have a chemical warfare doctrine.

The United States, unlike the Soviet Union, has not built a strong ability to

defend against chemical warfare, and

The United States does not have realistic or adequate training and exercises

for chemical warfare.

Mr. Chairman,if there are any Members here that have some concerns or

questions regarding the U.S. retaliatory capability, I do not have a secret doc-

ument which outlines our stockpile. I shall not quote from it, but it is avail-

able. I am sure the Armed Services Committee and the gentleman from
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Arkansas (Mr. Bethune) have the same information. I do not think we need to

go into a secret session, but the data which supports myclaim asto the ade-

quacy of our existing chemical weaponsstockpile is available.

Finally, as to DODclaims that binaries are safer and better than existing

unitary munitions, the GAO disagrees, noting that binaries have significant

technical and operational disadvantages over existing weapons,and therefore,

more investigation is needed and more research and developmentis needed.

That is what many of us in Congress are saying. Research and develop-

ment, yes. Production of untested and unreliable binary munitions, no.

This is basically the bottom line of this amendment.

I am one who has continuously supported an adequate defense for our

country. I would not be offering this amendmentif I thought I would be

putting my country, our country, at a disadvantage.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on Foreign Affairs has had an active interest

in U.S. chemical warfare policy for the past decade. During the many hearings

we have held over the years on this issue, we have always sought to answer

one key question: “Does resumed nerve gas production contribute to US.

national security interests?”

Mr. Chairman, the answer has and continuesto be “No.”

The United States already has an adequate stockpile of usable nerve gas

munitions which have been fully tested and can be relied upon to provide a

sufficient retaliatory capability in a crisis situation.

Yes, yes, there are a few old munitions that must be destroyed. But to

produce new binaryartillery shells, which are 18 times the cost of upgrading

one existing unitary shell, is simply a waste of the taxpayers’ money.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman from Wisconsin

(Mr. Zablocki) has again expired.

(By unanimous consent Mr. Zablocki was allowed to proceed for 3 addi-

tional minutes.)

Mr. Zablocki: To move forward with the production of binary munitionsat

this time, Mr. Chairman, would be detrimental to our relations with our

friends andallies in Europe who oppose chemical weaponsand could seriously

jeopardize NATO’s ability to go forward with intermediate nuclear force

deployments in the event that there is no progress in the INF talks by
Decemberof this year.

Mycolleagues, I just got back from a NATO assembly over the weekend.In
talking with and questioning our counterparts, parliamentarians from our
NATOally countries, I found that they continue to be concerned about chem-
ical warfare. Where would we place these weapons? Whattheater are they to
be used in? Is it not Europe?

But ourallies will not allow them to be deployed in their countries. Only
one country at the present time has chemical weaponsonits soil. If we do not
have a place to keep them, the question in my mind is why are we spending so
much money on the binary program and not spending moneywherewereally
need it, which is on chemical defensive programs.
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Resumed nerve gas production affords the Soviet Union yet another prop-
aganda advantage vis-a-vis the world community. Yes, you and I know they

have been charged with using chemicals in Afghanistan, in Kampuchea. Butif

we go into production after some 14 years of a moratorium, the Soviets would

say the United States intends to use chemical warfare.

I believe that it is clear that binary production undermines rather than

enhances U.S.security interests.
Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to support this bipartisan effort to

delete the funds for production of binary weapons.

Mr. Bethune: Mr. Chairman,will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Zablocki: I will be delighted to yield to the gentleman from Arkansas.

Mr. Bethune: I would like to compliment the gentleman on his amendment

and express my appreciation for the way in which he has worked with me over

the last year. I think the gentleman has brought out some very excellent points

and certainly in the space of the short time in which he was permitted to

address the House he has provoked thought among Membersaboutthesalient

issues which we must deal with before we can make any decisions onthis

binary weapons programs.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman from Wisconsin

(Mr. Zablocki) has again expired.

(On request of Mr. Bethune and by unanimous consent Mr. Zablocki was

allowed to proceed for 2 additional minutes.)

Mr. Bethune: The fact of the matter is since 1969 this country has neither

produced nor used chemical weapons.

This is in stark contrast to what the Soviet Union has done.I think the

whole world knowscertainly by perception if not in reality that the Soviet

Union is producing andis using chemical weapons.Thestories of Sverdlovski,

Afghanistan, Southeast Asia, are enoughevidence, I think, on that point.

I hope as Memberslisten to the debate they will not only consider the very

particular arguments that you and I and others will make aboutthe particular

weapons under consideration, the nature and extent of the stockpiles and so

forth, but that they will pay close attention to the point the gentleman made

about how ourallies feel about the binary weapons and aboutthe environ-
ment that exists at the Committee on Disarmament presently and in the

world, which this country could take advantage of in its quest for a treaty,

which would bethe ultimate cure to the problem,and that is a ban on chemi-

cal weapons. I hope that Memberswill listen attentively because I am satisfied

that those who wish to commence productionwill try very hard to offer very

interesting amendments or substitutes that would lead Members to believe

that we are not really making a decision here today to produce, we are only

making a decision to sort of get started.
I think it will become clearer as the debate wears on that you cannot have

it both ways and that the best procedure for this country today is to hold to

the existing policy until such time as wearesatisfied that we need to do this,
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which we do not need to do right now, and until we are satisfied that the

weaponsthat they are offering to this House for approval work, and the ones

that they are offering now do not work.

So I think those are the twocritical issues that will have to be developed

here in the course of this debate, but always being sensitive to the question of

arms control and the feelings of our friends and ourallies in nonalined coun-

tries around the world.

Mr. Zablocki: I thank the gentleman for his contribution. We should not

give the Soviet Union an opportunity to transfer the criticism of the world,

that is now on their back, on us.

Amendment Offered by Mr. Leath of Texas to the

Amendment Offered by Mr. Zablocki

Mr. Leath of Texas: Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment to the

amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:

Amendmentoffered by Mr. Leath of Texas to the amendmentoffered by Mr.
Zablocki: Strike out the amount proposedto be inserted by the amendment and

insert in lieu thereof “$2,272,400,000”.

At the end of the amendmentadd the following:

“At the end oftitle I (page 10, after line 12) add the following new section:

“LIMITATION ON THE PRODUCTION OF BINARY
CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

“Sec. 109. Funds appropriated pursuant to authorizations of appropriations
in section 101 for ammunition for the Army for binary chemical munitions may

be used for the establishment of a production base for binary chemical muni-
tions and for the procurement of components for 155-millimeter binary chemical

artillery projectiles, but may not be used for actual production of binary chemi-

cal munitions before October |, 1985. For purposes of this section, production

of binary chemical munitions meansthe final assembly of weapon componets
and thefilling or loading of components with binary chemicals.”

(Mr. Leath of Texas asked and wasgiven permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

(By unanimous consent Mr. Leath of Texas was allowed to proceed for an
additional 10 minutes.)

Mr. Leath of Texas: Mr. Chairman, those of you that have been here since
I came to Congress in 1979 know that I have subscribed to a proverb that my
father had that you can learn a great deal more by listening than you can by
talking. I have seldom cometo this well in those 4!4 years, but today I am
compelled to do so because I sincerely believe there has never been a single
issue in those years more misunderstood than this one we are debating here
today.

This is indeed an issue that can be made so very, very emotional because
there is no question aboutthe fact that chemical weaponsare horrible. It can
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be drowned in rhetoric, and it has been, because it is a very complex issue

involving a great deal of personal opinion and a great many assumptions on

the part of all of us.

Real arms controlis the issue. But if you want a strong conventionalforce

structure, if you want to keep the chance of us using nuclear weapons much

less than it would be under our current circumstances, then, ladies and gen-

tlemen, I think you will support this amendmentandthis concept.

On an issue as vital as this issue is, one that is so very vital to our conven-

tional forces’ threat, Mr. Chairman,it is imperative that we keep our focus on

the facts. It is imperative that we keep our focus on historical reality. It is

imperative that we keep our focus on knowledgeable assessment from those

who know whatconstitutes relevance on a subject so complex as this one.

Because the program was unnecessarily delayed last year by this same opin-

ion, our committee went into great detail this year to makesure that we were

on solid ground by once again redefining all of the credible opinion that we

could find in our Department of Defense on this program, and the timing of

this program asit relates to our arms control efforts and cooperation with our

negotiators.

Mr. Chairman,let me go through the concerns that have been expressed—

legitimate concerns that have been expressed here—as best I can and then

present to the Members of the House the logic that I believe will very effec-

tively address those concerns.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to show how my amendmentcansatisfy

those concerns andstill give us that little-bitty degree of insurance that we

need just in case things do not workasweall hope they will.

First of all, Mr. Chairman, the strongest points made by Chairman Zab-

locki and Mr. Bethune last year in the debate, and this year, are purely that;

they are points based on opinion, points based on their opinions. I happen to

believe that both fact and history invalidate the conclusions that these dear

colleagues have drawn onthis subject. So let us examine their opinions in the

light of existing facts and in relation to historic perspective and in relation to

what this country needs to have a credible defensethreat.

The first point—andinterestingly enough neither gentleman has denied the

fact that we need a chemical warfare capability, but the first point is, What 1s

the current status of our chemical weaponsthreat? Both gentlemen contended

that we already have a sufficient amount of chemical weaponsin ourstockpile

both in quantity and quality to provide a credible deterrent.

Mr. Chairman, that contention is absolutely not true and it is not borne

out by anybodyin our services with any degree of credibility that says thatit

is. The size and condition of our stockpile is precisely known and it 1s com-

pletely inadequate, comprising only a small portion of what the JCS require-

ment is. Yes, we have tons and tons of highly toxic, deadly, dangerous

chemicals, many of them 50 years old, 40 years old, 35 years old. The truth is

72 percent of that stockpile is either in unserviceable rounds and rockets that
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we no longer have launchers to use or they are in bulk. Myfriend likes to

stand up and talk about the beautiful safety of these chemicals. Yes, they are

like a rattlesnake. Out in the western part of my district, a rattlesnake will not

bother you as long as you have him in his lair, when you step on him,it is

deadly.

The fact is if we had to move this tremendous amount of chemical agents

that we have stored we indeed would be in trouble, not only from the troops

that would have to use it but from the population centers and in all of the

districts where we would haveto takeit.

Of the 22 percent of our chemical short-range capability only 6 percent of

it, only 6 percent of that is useable. And the amount that we have in deep-

strike capability, Mr. Chairman, is so minute that it is not even worth talking

about.

Mr. Chairman, the very best military opinion that we havein this country

strongly states that our stockpile is totally inadequate to pose any semblance

of a counterthreat to deter the Soviets from using chemical weaponsin the

event of a conventional confrontation. We have letters which we can put into

the RECORDand let the Members read, from General Vessey, from every-

body in the Department of Defense, who has addressed this subject.

The truth is, Mr. Chairman, that we can deliver a chemical strike only to

the first echelon of a conventional force. That is approximately 16 kilometers.

If you envision a conventional battlefield where you have at least four eche-

lons, that attacking echelon, the second in-reserve, then the third and then the

fourth which would constitute the airfield, ships, and so forth.

We have the capability in our arsenal to go the first echelon, 16 kilometers.

Now, the Soviets by contrast can strike all four echelons. It has been esti-

mated that they could wage a chemical war for at least 30 days on a 500

kilometer range and focus on all four echelons of our forces on that same

battlefield, which means they could get our ships, they could get ourairfields,

our supply depots, our reserve areas up to 500 kilometers. They outnumber us

at least 12 to | in chemical warfare personnel.

They have 85,000 troops especially trained in chemical warfare, in every

division they have. They outnumberusover 5 to | in weapons,over 4 to | in

stockpile, even as inadequate as oursis. Get this, they have 14 current produc-

ing chemical weapons plants. My colleagues, we have none, we have zero.

They outnumber us at least 25 to | in decontamination equipment. These

figures have to convince anyone that has an open mind that there is no com-

parable threat, when we compare our aged, deteriorating arsenalto theirs.

Now, why is comparable threat absolutely necessary doctrine in chemical

weapons? Let us talk about that a little bit because that is where the focus of

this debate should be. The focus of this should be on that doctrine. History,

Mr. Chairman,that is why, history graphically verifies that doctrine.

It is probably the most valid military doctrine that we have. We can argue

forever in this Chamber about the validity of a doctrine that says we have to
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have absolute parity in nuclear weaponsthreat and I am notsure whoisright
on that argument.

I think I could make a credible argument either way. None of us really
knows because, thank God, we have never had to go through a nuclear
exchange, so it is all opinion. But there can be no argument concerning the
validity of that doctrine in relation to chemical warfare, my colleagues,
because 65 years of history, 65 years of history since World WarI, prove that
conclusion to be completely factual.

The quality of that stockpile has direct relation to the comparability of
threat concerning conventional forces. Now, my friend if the two most
heinous enemies in the history of modern warfare, Nazi Germany and Japan,
did not use these weapons, there was only one reason whythey did not. We

had the ability retaliate in spades and they knew it.

Ourintelligence confirms conclusively that they both considered this option
and they rejected it and theyrejected it for that one reason, that the threat was
comparable.

If the same disparity that exists today had existed in 1945, Mr. Chairman,

history would indeed have been rewritten and we would not be here today

talking aboutthis issue.

If the first foundation of the Zablocki-Bethune approach assumes a com-

parable threat, and it does, Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a foundation that is

built on sand.It is a totally invalid and undefensible, by either fact or history.
You can shootat it with rhetoric, you can shootat it with assumptions and

you can shootat it with opinions, but you cannot subtitute it for fact.

The second basic foundation of the Zablocki-Bethune initiative assumes

that we are just on the verge of reaching agreement with the Soviets to ban

chemical weaponsand for us to do somethingto protect ourinterests after 14

years would harm those efforts. Here again, my friends, they make some very

dangerous assumptions, some very loose assumptions that in my judgment

cannotbe validated in fact, either historical or judgmental.

The both made this same contention so many times overthe years that |

think in fact they destroy their own case.

Again, my colleagues, this is pure opinion. Let metell you whatthe facts

are and then you draw your own opinions, you make up you own minds,

based on history and fact. This scenario began 14 years ago in in 1969 when

President Nixon, hoping that we could entice the Soviet Union into agreeing

on banning the manufacture, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons,unilat-

erally, on our own, halted ourefforts.

So, for 14 years now we have done nothing but talk. During that period of

time the Soviets have talked and they have manufactured and they have

stockpiled and they have used. After completion of the Biological and Toxic

Weapons Convention in 1971, an international discussion of complete chemi-

cal weapons ban beganin earnest. This work wascarried out in the conference

on the Committee on Disarmament, which is the forerunner of the current

Committee on Disarmament.
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The United States participated very actively in these discussions. The Uni-

ted States and the Soviet Union then in 1976 ensued bilateral discussions pur-

suant to an understanding that was reached in 1974 at the Vladivostok sum-

mit. These technical and exploratory discussions laid in mid-1977 to the

openingof intensive bilateral negotiations on a comprehensive chemical weap-

ons ban. Althogether 12 rounds of talks were held. The most recent being in

July 1980.

While the United States and the Soviets reached agreementin principle on

the scope of the ban, little progress was made in resolving a numberof key

verification-related issues.

The United States pressed for mandatory international onsite inspection in
a numberof situations. For example, the mothballing and eventual destruc-

tion of all declared chemical weapons production facilities. The Soviets
obviously rejected the U.S. approach, advocating instead reliance on photo-

graphic satellites and on self-inspection by each nation. The United States

made clear, and quite accurately, that such an approach could not provide

competence in compliance.

Now remember, myfriends, that we are talking about a scenario that

started in 1969. Because of the stalemate in the bilateral negotiations, the

Committee on Disarmament established a working group in chemical weap-

ons in 1980. The purpose was to create a forum for intensive, multilateral

consideration of a chemical weapons ban.

The United States actively supported this very important step in view of the

failure to make satisfactory progress behind closed doors with the Soviet

Union.

After reviewing this situation, the Reagan administration concluded that

the prospects for progress would be best if the Committee on Disarmament

remained the principal forum. U.S. representatives were directed to participate

vigorously and focus onresolving verification issues.

Consequently the United States supported the gradual expansion ofthe

working group’s mandate, which nowcalls for elaboration of a convention.

The majority of the members support effective verification which includes

onsite inspections. The Soviets, while claiming to have made concessionsin

this area, failed to clarify its actual position.

Unfortunately, even in the multilateral forum, progress has been much

slower than we had hoped.

With a view toward accelerating the committee’s work, Vice President Bush
addressed the committee on February 4. He emphasized U.S. support for a
complete and effective chemical weapons ban. He called on the members of
the Committee on Disarmament to join the United States in serious negotia-
tions toward that end and announced that the United States would table the
document contained detailed views of the content of a convention.

The U.S. initiative has been well received. However. the Committee on Dis-
armament failed to resume serious work on a chemical weapons ban until late
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in the spring session. And why? Whywasitlate in the spring session? Due to
a series of procedural roadblocks thrown up by the Soviets and their surro-
gates. At the Committee on Disarmament’s summersession, which begins in
mid-June, the U.S. representatives will continue to press for acceleration of
the Committee on Disarmament’s work on a chemical weaponsban.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
Leath) has expired.

(By unanimousconsent, Mr. Leath of Texas was allowed to proceed for an
additional 5 minutes.)

Mr. Leath of Texas: The record is perfectly clear, Mr. Chairman. Forthe
better part of 14 years now wehave talked and wehave talked, while they
have stalled, and built, and used chemical weapons.

Both the gentleman from Wisconsin and the gentleman from Arkansas
stood on this floor last year about this same time and assured us that we were

on the verge of agreement. Now they come back 12 monthslater with that

same reasoning. All we need is a little bit more time.

As Ambassador Lewis Fields clearly states in a letter to Senator Warnerin
April of this year:

Unfortunately, during the first eight weeks of our 12 week spring session

serious discussions were obstructed by procedural maneuvering of the Eastern
Bloc. The result of this deplorable development has been a blockageof all sub-
stantive work in the committee.

AmbassadorFields continues:

The Soviets have not yet responded in any substantive way to our detailed

views. While I wish that I were in a position to give the Senate an optimistic

view, my judgmentis that we are years away.

He goes on to say that even if we do reach a moratorium after many more

years of negotiating, it is going to take even more years in order to get that

treaty where we canuse it. To codify the detailed arrangements.

And in the meantime our6 percent capability is going to obviously reach

zero. Our threat will virtually disappear.

Are we close to an agreement as these gentlemen contend? Not according

to our negotiator. Is the reason we are not our fault? Hardly our fault.

Ambassador Fields concluded by stating, “that the public debate on the

binary issue hasthe effect of reducing such leverage as we may have,” andis

damaging negotiations.

The gentleman from Arkansas claims that the United States has the high

moral ground since we have not produced any chemical weaponssince 1969.

He states that this example of restraint and world opinion will force the

Soviets to negotiate seriously. He claims that should we begin production of

chemical munitions, we will no longer have world opinion on ourside.

Mr. Chairman, I do not believe this argument is accurate. Fourteen years

inaccurate. The United States has not produced any munitions since 1969.
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This restraint has not caused the Soviets to negotiate seriously. It has enabled

them to build a truly impressive arsenal which flies in the face of unilateral

U.S. disarmament.

The gentleman’s own statements on the subject are somewhat contradic-

tory. He quotes:

The world has not focused much on the fact that the Soviets are producing

and using chemical weapons, and | think the reason that they have notis that

they have notreally noticed yet the stark contract between our policy and prac-

tice and that of the Soviet Union.

Then in the same CONGRESSIONAL RECORDof May5,hestated:

Here I think is advice that rings true to every person of commonsense,andit

comes from former Ambassador James Leonard. Hesaid that the United States

has gotten muchcredit from refraining from producing and building binaries.

On the one hand we have not received any credit, on the other hand we

received much credit. The fact is that after 14 years, credit or no credit,

nothing constructive has happened.

Ambassador Fields accurately assesses the situation whenhesays:

At some point, If the Soviet decide to negotiate seriously, they will pay little

attention to world opinion. They will be influenced only by their perception.

To me, Mr. Chairman, the second basic foundation then of this approach,
of this initiative, is just like the first. It is good rhetoric, it is sincere opinion,
but it is poor policy andit is a policy of Russian roulette in our approach to
our security interests.

On the other hand, my amendment gives a totally rational, sensible
approach that should satisfy all among us with the exception of those who
simply wantto totally unilaterally disarm in this area. It exhibits faith, but it
does not exhibit blind faith. It stresses first and foremost the desire for a ban.
Yet it buys us some insurancejust in case.

The amendment guarantees us 2!4 more years on top of 14 long years.
Obviously we will have to make annualauthorizationsalso.
My amendmentjust merely guarantees that we have got a minimum offive

negotiating sessions, a minimum of 2/4 years before we can build a chemical
munition.

The amendment clearly focuses on a ban treaty as our primary goal, but
just as importantly, Mr. Chairman,it buys us someinsurance.

This amendmentgives us a path that leads us toward the objectives that we
want, I think every Memberin this House wants, whichis a verifiable ban on
chemical weapons and pendingthat ban, a credible deterrent to chemical war-
fare. It buys us a little insurance. And I ask mycolleagues to join with me in
this approach that I think will accomplish all of the things that all of us want
to accomplish.
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Mr. Anthony: Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Inasmuchas the gentleman has quoted from the GAOreport, if he would

allow me, I would also like to quote some sections of that report that I think

counteract some of the parts that he has taken out, and I do quote from the

same report from which the gentleman spoke.

It notes that not only do the Soviets have a wide range of ways of deliver

chemical warfare munitions butalso this array gives them the ability to strike

anywhere within NATO.

Then the report addsthat there is a serious deficiency in the U.S. ability to

threaten Soviet and Warsaw Pact targets in rear echelons.

That was the main purpose the DOD wasasking for the Big Eye to be

developed, so that we could go past what the gentleman from Texas (Mr.

Leath) said was the first echelon and be able to go to the rear echelon.

So I think it should be noted that we can go through a report that may be

critical in some aspects, but if we take a close look at that report, we can also

find paragraphs andsentencesthat indicate the authors of that report are not

so sure themselves.

So I would indicate my support for the Leath amendment.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman from Michigan

(Mr. Bonior) has expired.
(On request of Mr. Anthony, and by ananimous consent, Mr. Bonior of

Michigan wasallowed to proceed for an | additional minute.)

Mr. Anthony: Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman will yield further, I would

repeat that one can go through a particular governmental report and pickit

apart on the wordsthat are spoken,but I think that one can also go through a

particular report like that and start tearing it apart for lack of quality, inade-

quate methodology, and false and unsupported facts and data and conclusions.

So I think that once westart citing reports, we have to take a hard, critical

look at those reports.

Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Bonior of Michigan: Mr. Chairman, I would just respond by saying

that no one denies the Soviets have the capabilities to deliver their message,

but I think the basic premise of the GAO report was very, very critical of the

assumptions on which this Governmentis operating to go ahead with the Big

Eye or indeed with the binary program.It is an extremelycritical report, and|

think in no way can it be asserted that it supports the policies which the

committee has brought forward to this Housefloor.

Mr. Anthony: Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield for an additional

comment?

Mr. Bonior of Michigan:I yield to the gentleman from Arkansas..

Mr. Anthony: Mr. Chairman,as I recall, the GAO report itself says that

there is little known about the Soviets’ chemical war capability. Would the

gentleman in the well not agree that our military intelligence knows a great

deal about their capabilities?
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Mr. Bonior of Michigan: Well, we know a great deal, but we do not. unfor-
tunately, have a definitive answer to what has happened in Laos, Kampuchea,
and Afghanistan.

Mr. Stratton: Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the requisite number of
words, and in support of the Leath amendment.

Mr. Chairman, one of the interesting issues of our debate, since we
resumed consideration of our bill on yesterday, is that we are facing in this
particular debate the same question that faced us when we were dealing with
the amendmentagainst the Asat.

Whyis it all right for the Soviet Union to have some particular military
capbaility, but when the United States proposes to duplicate the capability,
somehow it is immoral, somehowit is bad, and somehowitis going to con-
tribute to the destruction of the entire world? This is a kind of a double stan-
dard that someof us are using, and | find it hard to understand how anybody
can defendIt.

The fundamental purpose of establishing an up-to-date, modern chemical
capability is to deter the other superpower from using his very considerable
capability.

The gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. Zablocki) indicated at the beginning
of his remarks that he was attending the North Atlantic Assembly last week,
and I was honored to be a small part of the distinguished delegation led by
our great chairman. On our way back westopped off in London.| got a copy
of the Sunday Telegraph, and was reading some of the memoirs of the great
wartime premier, Winston Churchill. It had this to say:

Churchill was determined to be in a position to retaliate. On September28,
1940 he pressed Lord Ismay to insure that Britain’s stocks of gas were being
maintained. “We should never begin,” Churchill noted, “but we must be ableto
reply. Speed is vital here. The highest priority must be given.” And he added, “I
regard the dangeras very great.”

Mr. Chairman,I think we have somethingof this danger today, because we
have noretaliatory capability, speed is vital, and the dangeris very great.

Mr. Zablocki: Mr Chairman,will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Stratton: I will yield when I get through with my presentation, but my

timeis short.

Mr. Chairman, what we are doing as a result of this failure to provide a
credible deterrent is that we are failing to provide for our infantry soldiers the
kind of protection that a genuine retaliatory capability would give them. |
would like to demonstate to the Members of the House exactly what this
meansas an extra burden on ourinfantry troops.

Mr. Zablocki: Mr. Chairman,will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Stratton: Mr. Chairman,if the gentleman would watch my presenta-

tion, I think he will be enlightened.
I find that it is against the rules of the House to actually clothe a Member

of Congress with the equipment of one of our fighting troops, but the gentle-
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man from California (Mr. Hunter) can properly demonstrate that capability.

We will just show the Members what Mr. Hunter, if he were an infantryman,

would have to undergo because we have no chemical retaliatory capability. He

would have to plt this strange mask on his face. It is all rubber, it is very hot

and uncomfortable, and it has to go over his head. Mr. Hunter would have to

breathe through this mouthfilter and if he wanted to drink there is just little

hole where he can insert a tube from his canteen down here. That is not a very

appetizing kind of thing to use.
Then the infantry soldier needs a very heavy coat to go on—] think thisis

just about your size, Duncan—which is designed to be impermeable to the

current type of gas munitions or chemical munitions that the Soviets have—

but | daresay we can assume the Soviets are already trying to make their

munitions more able to penetrate heavy clothing.

These are the pants. This is the belt that includes the water, if he can drink

it through that tube, and also where he carries his ammunition.

Thenfinally, of course, he needs some rubberboots, and he needshis metal

helmet on top of that uncomfortable face mask.

Finally, for his hands he would first have to put on these white gloves

because the heavy rubber outside gloves get very sticky and the rubber ones

would not be able to getoff.

This is what our infantry soldiers are having to put up with, and as

a

result

of wearing this cumbersome uniform, the performance of the individual sol-

dier is reduced by 50 percent.

Not only that, but it is in fact impossible to attend to the calls of nature.

Therefore, the soldiers’ span of daily combatis extremely limited.

Mr. Chairman,this is the burden which wein this Houseareinflicting on

our U.S. troops all because we refuse to provide the credible retaliatory capa-

bility in chemical weaponry that we ought to have and that Churchill wanted

so desperately in the dark days when Great Britain faced the threatened Nazi

invasion.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman from New York

(Mr. Stratton) has expired.

Mr. Zablocki: Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimousconsent that the gentleman

from New York (Mr. Stratton) be permitted to proceed for 2 additional

minutes.

The Chairman pro tempore: The gentleman from Missouri (Mr. Skelton)

has been seeking recognition, and the Chair recognizesthe gentleman.

* * *

Mr. Montgomery: Mr. Chairman, I would like to move on to another sub-

ject pertaining to the General Accounting Office report, which is named,

“Chemical Warfare,” and it says, “Many Unanswered Questions.”

| have had the privilege to look at that General Accounting report and it

seems to me the report has many unanswered questions.
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It also seems to this gentleman in the well that the report was written at the
General Accounting Office and it did not really move out into the field and
find out about this chemical situation. They did not contact the person or the
agency of the Department of Defense, which is the Office of the Assistant to
the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, who has been heading up the
DODchemical focal point since 1980.

Under the General Accounting Office report, they admitted they did not
even contact the person in the DOD that heads up the chemical production
warfare.

Let me say that under the General Accounting report, they say, “Little is
known about Soviet offensive chemical warfare capabilities.”

But did they check any primary intelligence documents?
The General Accounting Office did not follow up on this. They did not

check on anybody.

Mylast pointis that the second item pointed out in the General Accounting
report is that the size and condition of the U.S. chemical stockpile, the GAO
said that the military did not know whatthey had in their stockpile.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman form Misissippi has
expired.

(At the request of Mr. Leath of Texas and by unanimous consent, Mr.
Montgomerywasallowed to proceed for 2 additional minutes.)

Mr. Montgomery: Let me make this point. The General Accounting Office
did not run a survey or run stockpile audit, nor did they do a review ofthe
inventory of what the Army had in their chemical stocks: so the General
Accounting Office report on chemical stockpiles and chemical warfare, as far
as I am concerned, is shot full of holes and it was written downtownat the

General Accounting Office and they did not do muchresearch onthe report.

Mr. Leath of Texas: Mr. Chairman,will the gentlemanyield?

Mr. Montgomery: I yield to the gentleman from Texas.

Mr. Leath of Texas: I think the gentleman makes an interesting point. |

think the Membersreally need to perk up andlisten to this.

This GAO report was made on what they call an evaluation synthesis
methodology.

Now, when queried as to what that was, they said, “We sat down and read
a bunch of reports and arrived at our own conclusions.”

Now, I find it passing strange that if you are going to investigate some-
thing, you do not even go to the people in charge ofit or to the source.

So the Department of Defense questioned this and they wrote GAO and
said, “What is going on here?”

Let me give you the response. It goes, to Mr. James Wade, Principal Dep-
uty Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering:

“Here are three copies of the evaluation synthesis methodology as requested
by your staff. One caution”—I want youall to listen to this, because you are
talking about bureaucratese—
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the methodology differs in certain key respects from the information sysnthesis

work we performed in the chemical warfare paper. For example, one dissimilar-

ity is the prospective, rather than the retrospective, nature of the studies included

in the information synthesis. This, of course, necessitates the development of

independentassessmentcriteria, a problem one doesn’t have in the evaluation of

synthesis because of the availability of evaluation paradigm.

Now,if that is not a pretty good indication of how valid this GAO re-

portis.

Mr. Montgomery: This is what we have been concerned aboutforthe last

couple years; they are just pumping out reports over there and theyarereally

not doing the properresearch, especially on such an important subject.

The Chairman pro tempore: The time of the gentleman from Mississippi

has again expired. |
(At the request of Mr. Anthony, and by unanimous consent, Mr. Mont-

gomery was allowed to proceed for | additional minute.)

Mr. Anthony: Mr. Chairman,will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Montgomery:I yield to the gentleman.

Mr. Anthony: Mr. Chairman, I thank my colleague, the gentleman from

Texas, for pointing out that the GAO report was based on other documents

that the authors had an opportunity to read. Let me quote from that GAO

report:

Theliterature agrees in general that the UnitedStates lacks a credible chemi-

cal warfare deterrent. Inadequacies in the U.S. ability to retaliate and defend are
all well documented.

Anothersection of that same report goes onto say:

In contrast, the literature generally reflects the perception that the Soviet Union

is highly capable of waging chemical warfare.

Case closed. The jury ought to bring in a verdict for the amendmentof the

gentleman from Texas (Mr. Leath).

* * *

Mr. Bateman: Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the requisite number of

words andrise in support of the Leath amendment.

Mr. Chairman,I have listened with someinterest this afternoon and I have

read the proceedings of this body last year when I was not a Member. This

issue is one of such significance that it has concerned mesufficiently that even

though not a memberof the committee I wanted to share a perspective of this

Member.

We are dealing here, | think, with one of the great paradoxes that we have

spoken to on this floor for many hours in the course of the last 60 to 90 days,

a great paradox. That paradox is that deterrence to nuclear war, deterrence to

chemical warfare, lies in our ability to retaliate against the use of such weap-

ons by our adversaries.
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We have heard a great deal of discussion about whether or not the Big Eye

bomb,asit is referred to, is presently a perfected, totally confident weapon.

We have heard discussions of many things.

We have heard references frequently to the General Accounting Office

report which I have bothered to read. I applaud the distinguished gentleman

for Arkansas (Mr. Anthony) for his having pointed out that in that very

report the deterrent capability of the United States in chemical warfare is

definitely regarded asdeficient.

Yet, again to the paradox. If we do not have a credible deterrent how can

we expect to avoid the risk of our forces being subjected to nuclear warefare

agents?

I would say that we heard references earlier to conversations between the

distinguished gentleman from Arkansas (Mr. Bethune) and the Soviet Ambas-

sador at the chemical warfare negotiations in Geneva. I applaud that dialog

and certainly we want to continuethat dialog.

He told us what he told the Ambassador of the Russians at Geneva, and it

is what I would have said to him had I beenthere. It is what any oneof us

would havesaid to him had webeenthere.

But what he did not tell us was what was the Russian Ambassador’s

response. What was his response then to our Ambassador Fields who has

been there?

I am more concerned about what response they give to us than I am about

a recitation of what all of us would obviously say to them, because there is no

Member of this body who wants to use chemical warfare. We want to

maintain a capability to improve that capability for the very reason that we do

not wantto useit.

It is a fact, not a theory, that the Soviet Union has a superior capability in

chemical warfare, a capability that is increasing and will continue to increase

through 1985 and 1986 if we do nothing. Doing nothing after 14 years is

simply going to give them an opportunity to increase their capability, which

goes unrespondedto.

High moral ground? I do notbelieve there is any higher moral rectitude to

saying disarm ourselves or let us not be prepared or maintain a deterrent in

the face of another capability whichis superior.

I think indeed that the morality of the issue lies on the part of the propo-

nents who would say, and who dosay through the Leath substitue that we will

produce none of these weaponsbut since we have had 14 years without inter-

ruption of our not producing anything we will return to and produce them

after this priod of time unless you have reached an agreement with us.

I think this is the prod which is indeed necessary to produce meaningful

negotiations and a successful negotiation in order that we produce that

paradox of deterrence. It means having a capability; having the capability is

the incentive to the negotiations that we all want to succeed.

* * *
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Mr. Zablocki: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I do not intend

to take the entire 5 minutes. But in this debate we have heard accusations and

allegations about who is right and who is wrong. And of course the Comp-

troller General’s report to the Committee on Foreign Affairs entitled “Chemi-

cal Warfare, Many Unanswered Questions,” was quoted by both sides and

misquoted and taken out of context on many occasions. But I mustcall to the

attention of the Committee and the Members of the House that this lobbying

document that DOD hasprepared and distributed to the Members,is full of

distortions. Let me just read one ofthe first charges. I am not goingtotry to

answerevery oneof their allegations or misstatements.

Mr. Chairman,here is whatit says in the very first sentence, very first page:

“The report was prepared for the House Foreign Affairs Committee and

reflects the views of the committee staff.”

Now who among you can possibly believe that a Government agency, an

independent body that serves us, would be listening to and writing a report

dictated by anystaff?

Now does this not exemplify how little value must be given to the rest of

the comments and charges in this DOD lobbying document?

I said I was going to be very brief. Let me just go to the bottom of the

page. I could comment on every one of the 12 pages, but I will not. On the

bottom of the page the charge is that the GAO hasstated that binary produc-

tion might complicate arms control. And DOD responds: Key precursor

chemicals are identical for binary and unitary and verification is equally diffi-

cult. GAO report is not a useful guide to the issues involved and reflects

methodolgy and poorstaff work.

Well, I would say this is the kettle calling the pot black.

Let me just quote Dr. Fred Ikle, our current Under Secretary of Defense on

this question of the effect of binary production on chemical arms control

efforts. Several years ago he argued that production of binaries would under-

mine rather than enhance the prospects for achieving a chemical warfare ban.

That is your own UnderSecretary of Defense. I will quote him accurately. He

Stated:

If we start on a new type of production program it becomeseven harder to

envisage construction arms control agreements limiting competition in chemcial

weapons.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on Foreign Affairs has just received this

letter from the Comptroller General of the General Accounting Office, Mr.

Charles Bowsher. This letter, which I request be made a part of the record,

states quite clearly that “the chemical warfare report was prepared with the

same objectivity and independence that GAO applies to all its products.”
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Defending Nerve Gas

Colman McCarthy

Before discussing the killing and choking of chemical warfare, Theodore

Gold, the Reagan administration’s chief promoter and explainer of nerve gas,

offers cookies to a visitor. In.Gold’s Pentagon office, which is secured by a

combination-lock door, the work of defending America against aggressors

also includes cookies as a deterrrent force against sneak attacks of the mid-

afternoon hungries. Wherever the war, the Pentagon mounts a united front.

Gold, whois an athletically trim 43 and an engineer who has workedin the

research and development of nuclear weapons at a Livermore, Calif., labora-

tory, has been the deputy assistant to the secretary of defense for “chemical

matters” for 16 months. He has been busy of late, with Congress about to

decide whetherto lift the 14-year freeze on production of nervegas.

As the human face and breathing body behind the Pentagon’s managerial

tests that speak of chemical warfare policy, Gold appears at first to be mis-

cast. He has a companionable, I’m-just-a-regular-guy manner, andthe talks of

his “special abhorrence” of chemical weapons. He has been consistent. In May

1982 he said that, “if ranking weaponson their immorality, nerve gas would

be at the top of thelist.”

These are the required protests, as standardized in Pentagonlingoasrifle

salutes at a general’s funeral. After these proper anti-barbaric references, it

was Gold’s time for fun: cool-headed distinction-making. Imperturbable,heis

good at distancing himself from what he calls “the smoke and noise” of the

debate.

He welcomesthe challenge of confronting opponents of nerve gas like Sens.

David Pryor (D-Ark). and Mark Hatfield (R-Ore.) who argue on moral, eco-

nomic andtactical grounds against removing the nerve-gas ban. The Pen-

tagon, says Gold, should pass muster on the obligation to be clear-headed in
makingits case: “We’re now saying that we want to resume productionafter a
freeze or whatever you wanttocall it, and the burden should be on us to say
what has changed and why we wantto produceit.”

The changes on Gold’s mind are those of the 1970s, when, with the United
States out of the nerve gas race, the Soviet Union roared ahead. Now,accord-
ing to Pentagon claims, its chemical arsenalis large and its troops well-trained
in using it. The only purpose in getting back to even, says Gold, “is to deter
the other side. The only way we know howto deteris to have a strong protec-
tive posture and also the abilty to retaliate if he uses them first. That would
put him into a protective posture and then he would see no advantagein using
them.”

Gold has been trying to persuade Congress that the current stockpile is not
adequate. He is not shy abouttelling his dovish opponents that they, not he,
are the graver threats to peace. Gold told a House subcommittee in April that
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if our current stockpile is inadquate “then failure to redress this situation

makes war more likely, makesescalation to more terrible forms of war more

likely, and makes armscontrolless likely.”

Gold gives shorter shrift to an April 1983 report from the General Account-

ing Office that criticized the Defense Department’s poor case for pushing

ahead with chemical war preparations. The claims made for modernizing

nerve gas weaponry,said the GAO,“are not supported by empirical evidence

and must be recognized aspossibly inaccurate.” |

Gold dismissed the report as shallow, worthy of an F if he were a teacher

grading it. For many in Congress, the GAO’s investigation earned an A-plus.

It persuaded them that the Pentagon should be denied moneyfor nervegas.

The House had a 14-vote margin against production and the Senate tied

49-49, with vice President George Bush, pro-nerve gas, breakingthetie.

In the end, Gold, though quick of mind and relisher of debate, couldn't

do much more than rely on the deadweight phrases in the Pentagon’s promo

sheets for its other weapons: the Soviets have superiority; we need deterrrence;

we need a bargaining chip; we must send our enemiestheright signal.

Gold’s thinking was on the mind of Pryor, the leading critic of nerve gas,

during the Senate debate. Pryor said: “on weapon after weapon, cause after

cause, this seemsto be the mentality of this city, of this town, of this adminis-

tration, of this Congress, of all of us—let us build more, let us produce more,

so that ultimately we can haveless.”

Gold didn’t have a high regard for Pryor as an intellectual opponent.

Apparently, the Arkansas senatorlets his emotions enter the debate. He can’t

distance himself. He’s unmanagerial.

 

Editors’ Note: The chemical warfare issue did not die after the conclusion of the congressional

action, as the following article from the Washington Post explains.

Pentagon Again to Seek Funding for Nerve Gas

Fred Hiatt

The Defense Department, renewing the only majorbattle it lost in Con-

gress last year, again will seek approval to begin producing chemical weapons,

Pentagonofficials said yesterday.

The Pentagon’s fiscal 1985 budget request, to be made public early next

month, is expected to allocate slightly more money for nerve-gas production

than the $114.6 million soughtin fiscal 1984, they said.

After a long, seesaw battle last year that included two votes by Vice Presi-

dent Bush to break ties in the Senate, Congress refused to appropriate the

funds.
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The administration’s decision to try again is certain to spark another emo-
tional fight on Capitol Hill, where even many hawkish legislators consider -
nerve gas too ghastly a weapon. Administration officials do not disagree that
chemical weapons are abhorrent but argue that only a modernized U.S.
stockpile will deter the Soviet Union from using such weaponsin a conflict.

“It’s an issue that just won’t go away,” said a congressional aide who
fought the funding last year. “It has come up beforeafter it’s been given up
for dead.”

The United States has not produced chemical weaponssince 1969, and nerve-
gas opponents in Congress say the moratorium should be continued. Oppo-
nents contendthat existing U.S. stockpiles are sufficient. These probablytotal
about 35,000 to 40,000 tons of chemicals in mines, artillery rounds, bombs,
mortar rounds and rockets.

Sen. David H. Pryor (D-Ark.) and Rep. Ed Bethune (R-Ark), two of the
leading congressional opponents, represent a state where the nerve gas would
be manufactured, at Pine Bluff Arsenal. Bethune argued last year that the
United States should not cede the moral “high ground”it has staked out by
not producing the weapons.

“His feelings on the subject have not changedatall,” a spokesman for
Bethunesaid yesterday.

Administration officials said the stockpile is obsolete. Many such munitions
are in danger of leaking lethal gas, they said, and others are intended for use
with weaponsthat the Army no longer uses. The administration would like to .
produce two new munitions, Bigeye chemical bombs to be dropped from air-
planes and 155mmartillery shells.

Both would be “binary weapons,” whose lethal punch is formed by the
mixture of two relatively harmless chemicals shortly before use of the weap-
ons. Proponents said binary weapons would besafer to handle, transport and
eventually dispose of.

The administration also maintains that the Soviet Union has used chemical

weapons, knownas “yellow rain,” during fighting in Afghanistan and South-

east Asia. Those claims, based on refugee reports and analyses of contam-

inated samples from those regions, have been disputed by experts outside the
government.

The Soviet army also is engaged in large-scale training for offensive and
defensive use of chemical weapons, administration officials said.

They said that a modern U.S. stockpile might deter Soviet use of the weap-
ons and that absence of useful chemical weapons could force the United
States to use nuclear armsin response to a chemicalattack.

Some Pentagonofficials also said that, while they would never use chemi-
cal weaponsfirst, the munitions can be useful for immobilizing large groups
of troops. They cause nausea, vomiting, loss of vision, difficulty in breathing
and death.
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Pussycats, Weasels,

or Percherons?

Current Prospectsfor Social Science
Under the Reagan Regime

Peter H. Rossi

The purpose of this paper is to make an assessmentof wherethe social
sciences stand today in Washington, D.C. and whatthis standing means
for the kindsof things socialscientists will be able to do that depend on
the existence and strength of a flow of funds from federal agencies. |
emphasize the social sciences because, the diversity among social
scientists notwithstanding, we are all being lumped together. The
interdisciplinary variance is great, as weall have experienced, and the
gulf is also large between applied social science and basic social science.
But weare all being hit by the same solid waste matter nonetheless.

Clearly, these are not the best of times, but neither are they the worst
of times. Although liberal socialscientists no longersit close to the high
tables in Washington,there are somespiritual compensations;seated at
those high tables are characters with whom one might not want to
associate too closely in any event. So there is some good and somebadin
the presentsituation, as well as some encouragingsigns,as I will point
out.

On the downside, the high levels of financial support to which we
have become accustomedin almost two decadesof free-flowing federal
monies are being cut to very modestlevels and, in some cases, threaten
to disappearentirely. The social programsto which muchofthe support
for applied social science work was attached are also being cut back,
sometimes to the bone and beyond. The welfare-social science “indus-
trial complex” is clearly suffering, and social science departments in
universities are suffering as well.

From Peter H. Rossi, “Pussycats, Weasels. or Percherons? Current Prospects for Social Science
Under the Reagan Regime.” Evaluation New's, 1983 4(1). 12-27. Copyright © 1983 by Sage Publica-
tions. Inc.
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On the upside, we stand to gain someself-esteem in these times. After

all, one is known not just by one’s friends but also by one’s enemies.

Hostile conservatives provide liberal social scientists with honor when

they attack us. If we are dangerous enough to be denouncedandsingled

out for special torment, we are thereby honored.

Back in the McCarthy era, we noted (whenit was all over) that there

were some surprising benefits to having been hauled before the

Senator’s Committee in Washington or its counterparts in the hinter-

lands. Although those occasions were surely traumatic personally and
sometimes quite damagingto one’s carcer, they also provided opportun-

ities for demonstrating heroism, a feature of the experience that loomed

larger as the McCarthyeraslipped further into the past. Indeed, the fact

of being summoned (and especially of having been summoned) was

visible demonstration of one’s importance and professional stature.

That was so much the case that some of my colleagues at Chicago

invented a new clinical entity to cover the feelings of jealousy that

afflicted those who had not been called before a legislative committee

and grilled about leftist leanings. The clinical entity was called

“subpoena envy,” manifested by lowered self-esteem, caused by the

invidious comparisons drawn between those who had been worthy

enough to come under attack and those who had not been im-

portant enough to have been issued a subpoena.

A necessary word of caution: I do not meanto suggest that there are

any close parallels between the McCarthyperiod and the present. There

are vast differences, and more would belost in clarity and understanding

than would be gained in any attempt to draw parallels. Incontrast to the

McCarthy period, the current assault on the social sciences is not

directed at individuals but aimed at uscollectively. Furthermore, the

entire science R&D establishment is under attack to some degree, a

source of small comfort of the misery-loves-companyvariety, but also

provides the opportunity for more support from a wider base. In

addition, much of the attack on the support for social scienceis a fallout

effect of an attack on the social programsputin place overthe last few

decades, not a fallout effect of the Cold War.

There are three aspects of the current situation to which I will address

my remarks. First of all, |] want to review the kinds of attacks on the

social sciences that have been made by the current administration.

Second, I will try to interpret these attacks, dwelling on the views of

social science that they appear to manifest. Finally, | will try to assess the
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future prospects for the social sciences, net, I hope, of the general
prospects for science support.

WHATDID THEY TRY TO DO TO US?

Attacks on the social sciences are nothing new. Sociology, psychol-
ogy, political science, and anthropology—and the corresponding
engineering branches,social work, planning, mental health, and so on—
have been underattacks for manyyears. It seems there have always been
members of the Flat Earth Society in Congress and among staff
membersin almost every administration. For example, Representative
Ashbrook of Ohio over the past few years would annually introduce
amendments to the NSFauthorization or appropriationsbills abolish-
ing the behavioral sciences basic research program in NSF. Among
other things, Ashbrook claimed that the research funded by the NSF
sociology program was both too theoretical and too dangerous.
Theoretically oriented research was too abstract to be useful. Danger-
ous research consisted of providing legitimacy to deviance by studying
it: Thus, a study of homosexuals, according to Ashbrook, implicitly
endorsed homosexuality and studies of divorce increased the divorce
rates. Ashbrook’s remarks were as cogent as the statement alleged to
have been made by a spokesmanof the tobacco industry that cancer
causes Cigarettes or that fire engines cause household fires because they
are always to be found at the scene of such events.

In the Senate, Proxmire has long been scanningthe social science
grant announcements tofind those with the appropriate twist of
interpretation that could be held upto ridicule. Indeed, there are plenty
that require just a touch of distortion to make headlines in the National
Enquirerorto be the subject of a press conference for Proxmire in which
another Golden Fleece prize would be awarded.
Up to two years ago, the Ashbrooks and the Proxmires annoyed us

with their sallies but rarely were able to inflict fatal wounds. But the
adventof the Reagan administration brought about much moreserious
attacks on the social sciences. Of course, we had someintimationearlier
than the inauguration that the new administration would scarcely be
sympathetic to social science. We learned beforethe election that a new
set of house intellectuals would be welcome at the White House and
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called on by the administration. Irving Kristol and the Free Enterprise

Institute were asked to prepare position papers on the social sciences.

The HooverInstitution at Stanford showed some promiseof replacing

the Brookings Institution in Washington as the source of policy papers

on a variety of social issues. All these moves were early signs that we

would bein trouble, since these groupseither held normalsocial science

in some contempt or advocated a social science perspective that was

scarcely mainstream liberal.

But the major shock camewith the unveiling of the administration’s

1982 budget. Funds for the NSF Division of Social and Behavioral

Sciences were to be halved for that year and ravaged by similar

proportions in subsequent years until the budget was reduced to zero.

This proposal essentially torpedoed the grants for basic research in

sociology, social psychology, and economicsthat were funded through

NSF. In addition, grants for social research funded through NIMH

were to be completely abolished—NIMH wasinstructed not to fund any

additional social research. The National Institute of Drug and Alcohol

Abusewasto be stripped almost to nonexistence, and responsibility for

alcohol and drug abuse programswereto be shifted to other agencies—

drug abuse programswereto be handed over to the Drug Enforcement

Administration, for example.
Similar cuts were proposed in the social research programsof other

agencies. The Department of Labor’s Employment and Training

Administration research program heavily devoted to evaluation was

broughtto a virtual halt. Inthe Departmentof Agriculture, evaluation

studies of programs that were scheduled to be axed or substantially

reduced suffered severe losses. The applied social research industry

almost immediately fell on hard times. The larger firms suffered as well

as the smaller ones. Everyone was in trouble across the variety of

disciplines within the social sciences as well as both the applied andbasic

branches of the associated research activities.

There were some surprising exceptions to the general slaughter:

Research on crime that was supported throughthe NationalInstitute of

Justice went unscathed. Indeed, a budget cut scheduled under the Carter

regime wasrestored andthere were hints that research support mightbe

increased in later budget years. Apparently criminology was nota social

science activity in the same sense as NSF’s social science program.

Similarly, social research supported through the Department of De-
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fense’s ARPA program wasalso not touched—exceptto receive addi-
tional funds.

Of course, the 1982 administration budget proposed cuts in most
civilian agencies and hence there was a lot of company for social
science’s miseries. But we also were scheduled to suffer more than our

proportional share. Apochryphal stories began to spread through the

social science communities that the social sciences were being targeted

for cuts on ideological grounds. For example, it was said that David

Stockman and/or membersofhis staff had stated, off the record, that an

objective was “to get those pinkoes out of the federal trough.”

Now it has been several decades since anyone high in a presidential

administration has called any of us pinkoes. Veterans of the McCarthy

era searched through stockpiles of ironic quips, gallows humor, andsick

jokes to find basic formats that with appropriate modifications could be

responsive to the current situation. About the best we could come up

with was this riddle. Question: What do the following have in common:

Increased support for the missile stockpile and cuts in the social

sciences? The answer: This is all part of an overall strategy to restore

geopolitical parity between the Soviets and the U.S.A. The missile

program is being given fundsso that we can catch up with the Russians,

who are way ahead of us in stockpiling missiles. In the same way, the

social sciences are being cut back in order to let the Russians catch up

with us and thus restore the geopolitical balance in social research.
Weall knownowthat the attack on the social sciences did not succeed

entirely. The NSF behavioral and social sciences budget was restored,

and the program has done well in the recent budget process. Although

NIMH still is prohibited from funding social research, semantic adjust-
ments have been made in programs and research grant applica-

tion language that promised to evade some of the impacts of this

prohibition. On several occasions, representatives of OMBhavestated

that they thought the attack on the social sciences had not been carefully

thought through. Congressman Ashbrook. died earlier this year, so

attacks will not be coming from that quarter in any conventional

manner. There are also somerecent signs that prominent conservatives

in the House and Senate have cometo the realization that some kind of

social science research 1s useful to have around.

It is beginning to look as if we are in the same boat with other groups

that are suffering from the successes of the general effort to cut back on

social programs. It is nice to be in the big boat and not in a separate
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sloop with a big hole below the waterline, as appeared to be the case in

1981. Note, however, that the big boat is sinking a little bit at a time

nevertheless. Social Science Research—pure and applied, small and

large scale, of whatever disciplinary persuasion—isin for troubles.

WHY WEREWE ATTACKED?

The Reagan administration’s direct attack on the social sciences

appears now to be considerably muted,at least for the time being. But

there are still residual efforts that have strong ideological overtones.

Research agencies such as NIE are being pressured to appointto review

panels persons with credentials that are more appropriate to the

fundamentalist Christian ministry than to judging the internal and

external validity claims of social research proposals. A recent announce-

ment of a grant program for programsandresearchesinto adolescent

pregnancyspecifically barred applications from anyagencythatin the

past had offered adolescents advice on abortions.

Social scientists tend to be liberals. Of that there is no doubt. Indeed,

as the faculty opinion surveys undertaken by Lipset and Ladd have

shown, majorities of social scientists have favored the center andleft of

center consistently in support for presidential candidates and other

offices. Among the faculty surveyed by Lipset and Ladd, the more

productive social scientist faculty were even more liberal thantheless

productive, and researchers were the most liberal of all. Within the

social sciences, sociologists were found to beespecially liberal in their

political outlooks, and economists the least liberal. But there are, of

course, differences within each group. There is a strong Marxist wing

within sociology, but there are also many who have supported quite

conservative views and candidates. Indeed, mainstream social scientists

have scarcely been radicals of either left or right: I venture that most of

the NSF grantees as a grouparelikely to bea little to the left of Lyndon

Johnson and about as dangerous in their ideologies as the New York

Times or the Christian Science Monitor.

Whydid the Reagan administration take after what are essentially

pussycat liberals? The answer seemsto lie in the undifferentiated view

held by the conservatives of what the social sciences were all about.
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There were several sources of this confusion, as follows:

First, there was a confusion between social critics and social

scientists. The social scientists they wanted to get were those who

produced the dangerous ideas that were undermining society—the

welfare state advocates, the advocates of open marriages and easy

divorce, not to mention free abortions for welfare mothers, and those

who were pushing for equality for women and homosexuals, who were

for mollycoddling criminals and deviants, and so on, throughthelists of

things that represent the most “progressive,” permissive, and supportive

styles that some believe our society should adopt.

Some of the advocates of these viewpoints are social scientists, but

many are not. Some of the research being supported by thefederal

agencies waseither on such topics or illuminated by a concern that the

directions of social change be bent toward those ways. The most direct

target, the social and behavioral sciences program at NSF, had rarely

supported anything but mainstream projects, usually quite neutral or

even conservative (by sociology’s standards). And the program included

economics at NSF, a stronghold moreof free market ideas than of free

love ideas. Somehowthe administration was misled byits advisers into

redlining any social science that showed its head. Type I errors

dominated.

Indeed,it is almostasif the views of the administration were adopted

from those of the worst sector of the mass media. As youall know,the

easiest way for a social scientist to get into the mass media is to have

some kinky or counterintuitive statement to make. Indeed, one of the

main reasonsthere are stereotyped views of welfare mothers portrayed

in the mass media is because the media gatekeepers do notfind it

interesting if you were to find that many persons whoare on welfare are

nice middle-class ladies who,after divorce, were left high and dry with

their children. That is not a newsworthyitem. It is a newsworthyitem,

however, if you were to find one or two welfare families who could trace

their descent from line of welfare mothers and grandmothers and great

grandmothers. If you studyhomosexual marriages, reporters will hang

around your computerterminalto get a line on yourlatestresults; if you

study the retirement adjustment problemsof heterosexual couples, no

one from the National Enquirer will be pressing you for yourresults.

Oneof the major consequencesofthis view of the social sciences held

by the administration was that it was not aware of the essential

workhorseroles social scientists play in providingessentialintelligence
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on how the whole society is doing and on how public agencies are

functioning, let alone whetherspecific programs wereeffective. Indeed,

as you all know, muchofthe public policy and applied work ofsocial

scientists is done quietly, without the glare of publicity, work that rarely

reaches the notice of the National Enquirer or of Senator Proxmuire.

The initial attack of the administration on the social sciences was

driven by a series of massive misunderstandings, as follows:

(1) that the social critics occupying left of center were social scientists;

(2) that most social scientists were considerably to the left of center,

(3) that social scientists and their research were undermining the moral

fiber of American society: Deviance and disobedience were being ©
celebrated —drugs, premarital, extramarital, and kinky sex were being

pushed by the social scientists (read leftist critics) along with divorce,

crime, and generous handouts to the slothful and indolent.

In short, the administration had social scientists tagged as subversive

weasels, generously supported by taxpayers’ money, while sneakily

gnawing away atall that was good and moral in American society.

“NORMAL” SOCIAL SCIENCE:

THE WORK OF PERCHERONS

Members of the Evaluation Research Society and the Evaluation

Network may not need to be reminded individually of their own work

and how different that work often is from the stereotypes of social

science held by the right-wingers of our society. But we may needto be

reminded of the full scope of such work and the extent to whichit has

become so deeply embedded in our society and its central political

institutions that many of us may not fully appreciate the extent of such

incorporation. Certainly the administration was not aware of the scope

of social science operations within the government and within our

society generally.

] have foundit useful to classify social science research—eitherbasic,

discipline-oriented work or applied social science—as falling roughly

into one or another of three basic classes: descriptive research, model

construction, and evaluation research. Of course, no single piece of

research is likely one or the other; rather, almost every social science
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research project is usually a mixture of the three, varying in the precise
proportionsof each as well as in size, quality, and otherattributes that
have been applied to social science work.

Perhaps the largest category of social science researchis primarily
descriptive in intent. Descriptive research can beidentified as research
that is concerned with the following issues: How many? How much?
Howdistributed in physical and social space? Whatareits characteris-
tics? The substantive concerns of such research range widely, from
simple body counting, as in the census, to the more subtle charting of
attitudinal trends. The location of such research is also wide-ranging:
The largest descriptive operation ofall likely is in the Bureau of the
Census, with mandates to run the decennial census of population and
housing and also the massive sample/surveys that provide monthly
labor force measurements, annual housing inventories, and a variety of
periodic and episodic operations. Whateverits political Origins in the
struggle between large and small states for “proper” representation in
the Congress, since 1850 the Census Bureau has become more and more
a social science operationto whicha variety ofsocial science disciplines
have contributed.

Outside the Bureau of the Censusareliterally scores of social science
census-like and sample/survey operations designed to monitor the ways
in which our society and its parts are working. Marketing surveys
sponsored by businesses chart the trends of consumerpreferences and
intentions and explore the potential markets for new products or the
receptivity potential to new marketing strategies. Governmentagencies
explore the extent to which the general public will accept newstrategies
in public policies.

Muchofthe social science research thatis primarily descriptive has
become so routinized and incorporated into normal operations of
public and private agenciesthatoftenit is not recognized asessentially
social science in character. I am sure that few persons would designate
the Census Bureau when asked which is the biggest social science
research operation in the country.

Although the administration did take a few swipes at the Bureau of
the Census andat other ongoing descriptive social science operations,it
was not because the Census Bureau was potentially subversive or
frivolous, but because in the absenceofpolitical experience, administra-
tion membersdid not recognize the extent to which the running of the
country was dependent on good data on a variety of parameters. Nor
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was the administration apparently aware of the extent to which the

nonfederal public sector and private sector were dependent on such

information, ranging from the mayors of municipalities who disputed

the distribution of block grants and needed up-to-date poverty counts

on their towns, to the manufacturers of dishwashers and air condi-

tioners whose marketing departments needed to know how deeply into

the potential markets their efforts have so far succeeded in going.

Model construction, the second major category of social science

research activity, is concerned with the development of relatively

abstract models of how things work and testing those modelsin the real

world. At the margins,it is not easy to distinguish model construction

from basic research, on the one hand,and descriptive research, on the

other. Social scientists who use the public use Census Bureau tapes to

test theories of status attainment are hard to distinguish from policy

analysts who use the Uniform Crime Reports data onarrests to test

deterrence models: Both are using primarily descriptive data to test

relatively abstract models, neither of which may be particularly policy-

relevant.

Social science models permeate currentsocial policy and that of the

immediate past. Models of the economylie behind the collection of the

money supply indices that the Federal Reserve board monitors so

carefully and tries even more desperately to control. Implicit microeco-

nomic theories of how to motivate individuals to enter or leave the labor

force lie behind the incentive systems that are at the core of welfare

programs.

When social science model construction includes policy variables,

variables that are related to what parameters of a system could be

influenced by the range of acceptable alternative policies, model

construction can also be an applied research activity, as in the case of the

TARP experiments on released prisoners or experiments with struc-

tured work.

Model construction and testing that are discipline oriented are

hardest to justify to the Senator Proxmires and to members of the

administration (in fact, any administration) because the variables are

seemingly unconnected with “real” life. This is the source of the often

voiced complaint of unrelatedness. But in the long run (whenever that

is), we will be best off if model construction can proceed whether or

not directly policy-related. At the least, we need to know which vari-

ables to control in policy-oriented research. At best, better models may
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provide promising leads to policy changesthat will improvethe func-

tioning of our society and its institutions.

The basic social science models are the potential sources of much of

the policy-oriented research we may wantto carry out. We need to
understand what we should be counting in descriptive studies. Thus,

understanding more about crime canlead to better crime indicators, or

understanding more about unemployment and employment maylead to

better monitoring of the problem in our society. We also need basic

theories and knowledge in order to build the policy oriented models, as

indicated earlier.

The third variety of social science is at the core of the concernsof the

Evaluation Research Society and the Evaluation Network. Evaluation

research, of course, did not start with the founding of these two

professional associations, nor would it end with their disbanding,
should that occur. Humansare evaluating animals, continually assess-

ing the worth of their own actions and of occurrences around them.

Whatis particular to evaluation research is that it 1s a self-conscious

application of social science ideas and methodsto the studyofcollective
(or public) actions. Although its developmentin recent years expresses

the maturity of the social science research methods,it also expresses the
historical peculiarities of this period—namely, that our society and

particularly its decision makersare no longer sure about whatthey are
doing andareskeptical that theirs is an obviously correct and effective

set of ways to accomplish a given social end. The liberal and

conservative philosophies that have dominated federal administrations

and congressesoverthe past 20 years have notbeenfully confident that

they knew exactly what they were doing and how to accomplish their

ends. A tentative and skeptical commitment accompanied the enact-

ment of the social welfare program of the 1960s and 1970s, an

orientation that predisposed decision makers both to commission

evaluationsand to pay someattentionto their findings. Indeed, one may

venture theself-critical judgment that our potential audiences were even

extraordinarily charitable, retaining their faith in evaluation research

despite our frequent fumblings and failures.

If this analysis is at least partly correct, then the question quickly

arises whetheror not the current administration andits ideologues are
as skeptical about their policies and programsas previous administra-

tions. Certainly they are skeptical to the point of outright hostility to the

programs and policies that were put in place by the last few administra-
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tions. Whether they would be as skeptical about their own programsis
not clear. Indeed, evaluators more easily may find employment as
hatchet persons, given the mission to clear out the underbrush of
leftover programsfrom liberal regimes. But there maybelittle work for
the future, at least if the administration can have its way entirely.
Fortunately, Congress apparently retainsits skepticism, as the recently
expressed congressional support for evaluation research may portend.

In any event, the short-runfate of evaluation rests not so much onits
social science character as on whetherornot the climate of skepticism
concerning all public programs changes underthe influence of a new
administration adhering to ideological strains that are supported by
muchstrongfaith.

Normalsocial science activities are integrally incorporated into the
working of our complicated federal, state, and local system. Social
science intelligence monitoring social trends and the workingsof public
agencies is indispensable. Leastlikely to disappearofall social science
activities, and more likely to enjoy at least the level of support they
have in the past, the descriptive studies fundedatall levels of govern-
ment are likely to continue, simply because their outcomeis necessary
for the functioning of any regime.

Model construction—orsocial science theory—is more precariously
positioned. Although basic social science is clearly the foundation for
applied work from variable specification through measurement to
analysis, the foundations may belaid so long before the building is
erected that connections may not be obvious. Furthermore, someofthe
theory building is vulnerable to ridicule, a style of commentarythatis
often devastating.

Evaluation research occupies a middle ground asfar as security is
concerned. It is clearly needed to provide information on policies and
programs aboutwhichthesociety is skeptical but unwelcomein arenas
wheretrue believers rule.

In short, the workhorsesor percheronsofsocial science are welcome
when they do not appearto be social scientists—as in the case of the
Census Bureau—but not welcomewherethere is no work—asin the case
where policies and programsare accepted or denied on thebasisoftheir
doctrinal purity—and uneasily accepted when they are playful and
speculative—as in the case of theory building.
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WHAT OF THE FUTURE?

Whatdoesall of this signify abouttheroles social scientists may play
in the policy arena in the near future? Someofthe future has already
been hinted at broadly in the discussion in the last few pages, butit is
worthwhile to draw out andclarify a few things.

First of all, as indicated earlier, the initial (and somewhat rabid)
attack on the social sciences has abated. Those of us who were looking
for martyrdom will probably not achieve that state of grace, and those of
us who wanted martyrdom and would not have been grantedit are likely

spared the agonies of subpoena envy or its 1980s counterpart. The

current budget contains few direct attacks on the social sciences, and the

mutterings about getting “those pinkoes” appear to have died down.

True, there is less support for basic social science research and for

applied activities of all sorts, as we all have noted, but this is not the
result of a singling out of the social sciences for especially hard times;

rather,it is a result of the general hard times for nonmilitary parts of the
budget all told. |

Doesall this signify a change of heart on the part of the administra-

tion and of right-wingers? I don’t believe it does. Rather, it appears to be
an increase in knowledge about what constitutes social science. The

changes were of two kinds. A differentiated view of social science

replaced the unitary view of social scientists as decadentliberals and
dirty-minded advocates of morally corruptsocial change. The differen-

tiated view recognizesthe legitimacy of social science activities that are

concerned with providing internalintelligence on the functioning of our

society andits central public institutions (except the military). The view

of social scientists as decadent pussycats and sneaky weasels has been

replaced with an understanding that there are brave andloyal perche-

rons who do lot of useful work, whatever the regime maybe.

Of course, it helped change the image that the social sciences

managed to show some degree of solidarity one discipline with the

others and ability in reaching members of Congress. The organization

on short notice of COSSA, The Council of Social Science Associations,

was impressive. Social scientists throughout the country contacted their

representatives and senators and explained to them the impact of

proposed cuts on our ability to deal with pressing social problems.It

also helped that the other disciplines came to our support, as in the

declarations of the AAAS and National Academy of Sciences. The
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image of social science as a disorganized horde of politically weak

pussycats was replaced by one in which we were seen to have some

support.

But the most important thing to keep in mind aboutthe future of
social science research is that whether or not the conservatives like us,
they need our percheron qualities to provide workhorse types of
research on howthesystem is going. Furthermore,they will have to rely
on liberal social scientists to provide that information because there
simply are not enough conservative social scientists to go around. The
Bob Jones universities have not hired social scientists who have the
skills to do whatis needed. |

Based on the considerations | have laid out in this paper, I foresee the
following trends for social science research over the next few years.

First, we will be in some trouble, with leaner times ahead, but not
more than other nonmilitary sectors. Of course, social science work
for the military will grow, and someof ourefforts will be thrown into
such substantive problemsas plague the military. I venture, however,
that there is not enough military social science to keepusin thestyle
(and funds) to which we have becomeaccustomed.

Second, basic research (i.e., research not clearly directed at specific
applied problems)will still be regarded suspiciously and suspected of
being subtly subversive. Social scientists will not be trusted to define
their own problems because what we defineis too closely tied, they
believe, to ourliberal ideology. This is the meaningof the changes we are
seeing in the composition of peer review groups, the most notorious
being those of the National Institute of Education. Academic redoubts
with conservative ideological climates will be scoured for social
scientists with curricula vitarum that are at least a shade above being
ridiculous. Grant-giving agencies will be pressured to appoint some
representatives from amongthis group ofideologically anointed.

Of course, some of you in the audience will ask whetherthisis so very
different from what happened whentherewereliberal Swingsin political
climates in the past. There is some substance to this viewpoint. The
liberal elite universities lost a great manyoftheir faculty to Washington
when Kennedy succeeded Eisenhower. But there is a big difference:
However muddle-headed were the liberals and however easily and
copiously their hearts bled, they were competent, percheron-like
workers. Our census is one of the best in the world, courtesy of the
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liberal Ph.D.s who built it during the depression and who maintained
control over personnel quality all through the Eisenhower years.

Third, applied socialresearch will gradually come back to somewhere
near its former strength as the administration and Congressrealizes that
applied social research is a necessary function to be fulfilled whatever
the ideological character of the regime. It may wellbe, asI speculated
earlier, that applied social research will be forbidden to touch some
sacred areas and narrowits focus in other ways. A prime example of the
trend I have in mind is the announcementearlier this year of a program
of action and research on adolescent pregnancy. The announcementof
the action grants contained a prohibition on any applicant organization
that had ever engaged in delivering contraceptive services to young
people or providing advice on abortions. The research part of the
program emphasized that proposals would be considered only which
emphasized research on how to prevent adolescents from engaging in

sexual intercourse. Abstinence and accompanyingself-control were to

replace the liberal emphasis on how to get children to use contracep-

tives. Note the implicit view of social science in this research program

announcement: Social scientists may be needed forthis task, but they
are not to be trusted to be given their own head.

In short, I believe that there will be support for social science

research. But there will be restraints along the followinglines: The goals

of researches will be changed to be morein line with conservative views.

There will be less freedom to define problemsas wewill.

To return to thetitle of this talk: It has become clearer that we are not

the weak, incompetent, and superfluous pussycats the conservatives

thought we were and, to some extent, we thought we were. There

developed a surprising amount of strength in the social science

community and among Congress. Whatever self-images we had as

subversives—whether as weasels (as the conservatives saw us) or as

heroes and heroines of progressive social change (as some ofthe social

science community would like to view us)—it has become moreclear

that the bulk of social scienceis at best only mildly subversive. There are

some weasels (or heroic figures) amongus, but they can be differentiated

from the bulk of social science research and social scientists who are

morelike percherons—strong, competent, able to take ona big load and

do a good job.

It does not look asif we will be given,as social scientists, a chance at

glorious martyrdom,a prospect that is comforting to those who do not
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like crowns of thorns or bonfires, but disquieting to those whose

identities and self-respect is forged out of persecutions. It does look as if

wewill not suffer more than the rest of the liberal establishment: We are

in for leaner times, but social science research will notdie out altogether,

as our percheron roles appearto be essential and acceptable.

 



III

SELECTED APPROACHES

TO EVALUATION

Our review of the literature revealed a strong trend toward increasing the

epertoire of methodological approaches to evaluation. The general impetus

or this trend is improvingthe effectiveness and utility of evaluation practice.

\ variety of approaches, representative of this trend, has been selected for

nclusion in this part of the volume. An attempt was madetoincludearticles

hat review the defining characteristics, history, methodology, merits, and lim-

tations of a particular approach.

In the first paper in this section, Weiss reviews stakeholder-oriented evalua-
ion. “Stakeholders” are persons likely to be affected by a program or persons

vho make decisions regarding the future of a program. Ideally, the stake-

1older approach considers these persons’ interests and priorities, and it

mphasizes information feedback and dissemination to them, both while

ylanning and while conducting the evaluation. The aims of this approach are

o increase utilization of evaluation results and to improvethe fairness of the

valuation process. As discussed by Weiss, efforts to implement stakeholder

valuations have thus far fallen short of these ideals, partially because some of

he assumptions underlying this approach do not always hold true. Weiss pro-

rides an excellent critical analysis of these assumptions and, in doingso,pre-

ents a fair and realistic appraisal of the future of the stakeholder approach.

Multisite/multimethod evaluations employ a variety of qualitative and

juantitative methods of data collection while focusing on sites, rather than

ndividuals, as the unit of analysis. Louis’s article, which is the introductory

irticle of an entire issue devoted to this topic (Smith & Louis, 1982), reviews

he key challenges faced by evaluators who want to carry out multisite/multi-

nethod studies. These include collecting data across sites too geographically

listant to be visited by the principal investigator, transforming and integrating

jualitative and quantitative data, and conducting cross-site analyses. A

yroader issue addressed in this paper is the conditions under which the multi-

ite/multimethod approach should be employed.

The third approach is meta-analysis. Briefly, meta-analysis provides a

juantitative review of a research domain for the purpose of integrating the

esults of multiple studies. Meta-analysis may also summarize other study

‘-haracteristics, including methodological, procedural, and theoretical varia-

sles. Strube and Hartmann provide a comprehensive review of the rationale,

ipplications, and problems of this approach. They consider meta-analysis to

ye a meansof taking stock of what we know, or do not know,in a givenarea.
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Unlike the three approaches described above, the three remaining ap-
proaches reviewed in this part of the volume are well established in other
areas of research (e.g., anthropology, marketing research) but have received
relatively little attention by the evaluation community. First among these
approachesis archival data research. Evaluators tend to avoid using second-
ary data sources because such data frequently prove too inappropriate, inac-
curate, or inaccessible to meet the needs of the evaluation. Luckey, Broughton,
and Sorenson foresee a future in whichfiscal support for primary data collec-
tion for evaluation purposesis likely to decrease and, thus, where more evalu-
ators and policy analysts may be compelled to use existing data sets. To
facilitate evaluators’ use of this approach, these authors specify its limitations
and, more important, present a series of strategies for minimizing difficulties
associated with archival research.

Cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses are complementary methods of
determining whether or not programsareefficient in their use of economic
resources. As defined by Wortman,in cost-benefit analysis all benefits and
costs are valued in monetary terms; in cost-effectiveness analysis, program
benefits are valued in other units—for example, improved morale. Wortman
believes that, to the detriment of their profession, most evaluators are unfa-
miliar with manyof the issues concerning these analyses. His paper addresses
the need of this audience to learn the general principles of analysis for cost-
effectiveness and cost-benefit methodology.

Social impact assessment (SIA) focuses on the impact of policies, pro-
grams, or building projects on individuals, families, and communities. Morash
describes SIA as anticipatory research that involves the prediction and com-
parison of a variety of potential impacts resulting from two or more program
options. In addition to providing an overview of SIA methodology, Morash’s
paper demonstrates the application of SIA to the study of criminal and juve-
nile justice programs.
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Towardthe Future of

Stakeholder Approachesin Evaluation

Carol H. Weiss

Giventhe very special situation in the Cities-in-Schools (CIS) and Push/Excel

(Excel) programs, the stakeholder approach to evaluation hashardly received

a fair test. In fact, some people argue that it was implemented with such a

minimalist interpretation of its scope that its potential benefits inevitably

went unrealized. So manyotherdifficulties beset the evaluation — primarily as

a result of the attempt to apply formal quantitative assessmentto shifting (and,

in the case of Push/Excel, inchoate) programs that the stakeholder approach

did not have much chanceto affect the course of events. On the positive side,

perhapsit engaged the attention of actors who might otherwise have ignoredit

entirely, particularly people at the local sites. On the negative side, it probably

diverted a fair amount of evaluators’ time from strictly evaluative functions.

Butthe turbulent nature of the programs and the mismatch with standard out-

come evaluation procedures were probably the critical elements in both cases.

The inability to attain the expected benefits in these cases may have

been the result of extraneous factors (incomplete implementation of the stake-

holder concept, inappropriate evaluation strategies, fluidity of programs, and

From Carol H. Weiss, “Toward the Future of Stakeholder Approachesin Evaluation.” pp. 83-96 in
Stakeholder- Based Evaluation (New Directions for Program Evaluation, no. 17) Copyright © 1983

by Jossey-Bass, Inc. Reprinted by permission.
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so on). Is it possible that stakeholder-oriented evaluation would work in other,

more congenial settings? Or are there basic flaws in its underlying assump-

tions that inevitably limit its capacity to deliver what it promises?

Conversations with colleagues on this project— Robert Stake, Ernest

House, Eleanor Farrar, Anthony Bryk, and David Cohen—have encouraged

me to see the intentions of stakeholder-oriented evaluation as fundamentally

threefold: first, to increase the use of evaluation results in decision making;

second, to empowera widerassortmentof groupsto determine evaluation pri-

orities; and third, to shift governance of evaluation from sole control by NIE

to shared control, thereby reducing NIF’s responsibility. Partisans of the

approach may have hadother expectations, such as providing greaterlegiti-

macy for evaluations in general, for NIE’s evaluations in particular, and for

NIE as the evaluation agency. But the three aimslisted here appear to repre-

sent the nub of the stakeholder argument.

I interpret the term stakeholders to mean either the members of groups
that are palpably affected by the program and whotherefore will conceivably
be affected by evaluative conclusions about the program or the members of
groups that makedecisions aboutthe future of the program, such as decisions
to continue or discontinue funding or to alter modes of program operation.
These are quite distinct categories of people, although there is some overlap. I
include them both as stakeholders, because that is my reading of NIE’s intent.

Perhaps it would be useful to maintain and elaborate the distinctions.
Analytically, stakeholders can be divided into four categories, depending on
the kinds of information that are likely to be valuable to them (Figure 1).

Assumptions

With these prefatory remarks, let us try to disentangle the expectations
inherentin the stakeholder notion. As developed at NIE, the approach makes
a series of assumptions about the involvementof stakeholders in the evaluation
process.

1. Stakeholder groups can be identified in advanceofthe start of eval-
uation.

a. The sponsor, the evaluator, or both can figure out whoseinter-
ests are at stake.

b. The sponsor and/or the evaluatorwill select a representative set
of groupsto participate in the evaluation.

2. Stakeholders want an evaluation of the program with which they
are associated.

a. They want to have evaluative information available about the
program.

b. ‘They are willing to participate in the evaluation process.
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Figure 1. Categories of Stakeholders
 

Category Types of Decisions to be Made
Types of Evaluation Results

That Are Relevant
 

Policy maker (the

Congress, the secretary of
the Departmentof

Education, local

philanthropists, school
board members)

Program manager
(national program staff,
program directors in

cities, program designers)

Practitioner

Clients and citizen
organizations (students,
parents, community
groups)

Shall we continue to fund
the program? Is it
achieving the desired

results? Shall we expand
it or reduceit?

How can we improvethe
program? Should we
recruit different staff,

serve different kids, use

different techniques?

Whatshall I do to help
Joan and Pedro?
How can I get Elsie to try

harder?

Shall we keep attending
the program (assuming
we havethe choice)
and supporting it?

Outcomes of program for
participants, causally
linked to the intervention.

Differential outcomes for
different types of students,
by types of service
received, by type ofstaff,
and so forth. Qualitative
information on whatis
going well and poorly
during implementation.

Usually not much, except
perhaps for some overview
of how the whole project
is going. Practitioner’s own
knowledge and experience
are more relevant and
salient.

Not much. Outcomes of
the program for previous
participants should be
relevant, but often the

evaluation has not gone
on long enough to provide

such data. In any event,
clients’ own experiences
are more salient.
 

3. They want specific kinds of information to help them make plans

and choices.

a. They can identify their information needs in advance.

b. The kinds of information they wantare the kinds that evaluation

studies produce.

c. ‘The kinds of information that different stakeholder groups want

can be reconciled with one another.

4. Evaluators will respond to stakeholder requests for information.

a. They have the requisite time, resources, interest, and commit-

ment to the process.
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5.

6.

7.

b. They have the interpersonalskills to solicit realistic information

d.

requests from groups, even from those for whom evaluative

information is not salient.

They have the political skills to negotiate accommodations in

priorities among competing stakeholder groups.

They have the technical proficiency to design and conduct a

study that produces valid data to satisfy diverse information

requests.

They will report back promptly, responsively, using forms of

presentation that are appropriate to various audiences.

Stakeholders who have participated in an evaluation will develop

pride of ownership in the conclusions.

a. They will accept them astrue.

b. They will take them seriously.

Stakeholders who have decisions to make (mainly federal policy

makers, school-district administrators, outside philanthropists, and

program directors) will use evaluation results as a basis for decision

making.

a.

b.

Information in and ofitself is a decisive component in decision

making.

The stakeholder approach makes a wide assortmentof informa-

tion available.

The information is relevant to the situation that exists when

decisions are being made. If circumstances have changed since

the study was planned, the information collected remains appro-

priate to changed conditions and sufficient to answer current

questions.

Stakeholders who do not have program-wide decisions to make

(principals, teachers, students, parents, community organiza-

tions) know that at least their criteria and concerns were taken

into account in the evaluation and that information of impor-

tance to them was considered in decision making. They will

therefore, perhaps, accord the decisions greater legitimacy.

(A revisionist assumption) Even if evaluation results do not sway

specific decisions, they will enrich discussions about future pro-

gramming and illuminate undertakings of program actors.

Analyzing the Assumptions

A number of these assumptions look perfectly reasonable —at least

under reasonable conditions. Of course, if we push any one of them toofar,

we can find situations under which it will break down. Let us see which as-
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sumptions seem generally viable and which depend on images of orderliness
and rationality that rarely prevail in the program world.

The first assumption, that stakeholder groups can be identified in
advance, looks feasible. The CIS and Excel evaluations seemed to have en-
countered little difficulty on this score. We could ask whether the groups
that AIR identified and assembled weretruly representative of all important
stakeholder interests. For example, how actively represented were teacher,
student, and parent concerns? How longdid representatives of these groups
continueto participate? Thereis also a perennial question about the represen-
tation of potential users of program information. Groupsthat are notactively

associated with the program now canhavea realstake in the information that

evaluators will produce, such as schooldistricts that would want to adopt the

program if it proved successful. No procedural mechanisms appear capable of

identifying, let alone representing, the entire set of potential users of evalua-

tion results or the questions that they will raise. But in the normal course of

events, adequate representation of stakeholders seemsfeasible.

The second assumption, that people want evaluations and that they

will participate in them, probably holds good for some groups some of the

time. Given a choice, however,it seemslikely that many groups would forgo

evaluation entirely. These groups have learned over past decades that evalua-

tions are more likely to be the bearers of bad tidings than good. Whenresults

are circulated, they often pose a threat to the program rather than support and

guidance. Information is a minor benefit comparedto the questions andcriti-

cisms that it can provoke. Only when federal beneficence is contingent upon

evaluation do many groups accept it as inevitable and come on board.

The third assumption, that people can specify their information needs

in advance, has the same “maybe/maybenot” quality, althoughit lists toward

“maybe not.” As cognitive psychologists have demonstrated and as decision

theorists have learned to their regret, people do not always know in advance

what they will need to know in order to makea decision (Slovic, Fischhoff, and

Lichtenstein, 1977; Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1971). Unless situations are rou-

tine and repetitive, the human cognitive apparatus Is not always upto the task

of foreseeing which information will be critical. Moreover, the assumption

that evaluation requests can be defined early in the study relies on a vision of

an orderly and predictable environment. It assumes that organizations can

schedule their choices and calculate their information needs with confidence

that things will go as planned. In fact, neither the political environment nor

the organizational milieu is stable. Program decision makingis beset by unex-

pected occurrences from inside and outside the organization. Long experience

with the development of management information systems and with mana-

gers’ inability to specify their needs correctly is instructive here (AAACMIS,

1974; Ackoff, 1967; Grudnitski, 1981).
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The capacity to define information needsfar aheadoftimeis limited by

individual, organizational, and political constraints. Many people will make

an effort to tell what they need to know, but much of what they say is a

learned, stereotypical response. People in schools, for example, almost always

say that they wantto knowtest scores. Whetheror nottest scores are relevant

to the programor useful in decision making, people have been indoctrinated

to the notion that achievementis the central mission of schools and that ne-

glect of test scores would therefore be unprofessional conduct.

Not uncommonly, people do not actually want to know anything.If

you define these people as stakeholders and ask them to describe their infor-

mation needs, they will generally give an answer.In today’s information soci-

ety, saying that they do not need data is tantamountto branding themselves as

illiterates. So, lacking any clear need, they can take the opportunity to ask for

information that they know will cast the program in a good light, such as data

on the numberof hoursofservice provided or on parents’ satisfaction with the

program. Anotherstrategy is to ask for something, without regard for exactly

what it is, because information is a scarce resource and therefore worthfight-

ing for. If stakeholders are competitive groups in a competitive environment

and if information is the counter in the game, then information is what groups

play for—almost regardless of its content.

Thus, the assumption that stakeholdersare reliable sources of informa-

tion priorities is not a very good oneif specification is required far in advance,

as in most pre-post designs. It is much more plausible if the evaluation 1s a

qualitative, illuminative investigation of program operation. In most qualita-

tive evaluations, evaluators have ample opportunity to shift direction and to

follow new questions as they emerge. They are not locked in to a set of mea-

sures that can prove to be irrelevant when the “post” time rolls around.

The fourth assumption, that evaluators will respond to stakeholder

requests for information, needs to confront the fact that it takes a variety of

skills and considerable dedication to be responsive. Under some circum-

stances, responsiveness might prove to be impossible. If stakeholders press

demandsfor a great deal of informationorif their demandsare incompatible,

the evaluators may be battered in the effort to satisfy all parties. Later or

sooner, they may give up the effort to be responsive and assume unilateral

control. The CIS and Excel evaluations demonstrate that being a responsive

evaluator is an arduoustask. Both evaluations also suggest, I think, that the

task can be managed under favorable conditions.

The fifth assumption, that stakeholders who participate in a stake-

holder-oriented evaluation develop a sense of ownership in the study, 1s open

to considerable question. There is a good deal of experience with this particu-

lar strategy, since involvementof potential users in evaluations has long been

a staple prescription (Eidell and Kitchel, 1968; Flanagan, 1961; Havelock,
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1969; Joly, 1967). Many efforts have been madein the past to conduct evalua-
tions in this style. Some have been successful in giving prospective users a
stake in the findings, particularly when users are few in number and when
there is relative agreement on most significant issues (Conway and others,
1976; Rothman, 1980). But even under these favorable conditions, many

well-intentioned researchers have been unable to secure acceptanceof the val-
idity and usability of study results (Berg and others, 1978; Lazarsfeld and oth-
ers, 1967; Rich, 1977).

It is when disagreementis rife that user involvementis expected to be

especially important for winning the allegiance of discordant groups. If each

group believes that it has had a say in designing the evaluation, and if each

group believes that it has gotten the information that it wants, then presum-

ably all. groups will have common commitmentto consideration of findings.

But when disagreementis rife, the evaluators are caught in a bind. They have

to resolve discrepant requests and conflicting advice, and it seems inevitable

that they will disappoint oneor anotherof the parties. Groups whose requests

are disregardedwill lose interest in the study and its findings; on occasion they

may becomeovertly hostile.

Another concomitantof involvingusersin the planning and conduct of

studiesis that it gives users an inside look at how thestudyis done. A close view

can engender disenchantment as well as commitment. Insiders know the

weaknessesas well as the strengths of the research — the shortcuts, unreliabili-

ties, missing data, contradictions in sources. Some develop considerable skep-

ticism about the worth of the final report (Berg and others, 1978), and they

haveless allegianceto it than outsiders who were notprivy to the compromises

in data and method that were made.

Some stakeholders are likely to be happy with evaluation results and to

feel a sense of pride, but their happiness can derive more from the support that

the evaluation gives to their stake than from the part they played in the study.

Groupsthat find their positions threatened by evaluation results can revoke

their support if they see their crucial interests endangered, even if they did

participate in the evaluation process.

In sum, experience suggests that participation in a study can increase

support for the study, but only if certain conditions are met: One’s advice has

to be given dueattention, one hasto see the study as being appropriately and

reputably conducted, and results must not threaten significant personal or

organizational interests.

The sixth assumption, that people whotake part in an evaluation will

use the results as a basis for decisions, is constrained by the fact, noted earlier,

that not all stakeholders have decisions to make —atleast, decisions of the kind

for which evaluation has much evidenceto offer. But for those people who do

make decisions, is it reasonable to expect that those who participate in the
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evaluation process will be more likely to base their decisions on evaluation

results? On the positive side, it is safe to say that these people know more

about the study than they would haveif they had not taken part. In that sense,

there is a better chancethat they will absorb the information anduseit. Not to

use it takes a conscious decision. They can hardly remain oblivious.

The stakeholder approach also assumes that the results are relevant.

Several factors already noted limit the generality of this assumption

—

for

example, the commoninability to predict information requests accurately,

calls from different groups for inconsistent evaluation designs and information

items, the possibility that one group’s advice will be disregarded or overruled.

Still, the notion that participation will improve relevance remainsplausible.

For example, when local groups take an active part in the evaluation, the

study is much morelikely to address the concerns that exercise them.

The rub comesat the point of applying results to a decision. The usual

expectationis that decision makerswill use evaluation results to choose between

alternative A and alternative B. Unless A and B are minor matters, evaluation

evidenceis not likely to be the decisive element. Decision making aboutissues

of import, such as whetherto continue funding a project, is basically a political

process. In making such a decision, people have to consider a wide rangeof

factors— who supports the program and how muchclout the supporters have,

whatalternatives there are that can serve clients if the program is terminated,

whether alternative programsare likely to be more successful, whose jobs are

in jeopardy if the program ends, howclients will feel and how they will fare

without the program, what community reaction will be, what costs will be

involved, and so on. Evaluation results provide evidence on only a small num-

ber of relevant issues. Thus, even if the evaluation is conducted with the

broadly inclusive sweep anticipated for the stakeholder strategy, it never

addressesall the issues that have to be considered. Nor doesit settle the issues

that it does address in a conclusive way. Therefore, evaluative evidence about

program operations and outcomes goes into the hopper together with an array

of other concerns, information, allegiances, ideological proclivities, and inter-

ests. Decision makers have to reach an accommodation that satisfies many

people on many dimensions. While evidence of program effectiveness 1s

important, it probably never will be the sole determinant —or even the most

powerful determinant of political choice.

If NIE or anyone else expects the stakeholder approach or any other

reform in evaluation practice to makeresearch information the majorbasis for

decision making, they are destined for disappointment. Too many otherfac-

tors must be considered, too many other conditions must be accommodated,

for information to play such a stellar role (Lindbloom, 1968; March, 1982;

Weiss, 1973).
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The seventh, revisionist, assumptionis that the stakeholder orientation
can increase the use of evaluation for purposes of enlightenment (Caplan,
1977; Pelz, 1978; Weiss, 1977). Responsive, relevant, well-circulated evalua-
tion results can provide information that keeps people well informed about a
range of programmatic issues. Evaluation results can provide evidence about
what works well and what does not, about the kinds of problemsthatarise,

and aboutthe reactions of staff and students. They can challenge prevailing
assumptions about a program andthe theories of behavior that underlie it.

They can suggest reinterpretations of past experience and help to makeretro-

spective sense about what the program has been doing. Withoutdictating spe-

cific decisions, they can permeate people’s understanding of program poten-

tials and limits. Over time, such understanding can havesignificant influence

on the aimsthat people set, the alternatives that they consider, and the direc-

tions that they take in future programming (Weiss, 1980). Use in this sense

seems to be a realistic goal for stakeholder-oriented evaluation.

In its early presentations, the stakeholder approach resembled many of

the educational and social programsof the past generation. Its high-minded

intentions were yoked to untested practices, and it promised too much.Its

advocates expected a relatively minor reform to accomplish grand objectives.

As evaluation of social programs have demonstrated time and again, changing

behavior is not a simple task. More temperate expectations for stakeholder

evaluation would put the idea in perspective.

A Tentative Balance Sheet

Our review of assumptions inherentin the stakeholder approach sug-

gests that none of them is open-and-shut. There is leakage at every step along

the way. The chances that any onestep will be fully realized are less than one —

often considerably less—and the cumulative chances of achieving expected

benefits decline multiplicatively. Prospects for significant gains in evaluation

utility do not seem especially bright unless collateral changes are madein the

substance of evaluations andin the structure of the programs. Simply pasting

the stakeholder process alongside current practice involves acceptance of many

existing constraints.

Overall, the stakeholder approach seems to hold modest promise for

achieving modest aims. It can improve the fairness of the evaluation process.

It can probably make marginal improvements in the range of informationcol-

lected and in the responsivenessof data to participant requests. It can counter

the federal tilt of many previous evaluations and give moresayto local groups.

It can democratize access to evaluative information. If stakeholder groups take

an active role, it can make them more knowledgeable about evaluation results
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and equalize whatever power knowledge provides. When many groups know

the results of a study, the likelihood increases that the information will be

absorbed and drawn uponinlater deliberations.

However, the stakeholder approach will not ensure that appropriate

information is collected. Stakeholders will not usually be able to specify the

kinds of data that matter to them with much accuracy, and even when they

can, program conditions andoutside events will probably change before the

data become available. By the time that stakeholders confront decisions, the

evaluation will be able to provide evidence on only a fraction of the questions

at current issue.

The stakeholder approach will probably not visibly increase the use of

results in the making ofspecific decisions. For example, a philanthropist who

sees a report of no success for a program that he supports mayfind that his

participation in the evaluation process makeslittle difference to his decision

about whetherto continue support. Hestill has to think about the implications

of his position on many dimensions. Nor will stakeholder evaluation bring

harmonyto contentious program arenas. It can elicit diverse views, but it can-

not contain them. In fact, if differences are wide, the opportunity to stake out

turf during the evaluation process can make people more awareof the conflicts

that exist. Even if they can work out accommodations over evaluation priori-

ties, accommodations over program issues will be no easier to arrange.

If the stakeholder approach has potential for improving evaluations, it

also makes new demands. It increases the burden on evaluators, and it demands

time and attention from groups associated with the program as policy makers,

managers, planners, practitioners, and clients. Some of these groups includ-

ing, perhaps, evaluators—will find the experience illuminating and worth-

while, but it 1s hkely that others will not. The approach will trade some

people’s heightened satisfaction for others’ annoyance orfrustration.

Questions for the Future

Some conditions of stakeholder participation can profit from further

thinking. I nominatethree issues for consideration: the definition of participa-

tion, the competing claimsof a single study and several independentstudies,

and the mode of study design.

Participation. Which groups should be involved? Does it makesense to

limit participation to groups that face decisions and care about information,

such as funders, managers, and planners? Other groups have interests in the

program that deserve consideration, but it is the program andits future that

concern them, not information about the program. They want a voice in what

happens, not in whatdata shall be collected. Evaluation planningts not neces-

sarily the best forum to engage them. Participation with a more specifically
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programmatic focus could effectively attract their participation and profit
from their perspectives.

The inclusion of multiple groups in the evaluation process is an attempt
to redress the inequitable distribution of influence and authority. But evalua-
tion planningis a strange avenuefor such redress. The stakeholder approach
could be construed as a way ofdeflecting stakeholder attention from decisions
that more directly affect them. Indeed, it almost appears to be a substitute for

involving stakeholders in the making of policy. A Machiavellian mind could

conceive of the stakeholder approachas a wayto mire stakeholder groups(par-

ticularly powerless groups) in the details of criteria definition and item word-

ing, while the powersthat be go blithely on with decisions as usual.

Of course, no such demonic schemeis at work. The reasonsfor involv-

ing stakeholders in evaluation is that NIE has control of evaluation, whereasit

has little voice in program decision making. NIE is taking advantage of the

opportunity to broaden representation in the one domain over whichit has

authority. The intent is high-minded. But the actuality is that participation

takes place at some remove from the centercircle of program decision making.

Whethera reduction of inequities in the evaluation process results in net gains

for all stakeholders is a matter that deserves attention.

One Study or Several. In the first two stakeholder-oriented evalua-

tions a single contract was let. Placing the responsibility for an entire eval-

uation on a single team of evaluators lays a heavy burden on its members,

particularly when they have to cope with all the extra demandsthat the stake-

holder approach entails. It makes them the arbiter of the only gamein town.

It gives them the responsibility for adjudicating amongrivalinterests (includ-

ing their own interests) and for deciding the direction that the study shall

follow.

There is nothing intrinsic to the stakeholder approachthat requiresthe

funding of a single study to accommodate the interests of all parties to the pro-

gram. The single blockbuster study appears to be an unthinking carryover

from previous evaluation practice. For some time, it was assumed that one

large study was better than several smaller studies, because the large study

would have larger sample sizes, use more consistent measures, and therefore

produce moreprecise estimatesofeffect. The stakeholder approach was tacked

on to existing contracting practice.

Asrecent critics have noted, the blockbuster study suffers from severe

limitations. It provides only one set of readings on one set of indicators, and

the results depend on the particular operationalization employed. Cronbach

and his associates (1980) have advocated “a fleet of studies” using different

methods and different measures, done by different teams of investigators. If

separate studies converge on results, the pattern of evidence is much more

convincing than the results of a single study.
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For the stakeholder approach, does it make more sense to fund several

small studies? Each study could examine the program from the perspective of

one set of stakeholders. The separate studies would be able to use the criteria

of the separate groups andfollow the issues that mattered to them. From the

series of separate studies, a multidimensional view of reality would be more

likely to emerge. The various pieces of evidence would illuminate the varied

viewpoints.

It remains to be seen whether multiple studies would enrich under-

standing of the program, or whether they would create more conflict as each

group pressed the evidence that supported its own case. It seems possible that

multiple studies could do both. But they might enable interested groups of

stakeholders to focus on issues that they defined as important without over-

loadingtraffic in a single study.

A sequence of studies could also explore diverse facets of program-

ming. As new issues arose, new studies could pursue them. Since no one can

foresee all contingencies in advance, sequential evaluations would be more

likely to keep pace with shifting conditions. They could follow the variety of

issues that a program encountersover the course ofits life. Of course, there

might be problems in maintaining continuity. A government funding agency

like NIE would have to maintain its commitmentto the exploration of a pro-
gram’s implementation and outcomesover a period of time. If early results
proved disappointing, would the agency be underpressure to divert evalua-
tion resourceselsewhere,or could it continue to support study of the program,
its problems, and its achievements?

Qualitative or Quantitative. What kinds of evaluation designs are com-
patible with the stakeholder approach? Doesit fit best with qualitative, illumi-
native, ethnographic, process-oriented evaluation? The two case studies in-
cluded in this volume seem to suggestso. Is that an idiosyncrasyof the particu-
lar programs,oris it inherent in the stakeholder idea? Can the approach ever
be linked successfully with quantitative before-and-after evaluation? Could it
work if the program under study had stabilized and settled down?

Are there ways that a stakeholder-oriented evaluation can serve both
formative and summative purposes? Past experience suggests that studies that
attempt the dual task tend either to scant one functionorthe other,or else they
are swamped byfloods of data, much of which usually goes unanalyzed. Can
modifications in design overcome these problems, or should formative-quali-
tative and summative-quantitative studies routinely be separate undertakings?

As an attempt to cope with recognized shortcomings in evaluation

practice, stakeholder-oriented evaluation retains modest promise. It has been

tested with two particularly difficult programs, where its achievements were

limited. Clearly, it cannot right all past wrongs or attain the nirvanathatits

advocates hopedfor. At this point, I think it deserves further testing. As expe-
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rience accumulates and if we conscientiously learn from that experience, we

should be able to specify the conditions under which the stakeholder approach

is likely to prove useful and to probetherealistic limits of its potential.
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Multisite/Multimethod Studies

An Introduction

Karen Seashore Louis

There has been a tremendousgrowth overthe past decadein the funding

of applied policy and evaluation research. Muchof this research has

followed relatively traditional research models, heavily influenced by

the disciplinary training and methodological preferences of the prin-

cipal investigator. However, as a consequence of growing dissatisfac-

tion with the ability of these models to meet some of the demandsof

applied research, there have also been manyefforts to develop new meth-

odological approaches to answer questions aboutsocial programs and

their impacts. Some of these involve applying nonresearch models or

perspectives to the task of evaluation, (Smith, 1981a and 1981b). Others

have been attempts to develop new techniques of inquiry drawn from

classical social science research methods but formulated and combined
in new ways.

In this issue we explore someofthe “innovations”in studies that have
tried a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. We begin with a

framework for understanding the methodologies that have emerged

concurrently in independent studies conducted to answer a rangeof very

different questions.

TWO PARADIGMSFOR RESEARCH:
TRADITIONAL HOSTILITIES AND

SIGNS OF CHANGE

Forthe past thirty years it has been commontorefer to twodistinct

“paradigms” governing the methodsof social science inquiry. Thefirst

Author’s Note: The preparation of this article has been supported by
Abt Associates Inc., the Center for Survey Research, University of
Massachusetts, Boston, and by the Far West Laboratory. The com-
ments ofmy colleagues, Allen Smith, Catherine Baltzell, Bob Herriott,
and Bob Dentler, are greatly appreciated.

From Karen Seashore Louis. “Multisite’ Multimethod Studies: An Introduction,” American Behav-

ioral Scientist, 1982. 26(1), 6-22. Copyright © 1982 by Sage Publications, Inc.
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stresses the need to apply research design and analysis principles derived

from the hard sciences, and emphasizesthe desirability of experimental

Or quasi-experimental design andstatistical analysis of multiple cases.
The second paradigm argues that social phenomenaareessentially

different from those observed bythe hardsciences andthat, in order to

understand them adequately, we must understand how they occur and

what they mean to members of the social structure. A_ holistic

understanding of human social structures and behaviors requires a

qualitative, observationally based study of individual cases rather than

experimental manipulation and analysis of selected variables.
Scholars disagree about the degree to which attempts are being made

to build bridges betweenthe qualitative and the quantitative paradigms.

Twenty years ago Zetterberg (1962) advanced the hypothesis that

qualitative and quantitative sociology each had an appropriate and

essential role in the advancement of the discipline: Qualitative field

workcan help illuminate the theoretical and measurementissues in new

areas of study, while quantitative methods are appropriate for testing

the hypotheses derived from rigorousfield methods. Asrecently as 1977,
on the other hand, another observer of these two camps commented

that the guif between them wasso great that it was unrealistic to expect

any “grand synthesis” in the foreseeable future, since any steps toward

synthesis were on the fringes of paradigms (Rist, 1977; see also

McDonagand Schwirian, 1981). However, there are a numberof other

indications of a perceived need for something more than a simple

détente between camps. Some experimental methodologists, for exam-

ple, have recently taken tentative steps toward acknowledging the

existence of an alternative paradigm and its suitability for studying

phenomenathathave typically been approached through quantitative

methods (Campbell, 1974; Cook and Cook, 1977). Similarly, advocates

of qualitative methods call for greater attention to standardization of

analysis procedures (Sieber, n.d.; Yin, 1981).

In this issue we are concerned largely with design decisions that

involve the use of multiple methods within the same study: The
combination of ethnographies and surveys, traditional survey methods

coupled with repeated measure analysis of a small numberofsites, or the

combination of intensive field work in a small numberofsites withless:
intensive qualitative data collection in a larger number. Of equal
concern is the way in which current studies choose to transform data

from one type to another—for example, coding qualitative data on

manysites to allowstatistical analysis.
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Before we turn to alternative methods, a discussion of terms—

quantitative, qualitative, structured, and unstructured—is in order.

SOME CLARIFICATION OF TERMS

QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE

Sieber’s (1973) deliberate use of the specific terms “field” and

“survey” methods rather than the more general terms qualitative and

quantitative raises an extremely importantissue. In our view, the terms

qualitative and quantitative are so imprecise when applied to the range

of social science methodologies that they often detract from researchers’

ability to discuss what they are doing. For somesocial scientists

qualitative refers to the kind of data collected (e.g., unstructured

interviews or observations); for others, qualitative refers to an analysis

strategy. In fact, most definitions of qualitative and quantitative,

particularly from a paradigmatic approach, assume a congruence

between data collection and analysis techniques. Although often poorly

defined, such termsclearly are part of the language of social research.

Somediversity of usage occurs in this issue, but in general each author

has attempted to confine the use of the term qualitative to data

collection methods that involve nonnumeric data and to analysis that

does not use statistical methods.

STRUCTURED AND UNSTRUCTURED

Someof the existing confusions about methodology can be avoided

through frequent substitution of the concept of structure. Methods may

be moreorless structured, where “structured” is used to mean formally

and systematically organized, while “unstructured”refers to the lack of

systematic organization,also “loose, open, free” (Webster’s New World

Dictionary, 1976). The notion of moreorless captures the complexity of

methodological practice: There is no simple dichotomy between

methodsthat are qualitative and those that are quantitative, but rather,

there is a continuum on which variety of different methods may be

located, most of which range betweenthe far endsof the scale.

TRANSFORMATION

To complicate matters further, large-scale studies in particular may

be moreorless structuredat different points in their conduct, depending

271
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upon the emphasis on data transformation as a component of the

methodology. In reviewing the cases covered in this volume (and many

others) we find that, in an increasing numberof cases, data collected

through very unstructured techniques may be transformed through

coding into quantitative data bases, which are then analyzed using

descriptive or inferential statistical techniques. Conversely, data may be

collected through open-ended survey methodsand analyzed “holistical-

ly” by site. In fact, to understand the variety of methods currently being

employed, we must examine the nature of the design and practice at
three points in the study: during data collection, during data-base
formulation, and during the actual data analysis.

Perhapsthe simplest wayof presenting the range of options that may

be available to the investigator at the current time is graphically, as

suggested in Figure |. Here wesee the three dimensionsarrayed next to

each other and along each of the dimensions are some of the most
commonly used techniques. For example, the data collection technique
may vary from the most unstructured ethnographic approachto the
most structured “census” approach. Similarly, the resulting data base
may vary from unstructured, “naturalistic” field notes to one composed
exclusively of ratio-scale data (as many economic data bases are).
Finally, the data analysis techniques may vary from unstructured
“journalistic” techniques, which maybecalled informal pattern recogni-
tion, to the most sophisticated inferential statistics and causal modeling.
A keyissue in data transformationis whatkind ofdata is transformed

into what other kind of data, at what point in the research process, and
by whom. The moretraditional explanations of the research process
treat transformationsas events that occur(if at all) ata specified point in
time (e.g., after the data have been collected, but before the analysis has
begun). But, as we begin to examine manyrecentresearch projects, we
see the elegant simplicity of the classical design overwhelmed by the
complex set of potential transformations. These could included pre-
specified transformations during the data collection period (on-site
coding of data or structured reporting byfield staff who are not part of
the analysis team) or transformations even after the data has been
completely prepared and analyzed(visual patterning and codingofdata
for more succinct presentations of highly complex findings across
severalsites).

The transformation processlies at the heart of manyofthe case studies

presented in this issue, and is also probably one of their most controver-
sial features. It frequently represents an attempt to gather someofthe
best features that are attributed to the two paradigms,andto integrate
them in a report that mixes moreandless structured data and analyses.
As weshall see, this often entails certain costs, so whyis the current
thrust of much research toward the use of novel or mixed methods?
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Figure 1: Dimensions of Variation in Multisite/Multimethod Studies

MULTIPLE METHODS AND
POLICY RESEARCH

The arena of policy and evaluation research has not, until very

recently, been equally hospitable to more andless structured research

methods. It is safe to say that in the late 1960s and early 1970s

experimental and quasi-experimental designs were viewed as the only
logical options (see Weiss, 1972: 74). The relative value that influential
policy and evaluation researchers placed uponless structured methods

is most significantly revealed in a 1976 survey of48 well-known experts,

who were asked to estimate the importance of certain kinds of

methodological training for people entering thefield of evaluation and

policy research (Anderson and Ball, 1978: 169-177). Of 32 “content

areas,” the five most highly rated were descriptivestatistics, inferential

statistics, statistical analysis, quasi-experimenta! design, and experi-

mental design. At the bottom of the list were content analysis, case-

study methodology, and job analysis.
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Despite this apparently inhospitable environment, the movement

toward integrating qualitative and quantitative methods has been

fostered most evidently in social policy research, for several reasons.
First, some ofthe initially high hopes for quantitative social policy re-

search were deflated by an accumulation of null findings, and as “black

box” research designs were unable to reveal why apparently massive

experimental treatments should produce no measureableeffects (Abt

and Magidson, 1980). Researchers beganto look at qualitative research

methods as a meansto improvetheir analysis—to pointto interaction

effects that should be explored, to allow them to accountfor otherwise

inexplicable findings, and so forth.

A secondreasonforintegrating methodsin social policy research has

been that the most rigorous and sophisticated of designs has not

eliminated doubts about the durability of policy research findings.

Ratherthansettling the controversy overthe results of social policy and

evaluation research, rigorous designs have simply raised a new dimen-

sion to the debate. Any researcher who doesnotlike the results of a

major policy study can almost always argue that a variety of meth-

odological or analytic flaws undermineits validity. Not surprisingly,

some policy makers have a deep-seated skepticism about supposedly

“hard” findings—unless they are supported by qualitative data that

makesensein the light of ordinary knowledge and experience (Corbett

and Firestone, 1980; Sundquist, 1978).

Third, certain practical considerations stemming from federal policy
have promoted the use of qualitative methods. Rather than designing
programs as experiments, as advocated by manyresearchers (e.g.,
Gilbert et al., 1975), the federal government tends moreoften to permit
wide latitude in program design and implementation at the local
level, and is typically reluctant to randomlyallocate individuals or
organizationsto “treatments.” In addition, governmentagencies, while
demanding definitive assessments of programs, have also typically
imposed one-time ex-post facto designs for a variety of reasons,
including the need for quick answers and the enormous costs of
mounting longitudinal experimental studies. Also, evaluation or policy
analysis is often an afterthought. The researcher called upon in
midstream must be inventive with regard to study design (Weiss, 1972:
75).

A fourth factor is forms clearance for standardized data-collection

instruments, which can take from four to six months. Thefederal agency
that asks for both qualitative and quantitative data can begin to know
something aboutthe topic in question long before a survey ortesting

program could begin. Thus, particularly in cases where there is only
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limited interest in a “bottom line” assessment, qualitative approaches

may be perceived as moreefficient.!

Finally, qualitative designs mayalso be viewed by governmentagencies

as more flexible than traditional experimentaldesigns in responding to

changing policy contexts and questions. The current funding process

begins with a government agency’s Request for Proposals, which

specifies the general tasks to be carried out. The winning proposal
becomesthe basis for a contract with a specified scope of work (the

activities to be performed andthelevel of effort). Less structured studies

often have less detailed scopes, which makesiteasier to shift resources

without a contractual modification. The appeal of such an arrangement

is particularly understandable during periods of political or program-

matic instability, when policy priorities may change beforethe results of

a large, structured study are available.

Despite these pressures, one should not infer a change in para-

digmatic preferences on the part of policymakers (and at least some

researchers) to draw upon the best of both methods. Policymakers

typically hopeto retain the strengths of quantitative research (generali-

zability of results, reliability of observations, and the ability to synthe-

size a large complex study in a brief report), while capitalizing on the

advantagesof more qualitative methods(holistic description,flexibility,

and sensitivity to causal relationship). There has also been an in-

creasingly perceived needto deal with the integration of findings across

different methodological approaches in a more formal way.

MULTISITE/MULTIMETHOD RESEARCH
AS A SOLUTION

As an approach to solving some of the perceived limitations of
earlier, large-scale policy and evaluation research, a numberofrecent

studies have used a multisite/multimethod research design. One major

characteristic of this approach is a focus on a unit of analysis that is

programmatically based andlarger than an individual. This represents a
major deviation from the earlier traditions of evaluation and policy
research, which tended to emphasize changes in individuals and indi-

vidual behavior. The emphasis onsites as the unit of analysis reflects the

fact that programs as implemented are rarely the sameas the intended

federal or state design (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). To account fora

program’s operations and impacts,it is therefore necessary to attend to

the unit that serves as the administrative basis for the social program

and activity.
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The multisite / multimethod research approachis further characterized

by a relatively large-scale collection of less standardized data, where the

numberof sites involved is at least greater than 5, and sometimesas

many as 50 to 60.It is quite commonto use somescattered collection of

less standardized data to help focus a study that is predominantly

dependent on standardized data and quasi-experimental design (e.g.,

Fienburg, 1977). What distinguishes the multisite/multimethod ap-

proach from either the more traditional single case study or impres-

sionistic data collection at a small numberofsites is the emphasis upon

gathering less structured data from a sample ofsites.

A third attribute of this methodis that less structured data collection

is the major componentofthe study, but not the sole component. Unlike

the approach used by most serious proponents of highly structured

experimental approaches to policy research, the multisite and multi-

method approachesthat are described in this volumeview less structured

data as coequal with the more structured data (and sometimes more

important or valuable for achieving the overall study objectives).

Thefinal attribute in the emphasis is uponcross-site analysis, rather

than solely upon the preparation of independent case reports. Individual

case reports constitute a technique frequently used to provideillustra-

tive data, vignettes, or testimonial data to policymakersandlegislators

who frequently need “real examples.” The developmentof individual
cases, no matter how carefully constructed, typically follows the tra-

ditional conventions of “holistic” causal analysis for each individual

site. Often thereis little or no effect devoted to investigating patterns

acrosssites. In the research innovationsdiscussed in this volume, how-

‘ever, preparation of individual case studies was often secondary to the

development of a narrative data base for cross-case analysis. In some

instances, no individual case material was presentedatall.

COLLECTING AND ANALYZING

LESS STRUCTURED DATAIN

MULTISITE/MULTIMETHOD STUDIES:

ISSUES

Designing and carrying out a study with these characteristics

provides the researcher with a variety of challenges in regard to major

design options, issues of less standardized data-collection activities, and

the problemsof pulling more andless standardized data togetherinto a
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coherent analysis. Morespecifically, the researcher needs to grapple
with these questions:

(1) When are multisite qualitative methods desirable?
(2) What are some of the major design issues to be faced?

(3) What are some of the major analysis issues to be faced?

WHEN TO CHOOSE THE
MULTISITE/MULTIMETHOD APPROACH

In the previous pages we implicitly rejected the methodological

imperative inherent in the narrow “two paradigms,” but wearestill left

with questions about when the multisite/multimethod approach is
appropriate. While there are always researchers whobelieve that “more
data is better,” there are inherent tradeoffs that must be carefully

considered.
Amongthefirst of these is expense. A study employing a minimum of

two methods (one more structured and on less so) will inevitably be

more costly than one using a single method. In manycases, the extra

cost may not be worth the investment: The program orpolicy under
study may not be sufficiently important or powerful, for example, to

justify a public investment, particularly in times of declining resources.
A quick survey of the current effectiveness of competing programsin

achieving a desired goal may be enough. Using a simple post-facto

design with control groups, while not scientifically pleasing, may give

policymakers whatthey need.

The scientific management cost in a multisite/multimethod study

must also be considered. In all cases with which we are familiar, these

costs are far greater than in studies employing a single (or predominant)

methodogical approach. There are many problemsfacing the research

team: coordination of data-collection approaches, collaboration by

teams of researchers with different methodological preferences and

perspectives, and the much-dreadedpossibility that the two or more
different types of data will produce contradictory results (see Trend,

1978). These problems are unavoidable, time-consuming, and often

painful.
There are also costs of innovation, felt largely in the receptivity of

audiences to studies that appear to have too manyfacets, too many

different types of data, and too many components. Unconventional

designs may distract serious readers from the messagesin the findings

and may be perceived with hostility by those in both paradigmatic

camps.
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From a disciplinary, theory-building perspective, the multisite/

multimethod approach maybethebestin instances where the research

setting is ill-matched with more conventional experimental or quasi-
experimentaldesigns, yet where a study based on qualitative data alone

maynotfit the needs of the funding agency.

MAJOR DESIGN CHOICES

Amongthe controversial design choices facing multisite/multimethod

studies are the selection of field personnel, methods to control data

quality, and the degree of standardization to be imposed onthe datacol-

lection. The first design question facing investigators is whowill collect

the data. Because there are multiple sites, often scattered over the entire

continent, it is virtually impossible for the principal investigator(s) to

conduct all of the interviewing and field work personally. Thus, the

process of personal immersion, and integration and analysis through

participation, is not possible. There are several waysto settle the issue:
Trained social scientists located nearthe sites may be hired to work part-

or full-time during the data collection phase; staff may be sent out from

the research institute or university where the workis being performed;

or people who actually live in the site, and are members of the com-
munity maybe hired. The tradeoffs that must be considered in making

this decision are many,including the costs of travel and boarding,the

importance of a “shared perspective” on the issues, and the degree to

which the data-collection activities are prespecified and well-defined.

Anotherissue of vital importanceto the designis the developmentof
a system for monitoring data quality acrosssites. Quality controlis
much more difficult in multisite/multimethod studies because of the
lack of standardizationin the data. Managerialsolutionsto the problem
involve monitoring the data-collection process regularly, keeping in
touch with field workers, reading over their notes, and possibly even
conducting some independentinvestigations.

Data triangulation, which maybebothintra- andintersite, is another
solution to data quality control. Within a site field workers may be
instructed to bolster their assertions with information from several
sources (see Denzin, 1978). Intersite triangulation occurs when the
principal investigator observes that a site seems to be behaving dif-
ferently and requests additional informationto either confirm or deny
the patterns that are apparent. Intrasite investigator triangulation
most often occurs when the project uses a pair of field workers, which
in some instances may include an indigene and a socialscientist and
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in others, two specialists in different techniques. (A recent study of
social scientist/field worker as part of the team.) Intersite investigator
triangulation is more risky, but in some instances there may be
deliberate decision to select field workers with different theoretical
perspectives and to provide them withrelatively little orientation: If
similar conclusions are or can be drawn across sites, the robustness of
the conclusionis thus validated. The quality ofless standardized dataat
the site may also be controlled by intrasite triangulation with quantita-
tive data.? If there are discrepancies, the search for a more complete
explanation is begun.

Finally, by far the most commonandinexpensive form of quality
control is post hoc methodologicaltriangulation between moreandless
standardized data sources—in other words, determining whether the
separate streams of data, separately analyzed, confirm one another.
This approach also has obviousrisks unless the project is funded with
sufficient resources for ironing out any inconsistencies that may be
found.

Another major design dilemma for the investigator—perhaps the
most controversial—is how to strike a balance between gathering
comparable data across sites (to help achieve the unified, cross-site
analysis that is desired) and preserving the advantage offlexibility in the
less standardized component of the study. Those who are meth-
odologically committed to the qualitative paradigm feel that the value of

of the multimethod approachis underminedbythe necessary structuring

of less standardized data to ensure that they can be analyzed within a

finite period. This brings up another design chocie: The tradeoff between

having manysites for which someless structured data are available, and

having fewer sites studied in greater depth using techniques more akin

to the traditional ethnographic approach. The tradeoff between depth

and breadth in the less structured data is a clear one andstrikes at the

heart of the paradigmatic controversy: Is it preferable to preserve the

distinctness of the two approaches, or do the methodological innova-

tions discussed in someof the latter chapters represent breakthroughsin

the developmentof social scientific methodologies uniquely suited to

the systematic study of “squishy” social phenomena?

MAJOR ANALYSIS ISSUES

The dilemmasfacing the investigator during the analysis phase ofthe
project are, if anything, more difficult and novel than those attending
the design- and data-collection phases. Thisis largely a consequence of
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the lack of well-articulated analytic strategies for qualitative data.

Miles, for example, has indicated that, despite some progress in

articulating guidelines for analysis, “The analysis process is more

memorable for its moments of sheer despair in the face of the massof

data, alternating with moments of achieved clarity, soon followed by

second-guessing skepticism” (1979: 597). Miles goes onto assert that the

guidance available for cross-site analysis is even more slim. Yin (1981)

has developed a cogent argumentfor the systematization of cross-case

analysis of qualitative data; unfortunately, the particulars available to

guide the novice are also lacking in this brief article.

The case studies presented here represent much moretentative steps

toward finding and defining a range of alternative analysis strategies.

They also emphasize a need to develop new techniquesfor systematical-

ly matching and comparingpatternsthat are located in individualsites.
Some of the studies used visual techniques to summarize data, some

have quantified and countedrelationships, and others have developed
staffing and process proceduresto stimulate pattern recognition and to

verify patterns. Another major issue is that of transforming raw

qualitative data to a form moresuitable for pattern recognition. While

qualitative analysts have not traditionally been concerned with the

development of a formal “data base” aside from field notes, many

current studies are struggling with the notion that there is a need for

alternatives to traditional coding techniques for translating raw notes

into forms more amenable to intersite analysis. The need to transform

the data raises other questions, such as who shoult be involved in this

activity (the field worker, the ultimate analyst, or others who can assess

reliability and validity), and when it should be done (during data
collection, during preliminaryanalysis, or after data collection has been

completed).

The press toward more systematic data bases, and toward locating

and counting patterns that emerge, raises the question of how to judge

the strength of findings within sites and across sites. Projects are

typically required to develop rules of thumb,either explicit or implicit,

as to whether or not a finding is a real or generalizable one. The

generalizability problem is a haunting one for investigators who feel

that, because they have examined sizable samples, they should be

making generalized assertions, even though they are concerned and

uncertain as to how the idiosyncraciesofless structured methods may be

affecting their results. This concern is compoundedin studies wheresites

are selected purposively as exemplars of particular treatments, condi-

tions, or local characteristics, rather than as representatives of any

known universe.
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INTEGRATING DIFFERENT

TYPES OF DATA

A question that affects all phases of the research is the relationship

between the more andless structured components of the data. Four

major approachesto integration can be identified: the sequential, the

parallel, the fused, and the interactive. Each of these models deals with

the need to maintain someof the good characteristics of one to enhance

the usefulness of the other. All involve multisite/multimethod ap-
proaches to data collection and analysis, but each represents a very

distinct approach to the marriage of the two paradigms.

The Sequential Model

The most commonly used sequential modelis based on the explana-

tions typically offered by quantitative methodologists of the relation-

ship between the two paradigms. Preliminary “knowing” is seen as

crucial where the topic in question is poorly understood, where

measurementtechniquesare not perfected, and wherethere is a need to

identify or refine hypotheses. Within such a study qualitative data

collection precedes the development of survey or testing instruments,

which are perceived as yielding the “final” data for the study (see

Zetterberg, 1962). A contemporaryapplication of this approach1s the

“evaluability’ movement, which stresses the need for a two-stage

evaluation of majorsocial programs. Thefirst stage involves significant

field-based data collection to determine whether the parameters of the

treatment can be identified, and to develop a model of program

operations and outcomesthat will form the basis for an appropriate

quantitative design in the second stage (see Rutman, 1980).

A newersequential model, in which case materialis collected after a

survey or other standardized data collection, has been gaining in

popularity. This approach, often drawing upon Lazarsfeld’s notion of

“deviant case analysis,” views the purpose of the less structured data as

that of illuminating the questions that mayarise in preliminary analysis

of the quantified data base. Or it may be used to understand the

dynamicsofspecific types of cases or settings of particularinterestto the

funding agencyorprincipal investigator. From the perspective of policy

research the reversed sequential model has a great deal to offer. The

research model maystart with a quasi-experimental study designed to

indicate whether the program is workingas intended.Ifand when mixed

results are produced in all or someof the sites, case studies can help
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to illustrate some of the policy options, as well as explain the reasons

for the variation (see also Lazarsfeld, 1976).

The Parallel Model

The parallel model makes no assumption about an appropriate linear

relationship between qualitative and quantitative methods. Typically,
such designs accept the argumentsof Rist (1977) or Scriven (1972) that

they represent two very different ways of knowing, and that they help

the research see andilluminate different aspects of the social phenomenon

under study. This new tradition for multisite/multimethod case studies

has typically assumed that the most appropriate approach to maximiz-

ing the contributionsof both is to allow them to develop independently

but simultaneously.

Parallelism reduces problems of coordination, both of data collec-

tion and between centrally based staff and field-basedstaff. In addition,

it retains themaximum design andanalysis flexibility. Consequently,it

is often preferred by paradigmatic researchers, and it is frequently

employed in large studies.3

The Fused Model

Because of some of the limitations of the sequential and parallel
approaches,an entirely different approach has been gaining emphasisin
a numberof recent research projects.4 The new method fuses someofthe
most “valuable” features of quantitative data collection—emphasis
upon standardization of data points, an emphasis upon determining

causality and testing hypotheses (rather than describing), and an

emphasis upon cross-case analysis—with a flexible approach to obser-
vation and an emphasis uponholistic analysis. This approach is most
frequently referred to as the standardized case method (see Baltzell,
1980).
Many ofthe standardized case method studies have gone onestep

further to include coding of the completed case studies bythe field staff
using “survey” instruments similar to a respondentinterview, and then
analyzing them quantitatively.5

The Interactive Model

The interactive model—a new approachto integrating qualitative

and quantitative data—builds upon someof the features of each of the
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previous models. The majordistinctive characteristics of the approach
are:

(1) the merging of qualitative and quantitative data within as well as acrosssites;

(2) staffing patterns that involve senior researchers in both quantitative and
qualitative aspects of the study;

(3) persistent attempts to triangulate data sources andinterpretations;
(4) cyclical interaction between the qualitative and quantitative method duringall

phasesofthe study,including sampling, instrumentation,data collection, analysis,
and report.

The interactive model is so named becauseit attempts to respond

directly to Lazarsfeld’s admonition that “the most importantlesson to
learn is that .. . the quantitative and the qualitative operations should
be kept in continuous interchange” (1976: 57).

DESIGN OF THE ISSUE

The remainder of this issue has been designed by the editors and

authors to address in greater detail some of the questions raised in the

previous pages. The topics have been selected because they are among

the most pressing that arise when researchers engaged in this type of

project try to explain what they are doing and why.

Each of the five case articles (Herriott, Yin, Smith and Robbins,

Huberman and Crandall, and Louis) focuses on three or four of the

issues discussed above. The last two articles (Miles and Datta) take a

somewhatdifferent approach. Rather than describe a single case, the

authors draw upontheir extensive experience with policy research of

different types to commentuponthe collection of previous chaptersas a
group. Miles addresses the question ofwhether the approachessuggested

here have a substantive payoff for other researchers in other contexts,

and provides a critical review from a colleague struggling with similar

problems, while Datta’s article focuses on the politics of policy research

and its implications for multisite/multimethod endeavors.

NOTES

1. That field-based methods should come to be thoughtof as efficient is an ironic

turnabout from earlier periods in which public opinion surveys and other survey data

collection activities were touted because of their speed and low cost.
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2. This form of triangulation assumes,ofcourse, that the survey or other standardized

data are available when the field work is being completed.

3. The Rand Corporation Study of Federal Programs Supporting Educational

Change and the SRI study of Teacher Corps provide somerecent examples, in addition to
the Abt Associates Rural Experimental Schools Study.

4. The fused model approach is perhaps best articulated by Yin (1980 and 198 la),

McClintock et al. (1979), and Baltzell (1980).

5. Recent studies emphasizing this approach include Yin’s studies of innovations in

urban bureaucracies (1978) and of interorganizational networks amongstate, local, and
regional educational agencies (1981); King’s (1980) study of staff development in
desegregation; and a study of magnet schools as mechanismsfor desegregation (Royster
and Baltzell, 1979).
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Meta-Analysis

Techniques, Applications, andFunctions

Michael J. Strube and Donald P. Hartmann

Theliterature review has always served the
importantfunction of“taking stock” ofwhat
is known so that future research can be di-
rected moreefficiently (Cooper, 1979), policy
decisions can be made moreeffectively (Light,
1979; Pillemer & Light, 1980a, 1980b), and
scientific information can be disseminatedto
wider audiences (Cooper & Rosenthal, 1980).
Historically, the sophisticated and precise
methodsused in the single studies that com-
prise a given literature have not been dupli-
cated when those samestudies were reviewed
and integrated. In fact, traditional methods
of literature review have been criticized for
subjectivity, imprecision, and neglect of im-
portant information contained in primary
studies (cf. Glass, 1976). The impact of these
weaknesses is amplified in view of the com-
plexity resulting from the staggering numbers
of studies being conducted (Glass, 1977).
Schmidt (Note 1) has goneso far as to state
that the production of useful cumulative
knowledgeis the most pressing research need
of the 1980s (see also Tedeschi, Gaes, Rior-
dan, & Quigley-Fernandez, 1981).

In response to the inadequacyofthe typ-
ically qualitative and largely narrative liter-

 

Thanks are extended to Joe Garcia, Bill Gardner, and
Paul Vinciguerra for their comments on an earlier draft
of this manuscript.

ature review (e.g., see Jackson, 1980), psy-
Chologists have begun a rapid transition to
the use’ and development of more quantita-
tive procedures (e.g., Glass, 1976, 1977;
Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981: Rosenthal,
1978, 1979a, 1980). These procedures, known
collectively as meta-analysis (Glass, 1976),
enjoy increasingly widespread use (e.g., Blan-
chard, Andrasik, Ahles, Teders, & O’Keefe,
1980; Hyde, 1981; Smith, Glass, & Miller,
1980; Strube, 1981; Strube & Garcia, 1981;
Underwood & Moore, 1982: see also Glass
et al., 1981). However, meta-analysis has not
gone unchallenged (e.g., Cook & Leviton,
1980; Eysenck, 1978; Gallo, 1978; Leviton
& Cook, 1981; Rachman & Wilson, 1980;
Sohn, 1980; Strube & Hartmann, 1982). The
majority of these commentaries express
healthy skepticism rather than dogmatic re-
sistance and have served the useful purpose
of increasingcritical self-examination among
meta-analysts. Our purpose in this article is
to “take stock” ofwhat we know about meta-
analysis. By doing so we hope to point out
the proven strengthsofthe procedures, prom-
ising developments, and most important,
areas in need ofattention.

Meta-analysis is not simply a collection of
quantitative techniques. Rather,it represents
a systematic approach to the problem ofin-
tegrating a common research domain (cf.
Cook & Leviton, 1980; Cooper, 1979; Cooper
& Arkin, 1981; Glass et al., 1981: Leviton

From Michael J. Strube and Donald P. Hartmann. “Meta-Analysis: Techniques, Applications, and
Functions,” Journal ofConsulting and Clinical Psychology, 1983, 51(1), 14~27. Copyright © 1983 by
the American Psychological Association, Inc. Reprinted by permission of authors and publisher.
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& Cook, 1981). Furthermore, as we (Strube
& Hartmann, 1982) and others (e.g., Cook
& Leviton, 1980; Leviton & Cook, 1981)
have pointed out, the meta-analytic approach
makes obvious the large number of qualita-
tive and often arbitrary decisions that one
must make during a research integration.
Finally, the outcome of a meta-analysis need

not be restricted to bland summary state-
ments of research results but may be more
general and creative. These three levels of
examining meta-analysis—the quantitative
techniques, the application of those tech-
niques, and the more general functions of
meta-analysis—are the framework for the
presentation that follows.

Meta-Analytic Techniques

A wide variety ofstatistical techniques are
available to the meta-analyst, but most fall
under two basic approaches: combination of
significance levels and combinationofeffect
sizes.! Although significance level and effect
size are typically correlated (e.g., Rosenthal
& Rubin, 1979, 1980), the two provide dis-
tinct information. From a theoretical stand-
point, it is important to know whethera par-
ticular result occurred due to chance.Statis-
tical significance provides such information,
and the combination of probabilities across
studies allows the reviewer to determine
whethera set of results could have arisen by
chance. A detailed description ofall available
techniques for combining probabilities is be-
yond the scope of this article. Rosenthal
(1978, 1980) provides useful summaries of
the most common methods for combining
probabilities, as well as guidelines for their
application. Current practice (e.g., Cooper,
1979; Strube & Garcia, 1981) favors the use

of the Stouffer technique (Mosteller & Bush,
1954; Rosenthal, 1978). However, reviewers
are well advised to use at least two methods
ofcombining probabilities (cf. Cooper, 1979;
Rosenthal, 1978), particularly with small
samples. The sampling distributions of these
statistics are not well understood, and the
results may not always agree (see Strube,
1981).
The combination of effect sizes represents

the second major approach to the summa-
rization of results across studies (Glass, 1976,
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1977; Glass et al., 1981). Because a signifi-

cant result is not necessarily meaningful, it
is important to examine the magnitude of
effects across studies. This step can be par-
ticularly importantin applied areas (e.g., psy-
chotherapy outcome) in whichtheeffective-
ness of a treatment or intervention has high
priority. To achieve this end, the meta-ana-
lytic reviewer has available a rather large
numberofmethods for estimating effect size.
These estimates include the proportion of
variance accounted for in the dependent
measure(e.g., Sohn, 1980), the percentage of
overlap between treatment and control dis-
tributions (Cohen, 1977; Cooper, 1979), and

the standardized difference between treat-
ment- and control-group means (Cohen,

1977). This latter estimate, known as Cohen’s
d, is the most widely used when two groups
are being compared (e.g., Cooper, 1979;

Smith et al., 1980).?
Beyond the computation of a combined

probability and of an average effect size, sev-
eral additional analytic proceduresare avail-
able. An important aspect of a meta-analysis
concerns the stability of the combined re-
sults. Stability ultimately affects the confi-
dence placed in the inferences and conclu-

sions drawn from the collection of studies

' Other approaches, such as vote counting (e.g., Hedges

& Olkin, 1980), will not be discussed since they have

seen little current use. The brand of meta-analysis de-

veloped by Schmidt and Hunter(e.g., Hunter & Schmidt,
1978; Schmidt & Hunter, 1977; Schmidt, Hunter, Pear!-
man, & Shane, 1979) will also not be discussed, since

it appears to require more quantitative information than

is typically found in most research domains.
2 The Stouffer technique is defined by the following

formula:
N

Z,= 2 zi{(N)'?
i=]

where z; is the standard normal deviate corresponding

to the exact one-tailed p value for a given hypothesis test

(sign determined by direction of support), and N is the
number of hypothesis tests combined. The resulting z,

is referred back to a table of standard normal deviates

to obtain the combined probability.
31t should be noted that whereas researchers agree

that an estimateofeffect size is desirable, there has been
considerable debate as to which effect-size estimate is

best, and how effect size should be interpreted. The
reader is referred to Cooper (1981), Gallo (1978), Rim-

land (1979), Rosenthal and Rubin (in press), and Sohn
(1980) for various perspectives on effect-size interpre-

tation.
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reviewed. Thus, it is important to demon-
strate that the addition of a few morestudies
would not drastically alter the combined re-
sults. Rosenthal (1979a) has presented a pro-
cedure, based on Stouffer’s technique, which
allows the computation of the number of
unretrieved studies or hypothesis tests aver-
aging null results that would be required to
bring the overall combined probability to a
chosen level (e.g., just significant, p = .05).
This number, dubbed the ‘“Fail-safe N”
(Cooper, 1979), allows the reviewer to dem-
onstrate whether an overall combined prob-
ability could be rendered nonsignificant by
a few “‘file-drawer’’ studies averaging no ef-
fect. For effect-size estimates, the computa-
tion of confidence intervals or standard de-
viationsallows one to estimate their stability.
It is also possible to estimate the impact on
an average effect size of including WN file-
drawer studies with a given average d (e.g.,
Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982). This can be a use-
ful procedure provided there is a reasonable
estimate ofthe file-drawer d (e.g., the average
d of unpublished studies that have been re-
covered).

In forming the combinedresults, the meta-
analyst may choose to emphasize differen-
tially some studies or hypothesis tests over
others. For example, studies differ in their
quality, and poor studies can be weighted less
in the analysis rather than excluded. Differ-
ential weighting of studies is easily accom-
plished using a modification of the Stouffer
technique for combined probabilities (e.g.,
Cooper, 1979: Mosteller & Bush, 1954; Ro-
senthal, 1978). Weighting ofeffectsizes is also
possible, although it has not been conducted
routinely. Weighting of studies is simple in
principle and allows the reviewer a certain
degree of flexibility in the combination of
results. However, it is important that the
weighting strategy chosen be sensible, defen-
sible, and preferably selected prior to data
collection.

These techniques mightbe said to provide
the basic results of a meta-analysis. However,
it is possible to extract additional quantitative
information from

a

literature review. In par-
ticular, the size ofeffects and significance lev-
els obtainedin the studies reviewed are likely
to vary considerably. Opposite or contradic-
tory findings may emerge, and this variability
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may be systematically related to differences
between studies. As Light has argued, ex-
amining the variability in a set of results may
lead to considerableinsight ino the “why” of
the underlying process (Light, 1979; Light
& Smith, 1971; Pillemer & Light, 1980a,
1980b). A numberof procedures andstrat-
egies exist for identifying sources of variation
in either p values oreffect sizes. Simple cor-
relation of study characteristics with effect
sizes or significance levels can indicate
whether a given phenomenonis general or
depends on specific values or levels of the
variables examined. For example, Smith and
Glass (1977), in their meta-analysis of psy-
chotherapy outcome, found that effect size
wassignificantly correlated with IQ ofclients,
reactivity of the outcome measure, and sim-
ilarity of therapists and clients. A related ap-
proachis to disaggregate studies or hypoth-
esis tests by levels or categories of some im-
portant variable in orderto actually examine
the combined results at each level or within
each category. Using this approach, Shapiro
and Shapiro (Note 2) found that effect sizes
were greatest for phobias and lowest for anx-
iety and depression in their analysis of pre-
dominantly analoguestudies.
A more complex analysisis called for when

the joint effect of more than one mediating
variable is of interest. One approach is to
disaggregate studies along two or morevari-
ables. If the data in the resulting cross-clas-
sification conform to assumptions, then stan-
dard analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be
used to examine main andinteractive effects
(e.g., Smith et al., 1980; Shapiro & Shapiro,
Note 2). However, most often the mediating
variables will be intercorrelated, or primary
interest will lie in the independent contri-
bution of manyvariables. In such cases, mul-
tiple regression analysis (e.g., Cohen & Cohen,
1975; Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973) can be
used. Regression analyses have the advan-
tages of providing a measure ofthe propor-
tion of variance accountedforin either effect
sizes or significance levels (i.e., R), statisti-
cally controlling for the effects of other vari-
ables, and allowing the creation of variables
that represent interactions. Thus, multiple
regression easily handles data traditionally
analyzed via ANOVA, with some additional
advantages as well.
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Pillemer and Light (1980) advocate an ad-
ditional approach to examining variation in
study outcomes. These researchers advocate
the examination of the distributions ofeffect
sizes and significance levels in order to detect
unusual variation. Whatis particularly novel
abouttheir approachis their emphasis on the
detection and examination of “‘outliners’—
unusually effective and ineffective treatments
or programs(cf. Klitgaard, 1979). Once iden-
tified, a search for explanatory factors (key
similarities or differences) may provide con-
siderable insight into understanding why the
program or treatment worked so well or so

poorly. When coupled with the in-depth ex-

amination of the usual or typical findings
across studies (which Pillemer and Light also
advocate), the investigation of the atypical

can provide a rich yield of information.
Finally, a number of recent developments

in the analysis of combined results also bear
mention. For example, Rosenthal and Rubin
(1979, Note 3) present techniques for com-
paring two or moresignificance levels, or ef-
fect sizes, from independent studies. These
techniques not only allow for the detection
of significant variability within a set ofstudies
(i.e., heterogeneity of significance levels or
effect sizes) but also provide for the testing
of a priori hypotheses about that variability.
These techniques can be applied to small
numbers of studies or hypothesis tests where
more traditional analyses are not appropri-
ate. Thus they should provide useful adjuncts
to the methods described above.In addition,

Glass and his colleagues (Glass et al., 1981;

Smith et al., 1980) have made a number of

advancements in the analysis of effect-size
data. For example, Smith et al. (1980; see

also Glass et al., 1981) examinedtheeffects
of drugs and psychotherapy. Using least
squares proceduresthey wereable to estimate
the separate contributions of drugs and psy-
chotherapy as well as their combined effect,
even though all studies did not include both
drug treatment and psychotherapy groups

contrasted with a control group. Glassetal.
(1981) also present procedures for fitting

curves to groups of studies with quantitative ©
independent variables (e.g., class size in the

analysis of achievement or number of months
to posttherapy follow-up in the analysis of

psychotherapy outcome). Finally, these re-
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searchers have used multidimensionalscaling
techniques in both the construction of in-

dependent variables (types or classes of psy-

chotherapy, Smith & Glass, 1977; Smith et

al., 1980) and the scaling of studies of sex
roles along a psychological adjustment con-
tinuum (Glass et al., 1981). These develop-

ments enhancethe wide variety oftechniques
that the meta-analyst has at his or her dis-
posal.

We have purposely given relatively brief
attention to statistical techniques that can be
used in a meta-analysis. A numberofsources
cited above provide detailed descriptions.
Furthermore, the techniques themselves do

not provide any insurmountable barriers to
the conduct of a meta-analysis. They are for

the most part simple in nature, or at least

understandable with a little work. However,

the application of the techniquesto the real

and often problematic data of a research do-
main creates a host of problems that require
special attention.

Application of the Techniques:

Conducting the Review

The conduct of a meta-analytic review re-
quires a series of carefully considered deci-
sions. No amountof precision or ‘“‘quantifi-
cation” in the actual techniques can sparethe

reviewer the thought and planning that are
required of any review (cf. Feldman, 1971;
Jackson, 1980; Taveggia, 1974). However, the

systematic nature of a meta-analysis does
serve to make a numberof those decisions
and their implications more explicit. Follow-
ing is a discussion of some of the more both-
ersome problemsthat challenge the reviewer

(see also Cooper, in press). Central to this

discussion is the assumption that the reviewer
has clear, precise, and explicit hypotheses or

questions that he or she wishes to address.

Sample Biases

As we and others(e.g., Shapiro & Shapiro,
1982; Smith et al., 1980) have noted, the re-

sults from individual studies that are aggre-

gated in meta-analysis are analogous to the
responses from individual subjects in tradi-
tional studies. However, like most analogies,

the resemblanceis imperfect. Unlike the tra-
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ditional research design, the meta-analytic
sampleis likely to be nonrandom andbiased,
and the individual datum maylack indepen-
dence. Many search procedures draw their
samples from published sources, often on the
tenuous assumption that published research
is of higher quality (cf. Cooper, 1979; Glass
et al., 1981) and because retrieving published
sources is simply easier. The most serious
effect of this selective sampling is to bias the
estimates ofboth significancelevels and effect
sizes. Publication policy is clearly biased to-
ward the reporting of significant findings
(Bakan, 1966; Chase & Chase, 1976; Green-

wald, 1975; Smart, 1964; Sterling, 1959).

Thus, the magnitudeofboth significance lev-
els and effect sizes may be overestimated. In-
deed, data from simulation studies and past
meta-analyses validate the existence of this
bias. In two studies using Monte Carlo tech-
niques Lane and Dunlap (1978) and Under-
wood and Dickson (Note 4) both found ev-
idence for a bias in effect sizes as a function
of selection criteria based onstatistical sig-
nificance. Glass et al. (1981) review 11 meta-
analyses that included data from journals and
other less traditional sources such as books,
theses, and unpublished studies. Across all

the analyses, the published studies yielded the
greatest averageeffect size (d = .64), followed
by unpublished studies (d = .58), theses and
dissertations (d = .48), and studies reported
in books (d = .30). The magnitude of this
bias is not typical and reviewers should rec-
ognize that their selection strategy can have
a considerable impact on their combined re-
sults. ;
An equally important implication ofbiased

selection is that the published literature con-
tains most, if not all, of the Type I errors of

inference (cf. Bakan, 1966; Cohen, 1962:

Greenwald, 1975; McNemar, 1960). Esti-
mates like Rosenthal’s fail-safe number are
helpful, but they are not complete solutions.

The fact remains that such estimates are
based on sample values that may be unrep-
resentative of the population, a population
with essentially unknown parameters.

Finally, biased selection of studies may
preclude sampling of important methodolog-
ical and theoretical variables. Published
sources tend to contain studies that ‘““worked”’
and that “fit” into currentscientific thought
(Zeitgeist). Studies that use novel methodsor
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that debunk a popular theory are given closer
scrutiny, which will more likely reveal the
fatal flaw that keeps them out of print. De-
spite our claims to objective science, the pub-
lication process is not entirely apolitical
(Glasset al., 1981), and studies that contain
important information may be excluded for
irrelevant reasons. For example, Smith (1980)
examinedthe presence of sex bias in psycho-
therapy and found a substantial tendency for
counselors and therapists to stereotype women
and view them more negatively than men,
but only in published studies. Unpublished
studies showeda substantial difference in the
opposite direction. As this study makesclear,

biased selection can affect the direction as
well as the magnitude of the results that one
obtains in a meta-analysis.

There is no simple solution to the biased-
selection problem. In someresearch areasit
is possible to collect and use as large and com-
plete a sample as possible. In other areasit
may be necessary to either narrow one’s theo-
retical focus or to restrict the sampling to
keep the analysis manageable. For example,

Miller (reported in Glass et al., 1981) ex-

amined the literature on the psychological
effects of drug therapy. Even though here-
stricted his sample to published sources and
made further restrictions based on research
design andpatient characteristics, 2,963 stud-
ies were located. A representative subsample
were read and coded for the meta-analysis.
Wherelarge portionsofa literature are omit-
ted, the possibility of bias certainly exists.

The effects of such bias can be offset some-
whatif reviewers take pains to describe their
sampling procedures in detail (Glass et al.,
1981). This description allows the reader to
assess the conclusions made in a review in
light of the quality of the sample.

Data Retrieval

Problemsin the reporting of results in in-
dividual studies can also produce biases and
distortions in a review’s data base (cf. Feld-
man, 1971). Selective reporting of results is
particularly troublesome. Researchers are
likely to report and emphasize findings that
are significant and in the expected direction.
Null or unexplainable results may be re-
garded as unimportant and unworthy of
mention since they detract from the “clean”
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presentation of the results. Unfortunately
such suppression systematically biases a meta-
analysis, and the detection of the bias may
be impossible, particularly when crucial de-
pendent measuresare not even mentioned in

method sections (cf. Shapiro & Shapiro,
1982).

Another problem in reporting that can
distort the data retrieved for a meta-analysis
concerns the completeness and accuracy of
results presented in written reports. The
meta-analytic techniquesuse quantitative in-
formation and can provide precise, accurate
results only to the extent that precise, accu-

rate information can be retrieved. Often the
necessary statistical information can be re-
constructed. For example, Glass andhis col-

leagues (Glass, 1980; McGaw & Glass, 1980;

Glass et al., 1981) present a variety of pro-
cedures for estimating effect sizes when lim-
ited statistical information only is available.
In respect to significance levels, the conser-

vative approach taken is usually to assume
p = .50 when “no difference” is reported, and
= .05 whenall that is reported is “‘signifi-

cant differences favoring Group X were ob-
tained.” However, when one must resort to

reconstruction or estimation, the data be-

comeless precise because of the unverifiable,
and sometimes tenuous, assumptions that

must be made (e.g., equality of treatment-
and control-group variances).

Reporting accuracy applies not only to
effect sizes and significance levels that serve
as the “dependent variables” in a meta-anal-
ysis but also to the host of methodological
variables and study characteristics that can
serve as “independent variables.” For ex-
ample, adequate descriptions ofsample char-
acteristics (age, sex, ethnicity, IQ,etc.), treat-
ments (type, how implemented), settings
(home,office, university), therapists (experi-
ence, training), and procedures (controls,

type of outcome measures), to name but a
few, are necessary if the mediating impact of
these variables on outcomeis to be assessed
adequately. Imprecise reporting ofthese vari-
ables is especially serious since they may be
‘impossible to estimate.

Data Quality

A vital issue in the conduct ofa meta-anal-
ysis is the quality of the data base. At some
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point, the reviewer must decide which studies

from the sample will be included in the anal-
ysis. The problem of inclusion criteria has
caused considerable debate (e.g., Eysenck,

1978; Rachman & Wilson, 1980). At one

extremeis the argumentto includeall studies
in a meta-analysis, under the assumption that
if the “flaws” do not even out (cf. Cook &
Leviton, 1980), then the analysis will indicate

where anybiases exist. Coding study quality
(e.g., Smith et al., 1980; Shapiro & Shapiro,
Note 2) and assessing the relationship of
quality to outcome represents an empirical
solution to the problem that has been used

with some success. Glass et al. (1981) review
12 studies that examinedtherelationship of
internal validity to study outcome. The re-
sults were mixed and depended on the con-

tent area being examined. In somecases low-
quality studies yielded highereffect sizes than
high-quality studies, sometimes the opposite
was found, and sometimes no relationship
between study quality and outcome was ob-
tained. The advantage to coding the quality
of study and examiningthe relationship of
quality to study outcomeis that it allows an
examination of important methodological
variables. This examination, in turn, can aid

future research by pointing out potential pro-
cedural problems.

Atthe other extreme are research domains
in which an adequate theoretical test must
satisfy very restrictive conceptual as well as
methodological requirements (e.g., sleeper
effect, see Cook & Leviton, 1980). Inclusion
of inappropriate (not simply weak) tests
could produce misleading conclusions, par-
ticularly where only a small sample ofstudies
satisfy the requirements of the theory (cf.
Jackson, 1980). In these cases, clear decision

rules are required a priori to insure that the
combined analysis adequately ‘addresses the
substantive issues. This requirement does not
necessarily mean that inappropriate tests are
not analyzed. A useful middle ground might
be to contrast the analyses ofappropriate and
inappropriate tests in order to explicate the
key methodological and theoretical differ-
ences (and perhapsdiscover a few new ones).

Regardless of one’s preference for level of
inclusion, the strategy used has another im-
plication. In a strict sense, the conclusions

drawn from a meta-analysis apply only to the

sample of studies examined; the results can
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be generalized to studies differing in various
ways only with some (perhaps extreme) cau-
tion. If the samples are based on inappro-

priate or poor quality data, the conclusions
become suspect. Whether one opts for re-
strictive inclusiveness, or coding ofdata qual-
ity (or some middle position on this inclu-
siveness continuum), one should have clear

guidelines by which to make decisions. We
have previously outlined three steps in ex-
amining data quality (Strube & Hartmann,
1982) that bear repeating here. These steps
require considering three types of validity:
conceptual, methodological, andstatistical.‘

Conceptual validity. Conceptual validity
refers to the necessity that putting a theoret-
ical construct into operation constitutes a
valid test of the phenomenon under study
(see the discussion of construct validity by
Cook & Campbell, 1979). Ifa study does not
test what it purports to test, then it should
not be included in the analysis. Related to
this point is the fact that similarly labelled
treatments or programs may nottest the

same underlying process (cf. Pillemer &
Light, 1980a). The reviewer must consider
carefully whether a particular treatment was
implemented appropriately and must not

take the investigator’s interpretation as the
sole basis for a decision. The requirement of
conceptual validity can work another way. It
is possible to identify studies that were de-
signed for other purposes but that implicitly
test the phenomenon ofinterest. These stud-

ies should be included. The consideration of
conceptual validity again points up therole
of human thought in the review process. A
clear strategy (whether for inclusion, exclu-
sion, or coding) should be available so that
reviewerdecisionsare reliable and defensible.
If clear decision rules cannot be derived, then
a research areais not “ready” for meta-anal-
ysis, since it lacks the developmentto define
its domain (cf. Cooper, 1979).

Methodological validity. Provided that a
study satisfies at least minimal requirements
ofconceptualvalidity, the reviewer must next
examine its methodological validity. This in-
cludes examination of internal validity (e.g.,
Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Cook & Camp-
bell, 1979) as well as the many methodolog-
ical and procedural variables that are en-
demic to a particular research area (e.g., see
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the special issue on methodology in the Jour-
nal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology,
1978; Hartmann, Roper, & Gelfand, 1977;
Strube & Hartmann, 1982). Essentially, ex-
amination of methodological validity entails
determining the quality ofthe hypothesistest.
Critical examination at this stage identifies
potentially important mediating variables
that should be examined in subsequentanal-
yses, particularly if inclusion criteria are less
restrictive. For example, Smith et al. (1980)
foundthat the reactivity ofthe outcome mea-
sures, and the number ofmonths posttherapy

for the follow-up assessments, were impor-
tant methodological mediating variables in
the analysis of psychotherapy outcome.

Statistical validity. A final source of va-
‘lidity that must be examinedis statistical va-
lidity. Although a study may be conceptually
and methodologically sound,it is still possi-
ble to apply improperstatistical techniques
in testing the hypothesis (see Cook & Camp-
bell, 1979, for a discussion of statistical con-

clusion validity). Not only must the impor-
tant assumptionsassociated with a given sta-
tistic be satisfied (e.g., uncorrelated errors)
but the particular comparison or contrast re-

ported must parallel the question that is
being addressed. An additional level of com-
plexity arises when the primary study does
not provide the exact comparison or contrast
that is of interest to the meta-analyst (even
though it does address the primary investi-
gator’s question). In this case, the meta-an-

alyst may be able to reconstruct the appro-

priate comparisoniffull reporting of results
is available. The pointis that the meta-analyst
must be certain that the appropriate statis-
tical informationis retrieved from individual
studies.

Examination of data quality, deciding what

studies should be included, and how those

studies should be coded, represent several of

the more subjective decision points in a meta-
analysis. The development of clear decision

* Cook and Campbell (1979) provide a thorough pre-

sentation of the various types of validity that should be
examinedatthe single-study level. Most, but notall, of
their discussion is also applicable to meta-analysis. How-

ever, a meta-analysis requires several additional consid-
erations and thus a somewhatdifferent nomenclatureis
used.
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rules and categorization schemes (for study
characteristics, methodological and theoret-
ical variables) serves to systematize the pro-
cess and at least makes the reviewer’s selec-
tion and classification procedures available
for scrutiny by others (e.g., Smith et al.,

1980). Clear rules, when coupled with further
analyses through disaggregation or multiple
regression, should enhancethe detection of

both important biases and mediating vari-
ables (see Strube & Hartmann, 1982 for a
further discussion of these issues in respect
to the psychotherapy literature).

Independence

The meta-analytic techniques described
earlier require independence of the individ-
ual hypothesis tests combined (e.g., Jones
& Fiske, 1953; Rosenthal, 1978). Unfortu-

nately, this requirement often may go unmet
because several types of nonindependence
can occur in a meta-analysis. Quite com-
monly, subjects provide responses on several
dependent measures, each of which is ana-
lyzed statistically and used in a subsequent
meta-analysis (e.g., Smith et al., 1980). So-
lutions to the problem of multiple-correlated
statistical tests from a single study include
differentially weighting the various measures
or selecting the one most appropriate in re-
lation to the hypothesis (e.g., Strube, 1981;

Strube & Garcia, 1981). However, when the

meta-analysis focuses on the relationship of
different types of measuresto study outcome,
neither of these solutions is appropriate. The
approachthen takenis to analyze the results

under the assumption that the data are in-

dependent. As Glasset al. (1981) point out,
this solution is practical but risky (and the
assumptionis patently false). The result is to
ignore the effect of complex interdependen-
cies in the data that can drastically affect the
standard errors of parameter estimates. Glass
et al. illustrate the problem using data from
14 studies on class size and achievement,
whichgaverise to 108 different comparisons.
Using Tukey’s jackknife technique (Mosteller
& Tukey, 1968), Glass et al. found that the
confidence interval for the regression coefh-
cient was over 350% wider when interdepen-
dencies were taken into account. An even

more accurate procedure appears to be gen-
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‘eralized least squares (Glass et al., 1981),
whichallowscorrelated errors (dependencies)
and is better known than the jackknife pro-
cedure. In either case, meta-analysts are well
advised to consider the complex interdepen-
dencies that may exist in their data lest they
place too much confidencein their point es-

timates.
A second source of “nonindependence”’

arises when a given researcher or research
team conducts multiple-hypothesis tests (cf.

Rosenthal, 1976). In this case, results may be
‘““correlated’’ due to common methodology,
similar subject samples, or any otherofa host
of variables that are idiosyncratic to a given
research lab. This kind of bias can be de-
tected. For example, Strube and Garcia (1981)

in their review ofFiedler’s contingency model
of leadership effectiveness disaggregated their
results according to whether or not the re-
searchers came from Fiedler’s “camp.” The

results from both groups supported Fiedler’s
model but the results from Fiedler and his
associates were somewhat more supportive.

This type of nonindependence affects both
our confidence in the results of the meta-
analysis and the external validity of the anal-
ysis (cf. Rosenthal, 1976). Results that are
replicated by a number of independentre-
searchers using different procedures and sam-
ples bolster our confidence in the actual ex-
istence of an effect. Likewise, replication
across methods and samples increases the

external validity of the results.

Technique-Produced Variability
and Statistical Considerations

As outlined previously, meta-analytic in-
vestigators have a veritable arsenal ofstatis-
tical techniquesat their disposal. A wide va-
riety of techniques exist for calculating and
interpreting effect sizes (e.g., Glass, 1980;

Glass & Hackstian, 1969; Mitchell & Hart-

mann, 1981; see also Cooper, 1981) and com-

bining probabilities (e.g., Rosenthal, 1978,
1980). Further analysis of retrieved values
can proceed along a numberof lines. Such
choice leaves open the possibility that the re-
sults of a meta-analysis may vary depending
on the specific techniques used (see Strube,
1981). This variability can be particularly

problematic when a meta-analysis is con-
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ducted on a small data set in whichthe results
may be quite unstable (see also Cook & Lev-

iton, 1980). Although recommended “‘pack-

ages” of techniques may be useful (e.g.,
Cooper, 1979; Strube & Hartmann, 1982),

the meta-analyst should not use these sug-
gestions as a crutch. For every meta-analysis,
the reviewer must decide what set of tech-
niqueswill most adequately address the ques-
tions of importance. Within the general rec-
ommendation that a review concern itself
with the overall combined probability, aver-
age effect sizes, estimates of stability, and
analysis of mediating variables, there is con-
siderable latitude for decisions by the re-
viewer. |
A second area of caution concernsthe ap-

plication of inferential techniques (e.g.,

regression analyses, ANOVA) to data from a
meta-analysis. Inferential statistics require
the random and independent sampling of

units from a known population or, at least,

the random assignmentofunits to conditions
of an experiment (Glass et al., 1981). As
pointed out earlier, meta-analytic samples

will rarely be random samples from a known

population. The individual studies and hy-

pothesis tests will also not be randomly as-
signed to their “‘levels” of study characteris-
tics or of methodological and theoretical
variables. A meta-analysis is at best a quasi-
experimental design and is most commonly
a nonexperimental design. Whereas the use
of inferential statistics aids the meta-analyst
in his or her quest for precise delineation of
effects, the nature of the “design” should
temper his or her zeal for making unwar-
ranted causal conclusions. In addition, the
meta-analyst should be wary of the number
ofhypothesis tests conducted and the dangers
of inflating the review-level Type I error-rate.
The problems that arise from the appli-

cation of meta-analytic techniques are, for
the most part, not limited to meta-analytic
studies (cf. Cook & Leviton, 1980; Leviton
& Cook, 1981). Any study must be con-
cerned with sampleselection, validity ofmea-
sures and manipulations, and sourcesofbias
(e.g., see Feldman, 1971; Taveggia, 1974).
However, the desire of the meta-analytic re-
viewer to make moreprecise, probabilistic
statements based largely on statistical infor-
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mation forces a closer look at the implica-
tions of such application. This closer look,

while organizing the review process, also
makes explicit the large numbers of impor-
tant problemsthat can arise.

The Functions of Meta-Analysis

We now turn to a consideration of the
many uses or functions that a meta-analysis
may serve. Again wewill find that many use-
ful applications of meta-analysis are not in-

herent in the techniques. However, by expli-
cating these uses, future meta-analyses may
capitalize on the greater power and precision

of the approach.

One major purpose that a research review

should serve is what can be called a descrip-

tive function. By description we mean not
only the general summarizing ofresults, but
also the categorization and summarization
of study characteristics, including method-
ological, procedural, and theoretical vari-
ables. A research review should notonlytell
us what we know but also how we obtained
that knowledge. An often neglected aspect of
a research review is the external validity of
the data on which inferences are based. The
claim that “research overwhelmingly sup-
ports Theory A” should always be qualified
by consideration of the methods, subjects,
settings, and measuresused in the sample of
investigations (cf. Cooper, 1979; Leviton &
Cook, 1981). These ends are met by a thor-
ough description of the sample, whichis fa-
cilitated by the systematic procedures of
meta-analysis.
A detailed description can facilitate two

additional purposes of a review. First, the
accumulation of research evidencein a given
area carries with it an accumulation of re-
search methodsand procedures. A researcher

embarking on a new investigation should be
able to consult a review and find what meth-
ods have worked best in the past, or ideally,
what methodsbest match the question under
study. The evolution of theory proceeds most
efficiently when the accompanying method-
ology is continuously improved (Cooper,

1979). Inappropriate or inadequate methods

can be discarded most efficiently when pre-
cise appraisal of their past effectiveness is
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compiled. A rather important corollary to
this use of meta-analysis must be mentioned.
The fact that a meta-analysis indicates that
methodological variables do not mediate
study outcome must not be interpreted as
meaning that any methodology can be used
successfully in future research. The failure
to find a correlation between a coded meth-
odological variable and study outcome may
be dueto restriction in the range of levels of
that methodology. Alternately, 1t may be that
a wide array of methods has been used and
that they all were particularly well matched
to the research question. The result would be
that all methods appear equally effective—
but only because considerable thought went
into their selection by individual investiga-
tors. No less thought should be given to their
examination at the reviewlevel.

In addition, a thorough description aids
the application of theory to real-world prob-
lems. A reviewer serves the very important
role of gatekeeper in the transmission of in-
formation to practitioners. Whether a theory
or treatmentis ready for application, and its

proper domain of application, can best be
determined when the information in a review
is presented in detail. This detail allows prac-
titioners to determine whether broad gener-
alizations are warranted or whether more
detailed, specific applications are called for.
Thorough description allows a further ad-
vantage. A substantial amount of empirical
research is laboratory-based. The increased
control and precision of the laboratory is
bought with increased artificiality and pre-
sumably lower external validity. However, as
Henshel (1980) convincingly points out, ben-
eficial effects produced in the laboratory may
be reproducible in the real world, even if the
appropriate conditions do not presently exist.
The precise accumulation of laboratory re-
sults can help specify the exact conditions
that must be created to produce real-world
benefits.

Consistent with the goal of “taking stock”
ofwhat we know in given area is the parallel
goal of determining what we do not know.
Any review (but a meta-analysis in particu-
lar) can serve a diagnostic function by iden-
tifying gaps in our knowledge. A theory typ-
ically rests on several key postulates that lead
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to testable hypotheses. A meta-analysis can
provide a precise appraisal ofthe studies that
have tested each hypothesis. Such analyses
usually uncover glaring weaknesses in the
empirical assessment of a given theory. For
example, Strube and Garcia (1981) reviewed
evidencetesting Fiedler’s contingency model
of leadership effectiveness. The model pro-
vides testable hypotheses for eight different
situational contexts. Overall support for the
model was strong, but the review also iden-
tified several of the eight contexts in which
additional study was needed. A meta-analysis
can thus help to identify “holes” in the “‘no-
mological net” of multiple empirical rela-
tionships that constitute the tests of a theory
(cf. Cook & Leviton, 1981; Cronbach &

Meehl, 1955). An additional advantage of
identifying areas in need of research is that
fewer research efforts will be directed toward
areas that have been heavily investigated. The
result will be more efficient use of research
resources and less accumulation of redun-

dant information (Rosenthal, 1979b; Smith

& Glass, 1977).
A review can also serve a predictive func-

tion. This is perhaps the most neglected of
a review’s potential uses but is one that is
particularly well suited to the morestatistical
orientation of meta-analysis. By predictive
we mean the ability to examine the plausi-
bility of hypotheses that have not been tested
in single studies (cf. Feldman, 1971; Pillemer

& Light, 1980a, 1980b; and the exploratory
mode of reviewing outlined by Cook & Lev-
iton, 1980). Because each data point in a
meta-analysis is a study with its own meth-
odological and theoretical characteristics, it
is possible to “‘construct”’ variables and test
their relationship to study outcome. As an
example, one might determine why or under
what conditions subjects sought psychother-
apy and thusclassify studies along a “com-
mitment to change”’ dimension. Relating this
new variable to study outcome might reveal
interesting results to be followed up with sub-
sequent research. Furthermore, the use of

regression analysis allows one to predict or
estimate study outcomegiven specific values
ofindependentvariables(e.g., Smith & Glass,

1977). The values used in a regression anal-
ysis need not have existed in any onestudy.
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Given a sufficient number of actual values,

one can estimate the outcome for hypothet-
ical values. The vital corollary to this use of
accumulated data is that one must follow up
such data snooping with an empirical test in
whichthe values of the independent variables

exist in the same study. The predictive use
of meta-analysis establishes plausible hy-
potheses, it does not actually test them. How-
ever, if used cautiously, an accumulated data

base can provide the foundation for consid-
erable exploration of a theory’s uncharted
domain.

Obviously, the above functions are not in-

dependentofone another. Thorough descrip-
tion is required in order to identify gaps in
empirical research and test new hypotheses.

The predictive function of a meta-analysis
- might estimate the likely results in these un-
charted areas. The important point is that
each function provides an important empha-
sis that can be brought to bear on the data.
Theory development and application will
proceed most effectively by using all the in-
formation contained in accumulated re-
search.

Unresolved Issues and Future Directions

The use of meta-analysis will likely be-
comestandard practice in the conductof fu-
ture literature reviews. This should not lead
potential reviewers to believe that the ap-

proach is trouble free. As outlined in this
article, the approach contains all the prob-
lems ofthe moretraditional narrative review,

plus its own uniqueset ofstatistical-based
problems. Meta-analysis offers greater pre-
cision in the summarization of research ev-

idence, but this precision will be illusory if

the statistical techniques are misapplied.

_ The issue of sampling is one of the more
vexing problems in the conduct of a meta-
analysis, since biased sampling limits the gen-
eralizability of results. An ambitious solution
to this problem would be the establishment
of central repositories for studies in well-de-

fined content areas (cf. Rosenthal, 1976;

Smart, 1964). To simplify the process, such

Studies might be summarized in brief or ab-
stract form so that reviewers could judge the
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relevance of the study and then obtain more
detailed information from the primary in-
vestigators. a
The solution to inaccurate reporting in

published research rests with the primary in-
vestigators and journal editors. As morere-
views use the meta-analytic approach, sen-

sitivity to reporting accuracy should increase.
In the meantime, examination of the validity
of methods for estimating missing or partial
data should be examined, given the impact
of.these procedures on the precision of re-
sults.

Finally, we would like to advocate the ex-

panded use of meta-analysis to data bases
unrestricted by traditional theoretical bound-
aries. We thus propose a generative function
for meta-analysis that is an extension of the
predictive function described earlier. Several
important theoretical frameworks have been
generated from data bases collected for other
purposes. Examples include Fiedler’s (1967)

development of the contingency model of
leadership effectiveness and Zajonc’s (1965)
drive-theory explanation for social facilita-
tion. There is no logical reason whyexisting
data cannot be reinterpreted. What we pro-

pose is analogous to the use of secondary
analyses (Cook, 1974) of primary data (cf.
Feldman, 1971). The creative investigator
can explore hypotheses through clear con-
ceptualization of a phenomenaand judicious

choice of studies (see McGuire, 1973, for an

insightful discussion of how such hypotheses
might be generated). An advantage to using
a meta-analytic approach is that the greater
precision could identify the more promising
areas on whichto focus initial empirical in-
vestigation. As a result, the identification and
development of new theoretical frameworks

could proceed more efficiently. Obviously,
several of the problems inherent in a tradi-
tional meta-analysis are exacerbated in the
generative use of the approach. Selection of

the sample becomes more difficult because

studies will not be classified according to the
proposed reinterpretation. The subjective de-
cisions of the traditional meta-analysis are
compoundedbythe reinterpretation that the
investigator wishes to impose on the data.
These and other problemswill require careful
attention.
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Conclusions

We have outlined the major techniques
and uses of meta-analysis in the hope ofclar-
ifying both the advantages and limitations
that currently exist. As has been noted
throughout this presentation, meta-analysis
consists of a series of complex, subjective,
and sometimes arbitrary-seeming decisions.
The potential meta-analyst should not be se-
duced by the quantitative nature of the ap-
proach. Rather, the meta-analytic review
should be approached with the same care and
thoughtfulness of any scholarly endeavor.
Theeffective solution of the problems made
obvious by the systematic approach of meta-
analysis will ultimately enhance the utility of
our ever-growing researchliteratures.
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ArchivalData in Program
Evaluation andPolicy Analysis

James W. Luckey, Andy Broughton,
and James E. Sorensen

Accountability through the evaluation of human ser-
vice programs has received increased emphasis in re-
cent years. The social security, health, mental health
and rehabilitation acts, among others, have either
mandated or strongly urged built-in evaluation
systems. Concurrent with these requirements has come
increasing use of data-based support by policy
analysts.

Despite the growing overlap in function between

ongoing- data systems, evaluation research and policy

analysis, gaps still remain among the three. One

method to reduce these gaps has been the design of

management information systems with the goal of

evaluation specifically in mind (e.g., Chapman, 1976;

Sorensen & Elpers, 1978). Another strategy has been

retrospective analysis of existing data bases. This arti-

cle focuses on the potential problemsof the latter ap-
proach.

Evaluators historically have avoided using archival

data, preferring instead to collect their own datato in-

sure control over the content and process of data col-
lected. However, there are somereal advantages to us-
ing existing data sources. The most obviousof course,
are the potential savings in time, money and effort
achieved by sidestepping the original data collection
process. These considerations are likely to make ar-
chival data more attractive to evaluators as demands
for analyses increase and resources decrease. Archival
data also has some methodological advantages, one
being the information is generally non-reactive to the
specific purpose of the present evaluation (Webb,
Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966). Another is

From James W. Luckey, Andy Broughton, and James E. Sorensen. “Archival Data in Program
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that archival ddta are often available for extended
periods of time and for a variety of populations.

Depending on the nature of the data and the ingenuity

of the analyst, either of these may allow for a variety

of quasi-experimental designs in answering evaluation

and policy-related questions (Campbell & Stanley,

1963; Cook & Campbell, 1979). Although strong

arguments have been marshalled for the use of ran-

domized experiments in evaluation (e.g., Boruch,

1976; Apsler, 1977), prospective, randomized ex-

periments may not always be possible because of

ethical considerations or feasible because of resource

or time constraints. Often the evaluator or policy

analyst does not enjoy the luxury of enough time to
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produce research results to influence the decision-

making process. The only alternative is to utilize data

that are already available.

This article first identifies types of problems en-

countered in using archival data for policy analysis

and evaluation. Following this general discussion, an

example will be presented to illustrate specific dif-

ficulties and potential pitfalls of using existing data

sets. While other authors such as Weiss (1974) have

discussed the inadequacies of existing data sets, this ar-

ticle goes beyond a description of these potential prob-

lems and will present a series of strategies for an-

ticipating, assessing and overcoming problems with

archival data.

GENERAL PROBLEMS WITH ARCHIVAL DATA

Evaluations using archival data risk severe limitations.

The general considerations in using an existing data

collection system not specifically designed with evalua-

tion in mind include the appropriateness, accuracy and

accessibility of the information contained in the

system.

Appropriateness

The primary concern about archival data is appro-

priateness for the particular evaluation effort. Appro-

priateness embodies both the type and form of thein-

formation available. When evaluators have the luxury

of collecting their own data, the type and format can

be tailored to the purpose of the evaluation. When ex-

isting data are used, however, there is the temptation

to tailor the evaluation to the data.

Purpose of Data Collection. The appropriateness of

the existing data is frequently problematic because the

original rationale for collecting the data was different

from the reason for the current evaluation. Data col-

lected by fiscal intermediaries to document reimburse-

ment for accounting reports are shaded by the reim-

bursement purpose (e.g., some services qualify for

reimbursement while others, although equally accep-

table in somefields of practice, do not). Data collected

for research purposes are usually free of this possible

contamination. In general, the less congruence be-

tween the two purposes,theless likely the data will be

of real use in an evaluation. The evaluator is then

faced with a decision of altering the evaluation,

generating new data or scrapping the evaluation ef-

fort. Given the external pressure for accountability the

first option frequently is tempting.

Quantity Oriented Data Bases. Appropriateness of the

information is a common problem where data col-

lected by governmental agencies emphasizes docu-

menting the quantity of effort (e.g., number and kinds

of persons served). Such information may have some

use in process evaluations but is usually of dubious

value in outcomeevaluations without the use of ques-

tionable assumptions. For example, following the in-

troduction of a new law intended to protect the rights

of involuntarily admitted patients, psychiatric hospital

utilization patterns were examined (Luckey & Berman,

1979). The average length of stay decreased following

this intervention and could beinterpreted as an indica-

tion of successfully decreasing infringement on the

rights of patients. However, an alternative conclusion

could be a “revolving door” phenomenon exchanging a

few longer hospitalizations for many short ones with

more frequent disruptionsin the patient’s life. This lat-

ter conclusion was supported bya significant increase

in the number of readmissions. Utilization patterns

support both interpretations; an assessment of the

desirability of these changing patterns of care could

not be determined by this information alone.

Data Format. A related but less obvious difficulty has

to do with the form of data collection or storage. In-

formation may be aggregated, for example, across

time, programs, geographic units, or in other ways dif-

ferent from those required for evaluation. For exam-

_ple, in the CHAMPUSstudycited later, the data pro-

vides an example where the unit of interest for the

evaluation project was the inpatient psychiatric admis-

sion while the data had been collected and stored by

provider reimbursementclaims.

Accuracy

Accuracy of the archival data includes the quality of

the data (reliability and validity) and the significance

of the information.

Reliability. Quality of the data is a major concern in a

large data collection system. One aspect is mechanical.

The greater the numberof discrete steps involved in

going from original source to data analysis (i.e., col-

lection, coding, keying, etc.), the greater the potential
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for the introduction oferror into the system. Whenus-

ing archival data, the user has no control over the

reliability of the information in the system. The only

alternative is to check on the system to arrive at some

estimate of the accuracy of the varioussteps.

Validity. A second aspect of quality is the validity of

the data. A problem arises from both the number of

levels involved in the data acquisition process and the

lack of control the evaluator has over the system.

Generally, the protocol for the data is provided by the

administrative branch of the organization (i.e., data

management personnel) while the information in the

system is generated at the program level. Congruence

between these levels in the perception of the meaning

of a particular piece of information is important,

especially when the evaluator has to rely on the

description provided by the data management person-

nel. Factors other than differing perception of the

meaning of the data impinge onthe validity of the data

such as response bias, perception of how the informa-

tion is to be used, stability of the characteristics in-

cluded, the numberof possible alternatives for a given

item and the level of abstraction of the information.

The evaluator may be easily seduced into relying ona

view of their immediate source of the information, the

data system personnel, which may or may not corre-

spond with the view ofthe people at the program level.

Time Span. The longerthe time period of the evalua-

tion, the greater the concerns with the reliability and

validity of archival data. Because of growth of the

data system and turnoverin personnel, both common

occurrences, the passage of time can increase the

number of people involved both at the program and

data management levels. Staff turnover has the

tendencyto increase the possibility of problems with

both the reliability and validity of the data. Long time

spans also increase the possibility of system-wide

changes, either through refinements of the data

management system, abrupt changes in the system

reporting requirementsor alternation of the meaning

of an item through changesin factors external to the

system (e.g., changes in the diagnostic system). While

current personnel should be awareofthe presentstatus

of the system,historic changesin instrumentation pose

potential problems.

Experience with state hospital admission data pro-

vides an example of the problems with changesin in-

strumentation over time. One key variable was the

type of commitment used to admit a patient. Since

commitment laws had been changedthree times over

the ten year data period, coding schemes were

suspected to have also changed. This suspicion was

bolstered by a visual examination of the data revealing

discontinuities in the commitment codes coincident

with the legal changes. It was only when these observa-

tions were made that the data management personnel

could be asked to search their files and eventually were

able to locate documentation on prior codes. Only

with this additional information could valid conclu-

sions be drawn.

Significance. Concerns about the quality of the data

relate to the data acquisition and storage process and

are internal to the system. Concerns about the sig-

nificance of the data on the other hand are evaluation

based. One frequent limitation of archival data is the

availability of a small amount of information for a

large population of cases and sometimes leads the

evaluator to impute more significance to the data than

is justified—a problem similar to operational defini-

tions in traditional experimental designs. In mental

health data systems, for instance, one almost univer-

sally available item is diagnosis. In the absenceof ad-

ditional information, diagnosis may be equated with

either severity of illness or level of functioning.

Diagnosis as a surrogate measurefor severity or func-

tioning would be attaching unrealistic significance to

the available data.

Understanding the Program. A majordifficulty with

evaluators relying solely on archival data is the poten-

tial for an evaluation to become an exercise in the

manipulation of large numbers of numbers without a

real understanding of the program being evaluated.

Basing perceptions on official program descriptionsor

administrative viewpoints only can result in a limited

and biased view of the actual program objectives and
operations.

Accessibility

While archival data has already been collected, ex-
istence does not assure accessibility. One issue is the
confidentiality or the right to privacy of the
individual’s informationin a system.In general, access
to most existing data systems requires removalofall
identifying information for individuals. Tracking of
individuals through the system may not be possible
(e.g., matching repeat episodes for the same person)
and matching the data at the individual level with
other data sources may be nearly impossible. A fre-
quent method used to assure confidentiality is for the
system to provide only aggregate data to the evaluator.
Checking thereliability and validity of the information
in aggregate form is more difficult, however. In addi-
tion, aggregated data can mask importantinformation
and prevent an examination for any sub-aggregate
trends.

Political Barriers. While not unique to archival data,
negative exposure from anevaluation is a further bar-
rier in gaining accessto archival data. Political aspects

of evaluation have been widely discussed in the

 



literature (e.g., Downs, 1971; Rossi, 1972). Refusal of

access to data often (underthe guise of confidentiality)

can be a hidden reaction to this threat.

Hardware and Software Barriers. The final problem

involved in accessibility is the electromechanical and
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software aspects of the system involved. Compatibility

and capability of the varying systems usedto collect

and analyze the data are potential problems since

many existing data sets have massive dimensions by

social science standards.

CHAMPUS—AN EXAMPLE

The Civilian Health and Medical Program of the

Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS)is a reimbursement

system for health care services for both dependents of

military personnel and those retirees who do not yet

qualify for Medicare. Our evaluation experience with

the CHAMPUSprogram focused on efforts to contain

inappropriate utilization of mental health services

through concurrent peer review. CHAMPUShas ex-

tensive mental health coverage and provides for both

inpatient services with minimal copayment and almost

unlimited outpatient services. Because of this extensive

coverage, CHAMPUShasbeen offered by some as a

model or prototype for the inclusion of mental health

services for all carriers including any proposed na-

tional health insurance. However, increasing costs and

reports of abuse raised concerns about such extensive

coverage.

The CHAMPUSdata system is enlightening for two

reasons. First, it provides specific examples of the

types of problems encountered with utilization of ex-

isting data systems for research. Second, these prob-

lems raise concerns about policy recommendations

based on descriptive information from this system

which has appeared in recent literature, particularly

those about mental health benefits (e.g., Dorken,

1976; 1977; 1980).

Concurrent Peer Review Project

The CHAMPUSexample is based on an evaluation

of two concurrent peer review demonstration projects.

Though the focus was on beneficiaries diagnosed as

schizophrenic, the comparison group coveredall men-

tal health diagnoses (Note 1).

The experience with the CHAMPUSdata base was

broad-based since it cut across all mental health

diagnoses, inpatient and outpatient services and four

different locations in three states over a five-year

period (FY 1974-1978).

Theinitial data request made to CHAMPUSwasfor

all claims, physical and mental health, for all those

who received psychiatric care during the period of

study. The result was 11 computer tapes with some 1.8

million claims. Clearly, an initial accessibility problem

wasthe size of the data set and the possibility of con-

suming large amounts of resources just to manipulate

It.

The problems encountered were not a result of poor

cooperation by CHAMPUSstaff. Both data process-

ing and managerial personnel were extremely helpful

by providing information about the data system and

CHAMPUSprocedures. Theyfacilitated access to other

sources of information, offered useful suggestions and

provided validation for many of our observations.

Data Set Problems

Several technical difficulties were experienced with

the data set. Foremost, the system was designed as an

accounting system for reimbursement of insurance

claims. This raised concerns about the appropriateness

of using this system for an evaluation because of both

data format problemsand also using a system for pur-

poses other than those for which it was designed. Sec-

ond, the CHAMPUSdata set was a compilation of

many sets of similar information originating from

several sources often using varying coding schemes.

Variations arose because CHAMPUSused a system of

insurance companiesas fiscal intermediaries (FI) and

did not reimburse claims directly. Rather, claims were

forwarded to the FI by the provider; the FI codes,

keys, processes, and forwards the data to CHAMPUS

in periodic batches. Because of the number of. sub-

systems involved in the data collection process over the

period of study, the accuracy of the data was a major

concern. Third, the system of making adjustment en-

tries was in transition during the period of study which

also raised concerns about the accuracy of the data

over time. Finally, the size of the data set presented

some accessibility problems. Resource constraints re-

quired careful planning to avoid depleting the entire

computer budget by just extracting the necessary data.

Faculty Claims Data. Evaluation of the effects of peer

review focused on utilization and reimbursement data.

Even such straightforward variables presented dif-

ficulties. The first problem was the determination of

what claims to include in the analysis (i.e.,

distinguishing original claims from adjusting entries

for those claims). Because the system was designed for

accounting purposes, an auditing trail was required.

Initially, any adjustments for a claim were entered

without deleting the original claim, but CHAMPUS

changed the method of entering adjustments midway

through the study period.

Visual inspection of the data suggested adjustments

were not always clearly identified. This lack of iden-
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tification required a set of decision rules to exclude

those claims which appeared to be adjustments onlyor

to include only the relevant portion of the adjustment.

Failing to examine the raw information visually or

only having aggregated data would have resulted in

overlooking this problem and would have resulted in

double or possibly triple counting of values for an

episode thereby inflating both reimbursement and

utilization values.

Unit of Analysis. Another major acceptability prob-

lem was an incompatibility between the data collected

by CHAMPUSand the unit of analysis desired for

evaluation. Inpatient admissions was the desired unit

for evaluation, but as a reimbursement system,

CHAMPUS works with individual claims. The

number of claims involved for a given admission

varied with the length of time the patient was in the

hospital and the billing procedures used by the facility.

Again, it was visual inspection of the raw claim data

which revealed the difficulties entailed in creating an

admissions file. For most claims, the day portion of

the date was missing, thereby precluding an exact

determination if any two claims were contiguous (i.e.,

for the same admission). Two other variables in the

data set could be used to define an admission but in

many cases the two contradicted each other.

Once identified, the resolution of the admissionfile

dilemma came from information external to the data

set. This information was obtained during week-long

visits to the demonstration project sites included as

part of the evaluation procedure. Thevisit to one loca-

tion uncovered utilization data collected independent

of the CHAMPUSsystem. Thoughthis manual system

was insufficient for the evaluation, it did serve as a

criterion to assess the relative accuracy of the two

possible methods of generating admissions data. Use

of one variable clearly minimized discrepancies be-

tween the local information and the CHAMPUSdata

set, though differences remained. Without careful

scrutiny of the raw data, the discrepancies in the data

would not have been discovered. An arbitrary choice

between the two variables to create an admissions file

had a 50% chance of generating erroneous informa-

tion.

Other Problems. Another difficulty resulted from the

use of five FIs in the CHAMPUSdata subset. There

were different FIs across the provider locations and

also changes in FIs over time. These variations created

difficulties in identifying patients and facilities in-

volved in the review since each FI used its own coding

scheme for certain items. For example, inspection of

the raw data revealed one FI used a non-numeric

coding scheme for age. Failure to detect this coding

would have biased the sample of patients included.

Also, knowledge of the numberof eligible beneficia-

ries in each location would have been useful, but

CHAMPUS did not have this information. The

number of military personnel at each site had to be

used as a Surrogate measure.

Both scrutiny of the raw data and site visits were

crucial in uncovering data set problems. In addition to

the discovery of a validation data source, thesite visits

yielded invaluable information about the various pro-

cedures used by the hospitals for filing claims, the

methods used by the FIs for processing claims and

most important, a detailed view of the scope, purpose

and functioning of the demonstration projects.

CHAMPUSservesas a useful example of archival

data including problemsof size, control, compatibil-

ity, purpose of the data system and changesovertime.

Further, visual inspection of the data andsite visits

lead to discovery and methodsof addressing problems.

STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH ARCHIVAL DATA

Despite limitations archival data can be used for

evaluation, managerial or policy decisions. Valuable

information does exist and has been either underuti-

lized or ignored. Caution and commonsenseare re-

quired andseveral strategies are useful in coping with

the limitations of archival data. Experiential. hindsight

can be an asset to future forays into archival data.

Assessment of the Data Source

The first commandment in working with archival

data is “know thy data.” A continual learning process

begins at the start of an evaluation and continuesuntil

the final report. One striking feature of working with

data collected by othersis the occurrence of“insights”

about the information. To keep last minute surprises

and traps to a minimum,a reasonable understanding

of the data is required before becoming committed to

the project.

View of Data System. A cross-sectional view of the

data system is needed early to effectively assess the ap-

propriateness and accuracy of the data. Objective

measures may not bepossible at this time, but subjec-

tive impressions from a variety of sources can provide

insights into the operation and acceptability of the

data system. A useful first step is to obtain copies of

official documents on the data system, includingall

forms on which the data are collected, key codes used

for punching the data, definitions of variables, train-

ing manuals and other information related to the

system.

Besides the official documentation describing the

 



system, early exposure to the data itself is highly

desirable. Old printouts of aggregated data, monthly

reports, for example, identify information included

and mayyield someinsight into the utility and/or ac-

curacy of the data. These reports can also provide an

indication of the time lag involved in data processing

by comparing the time of the event reported with the

date of the report. Such reports may also provide the

evaluator with an intuitive check on the data (i.e., do

the figures make sense?); several monthly reports can

form an initial cross-sectional check on validity and

reliability. Similar checks can be done if other

documents containing the same information collected

independentlyare available.

Data Manager Perceptions. Besides documentation

and sample data, another important variable is the

perception of the personnel involved. Higher level

management can provide a view of how the system is

intended to work; the data processing personnel are

more likely to have detailed knowledge of the actual

functioning of the system and be sources of informa-

tion on weaknesses with the system. Their knowledge

of the foibles of the system will provide a view of both

the reliability of the overall system and the trust-

worthiness of individual items.

Key Decision-Maker Perceptions. The initial assess-

ment of the system should also include the perceptions

of key decision-makers in the organization.If the eval-

uation is to result in the implementation of changes,

the credibility of the data base should betested early.

Frequently, unpopular evaluation results are attacked

on methodological grounds (Rossi, 1972), but a similar

strategy can becriticisms of the data source. The in-

volvement of the decision-makersat this stage reduces

the likelihood of the latter kind of criticism.

Feasibility. The appropriateness, accuracy, as well as

accessibility of the data are to be considered in assess-

ing a potential data source. The simplest part of the ac-

cessibility is purely mechanical: compatibility of

machines(e.g., tape density), size of the data set, the

form in which the data can be released and the type of

information to be included. The moredifficult aspect

of assessing the accessibility question is political in

nature because of the potential threat of negative ex-

posure resulting from evaluation efforts. For an out-

side evaluator, a long term negotiation process is re-

quired to address issues such as the purpose of the

evaluation, who can release the results, and whois to

pay for the data extraction process. The unique aspect

in archival data is the introduction of an additional

agent in the data collection process. Collecting one’s

own data generally implies control over the timetable.

Requesting data from others places the evaluator in

the provider’s timetable with the data extraction often

being done as an addition to the provider’s regular
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workload. Depending on the size of the request and

the workload of the facility, considerable time delays

may ensue.

Working Relationship. The preliminary assessment of

the data source 1s a first step; if the data appears accep-

table and accessible, a detailed assessment of the

system is advisable. Since the cooperation of a variety

of people will be required, building relationships with

data processing personnel becomes critical. Often

these personnel mayfeel their efforts are not fully ap-

preciated because of under-utilization of the data in

the past and a request for data creates an additional

workload for them. A good workingrelationshipis in-

valuable, particularly when a major stumbling block

with the data is encountered after it has been acquired.

Because of their day-to-day knowledge of the system,

they are the ones most likely to have the solution.

Data Acquisition

A tharough preliminary assessment improves the ac-

quisition process. If one has to make early decisions

about data and format(especially with a large data set

requiring substantial data processing and long lead

times), obtaining the raw data or major subsets is

highly desirable. Advantages include continued assess-

ment of the data and flexibility in the design and form

of the evaluation. Independent sources of the samein-

formation (e.g., manual records) may be discovered

after the data is in the handsof the evaluator but only

cover a subset of the evaluation data source. If the in-

formation from the original data system is aggregated

so a subset is not extractable, using other discovered

information as a check on the datais not possible. In

addition to external checks, a visual review of the raw

data can be enlightening. Missing data or unexplained

discontinuities over time or shifts will often raise im-

portant questions about data processing, recording

methods or programmatic changes.

Data Type and Format. Size of the data set, confiden-

tiality or other practical considerations, may require

decisions about the type and form of the information

extracted. The ideal situation is to obtain all informa-

tion in raw form.If a decision is necessary to limit ac-

quisition to somesubset of the available variables, the

two key criteria are usefulness to the evaluation effort

and the accuracy of the information, both reliability

and validity. A preliminary assessment of the data

system may provide a tentative estimate of the ac-

curacy of individual items. The level of abstraction in-

volved in a particular item also may be a determinant.

For instance, basic demographic information tends to

be more accurate than some global measure (e.g., sex

vs. level of functioning) but there is a trade-off

because, generally the more subjective information

tends to be more useful.
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Timing. A final consideration in the acquisition pro-

cess is timing. In addition to the lead time required for

data processing personnel to honor the evaluator’s re-

quest, time is required for data to be processed

through the information system. Depending on the

size of the system and the numberofsteps involved,

the time lag between the event and final processing of

information about the event may be a few days or

several months. A data set must be complete for the

time frame desired at the time of the data acquisition

by the evaluator to avoid bias because of a selection ar-

tifact. Suppose, for example, length of psychiatric

hospitalization was being assessed for all patients ad-

mitted to a facility during a given calendar year. Ac-

quiring the data the following February will skew the

distribution. For those admitted early in the year,

discharge information will be available for almost a

full year. But for those admitted in December,

discharge data will only be available for those wholeft

the hospital within 60 days of their admisston; the

longer length of stay for those admitted late in the year

will not be included because the patients still remained

in the hospital.

Site Visit/Case Studies

Up to this point, the discussion has focused on the

end point of the system, the data processing division.

To perform a thorough assessment of the data and to

understand what significance should be placed on any

results of the evaluation, an evaluator should consider

the organizationallevel of the individual program plus

all administrative and data processing levels between

the individual program andthe focus of the evaluation.
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While evaluation literature urges evaluators to under-

stand the workings of a program being evaluated, this

requirement is often overlooked, especially in large

scale programs with a variety of levels involved. Site

visits to all or a selected sample of programs can lead

to an understanding of the perceptions of purpose,

operation, scope, origins and outcome of the program

at each level. Official documentation only provides a

view of the head of the elephant; one has to consider

the legs also (i.e., that which makes it move).

Besides a process evaluation, site visits provide an

additional opportunity to assess the quality of the

data. One method is to physically follow the informa-

tion through the system. Insights emerge by talking to

the people whofilled out the forms and assessing what

the information means to them. Questions may focus

on unavailable data, timing problems, and importance

or meaninglessness of data. This simple-minded ap-

proach of following the form through each step of the

system will often provide more insight into the ac-

curacy and meaningof the data than sophisticated and

expensive reliability and validity studies. Independent

auditors (such as Certified Public Accountants,

CPA’s) often use the foregoing approachin evaluating

the internal controls operating to insure the accuracy

and completeness of information produced by an in-

formation system. An inexpensive and quick check on

the reliability of the system and its time lag is to feed

several test cases into the system and then monitor the

speed and accuracy of the output of those cases. The

test-case approach and tracing single transactions

throughout the entire system are popular techniques

with independent auditors as well.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of archival data can be important to pro-

gram evaluators and policy analysts. Through an em-

pirical example potential problems are outlined, in-

cluding safeguarding the confidentiality of the data

and the appropriateness, accuracy, and accessibility of

the data. Strategies based on a full knowledge of the

program andits data system are presented as possible

ways of addressing these problems.

Final evaluation reports should documentthe prob-

lems encountered and strategies used to cope with

them. Explicit statement should be madeif, for exam-

ple, specific variables were not used in the evaluation

because of concerns about their accuracy. For the

variables used, similar statements should be offeredif

there is either objective information or subjective im-

pressions about their relative accuracy. These

statements will allow the report reader to weight

various results and conclusions appropriately. A

detailed assessment of the acceptability and accuracy

of various pieces of information may also serve as an

impetus for the improvement of the data system

facilitating future evaluation efforts.
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Cost-Effectiveness

A Review

Paul M. Wortman

Evaluation researchers, especially psychologists, have been largely con-
cerned with determining the effectiveness of innovative social programs.
The last decade has witnessed tremendousprogress in developing research

methods for accomplishing this goal, as the preceding discussion hasin-
dicated. However, as the recent debate over federal policy for mental health
services has indicated (Kiesler 1980, 1982, Saxe 1982), the demonstration

of program effectiveness is not sufficient to affect decision and otherpolicy-
makers. The next step after the evaluation of program effectiveness is the
determination of whether the programsareefficient in their use of scarce
economic resources (McKinlay 1981). The methodsinvolved in makingthis

determination are called cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis. Al-
though an earlier Annual Review ofPsychology chapter (Perloff et al 1976)
contained a brief section on “benefit-cost analysis,”’ the methods have un-

dergone such rapid developmentin both conception and importance as to
warrant a second, more detailed, discussion.

In a seminal paper appearing in the first major treatise on evaluation
research, Levin (1975) described the rationale and general approach in
conducting a cost analysis. Levin noted that the evaluator’s excitement in
discovering significant effects for a program may be “misleading”sinceit
ignores cost considerations. Levin demonstrated the cogency of this com-
ment by an actual example drawn from the evaluation of an innovative
educational program using computer-aided instruction (CAI). While the
CAI program was able to produce mathematics gains for elementary school
children, it did so at a cost of about $150 per year. Using data from the
control group, Levin found that the same gains could be achieved by adding

approximately a half hour of additional instruction at a cost of only $35 per
year. Thus, thestatistically significant findings demonstrating theeffective-
ness of the CAI program cost four times as muchas a simple alternative
involving only a small increase in teaching.

Fditors’ Note: The following article is one section from

a

longer paperthat also has majorreviewsof
the topics of social experimentation and meta-analysis.

From Paul M. Wortman, “Evaluation Research: A Methodological Perspective,” pp. 246-260 in

Annual Reviewof Psychology, Vol. 34, edited by Mark R. Rosenzweig and Lyman W.Porter.

Copyright © 1983 by Annual ReviewsInc. Reprinted by permission.
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Definitions

Current practitioners view the methods of cost-effectiveness and cost-
benefit analysis as being similar and complementary processes (Warner &
Luce 1982). For this reason, recent reports (Office of Technology Assess-
ment 1980) have referred to them bytheir initials as CEA/CBA,respec-
tively. CEA/CBAis viewed as a dicision-makingtool for allocating public
funds to programsthat are moreefficient.
The terms CBA and CEAaredefined as: “formal analytical techniques

for comparing the positive and negative consequences of alternative ways
to allocate resources” (OTA 1980). The results of research studies and other
applied findings are often used in conjunction with elaborate mathematical
and other models to determine or compare the costs and benefits of the
program underconsideration. A wide variety of techniques can be used in
conducting a CBA and CEA.

Theprincipal difference between these two approacheslies in the ‘“valua-
tion” of benefits. In CBA all benefits as well as all costs are valued in
monetary terms. This permits the decision maker to compare projects or
programs of different kinds (such as mental hospitals with drug addiction
treatment programs). On the other hand, CEA does not value benefits in
terms of monetary value but measures them in some other unit (such as

quality of life-years or years of life gained). As a consequence, CEA does
not result in a net monetary value (that is, of benefits minus costs), but

instead the amountofdollars or costs involved in achieving some desired
effect. Therefore, CEA only allows a decision maker to compare programs
that have similar objectives.

Principles

Despite this difference, the methods are considered as generally similar in

both “concept and purpose.” CEA is now viewed as an important adjunct
to CBA. Moreover, analysts have become moresophisticated and this has
allowed them to combine the two. For example, monetary benefits are
also included in a CEA bytransforming them into negative costs. This
allows one to compute “the net cost per unit of effectiveness.” While
there is no standard method, OTA (1980) did find “general agreement
on a set of 10 principles of analysis that could be used to guide the
conduct, evaluation, or use of CEA/CBAstudies.” These principles,
listed in Table 2, are consistent with the description of other authors
(Thompson 1980, Warner & Luce 1982) and are discussed briefly
below.
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Table 2. Ten general principles of analysis (for CEA/CBA methodology)#

 
 

1. Define problem 6. Differentiate perspective of analysis

2. State objectives 7. Perform discounting

3. Identify alternatives 8. Analyze uncertainties

4. Analyze benefits/effects 9. Address ethical issues

5. Analyze costs 10. Interpret results
 

4aReprinted with permission from the Office of Technology Assessment

(1980).

PROBLEM DEFINITION Thefirst step in the conduct of a cost analysis
(#1) involves the specification of the problem including its scope. For
example, if one is concerned with the anguish and suffering of those who
are mentally ill, then it is appropriate to consider alternative forms of
treatment such as the most effective psychotherapeutic procedures. On the
other hand, if one takes a broader perspective that includes future mental
illness, then prevention becomes a relevant concern and a larger set of

alternatives should be considered. |
Evaluation research, however, has been program, rather than problem,

focused. The perspective is admittedly a narrow andlimited one. In these
situations, evaluators have been primarily concerned with either program
operation (or process) or program outcome (or impact). A CEA/CBA
would focus on whether these outcomes are achieved “efficiently.”’” While

most CEA/CBAshavebeen,in fact, program or technology focused in the
past few years, they run the risk, according to Warner & Luce (1982), of

“missing the forest for the trees.” That is, analytical rigor may be achieved
at the price of ignoring the broaderperspective involving a comparison with

alternative programs. However, in evaluation research this is often not
possible for there are seldom alternative programsavailable for comparison
except in a prospective way. While CEA/CBAis appropriate for analyzing
prospective programs,it places a greater burden onthe analystin estimating
future costs and outcomes.

OBJECTIVES Once the problem has been specified, the next task (#2)is
to define concrete objectives. This also poses many problems. The major one
concerns measurement. It may simply be impossible to measure or even
specify the objectives that are of major interest. For example, psychother-

apy mayhaveas its major objective diminished mental anguishor, alterna-
tively, improved mental health. Thus, the alleviation of pain, suffering, and

incapacity may have manyassociated variables that are difficult, if not
impossible, to quantify. A useful outcome measure might be an increase in
the numberof additional high quality years of life, but as yet there are few
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measures available to provide quality of life indices for mentalillness pre-
vention and treatment.
More commonly there will be multiple objectives and these should be

noted. It is important that they represent the most important dimensions
of the problem and capture the impacts of the program. This should include
“non-measurable goals and outcomes.” Currently, CEA/CBA analysts
tend to ignore such difficult problems and focus instead on the quantifiable
objectives. This means that the difficult problemsare not getting appropri-
ate consideration. On the other hand, it may not be worthwhile to invest

considerable resources in quantifying such objectives. In somecases it may

be possible to achieve a meaningful analysis using secondary measures. For
example, the cost of maintaining mental patients in noninstitutionalized
settings may be cheaper than the old mental hospital, and it may be agreed
that the quality of patients’ lives is definitely as great, if not greater, than
when they were institutionalized. In this case the deinstitutionalization

program would beseen as cost-effective.

IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVES When considering this issue
(#3), analysts typically are thinking of “‘explicit programs with budgets,
organization, inputs, and outputs.” However, as noted above, in evaluation
there are often no alternative programsto be considered. One also should
keep in mind “nonprogrammatic” alternatives that may not be amenable
to CEA/CBAsincetheir costs and benefits may be difficult to assess. For

broadly defined problems, the analyst may be forced to reduce the number

of alternatives considered. In this case, he or she should select a variety of

programsthat are considered to be “potentially cost-effective.” If possible,
these should be representative of the various possible alternatives. When
choosing amongsimilar alternatives, one should select the program thatis
most effective.

MEASUREMENTAND ANALYSIS OF BENEFITS AND COSTS' The next

steps (£4 and 5) involve the description of what is called a “production
function.” The production function is used to relate economic resources or
“inputs” to benefits or outcomes (sometimescalled “‘outputs’’). This is often
a mathematical procedure involving techniques such aslinear programing,

Markovprocesses, and computersimulations. For example, in perhaps the
first reported cost-benefit analysis (Guess 1981), Bernoulli in 1760 em-
ployed a differential equations model to determinetheeffectiveness of small-
pox vaccine on mortality. More recently, Albritton (1978) performed an
interrupted time-series analysis to estimate the impact of a federally spon-

sored measles vaccination program (i.e. the “number of cases averted’’).
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Schoenbaum etal (1976) used the Delphi technique to obtain several esti-

mates needed to determinethe likely effectiveness of the swine flu vaccine

program on various subgroupsof the population. According to Warner &
Luce (1982), this is ‘one of the most technically challenging aspects of
analysis.” In manycases ari analyst can borrow from comparable programs
in other locations to determine the relationships. A variety of external
validity factors should be considered, including the scale of the program,
whether the technology or program has changed, whether the program
being used as a modelis really efficient, and whether it has some unique
resources that cannot be duplicated in the program under consideration.
Once this is accomplished the next step is the “identification, measure-

ment, and evaluation of the costs and benefits associated with the produc-
tion process” (Warner & Luce 1982). As notéd above, in CEA cost savings

are included not as a benefit but as a negative cost. This allows one to
examine net cost changes compared to “all net health benefit changes

measured in some non-monetary units.” There are both direct and “‘indi-

rect’ costs that must be taken into account in calculating the CBA/CEA.

Thedirect costs refer to actual resources used in producing outcomes while
indirect costs involve resources not directly affecting the outcomes; for
example, the value of a patient’s time that may be used in other productive
activities rather than waiting for services to be delivered. These so-called
“opportunity costs” should follow directly from the specification of the
production function.

Once the resources involved have been identified, their cost or “valua-
tion” must be determined. This, too, is generally a straightforward proce-
dure when one uses current wage rates and other monetary expenditures.

However, caution is recommended in using the actual, rather than the

billed, charges for costs, for in many cases these charges are adjusted to

subsidize other unprofitable activities in the organization.
A similar process occurs on the benefits or effectiveness side involving the

outputs of the process. First, one identifies the potential objectives or the
benefits that one wants to attain and then assigns a dollar value to them if
one is dealing in a cost-benefit approach. Otherwise, for CEA the process
endsat this identification step. The benefits involve personal, institutional,

and societal outcomes. For example, this could include reduced days of
illness, decreased days in institutions, and increased work as a result of

better health. Also onehasto take into accountthe “intangible,” “‘nonquan-
titative” benefits such as reduced pain and suffering.

According to Warner & Luce (1982), one of the major problems for CBA

in the areas of health and mentalillness concerns the assessmentofbenefits
involving “the value of human life’—specifically such benefits as “the
avoidance of premature mortality or unnecessary morbidity.” The tradi-
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tional way of handling this in CBA has been to use a procedure called the
“humancapital approach.”Briefly, this involves using labor market values
such as work productivity or earnings as the measure for such benefits. This
approach hasbeencriticized for being too restrictive in omitting values of
personal enjoyment and quality of life above and beyond the economic

rewards of work. Moreover, wage measures can be biased in that white
males are likely to be given a higher value than females or minorities.

Despite these criticisms and recent developments using other procedures,
the human capital approachstill is the most widely used method for CBA.
CEA has provided a useful alternative procedure to dealing with this

problem. It can include the “nonmarketvalueoflife,” using such quantita-
tive measures as “deaths averted” or “‘life-years saved.”’> However, CEA

does not entirely avoid the issue of the value of humanlife; for once money

is allocated to a program,it is possible to derive a minimum or maximum
value oflife. Thus Warner & Luce (1982) observe that there is not as large
a “conceptual difference” between CBA and CEA as may appear. The

former explicitly places values on life while the latter allows decision makers
to accomplish this implicitly and perhaps avoids the ethical problems asso-
ciated with valuing life (Kelman 1981).

Weinstein & Stason (1977) have recommended the use of “quality-

adjusted life years” as a more sensitive measure ofeffectiveness than the
more traditional improvements in mortality and morbidity. Mosteller

(1981) concurs that ‘we need to assess the quality of life’ since many
treatment innovations havethis as their major goal. One approachto deriv-
ing such measuresinvolves the use of health-status indexes (Stewart et al
1981). The index acts as a “weighting scheme” to adjust changes in mortal-

ity (i.e. increased life expectancy) for the quality of life during that time.

PERSPECTIVE Most CEA/CBAsin program evaluation would be con-
ducted from a governmental perspective. It is important to note this (#6)
because perspective effects the resources considered in the analysis. If the
program were run by a charity, certain costs, reimbursed or exempted by
state and federal governments, may not haveto be considered, for example.

Fischhoff (1977) also warns that the perspective of the analyst could affect
the fairness of the results. In particular, care must be taken to ensure that
a societal perspective is not subverted by a special interest.

DISCOUNTING Sinceall costs and benefits do not occurat the sametime,

the analyst must devise a method of converting them into a common metric

(#7). This procedureis called ‘“‘discounting”’ and is based on the assump-

tion that “current and future dollars are not the same.” In fact, a preference
for present dollars over future dollars is presumed, since they can be in-
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vested to yield a profit. The procedures for discounting are straightforward.
However, the results ofaCEA/CBA maybe sensitive to the actual discount

rate used.

Warner & Luce (1982) note that while there is agreement that discount-
ing should be employed, there is “‘less consensus” on the exact rate. The
importance of small changes in the rate should not be ignored or underesti-
mated. The authors provide an example where one program thatis superior
(in net benefits) to another at O% and 2% discount rates, becomes inferior
at a 4% rate. Suchreversals are likely when large benefits are delayed many

years, as they often are in screening and other preventive programs(e.g.
Head Start).

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS Since the choice-of a discount rate and other
assumptions made in CEA/CBA makethe results somewhatuncertain and
open to criticism, analysts have developed a technique knownas“sensitivity

analysis” to test the robustness of their findings (#8). The procedure, in
brief, allows the analyst to determine whether different assumptions yield

different results. Thus, for example, do changes in the value of humanlife,
different personnel configurations, costs of tests, or the discount rate used
to assess the value of future benefits and costs affect the result? One ap-
proachis to perform a so-called “worst case”’ analysis, employing values for

those variables that will most bias the results against the findings obtained.
Another approach is known as “break even analysis.” In this procedure

the analyst compares alternatives involving nonmonetary measures of
effect. For example, a program that costs a million dollars could be com-

pared to another program that costs only $900,000 but saves 10 lives. In
this case a life would be have to be valued at $10,000 to make the two

programsequalin cost. Since most would agree thatthat is a relatively low
value for human life, the second program would be viewedaspreferable.
Thus, sensitivity analyses allow the investigator to determine whether the

results are dependent upon a particular assumption, for what range of

values for a particular variable the program is cost effective, and also to
identify issues needing further research.

ETHICAL ISSUES It is important that ethical issues be included, or at

least noted, in the analysis (#9). These include not only problemsin valuing
human life, but issues concerning the potential harmful side effects of a

program, the deprivation in withholding services, and “equity” issues in
providing services. The OTA report (1980) notes that CEAis efficiency
oriented and thus may not take such ethical issues as equity into account.
It is possible, for example, that cost-effective decisions could systematically
favor the well-to-do. The OTA report candidly acknowledges that
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“CEA/CBA is weak in the areas of equity and other ethical consider-
ations.”

This is essentially an external validity issue, and Levin (1975) has made
a cogent recommendation for handling it. He suggests that the analysis be
broken down by subpopulation. If equity is a relevant concern, then differ-
ent weights can be used so that, for example, the effects for low-income
people are counted more heavily than those for the more affluent. This
would yield an “effectiveness index.”

RESULTS The final step in the process (#10) is the presentation and
interpretationoffindings. The analyst should indicate the key variables and
assumptions, including the limitations of the analysis and sensitivity analy-
ses if they have been performed. In particular, Warner & Luce (1982) note
that a “very popular misconception”is that a cost-benefit ratio is an ade-
quate measure or index of a program’s performance. In fact, they recom-
mend that a CBA should report net benefits, not the ratio, since the latter
can sometimes be misleading. They cite as an example a program that
produces $4000 worth of benefits from $2000 in costs, as opposed to a
program that produces $3 million in benefits for $2 million dollars in cost.
In the formercase theratio is 2 and in the latter 1.5. However, the former
program only produces $2000 in net benefits as opposed to $1 million in the
latter. Assuming that resources were available and that programs cannot be
expanded or contracted in the samecycle, then the latter program is clear-
ly preferable to the former even though it has a smaller benefit-cost
ratio. Moreover, they note that these ratios are also sensitive to whether eco-

nomic benefits are treated as negative costs. On the other hand, CEA,
lacking an economic measure of benefits, does report a cost-effective-
ness ratio as an index of program performance. However, the authors warn
that this measure should not be accepted uncritically for often
one can save morelives with an increase in cost that is not considered
inappropriate. |

In some cases it may not be possible to report the analysis in terms of
a single measureof effectiveness or dollars for either CEA or CBA. In such
cases analysts recommend that multiple outcomes be presented. For exam-
ple, such measuresofeffectiveness as “quality-adjusted life years,” morbid-
ity days saved, and disability days may represent a set of measures that
cannot be combined. When alternative programsdiffer in both cost and
benefits, it is impossible to arrive at an objective ranking. However, when
the costs are the same, some comparisonsarepossible, particularly in those

cases whereonealternative clearly dominates another; that is, it has larger
or smaller benefits than another alternative. In somecases, the analyst will
be required to use subjective judgments to determine whetherslight differ-
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ences in benefits are superior and thus allow one program to be ranked
higher than another.

Levin (1975) notes that there are at least three measures of CEA: “‘total

cost for achieving a certain level of effectiveness; average cost per unit of

effectiveness; and marginal cost for additional units of effectiveness.” Total
costs are appropriate when equallevels of effectiveness are achieved. When
this is not the case, average cost per unit effectiveness, as noted earlier, 1s

appropriate. There is, however, one serious problem with this measure. It
does not take into accountthe scale of the program and thus assumesthat
these results can be extrapolated, an assumption that may or may not be
true. For example, if a program has a large amountofcosts that are fixed,
it will show a high average cost when,in fact, one could enlargeit at small
costs and get more benefits. In these cases,~the marginal costs are the
appropriate measuresto be used. For program evaluators,this is calculated
by subtracting the effects for the control group from theresults of the
experimental programs and then dividing that number (e.g. number of
people returning to work, numberof people cured by therapy,etc) intothe
additional costs in mounting these alternative programs(obtained by sub-
tracting the cost of the control program from these alternative programs).

The Potential Application of CEA/CBA to Psychotherapy
Saxe (1980) maintains that CEA/CBAcanbe “potentially” useful to deci-

sion makersin allocating scarce fiscal resources for mental health services.

Heillustrates how this approach could be applied to assessing psychother-
apy. The discussion reveals the difficulty of using these methods. Major
obstacles for CEA/CBA occurin identifying and measuring benefits and

finding useful empirical estimates. As Boruch (1982) has recently noted:
“The absence of formal cost-benefit analyses of evaluations, including ex-
periments, is remarkable. Part of the problem lies in defining benefits.”
These problemsare briefly reviewed in the remainder ofthis section.

BENEFITS According to Saxe, “The unique problems of CEA/CBA of
psychotherapy have to do with the difficulty of comprehensively assessing
and valuing the effects of psychotherapy” (e.g. “reduction of pain and
suffering,” “improved well-being’’). He notes that the identification process,

itself, is problematic. It is often difficult to determine which effects cr
benefits are attributable to psychotherapy. This requires having good re-
search data, but such information is often “inadequate.” This is due to
either poor research designs or the absence of appropriate measures (see
below). Similar problemsbeset the assignmentofbenefits to those associated
with patients, such as families, friends, employers, and even society. Gener-

ally either “willingness to pay” or earnings are used as proxies for such
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benefits as reduced unemployment payments and increased productivity.
However, the former is somewhat controversial since sick patients may not

be able to make such cost decisions (Kelman 1981). Benefits, thus, are the
most problematic component in the analysis. One mayeither not fully

identify all benefits that should be considered or underestimate their value
when they are properly identified.

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE Saxe briefly reviews the few empirical studies
dealing with the impact of psychotherapy on the utilization of medical
services. Nine studies (including one review of 25 studies) are referenced
and briefly discussed; all show that psychotherapy lowersthe utilization of
medical services. This has led Kiesler (1980) to claim that, ““We know that

adding the option of psychological services to an existing physical health
care system is cost-effective and reduces the use of the physical health
system.” While this evidence is provocative, it is apparently not as conclu-
sive as Kiesler’s remark indicates.

There are a numberofserious methodological problemsthat characterize
these studies that necessarily add caution to their interpretation. The most
critical are those affecting internal validity. As Saxe notes, many of the
studies did not include “appropriate control group conditions.” In others,
patients who were high utilizers of services were studied, introducing the
possibility of statistical regression artifacts. Another major problem stems
from construct validity concerns. The timing of the psychotherapeutic 1n-
tervertion usually occurred after an initial period of high utilization and
thus is potentially confounded with the normal temporal pattern of service
utilization. As is customary with such reviews, it concludes bycalling for
“additional research.”

Utility of CEA/CBA
Despite the problems noted above, Saxe (1980) concludes that psychother-

apy is “‘scientifically assessable” using CEA/CBA in combination with
other rigorous research methods.In this he is in agreement with Kiesler’s
(1980) analysis of the research needed to provide a strong mental health
policy analysis. However, this does not mean that definitive CEA/CBA
studies can be conducted that will be the sole basis for the policy. At
present, the OTA report (1980) notes that most CEA/CBAstudies are
“academic exercises” of little policy relevance.
The OTAreport concluded that CEA/CBAhas“too many methodologi-

cal and other limitations” to be used as the only evidence for decision-

making. Mosteller (1981) has also observed that health-care goals often
conflict. For example, in minimizing lives lost and days hospitalized for an
appendectomy, many unnecessary surgeries are required for the former and
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some deaths in the latter. Mosteller notes that this is an instance of “‘the
classical mathematical dilemma that we cannot expect to maximize two

functions at the same time.” For such reasons OTA recommended that the
CEA/CBAtechniques be used to “‘structure” the problem, to obtain the
information,and then to present or “array” the data elements that would
be included in making a decision. Such caution has also been urged by
others (cf Roid 1982) including the American Public Health Association

(1981).
In conclusion, knowledge and use of CEA/CBA maybeessential for the

very survival of evaluation research. The decade of the 1970s witnessed the

rapid development of methodsfor assessing the effectiveness of innovative
social programs. This was an area that psychologists felt most comfortable
with since it required only moderate extensions and refinements of skills
basic to the profession. Issues concerning costs and policy analysis have
been foreign to the training and experience of psychologists/evaluators.
Given the recent fiscal and political climate, cost considerations may be

essential in the current decade for appropriate and useful evaluation. Such
analyses represent a logical step in the development of methods for evalu-
ation research. In some quarters the debate on establishing formal organiza-
tions to gather cost-effectiveness data has already begun (Relman 1982,

Bunkeret al 1982).

CONCLUSION

Evaluation research is a multidisciplinary activity that is united byits

concern for sound methods that can be used to obtain valid information.
It is appropriate to consider the role of psychology in this young field.
Psychologists have played a central role in the development andcreative
adaptation of rigorous experimental and quasi-experimental designs for
evaluating innovative social programs. They have madetheir evaluation
colleagues aware of the problems posed by the improper conduct and

analysis ofevaluative studies. In doing so, they have provideda critical logic
along with thestatistical skills needed to refine other methods of potential
use in evaluating programs. Despite these accomplishments, there remains

important work to be done. The repertoire of methods should be expanded
to include more qualitative methodsthat can illuminate and corroborate the
Statistical findings. The search for better outcome measures of program

benefits focusing on quality-of-life and other, primarily psychological, out-

comes must continue. The initial development of methods for synthesizing

the expanding varieties of information into a coherent assessment must be
completed. Finally, psychologists must learn that they cannot doit all
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themselves. There must be a greater spirit of social science ecumenism in

their evaluation approaches andstaffs.
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The Application of SocialImpact Assessment

to the Studyof Criminal and

Juvenile Justice Programs

A Case Study

Merry Morash

Because the United States criminal and

ivenile justice systems are highly decen-

alized, with many functions delegated to

ty and county agencies, local programs

re frequently developed as innovations

nd used as models for replication in

ther jurisdictions. This process of local

rogram development and replication is
yrmalized and encouraged by the Na-
onal Institute of Law Enforcement,

which designates selected programs as

Exemplary Projects. Exemplary Projects

are considered to be noteworthy innova-

tions, and in order to encourage their

widespread adoption, they are highly pub-

licized by the National Institute.

For these Exemplary Projects, and other

local programs which are to serve as models
for replication, there are somespecialinfor-.
mational needs to be met through research.
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Those who develop the program need feed-

back in the early stages of operation in order

to justify continued support for the project

and to identify the need for modifications.

Policy makers, program administrators, and

concerned citizens who contemplate repli-

cating a program needanorganized bodyof

information about one or more similar

programs which are already implemented.

For purposes of support, modification, and

replication, this information should reveal a

wide spectrum of the program’s probable

impacts on individuals, organizations, and

the community. Furthermore, there would

be comparable information on the impacts

of important alternative programs, or the

optionof no program atall.
Unfortunately, the research strategies

commonly used to study newly developing

programs and programs which are to be

replicated, including those designated as

Exemplary, do not produce information on

a full range of impacts in any systematic

way. Instead, the focus is typically quite

narrow. For example, studies of most cor-

rectional programsare usually limited to the

intended effects of the target group of

offenders (e.g., Sechrest, White, and

Brown, 1979). Although primarily theoreti-

cal work has brought some unintended

impacts of correctional programs to our

attention, program evaluation results are

rarely in a form that lends itself to simulta-

neous consideration of both desired and

undesired program results. Again using

correctional programs as an example, an

ideal comparison of the effects of institu-

tional programs would include information

not only on the reduction of recidivism, but

also on commonundesired results, such as

“sensory deprivation, labeling, the fostering

of dependency, and the destruction of

family ties” (Barton and Sarri, 1979:164).

Compared with existing evaluation results,

the availability of a varied and systemati-

cally generatedset of information about the

impacts of alternative programs could lead

to quite different conclusions about the
desirability of a program. For instance, a

program that seems worthy of replication

based onits desired impact on the offender
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may berejected on the basis of accompany-

ing unanticipated negative results which do

not occur with alternative programs.

The probable impacts of criminal and

juvenile justice programs on_ individuals

other than those in the target group, on

organizations, and on the community are

even less well documentedthan the range of

impacts on target group members. Writing

about social action programs in general,

Cain and Hollister (1972:128, 129) de-

scribed effects which go unstudied as “exter-

nal” or “third-party effects of the program.”

It is of considerable importance to have

information about third-party effects of

criminal and juvenile justice programs.

Third parties who are positively affected can

be cultivated to support the program and

thereby promote continued implementation

and successful replication. Third parties

who think that they will be negatively

affected, regardless of whether or nottheir

expectationsare well grounded, arelikely to

block the implementation of a program

(e.g., Bardach, 1977; Lermack, 1977; Wy-

coff and Kelling, 1978). Advance informa-
tion on program impacts can be used to

assure somethird parties that they will not

be adversely affected by the program. More-

over, such advance information can demon-

strate the need for program modifications,

or for strategies such as cooptation to

neutralize those who are likely to be ad-

versely affected.

The undesirable narrow focus on limited

number of positive impacts is found in

studies not only of correctional programs,

but also of law enforcement and court

programs. The narrow focus is inconsistent

with a generally recognized conceptualiza-

tion of law enforcement, courts, and correc-

tions as an interdependent system located

within the larger social system (e.g., Duffee,

1980). Munroe (1971:621) voiced a similar

conclusion, writing that “the research effort

is primarily oriented, in spite of the many

brave words about a criminal justice system,

towards specific agency and/or topical con-
cerns.” The focus of the achievement of a
select few, intended program objectives

precludes examination of unintended and/or

 



highly negative effects on people outside of

the target population.

The purposeofthis article is to show how

the research approach, social impact assess-

ment, gan be used to correct the narrow

focus of much research and to generate

information on a wide variety of criminal or

juvenile justice program impacts. The

procedure for carrying out a social impact

assessment is illustrated with information

about a traditional screening program and

the Community Arbitration Project (CAP),

an Exemplary Project which is unique be-

cause it was studied with the social impact

assessment method. Although a social im-

pact assessment was used to comparetradi-

tional court screening with CAP, this was

not reported in the official literature on

CAP, most notably the Exemplary Project

announcemententitled Community Arbitra-

tion Project, Anne Arundel County, Mary-

land (Blew and Rosenblum, 1979). The

discussion which follows explains the social

impact assessment method. It also demon-

strates the process used to select the CAP

and traditional screening impacts to be

compared, the type of information resulting

from social impact assessment, and the

utility of such information in making in-

formed decisions about program support,

modification, and replication.

THE METHOD OF SOCIAL IMPACT

ASSESSMENT

Social impact assessment involves the

prediction and comparison of a wide range

of impacts of two or more program options.

Predictions are based on data drawn from

“the literature, experts, project data, and

direct experience” (Finsterbusch, 1980:22).

Social impact assessment has been used

primarily to study the impacts of large,

publicly financed construction projects

(e.g., Finsterbusch, 1980; Finsterbusch and
Wolf, 1977). This concentration of applica-

tions has occurred because social impact

assessments are legally required before gov-

ernment approvalis given for construction
of dams, power plants, airports, and tun-
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nels, and for urbal renewal and transporta-

tion related construction. Although thereis

no legal basis for extending social impact

assessment research to criminal or juvenile

justice settings, social systems theory pro-

vides a theoretical basis.

Social systems theory (Forrester, 1969)

has provided a theoretical rationale for the

development of the social impact assess-

ment research methodology. It also serves

as the theoretical underpinning for contem-

porary conceptualizations of the criminal

and juvenile justice system and for explana-

tions of behavior in the system (Duffee,

1980). Both social impact assessment, and

social systems theory as applied to the

criminal and juvenile justice system, borrow

from general social systems theory the

concept of unexpected effects of changesin

one part of the system on otherparts. In this

vein, Forrester (1969) has noted that social

systems in general are characteristically

counterintuitive; that is, a change in one

part of the system is often followed by

numerous causal reactions that include un-

plannedresults.

The original purpose in legally requiring

social impact assessments of public con-

struction projects was to anticipate and in

some cases avoid undesirable, counterintu-

itive effects of the projects. There is a clear

utility in similarly anticipating undesirable

effects of criminal and juvenile justice pro-

grams, either in the early stages of program

operations or before a program is even

chosen for replication. Two experts (Nagel

and Neef, 1976) have noted so many unin-

tended effects of criminal and juvenile

Justice programsthat they entitled anarticle

“Department of Unintended Conse-

quences” (also see Vinter, 1979:158). The
criminal justice literature is replete with

examples of unintended program effectsfelt

throughout the criminal and juvenile justice

systems. For example, Intensive Special

Probation projects, which were intended to
reduce recidivism, unintentionally increased

recidivism by increasing surveillance on

probationers (Banks, 1977). In another ex-

ample, incarceration of parents led to in-
creased anti-social behavior of their children
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(Sack, Seidler, and Thomas, 1976). As a

final example, improved physical conditions

in a prison had the unintended effect of

disrupting relations amongstaff and inmates

(Smith and Swanson, 1979). Such diverse

research findings as those in the above

examples exposed certain unintended ef-

fects of criminal and juvenile justice pro-

grams after they occurred. Social impact

assessment is a technique for predicting

many such effects before they occur, or at

least in the early stages of a program’s

operation. The results of social impact

assessment can thus be used by criminal

justice decision makers to weigh undesired

but probable effects against those which are

intended. Moreover, the results can be used

as a basis for modifying the program design

to eliminate some undesired effects, to

cultivate the support of groups which are

positively affected, and to developstrategies

for dealing with negatively affected groups.

AN APPLICATION OF SOCIAL

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The social impact assessment comparing

CAP with a moretraditional program was

chosento illustrate the approach to studying

the effects of alternative programs. There

are no other published examples of the

formal application of social impact assess-

mentin a criminalor juvenile justice setting

known to the author. In fact, perhaps

because the social impact assessment ap-

proach is so atypical in criminal justice

research, the National Institute for Law

Enforcement’s publication on CAP (Blew

and Rosenblum, 1979) omitted any descrip-

tion of the rationale for the choice of

impacts to be studied, and the resulting

gestalt of desired and undesired impacts of

CAPandits alternative. Instead, the publi-

cation reorganized the research results to

stress the positive effect of CAP onrecidiv-

ism and on police and court operations.

Only brief mention was madeof someof the
other impact areas, including negative im-

pacts. Whereas the present description of
the social impact assessment application to
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CAP allows the decision maker to weigh
desired impacts against undesired impacts,

the National Institute report attempted to

persuade us that CAP is superior to a more

traditional program, primarily because ofits

desired effects on recidivism andefficiency
in case processing.

CAP is an Anne Arundel County, Mary-

land program designed to improve the

procedurefor selecting and informally treat-

ing juveniles whose offenses are not serious

enough to warrant formal court attention.

Blew and Rosenblum (1979) have compared

the design of CAP, which was the first

nationally recognized program of its type,

with that of a more traditional screening

hearing:

1. Police arrest youths to be sent to CAP

by giving them citation, similar to a

traffic ticket. For the traditional screen-

ing hearing, police arrest youths by

taking them to a police station.

2. The CAP hearing is conducted in a

courtroom setting rather than in an
office.

3. Victims are more often encouraged to

voluntarily take part in CAP.

4. The arbitrators presiding at CAP hear-

ings are attorneys who focus their

attention on standards of legal suffi-

ciency, whereas the personnel for the

traditional screening hearing have so-

cial science backgrounds.

5. Volunteer community resources pro-

vide work experiences for offenders

involved with CAP, and this gives

them a wayto redress an act against
the community.

6. In CAP, work experiences, restitu-

tion, counseling and educational pro-

grams are used singly or in some

combination in most of the cases for

which there is sufficient evidence. In

the traditional screening hearing, most

youths are warned and no otheractiv-
ity is required.

These six innovations, described in more
detail elsewhere (Blew and Rosenblum,
1979; Larom, 1976; Morash, 1978a), were

intended to reduce the time between arrest
and the hearing, rehabilitate offenders, and
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divert a larger proportion of minor of-

fenders from formal court.

Step 1: Identification of Possible Impacts

The first and key phase in carrying out a

social impact assessmentis the identification

of a wide range of possible program impacts

throughout the social system. Guidelines

which have been developed to study the

impacts of construction projects are useful

in accomplishing this first phase. As one

guide, Finsterbusch and Motz (1980:92-—93)

have published an “impact categorytree” to

suggest the possible location of impacts

throughout the entire social system. To

illustrate, the first major “branch” of the

tree includes households. Within this

branch, impacts on householdscan include,

among other things, effects on consump-

tion, work, well-being, education and so-

cialization, leisure, social relations, and

cultural and moral systems. With this impact

category tree as a guide, the researcheruses

interviews with local and other experts and

the literature to generate a comprehensive

list of the possible effects of each program

option on each subcategory of each branch

of the social system. The variety of effectsis

increased by considering the other major

branches of the impact category tree in

addition to households: communities, or-

ganizations and groups, and socialinstitu-

tions and systems.

To conduct the social impact assessment

of CAP and the traditional screening pro-

gram, this author’sfirst step was to conduct

a series of interviews with program staff and

experts in the delinquency program area.

The staff included the administrators re-

sponsible for designing both programs,su-

pervisors of the programs, and administra-

tors at a higher level who were familiar with

juvenile justice system operations. These

higher level administrators were from police

and prosecutor’s offices, as well as the

juvenile services department. The experts

were three university professors with

knowledge of juvenile justice system opera-

tions and research.

Each person was shown a diagram of

the impact category tree and asked for

predictions of the impacts of CAP and
traditional screening on each element.

From this procedure and a review of the

literature on juvenile justice programs it

became clear that programs of the CAP

and traditional screening type may differ-

entially affect offenders, offenders’ fami-

lies, victims, victims’ families, law en-

forcement personnel, court personnel, and

correctional personnel. The programs also

might differentially affect offenders’ peer

groups, Other social service agencies that

provide services to offenders, schools at-

tended by offenders, community percep-

tions of crime, and citizens proximate to

the program target area or to the of-

fenders. The use of the impact category

tree alerted the research staff and people

interested in assessing the results of CAP

to a range of program effects much

broader than achievement of the explicit

program objectives.

This researcher’s role in the interviews

was to inquire systematically about im-

pacts in each branch of the impact cate-

gory tree, and to ask follow-up questions

regarding effects on biological, psychologi-

cal, social, consumer, transportation, and

other needs that might be either positively

or adversely affected (Finsterbusch,

1980:23). These interviews not only set

the stage for the choice of impacts to be

studied, but they also served to educate

everyone involved about the tremendous

range of effects that could occur. To

illustrate, the possible impacts of CAP
and traditional screening on just victims

included: physical safety from future harm

by the offender, feelings of powerlessness

as a victim, loss of time from work, fears

of leaving the house to shop, potential

damage by the offender to the victim’s

residence, needs for trasportation to the
hearing, feelings that “justice was done,”

and fear of attending cultural or leisure
time activities in the neighborhood (Mor-

ash, 1978b). This type of list is considera-

bly more comprehensive than the usual

program effects considered in most juve-

nile delinquency program evaluations.
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Step 2: Identification of Probable Impacts

for Study

Constraints on time, resources and infor-

mation necessitate the selection of a limited

number of the many possible impacts for

study. In the case of the CAP-traditional

screening impact assessment, the research

results were intended for use by the admin-

istrators of CAP and by local juvenile

justice system: administrators throughout
the nation wHo were considering shifting
from traditional screening programs to

CAP. Therefore, local administrators in

Anne Arundel County and experts familiar

with the operations of juvenile justice pro-

grams nationally judged the importance of

including each impact in the study. The

impacts which were chosen for study were

considered to be (1) importantreflections of

achievementof explicit juvenile justice ob-

jectives (e.g., reduced recidivism), (2) po-

tential evidence that third parties who could

influence program implementation would

benefit from one of the program options,

and/or (3) potential indicators that third

parties who could block program implemen-

tation would be adversely affected by one of

the program options. The three local admin-

istrators and three experts who were

surveyed shared considerable consensus on

the impacts which metthesecriteria. Three

impacts were chosen for study because they

wererelated to highly valued, explicit objec-

tives of the juvenile justice system: reduc-

tion of recidivism, exposure of offenders to

the value that the law is legitimate, and

punishment for illegal behavior. Because

increasing youth involvement with the jus-

tice system was sharply at odds with the

objective of a screening program and has

occurred in numerous screening programs

(reviewed by Allison, 1979), the proportion

of juveniles arrested and the proportion

diverted from formal court were two addi-

tional impacts chosen for study. In the

larger social system, police, victims, and

community groups, as well as other ele-
ments in the juvenile court system, could

potentially interrupt the implementation of

CAPortraditional screening. Alternatively,
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they could provide valuable support for the

programs. Thus, effects on police, victims,

the community and other elements of the

juvenile court system were chosenforstudy.

Step 3: Collection of Data to Reflect Impacts

Impacts were assessed either by general-

izing the results of prior research on pro-

grams similar to CAP and traditional

screening or, if prior research was inade-

quate, by collecting new data. Prior re-

search (Horney, 1980) showed that cita-

tions similar to those used to make arrests

for CAP had influenced police to arrest

higher proportions of suspects. Similarly,

several studies (Allison, 1979) showed that

screening (i.e., diversion) programs have

tended to recruit more rather than fewer

clients for the juvenile justice system.

Based on this prior research, CAP was

likely to result in increased arrests.

Because there was no existing literature

on many of the impacts of interest, most of

the information on CAP andtraditional

screening was generated from an experi-

ment to compare the two programsas they

operated in Anne Arundel County. The

experiment was managed byinstituting the

CAP program for only half of the eligible

youths during the first year of operation.

For the year, a randomly assigned group of

offenders eligible for CAP took part in
traditional screening instead.

For each of the probable impacts that had

been chosen for study, documentation was

assembled in summary form. Table | is a

prototype of a resulting social impactstate-

ment summary, in whichtherelative effects

of CAP and traditional screening are as-

sessed on the basis of prior research and

direct study of the two programs. The table

indicates that, in comparison to traditional

screening, CAP programsarelikely to result

in less recidivism, a reducedallocation of

police time to juvenile work, an increase in

arrests, a decrease in youths referred to

court, a reduced juvenile court staff work
load, and increased citizen-offenderinterac-

tions after the hearing. For the other im-

pacts studied, there were no differences.

 



UTILIZATION OF IMPACT

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

In the case of the CAP-traditional screen-

ing impact assessment, results could be used

by two different audiences for two distinct

purposes. First, administrators of CAP

could use the results to develop support for

the program and to correct negative impacts

by making program modifications. Second,

persons whowerein the process of deciding

to replicate CAP could usethe results of the

impact assessment as the basis for their

decision.
The most complete information about the

utilization of the results of the CAP-tradi-

tional screening assessmentpertains to use

by CAP administrators in the formative

stages of the program. Thefinding that the

citation system resulted in increased arrests

was judged to be aserious threat to the

success of the program; although it was

somewhat offset by the subsequenthigh rate

of diverting the arrested youths from court,

CAP was intended to produce less, not

more involvement of offenders with the

juvenile justice system. The negative finding

was made known to supervisors in the city,

county, and state police departments, and a

police liaison officer was hired to work for

the juvenile court department asa link with

the police departments. By alerting police to

the findings, and communicating with them

on a regular basis about the appropriateness

of their arrests, an effort was madeto offset

the increase in referrals of youths from the

police department to the juvenile services

department. A preliminary study (Morash

and Anderson, 1977) showed thatthe initial

increase was offset. Although we cannot

conclude with certainty that the efforts to

slow the arrest of juveniles were the cause of

the decrease, the attempted application of

impact assessmentresults is a goodillustra-

tion of their potential utility.

Another way in which CAP administra-
tors used social impact assessment results

was to prevent the negative reaction of

parties who thought they were adversely

affected by the program. The juvenile court

department in Anne Arundel County in-
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cludes the intake workers, whoarethestaff

for traditional screening. There was a poten-

tial threat to the intake workers when their

caseload was divided with CAP, since one

could argue that fewer intake workers were

needed. The threat did not materialize in

Anne Arundel County, primarily because

the juvenile court department had strong

orientation toward delivering treatmentser-

vices. Therefore it was consistent with de-

partment philosophy and staff training to

shift traditional screening staff's resources

away from the large group of minor of-

fenders served by CAP and towards inten-

sive treatment for status and serious of-

fenders remaining in their caseloads. The

shift was documented in the social impact

assessment as a positive result, and this

information was used to encourage support

for CAP.
The desired and positive impacts of CAP

on youths, police and the community (Table

1) were publicized to develop ongoing sup-

port for the program. This information was

conveyed to the general public through the

media, and to the police through both formal

and informal channels. The police in particu-

lar were positive about the CAP impacts

which coincided with their goal of doing the

“real police work” of “crook catching”

(Manning and Van Maanen, 1978:5), made

possible by the reducedallocation of time to

juvenile work. Also, positive information

about CAPwasused to promote the program

among state officials with jurisdiction over

juvenile justice operations.

There are no systematic data on the use of

results of the CAP-traditional screening

assessment by personsin other jurisdictions

who were making decisions about replicat-

ing CAP. As was mentioned above, the

results of the full impact assessment were

not widely distributed, but instead were

reorganized in the nationally distributed

Exemplary Project report (Blew and Rosen-

blum, 1979) to emphasize the greater ben-
efit of CAP as opposed to traditional screen-

ing. It is possible, however, to speculate on

howtheresults of a social impact assessment

could be used as input into the decision to

replicate a program. This speculation is
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TABLE 1]

PROTOTYPE OF A SUMMARYOF SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT RESULTS: COMPARISON OF CAP AND TRADITIONAL. SCREENING

 

Location of Impact and Impact Statement Basis for Making the Impact Statement

 

I. Offenders

Recidivism
Although CAP does notdiffer from traditional screen-
ing in effect on youths’ attitudes, it does result in less
recidivism, especially for property offenders.

Explanation of Law's Legitimacy
The CAP hearing exposes youths to reasoning about the
law more than doestraditional screening.

Severity of Punishment
CAP youths perceived that they are treated more harshly
than dotraditional screening youths.

Proportion of Youths Arrested
In comparison totraditional screening hearings. CAPis
likely to promote increased involvement of youths with
the justice system.

Il. Victims

Participation
Victims participate more frequently in CAP than in tradi-
tional screening.
Satisfaction
Victims in CAPandtraditional intake do notsee either

procedure as better meeting their needs than the other.

Tih.

*.
wit,

* 3a.

*3b.

da.

4b.

Youths randomly assigned to CAP or traditional screening
did not differ in their view of the law. the legal svstem,
themselves. or the victim (Morash. 1978a. 197&b),

In another comparison of randomly assigned youths, 482
CAP youths had astatistically lower recharge rate per vo-
uth than 342 youths in traditional screening. particularly if
they were property offenders (Blew and Rosenblum,
1979:57).

CAP youths were: 20% more likely to report that the law
had been explained to them: 24° more likely to report
they were told they hurt society: and, 40°7 less likelv to
report that hearing time was spent to discover family prob-
lems.

The CAPcourtroom-like setting produced fears of “being
sent away.” with 16° of CAP youths and 3°% of traditional
screening youths reporting this fear.

19% of CAP youths as opposed to 10% of those in tradi-

tional screening said they were scared or nervous during
their hearing.

57% of CAP youths compared with 74% in traditional sereen-
ing said they were pleased with the hearing outcome. In
CAP the major reason for displeasure was the work or
counseling assignment: 23/7 of youths gave this reason.
Citations like those used to make an arrest for CAP have
influenced police to arrest a greater Proportion of offenders
(Horney, 1980).

Several precourt screening programs similar to CAP have
unintentionally recruited clients who previously would have
just been warned by police (Allison, 1979),

In the year after CAP began. police arrested 19% more
offenders than they had when the traditional screening was
used (Morash and Anderson, 1977).

50% of CAP victims and 15% of traditional screening vic-
tims participated in the hearing.

Randomly assigned groups of 45 CAP and 46 traditional
screening victims were not different in anticipation of fur-
ther difticulties with the offender: anticipation of future
physical assault by the offenders or their friends: evaluation
of whether the offender was treated justly: satisfaction that
they could “speak their piece” at the hearing: agreement
with the hearing outcome: attitude toward offenders or
their farnilies; and view of juvenile justice personnel as co-
operative (Morash, 1978b).
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Location of Impact and Impact Statement Basis for Making the Impact Statement

 

3. Future Interactions with Youths 3a.

Victim correctly perceived that CAP does not differ from
traditional screening in its effect on future victim-of-
fender interactions.

. Police Department

1. Proportion of Time on Juvenile Work la.
Police spend less time on juvenile work with the CAP
procedures than traditional hearing procedures.

IV. Juvenile Court Department

1. Diversion from Formal Court "Ta.
CAP diverts 10% more youths from formal court than
does traditional screening.

2. Caseload 2a.
The caseload for traditional screening staff was substan-

tially reduced, allowing them to work intensively with
status and serious offenders.

7h.

V. Community

lL. Community Involvement with Juvenile Offenders fa.

CAPstimulates more community involvement with of-

fenders than does traditional screening.

2. Offenders’ Contribution to Community Ja.

CAP results in juveniles’ volunteering their efforts in
community betterment projects, whereas traditional screen-

ing does not.

A minority of youths in both CAP (18.4% ) and traditional
intake (12.27) felt they had hurt the victim or society.
Nearly half (47% ) of CAP youths and 40% of traditional
screening youths stated they would not repair damages to
the victim. 10% of CAP offenders and $° of traditional
hearing offenders felt the victim deserved to be physically
hurt after the hearing.

Interviews with 87 police officers showed that whencita-
tions and the CAP hearing procedure replaced traditional
screening, police needed less time to complete paperwork,
attend juvenile court. transport juveniles, supervise ar-
rested juveniles, and placate angry victims. A similar be-
fore and after comparison in neighboring counties showed

that this increase was not due to more general changes in
law enforcement practices (Morash and Anderson. 1977).

CAP diverted 99% of the youths, and traditional screening
diverted 89° (Morash, 1978a). This offset increased arrests

by police.

Betore CAP began, the traditional screening staff handled
— all minor offenders. status offenders. and serious offenders.

Their caseload was reduced by half when responsibility for
all minor offenders was shifted to CAP.

The traditional screening staff in the county where CAP
was located shifted their resources to an intensive counsel-
ing programfor status offenders and an innovative deten-

tion program in which youths were allowed to remain in
their own homes but were given intensive supervision.

Over 100 community groups and agencies regularly provide

counseling or work settings for juveniles referred by CAP,
whereas traditional screening did not result in any commu-

nitv-offender involvement.

CAPadministrative records show that during 45> years,
CAPoffenders completed 15.000 hours of work for com-
munitv groups and agencies, whereas no work was required
of traditional screening offenders.

 

“The comparison ts of 201 cases randomly assigned to CAPor traditional screening.
+The comparison is of 824 cases randomly assigned to CAP or traditional screening.
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based on general knowledge of the criminal

and juvenile justice system and onstudiesof

the social impact assessment approach ap-

plied in other policy areas.

Whensocial impact assessmentresults are

to be used as input into choosing between

program options (in our case, deciding to

replicate CAP), the information is circu-

lated to interest groups and individuals who

have someinterest in the decision outcome.

Their reaction ts included in a final summary

report, and becomesa part of the input into

the decision making. The decision outcome

depends on a weighing of the negative and

positive expected impact.

Weighing the probable impacts as identi-

fied by social impact assessment differs

somewhat from theclassical problem of the

relative importance of multiple program

objectives (Cain and Hollister, 1972:112). If

the impact assessment has been thorough,

and is not biased towards one or another

group, results will reflect different valua-

tions of impacts as seen by the different

people affected. In the CAP-traditional

screening case, for example, juvenile of-

fenders would negatively value the in-

creased punishment by CAP,and juvenile

officials and elements of the public and

police would positively value it. The results

of a social impact assessment should clarify

such interest group differences. Given the

relativity of weights attached to probable

impacts, it is not accurate to view a social

Impact statement as definitive support for

the choice of a particular program. Thisis a

major difference from the Exemplary Proj-

ect publication (Blew and Rosenblum,
1979), which presented evidence in favor of

one option over the other. Rather, impact

assessment results are a valuable input into

debates between individuals over the appro-

priate program choice.

In evaluating the feasibility of using social

impact assessment results as input into

decision making about program choices, it is

essential to consider whether the modelis

compatible with the way program choices
currently are made. The dynamics of and

influences on the choice of one criminal or

juvenile justice program over another are
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points of contention within the criminologi-

cal community. One major framework, the

pluralistic view, is however, highly consis-

tent with the above description of the use of

social impact assessment results. According

to the pluralistic view, the choice of pro-

grams depends on interactions between

special interest groups, citizens, officials,

and organizations. Research on manytypes

of public policy (Clark, 1973; Lindbloom,

1968; Lowi, 1961. 1971) and on criminal and

Juvenile justice policy in particular (Allison,

1979: Lemert, 1970; Lemert and Dill, 1978)

have provided support for the pluralistic

framework.

With this pluralistic explanation of pro-

gram choice in mind, social impact state-

ments are potentially useful in) making

people aware of their “stake” in program

choices. This opening up of the decision-

making process takes place when the impact

assessment results are used for public con-

struction projects, as documented by Fin-

sterbusch (1980:29-30). He wrote that the

social impact assessment “opens the deci-

sion making process to environmentalists

and negatively affected parties. At the same

time. the [social impact assessment] pro-
vides opportunities for active publics to

Input into the decision making process.”

Based on a review of several hundred public

construction program assessments, and in-

volvement in one hundred, Friesema and

Culhane (1976:340) similarly concluded that

requirements to carry out a social impact
assessment “seems to have created a new,
complex political process which can be and

has been used very effectively to improve

the social and environmental sensitivity of

government decision makers.” Further-

more, they (1976:349) wrote that the subjec-

tion of each social impact statement to

review by interest groups “gives increased

access to environmental, ad hoc community

and public interest groups, particularly

those groups which might not otherwise

have close, informal access to decision

makers.” It should be noted that Finster-
busch and Friesema and Culhane are not
saying that the quality of research is im-

proved by social impact assessment, but

 



instead that the quality of decision makingis

improved. Additionally, this improvement

occurs not only because the social impact

assessment approach is used, but also be-

cause funding and approving agencies re-

quire a satisfactory resolution of interest

group conflict before allowing for program

implementation.
Social impact assessment would beuseful

in the juvenile justice system, where the need

to Open up decision making is particularly

acute. Sarri and Vinter (1979: 169) concluded

from their national survey that “juvenile

justice appears to be a relatively marginal

area of government activity everywhere;

juvenile justice has no general constituency

amongthe states; and, few interest groups

regularly attend to it.” In anotherarticle,

Vinter (1979:158) describes the need for the

type of information produced by social im-

pact assessment: “Those whoparticipate in

the formulation and implementation of jus-

tice policy must develop muchgreaterfactual

knowledge of the actual patterns and of the

systemic relations that characterize this

area.” It is interesting that Vinter concluded

that, regardless of whether public interest

groups’ attention waspositive or negative, it

“often provides the vital margin for change.”

It is possible that social impact assessment

information could stimulate public involve-

ment in juvenile justice system decision

making.

Although adult focused law enforcement,

court, and correctional programs are more

often in the public limelight than juvenile

programs, it would be inaccurate to describe

decision making about the adult programs

as “open.” Musheno, Palumbo, and Levine

(1976) contended that staff often affect

program choice by blocking implementa-

tion. This has been shownto be true of

large-scale programs, in which agency ad-

ministrators played an inordinately large

role in shaping program choice and other
interest groups have not been ableto exert
influence (e.g., Wycoff and Kelling, 1978).

There appears to be a need to use informa-

tion, such as that provided bysocial impact

assessment, to bring interest groupsinto the

criminal justice policy making process.
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It would be naive to equate the use of

social impact statements with the quality of

decision making about criminal and juvenile

justice programs. On the other hand, the

typical practice of closed decision making

without benefit of information on a full

range of likely impacts is even more difficult
to defend.

CONCLUSION

This article has demonstrated that the

method of social impact assessment, which

was developed to study probable effects of

public construction projects before a pro-

gram is implemented, could usefully be

applied to ensuring successful program de-

velopment and to decision making about

choices between alternative criminal or ju-

venile justice programs. The wide scope of

information that can be produced with

social impact assessment was illustrated by

the prototype social impact statement for

CAPandtraditional screening, two juvenile

justice program options. Applied to law

enforcement, court, and correctional pro-

grams for both adults and juveniles, the

social impact assessment could similarly be

used to predict desired and undesired and

planned and unplanned effects throughout

the social system. Such information also

could alert those who seek to implement a

program to the need for program modifica-

tions to prevent undesired effects, to poten-

tial allies of the program, and to groups who

will try to block the program due to adverse

effects on them. Additionally, the informa-

tion could highlight the concerns of various

affected interest groups, thereby stimulating

their input into decisions about the choice of

programsfor local replication.
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IV

PROGRAM MODELING

One standard goal of evaluation research is assessing whether a program

makes a difference or not. Those working in the evaluation field, however, are

increasingly recognizing that it is as important (and sometimes more so) to

determine why a difference does or does not occur. Program sponsors, once

they understand the process by which their program componentsresulted in

outcomes, are able to give separate consideration to the strengths and weak-

nesses of the program, to develop problem-focused improvement schemes,

and to make more informed decisions about the program’s future. Whereas

any planned treatment program has an underlying model of change, the con-

tent and structure of the model are often not well defined by program person-

nel, and in any case tend to become obscured by the day to dayrealities of

program operation. Thus, a major task for the evaluator is to explicate the

process by which a program affects outcomes. This is a particularly challeng-

ing task, because even programsthat haveidentical goals for similar target

populations are more likely than not to vary in treatment content, program

format, service delivery, and, especially, the context in which they operate.

One way evaluators may meet this challenge is by conducting what Chen

and Rossi call theory-driven evaluations. Chen and Rossi believe that evalua-

tors must be cognizant of how humanorganizations work and how social

problems are generated. They strongly advocate constructing plausible and

defensible models of program processes before evaluation begins. A general

process model would include characteristics of the delivered treatment varia-

bles, related exogenousfactors, intervening processes and outcomevariables,

as well as hypotheses regarding relationships among these components. In

brief, modeling requires the evaluator to explicate as muchaspossible the

causal environment in which the program operates. If the components of the

model are considered throughout the design, measurement, and analysis

phases of the evaluation, then the evaluation report may go beyond giving a

blanket conclusion about the efficacy of the program, to characterize how,

why, and for whom theinterventionis or is not effective. This increased speci-

ficity helps evaluators avoid the narrow and sometimesdistorted understand-

ing of programs with which Chen and Rossi are concerned. Moreover, the

increased specificity attained by modeling provides more points with which to

assess the comparability of apparently similar programs, thereby providing

more rigorouscriteria for the integration of evaluation data.

Moosand Finney provide an excellent review of how a conceptually based,

process-oriented framework can be fruitfully applied to the evaluation of

335
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alcoholism treatment programs. Like Chen and Rossi, Moos and Finney
believe that traditional summative evaluations do not adequately capture the
complexity of either treatment programs or the extra-treatment and contex-

tual factors that can mediate program effects. Some of the complexities un-

covered by process-oriented evaluations include the finding that the perceived

quality of the treatment program (e.g., cohesiveness, organization) and char-

acteristics of the patient’s work environment(e.g., job satisfaction) can affect

the outcome of an alcoholism intervention. Moos and Finneybelieve that the

process-oriented model they illustrate can help generate new and potentially

more effective intervention strategies and, by accounting for within-groupdif-
ferences in treatment response, help match individuals to optimal treatments.
A key componentof both the Chen and Rossi and the Moos and Finney

models is conceptualizing a program’s implementation system as an integral
part of the treatment process. As Moos and Finney convincingly argue, few
programsare so simple ordirect that their implementation can be assumed to
occur exactly as planned. Indeed, characteristics of the sponsoring agency,
personnel, treatmentfacilities, and clients mayall affect how much and what
specific forms of a given treatment are delivered. These are elements beyond
the evaluator’s control that will nevertheless affect the validity and interpreta-
bility of the evaluation data. Thus it is important that evaluators gather
empirical evidence of the extent to which program components are actually
implemented. Conrad and Eash’s longitudinal study of compensatory educa-
tion programs provides a recent example of how implementation measure-
ment has been included aspart of an evaluation project. In this study, trained
observers used the Classroom Observation Rating Scale to record program
implementation.

According to Scheirer and Rezmovic, standard methodological paradigms
for constructing implementation measures have not yet been developed, in
spite of the critical importance of assessing program implementation for the
evaluation of program outcomes and examination of innovation processes.
Based upontheir review of 74 previous studies that used implementation mea-
sures, Scheirer and Rezmovic discuss the conceptual and methodological
issues surrounding the measurementof degree of implementation. A particu-
larly important issue they discuss is whether the different techniques for
measuring degree of implementation yield comparable findings. They also
question the adequacy of measuring tools now being used to assess the degree
of implementation. The basic conclusion reached by Scheirer and Rezmovicis
that much work remains to be done in the youngfield of implementation
research; they offer several suggestions for the development of more adequate
measures.

Program modeling requires extra time and effort from the evaluator to
conceptualize the elements of the intervention, its implementation system, and
the extraneous and mediational factors that may affect these elements. In the
long run, however, this process should improve the power of evaluation
designs and enhancethevalidity of evaluation findings.
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Evaluating with Sense

The Theory-Driven Approach

Huey-tsyh Chen and Peter H. Rossi

GPs: more than two decades discussions about the appropriate

methodology for estimating the net effects of social programs

have been dominated by the paradigm of the randomized controlled

experiment. For some evaluation commentators(e.g., Suchman,1969;

Campbell and Stanley, 1966; Cook and Campbell, 1979) alternative

designs for impact assessmentare valued to the extent that such designs

mimic the validity advantages of randomized experiments. For others

(e.g., Scriven, 1972; Guba and Lincoln, 1981; Deutscher, 1977) the

paradigm is used as an example of what notto do in assessingthe effects
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of programs—argumentsthatoften stress theartificiality of standardized

treatments and accompanyingdata collection strategies, especially for

labor-intensive human services programs.

The domination of the experimental paradigm in the program eval-

uation literature has unfortunately drawn attention away from a more

important task in gaining understanding of social programs, namely,

developing theoretical models of social interventions. A very seductive

and attractive feature of controlled experimentsis thatit is not necessary

to understand howa social program worksin orderto estimateits net

effects through randomized experiments, provided that the goals and

objectives of a program can bespecified in reasonably measurable

terms. Thus cookbookevaluation manuals(e.g., Morris et al., 1978) can

outline how to proceedin an evaluation with scarcely a mention of any

theory underlying the programsin question. Or evaluability assessments

(Wholey et al., 1975) can concentrate on whether or not goals are

sufficiently defined to permit the application of experimentalor quasi-

experimental evaluation methods. Eventhecritics of the experimental

paradigm havehadtheirattention distracted from seriously considering
the theoretical issues in social programs by concentrating on the false
issue of artificial data collection methods and the old social science
finding that the actual goals of human organizationsare often nottheir
professed goals.

An unfortunate consequenceofthis lack of attention to theory is that
the outcomesofevaluation research often provide narrow and sometimes
distorted understandings of programs.It is not usually clear whether the
recordedfailures of programsare dueto the fact that the programs were
built on poor conceptual foundations, usually preposterous sets of
“causal” mechanisms(e.g., the Impact Cities program); or because
treatments were set at such low dosage levels that they could not
conceivably affect any outcomes(e.g., Title I); or because programs
were poorly implemented. Note that the emphasis in the above
Statements is on deficiencies in the theoretical underpinnings of the
treatment or of the treatment delivery systems.

The purpose of this article is to bring theory back into program

evaluation. Ouraim is not to make a case for basic research—thereis

enoughjustification for that goal—but to makea casethat neglect of

existing theoretical knowledge andofthinking theoretically has retarded

both our understandingofsocial programsandtheefficient employment

of evaluation designs in impact assessment. This perspective on
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evaluation research we havecalled elsewhere (Chen and Rossi, 1980) the

“theory-driven” approach to evaluation—aperspective, webelieve,that

has promiseto yield better information on social programs,as well as

rich yields to the basic social science disciplines.

Of course the kind of theory we have in mind is not the global

conceptual schemes of the grand theorists, but much more prosaic

theories thatare concerned with how humanorganizations work and

how social problemsare generated. It advances evaluation practice very

little to adopt one or anotherofcurrent global theoriesin attacking,say,

the problem of juvenile delinquency, but it does help a great deal to

understand the authority structure in schools and the mechanismsof

peer group influence and parental disciplinein designing and evaluating

a program that is supposedto reducedisciplinary problemsin schools.

Nor are we advocating an approach that rests exclusively on proven

theoretical schema that have received wide acclaim in published social

science literatures. What weare strongly advocatingis the necessity for

theorizing, for constructing plausible and defensible models of how

programs can be expected to work before evaluating them. Indeed the

theory-driven perspective is closer to what econometricianscall “model

specification” than are more complicated and more abstract and general

theories.
Nor do wearguefor uncritically using the theories that may underlie

policymakers’ and program designers’ views of how programs should

work. Often enough policymakers and program designersare not social

scientists and their theories (if any) are likely to be simply the current

folklore of the upper-middle-brow media. The primary criterion for

identifying theory in the sense used in this article is consistency with

social science knowledge and theory. Indeed theoretical structures

constructed out of social science concerns may directly contradict what

may be the working assumptions of policymakers and program

designers.

It is an acknowledged embarrassment to our viewpoint that social

science theory is not well enough developed that appropriate theoretical

frameworks and schemaareordinarily easily available “off the shelf.”

But the absenceof fully developed theory should not prevent one from

using the best of what is already at hand. Most importantofall, it 1s

necessary to think theoretically, thatis, to rise above the specific and the

particular to develop general understandings of social phenomena.
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A GENERALIZED MODEL

FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION

A useful general schemefor identifying the main componentsof any
social program is shownin Figure |. The main causal relationships that
would have to be worked out in any useful model of a program are
shownin that diagram as arrows connecting the main components.

Central to the diagram are “delivered treatment variables,” which
constitute the program to be evaluated insofar and inasmuchashas been
delivered. Note that treatment is conceived not as designed but as
actually delivered, the delivery being affected by an implementation
system that includes organizations, personnel, facilities, clients, and
regulations concerningeligibility.

At the far right of the diagram are “outcome variables,” those
aspects—intended and unintended—thatareaffected either directly by
treatment variables and/or mediated through

a

set of intervening
variables, represented by the box so labeled. Whetheror not intervening
processes are present is a matter of conceptualization. Thus the
provision of transfer payments as a treatment directly affects the
incomesof clients, but the introduction of a new paymentincentive
System into a work organization will only affect incomes if the
appropriate intervening processes postulated comeinto play.
The classic statement of the problem ofinferring treatmenteffects

centers around the contents of the box labeled “exogenousvariables.”
The outcomesofsocial programsarerarely, if ever, attributable solely
to treatments and intervening processes but are also determined by
other sources: those exogenousvariables correlated with the treatment
variables and stochastic disturbances that are independent of the
treatment exogenousvariables. The exogenousprocesses may or may
‘not be correlated with treatment, but they often are. Confounded
estimates of the treatment effects usually result from the failure to
control for correlated exogenousvariables, which leads to acorrelation
between the disturbance and the treatment. Indeed, one of the great
virtues of the classic Campbell and Stanley (1966) statement is the
identification of some very general ways in which exogenousprocesses
may be correlated with treatment variables, thereby confounding
estimatesof effects except underspecial circumstances. Indeedit is the
special (but not unique) quality of the classical randomized experiment
that its use can make exogenousvariables uncorrelated with treatment
variables.!
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OUTCOME VARIABLES:
SPECIFYING THE GOALS
OF PROGRAMS

The problem of specifying outcome variables is usually phrased as

goal specification—the determination of those outcomesthat policy-

makers and/or program designers envisaged as the intended outcomes

of the program. This issue constitutes one of the importantdistinctions

between basic and applied social research. In basic research, outcome

variables express the disciplinary interests of the researcher; in applied

social research, outcomevariables are those of interest to policymakers

or other sponsors of applied work.

Astraditionally viewed, goal specification in evaluation research

tends to be a search for appropriate operational definitions of the

intended effects of programs. Since such definitions are sometimes

cloaked in obscure and ambiguousstatements, goal specification can be

a separate empirical research enterprise of its.own, as Wholey’s (1975)

evaluability assessments exemplify. Some of the consequences of

searching for those intentions that are measurable have been noted by

many commentators(e.g., Deutscher, 1977; Scriven, 1972; Chen and

Rossi, 1980). First of all, outcome variables tend to be narrowerthan the

connotative intentions of program designers and/or policymakers.

Thusthe goals of Head Start were defined by the evaluators (Cicirelli et

al., 1969) in cognitive terms mainly because such goals could be more

easily operationalized than others that were more vaguely formulated.

Second,there is a large gap between enablinglegislation and the actual

design of programs. Designers may narrow the goals oflegislators,

elaborate upon them,or substitute entirely different goals. Sometimes

the enabling legislation deliberately fosters diversity in the processes of

implementation, as in Head Start. In other cases local conditions may

appearto require extensive adaptation, as, for example, in the Planned

Variation Education Program. Someofthecritics of the experimental

paradigm were among the first to note these program changes in

execution (e.g., Scriven, 1972; Deutscher, 1977; Chen and Rossi, 1980)

recommending that the goals also be inferred from actual program

operations,rather than solely from policymaker statementsorlegislative

intents. Indeed in the case of some programs, program operatorsare

encouraged to develop specific goals as the program is designed (e.g.,

High Impact and HeadStart); hence the goals of programs cannot be

described in any specific sense through a consideration of legislative

intent or policymakerstatements alone.

Most of the commentators who have advocated specifying goals

through empirical observation of programs in operation have been
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strangely silent on how goals should be inferred through observation.
Some comeclose to advocating connoisseurial approaches,i.e., “Anyone
with any experience and smarts will obviously see that... ”

Webelieve that there is some wisdom to the admonition that goal
specification be empirically based. However, the process wherebyit is
possible to go from observationsto goalspecification is through social
science theory and knowledge, not by the craftlore of experts and
consultants—a point to which we will return at a later point in this
article. Nor are we advocating ignoring the goals of policymakers in
filling out the contentofthe goals specified in an evaluation. Indeeditis
useful to conceptualize goals as falling into one or the other of the
following three classes.

Policy-Directed, Plausible Goals

These are goals explicitly formulated by those who designed and/or
authorized the program andthat are plausible in the following senses:
(1) The goals are consonant with current knowledgeof the problem to
which the programisdirected; (2) the programis designed sothat it can
be implemented withoutheroic efforts; (3) the resources allocated to the
program are sufficient to deliver the treatment at reasonable dosage
levels.

For example, the policy goal of the current speed limit 55 miles per
hourwasto lower the consumption of gasoline by motorvehicles. The
goal was plausible in the sense that prior knowledge of the gas
consumption characteristics of typical gas engines indicated that
consumption would be so lowered. The mechanism of implementation
involved tying the passage of appropriate state laws to continuing
federal highway fund allocations—a reasonablestrategy.

Policy-Directed, Implausible Goals

These are goals specified explicitly by those who designed / authorized
a program and whichare notplausible in the following senses: (1) The
goal is so vaguethat a relatively large numberofspecific operationaliza-
tions, some of which are mutually contradictory, are possible; (2) the
goals are not consonant with current knowledge about the problem in
question; (3) the program is not designedso thatit can be implemented
by the agency given responsibility; (4) the resources allotted to the
program arenotsufficientto deliver the treatmentat reasonable dosage
levels.
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For example, although the major goals of the 1968 Federal Firearms
Regulation Act were specific enough(i.e., to restrict access to firearms
on the partof felons, the insane, and certain othercategories of persons),
the mode of implementation, namely, requiring theregistration of gun
dealers and forbidding them tosell to the proscribed social categories,
was boundto fail since it was based on the assumptionsthat gun-using
criminals obtained their weapons through gundealers, that gun dealers
could discern whichof their potential customersfit into the proscribed
categories, and that gun registration records couldbe easily accessed to
trace gun ownership. Noneof these assumptions was tenable and some
went quite contrary to existing established knowledge (Wrightetal.,
1983).

Theory-Derived Goals,

Not Specified by Policy

These are goals that are plausible but not specified in policy
directives, and which can be discerned either through the a priori
examination of policy and program or through the empiricalstudy of
the program (Chen and Rossi, 1980).

For example, in the TARP experiments (Rossi et al., 1980), official
goals included the reduction of recidivism among released felons
through the extendingto this groupeligibility for unemploymentbene-
fits payments. Consideration of the potential work disincentive effects
of such payments, as strongly suggested in the writing of labor
economists, led the investigators to postulate work disincentiveeffects.

Except for political reasons, it obviously makes little sense to
evaluate a program whose goals were only policy directed and
implausible; but there is no way to decide whethera program’s goalsfall
into such a category without careful consideration of whether or not
existing social science theory and knowledge would support such a
judgmentof plausibility. The main point of making such distinctions
among goals, however,is to highlight the fact that programs may be
accomplishing somethingsthat were not intendedbytheir designers and
that such effects may be either desirable or undesirable, may sometimes
(as in the case of the TARP experiments) produceeffects that offset
those intended, and that a good evaluation should take into account
inferred effects as well as those directly intended.

As indicated above, the judgment whether or nota set of policy-
directed goals is plausible depends on examiningthe total program in
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light of existing social theory and knowledge. Weturn to that task in the

next two sectionsof this article.

SPECIFYING THE

TREATMENT MODEL

The treatment modelconsists of the treatment-as-delivered character-

istics, other related exogenous factors, intervening processes, and

outcomevariables along with the postulated relationships among these

component parts. An appropriate treatment model lays out in detail

how delivered treatments work (see Figure 1).

As shownin Figure | the treatment variables? are likely correlated

with exogenous variables, which may also independently affect inter-

vening processes and/or outcomevariables. This is simply a formal

statementof the truism that most social phenomenaare the outcomesof

manyinterrelated processes. For example, whether or not a person quits

smoking maydependnotonly on a particular antismoking program to

which he or she may be exposed, but also on factors such as the

participant’s personal health problems believed to be caused by

smoking, whether family members and friends are smokers, and past

smokinghistory, any orall of which maybe correlated withparticipation

in the program. Hence if we are modeling the outcome of an

antismoking program, we have to take such exogenousfactors “into

account” in estimating the effects of that antismoking program upon

participants. From a technical viewpoint, unbiased estimates of a

program’s effects can only be obtained whentreatment variables are

adequately purged of correlated exogenousvariables.

It is the real and present danger that treatment variables are

correlated with exogenousvariables that affect intervening processes

and outcomevariables which make the randomized controlled experi-

ment so attractive. By randomly assigning target units of a program

(usually persons) to experimental and control groups, the naturally

existing correlations between treatment variables and exogenousvari-

ables are forced to be essentially zero. If the only concern in a program

evaluation is to obtain unbiased treatment effects, then a randomized

controlled experiment that maintainsits integrity need not be designed

with any knowledgeof the relationships among exogenous,treatment,

intervening, and outcomevariables. Hence randomized experiments

can be designed as “black box” researches in which how treatments

affect outcomes is unknown.
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But black box randomized experimentsare notthe only realization of

the experimental paradigm and, indeed, may often be aninefficient

form of that paradigm. This arises because advocates of the black box

experimental paradigm often neglect the fact that after randomization

exogenousvariablesarestill correlated with outcomevariables. Knowing

how such exogenous factors affect outcomes makes it possible to

construct moreprecise estimates of experimental effects by controlling

for such exogenous variables. For example, an experiment on the

recidivism of released prisoners can estimate treatment effects with

smaller standard errors by taking into account the fact that age,

education, and previous work experiences of the released prisoners

ordinarily affect tendencies to recidivate. For a given N, a randomized

experimentthat takes into account existing theory and knowledge can

have considerably more powerthan a black box randomized experiment.’

The black box paradigm also dominates classical discussion of

nonexperimental approaches (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). Such

discussions center around whatare the inherent dangers of black box

quasi-experimental approaches. This may be appropriate if one is

estimating the effectiveness of a program for which there is no

underlying sensible rationale, but it is not sensible to ignore existing

knowledge whenits use can increase the powerof the research design.

Indeed, at best, it may be possible to obtain unbiased estimates of

effects from quasi-experimental approachesif one can model with some

degree of accuracy the relationships among all the elements of the

treatment model. For example, an evaluation of an unemployment

insurance program in California (Rauma and Berk, 1982) was able to

control for the exogenousfactors that determinedthe size of a released

prisoner’s benefit eligibility, because such benefits were completely

determined by the numberof days worked while in prison.‘ By holding

constant the numberof days worked while in prison,it was possible to

hold constant the exogenous factors that determined receiving the

treatment and hence to construct unbiased estimatesofthe effects of the

treatment on subsequentrecidivism.

The general issue of controlling for self-selection bias has been

discussed thoroughly in recentliterature (Barnowetal., 1980) and more

recently by Berk and Ray (1982). How successfully such approaches can

be applied in particular cases is determined by how well knownare the

exogenousprocesses and how well they can be measured. Furthermore,

it is somewhatobvious, but bears emphasis, that knowledge and theory
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concerning the effects of exogenous processes need to be built into

evaluations ab initio and not constructed ad hoc from the selections

available in a given dataset. | |

The dangers of black box quasi-experiments are real, but they flow

from the fact that they are black box efforts and not from their quasi-

experimental character. Theory-driven randomized and quasi-exper-

iments both are superiorto their black box counterparts in power and

efficiency. At best the distinction between randomized experiments and

quasi-experiments becomesblurred to the extent that correctly specified

theory-driven treatment models are employed. This last statement has a

number of important implications. Randomized experimental designs

applied to field situations have a distressing tendency to deteriorate

rapidly into quasi-experiments. For example, one may randomly assign

personsto treatment groups,butif treatment acceptance depends even

partially on target population cooperation, differential cooperation can

easily change the research design into a quasi-experiment. Witness the

effects that attrition rates have had on the income maintenance and

housing allowance experiments (Watts and Rees, 1976). Randomized

experimentsaredifficult to install and carry out except on proposed but

not yet enacted programs.Existing, full-coverage programscan usually

only be evaluated for impact assessment by quasi-experimental designs.

Finally, theory-driven treatment modeling can meet the objectionsof

many evaluators who are concerned that programs once in place

develop goals that replace thoseofficially proclaimed by policymakers

and program designers. The truism that every program hassomeeffects

can be given somesubstance if treatment modeling can be used to

uncover them.

THE PROBLEM OF GENERALIZATION

A given social program ordinarily is a complex bundle of specific

items lumped together as a treatment. Even very simple-appearing

treatments can becomequite complex in implementation. For example,
although the transfer payments were conceived as the treatments in

income maintenance or housing allowance experiments,the treatments

as delivered consisted of the payments of varying amounts, methods of

establishing and validating eligibility, housing inspections, and so on

through the entire apparatus of the experiments that dealt directly with

the families in the experiment. Without careful specification of the
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treatmentas delivered, interpretation of treatmenteffects may becomevery muddy indeed. More important, an experiment may be fatallyflawed by confounding the intended treatment with administrativetrappings that mightnullify intended treatmenteffects. A priori analysisof the treatmentas delivered should lead to an experimental design thatcan separate out the effects of various components of the treatment as
delivered. A very good example exists again inthe TARP experimentin
which the administrative regulations of the unemployment benefit
systemsofthe states of Georgia and Texas negated the beneficial effects
of the payments (Rossiet al., 1980).

Ofcourse any treatmentas delivered can be broken downanalytically
into a very large numberofidentifiable components, the vast majority of
which may havetrivial impacts upon outcomes. Identifying the
important compenentsis again the task of applyinga priori knowledge
and theory. Thusin the income maintenance experiments, the guarantee
level and the implicit tax rates were identified on the basis of
microeconomictheories concerninglaborforceparticipation as critically
important components and hence were systematically varied within the
experimental design. Similarly in the housing allowance experiments,
the use of housing standards asa criterion for eligibility was conceived
to be an importantdevice and hencebuilt into the experimentaldesign.

These considerations, it should be noted, apply with equal force to
quasi-experiments, especially those in which the design of treatments
can be influenced by the evaluation researcher.

Oneof the main benefits of departing from the black box treatment-
as-unit approachto evaluationis an enhanced ability to generalize from
the researches in question to other circumstances. The end result of a
black box evaluation is to know whetheror not a given treatment-as-
unit is effective and to whatextent it is so. A transfer into a different
administrative environment and subsequent modifications to fit the
requirements of that environment may drastically alter the treatment’s
effectiveness, if the elements changed are among the more important
within the treatment-as-unit. Indeed, since the translation of a proposed
program into an enacted program always requires modificationtofit the
administrative environmentinto whichit is placed, as well as to the
political acceptability constraints of the policymakers,it is important to
be able to point out whatare the essential and nonessential components
of a proposed program.
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MODELING INTERVENING PROCESSES

The main points made with respect to the modeling of the treatment

processes and componentsofdelivered treatments apply as well as to the

modeling of intervening processes. Indeed any model of the treatment

process necessarily includes modeling intervening processes. From

some viewpoints it hardly makes any sense to distinguish intervening

processes except that, for programs that may be expected to have very

long time effects, whether or not intervening processes occur may be the

first sign of whether or not a program is working. For example, if a

manpowertraining programis to be installed to increase the earning

powerofparticipants overthe long run,it may be useful as a first step to

specify what has to changein the short runin order that the long-range

effects of the desired sort may be eventually captured. Thus,if a training

program does not increase the job-relevant skills of participants, it

seems unlikely that long-run wages will also increase. In short, the

specification of intervening processes provides the opportunities for the

moresensitive testing of the effectiveness of programsandalsofor their

redesign in the unhappyeventuality that postulated intervening steps do

not occur.

RESPONSE FUNCTIONAL FORMS

Anotherissue in modeling centers around the functional formsthat

relate program variables to each other and to outcomevariables. Re-

cursive models postulate one-way relations among variables and

nonrecursive models postulate that at least some of the relations involve

reciprocaleffects.
In program evaluation it is possible to find that modeling causal

processes of the intervention requires postulating reciprocal relations

among outcomevariables and/or between the outcomevariables and

the intervening variables. For example, an educational program might

affect students’ test scores and self-esteem. However, if existing

knowledgesuggests that a reciprocal process exists betweentest scores

and self-esteem, then a nonrecursive model should be proposed for

evaluating this program.

Interactive effects may also be postulated in which treatment

variables are differentially effective among subgroups of targets.
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Interactions are sufficiently well known that evaluators routinely lookfor them, but the search for interactions should not be a matter ofSystematically testing out all Possible interactions—a Strategy thatmaximizes Type I errors—but one which looks for those interactionsthat one has a gooda priori reason to Suspect exist.
Finally, linear additive models of response effects are popularbecause they are both easy to compute and simple to interpret when

found. But in somecases there may be good reason to suspect that
polynomial models may be more appropriate. For example, increasing
the amountof treatments maylead oneto expect a point of maximum
effect per unit of treatment with lowerrates of return for points above
and below the maximum.Thustransfer payments that are too small
maynotaffect labor force supply atall, while transfer payments that are
very large may notaffect labor force supply any more than modest
transfer payments, as the diminishing marginal returns formulation
suggests.

Implementation Modeling

Implementation systems traditionally have not been given the
amount of attention they fully deserve in evaluation research. As
pointed out earlier, experimental evaluations of prospective programs
involve setting up arrangementsfor delivering programs(or treatments);
hence even programsset up for testing purposesbyresearchers involve
implementation systems. Even more important is the fact that a
program once enacted must be carried out through an implementation
system that includes administrative rules and regulations, bureaucratic
Structures, and personnel who have been given the responsibility to
administer the program in question.
An understanding of program implementation is important in

program evaluation,since successful implementationis also a necessary
condition in assessing program theory success. Only when treatment
variables are implemented successfully, at least to some extent, can we
test whether or not the treatment variables have had any impact upon
outcomevariables.

In the evaluation literature there has been no dearth ofinterest in
implementation, but too much of the attention has been given to
worrying about whether programs have been delivered as intended, and
not enoughattention has been given to understanding the process of
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implementation. Thus Levine( 1972) stated thattlic inain problem cf the

Waron Poverty wasthe failure of programsto be implemented in the

field. Gramlich and Koshel(1975) foundthat the performance contract-

ing experimentsfailed to the extent that they were not implemented(or

implemented incorrectly)in the field.

Part of the problem of integrating a concern for implementation

process into evaluation stems from the fact that evaluators tend to be

specialists in the disciplines relevant to treatment processes. Thus an

evaluator concerned with the outcomeofeducational programsusually

knowsa great deal about educational processes, but may know very

little about theories of organization; hence the organizational contexts

of the program may be neglected or unspecified.

In Figure | we have designated an implementation system as the

organizational arrangementthatis either specially designedto deliver

treatments (or programs)orgiven the responsibility todo so. We do not

meanto imply that this box represents a simple system. Indeed at least

six subsystems have beenidentified in the existing literature(e.g., Van

Meter and Van Horn,1975; Williams and Elmore, 1976; Scheirer, 1981),

and these are detailed below.

Implementing organization. An agency of somesort, either newly

created for the purposeor alreadyexisting, is usually given the mandate

to administer a program.Its characteristics, such as the particular type

of authority structure, the composition of personnel, existing standard

operating procedures, and the system of incentives employed to achieve

coordination of activities among personnel and departments mayall

affect how much and what specific forms of a given treatment are

delivered. For example, schools are considered to be loosely coupled

systems in which componentpersonnel(e.g., teachers) are not linked

together into an extensive division of labor in which the work of one

memberis closely dependentin time on the work of another member.

Hence the activities of teachers in their classrooms are notoriously

difficult to control (and affect). In contrast, a public welfare agency in

which caseworkers each handle only part of the treatment of a case may

be moreeasily changed,sinceit is easier to detect caseworkers whoare

not performing according to plan.
Organizational theory is not the best developed of social sciences and

tends to be heavily dominated by theories that were developed in

connection with the study of industrial and business enterprises. The

study of public sector organizations that process people rather than

material objects has been relatively neglected.
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Target groups. Every program definesa target population consistingof some human units—persons, households, communities, and so on—in whichits effects are to be manifested in the form of specified changes.Target groupsaffect the implementation of programsto the extent thatsuch implementation implies the cooperation, compliance, or partici-
pation ofthe groupsin question. If targets, for whatever reasons,refuse
to accept delivery of a program’s treatment, clearly the program can
have no effect. Participation rates, therefore, are extremely important
characteristics of programs. For example, the fact that Sesame Street
achieved so large a penetration of its intended audience of nursery-
school-age children in poor families contributed greatly to its overall
success, even thoughthe effects of viewing on eachchild may have been
relatively slight. In contrast, the failure of Feeling Good (Mielke and
Swinehart, 1976) waslargely caused by its inability to reach more than a
very small proportionofits intended target of poor adults. Understand-
ing the conditions under which targets of varioussorts will or will not
participate in programs mayinvolve knowing how subgroupswithin the
population receive information, subcultural beliefs concerning partici-
pation in similar programs, and so on.

Environmental context. Implementation takes place within an
environment containing other organizations, competing activities and
programs,political structures, and so on. All these exogenouscontextual
processes can affect whether or not a program can be effectively
implemented. Thus the Community Action Program of the Office of
Economic Opportunity was eventually handed overto local political
control after mayors protested against the federal government’s setting
up independentpolitical entities in their domains (Moynihan, 1969).
Also, the fact that the health education television program Feeling
Good was broadcast at prime viewing times means that it had to
compete with extremely popular programsfor the attention ofits
intended audiences (Mielke and Swinehart, 1976).

Characteristics of treatments. Some treatments are intrinsically
difficult and others mucheasierto deliver. Perhaps thecritical elementis
the extent to which the treatmentis “operator-robust”—capable of
being delivered relatively intact as intended, regardless ofthe activities
of the persons in whose handsresponsibility for delivery is given. Thus,
at one extreme, transfer paymentsare relatively robust treatments,since
there are limited numbers of ways in which checks can be delivered to
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persons throughthe mail. At the other extreme, treatments that involve

tailoring interventions to the characteristics of targets usually involve

allowing considerablediscretion to the frontline implementer, a circum-

stance that may considerably distort program intentions. Indeed for

most humanservices programsthe dilemmais whatis the optimum level

of discretion to be allowed?If toolittle discretion is allowed, inappro-

priate treatments may be administered to clients. If too muchdiscretion

is allowed, it may becomevery difficult to determine precisely what was

delivered, as is the case with many educational programs designed to

alter the teaching practices in the classroom.

Another characteristic of treatments that bears attentionis the matter

of dosage. Thus a transfer payment that amounts to $100 per weekis

simply worth a lot more than 100 times a transfer payment of $1 per

week.Or, just becuase we knowthat three hoursofcounseling per week

mayhelp a client does not meanthat one hour per weekwill simply do

one-third less. The amountof an intervention, especially as actually

delivered, ought to be an important concern of evaluators.

Resources. Obviously a program requires sufficient resources to

enable it to accomplishthedelivery of treatment. Fundsare usedto hire

persons, physical facilities, and so on. An underfunded program simply

will not be able to deliver the treatments as prescribed.

Interorganizational transactions. An implementing organization

may haveto deal with other organizationsin order to be ableto deliver

treatments. For example, treatments that call for the cooperation of

other organizations may not be able to function if cooperation is

withheld; or an organization may be underthejurisdiction of a more

superordinate organization whose command superiority may either

interfere with or facilitate the implementation of the program.

All of the above characteristics of implementation systems may need

to be taken into account in developing a modelof implementation in

particular cases. We cannot pretend that the construction of imple-

mentation models will be easy at this stage in our understandingof the

public sector humanservices organizations. All thatis clearto us is that

neglect of understanding implementation has made it ambiguousin

many cases of evaluation researches whether the program or the

implementation system or both wereat fault in a demonstratedfailure to

achieve outcomes.
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CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a set of arguments for a new appraisal of the
dominant experimental paradigm as applied to evaluations. A central
feature of that paradigm as elaborated has been to emphasize black box
randomized experiments and quasi-experiments. We have argued fora
paradigm that accepts experiments and quasi-experiments as dominant
research designs, but that emphasizesthat these devices should be used
in conjunctionwith a priori knowledge and theory to build models of the
treatment process and implementation system to produce evaluations
that are moreefficient and that yield more information about how to
achieve desired effects.

It should also be emphasized that this article does not argue for
postponing evaluationsuntil the most adequate theory and knowledge
have been constructed. It argues, rather, that we make do with what we
have,at least for the time being, drawing upon existing stocksoftheory
and knowledge to the extent relevant. We also make a special plea for
moreintensiveattention to developing knowledge and theory concerning
how humanservices organizations work, so that our general under-
standing of implementation systems will be advanced

In sum, we hopethat what wehaveto sayherewill inspire evaluators
to spend moreeffort on understanding how programsworkthan on the
effort to find out whetheror not they actually work in somespecific and
nongeneralizable instance.

NOTES

1. It has become increasingly clear with experience in social experimentation (as
opposed to short-term laboratory experiments) that the beneficial effects of randomization

can be underminedseriously by exogenousfactors operating on the delivery of treatments,

as exemplified in nonrandomattrition in treatment and control groups in the income
maintenance experiments (Watts and Rees, 1976; Rossi and Lyall, 1976).

2. Treatment variables include treatment characteristics as delivered. In order to make

the discussion in this article flow more smoothly, we will simply refer to “treatment

factors” with the understanding that such termsrefer to treatments as delivered.

3. A similar argument against black box experiments was made recently in a

commentary on experiments on the effectiveness of seeding clouds with silver iodide
crystals in order to producerainfall (Kerr, 1982a, 1982b). The author madethe pointthat

without good knowledgeofthe processes that take place within cloudsthat ordinarily lead
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to rainfall, the very expensive experiments were not powerful enoughto detect treatment

effects. A strong argument was then advanced against any additional black box

experiments on the effects of cloud seeding.

4. Since prisoners did not knowthat their working would affecttheir eligibility for and

amountof benefits (the legislation had been enacted at the time of imprisonment), they

could not have workedin prison because they anticipated postrelease benefits. Of course,

for subsequent cohorts of prisoners, the possibility of prison work being affected by

anticipated benefits will have to be taken into account.
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The Expanding Scope of

Alcoholism Treatment Evaluation

Rudolf H. Moos and John W. Finney

Recent advancesin alcoholism treatmentevaluation
research have sparked new perspectives on the na-
ture of alcoholism and the role of treatment and
extratreatmentfactors in the recovery—relapse pro-
cess. Combined with current trends in behavioral
medicine and evaluation research, these perspectives
are guiding the developmentofa conceptually based
approach to treatment evaluation. This approach
can help to integrate seemingly disparate facts about
alcohol abuse, to improve clinical services by con-
tributing to program development, and ultimately,
to formulate a clearer understanding of the biepsy-
chosocial nature of alcohol problems. In short, eval-

uation research is beginning to fulfill some of the
promise it derives from its unique location at the
interface of basic research on alcoholism and ap-
plied concerns with the development and delivery
of treatment programs.

Alcohol abuse is often seen as an inexorably
progressive endogenous disorder, with treatment
outcomebeing predicted most adequately from pre-
disposing factors (such as sociodemographic, bio-
genetic, and prior drinking characteristics) inherent
in the individual. Investigators who adopt this con-
ceptual approach typically find that these predis-
posing factors account for only a small proportion

(usually less than 20%) of the variance in drinking
and drinking-related outcome criteria (Moos,

Cronkite, & Finney, 1982). Moreover, many indi-

viduals apparently ‘“‘mature out”of serious problem
drinking (Hyman, 1976), while others fluctuate be-
tween periods of alcohol abuse and nonabuse (Pol-
ich, Armor, & Braiker, 1981). Although predisposing
factors can predict problem drinking followingtreat-
ment, the most notable findingis that they are rather

poor predictors. Such facts support the optimistic
perspective that alcohol abuse can be treated suc-
cessfully.

Recentfindings from alcoholism program eval-
uations are consistent with this perspective. A sub-
stantial proportion of alcohol abusers improveafter
participating in behavioral treatments (Miller, Tay-
lor, & West, 1980), medically based aversion-con-
ditioning programs (Neubuerger, Hasha, Matarazzo,
Schmitz, & Pratt, 1981), milieu-oriented and other
comprehensiveresidential programs (Bromet, Moos,
Bliss, & Wuthmann, 1977; Costello, Baillargean,

Biever, & Bennett, 1980), outpatient and daytreat-
ment centers (Armor, Polich, & Stambul, 1978;
McLachlan & Stein, 1982; Polich et al., 1981), and

in the personal support networks provided by Al-
coholics Anonymous (AA;Alford, 1980). Some suc-

cessfully treated alcoholic persons show stable pat-
terns of long-term recovery and are able to resume
essentially normal patterns of functioning (Kur-
tines, Ball, & Wood, 1978; Moos, Finney, & Chan,

1981). Given these findings, it is not surprising that
alcoholism treatment can be cost effective (Cicchi-
nelli, Binner, & Halpern, 1978).

Manypersonsalso recover from alcohol abuse
without formal treatment. Estimates of the propor-
tion of individuals in minimal-treatment control
groups who improve range from 32% usingrelatively
stringent criteria (Polich et al., 1981) to 53% using
more relaxed criteria (Armoret al., 1978). In ad-
dition, about 10%-20% of problem drinkers who

have not attempted to enter treatment recover
“spontaneously” (Imber, Schultz, Funderburk, Al-

len, & Flamer, 1976), but such estimates depend on

From Rudolf H. Moos and John W. Finney, “The Expanding Scope of Alcoholism Treatment
Evaluation.” American Psychologist, 1983 38(10), 1036-1044. Copyright © 1983 by the American

Psychological Association, Inc. Reprinted by permission of authors and publisher.
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the length of the follow-up period andcriteria used
to evaluate problem drinking and improvement.

These findings show that the personal and so-
cial problemsthatfoster alcohol abuse need not lead
to permanentdeficits, that the stigma of alcoholism
can be overcome,andthat beneficial influences from
treatment and extratreatment contexts can help
some alcohol abusers to resume essentially normal
lives. Formal treatmentis neither necessary norsuf-
ficient to effect long-term improvement (Mulford,
1977). However, treatment apparently facilitates the
recovery process in that treated individuals show
higher rates of improvementin many studies than
do minimally tréated or untreated comparison
groups (Emrick, 1975; Polich et al., 1981: Armor,
Note 1).

Another set of more pessimistic findings de-
mands equal attention, however. Evaluationsofal-
coholism programsalso have shownthat a consid-
erable number of patients drop out of treatment
prematurely and, more importantly, that many pa-
tients are not helped by a single exposureto current
treatments—Relapse rates during the year after the
completion of treatment may be as high as 60% or
more (Costello, 1975a). Moreover, researchers have

not been very successful in identifying superior
treatment methods or in finding treatment ap-
proaches that are particularly effective for specific
types of patients. Even the idea that more treatment
(longer treatmentofgreater intensity) is better than
less treatment has not received much support (e.g.,

Edwardset al., 1977). Finally, a large number of
persons do not recover “spontaneously,” but con-

tinue to drink heavily and to incur substantial per-
sonal and social costs by doing so.

Such apparently divergent findings indicate
that intervention programsandlife-context factors
can have a powerful impact on the course of alco-
holism. By suggesting that this impact can be for
better or for worse, they highlight a set of important
issues: Why do somealcohol abusers respond pos-
itively to an intervention while others showlittle or
no response and quickly resume problem drinking?
In what ways do the characteristics of an individual’s
life context foster or inhibit the recovery process?
How do patient, intervention, and life-context fac-

tors interrelate to affect recovery and relapse? These
issues are beginning to be addressed within the con-
text of a conceptually based, process-oriented eval-
uation framework.

A Process-Oriented Model for Alcoholism
Evaluation Research
A process-oriented framework for alcoholism treat-
ment evaluation draws on current trends in evalu-
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ation research and behavioral medicine. Until re-
cently, most evaluation researchers were guided by
an idealized paradigm in which individuals were
assessed, assigned to treatment (or control) condi-
tions, and then reevaluated at follow-up to identify
treatment-related changes in their functioning and
behavior. This “summative” paradigm is being ex-
pandedin several ways. Since intervention programs
typically are neither implemented as planned nor
delivered to recipients in a fixed, standard manner,
one area of development is an emphasis on treat-
ment implementation. Given that treatment often
varies across patients, researchers are beginning to
develop a moredifferentiated view oftreatment pro-
cesses and to explore the relationship between treat-
ment factors and outcome. Evaluators are also re-
alizing that powerful extratreatmentorlife-context
factors canaffect the relative benefits ofintervention
programs. Thus, there is growing recognition that
evaluation research is more than just a technical
enterprise; such research can help to formulate con-
ceptual issues and producesits greatest yield when
it is grounded within a conceptual framework(Cron-
bach, 1982).

Newtrendsin behavioral medicine involve the
developmentof a systemsorientation and an inter-
disciplinary biopsychosocial perspective (Schwartz,
1982). Building on an ecological perspective in psy-
chosomatic medicine, these trends emphasize the

need to consider links between biological, psycho-
logical, and environmental factors in assessing an
individual’s health and making recommendations
for treatment. This contextual, multicausal ap-
proach provides a framework that enables clinicians
and evaluators to consider an individual’s overalllife
situation in planning andevaluating an intervention.
It can also help to overcome the unsatisfactory
mind-body dualism that besets alcoholism research
and to foster the eventual integration of biological
and psychosocial perspectives.

The framework for alcoholism evaluation re-
search shown in Figure | embodies these trends in
two ways. First, it reflects an emphasis on a better
understanding oftreatment, that is, on documenting
the implementation and delivery of treatments and
on assessing the quality of treatment processes. Sec-
ond, it considers life-context or extratreatment fac-
tors as additional determinants of treatment entry,

duration, and outcome. This approach acknowl-

edges the fact that the traditional summative eval-
uation model does not adequately capture the com-
plexity of the alcoholism treatment—rehabilitation
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process and that an intervention program is only
one among manysets of factors that influence sub-
sequent adaptation (Cronkite & Moos, 1980; Moos
et al., 1982). The framework can be used to examine

the effects of treatments that range from pharma-
cological interventions (such as disulfiram) to com-
munity “treatment” (such as AA), as well as to iden-
tify factors involved in recovery without treatment.
In the following sections, we will use this paradigm

to illustrate advances in alcoholism evaluations in
(a) documenting treatment implementation,(b) an-
alyzing treatment processes, and (c) examining the
role of extratreatment factors.

Treatment Implementation

The intervention program lies at the heart of any
study of alcoholism treatment. Information about
the treatment as actually delivered enables evalua-
tors to identify aspects of interventions that have
been onlypartially implemented or operationalized
in a form different from that intended. Examination
of treatment implementation, or what Suchman
(1967) refers to as the evaluation of“‘effort,”’ focuses
on the quantity and quality of treatmentactivity.
This assessment can be accomplished either by doc-
umenting what was done by treatment providers or
by demonstrating that treatment producedin clients
intermediate changes presumed to foster the ulti-
mate positive outcome. In either case, to estimate
the degree of treatment implementation, evaluators
must determine the congruence between the inter-
vention as actually conducted or responded to and
the intervention as it was intended to be applied or
experienced. Relevant standards for assessing treat-
ment quantity and quality have been developed from
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(a) information about conditionsin other programs,

and (b) theoretical analysis and expert judgment

(Sechrest, West, Phillips, Redner, & Yeaton, 1979).

Normative Comparisons

Someinvestigators have compared indexes oftreat-

ment activity, such as the length of treatment and

the “delivery” of specific treatment components, to
normative standards in successful programs. For
example, we foundthat the average length ofpatient
stay in three residential alcoholism programsvaried
from about four weeks in one program to more than
three months in the other two (Finney, Moos, &
Chan, 1981). This latter duration of treatment com-

pared favorably with the median ofsix to eight weeks
found in two groups of programsin whichpatients
exhibited relatively high rates of positive treatment
outcomeat one- and two-year follow-ups (Costello,
1975a, 1975b). However, a long stay does not nec-
essarily imply that patients are “treated” more in-
tensively. Clients in a milieu-oriented program we
studied participated in more therapy sessions, AA
meetings, and lectures on alcoholism during their
average 30-day stay than did clients in a halfway
house and a Salvation Army program during an
average stay of over three months. Lack ofintensity
of treatment may explain why length of stay is not
related to outcome in some programs( Finneyetal.,
1981).

Whereas information on treatment compo-
nents taps the quantity of treatment activities,
“treatment quality” refers to the manner in which
such activities are conducted. One useful indicator
of treatment quality is provided by data on the “so-
cial climate” of treatment settings, such as is sup-
plied by two conceptually parallel scales that assess
hospital-based and community-based treatment
programs. The Ward Atmosphere Scale (WAS) and
the Community-Oriented Programs Environment
Scale (COPES)describe treatmentsettings along 10
dimensionsthatfocus on the quality ofinterpersonal
relationships, the emphasis on such treatmentgoals
as enhancing autonomyandself-understanding, and
the degree to which the setting maintainsstability
and is open to change. Clients and staff judge the
quality of their program on these dimensions, and
these judgments can be tracked over time and com-
pared with information obtained from normative
samples of other treatment programs (Bromet,
Moos, & Bliss, 1976; Moos, 1974).

Theory and Expert Judgments

Standards for evaluating treatment implementation
can also be formulated by consulting theory or using
expert judgments about the implications of a par-
ticular therapeutic approach. Learning theory
(broadly defined) has provided implementation
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standardsfor several evaluationsofalcoholism treat-
ment. For example, Elkins (1980) reported that co-
vert sensitization (verbal aversion) actually resulted
in conditioned nauseain less than halfofthe patients
to whom it was applied. Conditioned individuals
were less likely to have relapsed at follow-up than
were nonconditioned persons.

Sanchez-Craig and Walker (1982) found no
differences at 6-, 12-, or 18-month follow-ups be-
tween halfway house residents taught a five-step
problem-solving process and two other groups (co-
vert sensitization and discussion only). Duringtreat-
ment, problem-solving skills were taughtto criterion
so that there was no variation in implementation
across individuals. One monthafter training, how-

ever, only 2 of 15 residents (13.3%) could recall each
of the five steps; another 3 residents were able to

repeat four of the five steps. The authors conclude
that adequate implementation ofthis treatment ap-
proachwill require taking into accountthe cognitive
deficits experienced by manyalcoholic persons.

The use of expert judgment canbe illustrated
with data from a social climate measure. After re-
viewing the relevant literature, Price and Moos
(1975) concluded that one ofthe six profiles iden-
tified in a cluster analysis of treatment program cli-
mates constituted a ‘‘therapeutic community” (TC)
type. Subsequently, as part of their evaluations, Stei-
ner, Haldipur, and Stack (1982) and Bell (Note 2)

carried out implementation assessments by exam-
ining the goodnessoffit between the social-climate
profiles of their treatment units and the TC type
identified by Price and Moos. One potential con-
sequence of inadequate treatment implementation

is illustrated in the study by Bell (Note 2) in which
the program whose profile failed to measure up most
consistently to the TC type had the highest dropout
rate.

Value ofImplementation Assessment

Implementation assessmentis important no matter
what the form of treatment. For example, what
could be a more direct treatment than disulfiram
(Antabuse) when it is subcutaneously implanted?
Nevertheless, when Malcolm, Madden, and Wil-

liams (1974) checked blood samplesfor evidence of
disulfiram, they found that only 8 of 31 samples
taken within one week of implantation were posi-
tive. Moreover, Bergstr6m, Ohlin, Lindblom, and

Wadstein (1982) found no evidence in blood sam-
ples of the expected aldehyde dehydrogenase inhi-
bition and acetaldehyde increase 30 minutes after
ethanol was ingested by 11 chronic alcoholics who
had received implants. Thus, few (if any) treatments
are so direct or obvious that their implementation
can be taken for granted.

An evaluation of treatment implementation

EVALUATION STUDIES REVIEW ANNUAL

should consider the strength as well as the integrity
of treatment. Yeaton and Sechrest (1981) have de-
fined treatment integrity as “the degree to which
treatmentis delivered as intended”(p. 160), whereas
treatmentstrength is ‘‘the a priori likelihood that
the treatment could have the intended outcome”
(p. 156). Strength and integrity are related to the
extent that a treatment with low integrity is not
likely to be very strong. Both concepts reflect at-
tempts to gauge patient prognosis on the basis of
information about the treatment in addition to in-
formation aboutthe patient. These ideas expose log-
ical fallacies in the standard pessimistic interpreta-
tions of evaluation results in the alcoholism field.
Although a few sessionsofoutpatient treatment may
have a positive effect on an alcoholic’s functioning
after six monthsor oneyear, they cannot reasonably
be expected to have a measurable impactfour years
later (Polich et al., 1981). Such considerations argue
for matching the intensity of treatment to the se-
verity of clients’ drinking problems, and suggest that
“strong” treatments maybe effective for ‘low bot-
tom” chronic alcoholics (Sheehan, Wieman, &

Bechtel, 1981).

Process Analyses: Linking Program
Components to Treatment Outcome

Current standards that can be used to evaluate the
implementation of alcoholism treatment programs
are still largely a priori. A firmer footing for such
standards is being developed in the search for effec-
tive treatment elements via “treatment process”
analyses. Treatment process analyses focus on the

entire causal chain between treatment and outcome
(Judd & Kenny, 1981). One overarching linkage in
that chain is the relationship between treatment as
actually implemented and outcome. Such relation-
ships have been examined by meta-analyses in
whichthe presenceor absenceoftreatment elements
is related to aggregate outcome,by studies pitting
a standard treatment regimen against one aug-
mented with a new treatment component, and by
analyses in which individual involvementin specific
aspects of treatment is associated with outcome.

Treatment Components and Treatment Quantity

Costello (1980; Costello et al., 1980) conducted an

integrated set of studies that illustrate the utility of
meta-process-analysis for program planningandval-
idating treatment implementation standards. Cos-
tello (1975a; 1975b)first examined treatment out-
come in 58 studies that provided one-year and 23
studies that provided two-year follow-ups. Programs
with the best outcome had an active, intensive mi-

lieu orientation, a moderate length of inpatient stay

(median 6-8 weeks), considerable use of disulfiram,
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behavior therapy with feedback, outpatient aftercare

following hospital discharge, and active involvement

of relatives and employers in the treatment process.

The findings were used to plan an intensive inpatient

alcoholism program that included these “strong”

components (Costello et al., 1980). One- and two-

year follow-ups ofpatients discharged from this pro-

gram showed that about 40% could be considered

treatment successes. This proportion was compa-

rable to the best outcome standard identified among

priorstudies for similar patient populations and thus

met normative expectations.

An experimental approach to process analysis

can be illustrated by the work of Chaney, O’Leary,

and Marlatt (1978) on short-term skills training dur-

ing inpatient treatment. Adequate treatment integ-

rity was shown when the experimental group per-

formed better on a role-playing measureofskills to

cope with relapse-inducing situationsin comparison

with discussion and no-additional-treatment control

groups. At a one-year follow-up, the skills training

group exhibited shorter and less severe relapse epi-

sodes than did patients in the control groups.

We conducted within-program analyses of the

effects of length of stay (LOS) and three treatment

components (therapy sessions, AA meetings, and

films and lectures on alcoholism). Although the as-

sociations of individual program components and

LOS with outcome measures were weak to moder-

ate, the four treatment-experience variables together

accounted for a significant proportion of the vari-

ance in outcomeafter patients’ background char-

acteristics and intake symptoms were controlled

(Finneyet al., 1981).

Treatment Quality

The quality of the client-counselorrelationship and

of the treatment milieu plays an importantrole in

determining the effectiveness of an intervention. For

example, in a recent evaluation of focused versus
broad spectrum behaviortherapy for problem drink-

ers, the degree of therapist empathy proved to be a

good predictor of treatment outcome (Miller etal.,
1980). Counselors with higherlevels ofinterpersonal
functioning achieved better treatment outcomes
amongtheir alcoholic clients in another study(Valle,

1981).
At the broader, milieu level, our studies indicate

that the perceived quality of alcoholism treatment
programsis one of the importantpredictors of six-
month outcome,relative to patient factors (demo-
graphic characteristics and intake symptoms) and
other treatment factors (type of program and par-
ticipation in treatment components). Patients who
saw their program as moreinvolving, cohesive, well

organized, and oriented toward independence and
self-understanding tended to do better on drinking-
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related outcomecriteria even after considering their

prior drinking history and other personal factors.

Since the links between the treatment environment

perceptions and posttreatment functioning were in-

dependent of those for treatment components, the

findings show that the quantity and quality oftreat-

ment can have independent effects on outcome

(Cronkite & Moos, 1978). Treatment quality also

maycontribute to better outcome by increasing the

intensity of client involvementin treatment and af-

tercare services.

Extratreatment Factors

The evaluation paradigm we have described explic-

itly assumes that treatmentis part of an “‘open sys-

tem.” An intervention program is but one (indeed,

a temporary one) of the multiple environmental

microsystemsor specific settings in which a client

is involved. During treatment, and even more di-

rectly afterward, a client is exposed to a myriad of

influences emanating from other, more enduring

microsystems such as family and work environ-

ments.

Family and Work Settings and
Treatment Outcome

Research on the relationship between family milieu

and treatment outcomehas indicated that the more

cohesive and supportive the family, the better the

patient’s prognosis. For example, Orford, Oppen-

heimer, Egert, Hensman, and Guthrie (1976) noted

that information about marital cohesion obtained

at intake to treatment predicted posttreatmentsta-

tus on drinking indexes assessed 12 monthslater.

We found that patients located in families charac-

terized by more cohesion andless conflict tended

to function better after treatment. These relation-

ships held when family functioning dimensionsas-
sessed six months after treatment were used to pre-
dict patient adaptation at a two-year follow-up( Fin-
ney, Moos, & Mewborn, 1980). However, female
patients more often than men report poor marital
relationships and have spouses who encourage them
to drink and whodrink heavily themselves (Cronkite
& Moos,in press). These studies provide substantial
support for broadeningthe provision of family treat-

ment.
An individual’s work environment can also

affect the outcomeof an intervention. Pretreatment
job satisfaction has been positively related to out-
come among alcoholic patients assigned to reality
therapy or self-awareness therapy (Ward, Bendel,
& Lange, 1982). In our alcoholism treatmentstudy,
we foundlittle or no connection between the char-
acteristics ofwork settings and follow-up functioning
amongpatients who returned to families after treat-
ment. Among individuals not living in families,
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however, those who saw their work milieu as more
involving and cohesive, and their supervisor aS more
Supportive, experienced better treatment outcome
even after demographic factors and intake symp-
toms were considered. Location in family settings
may help to cushion the adverse impact ofstressful
conditionsin the workplace (Bromet & Moos,1977).

Life Stressors and Relapse Episodes

Recentstudies ofthe precipitants of relapse episodes
have highlighted the importanceofstressful life sit-
uations. Marlatt and Gordon (1979) point out that
a high proportion of relapses occur within the first
90 days after treatment and that manyofthese re-
lapses stem from exposure to such situations as
being confronted with social pressure to drink or
interpersonal conflicts that generate feelings of frus-
tration and anger. In this regard, we found that neg-
ative life events (such as the death of a friend and
economic or legal problems) were moreprevalent
among relapsed alcoholics than among recovered
patients or demographically matched community
controls (Mooset al., 1981). Moreover, the number

of negative events that occurred during thefirst six
months after treatment predicted treatment out-
come on twocriteria (complaints of physical symp-
toms and depression) at a two-year follow-up even
after sociodemographic and intake functioning fac-
tors were controlled ( Finney et al., 1980).

Strength and Generality of Contextual Factors

Although comparatively little is known about the
impact of extratreatmentorlife-context factors on
alcohol abuse, current evidence indicates that this

is a highly promising area. In this regard, we for-
mulated a conceptual model that considers the do-
mainsofextratreatmentfactors just described (fam-
ily and work settings and stressful events) in con-
junction with patient and treatmentfactors (Cronkite
& Moos, 1980). The extratreatment factors ac-

counted for an increment of between 7% and 27%
ofthe variance in treatment outcome (depending on
the specific criterion), compared with between 4%
and 20% accounted for by patient-related andtreat-
ment-related factors. In short, the inclusion of ex-
tratreatment factors in the model more than dou-
bled the explained variance in treatment outcome.
These findings suggest that alcoholism treatment
may be more effective when oriented toward pa-
tients’ ongoing life circumstances.

The life-context factors we have described can
affect the outcomeof“informal” interventions such
as AA as well as the likelihood of ‘‘spontaneous”
remission. Part of the success of AA is due to the
provision of extensive personal support networks
and to normsthat foster a less stressful life-style,
both of which reduce the risk of relapse. Positive
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changes in family and occupational factors, such as
marrying a spouse whoexerts effective social con-
trols on alcohol intake or entering an occupation
with a low risk for problem drinking, can foster the
Process of recovery from alcoholism among un-
treated individuals (Saunders & Kershaw, 1979;
Tuchfeld, 1981).

The suggestion of a continuity in the beneficial
aspects of treatment and extratreatment factors
points to the value of thinking of “treatment” in
broad terms and attempting to integrate formal and
informal treatment resources. In this regard, evi-
dence from studies of both treatment and commu-
nity settings indicates that moderately cohesive,
well-organized environments that emphasize one or
more areas of personal growth tend to have bene-
ficial impact for relatively well-adjusted persons. For
more disturbed individuals, however, somewhat
more structured andless pressured, less expression-
oriented settings may be most helpful (Cronkite,
Moos, & Finney, in press). The identification ofcon-
vergent cross-setting effects could significantly en-
hance the formulation of more integrated and pow-
erful intervention programs.

Implications for Research and Practice

We have highlighted the trends in evaluation ofal-
coholism programs to include documentation of
treatment implementation, process analyses that
link program components to outcome, and analyses
of the role of extratreatmentfactors. Respectively,
these trends reflect the descriptive, evaluative, and
model-building activities that Rossi (1983) argues
are involved in virtually all social and behavioral
science research. These advances have important
implications for the utilization of evaluation re-
search, both “instrumentally” in developing and im-
proving intervention programs and “conceptually”
in changing the way people think about the under-
lying disorder or problem to which treatmentis di-
rected.

Monitoring and Improving Intervention Programs

The evaluation paradigm we have described em-
phasizes the value ofongoing feedback of evaluation
findings in the development and reformulation of
intervention programs. By monitoring the intensity
and quality of treatment, evaluators can provide
clinical staff with important information about the
adequacy of program implementation.If the treat-
ment is being delivered and received as intended,
the relationship between specific treatment com-
ponents and (especially immediate) outcomes can
be explored. At this point the evaluator can help
clinicians to reorient the program and concentrate
its resources on those components associated with
better outcome. This perspective assumesthattreat-
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ment evaluation research is an integral component

of the provision ofeffective clinical services.

Information about the quality of the treatment

setting can serve a monitoring or quality control

function. For instance, the WAS and COPEScan be

used to describe and comparealcoholism programs,

to identify client-staffdiscrepancies in program per-

ceptions, to highlight differences between actual and

preferred treatment settings, and to trace the evo-

lution and function of a program over time (Ryan,

Bell, & Metcalf, 1982). When the intensity or quality
of a program does not meet acceptable standards,

changes are likely to be suggested. Evaluators can
monitor and provide information about the effects
of changes plannedbystaff, or they can take a more
active part in the processofinitiating and facilitating
change. Such feedback-change procedures have
been used to reduce the stressfulness of staff work
environments (Koran, Moos, Moos, & Zasslow,

1983), as well as to improve the quality of treatment
settings for patients (Moos, 1974, 1979). This pro-
cess ofdata-based feedback and change1s the essence
of formative program evaluation.

Extratreatment Factors and the
Reformulation of Treatment

Information about the causal mechanisms through
which a treatment exerts its effects—including the
extratreatment factors that enhance or impede pos-
itive outcome—can help to generate new and po-
tentially more effective intervention strategies. Rec-
ognizing that stressful or relapse-inducinglife situ-
ations inevitably occur, researchers have begun to
identify coping resources that clients can acquire to
help them deal with these situations more effectively.
Litman, Eiser, Rawson, and Oppenheim (1979)
found that patients who did not relapse used a varied
set of cognitive coping styles and possessed a flexi-
bility that enabled them to handle a variety of dif-
ficult situations. Marlatt (1982) is using a cognitive
social-learning model to develop individualized in-
tervention strategies that reduce the probability of
relapse episodes and help patients to handle them
effectively when they occur. In another approach,
Azrin (1976) has successfully employed a “com-
munity reinforcement” program to restructure al-
coholic patients’ marital, occupational, and com-

munity resources. These developments are part of
a general trend to consider psychiatric patients’ life
situations in planning interventions (Ryback, Lon-
gabaugh, & Fowler, 1981). They underscore the in-
adequacy of the modelof intensive residential treat-
ment during which the endogenous “disease” is
treated, followed by occasional aftercare or “‘check-

up” visits. In fact, Litman (1980) has suggested a
restructuring of treatment in which hospitalization,
ifnecessary, is followed by intensive outpatient treat-
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ment(not “aftercare”’) geared specifically toward the

prevention ofrelapse.

Matching Patients With Treatments

There is an implicit “uniformity” assumption in

muchof the research on treatment of alcoholism.

Homogeneity of patients is implied in the quest for

the best treatment method, or in referring to the

treatment or recovery-relapse process. As noted ear-
lier, however, there is considerable heterogeneity in
patients’ response to treatment. Thus, enthusiasm
has developed for matching different types of alco-
holic patients with the most appropriate form of
treatment. The evaluation framework outlined here
has implications for such matching efforts and for
research to evaluate their effectiveness.

Scattered studies of the matching hypothesis
have been carried out during the past 25 years. One
of the few conceptually guided efforts was that by
McLachlan (1974) who used conceptual systems
theory to identify relevant cognitive capabilities and
styles of alcoholic patients and to characterize the
different degrees of “structure” to which they were
exposed during inpatient treatment and aftercare.
No maineffects were found for patient conceptual
level (CL) or treatment structure; however, there was
an importantinteraction effect. Ofpatients matched
with both inpatient and aftercare services (that is,
low CL patients with structured treatments; high CL
patients with less structured treatments), 77% were
rated as “recovered” at a 12-16 month follow-up,
whereas for mismatched patients, only 38% were in
the ‘“‘recovered”’ category. The expanded evaluation
framework we have described suggests that capital-
izing on cross-setting effects by modifying the “‘struc-
ture” of clients’ extratreatment environments might
produce even better results. For example, the or-
ganization of low CLclients’ life situations could be
increased using procedures such as those employed
by Azrin (1976) in his “community reinforcement”

program.

Program Evaluation and Conceptual
(Re)formulations

Evaluations can help to shape or reorient the think-
ing of policymakers and program developers about
the problem or behavior that required the interven-
tion in the first place (Cronbach, 1982). As an ex-
ample, the Rand Corporation’s evaluation of alco-
holism treatment (Polich et al., 1981) provided new
descriptive information on the natural course of
alcoholism. Consistent with earlier findings on prob-
lem drinkers, it was discovered that the drinking
behavior of many severely symptomatic alcoholics
fluctuated widely over time between high and low
levels of alcohol consumption. An evaluation
grounded in an appropriate conceptual framework
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could offer an explanation ofwithin-individual vari-
ability in drinking behavior by linking these behav-
ioral changes with intraindividual variation in ex-
posure to such extratreatmentfactors as social pres-
Sure to drink, social controls over drinking,
environmental stress, and social support.

Future Directions

Someindividuals whosuffer from alcohol abuse re-
cover and attain adequate or normal levels of func-
tioning. Such recoveries may be due to the effects
of psychiatric or other types of formal treatment, of
organized personal support networks such as are
provided by AA,ofstressors and resources that exist
in individuals’ everydaylife contexts, or (mostlikely)
of some combination ofthese sets of factors. A pro-
Cess-oriented evaluation framework affords the op-
portunity to identify more effective intervention
Processes, to understand the mechanisms through
which extratreatmentfactors contribute to recovery
and relapse, and to develop an enriched data base
with which to plan more powerful treatment pro-
grams oriented toward clients’ normal life situa-
tions.

Alcoholism treatment evaluation is being in-
tegrated into the mainstream of basic research on
alcoholism and alcohol abuse. Analogous concep-
tual developments are taking place in related-areas
such as smoking (Shiffman, 1982) and drug abuse
(Krueger, 1981). As the resulting new knowledge is
organized within a biopsychosocial perspective, eval-
uation research will make more substantive contri-
butionsto an understanding ofthe underlying nature
of alcohol problems. Hopefully, these developments
will lead to the formulation of moreeffective phar-
macological and psychosocial interventions and, ul-
timately, to knowledge that can be applied in pri-
mary as well as secondary andtertiary prevention.
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Measuring Implementation andMultiple

Outcomesin a Child Parent Center

Compensatory Education Program

Kendon J. Conrad and Maurice J. Eash

This paper presents the results of a 2-year evaluation of the Child Parent
Center Compensatory Education Program in Chicago,Illinois. Child Parent
Centers wereestablished in certain disadvantaged areas to provide systematic
educational experiences for preschool children as young as 3 years old. The
objectives of this study were (a) to document implementationofthe program
in the Child Parent Center (CPC) andits latest adaptation, the Child Parent
Expansion (CPX) Program; and (b) to evaluate the effectiveness of CPCsin
improving academic achievement, locus of control, and home concern and
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support for academic achievement. The study was designed to contribute to

a better understandingofthe practice ofat least one phase of early childhood

compensatory education, the CPC. The strategy of employing rigorous

methodology in evaluating local compensatory programshas been suggested

as a preferred alternative to massive, expensive evaluations that could show

no effect (House, Glass, McLean, & Walker, 1978).

RATIONALE AND DESCRIPTION

Child Parent Centers, funded under ESEATitle I, were begun in Chicago

in 1967. The rationale underlying the CPC is fundamentally similar to that

of other early childhood compensatory education programs, most notably

Head Start (Westinghouse Learning Corporation/Ohio University, 1969)

and Follow Through (Anderson,St. Pierre, Proper, & Stebbins, 1978; Haney,

1977; House et al., 1978). Like these two massive programs, the CPC was

intended to break the cycle of poverty through an early (age 3 through 8),

intense, systematic, and continuous educational intervention because it was

believed that ability was more susceptible to change during early years

(Bloom, 1964). Other studies suggested that the warmth of the relationship

between parent and child had significant effects on children’s acceptance of

self-responsibility (Becker, 1964) and that parental behaviors were related to

the behaviors of children (Baumrind, 1971). Generally, it is an accepted

tenet that parental influences are crucial and pervasive in child development

and that it is almost impossible to discuss any aspect of this field without

considering its relationship to parent attitudes and behavior (Ausubel &

Sullivan, 1957; Bronfenbrenner, 1975).

The distinguishing characteristics of CPCs, therefore, are their emphasis

on direct parental involvement in the schools and a structured language/
basic skills program. The CPCsalso provide a wide range of educational
materials, a reduced class size, attention to improved nutrition and health

care, half-day classes of 17 students, a teacher aide, and a full complement

of secretarial and other support staff.
A special adaptation of the CPCs, the CPX, was established in six selected

sponsor schools in September 1978. This expansion involved the immediate
extension of CPC treatment to include children ages 6, 7, and 8. The four
sponsor schools included in the present study were involvedin the immediate
expansion program. Probably the most notable difference between the CPC
and the CPXis that class size is 17 in the CPC and25 in the CPX. Otherwise,

services and resources are designed to remain at the samelevel. From this
point in the paper, CPCs and CPXswill both be referred to as CPCs unless
it is necessary to distinguish between them.

Evaluation of Child Parent Centers

A numberof evaluations of the educational effects of the CPCs have been
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conducted(e.g., Fuerst, 1977; Stenner & Mueller, 1973: Eash & Rasher, Note1). Due to the limitations of time, resources, and purpose, however, theexisting evaluations share a numberofweaknesses: (a) they have been cross-sectional, one-shot studies; (b) they have often lacked comparison groups;(c) they have analyzed achievement outcomes almost exclusively; (d) gen-erally they havefailed to documentthe nature or degree of implementationof the experimental treatment versus the conventional treatment; and (e)they have been conducted or sponsored by the same agencies that fund anddirect the program rather than by independentagencies.
To improve on past efforts, a 2-year evaluation was designed. In thisevaluation, measures were Sought on academic achievement, home supportfor academic achievement, program implementation of the instructional

treatment, locus of control (Crandall, Katkofsky, & Crandall, 1965), and
several status variables(e.g., attendance, family size). The study employed
a quasi-experimental, nonequivalent control group design (Cook & Camp-
bell, 1979), which used multiple regression procedures in an attempt to
adjuststatistically for initial group differences.
The most obviousthreatto internal validity in this study wasthe threat of

differential selection of students in the treatment program on thebasis of
ability. However, it was not clear in which direction,if any, the results would
be biased—in favor of the CPC childrenorin favorofthe children in regular
classrooms.In past evaluations of compensatory education programs, it was
found that the bias favored regular programs because the compensatory
program selected children who were disadvantaged (Campbell & Erlebacher,
1970). In the case of the CPC, however, some havetheorized that bias would
favor the CPC because only the most caring parents would enroll their
children. The latter argumentis mitigated by the reality that the poor people
served by CPCs havelittle choice of where they live andlittle awareness of
educational opportunities. In fact, CPCs haveto recruit students and parents
into the program. Combined with the fact that CPCs have noreal meansto
compel the parents’ attendance, it is doubtful that self-selection would play
a strong role in biasing the results in favor of the CPCs. On these grounds,
the investigators had nostrong theoretical reasons for expecting differences
between treatment and comparison groups.

METHOD

The 2-year evaluation design involved the comparison of two populations
(treatment group vs. comparison group)for each of two age cohorts (5-year-
olds and 8-year-olds). The evaluative measures are listed in Table I. In
addition, CPC and non-CPCclassrooms were observedto gauge differential
implementation of the intended CPC program characteristics. First, 5-year-
olds enrolled in CPCs with | to 3 years of CPC experience (N = 227) were
comparedto similar children,thatis, living in the samesort ofdisadvantaged
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community within the same schooldistrict in regular classrooms (N = 304).
Measures of achievement (Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills), attendance,
numberofsiblings, birth order, and home support were collected during the
first year of the evaluation.
The second comparison was of students (8-year-olds) at the third grade

level who had had prior CPC experience to students at the same level who
had attended regular classrooms. The 8-year-olds with prior CPC experience
(N = 54) were enrolled in expansion (CPX) classrooms, while the other 8-
year-olds in the sample were in regular classrooms (N = 425). The purpose
of this comparison wasto help assess the long-range effects of participation
in CPCs and CPXsonstudents andto assesstheeffectiveness ofthe relatively
diluted CPX program. Measurescollected for the 8-year-old sample were
the sameas for the 5-year-olds, with the addition of data on locus of control.
In addition to the measures just described, a sample of classroom observa-
tions was conducted in CPC, CPX, and regular classrooms for both age
groups during the first year of the study to documentthe instructional
treatment of CPC/CPX classroomsversus regular classrooms.

Organization

The sample of children included in the study was drawn from four
elementary sponsor schools plus associated CPCs and two additional com-
parison elementary schools,all in similar neighborhoods in close proximity.
All the schools and CPCsserved predominantly black, low-income popu-
lations. Achievement in this area, as measured by standardized tests, was
below national norms.

All student measures reported here were group administered or were
obtained from school records. Home interviews were administered to a
random sample of experimental and control parents (N = 121) by school
and community representatives on an individual basis. Each interview took
approximately 1 hour to complete.

Program Implementation Measures

Data for the program implementation componentwerecollected through
observationsof43 randomlyselected classrooms from CPCs and comparison
schools by experienced observers. A single, 1-hour training session was held
for the 22 experienced observers in which items were read and examples of
situations that would apply to particular items were presented. Forty-three
observations were made: 25 in conventional classrooms and 18 in CPC
classrooms. The instrument used was a modified version in the Classroom
Observation Rating Scale (CORS) developed by Walberg and Thomas
(1974).’
 

‘ Walberg and Thomasreport internalconsistencies of the total scale to be above
95.
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In an effort to delineate separate processes of the CPC program, four

scales were composed a priori from the CORS(see Table II). The scales

were (a) child centeredness, (b) presence of evaluation of student achieve-

ment, (c) enriched environment, and (d) parent involvement (five items

composedspecifically for the CPC study, which were substituted for original

CORSitems).

An additional measure of parent involvement in the school program was

obtained by using parent self-reports from parent interviews given to a

random sample of 83 treatment and comparison group parents, 34 parents

of children in CPCs (coded 1), and 49 parents of children in conventional

classrooms (coded 0). Two questions were used as variables in this study:

1. How often do you cometo (name of school or CPC)?
2. Are you a memberof a school Advisory Council, Parent Council, PTA,

or other school-related organization?
Question 1 was coded 1 (seldom or never) to 5 (almost every day) and

question 2 was coded 1 (yes) and 0 (no). This parent involvement measure

 

 

TABLE II

The Four A Priori Scales of the Classroom Observation Rating Scale and Their Item
Representation

N of ; ;
Sample items Measures implementation of

items

1. Child-centeredness: 21
Children work individually and in small groups Reducedclass size, individualiza-
at various activities. Children are expected to tion, humaneness

do their own work without getting help from
other children (R).* Teacher bases instruction

on each individual child and his or her inter-

action with materials and equipment.
2. Evaluation: 6

Teacher gives children tests to find out what Structured basic skills program

they know. Teacher views evaluation as infor- and evaluation
mation to guide instruction and provisioning
for the classroom.

3. Enriched environment: 11
Materials are readily accessible to children. Provisioning for abundant mate-
Books are supplied in diversity and profusion rials
(including reference, children’s literature). Ma-

nipulative materials are supplied in great di-
versity and range, with little replication.

4. Parent involvement: 5

There are parents in the classroom. The envi- Parent involvement in the class-
ronmentincludes materials for parents to read room

Or use.
 

* The “R” means that coding was reversed when this item wasscored.
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was necessary because the CORS“parent involvement”scale measured only
parent classroom participation, whereas the interviews assessed general
parent involvementin the school.

Dependent Variables

Outcome measures used were the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills
(CTBS/McGraw-Hill, 1973), the Iowa Test ofBasic Skills (TBS) (Lindquist
et al., 1972), a measureoflocus ofcontrol called the Intellectual Achievement
Responsibility Questionnaire (IAR) (Crandall et al., 1965), and an educa-
tional home support interview by Dolan (1978).
The IAR questionnaire, which measures the degree to which students

accept responsibility for their ownintellectual progress, was administered to
8-year-olds also. The measure is considered an assessmentoflocus of control
with regard to academic performance. Locus of Control Total,” whichreflects
the extent to which students assume responsibility for both positive and
negative events wasthe score used in these analyses. The items wereread, as
recommended bythe authors, to children below gradefive.
A modified version of Dolan’s (1978) home support interview was admin-

istered to a random sample of 120 parents in thefirst year and 83 parents
who were followed in the second year.* These data were used to assess the
level of parent support for academic achievement. The interviews were
regardedas especially valuable because they were conducted by school and
community representatives (SCRs). The SCRs were knownto parents be-
cause most of them lived in the community. It was felt that if anyone could
get reliable information from parents it was the SCRs. A 100 percent sample
return On parent interviews was achieved during the first year and a 70
percent response ofthe original sample was achieved during the second year.

Independent Variables

The chief independent variable of interest in the present study was the
treatment, that is, the CPC experience. Students without previous CPC
experience served as the comparison group. In addition to the treatment,
however, sex, firstborn, days absent, and total number of siblings were
included as independentvariables in someofthe analyses.

RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION STUDY

Measures of CPC program processes were obtained from the modified
CORS(Walberg & Thomas, 1974) and questions asked of parents regarding

 

* The authorsreport test-retest reliability coefficients for third and fifth grades of
.69 for this score.

* Dolan reports

a

test-retest reliability of .74 and internal consistency coefficients
ranging from .68 to .79.
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their attendance at school and membership in organizations. First, it was
found that the CPC program scored significantly higher than conventional
programs on two aspects, “child-centeredness” and “evaluation of student
activities.” This finding was consistent with the belief that the program was
indeed moreintensive than conventional programsfor the disadvantaged in
these two ways (TableIII). Statistically significant results were not obtained,
however, for the other two scales, “enriched environment” and “parent
involvement in the classroom.” The finding that CPCs did not have a
significantly richer material environment was blunted by the concurrent
finding that the mean item values for CPCs (2.73) and non-CPCs (2.5) were
both average or better, indicating the presenceof a fairly rich environment
for both. In contrast, neither CPCs (1.7) nor non-CPCs (1.4) showed evidence
of noticeable parent involvementin the classroom.
On the other hand, in the questions asked of a random sample of CPC

and non-CPC parents regarding “attendance at school” and “membership
in school organizations,” it was found that CPC parents had significantly
greater school attendance (p = .009) and school organization membership
(p = .05). These findings support the belief that the CPCs were indeed
involving parents in the life of the school to a greater extent than were
conventionalschools, although this involvement did not extend visibly into
classrooms.

In summary, this study of CPC program implementation concluded that
the CPC program was being implementedas intended in its major aspects,
that is, child-centeredness, evaluation of student activities, enriched environ-

ment, and parental attendance at school and school organization member-
ship. The one negative finding provided evidence to support the belief that
parents were not becominginvolvedin the program at the classroom level.

ACHIEVEMENT, LOCUS OF CONTROL, AND PARENT

INTERVIEW RESULTS

Multiple regression analysis of covariance was the major analytical pro-
cedure used. For the 5-year-old sample each reading and mathematics
achievement measure wasregressed on student sex, birth order, family size,

and days absent (treated as covariates) and a dummy coded variable
representing CPC versus comparison group membership. Days absent was
regardedas a covariate becauseit was thought to control for nonecjuivalence
in the receipt of treatment. Standardized partial regression coefficients (or
beta weights) were employed to represent the contribution of individual
variables to prediction with the influence of all other variables in the
equation held constantstatistically.
The analysis of the data from the ¢-year-old sample proceeded in essen-

tially the same manner. The one exception was the addition of locus of

control as a covariate in the pred:ction of each achievement measure. Locus
of control was thoughtto be a useful covariate becauseit has been associated
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with increased achievement (Lefcourt, 1976). This theory holds that children

with higher internal locus of control will have higher achievement (de
Charms, 1972; Messer, 1972; Reimanis, Note 2). Therefore, in the covariance

analysis it was regarded as a pretreatment measure which wouldstatistically
improve equivalence of groups. In doing this kind of analysis, of course, one
risks removing some. of the treatmenteffects. If effects would persist, then,

they would seem robust.
Conversely, locus of control also was regressed on each of the other

covariates and the dummytreatmentvariable to determineif it was signif-
icantly and positively associated with CPC exposure. In this analysis locus
of control was regarded as a dependent variable, an outcomeassociated with
the CPC treatment. Because home support data werenot available for most
students, the measure of home support was not includedin the regressions.

Results: Age 8

Forall subtests of the ITBS, the regression coefficient for expansion versus
control was greater than zero, indicating a positive effect of CPX classroom
participation (see Table IV). The beta weights for Vocabulary, Spelling, and
Word Analysis were positive but notstatistically significant, whereas those
for Reading Comprehension, Mathematics Concepts, Mathematics Prob-
lems, and Mathematics Total werestatistically significant at the .05 level.
These findingsindicated significant differences not in the areas whererecall
is the dominantcognitive function (Vocabulary andSpelling), but, rather, in
those areas whereintepretation and application are most important (Reading
Comprehension and Mathematics Concepts). Although the relationships
were small and the sample large, the results were considered significant
because locus of control was used as a covariate in an effort to ensure greater
group equivalence. Without the covariate, results favor CPCs morestrongly
(see e.g., Tables V and VI).

It was also found that expansion students demonstrated a significantly
higher internal locus of control (p < .01) when compared to students in

regular schools. Further, it was found that higher internal locus of control
was strongly related to increased achievement. This was demonstrated by
significant beta weights for locus of control in the regressions for all ITBS
subscales. These findings clearly supported the findings of other studies
relating locus of control to achievement (de Charms, 1972; Messer, 1972;

Reimanis, Note 2). A related finding was that larger family size had an
inverse relationship with greater locus of control, possibly indicating that the
different level of interaction of adults and child was responsible in some
degree for a higher sense of internal control.

Results: Ages 5 and 7

In the 5-year-old sample (Table V), the relationship between CPCtreat-
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TABLE VI
The Effect of CPC Treatment on 1978 ITBS (7-year olds) Achievement Scales Controllingfor

Days Absent

Adjusted Means
Scale N® Non-CPC CPC p-value RR?

Vocabulary 250/48 21.75 25.23 01 091
Reading Comprehension 238/45 24.00 27.59 01 .064
Spelling 207/34 27.58 34.81 001 .095
Word Analysis 246/48 20.73 25.68 001 106
Math Concepts 250/48 21.69 25.18 003 .09
Math Problems 249/48 20.87 25.67 .001 .066
Math Total 249/48 21.29 25.31 001 .085
 

* Numberof subjects in comparison group over numberof subjects in treatment group.

ment and achievement was even more pronounced. Aswasthe case for the
8-year-old sample, regression coefficients for all subscales were positive. On
the scales involving composite scores, Total Discriminating and Mathemat-
ics, the effect of CPC participation wassignificant at the .01 level.
When measuringtheeffects of treatment on the 1978 ITBSscales (age 7)

controlling for days absent, it was found that CPC treatment was positively
associated with increased achievement (p < .01) on all scales (Table VI).
This analysis lacks the covariates used in the analysis of the 1979 ITBSdata,
but relies instead on the theoretical equivalence of groups implied by the
original quasi-experimental design.

Parent Results

A strong relationship was found between being a CPC parent and home
support for academic achievement. Forthe age 5 cohort, CPC parents scored
higher on the home control and support interview (t = 1.56, df = 59, p=
.13), but without a statistically significant difference. However, the parents
of the age 8 cohort from CPCs did showa statistically significant increase
over non-CPC parents on this same measure (t = 2.25, df = 59, p = .05).
This, coupled with the finding of higher parental attendance at school,
supports the belief that the CPC parent program is having the intended
effects of increasing the parents’ willingness and ability to support the
academic achievementof their children. It appears from these results that
when parents participate in the CPC parent program, they tend to enrich
their home environments in ways that are supportive of enhanced school
achievement. It also appears that increased parental attendance at schoolis
a mediating factor in increasing parental ambitions for their children’s
academic achievement.
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DISCUSSION

Rather than evaluate a mass of programssuperficially, this study focused

in depth on one compensatory education program using rigorous method-

ology including multiple outcome measures and an implementation measure.
Therefore this study examined multiple facets of program impact, thus
providing decisionmakers with numerouspolicy-relevant variables on which

to judge the program.
On achievement measures comparing CPC students vs. non-CPCstudents,

the CPC students scored significantly higher even when locus of control was
used as a covariate. This was considered an indication that the results were

quite robust.
As expected, locus of control was found to correlate highly with achieve-

ment, and CPCs were again found to be superior on this variable. Addition-
ally, an inverse relationship between increased locus of control and number
of siblings supported the belief that increased access to parents promotes
increased feelings of responsibility for achievementin children. This indi-
cation supports the strategy of parent involvement employed by the CPCs.

In addition to improvementin student measures, this study found that the
CPC program did promote increased parental involvementin schoolactivi-
ties. This may be a factor in the finding that CPC families had a home
environment that was more supportive of academic achievement. These
findings would be consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s (1975) belief that pro-

grams should affect the home environment and family attitudes if they are
to have long-term effects. Finally, classroom observations and parent inter-
views support causal inferences relating the effectiveness of the program to
componentssuch as child-centeredness, the presence ofclassroom evaluation,
and parent involvement in the school but not in the classroom.
Taken as a whole, this 2-year study gives substantial support to the

usefulness of early intervention through formal education beginning at age
3. It is limited insofar as it is unable to call clear causal inferences from the
results. Many questions remain unanswered, such as “which is chiefly
responsible for increased achievementand locus of control—parent involve-
ment or a structured classroom with reducedclass size?” However,the study
doesat least lend strong correlational support to the belief that when total
program is developed that involves parents as well as children, it does
produce increased achievementand the effect persists as seen when students
are tested as muchas4 yearslater (grade 3). Therefore, this study contributes
substantial evidence to the growing body of research supporting compensa-
tory education programs, especially those having parent involvement(e.g.,
Consortium for Longitudinal Studies, 1980; Weikart, Bond, & McNeil,

1978).
In a section of the population where low achievement has had grave

consequences for limiting job opportunities, the effectiveness of the early
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intervention strategy in causing improvementin achievement takes on added
importance. Continued ineffective education feeds those attendant social
problems of unemployment,low social mobility, crime, and dependence on
welfare. To interdict this vicious cycle should beofhighpriority in national
goals. Effective early intervention as documented in this study appears to be
one approachthat holds promise ofmaking long-range impacts on children’s
achievement and expanding the opportunities for them to enter more effec-
tively into the mainstream of society. This evidence is contrary to a national
policy which has been, over the last decade, directed to reducing formal
schooling opportunities for young children.

In addition, it is our conclusion that this Strategy of evaluating local
programs rigorously and in depth will contribute not only to program
improvementlocally but will build a body of cases to direct nationalpolicy.
This strategy, we are convinced, is more promising and more economical
than expending vast sums on superficial, and often unmanageable, national
evaluations built from questionable data bases.
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Measuring the Degree ofProgram Implementation

A MethodologicalReview

Mary Ann Scheirer and Eva Lantos Rezmovic

CT concept “degree of implementation”is critical in order to
derive valid conclusions from both outcome and process

studies of social and technological innovations. To correctly attribute
the observed outcomesofa social program to the intervention, the
researcher should have empirical evidence on the extent to which
program components were implemented. Without such evidence,
researchers may erroneously conclude thatan intervention wasineffective
when, in fact, treatment implementation was inadequate to afford a
valid test of the program. Further, even successful interventions may not
be replicable without a knowledge of program components. Evaluation

AUTHORS’ NOTE:This article was prepared with supportfrom the National Science
Foundation, Grant No. PRA-8022612. The views expressed abovearethose ofthe authors
and do not necessarily reflect the politics of the National Science Foundation. A

From Mary Ann Scheirer and Eva Lantos Rezmovic, “Measuring the Degree of Program Implemen-
tation: A Methodological Review,” Evaluation Review, 1983. 7. 599-633. Copyright © 1983 by Sage
Publications, Inc.
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researchers now emphasize the importance of assessing program

implementation prior to analyzing program effectiveness (Boruch and

Gomez, 1979; Cook and Poole, 1982; Sechrest and Rednor, 1979; Rossi

et al., 1979).

In innovation process studies, the interest is in examining the

processes by which social and technological innovationsare diffused to,

adopted by, and implemented in new locations (Berman and McLaughlin,

1978; Beyer and Trice, 1978; Tornatzkyet al., 1979; Scheirer, 1981, Yin

1979.) This growing body of research addresses such issues as, why do

some potential users adopt and implementan innovation more quickly

and moreeasily than others? What organizational supports or individual

changesare necessary for the full implementation of a major technical

innovation? In such process studies, the extent or degree of implementa-

tion is logically the key dependent variable, to which variability in

processes over time or across locationsis related.

In spite of the critical importance of the degree of implementation to

both evaluations of program outcomesand examinationsof innovation

processes, applied researchers have not developed standard methodological—

paradigms for constructing implementation measures. Instead, they

have tendedto create ad hoc implementationindicators consistent with

their intuitions or their research budgets. Often, they appear to have

given little attention to prior conceptual or empirical work. Because

research using the conceptof“implementation” has expandedsorapidly

in recentyears, and becauseit has been conductedbyinvestigators from

manydisciplinary bases, there is little consensus amongresearchers on

the appropriate conceptualization or measurement of the degree of

implementation.

This article reports conceptual and methodological issues derived

from a review of 74 studies that have included measuresof the concept

“degree of implementation.” We describe the types of implementation

measures used in several content fields, then examine the extent to

which these measuressatisfy a numberof basic methodologicalcriteria.

Using both quantitative and qualitative information, we explore the

consistency of results obtained from the use of various measurement

techniques. The objective of this article is thus to assess whether

 

preliminary version was presented at the Evaluation Research Society Annual Meeting,

Baltimore Maryland, October 1982.
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measurementofthe degree of implementation has achievedthescientific
underpinning adequate to supportits majorrole in applied research.

Perhaps somedefinitions will orient the reader to the concepts used
here. “The innovation”is defined as whatever material invention, social
technology,policy change,orlegislative mandate was being described in
each document reviewed. This definition was deliberately left quite
broad in order to compare the methodsusedtoassess the implementation
of “hard” technologies with those applied to social programsorpolicy
changes.

In contrast, we maintain a careful distinction between the terms
“degree of implementation”and “implementation processes.” Degree of
implementation is the extent of change that has occurred at some
particular time toward full, appropriate use of the target innovation.
Some frequently used synonymsare the extent of “utilization”, or
simply “use.” Implementation processes are the sequences of organiza-
tional changes and support mechanismsthat accountfor the degree of
implementation foundat a given time. Implementation processes would
include training staff members to use the innovation, obtaining
supervisory and administrative support for the innovation, perhaps

forming an interdisciplinary committee to coordinate the change

process, and so forth. These processes occur after the implementing

entity has decided to adopt the innovation. Adoption is viewed

analytically as a separate phase inthe total technology transfer process

(see Scheirer, 1983). We emphasize these definitional distinctions in

order to make clear that the focus here is solely on the degree of

implementation.

This article does not address the important question of a relationship

between findings about the degree of implementation and the research

techniques used in each study. Unfortunately, information about the

overall extent of implementation was extracted from only 23 studies

(31%). These were nearly evenly dividedin the degree of implementation
found: 7 studies showed a “high” degree of implementation, 9 studies

found “mixed or moderate” results for this variable, and 7 studies

showed a “low”degree of implementation. Many otherstudies could not

be coded for the overall extent of implementation for various reasons:

(1) they examined multiple innovations or had varying degrees of

implementation in separate sites, (2) they examined implementation
processes without explicit descriptive data about the extent of imple-

mentation achieved, or (3) they provided separate data concerning
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several componentsofan innovation withoutintegrating these data into

an overall assessment of the degree of implementation. Consequently,

not enough studies could be coded on this dimension for the overall

findings onlevel of implementation to be analyzed in relation to other

variables reported here.

METHODS

Literature examining implementation is widely scattered among

variousdisciplines;it is usually not indexed under any commontermsin

standard abstracts, and is frequently in unpublished reports and

documents. Consequently, there is not a readily identifiable pool of

implementation studies available for review. An extensive search for

relevant studies ! yielded about 140 studies that appeared to contain an

empirical examination of the extent of implementation. Upon closer

examination, however, those that contained no measure at all of

implementation were eliminated from the sample for review.

The final sample encompassed 74 studies in the nine content areas

shown in Table 1. As shown,we could find few studies that examined the

implementation of innovations in health, labor or employment, or

public administration. For further analysis, therefore, these content

areas are combined underthe label “other public services.” In contrast,

more studies were available in education and criminal justice than we

had time to review thoroughly. We attempted to include from these

fields at least the more widely known,large-scale, and recent examina-

tions of federally-funded innnovations. A complete list of the projects

reviewed appears in Appendix A. The comparative recency of this

research topic is indicated by the fact that 69% of the documents were

issued in 1978orlater.

The differential success of the search processitself reveals some

significant insights about the status of implementation research. This

topic seemsto havereceived its major empirical developmentwithin the

“softer” technologies of education, criminaljustice, mental health, and

managementscience and information systems. Perhaps because of the

extensive recent efforts to evaluate program effectivenessin these areas,

coupled with the frequent absence of a material invention whose

operation can beeasily seen, these researchers or their funding agents

have felt more need for implementation assessment. In contrast,

researchers examining industrial technologies have appeared to put
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TABLE |!

Percentage Distribution of Implementation
Studies Reviewed, by Content Area

CONTENTAREA NUMBER PERCENT

Criminal Justice 9 12%
Education 19 26%
Health l 1%
HumanServices 9 12%
Information Systems (and

Operations Research) 10 14%
Labor/Employment 4 5%
Mental Health 11 15%
Public Administration 3 4%
Industrial Technology 8 11%

(includes Energy/ Environment)

TOTAL 74 10046

 

more emphasis on benefit-cost assessments of the results of new
technologies (e.g., Gold et al., 1980). The examination of health
innovations has emphasized the development,diffusion and adoptionof
innovations (e.g., Kaluzny and Veney, 1973; Office of Technology
Assessment, 1982; Russell, 1979) rather than their implementation.It is
still puzzling, however, whether implementationhasbeenless studied in
these content areas becauseitis less problematic; thatis, innovationsare
moreeasily implemented, or whether there has simply beenless rigorous
assessment of outcomes for these innovations, perhaps concealing
implementationfailures.

Review of the 74 studies in our final sample used a 22-page analysis
guide, incorporating both precoded quantitative ratings and space for
qualitative comments. The ratings relevant to this article will be
discussed in connection with those specific findings. The two authors
were the major documentcoders, with minorassistance from a third
research associate. All coders had graduate training in evaluation
research methodology, as well as intensive introduction to the issues
being investigated.

TYPES OF IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

The measurementtools used to assess implementation wereclassified
into nine techniques, shown in Table 2. Theyare roughly ordered from
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TABLE2

Percentage of Studies Using Each of Nine Techniquesfor

Measuring Implementation, Ordered by Objectivity of Technique

 

  

Extent

ofHuman

Judgement Incorporation Number

Required of ‘‘Meaning”’ Technique of Studies Percent*

Technical measure of *

equipment performance 2 3%

Low Low

A A Technical measure of

output 4 5%

Unobtrusive indicators 2 3%

Behavioral observation 19 26%

Institutional records ** 29 39%

Interviews (telephone

or in person) 51 69%

| y Questionnaires 31 42%

High High Ethnographic observations 28 38%

 

*Percents total more than 100% because multiple measuring techniques could be

tabulated for each study; N of studies = 74.
**The order of techniques in brackets is alphabetical, rather than based on a judge-

ment of their comparative objectivity.

the more objective (not requiring a human judgement) to the more

subjective (dependent on a human observer or respondent). The

converse of this objectivity dimensionis, of course, the extent to which

the measureis intended to capture and preserve the meaningofthe data

recorded, particularly the meaning experiencedbythe participants. The

low percentage of studies using more objective measuring techniquesis

likely to be related to the low proportion of studies that examined a

physical product (only 13 or 18% of the studies), as well as to the

exploratory nature of much implementation research.

The infrequent use of the more objective methods maysignal a need for

research movementin that direction. As Nunnally (1976) points out, the

development of standardized, independently verifiable measures is

often a key step in opening a topic for scientific research. Objective
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measuresfacilitate agreement about the observation of empirical events,
permit accurate communication among researchers, and often save
considerable time and moneyin the collection of data. The heavy
reliance on subjective methodologies for measuring implementation
maybe one reason for the ambiguous conceptualization and frequently
contradictory results on this topic. The use of each measurement
technique will be briefly described, before we return to comparisons
among them.

Technical measures. Implementation assessment by technical mea-
sures of equipment performanceorofoutput wasinfrequent. Technical
measure of equipment performance was defined as a measurement
taken directly from a piece of equipment to indicate whetherit is
operating correctly, for example, a speed indicator, or a temperature
reading for overheating. Technical measure of output wasdefined as the
measurementof a productresulting from equipmentfunctioning, such
as the quality of air released by emissions control equipment. All six
studies which employed such technical measures were within the
information systems and industrial technology areas, fields in which
relatively few, only 18, empirical studies of implementation could be
located.

Unobstrusive indicators. A third type of relatively objective measure

is made by unobstrusive indicators, such as the wide variety of

nonconventional measures discussed in detail in Webb, Campbell,

Schwartz, and Secrest’s provocative book, Unobtrusive Measures

(1966). Other than institutional records, discussed separately below,

only two studies used unobtrusive indicators. It is unclear whether

researchers used these techniques infrequently because unobtrusive

indicators werejudged to be inappropriate for the particular innovations

under study, or whether these techniques are simply outside the

standard repertoire of measures considered by implementation

researchers.

Behavioral observation. The use of behavioral observation was

moderately frequent; it was found in 26% of all studies. Behavioral

observations were defined as observer-collected data using a prespecified

set of categories, each with an operationaldefinition of target behaviors

to be recorded. Such observationsare usually collected in explicit units

of analysis, such as time periods, or blocks of work space. The

procedures are used extensively by behavioral psychologists and have a
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long tradition in industrial “time-and-motion”studies. These techniques

yield data incorporating as little human judgementas possible, even

though they require human observations of the target activities.

Institutionalrecords. Institutionalrecords,interviews, and question-

naires were all quite frequent in these implementation studies. All

require a moderate to high degree of humanjudgementin the recording

of data: by the institution’s record producers as well as sometimes by

record coders for the implementation study, by the interviewer in

classifying and coding interviewee responses, and by questionnaire

respondents in deciding which precoded alternative best captures their

experiencesorfeelings.

Institutional or archival records systems included documents such as

police and court records, therapy plans for mental patients, and

individualized instruction plans. In most cases (24 of 29 studies), the

researchers used existing records rather than creating a new record-

keeping format. While this data source does prevent bias introduced

from the researcher’s judgements, the record keepers in the target

organization may havelittle incentive for maintaining accurate, con-

sistent records. Severalstudies reviewed here (e.g., Murrayet al., 1978)

mentioned that their archival data were maintained inconsistently, or

conflicted with information from other data sources.

Interviews and questionnaires. The most commontechniqueto assess

implementation has beento ask people in the implementing organiza-

tions: over two-thirds of all these studies employed personal or

telephoneinterviews, while about 40% used questionnaires. There were

two major respondenttypes. Users, the staff who were the hands-on

operators, or delivered the innovative service to clients, were questioned

in 75% of the interview studies and 87% of the questionnaire studies.

Managers, the supervisors administering the use of an innovation, were

contacted in 65% of the interview studies, but in only 29% of studies

using questionnaires. Perhaps surprisingly, researchers seldom asked

the recipients of an innovation whatservice or products were delivered

to them; only 18% of interview studies and 6% of questionnaires

employedclients as an implementation data source. Questionnairesalso

tended to be confined to a single respondent type, users, using

prestructured questions, while interviews ranged more widely by

tapping several types of respondents with an unstructured format.
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Ethnographic observations. The use of unstructured interviews can
Shade into the final classification for implementation measurement.
This is labeled ethnographic observation, andis also called case study
method or naturalistic observation. We defined this method as data
collection that proceeds without prespecified observational categories,
with an emphasis on understanding the totality of the situation
observed. It might include a mixture of several other methods, such as
document review, informal interviews, or personal observation. As
indicated in Table 2, more than

a

thirdof the studies reviewed used this
general technique.

COMPARISON OF FINDINGS FROM MULTIPLE MEASURES

Nearly three-quarters of the studies used more than one technique for
assessing the degree of implementation. This provided the opportunity
to examinethe degree to which different measurement techniques yield
comparable findings. Would the frequently used self-report measures
yield more positive conclusions about the extent of implementation
than would less subjective measures? A tendency for such “positive
perceptions” to occur has been noted and explicated for outcome
evaluation studies (Scheirer, 1978), but has not previously been
examined for implementation studies.

Only 21 of the 55 studies (38%) with multiple measures of imple-
mentation did comparefindings from the different measures. Even these
comparisons were as often qualitative and judgmental as they were
quantitative. Consequently, rigorous assessment for method-based

biases was impossible. Further, biases were not necessarily reduced by

the use of multiple measurement techniques, when the same respondents
were used for both types. For example, in a study of a primary

prevention school program (Moskowitz et al., 1980), both interview

and questionnaire data from teachers revealed infrequent use of two

innovation components. However, the same biases may have been

operating in both measurement methods,therebyinflating the probabil-
ity of congruent findings.

Findings on the consistencyof results across measurementtypes were

mixed, and no general conclusions emerge from them. For example,

Scheirer’s (1981) study of a goal planning system in a mentalhealth

facility found that self-reports were a highly inflated indicator of the

actual behaviorof therapyaides:the self-reported numberofgoal plans

written was nearly three times the number of goal plans in the
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organizational records. Using a case study approach involving inter-

views, institutional records, and ethnographic observations, Britan

(1981) drew a similar conclusion about various indicators of the

Experimental Technology Incentive Program of the U.S. Department

of Commerce; program objectives, as stated in formal documents, did

not match actual program operations, as observed.

Such negative findings on intermethod consistency of measurement

are balanced by positive findings. Schapset al.’s (1980) study of a

classroom management program found that mean ratings of teacher

behavior were consistent across behavioral observations, interviews,

and questionnaires. Similarly, Anno (1977-1981) foundthatinstitutional

records and questionnaire responses of bothjail officials and clients

converged regarding extentof health services delivered in jails. The one

study (Schaps et al., 1980) used a rigorous multitrait-multimethod

analysis found that only three of eleven skill areas included in a drug

prevention program converged in the analysis of the empirical data;

these three, rather than all eleven, were then formed into an implemen-

tation index. These results suggest that the “degree of implementation”

for complex innovations is not a unidimensional phenomenon, but

instead may require independent measuresfor distinct components.

Several studies recognized this need with different measures intended

to tap separate components of the innovation. For example, an

evaluation of a family intervention program for disadvantaged children

(Nauta, 1981) found diverging levels of implementation shown by

separate techniques about different program components: parent

attendance at program meetings wasquite low, but the number ofhome

visits by agency staff was near target, although observations of the

interactions during the homevisits revealed some deviations from the

intended activities. In this case, different measurement techniques

yielded diverse findings, but do not shed anylight on the question of

potential methodologicalbias.

The reasons varied for the failure to compare the findings from

diverse techniques. For several studies, the metric for judging level of

implementation differed across techniques, preventing meaningful

comparisons among measures. For other cases, data from several

measurement types were simply presented descriptively as data from

diverse sources, with no attempt to draw an overall picture of the extent

of implementation. Sometimes, conclusions aboutan aggregate level of

implementation were nottied atall to explicit data, so the reader was not

able to determine whether the authors’ conclusions were or were not

based ontheir data.
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Finally, someinvestigators apparently did not check for convergence
among different measurement types either because such methodological
examinations were deemed tangential to the main purposeofthe study,
or because resource andtime limitations did not permit such investiga-
tions. However, given the great expense for collecting data from
multiple sources, it would seem to be cost-effective to pay greater
attention to comparative analyses.

In sum,based onthe available data, we cannot draw firm conclusions
about the extent of convergence among data obtained by different
measurementtechniques. In our sample of 74 implementation studies,
empirical cross-technique comparisons were relatively infrequent.
Although somestudiesdid find evidenceof a positive bias from the use
of self-reports (Scheirer, 1981; Gerstenetal. 1982), others as cited above
found convergent results from self-reports and other methods. The
cross-study comparisonssuggest two conditionsforself-report data that
accurately reflect behavior. Thefirst conditionis that data collection be
close in time to the implementation experience. The secondis construct-
ing interview or questionnaire items that ask about the specific actions
defined by the researcher as componentsof the innovation, rather than
general questions about the extent of use of or “satisfaction” with the
innovation.

QUALITY CRITERIA FOR

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

The major question in this discussion is how adequate are the
measuring tools being used to assess degree of implementation? The
underlying issue is the confidence one can have that the information
they supply accurately reflects the extent of implementation taking
place. In this section, we will examine five measurementcriteria as they
applied to these 74 studies:

(1) the use of multiple measurementtechniques,

(2) the presence of an operational definition,

(3) the examinationofreliability,

(4) the assessmentof validity, and
(5) the use of sampling.

As eachcriterion is discussed,its use in the several content areas will be
described in order to assess whether measurement adequacy differs by
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content area. Table 3 summarizes the findings for all five criteria,

showing the percentage of studies in each content area that met each

criterion.3

MULTIPLE MEASUREMENTTECHNIQUES

When examining acomplex constructsuch as degree of implementa-

tion, the use of multiple techniques is desirable to avoid the method-

specific biases associated with each individualtechnique. The larger the

numberand variety of implementation measuresused, the greater the

likelihood that method-specific biases will be detectable, that multiple

componentsofthe innovation will be examined, and that implementa-

tion, therefore, can be validity assessed. This feature was retained as a

criterion for desirable measurement, even though few studies used

multiple techniques to systematically assess biases, as discussed in the

previoussection.

Examples of studies using multiple measuring techniques were

plentiful. Somestudies used the different techniques to assess separate

parts of a multiple component program. For example, a community-

based crime prevention program (Rasmussenet al., 1979) used police

records to gauge the extent of physical premise surveys (performed by

police), conducted interviews with residents to measure the extent and

types of block club participation, and used case study observations to

record progress in reconstruction efforts intended to increase street

lighting. A few studies used the multiple measures for cross-validation

of findings, such as detailed behavioral observations of classrooms,

structured interviews with the sameteachers, plus supervisors’ rating

forms; all used to determine the degree of implementation of a Direct

Instruction elementary education program (Gerstenet al., 1982).

The majority of studies reviewedin all content areas did use multiple

measuring techniques, about 74% in total, but there was variation across

content areas, shownin Table 3. All the studies within criminal justice

used more than one technique to obtain implementation data, while

only slightly more than half of mental health studies had done so. In

addition, a substantial minority of studies (23%) used four or more

different techniques, showing a considerable investmentin datacollec-

tion. Yet, as discussed before, data trom the diverse sources were seldom

compared, nor were multi-attribute indexes often constructed to

provide a summary indicator of the degree of implementation. Fre-

quently, data from different sources were simply described in different
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sections of a report, with no attemptto distill from them an overall

picture of the extent of implementation.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION PRESENT

“An operational definition assigns meaning to a construct or variable

by specifying the activities or ‘operations’ necessary to measure it”

(Kerlinger, 1973:31). An operational definition connects the empirical

observations to the underlying logic of the construct being measured,

and thusclarifies the conceptualization of key concepts. In the absence

of an operational definition, a gap remains betweenthe level of theory

and the level of observation. Then the researcher lacks the necessary

prescriptions for what to observe in order to measure the construct of

interest. Further, in this case, the reader is not provided with an explicit

statementofthe researcher’s logical links between the intended concept,

the implementation of the specific innovation, and the particular

observations collected. Under conditions of explicit operationalization

of implementation, then, both measurement and communication of

results are likely to proceed moreefficiently, logically, and with greater

clarity of purpose.

Table 3 showsthat 64% of studies across all content areas did specify

degree of implementation in operational terms. Studies of innovations

in education, information systems, and especially in mental health were

more likely than other content areas to include an operational

definition.

The type of measuring technique was somewhat related to the

presence of an operational definition, with a significant negative

association betweenthis criterion and the use of ethnographic methods

(x2 = 4.99; df= 1, p<..05). This finding for ethnographyis likely to reflect

the usual purpose ofethnographic methodsin implementationresearch:

to providean intensive, detailed analysis of implementation processesin

the context of an environment. Becauseits emphasis is on understanding

the totality of the situation observed, the procedure maybelessreliant

on an operational explication of implementation (with its associated

measurementspecifications) than are more structured data collection

methods. However, when coding suchstudies, it was often difficult to

determine just what was meant by “implementation”in that situation,

and how much progress toward full implementation had actually

occurred.
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As the pattern of frequencies in Table 3 suggests, the presence of an
Operational definitionis negatively related to the numberof measure-
ment techniques used (biserial correlation of — .22, p < .05). In some
Studies using multiple types of data collection but no operational
definition, data from various sources were simply presented separately,
withouta clear explanation of which innovation components, or which
implementation processes each data type was intendedto describe. The
reader wasrequired to synthesize these extensive data to determine how
much implementation had in fact occurred. An explicit operational
definition for the extent of implementationofthese complex innovations
might have focused both the researcher’s and the reader’s attention on
specifying, and thus understanding the componentactivities, even if
such specification could only be derived ex post facto from the data
resulting from multiple measures.

RELIABILITY

The reliability of a measuring instrumentcan be defined in termsof a
relative lack of errors of measurement:

Reliability concerns the extent to which measurements are repeatable—by the
same individual using different measures of the same attribute or by different
persons using the same measure of an attribute . . . To the extent to which
measurementerroris slight, a measureis said to bereliable {Nunnally and Durham,
1975: 311].

A reliable measureis particularly important for assessing the degree of
implementationin orderto distinguish true change from variability due
to measurementerror. |
Among the 74 implementation studies reviewed, the researchers

examinedthereliability of measurement of implementationin only 28
studies (38%). In nearly two-thirds, this fundamental measurement
criterion was not even addressed,let alone established. As indicated in
Table 3, the contentfield of the study had a slight association with the
tendencyto assess reliability. Studies examining educational, mental
health, or other public service innovations were somewhat more likely
to include reliability estimates than were reports in other contentfields.
Even in these content areas, only about half the studies addressed
reliability.
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The major type of reliability assessment was inter-rater or inter-

observer agreement—23 studies used this type. Seven studies assessed

measurementstability over time, while three examined the internal

consistency of a set of items. A few studies had multiple types of

reliability evidence.

The review revealed that there is little basis for assuming that

implementation measures have adequate reliability. This is shown by

the coders’judgements concerningthe overall extent to whichreliability

was established for the implementation measures,detailed in Table 4.

Coders judged probable reliability both from the explicit reliability

findings, and from any other information in the documentthat provided

clues aboutlikely errors in measurement. As shown in Table 4, even with

this liberal basis for a reliability rating, no inference about the adequacy

of measurementreliability was possible for 51% of the studies. For only

13 studies was reliability well established. Another 8 studies could be

given a positive rating, even though doubts or problemswithreliability

remained. Thus, only 58% of the studies that contained reliability

findings were judged to have a positive rating on this criterion.

These ratings indicate thatreliability of data is a real problem for

implementation assessments. Its absence in many other studies cannot

be justified by any likelihood that this criterion will be automatically

satisfied. Sources of data unreliability noted by coders ranged acrossthe

whole spectrum of measurementerror:inconsistent data in institutional

records, ambiguousdefinition and specification of innovation compo-

nents, erratically changing behaviors of implementors from one day to

the next, and inadequately trained observers. A coder summarized the

methodological problemsin one assessmentof a human service delivery

program by stating it contained “unreliable measures used by in-

adequately trained observersto assess the implementation of unartic-

ulated program components.”

VALIDITY

Thevalidity of a measuring instrumentis less easily established than

is reliability, for validity addresses the question: “Are we measuring

what we think we are measuring?” (Kerlinger, 1973). For implementation

assessment, this is a central question involving the conceptualization of

the construct “implementation”as well as the definition and specification

of the innovation. This section will address only the more specific

aspects of validity as a psychometric property: did the authors of
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TABLE4

Ratings of Reliability and
Validity of Implementation Measures
 

Coder’s ratings of reliability for measure(s) of implementation:

 

 

 

 

NUMBER

OF STUDIES PERCENT

I. Majorflaws; reliability not
established.

3 4%

2. Questionable: some weaknesses present;
(often little information given on which to
base judgment). 12 16%

3. Positive rating, but minor problem or
questions

8 11%

4. Reliability well established 13 18%

5. No information; orrating missing 38 51%

TOTAL 74 100%

Coder’s ratings of validity for measure(s) of implementation:

NUMBER

OF STUDIES PERCENT

I. Major flaws; validity not established. 5 7%

2. Questionable; some weaknesses present;

(often, little information given on

which to base judgment). 23 31%

3. Positive rating, but minor problem or
questions. 4 5%

4. Validity well established I] 15%

5. No information; or rating missing 31 42%

TOTAL 74 100%
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implementation studies include any explicit assessment of validity in

their reports, and what were the coders’ overall judgements concerning

the extent to which validity was established?

As shownin Table 3, validity was assessed in these documents even

less often than wasreliability: only 20 (27%) of the studies mentioned it.

Likereliability, validity was explicitly examined more frequently by the

studies in mental health and education. Again, coders were requested to

form a judgement concerning the validity of the implementation

measures used. As shown in Table 4, coders rated validity as well

established in only 11 (15%) of the 74 studies, with a positive rating in

another 4 studies. For most studies, either no information at all was

present, or solittle positive data were available that the coder rated

validity as questionable.

No onetype of validity assessment predominated among the few

implementation studies that examined this criterion, although all

validity types are potentially relevant to this complex topic. Face

validity—the extent to which users or respondents believe a measure

“looks like” the intended concept—was addressed in only 7 studies.

Future implementation researchers could usefully check onface validity

by asking innovation users, developers, or clients if the intended

measure captures the components they believe are essential to that

innovation.

Assessing the contentvalidity of an implementation measure requires

comparison with a content plan orlist of components developed for

each innovation, preferably with assistance from experts on that

innovation, such as its designer. Only 7 studies addressed content

validity, in spite of the seemingly obviousnecessity of specifying what an

innovation consists of before attempting to measureits implementation.

Construct validity uses statistical procedures such as factor analysis

or a multitrait-multimethod matrix (Campbell and Fiske, 1959) to

establish an empirical test for a hypothesized underlying theory or

construct. Although implementation analysts seem to agree that “extent

of implementation” is a complex, multifaceted construct, only 10 of

these studies examined the constructvalidity of their measures. Finally,

criterion or predictive validity was noted in only 5 studies; muchfuller

use of this type could be relevant if the presence of a specific component

or activity early in the implementation process were found to be a

predictor of later overall implementation.
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A number of studies simply used without further explanation or
justification, a measure of implementation that appeared to have
questionable face validity. For example, one project defined use of a
technical innovation asthe point at whichit wasfirst sold commercially.
This definition overlooked the fact that the technology mightbe sold a
few times, but not implemented in actuality, and then turn out to be a
commercialfailure. In another study examining the use of computer
assisted instruction,“full utilization”was defined as the presence of one
Or more computer terminals for each group of 2,500 students. This
definition failed to consider whether 2,500 students could possibly
receive any educational benefit from one computer terminal, let alone
whether the mere presence of a terminal meantthat it was fully used.

Several studies measured implementation throughindicators of user
Satisfaction or goal achievement. In these studies, degree of imple-
mentation was assessed by such questions as, “Howsatisfied are you
with the operation of (the innovation)?”, or “What proportion of the
project’s goals have been achieved by now?” Such itemsare inherently
ambiguous. Respondents may be thinking about extent of implemen-
tation in giving their responses, but they may also be giving their
perceptions of the innovation’s effectiveness, or their satisfaction with
their ownjob role in relation to the innovation, or even whethertheir
personal or professional interests are served by the adoption of the
innovation. Thus, the wording or construction of items to assess the
degree of implementation may havea great impact on the resulting data.
It demands much morecareful consideration in future implementation
studies.

SAMPLING OF RESPONDENTS

Although an appropriate samplingstrategy is not usually considered
to be a measurementcriterion, it was includedin this review becauseit
influences so strongly the adequacyof data collected by any measuring
technique. In the absenceof a representative sample,it is impossible to
estimate the effects of sampling errors on the conclusions reached.
Implementation researchers have not, in general, developed explicit
guidelines for determining which elementsor units should beincluded in
the data collection plan.

Few implementation studies have systematically sampled the units
for data collection from somelarger population. As shownin Table 5,
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TABLE5

Distribution of Sampling Strategies

Used in Implementation Studies
 
 

TYPE OF SAMPLING NUMBER PERCENT
 

Nonrepresentative 26 35%

Representative of larger

population (random,etc.) 7 9%

Full census (or attempted

full census with deletions) 13 18%

Multiple types 7 9%

Unknown,missing 21 28%

TOTAL 74 99%

 

only seven studies (9%) used any type of representative sampling,

whether randomorstratified. Another groupof 13 studies (18%) stated

that the population measured was a full census (or attempted full

census)* of the units applicable for that innovation. This occurred

particularly when the innovation was being studied on an experimental

basis with a very limited numberofindividuals or organizations,all of

whom wereassessed for implementation. A large groupofstudies had a

nonrepresentative sample (26 or 35%); usually a sample of convenience

to the researcher. A few other studies had multiple types of samples for

varioustypes of data.

The number of sites examined in these implementation studies

ranged widely. Fourteen studies (19%) used only one site, although

several of these collected data from multiple individuals or other units
within the site. Perhaps wisely, given the state-of-the-craft for imple-
mentation research, few studies attempted a large scale investigation,

with only nine studies examining morethan 60sites.

Multiple data sources were frequently used within each site Thus,

even with fewer than 60 sites, the volumeofdata collected wasofte1i very

large, even overwhelming. Yet, given the scarcity of representative or

full census methods, there are real questions whether the sampling
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strategies were adequately representative of the individuals or other

units within eachsite.

Investigation of implementation may necessitate multiple units of

analysis, of, for example, both individuals within an agency and the

agency as a whole. Any single organizational informant may be an

inaccurate reporter about the extent of implementation achieved by
each individualwithin that organization. Therefore, samplingstrategies
for measuring the degree of implementation should consider both the
accurate assessmentofthe level of implementation within a site and the
generalizability of the findings acrosssites.

To use adequacy of sampling strategy as a methodologicalcriterion
across contentfields, this multi-category nominalvariable was dichoto-
mized into use of either representative samplingora full census, versus

all other categories listed in Table 5. The results, shownin Table 3 along
with the other criteria, indicate that the content area did not have a

strong association with the use of adequate sampling, although mental

health was again somewhat higher than other areas. Overall, only 20

Studies (27%) were rated positively on this criterion, which reiterates the

findings from othercriteria ofa serious lack of attentionto the quality of

the data produced.

Therelative neglect of samplingcriteria in studies of implementation
is understandable, given the recency of research on this topic and
the conceptual ambiguity that still engulfs the field. Most researchers

appear to place greatest emphasis on attempting to conceptualize and

measure implementation processes in one or a few locations before

tackling a larger scale study with a sampling strategy that would permit

generalization to a larger population. Given the complexity of the topic,

the costs of multi-site research, the difficulty of operationalizing the

implementation of many innovations, and the nonrandom adoption

of many innovations, the low emphasis on generalizability may be

necessary.

Even with a nonrepresentative sample of sites, however, implementa-

tion researchersneed to carefully consider the sampling of respondents

within each research locationin relation to the most appropriate unit(s)

of analysis for the target innovation. A newsetof efforts will then be

required to translate the methodsinto those that can be usedforlarger

scale, generalizable studies and to synthesize the findings that are

derived from the moreintensive, exploratory small-scale studies.
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CONCLUSIONS ABOUT MEASUREMENT QUALITY

IN IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES

This review of measurementcriteria in application to measuresofthe

degree of implementation has revealed serious gaps in their adequacy.

The mostpositive finding was that multiple measures were used in about

three-quarters of the studies, although the potential value of such

multiple measures remained unexploited, due to the scarcity of com-

parative analysis, or index construction. Nearly two-thirds of the studies

did present an operational definition, thus making explicit their

conceptualization of the construct, “degree of implementation.” How-
ever, the extent of operationalization differed considerably by content

area. Reliability and validity were examined in less than half of these

implementation studies, and coders rated reliability and validity as

established in fewer than one-fifth. Finally, random or full census

sampling wasused in only about one-quarterof the studies, indicating

serious deficiency in the generalizability of findings from the studies. A

consequenceofthe numerousflaws in measurement methodologyis the

unknown meaning ofthe findings. A scientific basis for assessing the

degree of implementation has not been established in most of the

available studies.
The type of measuring technique used for assessing implementation,

whether behavioral observation, institutional records, interviews,

questionnaires, ethnography, or other measures, was not, in general,

associated with the presence or absence of reliability or validity

assessment; nor with coders’ ratings concerning the adequacyofeither

reliability or validity. Nor were samplingstrategies related to the type of

measuring technique used. While the presence of an operational

definition was somewhat negatively related to the use of ethnographic

methods, as discussed above, this association is likely to reflect the

usually exploratory purpose of ethnographic methods. Thus, the

variation in methodological quality of implementation studies does not

appear to be a consequence of the measuring technique chosen.

The deficiencies noted for previous measures of the degree of

implementation suggest the central problem in the construction of such

measures:that of defining what the innovationis and what is meant by

“full implementation.” These definitions are frequently not fully

specifiable in advance, particularly for a social program or piece of

legislation that has no material component. Forpolicy innovations, the

definition of full implementation maybeessentially a political decision;
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ideally a definition put into researchable termsafter consultation with

legislators, policy administrators, and local service deliverers.

For an example of methodsrelevantto this task,see the literature on

“evaluability assessment,” by Wholey, 1979. For example, the degree of

implementation of an incometransfer program might be definedas the

extent to which checksare delivered to eligible beneficiaries who apply

for the benefits. Or it might be defined as the proportion of eligible

beneficiaries who become aware of the program and apply for these

benefits. Or both of these criteria might be used as componentsof“full

implementation.”> The essential task for a researcher assessing the

implementation of the transfer program is to construct and report one

or more working definitions of implementation. Then, readers can

know whatdefinitions were used in the analyses and conclusionsofthe

report. That implementationis defined may be morecritical than howit

is defined.

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES AND THE NATURE

OF THE INNOVATION

Aswe haveseen, the measuring instrumentsusedin past implementa-

tion studies fall considerably short of meeting standard methodological
criteria. We have noted somedifferences in quality factors associated

with the content area of the innovation,but content area (andthelikely

concomitant differences in the disciplinary affiliations of the investi-

gators) do not appear to be major determinants of good versus poor

quality amongthese studies. Likewise, the use of particular measuring

techniquesis not frequently related to quality factors. Therefore, what

does account for the variation in methodological quality?

A tentative answer emerges from our detailed examination of the

characteristics of each innovation being implemented.® Oneinnovation

characteristic was related to several quality criteria, and in turn was

interrelated with other characteristics of the innovation. This dimension

designates the ultimateusers of the innovation:single individuals versus

a groupofworkers requiring coordinated efforts. Further consideration

of this dimensionalso leads to suggestions for improving the assessment

of the degree of implementation.

Thedistinction labeled “individual versus work group”asusersrefers

primarily to the extent of coordinated division of job roles necessary
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among the hands-on users of the innovation. In the documents

reviewed, sixteen innovations were used by individual workers, whose

extent of implementation could vary independently from otherparallel

workersin the same organization. Some examples are a teacher using a

curricular innovation within a single classroom, an employmentservice

worker using a computerized job matching system, or a mental health

therapist delivering one-on-one therapy.

Other innovations cannot be implemented by anysingle individual,

but require a numberof different, coordinated roles from variousstaff
members, called here a “work group.” For example, in order to im-

plement a community-basedresidential Lodge for deinstitutionalized men-
tal patients, staff members had to coordinate their efforts on a variety of
tasks (Fairweather et al., 1974; Tornatzky et al, 1980). These tasks

ranged from developing a numberof potential residentsinto a socially

functioning group, to purchasing or renting a building for the Lodge,

and helping to find appropriate employmentfor the residents. Other

examples occurred in the different types of work duties performed by

the groupofsteel factory workers using a basic-oxygen furnace (Gold et

al., 1980), or the redesign ofjob tasks performedbya variety of hospital

workers including nurses, doctors, pharmacists, and medical records

technicians,in order to replace handwritten records with a computerized

hospital information system (Gall et al., 1975). A total of 31 innovations

in our sample examined work groups.’

The distinction between individuals and work groups as users was

associated with other characteristics of the innovation. Innovations

requiring work groupsalso tendedto be rated as of higher complexity (r

= .59,n=45), less divisible (r = —- .44, n= 41), of higherinitial cost (r = .67,

n = 19), and somewhat less well specified in terms of subtask

requirements (r = -.18, n = 37). In spite of the higher complexity and

coordinated work roles required for innovationsused by work groups,

these implementation efforts were less likely to have provided training

for the users (r = -.32, n = 47). Thus, a pattern of interrelated

characteristics did emerge from the innovations examined in these

documents, a pattern that appears to be usefully typified by the

distinction between an individual and a work groupasuser.

Methodological criteria previously discussed are also associated with

the type of user. As shown in Table 6, studies of innovations whoseusers

were individuals were more likely to have developed an operational

definition for degree of implementation, to have examinedreliability

and validity, and were much morelikely to have a representative orfull
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TABLE6

Quality Criteria for Implementation

Measures, by Type of User
 

 

 

. USERS

COORDINATED
QUALITY CRITERIA INDIVIDUALS WORK GROUP

(n= 16) (n= 31)

1) Operational Definition Present 88% 55%

2) Used Multiple Measuring Techniques 68% 80%

3) Reliability Examined 50% 36%

4) Validity Examined 50% 16%

5) Sampling — Representative or Full

Census 64% 26%
 

census sample. In contrast, studies of innovations that required work

groups were somewhat more likely to have used multiple measuring

techniques, which is a result consistent with the higher complexity

ratings for these innovations. These findings suggest that previously

unrecognized differences in the characteristics of innovations, specifi-

cally, characteristics associated with an individual versus a work group

as user, are important reasonsfor variation in methodological quality.

CONSTRUCTING IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
BY DIAGNOSING THE INNOVATION

It appears that researchers have more easily conceptualized and

measured the implementation of innovations used by individuals, but

have faltered when attempting to measure the behavior of a group.

Needed improvementin the quality of implementation measures might

come about with greater attention to a diagnosis of the nature of the

innovation. This diagnosis should start with an explicit description of

the components of the innovative equipment, program or policy. Who

will do their work differently under conditionsof full implementation?

Whatnew activities will be done by each type of worker? A separate

issue, and desirable to keep distinct if possible, is what supporting

changes in the organization are likely to be necessary to permit the
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componentsof the innovation to be implemented? Thisissue enters the
realm of implementation processes, which are outside the scopeofthis
paper, but have been addressed by Scheirer, 1981 as well as by several
others.

With a full description of the components of the innovation,

measuring tools can be constructed that most adequately match each

component. By planning for measuring the extent of implementation
before the innovative effort begins, it is more likely that measures can

tap into target behaviorsas they occur rather then depending on ex post

facto recollections having dubiousreliability. Several sources of ongoing

implementation monitoring data can help to avoid the potential bias

from any single source, particularly from interviews with a single

organizational informant. Dependingontheactivities required for each

component, the implementation measure might be as simple as a use
activity log, records of consumable supplies used, or a periodic “walk-
through”by a trained observer.

With explicit measures well defined for each innovation component,
construction of an aggregate implementation index should not present
difficult problems. Empirical experience with the measureswill probably
be necessary to determine whether the innovation’s componentsreally
do come together as a whole, or conversely, whether only a portion of
the componentsare ever implemented asintended.In thelatter case, the
“mnovation” maynotbe viableeither as a researchable construct, or as a |
real entity capable of producing an intendedeffect.

The construction of more adequate measures for degree of imple-
mentation thus requires both an analysis of the innovation into its
componentparts, and synthesis of the separate measuresinto an overall
index. Along with such systematic attention to the contentofa measure,
which will help to establish its validity, the researcher should carefully
assess the repeatability of the data collection procedures, across time
and across interviewers or coders, to establish reliability. Sampling
considerations should include both the extent to which the adopting
organizationsare equally represented, and the randomnessof sampled
units (individuals or work groups) within adoptingsites.

This review has revealed the limited scientific basis underlying the
young field of implementation research. Researchers have charged
ahead to claim “findings” before establishing a solid foundation in
adequate measurementof the most basic construct, degree of imple-
mentation. Nevertheless, enough examples of good practice have been
noted across various disciplines using a variety of measurement
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techniquesto attest to the possibility of improvement. With increased

attention to the match between the componentsof each innovation and

the measurescollected to assess their degree of implementation, much

more useful data should result. Adequate measures of the degree of

implementation can becomethe treatment documentationessential for

outcomeevaluations, as well as a basis for fostering a cumulative body

of replicable findings about innovation processes.

APPENDIX:
LIST OF IMPLEMENTATION
PROJECTS REVIEWED*

(Grouped by Content Area of Innovation)

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROJECTS

Anno, B. American Medical Association’s program to improve health care in jails. (11

reports) Washington, D.C.: Blackstone Assoc. Inc, 1977-1981.

Greenfield, L. High impact anti-crime program (3 reports) McLean, VA: MITRECorp.,

1975.
Haapanen, R. Youth service bureau: An evaluation of nine California youth service

bureaus. Sacramento, CA: California Youth Authority, 1980.

Larson, R. Police AVM (automatic vehicle monitoring system). (2 reports). Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1977-1978.
Murray, C., Thomson D., & Israel, C. UDIS: Deinstitutionalizing the chronic juvenile

offender. Washington, D.C.: American Institutes for Research, 1978.
Rasmussen, M., W. Muggli, & C. M. Crabill. Evaluation of the Minneapolis crime

prevention demonstration. St. Paul, MN: Crime Control Planning Board, December,

1979.
Rezmovic, E. L. Program implementation and evaluation results: A reexamination of

type III error in a field experiment. Program Planning & Evaluation, in press.
Schwartz, A. & Clarren, S. Cincinnati (OH) team policing experiment—a summary

report. Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, 1977.

System Sciences, Inc. Evaluation of the treatmentalternatives to street crime national

evaluation program—phase 2 report. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept. of Justice,

January 1979.

 

(continued)

*Several projects are reported in multiple reports or papers. Only an overall projecttitleis

includedinthislist.
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EDUCATION PROJECTS

Berman, P. & McLaughlin,M. W., and others. Federalprograms supporting educational

change. (8 volumes). Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corp., 1974-1977.

Crandall, D. “Understanding changein schoolpractice: Preliminaryfindingsfroma study

of innovative implementationin local schools.” (Unpublished paper) Andover, MA:

The NETWORK,Inc., June, 1981.

Darnell, C. D. Evaluation Report for the extent of implementation of the Jefferson Co.,

schools revised science program. Jefferson County, CO: Program Evaluation Dept.,
Jefferson Co. Schools, March 1979.

Education Turnkey Systems. Case study ofthe implementation ofPL 94-142. Washington,

D.C.: Education Turnkey Systems, Inc., May 1979.

Gersten, R. and others; Emrick, J. A. and others. Implementation study of Direct

Instruction. (5 reports) Oregon: University of Oregon and J. A. Emrick and
Associates, 1980 and 1981.

Gross, N., Giacquinta, J. B. & Bernstein, M. Implementing organizational innovations: A

sociological analysis ofplanned educational change. New York: Basic Books, 1971.

Goodlad, J., Klein, M. F., et al. Behind the classroom door. Worthington, Ohio: Jones,

1970.

Hall, G. E. & Loucks, S. F. Innovation configurations: Analyzing the adaptation of

innovations. R&D Center for Teacher Education. Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1978.

Hall, G. et al. Making change happen:A case study of schooldistrict implementation.(A

symposium of 4 papers delivered at AERA Annual Meeting, Boston, 1980). Austin,

TX: R& D Center for Teacher Education, Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1980.

Johnston, J. An evaluation ofFreestyle: A television series to reduce sex-role stereotypes.

Ann Arbor, MI: Institute for Social Research, Univ. of Michigan, 1980.

Leithwood, K. & Montgomery, D. Evaluating program implementation. Evaluation
Review 4, 1980, 193-214.

Leinhardt, G. “Modeling and measuring educational treatmentin evaluation” Review of

Educational Research 50, Fall: 393-420, 1980; plus 6 other papers by Leinhardt.

Loucks, S., Newlove, B. & Hall, G. Measuring levels ofuse ofthe Innovation: A manual

for trainers, interviewers and raters (plus several papers on use of LoU methods).

Austin, TX: The Univ. of Texas, 1975.

Louis, K. et al. Linking R & D with schools. (6 papers). Cambridge, MA.: Abt Associates,

1979-1981.

Owens, T. R. & Haenn,J. F. “Assessing the level of implementation of new programs.”

Presented at AERA, New York City, 1977. Portland, OR: Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory.

Stallings, J. & Kaskowitz, D. Follow-Through classroom observation evaluation, 1972-
73. Menlo Park, CA.: Stanford Research Institute, 1974.

Stearns, M.S., Greene, D. & David, J. L. Local implementation ofPL 94-142. (2 reports).

Menlo Park, CA.: SRI, April 1980.

St. Pierre, R. et al. An evaluation of the Nebraska nutrition education and training

program: Nebraska’s experience nutrition curriculum. Cambridge, MA.: Abt

Associates, 1981.

Weatherley, R. & Lipsky, M. (1977) Street level bureaucrats andinstitutional innovation:

implementing special-education reform. Harvard Educational Review 47, (May):

171-197.
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Zigarmi, P., The implementation of a new approachto discipline in ajunior high school: A

case study of intervention during the process of change (unpublished paper), and
Rutherford, W. and Loucks, S. F., Examination of the implementation of a junior

high school’s new approach to discipline by longitudinal analysis of changes in

teachers’ Stages of Concern and Levels of Use (unpublished). Both Austin, TX:

University of Texas at Austin,R & D Center for Teacher Education, 1979.

HEALTH

Delbeca, A. & Pierce, J. (1978) Innovationin professional organizations. Administration

in Social Work 2: 411-424.

ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT

Lewis, C. Implementation of a microcomputer-modified electrical aerosol analyzer.

(Report prepared for Environmental Sciences Research Lab.) Research Triangle

Park, N.C.: Environmental Science Research Lab., August 1979.

Maddalone, R. & Goarner, N. Process measurement procedures: H,SOs emissions.

(Report prepared for EPA). Redondo Beach, CA: TRW Defense & Space Systems

Group, July 1979.
Marcus, A. Promise and performance. Choosing and implementing an environmental

policy. Westport, Ct: Greenwood Press, 1980.

HUMANSERVICES

Benton, B., Field, T. & Millar, R. Social services: Federal legislation vs. state

implementation. Washington, D.C.: The UrbanInstitute, 1978.
Chesterfield, B. An evaluation of the Head Start bilingual bicultural curriculum

developmentproject. (Report prepared for HEW). Los Angeles, CA: Jua’rez and

Associates, December 1979.

Collignon, F. & Shea, S. Implementing the Rehabilitation Act of1973: The VRprogram

response. (Report prepared for the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning &

Evaluation). Berkeley, CA: Berkeley Planning Associates, February 1978.

Deloria, D., & Fellenz, P.; and Love, J., & Ruopp. Home Start evaluation study. (4

reports prepared for HEW). Ypsilanti, MI: High/Scope Educ. Research Foundation,

Cambridge, Mass: Abt Associates, 1973 and 1979.

Love, J., Granvile, A., & Smith, A. A process evaluation of project Developmental

Continuity. (8 reports prepared for HEW). Ypsilanti, MI: High/Scope Educational

Research Foundation, April 1978.
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Lukas, C. & Wohllieb, C. Implementation ofHead Startplanned variation: 1970-1971. (2
reports prepared for HEW). Cambridge, MA: HuronInstitute, December 1972.

Macias, J., Levine, H., & Hays, W. Field plan and implementation package for the
ethnographic component of the child andfamily mental health project evaluation.
(Report prepared for HHS) San Francisco, CA.: The Urban Institute for Human
Services, May 1981.

Monaghan,A. C. An exploratory study of the match between classroom practice and
educational theory (in Head Start). (Report prepared for HEW). Cambridge, MA:
HuronInstitute, 1973.

Nauta, M. Evaluation ofthe child andfamily resource program.(4 reports). Cambridge,
MA:Abt Associates, March 1981.

INFORMATION SERVICES

Alter, S. and Ginzberg, M. (1978) “Managing uncertainty in MIS implementation,” Sloan
Management Review,Fall: 23-31.

Bean, A. S., Neal, R. D., Radnor, M., & Tansik, D. A. Structural and behavioral
correlates of implementation in U.S. business organizations. In R. L. Schultz and D.
P. Slevin, Eds. Implementing Operations Research/ ManagementScience. New York:
American Elsevier, 1975.

Eveland, J. D., Rogers, E. & Klepper, C. The innovative process in public organizations.
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Dept. of Journalism, 1977.

Gall, J., M. Cook, J. Fleming, D. Norwood, R. Rydell & R. Watson Demonstration &
evaluation of a total hospital information system. (2 reports prepared for HEW).
Mountain View, CA.: El Camino Hospital, 1975 & 1980.

Ginzberg, J. J. A study of the implementation process. In R. Doktor, R. L. Schultz & D.P.
Slevin, Eds., The Implementation of Management Sciences (TIMSstudiesin the
ManagementSciences, Vol. 13). Amsterdam, NY: North-Holland Publ. Co., 1979.

Lucas, H. C., Jr. The implementation of an operations research modelin the brokerage
industry. In R. Doktor, R. L. Schultz, & D. P. Slevin, Eds., The Implementation of
Management Sciences (TIMS studies in the Management Sciences, vol. 13).
Amsterdam, NY: North-Holland Publ. Co., 1979.

Narasimhan, R. & Schroeder, R. G. An empirical investigation of implementation as a
change process. In R. Doktor, R. L. Schultz, and D. P. Slevin, Eds., The
Implementation ofManagement Sciences (TIMSstudiesin the ManagementSciences,
Vol. 13). Amsterdam, NY: North-Holland Publ. Co., 1979.

Rubin, M., & Hunter, B., & Knetsch, M. Evaluation of the experimental CAI network
(1973-1975) of the Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications,
National Library of Medicine. (Report prepared for the National Library of
Medicine). Alexandria, VA.: HumRRO,January 1975.

Vertinsky, I., Barth, R. T. & Mitchell, V. F. Astudy ofOR/ MS implementation as a social
change process. In R. L. Schultz & D.P. Slevin, Eds., Implementation Operations
Research/ Management Science. New York: American Elsevier, 1975.

Weimer, D. (1980) “CMIS implementation: a demonstration of predictive analysis”.
Public Administrative Review 40, May-June: 231-240.
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LABOR/EMPLOYMENT

Lennox, K. & Feder, J. Employer’s Implementation ofDual Choice. Washington, D.C.:

UrbanInstitute, 1979.

Mitchell, J. Implementing welfare-employment programs:an institutional analysis ofthe
work incentive (WIN) program. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept. of Labor, R & D

Monograph78, 1979.

Rohrbaugh, R. & Quinn, J. Perspectives on change: a study of automated matching &
local office performance (2 reports). Rennsselaerville, NY: The Institute on Man and

Science, July 1979 & 1980.

U.S. Dept. of Labor, Employment and Training Division. CETA in Eastern Massachusetts

and the implementation ofCETA in Boston, 1974-1977. R & D Monograph57, 1978.

MENTAL HEALTH

Bass, R. A methodfor measuring continuity ofcare ina community mental health center.

DHEWPublication No. (ADM) 76-377. 1972; reprinted 1976.

Beyer, J. & Trice, M. Implementing change: alcoholism policies in work organizations.

New York: The Free Press, 1978.

Fabry, P. & Reid, D. Teaching foster grandparentsto train severely handicapped persons.

Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis 11, 1978, 111-123.

Fairweather, G., Sanders, D., Tornatzky L. & Harris, R. Creating change in mental health

organizations. New York: PergamonPress, 1974.

Greene, B., Willis, B., Levy, R. & Bailey, J. (1978) Measuring client gains from staff-

implemented programs. Journal ofApplied Behavior Analysis, 11 3: 395-412.

Moskowitz, J., Schaps, E., & Malvin, J. A process and outcome evaluation of a magic

circle primary prevention program (report submitted to the Prevention Bureau,

NIDA) Napa, CA.: Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, August 1980.
Nelson, G. & John, D. (1979) Multiple-baseline analysis of a token economy for

psychiatric in-patients. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis 12: 255-271.

Schaps, E., Moskowitz, J., Condon,J., & Malvin, J. A process and outcomeevaluation of

an effective teacher training primary prevention program. (Report to Prevention

Branch, NIDA) Napa,CA.: Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, November

1980.
Scheirer, M. Program implementation: The organizational context. Beverly Hills, CA.:

Sage, 1981.

Tornatzky, L. et al. Innovation andsocial process. New York: Pergamon, 1980.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Britain, G. M. Bureaucracy and Innovation: An Ethnography of Policy Change, Beverly

Hills, CA: Sage, 1981.
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Pressman, J. & Wildavsky, A. Implementation. Berkeley, CA.: Univ. of California Press,

1973.

Yin, R. Changing urban bureaucracies: How newpractices become routinized. Lexington,

MA.: Lexington Books, 1979.

TECHNOLOGY(hardware)

Burger, R., & Massaglia, M. RANNutilization experience (Case studies 22 through 31).

Vol. II: Appendices containing case studies. (Report prepared for the National Science

Foundation). Research Triangle Park, NC.: Research Triangle Institute, August 1976.

Gold, B., Rosegger, G. & Boylan, M. Evaluating technological innovations: methods,

expectations andfindings. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1980. (Reviews done for

2 innovations).

Innovative systems research. Program to conduct ongoing observations offederally

premeditated actions to accelerate utilization of civilian oriented research and

development. (Report prepared for National Science Foundation). Pennsauken, NJ.:

Innovative Systems Research, Inc., May 1979.

Ryan, T. Blocks to effective technology transfer in construction. Champaign, IL.:

Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, December, 1978.

NOTES

1. This article draws upon a more extensive review of the measurementof degree of

implementation (Scheirer and Rezmovic, 1982). Methods for locating relevant studies

included: (1) use of abstracts available from reference services, such as the Smithsonian

Science Information Exchange and the National Technical Information Service; (2)

search of abstracts in Index Medicus, Business Periodicals Index and Sociological

Abstracts; (3) custom searchesby the National Criminal Justice Reference Center and the

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information; and (4) personal contacts with a

network of more than 40 individuals, primarily in government agencies.

2. Intercoder reliability was checked by duplicate, independent reviews of four

documents. Using a conservative estimate, the percentage of exact agreement, the lower

limits of inter-rater reliability ranged between 58% and 69%. Given the ambiguity or the

incompleteness of information in the original reports, these reliability findings were

judged to be adequate forthis descriptive review.

3. The reader should keep in mind that the numberof studies in most content areasis

quite small; therefore the percentage distributions are likely to be unstable. They are
presented here strictly to describe the results in the studies reviewed, rather than to be

necessarily generalizable to any larger population of studies in each content area.

4. An“attempted full census” occurred when the researcher sought, but was unable to

secure data from each unit in the target population, due to individual refusals, data

missing in official records, and other problems.

5. This example was suggested by a perceptive reviewer.
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6. Space precludes a full presentation of the findings about the characteristics of the
innovations, which are detailed in Scheirer and Rezmovic, 1982. Coding of innovation

characteristics was based only on the description of the innovation provided in each

document reviewed. Frequently, the descriptions given were fragmentary, and the coders

had to reachjudgmentalratings for many characteristics. The ratings used a 4-pointscale

for the continuous dimensions, such as complexity and divisibility, and simple classifica-

tion for other characteristics.
7. A number of studies could not be coded on this dimension either because

information was missing or because both coordinated work groupefforts and parallel

individual delivery were required for separate components of a complex innovation.
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V

VALIDITY CONSIDERATIONSIN

DESIGNING EVALUATIONS

With this part of the Annual, we begin our consideration of papers that
focus on various parts of the process of actually conducting an evaluation
study. In previous sections, we have reviewed papers that address more gen-
eral concerns of thinking about the evaluation enterprise, of selecting general
evaluation approaches,or of the context in which evaluation is undertaken. In
this section our attention shifts to the considerations an evaluator faces when
he or sheis in the first phase of designing an evaluation study. These consid-
erations include the critical issue of the validity of the proposed study.
Whether the central issue in the evaluation is one of need, process, or out-

come, the evaluator wants a study design that will give accurate, valid
information.

The goal of all scientific research is to uncovervalid truths. Evaluation, as

part of the scientific enterprise, also aspires to this goal, one that is easy to

state but difficult to achieve. Perhaps because evaluation beganas a blending

of basic and applied research, evaluation researchers have always been cen-

trally concerned with questions of validity, both internally in a study and

externally toward other similar situations. Campbell and Stanley’s (1966) clas-

sic evaluation work on experimental and quasi-experimental designs focuses
on just such validity issues.

The more evaluation theorists have looked into the issue of validity, the

more complex and multifaceted it has become. For example, in an update of

the Campbell and Stanley classic by Cook and Campbell (1979), the number

of validity types increased, as did the possible threats to each type. In addi-

tion, it becameclear that researchers could not achieve highlevels ofall types

of validity at the same time. If the internal validity of a study is high, for

instance, the external validity tends to be low. Thus, the conscientious evalua-

tion researcher, faced with the job of designing an evaluation study that has

an acceptable mix of internal and external validity, confronts difficult and

complex issues and choices.

The five papers in this section focus on different aspects of the validity

issue. The first paper by Emrick and Hansen provides excellent examples of

the types of confusion that can occur if validity issues are not thoroughly
considered. Emrick and Hansen review the reasons for the wide disparity in

the success rates attributed to different alcoholism treatment programs, some

of which report abstinence rates among clients as high as 90 percent. The
authors demonstrate a variety of external and internal validity problems with
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alcoholism treatment studies. In the external validity domain, they discuss

differences in the composition of the study samples, in the definition and mea-

surement of outcomecriteria, in the time of the evaluation measures, in the

handling of treatment dropouts and of patients lost to follow-up, and in data

analysis procedures. In the internal validity domain, Emrick and Hansen

review such issues as investigator bias, demand characteristics, and the use of

multiple sources of data. In the final section of their paper, Emrick and

Hansen present a list of “core indices” that all alcoholism treatment program

evaluations should use in order to increase the internal and external validity

of these studies.

The next three papers in this section focus specifically on the issue of

external validity. In articles by Lynch, by Calder, Phillips, and Tybout, and by

McGrath and Brinberg, the question of the need for external validity in basic

and applied research is addressed from several perspectives. While these

authors are writing from the perspective of marketing and consumerresearch,

the comments they make are equally pertinent for evaluation research, where

we frequently are working on program evaluations that have basic (that1s,

theoretically derived) and applied aspects. Indeed, as McGrath and Brinberg

state in their synthesis and extension of the Lynch and Calderet al. view-

points, basic and applied research are interdependent. Consequently the field

as a whole, whether it be consumerresearch or evaluation research, must be

concerned with all types of validity if we are to have any confidence in the

knowledge that the field produces.

The first two papers in this set are the most recent statements of these

authors in a debate that began several years ago. Lynch’s paperis a response

to an earlier paper by Calderet al. (For the curious reader, citations to the

earlier works are included in the bibliographies of each paper.) The papers

presented here provide a sufficient introduction to the critical differences in

opinion. Essentially, Lynch believes that theoretical research must concern

itself with external validity. He advocates two main methodsof assuring that

some attention is given to external validity in any study: deliberate sampling

for heterogeneity and the “selective approach” to choosing a small numberof

backgroundfactors to be varied orthogonally to the main treatments.

Calder, Phillips, and Tybout, on the other hand, do not see a need for

researchers to be concerned with external validity during the basic research

stage. They believe that the scientific process, and in particular the falsifica-

tion principle of this process, are sufficient to develop applicable theories.

Whena researcher’s interest moves to applying existing theories (as is some-

times the case in evaluation research), then external validity becomes

important.

The final article in this set by McGrath and Brinberg presents a broader
schema for analysis of validity and the research process generally. McGrath

and Brinberg list several points on which Lynch and Calderet al. agree, then

go on to describe their validity network schema. The complete research pro-

cess consists of three stages in the McGrath and Brinberg formulation: (1) a
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planning stage involving the development,clarification, and selection ofele-
ments and relations in the conceptual, methodological, and substantive
domains;(2) the research studyitself, which involves the combination and use
of elements and relations from each of the three domains along one of three
different paths (experimental, theoretical, or empirical); and (3) a testing stage
involving the verification, extension, and delimiting of the findings from the
previousstage. Validity is involved in each of these stages but takes on differ-
ent meanings, from “validity as value” in Stage 1, through 12 different types
of validity in Stage 2, to “validity as robustness” in Stage 3. The McGrath

and Brinberg formulation raises important considerations for evaluation re-

searchers no matter what the mix of basic and applied research aspectsis in

their work.

The final paperin this section is a critique of evaluation researchers’ obses-

sion with external validity and a defense of “external invalidity.” Mook argues

that when weare testing generalizations, as opposed to making generaliza-

tions, we do not need to concern ourselves with external validity. He discusses

several well-known psychologystudies that would flunk the external validity

test but have produced useful, important knowledge. To determine the extent

to which external validity ought to be a major concern, Mook provides a

series of sample questions that researchers need to address prior to conducting

their studies.

The papers in this section all argue for more careful attention by researchers

to the expected purposes and uses of their study findings. One risk of the

Campbell and Stanley (1966) listing of validity types, threats, and solutions

was that researchers would make adjustments in and additions to their designs

without giving careful thought to the need or purpose for these changes. All of

the authors whose works appear in this section would urge evaluation

researchers to think very carefully about the actual threats to validity that

confront them in any particular study, then to develop solutions that are

meaningfully responsive.
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Assertions Regarding Effectiveness

of Treatmentfor Alcoholism

Fact or Fantasy?

Chad D. Emrick and Joel Hansen

Alcohol abuse and alcohol dependence are major
national problems that affect an estimated 9-13
million Americans directly and up to 45 million
others indirectly (e.g., family members, victims of
automobile accidents; Brandsma, Maultsby, &
Welsh, 1980). Alcohol-related problemscost ourso-
ciety tens of millions of dollars annually through
lost work time, damage to property, and utilization
of social welfare and medical services (Brandsmaet
al., 1980). Despite the vastness of the problem,itis
estimated that less than 10% of those who are de-
pendent on alcohol ever receive formal treatment
for their dependency (Brandsmaet al., 1980). Be-
cause there are noclearly established baseline data
with which to characterize these millions of un-
treated people, no solid estimate can be made of
how effective treatmentis (if it 1s effective at all) in
reducing alcohol dependence compared to notreat-

ment. Nevertheless, there is considerable interest in

knowing how alcohol treatmentaffects the lives of
the apparently small percentage of alcohol-depen-
dent people who do seek help. Vastly different
impressions are obtained, depending on the source
of information. National publications contain highly
optimistic assertions of effectiveness. For example,
the February 1983 issue ofAlcoholism, The National
Magazine contains advertisements that claim ex-
ceptional success for certain treatment programs.

Onead reads, ‘“The successes here haveset the stan-

dard for addictive disease programsacross the na-

tion.” Anotherstates, ‘Our approachto treating the
problemsrelated to alcoholism and drug addiction
is credited by most professionals for our remarkable
success rate.” Still another asserts, “No othertreat-
mentprogram for alcohol addiction can equal [our]
record ofeffectiveness.” Hunter (1982), in describing
the program at Peachford Hospital’s Addictive Dis-
ease Unit, Atlanta, Georgia (one of the programs
that advertises in Alcoholism, The National Maga-
zine), states that “for the patients who complete the
program and continue in the aftercare groups we
have achieveda better than 90 percent recovery rate”
(p. 406). Inasmuch as a 90% recovery rate is an ex-
ceptionally high figure, the reader might infer that
the Peachford Hospital’s program is uniquely effec-
tive. Hunter proudly proclaimsthat

the recognition of this treatment center, its goals, philos-

ophy and success have spread nationally and internation-
ally. This has resulted in the creation of a division within
a national corporation to further expand and develop ad-
ditional treatment centers based on the same medical
model of treatment modality in different locations
throughout the United States and abroad. (p. 407)

Although this program hassparked corporate growth,
it remains to be proven that the treatment offered
is exceptionally effective.

The results of the Rand report (Polich, Armor,
& Braiker, 1980a, 1980b) contrast with claims of

highly effective treatment. In their sample of alco-

From Chad D. Emrick and Joel Hansen, “Assertions Regarding Effectiveness of Treatment for
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hol-dependent patients (N = 474), only 7% were
found to be abstinent following treatment through-
out 4.5 years of evaluation. A similarly nonopti-
mistic evaluation of treatment effectiveness is found
in a recent major review of alcohol treatment by
Miller and Hester (1980). They state that for treated
alcohol-dependent individuals, only 26% remain
abstinent or at least improved in drinking behavior
one year after treatment.

What can we make of such varying assertions
about treatment of alcoholism? Are programs so
different that some generate a 7% abstinence rate
while others produce a 90% abstinence rate? Oris
such variance a function of variables other than
treatment per se? How are we to use these highly
variant rates to chart our course in referring alcohol-
dependentindividuals to treatment andin creating
public policy for funding alcohol-treatmentefforts?

Generalizability of Data

The reasonedinterpretation of any outcomefigure
requires an assessment of many factors outside the
direct effects of treatment. Patient characteristics,
sample selection and attrition, patient experiences

outside of and after treatment, time of evaluation

in relation to treatment, type and definition ofcri-
terion variables, measurementofcriterion variables,

and the analysis and interpretation of data all influ-
ence the size of treatment-outcome rates. We will
discuss these variables here, but fora more thorough
discussion we refer the reader to a number of ex-
cellent methodological reviews that pertain to al-

cohol-treatment evaluation (Baekeland, 1977; Blane,

1977; Costello, 1975; Crawford & Chalupsky, 1977;

Hill & Blane, 1967; Jeffrey, 1975; Ludwig, 1973;

Mandell, 1979; May & Kuller, 1975; Nathan & Lan-

sky, 1978; Schuckit & Cahalan, 1976; Sobell, 1978:

Sobell & Sobell, 1982; Solomon, 1981; Tuchfeld &

Marcus, 1982; Voegtlin & Lemere, 1942).

Sample Composition

Sociopsychological characteristics and alcohol use
variables have been shownto havea sizable impact
on treatment-outcomerates. For example, Costello,

Baillargeon, Biever, and Bennett (1980) found a large
negative correlation (—.70) between scores on the
Treatment Difficulty Scale (TDS) (Costello & Bail-
largeon, 1981) and overall successful outcome on six

dimensions 12 months after treatment intake. The
TDSis a measure of biosociopsychological andal-
cchol-use variables. Neubuerger, Hasha, Matarazzo,
Schmitz, and Pratt (1981) followed up hospitalized
patients 12 months after admission. Drinking be-
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havior following treatment was observed to have a
strong relationship with patient characteristics. For
patients who were married and employed at admis-
sion, 73% had been either totally abstinent or had
had only one or two drinks over the year of evalu-
ation. On the other hand, patients who were on
Medicare, under 62 years of age, and disabled had
a 33% improvementrate using the samecriterion.

McGuire (1982) conducted a nonrandomized

study of drinking drivers who were referred by the
courts to six different programs for treatment with
the goal of improving drinking-and-driving habits
or reducing the abuse of alcohol. The programsvar-
ied considerably in scope andintensity, ranging from
a patient’s receiving nineletters dealing with drink-
ing and driving over a |3-week period to his or her
receiving intense small-group and individualized
medical and psychological treatmentas well as ed-
ucation. Subjects were evaluated 24 monthsafter
starting treatmentwith respect to a numberofdrink-
ing and driving criterion variables. ‘“‘Heavy”’ drink-
ing subjects were defined as those who possessed a
blood alcohol: level (BAL) of .17% or higher at the
time of arrest and who had had oneor moreprior
convictionsfor an alcohol-related violation. “Light”
drinkers either had oneor neither of these charac-
teristics. Overall, light drinkers responded well to

treatment no matter which ofthe six programs they
entered. By contrast, heavy drinkers responded

poorly on the criterion measures, again no matter
which of the six programs they entered.

Similar findings, testifying to the power of pa-
tient variables on treatment response, are found in

a study by McLellan, Luborsky, O’Brien, Woody,

and Druley (1983). Male, veteran, alcohol-depen-

dent patients were evaluated six months after ad-

mission to one of six programs. These programs
varied considerably in scope, location, and intensity,

ranging from a variable-length outpatient alcohol
program to a 60-day therapeutic community ori-
ented toward Alcoholics Anonymous to a metha-
done maintenanceclinic with psychiatric and social
work counseling. Patients who were rated high in
severity of “psychiatric” disturbance at admission
showed no improvementoverall in any of the six
programs. By contrast, patients who were rated low
in “psychiatric” disturbance tended to respond well

to treatment in every program.
In a review of alcoholism-treatment-outcome

literature published from 1952 to 1971, Emrick

(Note |) found that the following patient character-

istics predicted a positive response to treatment
whenevera statistically significant relationship was
observed: higher social class, employed, married,
socially active, financially well situated, good work
adjustment, good marital and family relationships,
good social relationships, good residential adjust-
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ment, good “general situation,” no or minimal pre-
treatment arrest history, good physical condition,
higher intelligence, good psychological insight, at
least moderate self-acceptance, good motivation,
previous outpatient treatment, diagnosed “normal,”
being cooperative during treatment, drinking none
or a little during treatment, and having the spouse
involved in treatment. Patient characteristics that
more often than not predicted a negative response
to treatment (wheneverstatistically significant re-
lationships were observed) included having had pre-
vious inpatient treatment, being aggressive, having
had suicide attempts, having an organic brain syn-
drome, and having a “sociopathic” personality dis-
order (Emrick, Note 1). Although many patient
characteristics have been found to predict treatment
outcome, none have been found torelate signifi-
cantly and in the same direction every time they
have been analyzed (Gibbs & Flanagan, 1977; Em-
rick, Note 1). Such lack of generalizability does not,
however, negate the importance ofthe influence of
patient variables on treatment outcome.

Whether patient characteristics are a more po-
tent determinant of treatment outcome than are
treatment variables is uncertain. Some investigators
have yielded results suggesting that patient charac-
teristics are the more powerful (e.g., Armor, Polich,
& Stambul, 1978; Costello, 1980), but these findings
have beencriticized as morereflective of the statis-
tical procedures used to arrive at the estimated pro-
portional variance accounted for than of “true”rel-
ative predictive strength (Moos, Cronkite, & Finney,

1982). Path analyses have been used by somein-
vestigators to estimate more precisely the direct, in-
direct, and joint influences of patient and treatment
variables on treatment outcome (Costello, 1980;

Moosetal., 1982). Consistent with the search for
indirect influences, someinvestigators have obtained
data suggesting that patient characteristics have an
indirect effect on treatment response by influencing
the type of program or modality of treatment re-
ceived (Cronkite & Moos, 1978; Obitz, 1978; Pat-
tison, 1982).

Whatever the mechanism ofinfluence of pa-
tient characteristics on treatment response, the fact
that they are important determinants renders it nec-
essary to describe samples in detail. At a minimum,
patients should be described by age, sex, race, eth-
nicity, religion, marital status, family and social re-
lationships, psychological functioning, legal status,
nature of referral to treatment (i.e., whether court

ordered or not), physical health status, education,
employmentandfinancial status, occupational level,
and alcohol and other substance use. Shyrock,Siegel,
and their associates (1976); Kaplan and Van Valey
(1980); and Hansen (Note 2). present resources for
developing valid and standardized approaches to
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collecting demographic data. The Personality As-
sessment Survey (PAS; see Wanberg, 1983), the Al-
cohol Use Inventory (AUI; see Wanberg, 1983), and
background and current situation scales (see Wan-
berg, 1983) are recommended instruments for col-
lecting self-report data on many dimensionsofback-
ground characteristics, personality, current situa-
tion, and alcohol and other drug use patterns. These
instruments are particularly appropriate inasmuch
as they have been standardized on alcohol-depen-
dent patient populations. Another instrument, the
Addiction Severity Index (ASI; McLellan, Luborsky,
Woody, & O’Brien, 1980; Parente, 1980), also de-
veloped particularly for alcohol and other drug-de-
pendent patient populations, yields valid and reli-
able data with respect to medical condition, em-
ployment andfinancial situation, alcohol and other
drug use, legal situation, family and social relation-
ships, and psychological health. Evaluators should
have sufficient data to provide a comprehensive de-
scription of patient samples if they collect standard-
ized demographic data as well as administer the ASI
or, in lieu ofthe ASI, the PAS, AUI, and background
and current situation scales. Whatever methods are
used to collect patient descriptors, they need to be
reported so that other investigators, treatment per-
sonnel and policymakers can estimate the possible
generalizability of the study to other treatment sam-
ples.

The importance of reporting assessment meth-
ods is illustrated by studies that yield different de-
scriptions of patients depending on the procedure
used. For example, Hesselbrock, Hesselbrock, Ten-

nen, Meyer, & Workman (1983) assessed the pres-
ence of depression in alcohol-dependent inpatients
using three measurement procedures. The Minne-
sota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
Depression scale yielded a depression diagnosis in
62% of the sample. The Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI) resulted in 54% being diagnosed depressed.
The DSM-III criterion approach to diagnosis (using
a structured interview) identified 27% as depressed.

Definition and Measurement of Outcome Criteria

The size of an outcomefigure depends on the cri-
terion selected for evaluation, how the criterion is
defined, and how it is measured. A look at the def-
inition and measurementof drinking amountand
frequency will exemplify this point.

Having a “good”or “successful” drinking out-
comehas been variously defined as total abstinence,
with no consideration given to any other kind of
improvement suchas significantly attenuated drink-
ing (e.g., Stojiljkovic, 1969), not engaging in “de-
structive drinking” for at least 6 months during 2
years of evaluation (Ferguson, 1970), being either
completely abstinent or having “no more than two
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brief drinking episodes” during 2-20 monthsafter
inpatient discharge (Gallant, Rich, Bey, & Terra-
nova, 1970), and “wife reported five or fewer weeks
containing any episode of ‘unacceptable’ drinking”
and “husband reported five or fewer weeks contain-
ing any 200-g or more per day drinking”in the 12-
24-month period since treatment intake (Orford,
Oppenheimer, & Edwards, 1976).

“Normal” (“controlled,’ “moderate,” ‘“‘non-

problem’”’) drinking has been variously defined as
drinking less than 5 oz. (148.5 ml) of ethanol on a
typical day or averaging less than | oz. (29.5 ml) of
ethanol per day over 30 days before follow-up (Rug-
gels, Armor, Polich, Mothershead, & Stephen, 1975),
and “usually consumption of6 oz orless of 86-proof
liquor or its equivalent in alcohol content” (Sobell
& Sobell, 1976).

Becoming “worse” in drinking amountorfre-
quency has been defined as “increased drinking”
(Boggs, 1967), “shorter periods of abstinence”’
(Aharan, Ogilvie, & Partington, 1967), ‘‘loss in
monthsof abstinence” postadmission versus pread-
mission (Gibbins & Armstrong, 1957), loss in per-
centage of period abstinent postadmission versus
preadmission (Smart, Storm, Baker, & Solursh,
1966), and alcohol ‘“‘intake increased” (Tyndel,
Fraser, & Hartleib, 1969).

With so much variability in the definition of
drinking outcome,different studies are likely to yield
discrepant findings where the discrepancyreflects
variability in definition rather than in treatmentef-
fectiveness. An example of how importantthecri-
terion definition is to understanding recovery is
found in the Rand report (Polich et al., 1980a,
1980b). Abstinence was defined in two ways: (a) no
drinking for 6 months before the 18-month follow-
up (long-term abstainers) and (b) no drinking for 1
to 5 months before the 18-month follow-up (short-
term abstainers). Dramatic differences were found
in the functioning of these two groupsin the time
between the 18-month fcllow-up evaluation andfol-
low-up 4.5 years after treatment. Short-term ab-
stainers were nine times morelikely than the long-
term abstainers to have died from alcohol-related
causes. Also, short-term abstainers weresignificantly

morelikely to be problem drinkers at the 4.5 year
follow-up vs. the long-term abstainers (29% vs. 12%,
x’7[1] = 8.67, p < .005). In addition, 85% of the
short-term abstainers were found to have had se-
rious alcohol problem when they last drank before
the 4.5-year follow-up, a problem rate which was
higher than that observed for those who were prob-
lem drinkers at the time of the 4.5-year follow-up.

Not only have drinking-outcomevariables been
differentially defined, data pertaining to them have
been collected in numerous ways across studies.
Manystudies haverelied on self-reported data alone
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through mailed questionnaires, telephone inter-
views, or face-to-face interviews. Others (e.g., Orford
et al., 1976; Sobell & Sobell, 1976) have obtained
information from collateral informants to check
against patient self-reports. Still others (e.g., Miller,
1975; Polich et al., 1980a, 1980b; Sobell & Sobell,
1976) have used breath alcohol tests on a probe day
basis to check against self-reports of drinking.
Drinking outcome data have been collected using
the time-line follow-back method as well as the
quantity-frequency method (Sobell, Cellucci, Niren-
berg, & Sobell, 1982). How one collects data may
affect the size of whatever outcomefigures are ob-
tained.

Time of Evaluation

Time of evaluation has a major influence on out-
come rates. The longer data are collected after treat-
ment, the lower the rates of improvement tend to
be on the average (Emrick, 1982). For example, at
the end of intensive treatment, an abstinence rate

(i.e., total and continuousabstinence from alcohol)
of about 50% would not be exceptional, but after
the termination of all treatment a rate ofthis size
would be. Then the abstinence rate would more
likely be on the order of 20% (Emrick, 1982). Of
course, whatlength ofevaluation is selected depends
on the question oneis asking. If the evaluator wants
to investigate aspects of the process of treatment, a
long-term follow-upis irrelevant. Also, if the eval-

uator wishesto assess the effectiveness of an initial,
intensive in-hospital alcohol treatment program, a
long-term follow-up is irrelevant inasmuch as the
purpose ofsuch programsis to diagnose and provide
early treatment and then referral for medical and
psychiatric conditions associated with or derived
from alcohol dependence (Costello, 1982). Rehabil-
itation ofthe alcohol-dependentpatientover the long
haul is a function of other treatment services (viz.,
intermediate, outpatient, and aftercare facilities;

Costello, 1982). If the evaluation questionis, ‘“‘Does
the program work in some ultimate sense?” (Moos
et al., 1982, p. 1132), a minimum follow-upinterval
of 12-18 months is suggested, as group outcome

data do notbegin to stabilize until then (see Sobell
et al., 1980). Some investigators have suggested an
even longer minimum period of evaluation (e.g.,
Nathan & Lansky, 1978) to ensurethata fairly stable
estimate oftreatment response is obtained. A lengthy
period of assessmentalso provides the opportunity
to identify patients who deteriorate after an initial
positive response to treatmentas well as those whose
functioning is poor immediately posttreatment but
improves over time (Mooset al., 1982: Nathan &
Lansky, 1978). Of course, the longer the period of
evaluation, the more posttreatment adjustment is
mediated by factors other than treatment perse.
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Posttreatment factors, such as life stressors, social
support resources, and the patient’s overall ability

to cope with stress, have been shownto havea sizable

influence on outcome adjustment (Mooset al.,
1982). Thus, although a lengthy period of follow-up
maycast informative light on the course of patients’
drinking and related problems posttreatment, as the

period of evaluation is lengthened less of what is
observed can be attributed directly to treatment.

Onthe other side of the evaluation coin, pre-
treatment functioning needs to be assessed for com-
parison with posttreatment adjustment, using par-
allel pre-post data-gathering procedures. Again, the
length of the period of evaluation mayaffect the size
of improvementrates. For instance, a short pretreat-
ment window of observation may capture an un-
representative period of severe drinking that precip-
itates treatment. When compared to posttreatment
functioning, such pretherapy data may create the
impression of posttherapy improvement when in
actuality patients have merely returned to their sta-
ble baseline level of functioning. Although there are
difficulties in gathering valid self-report and collat-
eral informant data retrospectively over an extended
period of time, a one-year pretreatmentinterval is
recommended for obtaining stable baseline data
(Cooper, Sobell, Maisto, & Sobell, 1980).

Handling of Treatment Dropouts

The exclusion of patients who leave treatment very
early (e.g., after less than 2 weeks of inpatienttreat-
mentand fewerthan five outpatient visits) can result
in higher improvementrates, since rapid dropouts
maydoless well than those who complete treatment.
In a review of 384 studies, Emrick (1975) found that
for alcohol-dependentindividuals who had received
less than 2 weeks of inpatient treatment or fewer
than 5 outpatient visits, 40% had improvedin drink-
ing behavior over a period of 6 months or more.For
individuals who had received more than minimal
treatment, the overall drinking improvement rate
was 63% over a comparable period of evaluation.
Although a defensible argument can be made for
excluding from evaluation patients who drop out
from treatment very rapidly (since they might be
considered as inadequately exposed to the benefits
of therapy), patients who drop outoftreatmentlater
on, for reasons directly related to therapy, need to
be evaluated. Otherwise, results are likely to be
biased in the direction of the more successful pa-
tients (see Meltzoff & Kornreich, 1970, for a dis-
cussion of methods for dealing with dropouts).

Handling ofPatients Lost to Follow-Up

How one handles patients whoare lost to follow-up
can effect treatment outcomefindings. Since follow-
up completion rates are often less than 75% (Moos
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& Bliss, 1978), the assumptions made aboutlost
patients and the analytic procedures that reflect
those assumptionscan havea significant impact on
outcomerates. If one assumesthat all patients who
are lost to follow-up are doing poorly andarethere-
fore to be regarded as treatmentfailures, the eval-
uator may arrive at a conservative estimate of im-
provement. The evaluator may choose, on theother
hand, to exclude from analysis anyone whois lost
to follow-up andtreat the obtained data asreflecting
the treatment sample as a whole. This procedure
may be likely to generate somewhat inflated esti-
mates of improvement, inasmuch as patients who
are difficult to interview after being contacted may
fare less well than those who are moreeasily inter-
viewed, despite the two subgroups having similar
sociodemographic characteristics and similar func-
tioning at intake characteristics (see Maisto &
Cooper, 1980, for a review of the pertinent litera-
ture).

Inasmuchas studies with high follow-up com-
pletion rates are likely to generate less-biased data,
evaluators should strive to keep to a minimum the
number of patients who are lost to follow-up. Fol-
low-up rates can be maximized by the evaluator(a)
preparing patients before the end oftreatment about
the nature of the follow-up to be conducted, (b) ob-
taining at the start of treatment information about
several individuals who can aid in tracking patients
after they leave treatment, as well as obtaining per-
mission to contact those individuals, and (c) having
a familiar individual contact patients at least once
a month (Caddy, 1980; Maisto & Cooper, 1980;

Sobell et al., 1980).

Data Analysis Procedures

Varying statistical methods cast varying lights on
treatment evaluation data. For example, in a study
by Fuller and Williford (1980), a chi-square test
yielded no statistically significant differences be-
tween three treatment groupsin the percentage of
patients who were abstinent for 12 monthsafter the
start of treatment. Analysis of the same data bylife-
table tests yielded significant differences between the
groups. Furthermore,differentlife-table tests yielded

varying results. One test (Generalized Wilcoxon)
generated a statistically significant result when all
three groups were compared as well as when two
groups were combined and compared withthe third,
whereasthe other test (Generalized Savage) yielded
significant results only for the latter comparison. In
another study Finney, Moos, and Chan (1981) found
that length of stay was significantly negatively cor-
related with rehospitalization for halfway house pa-
tients when usinga partial correlation technique,yet
was notsignificantly correlated when using a treat-
ment-effect correlation technique. Inasmuch as study
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results are, in part, a function ofthe procedures used
to analyze data, evaluators need to report precisely
what methods they employed so that other investi-
gators can assess the findings more fully and perhaps
conduct cross-validation studies.

Internal Validity of Data

A number of variables have been discussed thataf-
fect the generalizability of data, or external validity.
However, even the most generalizable of data will
be at best useless and at worst misleading if they are
not valid with respect to the sample under investi-
gation (i.e., have internal validity). Efforts must be
undertaken to maximize this latter type of validity,
and the results of studies can be awarded more or
less confidence depending on the steps taken or not
taken to increase it. Some ofthe more notable means
of improving internal validity are addressed in this
section.

Investigator Bias

Follow-up needs to be conducted by evaluators who
are neutral with respect to the results of the inves-
tigation yet are not so distant from the treatment
environment that they lack necessary contextual
understanding for obtaining comprehensive and
comprehensible data. Perhaps the best arrangement
is to have the evaluator “separated from the thera-
peutic effort but, nevertheless, integrated in some
way within the treatment service so that follow-up
staff know the patients whom they will follow-up
and are, in turn, known by these patients” (Caddy,
1980, p. 168). Unfortunately, research on treatment
ofalcoholism characteristically uses as follow-up in-
vestigators program staff who are personally iden-
tified with the treatment under review. Such inves-
tigators have a high potential for bias when observ-
ing, Measuring, analyzing, interpreting, and reporting
treatment-outcome data (Rosenthal, 1969).

Demand Characteristics

Interviews need to be conducted in a mannerthat
minimizes data distorting demand characteristics
for patients and other interviewees (Orne, 1969).
Patients need to be approached nonjudgmentally,
particularly with respect to reports of drinking be-
havior. The interview climate needs to be one of
“concerned data gathering” (Caddy, 1980, p. 166),
and patients must be reinforced for the factual re-
porting of outcome adjustment, not for giving a re-
port that is favorable to the treatment agency. Un-
fortunately, a considerable amount of program-ef-
fectiveness data misses the mark on this point. For
example, as a matter of clearly stated policy, some
treatment programs provide care only so long as
patients remain totally abstinent from alcohol. If
patients face the loss of an important relationship

with the treatment program should they drink and
report this event to a staffmemberwhois evaluating
the program, underreporting of drinking relapses is
encouraged. A similar press works against patients
who are mandated to treatment bythe legal system
or by employers, inasmuch as a report of resumed
drinking from the program to the mandating agent
poses the threat of legal consequences or job loss.
Patients and other informants need to be assured
that whatever information is given will have no neg-
ative effect whatsoever on the treatment,legal status,
or job security of the patient. Patients may also be
tempted to provide answers they think will please
the interviewer. An example of this response bias is
found in a study by Obitz, Wood, and Cantergiani
(1977). Half of 64 patients were asked by an indi-
vidual who was known as a recovering alcoholic
whether they preferred group therapy meetings or
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings while in the hos-
pital. Another interviewer who was identified as a
nonalcoholic asked the other halfthe same question.
Patients more often told the recovering alcoholic
that they preferred Alcoholics Anonymous meetings
over group therapy, whereas group therapy was
stated as the preferred intervention when the non-
alcoholic asked the question, x7(1) = 20.12,
p< .OO1.

Multiple Sources ofData

Patient self-report data need to be compared with
other sources ofdata. For example, significant others
can be interviewed about a patient’s functioning,
and such reports can be compared with those of the
patient. When reports of patients and others dis-
agree, the latter do not necessarily reflect the “true”
criterion (Midanik, 1982). The degree and direction
ofdiscrepancy appear to be a function ofthe sample
under investigation, the kind of collateral inter-
viewed (e.g., spouse, therapist), the frequency ofcon-
tact between the patient and collateral, and the type
of information sought (Midanik, 1982).

Also, self-report drinking data can be com-
pared with biological markers. Chemical measures
of blood alcohol are, of course, only valuable in
checking reports of very recent drinking, and the
test results are not always accurate (Maisto &
Cooper, 1980; Sobell & Sobell, 1980). Liver function
tests and, perhaps, the sweat patch test (Phillips &
McAloon, 1980) can be helpful in corroborating re-
ports of drinking over a longer period of time (e.g.,
two to four weeks for liver function tests; Sobell &
Sobell, 1980). These tests are not, on the other hand,
sensitive to a brief period of drinking.

Since self-report data are likely to be more ac-
curate when information is sought at a time the
patient is drug or alcohol free (Sobell, Sobell, &
VanderSpek, 1979), a breath test should be given as
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a routine matter before an interview to ensure that
the patientis at least free of alcohol. Ideally a urine
or blood sample would also be obtained at the time
of interview to assess information about the pres-
ence of other drugs. Interviews later determined to
have been obtained while the patient was under the
influence of alcohol or drugs (other than those pre-
scribed for a medical illness) can be repeated or at
least reported separately from other interview data.
Another meansofvalidating patient self-report can
be the search of police, hospital, employment and

other agency records, although such recordsare not
always accurate (Sobell & Sobell, 1980). Whatever
the source of data, to the extent that findings con-

verge across sources, increased confidence can be

placed in their validity (see, e.g., Sobell & Sobell,
1980). However, it must always be remembered that

convergence does not guarantee validity.

Selection of Evaluation Criteria

Beside the issues of internal and external validity of
data, treatment assessments need to be judged with
respect to breadth of investigation. In particular, the
greater the numberofprocess and outcomevariables
included in a study (within reason), the more one
can learn about a form of therapy. Although it is
superficially compelling to argue that the ultimate
mark of successful alcohol treatment is total and
permanent abstinence from alcohol, several inves-
tigators have argued that this criterion alone in no
way provides an adequate picture of the effects of
treatment, inasmuch as abstinence does not assure
adequate or even marginal functioning in otherlife
areas. Pattison (1966) observed that “abstinence
may, but does not necessarily, indicate degrees of
rehabilitation, or it may be responsible for the de-
terioration of personality functioning” (p. 62). So-
lomon (1981) writes, “even if drinking behavioris
changed, there maystill remain psychosocial dis-
abilities that preclude successful rehabilitation”(p.
5). Consistent with these statements, in a now classic
report, Gerard, Saenger, and Wile (1962) classified
50 male alcohol-dependent individuals, who had
been abstinent for at least one year prior to follow-
up, according to their overall psychosocial adjust-
ment. Only 10% (n = 5) were rated as “independent
successes,” while 12% (n = 6) were successfully de-
pendent on Alcoholics Anonymous. The remaining
78% were considered to be psychosocially disturbed,
either overtly (54% of the total, n = 27) or incon-
spicuously (24%, n = 12). Wanberg (1983) found in
a sample of 170 alcoholic inpatients that drinking
behaviorat one year follow-up accounted for at most
18% of the variance in functioning in eight other
dimensions such as employmentand health.

Because of the nonorthogonal relationships

among treatment outcome domains, use of multiple
outcome measuresis essential. Nevertheless, drink-
ing behavior should not be ignored whenevaluating
alcohol treatment. As Pattison (1966) asserts, absti-
nence “‘is not to be disregarded but should be placed
in appropriate perspective along with other param-
eters of health and adaptation” (p. 66). Drinking
behavioris a target symptom of alcohol rehabilita-
tion treatment and thus needs assessmentin its own
right. Also, change in drinking behavior tends to
relate in commonly expected ways with change on
other dimensions even though therelationships are
less than parallel. In his review of 265 treatment-
outcome studies, Emrick (1974) found that im-
provement in drinking behavior was positively as-
sociated (beyondstatistical chance) with improve-
ment in the following life areas: affective-cognitive,
work situation, interpersonal relationships, physical
condition, legal situation, and social situation. On
the basis ofthis finding he concluded that “drinking
behavior can be used as a majorcriterion in alco-
holism studies”’ (p. 529).

Consistent with the necessity for conducting
multivariate analyses that include drinking behavior
as a major criterion, alcohol treatment evaluation
efforts undertaken in the last three decades have
often used multivariate analyses with a major em-
phasis on drinking behavior. Not only have a broad
range of life areas been examined in addition to
drinking behaviors, but also a considerable number
of variables have been used to measure outcome
within each life area (Emrick, 1974; Maisto &
McCollam, 1980).

Although a seemingly unlimited array of out-
comecriteria can be considered appropriate for eval-
uation, practical considerations render it necessary
to select a limited numberofspecific indexes. In the
interest.of developing standards for evaluating al-
cohol treatment, the following criteria are suggested
as core indexes to be used for all treatment-evalu-
ation studies. Other criterion measures can be se-
lected that particularly pertain to the sample under
review or whichare of special interest to the inves-
tigator.

Treatment completion is defined as a patient’s
completing treatment as judged by the primary care
giver. This criterion can be assessed by entries in
patient records noting the discharge status. Of
course, this criterion will be inappropriate for eval-
uating treatment agencies where treatment is seen
as a continuous process with no end point until the
patient leaves treatment by self-selection, moving,
or death.

Recidivism is defined as the numberof subse-
quent entries into treatment for psychoactive sub-
stance abuse in a setting thatis at least as restrictive
as the setting in which the patient became involved
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in the project. Patient self-report, collateral infor-
mation, and treatment agency records could be used
to measurethis criterion.

Mortality is defined as physical death and is
measured by the time from treatment admission to
the day of death. Whenever possible, death certifi-
cates should be obtained to documentthe date of
death and to receive information on the cause of
death. Wheneverpossible, the death should be clas-
sified as directly related to alcohol abuse (e.g., death
due to lethal interaction of alcohol and prescribed
medication or a fatal accident with high blood al-
cohol level), indirectly related (e.g., death by pan-
creatitis), or unrelated (e.g., death by automobile
accident whenpatient hada zero blood alcohollevel,
or death by influenza).

Treatment use is defined as the use ofanytreat-
ment services for any medical problem, including
psychoactive substance use/abuse. Patient self-re-
port plus examination of treatment agency or in-
surance records could be used to measurethiscri-
terion.

Physical health is defined as the number ofdays
the patient experiences medical problems, taking
prescribed medication on a regular basis for a phys-
ical problem, being hospitalized for a physical prob-
lem, receiving a pension for physical disability, and
patient’s perception of the need for treatment for a
medical problem. The Addiction Severity Index
(ASI; McLellan et al., 1980) could be used to mea-
sure this.

Drinking behavior is defined as the number of
days the patient is abstinent because of hospitaliza-
tion, incarceration, or residential treatment; absti-
nent without environmental constraints; drinking

moderately (less than 3 oz. [89 ml] ethanol per day);
drinking heavily (more than 3 oz. [89 ml] ethanol
per day); and not drinking because of prescribed
medication that prohibits drinking. This criterion
should be assessed by interviewing patients using the
time-line follow-back method inasmuch as this
method has been demonstrated to yield the most
complete data (Sobell et al., 1982) and has dem-
onstrated reliability and validity (Sobell et al., 1980).
Collateral informant data and chemical test results
could also be used to measurethis criterion. In ad-
dition, the ASI could be used as a measurement
instrument.

Other substance use is defined as the number
of days the patient is abstinent from substances be-
cause ofhospitalization, incarceration, or residential
treatment; abstinent from substances without en-
vironmental constraints; abusing substances; and
using substances without problems, including using
according to physician’s orders. This criterion refers
to all psychoactive substances other than alcohol,
whether illicit or prescribed by a physician. The
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time-line follow-back method, collateral informant
data, chemical tests, and the ASI could be used to
measure this index.

Legal problems are defined as the number of
arrests or charges ofany kind for alcohol-related and
non-alcohol-related reasons as well as the number
of days the patient engaged in illegal activities for
profit. Patient self-report data, collateral informants,
the ASI, and examination of public records can be
used to assess this criterion.

Vocational functioning is defined as employ-
ment status, number of days worked, sources of in-
come, patient’s perception of employment prob-
lems, and patient’s perception of the need for em-
ployment counseling during the periodof
observation. Collateral information (e.g., through
employerinterview) as well as the ASI could be used
to assess this criterion.

Family/socialfunctioning is defined as the pa-
tient’s satisfaction with his or her interpersonal and
recreational life. This criterion could be measured
with the ASI.

Emotional functioning is defined as the pa-
tient’s self-report of commonpsychiatric symptoms
and perceived need for psychiatric treatment. This
criterion could be measured using the interview
schedule developed by McLellan et al. (1980). Other
instruments commonly used in psychological and
psychiatric practice (e.g., the Sixteen Personality
Factor Questionnaire, the MMPI, the Symptom
Checklist 90) could also be used to assess this index.
The Personality Assessment Survey (PAS) (see Wan-
berg, 1983) might be particularly appropriate for
evaluating this criterion, because it was developed
using alcohol-dependentpatients.

Although the ASI has been frequently cited as
a useful instrument for measuring most ofthese core
criteria, the Treatment Assessment Survey (TAS)
(see Wanberg, 1983) can also be used to assess them.
In addition to the core indexes, the TAS assesses
marital adjustment and posttreatment perceptions
of the nature and degree of involvement in treat-
mentas well as its benefit.

Life stressors: Beside the core criteria, collec-
tion of data regarding a patient’s life experiences
encountered outside ofand after treatmentis strongly
encouraged because someresearch has shown that
an alcohol-dependentpatient’s outcome adjustment
is influenced directly or indirectly by such experi-
ences (Mooset al., 1982). The Life Events Ques-
tionnaire (Horowitz, Schaefer, Hiroto, Wilner, &
Levin, 1977) could be used to measure the amount

and recencyoflife stressors. Home, work, and com-
munity support environments encountered during
and after treatment could be assessed with reliable
and valid instruments developed by Moosandhis
colleagues (see Mooset al., 1982).
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Discussion

A number ofvariables that affect treatment outcome
rates have been identified and discussed, and pro-
cedures for strengthening the internal and external
validity of evaluation data have been noted. Several
criteria have been recommended for conducting
comprehensive assessments of interventions. A con-
text has now been established for addressing the
questions posed at the beginning ofthis article.

Statements asserting a certain “success” or
“cure” rate for a particular mode, type, or setting
oftreatmentare scientifically meaningless when they
are contextually removed from an arrayofvariables
known to influence outcome rates and when they
are not derived from procedures designed to max-
imize internal validity. Beyond being meaningless,
such rates are often misleading to consumers and
policymakers. Assertions of effectiveness based on
these rates may make good business sense, but they
fail to generate scientific understanding about the
benefits or harm of a particular treatment. A cau-
tious response to the presentation of any treatment
outcomerate requires that we ask several questions.
Whatdoes the rate tell us about the effectiveness of
the treatment under study? Which patients were
studied? What problemsdid they have? At what time
in the course of their disorders were data gathered?
Which measurement criteria were used? Which
measurement procedures were used? Whowere the
evaluators? What source provided the data? At what
time in relation to treatment were data gathered?
Whichpatients were included in the final data anal-
yses? Obviously few programs conductevaluations
and report them in enough detail for others to obtain
complete answers to all these questions. As a result,
scientists, consumers, and policymakers are left to
make judgments about treatment with only partial
information and consequently are vulnerable to dis-
torted impressions.

It would be unfortunate if, for instance, the
90% abstinence rate reported at the beginning ofthis
article were separated from the data on which it was
based and then used to proclaim that the program
has a 90% recovery rate. The figure pertains only to
those patients who completed an inpatient treat-
ment program and who werethen actively involved
in aftercare groups. Because these patients com-
prised only 9.8% of the total number of patients
treated, the outcomerate is highly unlikely to rep-
resent the program’s population. For example, ac-
tive aftercare patients may have possessed unique
qualities (e.g., motivation) that made them partic-
ularly responsive to treatment (Solomon, 1981).
Consistent with this possibility, the total abstinence
rate for all treated patients was 60% (499/832)—a
figure derived from direct and indirect informa-
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tion—with some patients being assessed by inter-
viewing staff members only. Unfortunately, besides
age and sex no information was reported regarding
the characteristics of the sample. Data were col-
lected, it appears, at varying lengths of timeafter
hospital discharge but no longer than a year after-
ward. Patients were evaluated only on thecriteria
of drinking behavior (abstinence vs. drinking) and
rehospitalization. Information appears to have been
obtained by an individual who was personally iden-
tified with the program. It seems that interviewees
knew that the interviewer had an investmentin their
being totally abstinent following treatment. Fur-
thermore, although someof the patients who were
actively involved in aftercare treatment appear to
have been treated twice in the program, measure-
mentof their drinking behavior occurred only sub-
sequent to the second admission. For all treated
patients, nearly one third had had a second admis-
sion. In effect, then, the better than 90% abstinence
rate appears to be based on a highly biased subgroup
of patients, some of whom mayhave beentreated
twice, who were interviewed in a manner conducive
to data-distorting demand characteristics and who
were judged to be abstinent by an evaluator with a
high potential for experimenterbias.

In contrast to the validity problems with the
90% abstinence figure, the 7% long-term abstinence
rate reported by Polich et al. (1980b) was based on
a virtually random sample of patients treated at 8
NIAAA-funded alcohol programs. Eighty-five per-
cent of the sample was interviewed or found to be
deceased. Patients were described on numerousso-
ciodemographic and intake functioning character-
istics. Self-reports were compared with reports from
collaterals on a random subsample, and blood al-
cohol content was measured for 95% of those in-
terviewed. Interviews were conducted by people who
were not personally identified with the treatment
under study. Numerouscriteria were employed to
evaluate outcome (e.g., abstinence, drinking with
symptoms of dependence, negative consequences
from drinking, employment functioning, marital
functioning, financial situation). Thus, the 7% rate
appears to be internally valid and generalizable to
treatment populations similar to those seen at the
NIAAA-funded agencies. The 90% rate appears to
be more fantasy; the 7% figure, more factual.

This article has stressed the need to collect re-
liable and valid treatment-outcome data on repre-
sentative samples of patients. Only when assertions
of treatmenteffectiveness are based on these kinds
of data can they be considered more factual than
fanciful. With factual data, pursuit of many scien-
tific issues such as optimal patient-treatment
matches becomes possible, and the effectiveness of _
treatment of alcoholism can be enhanced.
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The Role ofExternal Validity

in TheoreticalResearch

John G. Lynch, Jr.

alder, Phillips, and Tybout (1982) have criticized my
analysis of the role of external validity in theoretical

consumer research (Lynch 1982). In particular, they dis-
puted my argumentthat theoretical researchers must con-
cem themselves with the generalizability of their research
findings. The issues raised by the debate are important be-
cause of the impact that the advice of Calder et al. could
have, if accepted, upon theory development within ourdis-
cipline. This paper will elaborate ways in which we can
use evidence bearing onthe external validity of theoretically
predicted effects in an opportunistic fashion to hasten the-
oretical progress.

In an earlier paper, Calder et al. (1981) argued from the
standpoint ofa falsificationist philosophy of science (Pop-
per 1959) and quite correctly noted that theories can be
rejected if their predictions can be shownto be false for
any subjects, settings, and events within their domain. Re-
search practices often thought to enhance external valid-
ity—e.g., the use of heterogeneous ‘‘representative’’ sam-
ples of respondents and of uncontrolledfield settings—were
deemed unnecessary and even undesirable in theoretical re-
search, because they inflate ‘‘error’’ variance and makeit
more difficult to detect systematic violations of the predic-
tions of one’s theory. Calder et al. concluded that because
these research methods compromise the effort to provide
the most rigorouspossible test of one’s theory (by reducing
statistical power), external validity is of minimal relevance
to theoretical consumer research, at least as it pertains to
individual experiments.

Mycriticism ofthat thesis was that Calder et al. failed
to distinguish the research methods that are commonly
thought to increase external validity from the concept of

external validity—i.e., the degree to which the effects of
experimental manipulations are independent of the levels
of supposedly irrelevant background factors (Campbell and
Stanley 1966; Cook and Campbell ‘1979). This is not a mere
semantic distinction. One of my major points was that these
research practices (the use of heterogeneous, representative
samples of respondents and ofrealistic, uncontrolled field
settings) do not have the efficacy in increasing external
validity that is commonly ascribed to them. If background
factor X treatment interactions exist of which the re-
searcher is unaware (as seemslikely), these research prac-
tices can mask a substantial lack of external validity.

External validity is highly relevant to theoretical con-
sumer research. Evidence demonstrating that theoretically
predicted effects lack external validity—in that theyfail to
generalize across various levels of background factors pre-
sumed to be theoretically irrelevant—would indicate that
the theory lacked constructvalidity. Certain research meth-
ods that allow a partial assessment of external validity
should thus be routinely adopted. Unlike the methods for
increasing external validity that Calderet al. criticized,
these methods compromiseneitherstatistical conclusion
validity nor construct validity. These methods are Cook and
Campbell’s (1979) ‘‘model of deliberate sampling for het-
erogeneity’’ and the ‘‘selective approach’’ of choosing
some small number of background factors to be varied or-
thogonally to the treatments (Lynch 1982). Both of these
methodsensure a high level of within-block homogeneity—
and hence, statistical power—while allowing some (incom-
plete) assessment of external validity. The inevitably im-
perfect nature of this assessment stems from the fact that
the researcher cannot hope to anticipate and block uponall
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‘*background variables’’ that would actually interact with
the treatments.

Calder et al. (1982) apparently did not appreciate the
distinctions I made among (1) the concept of external va-
lidity; (2) research methods that are often erroneously be-
lieved to guarantee—orat least, to greatly enhance—ex-
ternal validity at some sacrifice to statistical conclusion
validity; and (3) research methods that allow an imperfect
assessmentof external validity at virtually no cost in terms
of statistical power. I welcome the opportunity to clarify
these distinctions because the assumptionof strong positive
links between research methods of type 2 and the concept
of external validity seems to be ingrained amongresearch-
ers. Indeed, these links are implicitly accepted in a passage
from Cook and Campbell’s (1979, p. 83) classic treatment
of validity issues quoted by Calder etal. (1982, p. 240).

Calder and associates use the same passage from Cook
and Campbell (1979)to buttress their argumentthat external
validity is irrelevant to theoretical research. Cook and
Campbell suggest that in theoretical research, external va-
lidity (which they associate with research methods of type
2) is less important than are internal, construct, andstatis-
tical conclusion validities. But issues of priorities among
validity types become relevant only when oneis forced to
sacrifice some degree of one validity to gain another. The
methods I suggested (the ‘‘model of deliberate sampling for
heterogeneity’’ and ‘‘the selective approach’’) yield in-
creased information about external validity and hence about
the (construct) validity of one’s postulated nomological net-
work, at virtually no cost in termsof other types ofvalidity.
Thus when Calder et al. (1982) maintain that theoretical
consumer researchers should employ the ‘‘classic’’ ap-
proach of holdingall ‘‘background’’ factors constant, they
are in the difficult position of arguing for a dominatedre-
search strategy.

The ‘‘model of deliberate sampling for heterogeneity”’
is an attractive research strategy when the researcher be-
lieves a whole host of backgroundfactors to be theoretically
irrelevant. S/he wants to provide some inductive (and there-
fore fallible) support for a claim that theoretically predicted
effects are somewhat robust (Brinberg and McGrath 1983),
and to reduce fears that these effects are paradigm-bound
“‘epiphenomena.’’ If theoretical predictions are shown to
hold despite differences in the levels at which a great num-
ber of background factors are held constant, one’s confi-
dence in the generality of the theory’s predictionsis in-
creased—although subsequent research findings could
demonstrate a lack of generality of theoretically predicted
effects.

The ‘‘selective approach’’ is more useful when the re-
searcher is explicitly searching for ‘‘boundary conditions’
on theoretically predicted effects (Brinberg and McGrath
1983). S/he is attempting to uncover conditions under
which these effects will fail to replicate, in hopes that these
failures will suggest ways in which the theory could be
improved, modified, or more clearly circumscribed in
scope. For this approachto be effective, there must be some
meansof prioritizing ‘‘background factors.’’ Toillustrate,
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one might have a well-developed theory that deemscertain
“background factors’’ to be irrelevant to the relationships
among‘‘theoretical variables’’—yetfindingsin tangentially
related literatures, casual empirical observations, or ue re-
searcher’s hunches might suggest that the empirical rela-
tions among those theoretical variables would in fact de-
pend upon the levels at which one or more background
variables were held constant. While the researcher has no
formal theoretical (i.e., explanatory) grounds for predicting
such background factor X treatment interactions, s/he
would not be surprised to discover them. Here the ‘‘selec-
tive approach’’ would be preferable to ‘‘deliberate sampling
for heterogeneity’’ because in the former method, block
x treatment interactions can be interpreted moreeasily
should they emerge.!

EFFECTS ON THEORETICAL PROGRESS

My views and Calder et al.’s diverge primarily on the
interrelated issues of the relationship of external validity to
construct validity,’ the role of tests of external validity in
theory development, and the attitude that researchers should
have toward so-called ‘‘background variables.’’ Calder et
al. consider background variables to be unworthy of the
effort necessary to investigate their effects. Their reasoning
is that the list of background variables that might interact
with one’s theoretical variables is endless, and that the very
 

‘Calder et al. (1983) indicate that if one hypothesizes a background
factor x treatment interaction (howevertentatively), the backgroundfac-
tor becomes part of one’s theory. This is a reasonable view, although I
would prefer to reserve the term ‘‘theoretical variables’’ for explanatory
constructs embedded in portions of a nomological net in which one has
some confidence. I agree that some backgroundfactors ultimately may be
represented as part of one’s theory proper.

*Calder et al. (1982) take issue with myclaim that if theoretically
predicted effects can be shown to lack external validity, this would be
evidence that one’s theory lacks construct validity. Their dispute stems
from the fact that they use the term ‘‘constructvalidity’’ to refer to what
Campbell (1960) has called ‘‘trait validity,’’ whereas I referred to that
aspect of construct validity which Campbell has called ‘‘nomological va-
lidity.’’ Calder et al. cite several papers (e.g., Bentler and Speckart 1981;
Phillips 1982) that use structural equations approachesto test the validity
of some posited nomological network across multiple groupsorsituations.
In all of these studies, each construct was measured in several different
ways. All reported a high degree of convergence amongdifferent measures
of the same hypothesized construct within a given group orsituation.
However, different relationships among the various constructs were dem-
onstrated across the different contexts. Calderet al. represent these studies
as leading to the conclusion ‘‘that one can achieve construct validity but
not external validity in the context of a single study’’ (1982, p. 242).

Clearly, Calder et al. refer to construct validity in the sense of the trait
validity of one’s ‘‘measurement model’’ rather than of the nomological
validity of one’s ‘‘structural model.’ It is possible that despite a dem-
onstrated lack of generalizability of theoretical relationships across con-
texts, multiple measures of an individual construct taken within each con-
text might all load on a common factor. In such a case, the meaning of
that common factor would be in doubt. As Cronbach and Meehi (1955)
argue, the meaningof a theoretical term derives from its relationships with
other terms in the nomological net. At anyrate,it is not possible to claim
support for construct validity in the nomological sense in the face of a
demonstrated failure of external validity of theoretically predicted rela-
tionships. Such a result would require revision of one’s theory (unless
some artifact could explain the failure of theoretical predictions). This was
the issue with which I was concerned.
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label ‘‘background’’ admits that one hasno firm theoretical
basis for predicting which of these variables would in fact
interact with the treatments.

I see these background variables as offering both a chal-
lenge and an opportunity for theory enrichment. First, each
block within the ‘‘selective approach’’ and especially the
‘*model of deliberate sampling for heterogeneity’’ can be
considered to be an independent ‘‘method’’ by which the
predictions of one’s theory can be tested. It is a basic prin-
ciple of construct validation (Cronbach and Meehl 1955)
that one’s confidence in an hypothesized nomological net-
work increases with the number and independence ofits
predictions that are confirmed. Increased confidenceis jus-
tified when theoretically predicted treatment effects are
found and when block xX treatmentinteractions are shown
to be insignificant despite differences between blocks in the
levels at which theoretically irrelevant background factors
are held constant.

Second, when block X treatment interactions are unex-
pectedly shown to be significant, one is afforded the op-
portunity for inductive insight. When variables that theo-
retically should have no bearing on the operation of one’s
treatment variables are shown to make a difference, one is
forced to revise one’s theory to explain the unexpected data
pattern. While not all such interactions will immediately
suggest the proper form these revisions should take, such
data patterns should be considered valuable grist to the
theorist’s mill.
More importantly, considering external validity to be

unimportant can preventresearchers from thinkingcritically
about how exogenous variables might alter the effects of
theoretical variables. Such an insular attitude can lead to
the acceptance of paradigmatic conventions aboutthe levels
at which certain crucial background factors are to be held
constant. There are many examples of how such conven-
tions have inhibited theoretical progress. For instance, a
generation of memory researchers decided to hold the
meaningfulness of stimulus materials constant at very low
levels, as by the use of nonsense syllables. In retrospect,
this created barriers to understanding the role of existing
knowledge structuresin the recall of presented information.
A great manysimilar examples could be cited.

CONCLUSION

Despite the fact that one can never guarantee external
validity, theoretical researchers should concern themselves

with variables external to their theories and use procedures
such as the ‘‘selective approach’’ and the ‘‘model of delib-
erate sampling for heterogeneity.’’ This is no more a
‘‘counsel of despair’’ than is an exhortation to engage in
theoretical research despite the logical impossibility of ever
proving a theory. Indeed, the inability to guarantee external
validity and the inability to prove theories both stem from
exactly the same cause—the problem of induction. Despite
the impossibility of ultimate success, the improvement of
both theory and external validity remains a worthy goal.

[Received January 1983. Revised March 1983.]
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BeyondExternal Validity

Bobby J. Calder, Lynn W.Phillips, and Alice M. Tybout

AS it is usually phrased, the question of externalvalidity
has to do with whether the results of a behavioral

study would hold for other persons, settings, times, or
places. Consistent with the original notions of Campbell
and Stanley (1966) and Cook and Campbell (1977), we
have argued that this concept of external validity is rela-
tively less important than other forms of validity when the
objective of researchis to test theory (Calder, Phillips, and
Tybout 1981, 1982). Our position is that external validity
is a matter of the applicability of behavioral research. It
arises primarily through severe and rigoroustests of theory
rather than by attempts to incorporate ‘‘real world’ variables
into individual studies designed to test theory. Such vari-
ables only become important in the context of evaluating
interventions based on theory.

Lynch (1982, 1983) disputes our view of the importance
of external validity. He proposes an alternative approach
that would put external validity on a par with construct and
othervalidity issues in theory tests. We believe that Lynch's
proposal does not adequately represent the issues we have
raised. Nor does it provide an effective approach to im-
proving the applicability of behavioral research. The fun-
damental flaw in Lynch’s prescription for external validity
is that it rests on a foundation of induction, and is similar
in spirit to what we have termed effects research. In es-
sence, it is a more sophisticated version of the notion that
theoretical research must somehow include atheoretical
variables that seem intuitively important.

DEVELOPING APPLICABLE THEORIES

Wecontend that applicable theories are a natural out-
growthof scientific progress. In accord with a falsifica-
tionist view of theory testing, theories are subjected to tests
where they mayfail. Falsification leads to conjecture that
replaces an unsuccessful theory with a new one that ac-
counts for the available data. Then the new theory is tested
until its limitations are uncovered, and so on.In part, fail-

ures identify missing variables, which can then be incor-
porated into new theory. This is the very sort of process
described by Lynch in discussing progress in information
processing research.

It is an oversimplification to claim that we believe that
‘external validity is of minimal relevance to theoretical
consumer research’’ (Lynch 1983, p. 109). It has always
been our contention that theoretical research is concerned
with applicability to specific persons, settings, times, and
places—i.e., with what could be called external validity—
but we believe that such applicability is best achieved
through scientific progress and evaluation of interventions
rather than through the design of any theory test.

Lynch disagrees with our view and proposesthat re-
searchers attempt to increase the external validity of their
theory in the context of individual studies by blocking on
a limited number of ‘‘background factors.’’ The rationale
is that some of these background factors may interact with
the theoretical constructs; if this occurs, the theory lacks
external validity. If no such interactions are found, Lynch
argues that confidence in the theory is increased and that
it has been shownto have somedegree of externalvalidity. '
This suggestion does not have the methodological problems
of more traditional efforts to enhance external validity(i.e.,
Suggestions that heterogeneity in subjects and setting be
employed), and it may serendipitously lead to revision in
the theory. However,it has a critical limitation that Lynch
has failed to appreciate—namely,that the conclusion of his
argument must rest on induction.

Consider two competing theories, each tested in a setting
in which several background factors are blocked. The pre-
dictions of theory A are obtained across all blocks, while
the predictions of theory B are not(i.e., there are interac-
tions of theory variables and backgroundfactors for theory
B). On thebasis of these findings, it would be inappropriate
to claim that theory A has greater external validity than
theory B. Background factors not yet measured mayinteract
with theory A; in fact, the total number of background
factors that interact with A could be greater than the number

 

"We are not disputing Lynch’s recommendations simply on procedural
grounds. There is nothing wrong per se with blocking on background
variables. What we do argue againstis the contention that examination of
such variables is a basis for inferences about validity.

From Bobby J. Calder, Lynn W.Phillips, and Alice M. Tybout, “Beyond ExternalValidity,” Journal
of Consumer Research, 1983, 10(1), 112-114. Copyright © 1983 by the Journal of Consumer
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that interact with B. Yet Lynchis forced to argue for pre-
cisely this kind of conclusion:

If theoretical predictions are shown to hold despite differ-
ences in the levels at which a great number of background
factors are held constant, one’s confidence in the generality

of the theory's predictions is increased—although subsequent
research findings could demonstrate a lack of generality of
theoretically predicted effects (1983, p. 110).

This is an inductive argument and one that has nobasis in
logic.

One might reason that the problem of induction could be
escaped if one could distinguish important backgroundvari-
ables from unimportant ones. If ‘‘important’’ background
variables fail to interact with theoretical constructs, presum-
ably the argument that confidence in the external validity
of the theory is increased could be based on something
other than pure induction. But how does one know priori
which background factors are important? Lynch offers little
guidance in background factor selection. He merely sug-
gests the use of deliberate sampling for heterogeneity, em-
pirical observation, or researcher’s intuition to identify im-
portant factors.” Although these recommendationsrelabel
the problem, they dolittle to answer the question: on what
dimensions should one sample for heterogeneity?

It is our basic argumentthat the theory under examination
is the only efficient and logical basis for selecting indepen-
dent variables a priori. If the theory guides selection, then
the variables examined are not background factors but are
properly viewed as part of the nomological network being
examined. This is not a mere semantic issue. It represents
an important distinction. Theory must be the driving force
in designing theory-testing research; background factors
should not be selected for inclusion in a haphazard fashion.
This is not to say that we recommendignoring background
factors or are ‘‘apathetic’’ toward them. On the contrary,
we contend merely that the impact of background variables
cannot, by definition, be anticipated in theory-testing re-
search. Thus any attempt to include backgroundfactors by

 

2The specific approach recommended by Lynch varies as a function of
whether the goal is to test the robustness or the boundaries of the theory.
Yet neither goal is accompanied by clear specifications as to how back-
ground variables are to be chosen in the absence of theoretical guidance.
Lynch’s (1983) position is also based partly on the view that one can

infer validity of a theory’s constructs solely by an examination of what he
now terms nomological validity—the degree to which predictions from
the theory containing the constructs under scrutiny are confirmed. In
Lynch's framework, nomological validity is ascertained by examining
whether the patterns of association among empirical measures of a concept
correspond to those predicted by theory. (This must be the case because
Lynch’s construal of construct validity does not seem to distinguish be-
tween a validity concept and its measurement.)

There are numerous problems associated with any attempt to ascertain
the validity of a theory’s construct measures and hypotheses by focusing
solely on associations among empirical measures (see Calder, Phillips,
and Tybout 1982, p. 242). Thus it is inappropriate to define construct
validity solely in terms of whether constructs from a nomologica! network
under investigation are confirmed. Rather, one must first establish con-

blocking is necessarily ad hoc, leaving research opento all
manner of extra theoretical, intuitive biases that can only
detract from the pursuit of theory.

In sum, we disagree with Lynch’s contention that we
have failed to distinguish the concept of external validity
from its measurement procedure. Indeed, pursuit of the
concept in the form of achieving applicable theory is the
very essence of our view. However, given the confusion
that appears to surround the notion of external validity—
and the fact that in theoretical research such validity is
actually achieved by refinements in the understanding of
theoretical constructs—we would like to propose dropping
the term altogether. What is needed more than new ap-
proaches to external validity is a sophisticated view of the
nature of progress in theoretical research. Also, there is a
greater need to consider evaluation studies designed espe-
cially for the application of theory-based interventions in
specific situations.

APPLYING EXISTING THEORY

At any point in time, a theory will only have survived
previous attempts at falsification. Theories are necessarily
incomplete and unproven. This leads to the concern, shared
by Lynch, that theory-based predictions will not obtain in
natural settings where backgroundfactors are uncontrolled.
It is always possible that nontheoretical variables may
swamppredicted effects or that unanticipated interactions
may occur. The issue is one of deciding whether interven-
tions based on the application of an incomplete theory are
worthwhile. Note the distinction between testing an inter-
vention and testing the theory on which it is based. This
issue is addressed by our contention that theory application
must be a two-step procedure (see Calder et al. 1981 for
a detailed exposition of this process). First, a theory must
survive rigorous testing using controlled procedures; then
it can be employed to design an intervention for a specific
real world situation (e.g., information processing theory

 

vergent and discriminant validity of one’s measurementto increase one’s
confidence that the measures are faithful indicators of the concept they
represent. Confidence is increased to the extent that convergent and dis-
criminantvalidity are achieved with maximally dissimilar measures. Only
when convergent and discriminant validity are achieved is it meaningful
to examine nomological validity criteria as a further basis for examining
the validity of measures, concepts, and hypotheses.
The strongest support for a theory will emerge when convergent, dis-

criminant, and nomologicalvalidity are achieved. Nevertheless, there may
be instances in which concepts are faithfully measured (i.e., convergent
and discriminant validity are achieved with maximally dissimilar methods,
and yet the predictions expected by a theory are not confirmed. Such
situations contradict Lynch's proposition that ‘‘if data supporting one’s
theory lack external validity, the theory lacks construct validity.”’

Construct and discriminant validity are necessary conditions for ex-
amination of nomological validity. Examination of nomological validity
criteria alone is not meaningful because problems of measurement may
result in good prediction for the wrong reasons. Thus Lynch’s recom-
mendations for how to infer the validity of a construct are incomplete and
potentially misleading.

 



may be the foundation for developing an advertisingstrat-
egy for use with a particular population). Often the inter-
vention so designed is implemented on the presumption that
it will operate in accord with the theory. We argue that
such implementation is premature. The intervention must
undergo its own testing to see whether it performs as an-
ticipated in the setting of interest.‘
Thus we advocate examining the impact of background

factors, though not in the manner specified by Lynch. In-
stead of blocking on a small number of factors, we rec-
ommend representing the full range of background factors
that the intervention wil! encounter in an uncontrolled fash-
ion. It should be noted that the emphasis in an intervention
test is on the particular levels of backgroundfactors that
will be present in a setting of practical interest; the goal
is not to represent all levels of all background factors.

If the intervention works as planned, confidenceinits
application is increased.If it fails, a new intervention must
be designed and tested. We suggest that theories that re-
peatedly fail to lead to successful interventions are suspect,
and that the circumstancesof the intervention tests may be
examined in an effort to develop hypotheses about back-
ground factors which require incorporation into the theory.
Note, however, that this outcome is serendipitous. More-
over, such research will not ordinarily be a strong test of
theory: once such factorsare identified and subjected to
theory-testing procedures, they are no longer background
factors but are part of the theory itself. In fact, they can
only be tested by being brought into the theoretical expla-
nation to generate a prediction. Thus background factors
and serendipity can play a role in theory testing, but not as
a part of ongoing theory-testing efforts in the way suggested
by Lynch.

CONCLUSION

Although we agree with Lynch about the goal of devel-
oping increasingly complete theories that can serve as a
basis for explaining real world phenomena, we have distinct
proposals for pursuing applicability. In spirit, Lynch ap-
pears to share the falsificationist view, but his recommen-
dations for examining background factors as a basis for
determining applicability run afoul of this perspective. Iron-
ically, Lynch himself notes that ‘‘the inability to guarantee
external validity and the inability to prove theories both

 

“Our suggestion is clearly related to work in the evaluation research
literature (see Phillips and Calder 1979, 1980). Note, however, that we
are i i -based interventions, as opposed to those
based mostly on practical considerations.
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stem from exactly the same cause—the problem of induc-
tion’’ (1983, p. 111). Because we find Lynch’s perspective
logically inconsistent with the falsificationist view, we can-
not endorse it. We continue to hold that applicability or
“*external validity’’ should not be the objective of individ-
ual theory tests; rather, it must evolve from scientific prog-
ress and address the problems of applying incomplete the-
ories. Two separate types of research are required: theory
testing and intervention testing. Background factors should
only be considered in the intervention testing stage, where
the specific factors tested and the range allowed are dictated
by the situation of interest rather than by ad hoc consider-
ations. Webelieve that the two-stage procedure weoutline
is the mostefficacious one for achieving the goal of appli-
cability to specific persons, settings, times, and places.
Moreover, our view has the advantage of being logically
consistent with a falsificationist perspective.

[Received March 1983.]
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External Validity and the

Research Process

A Comment on the Calder/Lynch Dialogue

Joseph E. McGrath and David Brinberg

series of five articles about external validity and gen-
eralizability has appeared in the Journal of Consumer

Research in recent years, constituting a dialogue between
Calder, Phillips, and Tybout (1981, 1982, 1983) on the one
hand, and Lynch (1982, 1983) on the other. That dialogue
has attracted muchattention in the consumerresearchfield.
The twosets of authors have raised many importantissues.
They apparently disagree sharply on some of them. They
are to be congratulated, we feel, both for raising the con-
sciousness of the field on these important matters and for
keeping their dialogue from deteriorating into rancorous,
ad hominem ‘‘cheap shots.’”!

While Calder and Lynch apparently disagree on a number
of important issues regarding external validity and the re-
search process, they also apparently agree on a great deal.
Weare struck by the range of basic issues on which they
agree, and on which weagree with them. At the same time,
we are struck by how muchthe apparent disagreements
between them become moot-—or even become agree-
ments—when viewed within our own, somewhat broader
schema for analysis of external validity and the research
process (see Brinberg and McGrath 1982).

Ourresponseto the task at hand is a paper in three main
parts. First, we discuss some of the quite extensive set of
issues and themes upon which Calder et al. and Lynch
agree, and in doing so we presage our own views on some
of them. Second, we lay out our own schemafor analysis
of validity and the research process, with special attention
to parts of it that bear on aspects of the Calder/Lynch dis-
course. Third, we try to show how manyaspects of the
Calder/Lynch dialogues fit, and how their apparent dis-
agreements dissolve, when placed within our broader
schema.

MAJOR POINTS OF AGREEMENT

It often happens in the course of a conversation—espe-
cially when the conversation veers toward an argument—
that we fail to notice, much less to emphasize, the vast
expanse of underlying agreement that must exist between
the two conversants for them to carry on the conversation

at all. So it is, we believe, with the Calder/Lynch discourse
on external validity. We want to make explicit some fea-
tures of that vast area of agreement, both to put their ap-
parent disagreements into appropriate perspective and to
provide a context for the later parts of this paper. One can
easily identify several dozen points about the nature of va-
lidity and the research process on which Calder and Lynch
are in apparently solid agreement. We note a number of
such points here, organized around half a dozen major
themes. We comment on some of them in a way that will
anticipate our own interpretations of these matters.

Theme #1: External validity plays an important and com-
plex role in the research process.

Calder and Lynch agree that generalizability and external
validity are important matters, and that they have been
given far less attention than their complexity and impor-
tance would merit. We agree. Wealso agree that the quite
badly used term, external validity, needs to be either de-
fined carefully into its diverse forms or dropped in favor of
a set of terms that begin life with less connotative excess
baggage. We concur with both Calder and Lynchthat it is
a serious mistake to equate external validity with realism.
Moreover, all three parties agree that we mustdistinguish
between concepts on the one hand, and relations between
sets of concepts on the other. For example, weall agree
that we need to makea distinction between (1) the construct
validity of a concept, as reflectedin the convergence (and
discrimination) of some particular set of operationalizations
of it, and (2) the construct validity of a relation between
two concepts, as reflected in the ‘‘fit’’ of that relation
within some nomological network. We also agree thatit is
the latter aspect of construct validity that is intricately
linked to considerations of external validity.

Theme #2: The scientific paradigm has inherentlimita-
tions.

Calder and Lynch agree, and we concur, that induction
is a tool with serious limitations; specifically, all parties
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agree that induction cannot lead to certainty. (We do not
agree, however, with the characterization of induction as
having ‘‘nobasisin logic.’’) All three parties seem to agree,
too, that all empirical knowledge in science is both prob-
abilistic (since it is based on induction) andcontingent (on
the conceptual, methodological, and substantive conditions
under which it was obtained). We regard this as a funda-
mental fact of life which permanently and pervasively limits
the ‘‘perfectability’’ of scientific knowledge.
They also agree that Popper’sfalsification principle is at

the heart of the process by which we advance both our
scientific knowledge and our confidence in that knowledge.
Weagree, but we interpret the falsification principle as a
two-edged sword, and will argue later that we can improve
our state of knowledge (i.e., reduce uncertainty) both by
failing to disconfirm and by confidently disconfirming our
hypotheses (Popper 1959).

Calder and Lynchalso seem to agree that any exploration
of the robustness of a set of findings is likely to encounter
boundaries or limits beyond which those findings do not
replicate. We concur, but we view the dual thrust of ro-
bustness and boundaries as much more fundamental—in-
deed, we regard it as a reflection of the dual nature of the
falsification principle itself. We hold that in the pursuit of
external validity, the research communityis obliged to seek
not only the scope but also the limits of its findings.

Theme #3: All specific methods have inherent limitations.

All three parties agree that not only does the overall
scientific paradigm contain serious inherent limits, but so
do all specific instruments, methods, procedures, designs,
and strategies within that paradigm. There is no one best
set of methodological choices. Even when particularre-
search study is aimed at one specific and limited goal (see
Theme #5), there is no ‘‘one best way’”’ to carry it out. We
would carry this point further, and hold it to be a basic
characteristic of the research process: all methodsare
flawed, but different methods are flawed differently. We
must use multiple methods in all aspects of the process
(e.g., Strategies, designs, and measures), not only to pro-
vide the triangulation basis for convergence(as in the clas-
sical multitrait-multimethod approach of Campbell and
Fiske 1959), but also to let differently flawed methods shore
up each others’ vulnerabilities (see Webb et al. 1966;
McGrath, Martin, and Kulka 1982).

Furthermore, weall agree that it is unwise to try to com-
promise by mixing two or more research strategies. For
example, we all agree that trying to run rigorous experi-
ments in field settings, or trying to add the trappings of
‘“‘mundane realism’’ to experiments in laboratory settings,
are by no means ways to improve the quality of our data.
The potential advantagesof all methods, including research
Strategies, are only potential, but the inherent weaknesses
of all methodsare inevitable. By mixing researchstrategies,
as in the examples given above, weare likely to get the
worst of both rather than the best of each.

Theme #4: The researcher’ s understanding ofboth the the-
oretical and the substantive system is crucial to research
progress.

All three parties agree that theory and empirical research
are closely interwoven. Weall agree, too, that it is impor-
tant for the theorist to incorporate all relevant factors within
the theory. Some of the relevant factors (Lynch’s ‘‘back-
ground factors’’) are not initially a part of the theory as
formulated, but in fact interact ‘‘in nature’’ with key the-
oretical variables or relations. Efforts to identify which of
myriad potentially relevant factors are indeed relevant—and
important enough to incorporate into theory—are them-
selves in need of theoretical guidance. This is of necessity
a ‘‘bootstrapping’’ operation in which, we all agree, the
researcher’s intuition—and understanding of the substan-
tive area under study—is perhaps the most valuable single
ingredient.

Theme #5: Research is done for a variety ofpurposes and
in a variety of ways.

All three parties agree that different specific research
studies are carried out for different purposes in pursuit of
a variety of (limited) goals. Both Calder and Lynch seem
to regard several of these as quite distinct bodies of research
activities, motivated by different purposes and carried out
by different sets of procedures. We regard them not so
much as separate ‘‘kinds’’ of research but as separate
“‘paths’’ or sequences of steps for carrying out certain por-
tions of the same overall research process.

Weall agree that these different bodies of research (or
research paths) stem from different initial emphases, pur-
poses, preferences, or values. The applied researcher and
the basic researcher—corresponding moreorless to the two
main ‘‘paths’’ discussed by Calder and by Lynch(effects
application and theory research)—simply have different
ideas, priorities, and values about what is of most impor-
tance in research. We will elaborate these ideas, arguing
that there is a third ‘‘type’’ (a methodologist or technician)
and that there are a couple of possible paths—notjust one—
by which each might pursue their differing goals. In fact,
the idea of multiple research paths is central to ourvalidity
network schema,although we regard them as especially
important in relation to internal rather than to external va-
lidity.

Theme #6: Sampling plays a crucial and complex role in
external validity.

All three parties agree that sampling issues are important
in regard to external validity, as well as in regard to other
aspects of the research process. Furthermore, weall agree
that the proper focus of sampling plans should be (although
in practice it seldom is) on events rather than on respon-
dents. Here, events are regarded as behaviors of persons in
time/place/situation contexts. We would carry the matter
further and argue that external validity must be assessed not
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only with regard to facets of events, but also with regard
to facets of methods and concepts as well.

Moreover,all three parties agree that populations whose
members cannot be enumerated (either because they are
infinite in numberor for other reasons) pose somedifficult
problems for sampling plans. (We would not necessarily
all agree on the full implications of those difficulties for the
research process.) All three parties also agree that, in any
case, external validity or generalizability has to do with a
relation between past events (already measured as part of
a ‘‘finding’’) and future events (to which that *‘finding’’
is to be generalized). The population of future events is, by
definition, not enumerable.

Furthermore,all three parties would agree that there are
at least four major sampling strategies that might be adopted
vis a vis any one aspect or facet of the events under study
(e.g., age of the population of respondents):

1. Sampling homogeneously over the entire study (i.e.,

holding the facet constant, say at age 18-20)

2. Sampling several subsets, each homogeneouswithin sub-
set on the facet but differing on it between subsets, so

that all the subsets together span the whole range of the

facet (e.g., subsets in the teens, the 20's, 30-50, and over

50)

3. Sampling heterogeneously, but in a way that yields an
overall distribution of the facet among the cases within

the study that reflects (is representative of) the distribution
of the facet among cases ‘‘in nature’ (e.g., the age dis-

tribution of the target population)

4. Sampling heterogeneously on the facet but without regard
to representativeness.

These four strategies offer different opportunities for—and
pose different threats to—the exploration of the external
validity of any given set of findings with respect to the facet
in question. Wecarry these concerns several steps further,
by construing the search for external validity of a given set
of findings as the deliberate and systematic search, on a
number of facets, for both the scope and the limits over
which that given set of findings does and does not hold.

Summary

Even thoughthe various points of agreement under these
six major themesdonot constitute all of the points of agree-
ment between Calder and Lynch, they do add upto an
impressive credo of methodological fundamentals. We take
that set of fundamentals as one of two starting points for
examining the Calder/Lynch dialogues. Our other point of
departure is our own previous work, which wecall the
‘validity network schema’’ (Brinberg and McGrath 1982,
1983).

THE VALIDITY NETWORK SCHEMA

In a recent article (Brinberg and McGrath 1982) and pa-
per (Brinberg and McGrath 1983), we have offered a frame-

work for analysis of validity and the research process. Our
schema builds upon many of the points mentioned in the
preceding section (among others) to offer a systematic de-
scription of the research process and of the multiple forms
of validity that need to be pursued within it. This framework
offers a perspective from which, we believe, both the agree-
ments and the apparent disagreements between Calder and
Lynch can be seenas part of a broader context. We do not
presume that the Brinberg and McGrath material is so
widely known that most readers will already be familiar
with it (as we do presumefor the key materials by Campbell
(1959, 1966), by Cronbach (1975, 1982), and by Calder
and Lynch themselves). Thus we will present the key ideas
from that schemahere, as briefly as clarity will permit.

Overview

The validity network schema starts with three assump-
tions:

1. That research involves three interrelated but analytically

distinct domains, the conceptual, the methodological, and
the substantive

2. That research involves elements, and relations between

elements, from each of those three domains

3. That the complete research process involves three major
stages, some with several steps and alternative paths for

fulfilling those steps, and that there is a different funda-
mental idea of validity within each of the three stages.

Wehave argued that all types of research involve the
combination of someset of concepts, some set of methods
for making observations or comparing sets of observations,
and someset of substantive events and phenomenathatare
to be the focus of the study (Brinberg and McGrath 1983).
Our validity network schema (1982, 1983) describes the
research process as the identification, selection, combina-
tion, and use of elements and relations from the conceptual,

methodological, and substantive domains:

1. The conceptual domain contains elements that are con-

cepts, and relations between elements that are essentially

conceptual models about patterns of concepts.

2. The methodological domain contains elements that are

methods—or instruments or techniques—for making ob-

servations or manipulating variables, and relations that

are structures or comparison models for comparing(i.e.,
for exploring covariation and difference in) sets of obser-
vations.

3. The substantive domain contains elements that are events

(behaviors in t l/spatial/ ional contexts) and

relations that are phenomena(patterns of relations among
events).

se t

Different problem areas and subareas deal with different
portions of the substantive domain. Different research fields
and subfields make use of sets of elements and relations
from different portions of the conceptual and methodolog-
ical domains. Yet any given research study makes use of
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EXHIBIT 1

FORMSOF VALIDITY WITHIN THE RESEARCH PROCESS
 
 

STAGE ONE:Prior validities: Validity as value

Development, clarification, and selection of elements and relations in the conceptual, methodological, and substantive domains.
 

STAGETWO:Internal validities: Validity as correspondence

Paths

Step 1: Design
Element: Instrumentvalidity
Relation: Comparison validity

Step 1: Hypotheses
Element: Constructvalidity
Relation: Nomological validity

(“experimental’’)

B
(“theoretical”)

Cc Step 1: Observations
(“empirical”) Element: State validity

Relation: Pattern validity

Stage 2
outcome

oS A set of
Step 2: Test _ empirical
Element: Operational validity findings
Relation: Predictive validity

Step 2: Implement
Element: instrument use validity
Relation: Execution validity

Step 2: Explain
Element: Attribute validity
Relation: Processvalidity
 

STAGE THREE: Externalvalidities: Validity as robustness

n
y
=

. Robustness analysis:
Doesthe finding hold?

and

3. Boundary search:
Wheredoesit fail to hold?

. Replication: Will findings (of Stage 2) be reproducedif all facets of all domains are kept the same?

Conceptual domain

with respect to
all facets of L Methodological domain

Substantive domain

 

some set of elements and relations from each of the three
domains.

Wehavedivided the complete research processinto three
main stages, each with several steps. Stage | involves de-
velopment, clarification, and selection of elements and re-
lations within each of the three domains.It is preparatory,
necessary groundwork that must be done but that is often
overlooked or not regarded as ‘‘research proper.’’

Stage 2 involves the combination and use of elements
and relations from each of the three domains. It is this stage
that we usually have in mind when werefer to ‘‘a research
study.’’ It involves two main steps and three different paths
by which those two steps can be carried out (see Exhibit
1). All three paths lead to the same end product—aset of
empirical findings.

Stage 3 involves following up the findings of Stage 2,
by replication and by a systematic search for both the range
and the limits of those findings. Stage 3 activity is intended
to verify, extend, and delimit the set of findings that resulted
from Stage 2.
The three stages are related to one another in a kind of

many-to-one-to-manyrelation. Stage 2 has referenceto re-
search on somespecific set of problems, which wewill
here refer to as ‘‘the focal problem.’’ The focal problem
is defined by the substantive events, concepts, and methods

that are chosen for Stage 2 activities. Stage | is preparatory
for the study of many problems, of which the focal problem
is but one. Stage 3 explores the range and limits of the
focal problem findings of Stage 2, both when the same
concepts, methods, and events are studied and whencertain
facets of those concepts, methods, or events are systemat-
ically varied.

Validity has different basic meanings within these three
stages. In Stage 1, validity means value. Elements andre-
lations are developed, clarified, and selected within each
of the three domains if and only if the Stage 1 researchers
consider them to be ‘‘of value’’—i.e., important, interest-
ing, or useful. Researchers engaged in Stage 2 activity—
very often not the same persons whodid the Stage 1 work—
often accept without much thought whatStage 1 researchers
have developed within one or more of the domains. That
is, they borrow,often rather casually, from substantive sys-
tem experts, conceptual system experts, or methodological
system experts for use in relation to their own focal problem
of Stage 2. Thus the values expressed in Stage 2 research
often are not apparent even to the Stage 2 researcher, with
respect to the elements and relations of one or more of the
domains.

In Stage 2, validity has the meaning of correspondence
or fit; that is, validity is construed as the extent to which
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EXHIBIT 2

ALTERNATIVE PATHS FOR CONDUCT OF STAGE TWO OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS

Design

Al Al

Conceptual A2 Methodological
domain Co e2 domain

C.
BI e2 € C1

Hypotheses Observations
A2

B1 C1

Substantive
domain

Path A: (A1) Building a design, and (A2) implementing it by using it on a set of substantive events.
Path B: (B1) Building a set of hypotheses, and (B2) testing them by evaluating them with an appropriate set of methods.
Path C: (C1) Building a set of observations, and (C2) explaining them by construing them in terms of a set of meaningful concepts.

elements and relations from different domainsfit when
paired together. The first step in Stage 2 involves fit within
the structure built by combining the elements and relations
of two of the domains. The secondstep involvesfit between
that structure and elements andrelations from the third do-
main. Since there are three ways to combine twosets of
things, there are three different waysto take the first step—
and hence three different ‘‘paths’’ through Stage 2 of the
research process (see Exhibit 1). Considering both element
and relation levels, and two steps within each of three paths,
Stage 2 subsumes 12 distinct validity concepts—all involv-
ing the underlying notion of correspondenceorfit.

In Stage 3, validity takes on the meaning of generaliz-
ability, robustness, or so-called external validity. Stage 3
involves activities that have to do with increasing our con-
fidence concerning a Stage 2 finding. Specifically, it has to
do with reducing our uncertainty about the range of varia-
tions—of events and concepts and methods—over which
the Stage 2 findings do and do not hold. Robustness implies
both the idea of replication (will the findings hold if I do
the same thing again—as exactly as I can?) and the idea of

generalizability (over what range of variation, on various
facets of the elements and relations from each of the three
domains, do the stage two findings hold?). The idea of
generalizability, in turn, implies both the scope over which
the findings do hold and the limits beyond which those
findings do not hold, or do not hold in the same pattern.
In this context, scope and limits refer to the range of var-
iation on every facet of each of the three domains. (Thisis
another formulation of the idea, discussed under Theme
#2 in the preceding section, that all research information
is contingent on the values of all variables—i.e., all facets
of the events, concepts, and methods—under which that
information was obtained.)
The complex set of relations among the three domains,

the two levels (elements and relations) within each, the
three stages of the research process, the three two-step al-
ternative paths within Stage 2, and the two-step paths within
Stage 3 are all reflected in Exhibit 2, which shows the
relations of the domains to the two-step paths of Stage 2,
and in Exhibit 1, which lists the forms of validity that arise
at each level of each step of each path and in each stage.
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Stage 1: Validity as Value in the Preparatory Stage

Researchin Stage 1 involvesidentification, development,
clarification, and selection of elements andrelations from
the conceptual, methodological, and substantive domains.
The key idea of validity in this stage is value. The research-
ers’ values guide (1) what aspects of the ‘‘real world’’ are
regarded as worthwhile for study (i.e., what events and
phenomena are attended to in the substantive domain); (2)
what kinds of explanations are considered meaningful as
interpretations of a set of observations (and hence what
concepts and conceptual models are drawn from the con-
ceptual domain); and (3) what methodsfor collection and
analysis of data are regarded as acceptable for use in a
scientific endeavor. Note, however, that different persons
are liable to be ‘‘the researcher’’ with respect to Stage 1
developments in each of the three domains. The Stage |
specialist in the methodological domain—thescientific tool
maker, so to speak—often does the developmental work
for methods and comparison models that are used by many
others doing Stage 2 work on manyproblems. For example,
tools such as Likert scales, semantic differentials, correla-
tion and regression methods, and factor analysisall provide
sets of methodological elements andrelations that are drawn
upon by wide segments of the behavioral science commu-
nity. Similarly, there are Stage | specialists in the concep-
tual domain (one might call them theorists in some usages
of that term, although we use the word ‘‘theory’’ somewhat
differently). The Stage | specialists in the substantive do-
main are those whoserve as system experts, and there are
as many sets of system experts as there are ‘‘real world’’
systems in which Stage 2 researchers might be interested.
The primary interest of a substantive system expert is usu-
ally in the elements and relations of just one specific sub-
stantive system.

The persons whocarry out Stage 2 researchactivities are
quite often not those whocarry out Stage | activities; more-
over, Stage | system experts tend to be different persons
working within each of the three domains. Thus Stage 2
researchers are very likely to be selecting ‘‘prepro-
grammed’”’ sets of elements and relations within one, two,
or possibly even all three domains with which to carry on
their activities. Which sets Stage 2 researchers will worry
most about, and whichsets they will adopt more casually,

will reflect the values of those Stage 2 researchers. Yet the
elements and relations that they adopt within one or more
of the domains will also reflect the values of the Stage |
specialists who did the developmental work in those do-
mains—work that may be moreor less transparent to the
Stage 2 researcher. For example, whenever one uses mul-
tiple regression, factor analysis, or any other data analysis
technique, the results are constrained by the sets of as-
sumptions built into those techniques, whether or not the
user realizes it or is even aware of what those techniques
entail. (This is another realization of the idea, noted in
Theme #2 of the preceding section, that all research in-
formation is contingent on the methods used to obtain it.)

Similarly, when a Stage 2 researcher selects substantive
events and phenomena for study by simply adopting a par-
ticular system expert’s delineation of what is what (e.g.,
adopting management’s specification of outcomeunits,
communication paths, and so on), results of the subsequent
research activities will be contingent on the assumptions
underlying those specifications, whether or not the Stage
2 researcher intended it to be so. The sameis true with
regard to borrowing sets of concepts and relations—for ex-
ample, assuming a linear relation between two concepts
rather than a curvilinear one, or assumingthata certain pair
of concepts are polar opposites rather than orthogonal di-
mensions. In all of these cases, the values of Stage 1 re-
searchers in one or more domains are embedded within the
Stage 2 research activities, perhaps unbeknownst to the
Stage 2 researcher.

Stage 2: Validity as Correspondence in the ‘‘Research
Proper’’ Stage

Stage 2 is the part of the research process that we most
often regard as ‘‘doing a study.’’ It involves the combi-
nation of elements and relations from all three domains.
Logically, this is done in two main steps (Brinberg and
McGrath 1982). In the first step, elements andrelations
from two of the domains are combined to form an inter-
mediate or instrumental ‘‘structure.’’ In the second step,
elements and relations from the third domain are brought
into combination with the structure developed in Step 1.
Thusthere are three possible two-step ‘‘paths’’ to carry out
Stage 2, and three intermediate structures resulting from
Step 1 of those paths. For path A (which wecall the ‘‘ex-
perimental path’’), Step | involves combining elements and
relations from conceptual and methodological domains.
This yields a Step { structure that we call a ‘‘design’’ (see
Exhibit 1). Step 2 of that path involves implementing that
design by combining elements and relations from the sub-
stantive domain with the design structure. For path B
(which wecall the ‘‘theoretical path’’), Step 1 involves

combining elements andrelations from the conceptual and
the substantive domains. This yields a Step 1 structure that
we call a ‘‘set of hypotheses’’ (see Exhibit 1; in Brinberg
and McGrath 1982, we called this a ‘‘theory’’). Step 2 of
that path involves testing that theory or set of hypotheses
by combining elements andrelations from the methodolog-
ical domain with that set of hypotheses. For path C (which
we call the “‘empirical path’), Step 1 involves combining
elements and relations from the methodological and sub-
stantive domains. This yields a Step | structure that wecall
a ‘‘set of observations’’ (called a ‘‘set of data’’ in Brinberg
and McGrath 1982). Step 2 of that path involves explaining
that set of observations by combining elementsandrelations
from the conceptual domain with that set of observations.

For Stage 2, the idea of validity has to do with corre-
spondenceorfit. In Step 1, the fit is between the elements
and relations from two of the domains. In Step 2, the fit is
between the elements and relations from the third domain
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and the intermediate structure built in Step 1. The form of
the validity question is different at the element and the
relation level (as noted earlier under Theme #1 in regard
to constructvalidity of measures andofrelations). The form
of the validity question is also different for Step 1 and Step
2 of each path. There are, therefore, 12 different validity
questions—all including the idea of correspondence orfit—
that arise from this 2 (level) x 3 (path) x 2 (step) for-
mulation of Stage 2. The 12 validity concepts are shown

in Exhibit 1. They embrace many familiar terms and con-
cepts from the validity literature, as well as some additional
forms of validity for which there is not now a generally
accepted term.

The end result of Stage 2, regardless of which path is
used to pursue it, is what we term ‘‘a set of empirical
findings.’’ That set of empirical findings will be different,
in that it will have encountered and coped with different
forms of the validity issues, depending on which path was
followed. Thus the set of empirical findings will be an
exemplification of an implemented design (path A), a tested
theory (path B), or an explained set of observations (path
C). Whichof those it is will affect a numberof aspects of
the research activity and of our confidence in the results.
For one thing, the path taken will probably reflect which
domain got the mostattention (one of the two embodiedin
Step 1) and, especially, which domaingottheleast attention
(the domain notincluded in Step 1). If we imagine that
researchers are likely to be more rigid about which elements
and relations are to be included for the domain in which
they are most interested, then the selection of elements and
relations from the second domain,to construct the structure
of Step 1, will be made with some adaptation to what is
already fixed from the first domain. For example, if we
were interested in testing certain concepts and chose the
experimental path, we would probably try to find some
methods that reflected the concepts in which we were in-
terested, at both element andrelation levels. But when we
reached Step 2 and were trying to combine elements and
relations from the third domain (which, we contend, is
usually the one of least immediate interest), there would be
a strong temptation to ‘‘adjust’’ what we selected from that
domain to fit the quite limited ‘‘degrees of freedom’ still
remaining after building the Step 1 structure (which itself
involved adaptation of domain two to accommodate interest
in domain one). It is for this reason, we believe, that the
researcher following the experimental path (path A) often
seems to give short shrift to the substantive domain thus
giving rise to the complaint that the study deals with arti-
ficial or trivial material. Similarly, the researcher following
the empirical path (path C) often seems to neglect the con-
ceptual domain andis thereby accused of ‘‘dust bowl em-
piricism,’’ while the researcher following the theoretical
path (path B) often seemsto give short shrift to the methods
domain and is accused of being cavalier about methods.

Values affect the research process in several ways, some
of which have already been noted. First, in Stage I, the
values of the field (and of the Surrounding culture) affect
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(1) the kinds of conceptual systems and methodological
tools that are developed for potential use in behavioral sci-
ence problems, and (2) the kinds of substantive systems
that are identified as amenable to and worthy of behavioral
science study. Those values become embedded in the con-
ceptual, methodological, and substantive ‘‘systems’’ that
are drawn upon by researchers pursuing Stage 2 of the
research process. Second,since there are always more ele-
ments and relations available within each of the three do-
mains than are used in any Stage 2 study, the values of the
Stage 2 researcher influence which subsets are chosen for
study. The Stage 2 researcher’s values or preferences also
affect the relative emphasis thatis given to each ofthe three
domains, and thus which aspects of various validity issues
are actually addressed.

Wecan illustrate the latter points by referring back to
ourearlier discussion ofthe effects of the order of emphasis
on the three domains. Suppose we posit one ‘‘type’’ of
researcher, whom we will call an ‘‘applied researcher.’’
Suppose further that the applied researcher starts with a
dominantinterest in certain elements and relations within
the substantive domain. Note that there are two possible
paths for conducting Stage 2: one is the path we call the
‘‘empirical path,’’ for which Step 1 involves combining
elements and relations from the substantive and methodo-
logical domains to yield a ‘‘set of observations’’ (as yet
uninterpreted); the other path is what wecall the ‘‘theoret-
ical path,’’ for which Step 1 involves combining elements
and relations from the substantive and conceptual domains
to yield a ‘‘set of hypotheses’ (as yet untested). These are
quite dramatically different paths, but both are amenable
to the pursuit of applied goals. The ‘‘empirical path’’ seems
to be the one that Calder and colleagues have in mind when
they talk of ‘‘effects application.”’

Similarly, imagine a second type of researcher, termed
a ‘‘basic researcher,’’ who starts with a dominantinterest
in the conceptual domain. Again, there are two paths by
which to pursue that interest. One is what we call the ‘‘ex-
perimental path,’’ for which Step | involves combining
elements and relations from the conceptual and methodo-
logical domains to yield a ‘‘design’’ (as yet unimple-
mented). This seems to be the path that Calder et al. have
in mind whentheytalk aboutthe ‘‘theory research’’ pattern.
The other path available to the basic researcheris the ‘‘the-
oretical path’’ already noted underthe discussion of the
applied researcher’s options. (It is interesting that neither
of the two types discussed in the Calder and Lynch dia-
logues followsthe path that we term the ‘ ‘theoretical path,”’
although the ‘‘theory intervention’ type discussed by
Calder seems to correspond to Step 2 of our ‘‘theoretical
path.’’)

Stage 3: Validity as Robustness in the F.ollowup Stage

The business of Stage 3 of the research processis to
verify, extend, and delimit the set of findings that result
from Stage 2 activities. All of these are efforts to increase
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our confidence in (reduce our uncertainty about) the Stage
2 findings. This involves three questions:

First: [f the study were repeated exactly, would the same
findings occur? This is the matterof replication. Replication
implies that the Stage 3 researcher attempts to conduct a
study that uses sets of concepts, methods, and substantive
events that are (assumed to be) the same as those used in

the Stage 2 activities that led to the findings that are to be
replicated. Here the validity issue is reliability at the ele-
mentlevel andstatistical conclusion validity at the relations
level. And, as in the assessmentoftest reliability, actually

carrying out a replication requires that we relax the ‘‘same-
ness’’ constraint for at least one of the facets of concepts,
methods, or events. For example, we might get a new sam-
ple of occurrences of events in question by obtaining ob-
servations on another set of days, or on another set of par-
ticipants, or in another region. Yet if our intention is to
replicate findings from an earlier study, we work on the
premise that the ‘‘other’’ set—of occasions, persons, or
locations—is for all practical purposes ‘‘the same’’ as the
set used in the earlier study. This is always an assumption
knownto be false to some degree(asis also the case inall
reliability assessments), and it is sometimes tempting to use
this knowledge to ‘‘explain away’’ our not-infrequentfail-
ures to replicate.

Second: If the Stage 2 study were done again, but with
systematic variations on one or more facets of one or more
of the domains, would the Stage 2 findings be robust over
those variations? And third: Under what conditions—that
is, for what variations in what facets in each of the do-
mains—will the Stage 2 findings not hold? The former ques-
tion asks about the robustness or scope of the Stage 2 find-
ings; the latter asks about their boundaries or limits. We
always get partial answers to both questions at the same
time, although researchers in our fields usually set out to
demonstrate robustness of findings, not to search for their
limits.

Note that while replication implies samenessonall facets
of all domains, the dual questions of robustness and bound-
ary search need to be asked with respect to many different
facets of each of the three domains—i.e., concepts and
methods, as well as substantive events. Almost all discus-
sion of external validity has been limited either to replica-
tion or to robustness search with respect to the substantive
domainonly, and on only a few facets of that domain. Most
attempts to assess external validity have focused on sam-
pling with respect to respondents. As previously noted un-
der Theme #6 and as elegantly pointed out by Lynch, the
appropriate sampling unit for such ‘‘generalization’’ studies
is the population of events, not the population of respon-
dents or behaving units (usually individuals). To sample
respondents ignoresall facets of events that are carried not
in the person, but in the situation, stimulus, or context.

The validity network schemaelaborates the issue of ex-
ternal validity into a complex set of questions which entail
not only replication, but also robustness and boundary
search with respect to manyfacets of each of three domains.

This is in accord wgth Calder’s call for either abandoning
the concept of external validity or differentiating it into a
more useful set of conceptual distinctions (see Theme #1
in the preceding section). It also puts into a much more
richly articulated context the many issues of samplingstrat-
egy discussed by Calder et al., Lynch, Cook, and Campbell
(1979), and Ferber (1977), and in many other methodolog-

ical works (see also Theme #6).
Finally, this elaboration of the idea of external validity—

and in particular the insistence upon the dual questions of
robustness and boundary search, of scope and limits—high-
lights the dual nature of Popper’s falsification principle (see
Theme #2). We gain knowledge both when wefail to dis-
confirm (someprior findings) and when weconfidently dis-
confirm (those prior findings). Replication and robustness
analyses rely on the former; boundary search relies on the
latter.
Not only do researchers in our fields seldom deliberately

set out to search for the boundaries of their findings, but
when they do encounter such disconfirmations (‘‘failures
of invariance’ in Wimsatt’s (1981) terms), they generally
regard them as negative findings to be explained away or
otherwise treated as ‘‘non-findings’’ (see Themes #2 and
#4). We would argue that there is just as much useful
information in the identification of the limit of a finding
(i.e., in confidently disconfirming a repeat of the finding)
as there is in identifying a variation over which a given
prior finding doesin fact hold (i.e., a failure to disconfirm).
The logic of pursuing both the scope and the limits of a
given set of findings is parallel to the logic of pursuing both
convergent and discriminant validity in assessing methods
of measurement (Campbell and Fiske 1959). We cannot
know whata conceptis if we do not at the same time know
whatit is not. Thus we cannot know the scope ofa set of
findings unless we can establish the limits of those findings.
Andif a particular finding has no limits—if it holds for all
conceivable subjects, behaviors, situations, and so on—
then neither does it have any useful meaning. In other
words, knowledge is always knowledge of differences
(Runkel and McGrath 1972), andif a finding is unbounded,
it cannot add to that knowledge.

Besides neglecting facets in the substantive domain other
than respondents and avoiding all attempts to search for
limits, past work on external validity has tended to neglect
questions of robustness and boundary search with respect
to the methodological and conceptual domains. There has
been some recognition of the need for both robustness and
boundary search with respect to methods of measurement,
as reflected in the convergent/discriminant validity ideas
already discussed. There also have been a few efforts to
explore the extent to which a given finding is robust over
analysis models, but that has often been incidental to at-
tempts to shore up somelimitations of an initial analysis.
The questions of robustness and boundary search are

quite different when applied to the conceptual domain. Here
the researcher’s interest centers on two questions. On the
one hand, we need to assess whether the concepts used to
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interpret the substantive-methodological findings are suffi-
cient to fully account for them (e.g., to take into account
all nuances, to not imply differences where no differences
are found). On the other hand, we need to assess whether
these concepts are uniquely able to acccount for those find-
ings (or could the findings be accounted for equally well—
or better—by someother, perhaps more parsimonious, sets
of concepts?). In other words, we need to know whether
the set of concepts used to account for the findings in ques-
tion is both a necessary and a sufficient set. Yet by and
large, researchers in ourfields seldom search the conceptual
domain either for robustness or for boundaries.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE
VALIDITY NETWORK SCHEMA

The preceding section has foreshadowed a number of
ways in which the Brinberg-McGrath validity network
schema shedslight on key points at issue in the Calder/
Lynch dialogues. If we accept the schemaasis, along with
the common themes discussed in the first section of this
paper, then a numberof points seemingly at issue between
Calder and Lynch becomeeither moot or resolved.

First, there is no such thing as increasing the external
validity of a given study, A, within that study, A. The
external validity of study A always has to be assessed in
termsof results of some other study (B, C, D, andso forth).
Study A mayhave implications for the external validity of
some other study (B, or C, or K, or J), past or future, but
not for itself. Furthermore, the question of whether some
finding, X, obtained with sample i, would replicate if tried
on some other sample, j, is merely the tip of the iceberg
in regard to the overall external validity of X. This is the
case regardless of the nature of i and j, and their relation
to each other and to the so-called ‘‘real world.”’

Second, all research involves choices, and those choices
reflect the values of the researcher. Often, they also reflect
the underlying values, notjust of the researcher conducting
the study, but also of the researchers who have developed
the currently dominant research paradigms and supporting
norms ofthe field.

Third, there are indeeddifferent ‘‘styles’’ or ‘‘paths’’ by
which research is conducted. These reflect the researchers’
purposes. These research styles should be regarded as al-
ternative paths for conductof certain stages and steps within
the overall research process, rather than as alternative re-
search processes that function independently of one an-
other.

The underlying purposesorinterests that these alternative
styles reflect—i.e., focal interest in substantive, concep-
tual, or methodological matters—are likely to shape the
emphases,attention, and care given to various aspects of
the research process (and henceto various aspects of valid-
ity). Not only is a researcher’s ‘‘favorite’’ domain likely
to get first and mostattention (which poses no problemsin
and ofitself), but the ‘‘least preferred’’ domainis likely to
get last andleast attention, thereby leaving some validity

issues pertinent to that domain least well served. Choices
regarding elements and relations of that third domain are
likely to be made to accommodate results ofthe prior step.
Concretely, this meansthat a researcher following the Stage
2 *‘experimental path’’ is likely to choose samples of sub-
stantive events on the basis of their convenience for the
design that has already been built in Step 1 of that path.
Similarly, a researcher following the ‘theoretical path’’ is
likely to choose ‘‘methodsof convenience’ to test a theory,
while one using the ‘‘empirical path’’ is likely to select
“‘concepts of convenience’’ to interpret a set of observa-
tions. By allowing ourselection from the third domain(i.e.,
Step 2) to be based on convenience offit to the structure
already built in Step 1, we increase the probability that a
Step 2 ‘‘fit’’ will be obtained. Yet we accomplish that fit
at the risk oftrivializing the Step 2 validity questions and
of shifting the definition of the focal problem we purport
to be studying.

Notice, too, that these different purposes havetheir major
effects in Stage 2 (which we regard as dealing with our
broadened notion of internal validity) and haverelatively

little impact on Stage 3 (which deals with externalvalidity).
Weargue that, regardless of the path by which one arrives
at a set of empirical findings (the commonend result ofall
Stage 2 paths), onestill needs to carry out the replication,
robustness analyses, and boundary searchactivities of Stage
3 in order to have confidencein (i.e., reduce uncertainty

about) those findings as interpreted.

The preceding points raise the issue of ‘‘who’’ it is that
‘*must’’ do these things. We intend, throughout, not to be
prescriptive about what the activities of any individual re-
searcher ought to be. Rather, we wish only to prescribe
what a collective ‘‘community of researchers’’ whoare at-
tempting to learn about a particular focal problem area must
do if they are, collectively, to gain scientific information
about that problem area and build confidencein that infor-
mation. The individual researcher, carrying out a study that
fits his or her interests or purposes, is in no way obliged
to conduct research along any other path or in any other
portion of the research ‘‘space’’ than the one proposed. The
individual researcher is obligedonly to do each study as
well as possible within available resources, and to present
it publicly for what it is: one study, in one part of the
overall research process, bearing on the stated focal prob-
lem in certain limited ways. The ‘‘field,’’ on the other hand
(the collective community of researchers interested in a par-
ticular focal problem area), must ensure thatall portions of
the research processget sufficient attention and exploration,
so that the community of researchers can increase their
confidence (reduce their uncertainty) about the focal prob-
lem findings and their meanings.

These points are pertinent to the Calder/Lynch discourse.
We would agree that no individual researcheris obliged to
study ‘‘real’’ populations, to sample representatively, to be
concemed with testing theoretical implications intended to
be universal, or to search for the scope and boundaries of
a particular set of research findings. Nor is an individual
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researcher whois interested in doing Stage 2 research on
a particular focal problem obliged to go back and develop
completely new methods of measurement, analysis tech-
niques, interpretations of events in some particular sub-
stantive domain, and conceptual models. Scientific infor-
mation is not only inherently probabilistic and contingent
(as noted in Theme #2), it is also cumulative over different

research studies and different researchers. Conceptual and
methodological tools, as well as substantive findings, must
be cumulative; otherwise each of us would have to start
from scratch again wheneverwetried to do a research study
of any kind.

On the other hand,the field is obliged to deal with all
of these parts of the research process, if the field is to
“‘know what it knows.’’ This is equally true for both ap-
plied and basic research areas. In our view, although basic
and applied research may be regarded as analytically dis-
tinct in terms of short-term purposes, the two are ultimately
interdependent in terms of long-run gains in knowledge,
and in terms of our confidence about that knowledge.

In this light, questions such as whether or not the basic
researcher must be concerned with external validity become
moot points. No particular researcher must, but the field
must. The scope and limits of the basic researcher’s find-
ings—and of the applied researcher’s findings as well—
mustbe established with respectto all relevant facets of the
conceptual and the methodological, as well as of the sub-
stantive domain.

In accepting these caveats, we must of course remember
that the individuals who make up ‘‘the field’’ are the same
scientists who do the separate, individual studies. While no
one of them is individually responsible for doing all that is
needed in the research area, each shares in the collective
responsibility for doing so. Much like the well known
“‘tragedy of the commons”’ (Hardin 1968), if every one of
us leaves all of the preparatory work (Stage 1) and the
verification and delimitation work (Stage 3) to ‘“‘the field,”’
it will not get done atall: ‘‘the field’’—andall of us who
comprise it—will fail. Pogo’s classic statement is apropos
here: ‘‘We have met the enemy,and they is us!”’

CLOSING COMMENTS
Berkowitz and Donnerstein (1982) recently published an

article entitled ‘‘External Validity is More Than Skin
Deep.’’ Their title meant, in part, that they rejected the idea
that external validity was synonymouswith realism. Calder
and Lynch would agreein that rejection, and so would we
(as noted previously under Theme #1). Indeed, we would

hold that external validity is not only deeper than ‘‘mere
realism,’’ it is also broader than ‘‘mere population sam-
pling,’’ and much more complicated than merely ‘‘gener-
alizing to’’—or even ‘‘generalizing over’’—variations in
some single feature of the design or sample of an earlier
study. In our view, fully exploring the external validity of
a set of findings requires systematic efforts to verify, ex-
tend, and delimit those findings, by replication and by si-
multaneous robustness analysis and boundary search with
respect to all relevant facets of the conceptual, methodo-
logical, and substantive domains. For both basic researchers

and applied researchers, to do less is to settle for a higher
level of uncertainty about those findings than is necessary.
Andin science, that is tantamount to throwing the game!

[Received April 1983.]
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In Defense of

External Invalidity

Douglas G. Mook

The greatest weakness of laboratory experiments lies in
their artificiality. Social processes observed to occur within
a laboratory setting might not necessarily occur within
more natural social settings.

—Babbie, 1975, p. 254

In order to behave like scientists we must construct situ-
ations in which our subjects. . . can behaveaslittle like
humanbeings as possible and wedothis in order to allow
ourselves to make statements about the nature of their
humanity.

—Bannister, 1966, p. 24

Experimental psychologists frequently haveto listen
to remarks like these. And one who hastaught
courses in research methods and experimental psy-
chology, as I have for the past several years, has prob-
ably had no problem in alerting students to the
“artificiality” of research settings. Students, like lay-
persons(and not a few social scientists for that mat-
ter), come to us quite prepared to point out the
remoteness of our experimental chambers, our

preoccupation with rats and college sophomores,
and the comic-opera “reactivity” of our shock gen-
erators, electrode paste, and judgmentsoflengths of
line segments on white paper.

Theysee all this. My problem has been not to
alert them to these considerations, but to break their
habit of dismissing well-done, meaningful, infor-

mative research on groundsof“artificiality.”
The task has becomea bit harder overthe last

few years because a full-fledged “purr” word has
gained currency: external validity. Articles and
inonographshave been written aboutits proper nur-

ture, and checklists of specific threats to its well-

being are now appearing in textbooks. Studies unes-
corted by it are afflicted by—what else?—external
tnvalidity. That phrase has a lovely mouth-filling
resonanceto it, and there is, to be sure, a certain
poetic justice in our being attacked with our own
jargon.

Warm Fuzzies and Cold Creepies

The trouble is that, like most “purr” and “snarl”
words, the phrases external validity and external in-
validity can serve as serious barriers to thought.
Obviously, any kind of validity is a warm, fuzzy
Good Thing; and just as obviously, any kind ofin-
validity must be a cold, creepy Bad Thing. Who

could doubtit?
It seems to me that these phrases trapped even

their originators, in just that way. Campbell and
Stanley (1967) introduce the concept thus: “Exter-

nal validity asks the question of generalizability: To
whatpopulations, settings, treatment variables, and
measurement variables can this effect be general-
ized?”’ (p. 5). Fair enough. External validity is not
an automatic desideratum;it asks a question. It in-
vites us to think about the prior questions: To what

populations, settings, and so on, do we wantthe ef-
fect to be generalized? Do we wantto generalizeit
at all?

But their next sentenceis: ‘Both typesof cri-
teria are obviously important. . ”’ And “. . . the
selection of designs strong in both types of validity
is obviously our ideal” (Campbell & Stanley, 1967,
p. 5).

I intend to argue that this is simply wrong. If
it sounds plausible, it is because the word validity
has given it a warm coat of downy fuzz. Who wants
to be invalid—internally, externally, or in any other
way? One might as well ask for acne. In a way, I
wish the authors had stayed with the term general-
izability, precisely because it does not sound nearly
so good. It would then be easier to rememberthat
we are not dealing with a criterion, like clear skin,

but with a question, like ‘“‘How can weget this sofa
downthestairs?” Oneasksthat question if, and only
if, moving the sofa is what one wants to do.

But generalizability is not quite right either.
The question of external validity is not the same as
the question of generalizability. Even an experiment
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that is clearly “applicable to the real world,” perhaps
because it was conducted there (e.g., Bickman’s,

1974, studies of obedience on the street corner), will
have some limits to its generalizability. Cultural,
historical, and age-group limits will surely be pres-
ent; but these are unknownandnosingle study can
discover them all. Their determination is empirical.

The external-validity question is a special case.
It comesto this: Are the sample, the setting, and the

manipulation so artificial that the class of “target”
real-life situations to which the results can be gen-
eralized is likely to be trivially small? If so, the ex-
perimentlacks external validity. But that argument
still begs the question I wish to raise here: Is such
generalization our intent? Is it what we want to do?
Not always.

The Agricultural Model

These baleful remarks about external validity (EV)
are not quite fair to its originators. In defining the
concept, they had a particular kind of research in
mind, and it was the kind in which the problem of
EV is meaningful and important.

These are the applied experiments. Campbell
and Stanley (1967) had in mind the kind of inves-
tigation that is designed to evaluate a new teaching
procedure or the effects of an “enrichment” pro-

gram onthe culturally deprived. For that matter, the
research context in which sampling theory was de-
veloped in its modern form—agricultural re-
search—has a similar purpose. The experimental
setting resembles, or is a special case of, a real-life
setting in which one wants to know whatto do. Does
this fertilizer (or this pedagogical device) promote
growth in this kind of crop (or this kind of child)?
If one finds a significant improvement in the ex-
perimental subjects as compared with the controls,

one predicts that implementation of a similar ma-
nipulation, in a similar setting with similar subjects,
will be of benefit on a larger scale.

That kind of argument does assumethat one’s
experimental manipulation represents the broader-
scale implementation and that one’s subjects and
settings represent their target populations. Indeed,
part of the thrust of the EV concept is that we have
been concerned only with subject representativeness
and not enough with representativeness of the set-
tings and manipulations we have sampled in doing
experiments.

Deese (1972), for example, has taken us to task

for this neglect:

Someparticular set of conditions in an experimentis gen-
erally taken to be representative of all possible conditions
of a similar type. . . . In the investigation of altruism,
situations are devised to permit people to makealtruistic
choices. Usually a single situation provides the setting for
the experimentaltesting. . . . [the experimenter] will al-
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low that one particular situation to stand for the unspec-
ified circumstances in which an individual could be al-
truistic. . . . the social psychologist as experimenter is
content to let a particular situation stand for an indefinite
range of possible testing situations in a vague and un-
specified way. (pp. 59-60)

It comes down to this: The experimenter is gener-
alizing on the basis of a small and biased sample,

not of subjects (though probably those too), but of
settings and manipulations.'

The entire argumentrests, however, on an ap-

plied, or what I call an ‘agricultural,’ conception
of the aims of research. The assumptionis that the
experimentis intended to be generalized to similar
subjects, manipulations, and settings. If this is so,

then the broader the generalizations one can make,
the more real-world occurrences one can predict

from one’s findings and the more one has learned

about the real world from them. However, it may
not be so. There are experiments—very many

of them—that do not have such generalization as
their aim.

This is not to deny that we have talked nonsense
on occasion. We have. Sweeping generalizations
about “altruism,” or “anxiety,” or “honesty” have

been made on evidence that does not begin to sup-
port them, and for the reasons Deese gives. But let
it also be said that in many such cases, we have

seemed to talk nonsense only because ourcritics,

or we ourselves, have assumed that the “agricul-
tural” goal of generalization is part of ourintent.

But in many (perhaps most) ofthe experiments
Deese has in mind,the logic goes in a different di-
rection. We are not making generalizations, but fest-
ing them. To show what a difference this makes,let
me turn to an example.

A Case Study of a Flat Flunk

Surely one of the experiments that has had per-
manent impact on our thinking is the study of
“‘mother love’ in rhesus monkeys, elegantly con-
ducted by Harlow. His wire mothersandterry-cloth
mothers are permanentadditions to our vocabulary
of classic manipulations. And his finding that con-
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' In fairness, Deese goes on to makea distinction muchlike

the one I intend here. “If the theory and observations are ex-

plicitly related to one another through somerigorouslogical pro-

cess, then the sampling of conditions may become completely

unnecessary” (p. 60). I agree. ‘But a theory having such power

is almost never found in psychology” (p. 61). I disagree, not

because I think our theories are all that powerful, but because

I do not think all that much power is required for what we are

usually trying to do.
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tact comfort was a powerful determinant of “at-
tachment,” whereas nutrition was small potatoes,

was a massive spike in the coffin of the moribund,
but still wriggling, drive-reduction theories of the
1950s.

As a case study, let us see how the Harlow wire-

and cloth-mother experiment stands up to the cri-
teria of EV.

The original discussion ofEV by Campbell and
Stanley (1967) reveals that the experimental inves-
tigation they had in mind was a rather complex
mixed design with pretests, a treatment imposed or
withheld (the independentvariable), and a posttest.
Since Harlow’s experiment does notfit this mold,
the first two of their “threats to external validity”
do not arise at all: pretest effects on responsiveness
and multiple-treatment interference.

The other two threats on their list do arise in
Harlow’s case. First, “there remains the possibility
that the effects. . . hold only for that unique pop-
ulation from which the . . . [subjects were] se-
lected” (Campbell & Stanley, 1967, p. 19). More
generally, this is the problem of sampling bias, and
it raises the spectre of an unrepresentative sample.
Of course, as every student knows, the way to com-
bat the problem (and never mind that nobody does

it) is to select a random sample from the population
of interest.

Were Harlow’s baby monkeysrepresentative of
the population of monkeys in general? Obviously
not; they were born in captivity and then orphaned

besides. Well, were they a representative sample of
the population of lab-born, orphaned monkeys?
There was no attempt at all to make them so.It
must be concluded that Harlow’s sampling proce-
dures fell far short of the ideal.

Second, we have the undeniable fact of the
“patent artificiality of the experimental setting”
(Campbell & Stanley, 1967, p. 20). Campbell and

Stanley go on to discuss the problems posed by the
subjects’ knowledge that they are in an experiment
and by what we nowcall “demand characteristics.”
But the problem can be generalized again: How do
we know that what the subjects do in this artificial
setting is what they would do in a morenatural one?
Solutions have involved hiding from the subjects the
fact that they are subjects; moving from a laboratory
to a field setting; and, going further, trying for a
“representative sample”’ of the field settings them-
selves (e.g., Brunswik, 1955).

What then of Harlow’s work? One does not
know whether his subjects knew they were in an
experiment; certainly there is every chance that they
experienced “expectations ofthe unusual, with won-

der and active puzzling” (Campbell & Stanley, 1967,
p. 21). In short, they must have been cautious, be-
wildered, reactive baby monkeys indeed. And what

of the representativeness of the setting? Real mon-
keys do notlive within walls. They do not encounter
mother figures made of wire mesh,with rubber nip-
ples; nor is the advent of a terry-cloth cylinder,
warmed bya light bulb, a part of their natural life-
style. What can this contrived situation possibly tell
us about how monkeys with natural upbringing
would behave in a natural setting?

On the face of it, the verdict must be a flat
flunk. On every criterion of EV that appliesat all,
we find Harlow’s experiment either manifestly de-
ficient or simply unevaluable. And yet our tendency
is to respondto this critique with a resounding ‘“‘So
what?” AndI think we are quite right to so respond.

Why? Because using the lab results to make
generalizations about real-world behavior was no
part of Harlow’s intention. It was not what he was
trying to do. That being the case, the concept of EV
simply does not arise—except in an indirect and
remote sense to be clarified shortly.

Harlow did not conclude, “Wild monkeys in

the jungle probably would choose terry-cloth over
wire mothers, too, if offered the choice.” First, it

would be a moot conclusion, since that simply is

not going to happen. Second, who cares whether
they would or not? The generalization would be triv-
ial even if true. What Harlow did conclude was that
the hunger-reduction interpretation of mother love
would not work. If anything about his experiment
has external validity, it is this theoretical point, not

the findings themselves. And to see whetherthe theo-
retical conclusion is valid, we extend the experi-
ments or test predictions based on theory.*? We do
not dismiss the findings and go back to do the ex-
periment “properly,” in the jungle with a random
sample of baby monkeys.

The distinction between generality of findings
and generality of theoretical conclusions under-
scores what seems to me the most important source

of confusionin all this, which is the assumption that
the purpose ofcollecting data in the laboratory is
to predict real-life behavior in the real world. Of
course, there are times when that is what we are
trying to do, and there are times when it is not.
Whenit is, then the problem of EV confronts us,

full force. When it is not, then the problem of EV

is either meaningless or trivial, and a misplaced
preoccupation with it can seriously distort our eval-
uation of the research.

Butif we are not using our experiments to pre-

dict real-life behavior, what are we using them for?
Whyelse do an experiment?
 

> The term theory is used loosely to mean, not a strict de-
ductive system, but a conclusion on which different findings con-

verge. Harlow’s demonstration draws muchofits force from the

context of other findings (by Ainsworth, Bowlby, Spitz, and oth-

ers) with which it articulates.

 



There are a numberof other things we may be
doing. First, we may be asking whether something
can happen, rather than whether it typically does
happen. Second, our prediction maybe in the other
direction; it may specify something that ought to
happen in the lab, and so we go to the lab to see
whether it does. Third, we may demonstrate the
power of a phenomenonby showingthat it happens
even under unnatural conditions that ought to pre-
clude it. Finally, we may use the lab to produce con-
ditions that have no counterpart in real life at all,
so that the concept of “generalizing to the real
world” has no meaning. But even where findings
cannot possibly generalize and are not supposed to,
they can contribute to an understanding of the pro-
cesses going on. Once again,it is that understanding
which has externalvalidity (if it does)—notthe find-
ings themselves, muchless the setting and the sam-
ple. And this implies in turn that we cannotassess
that kind of validity by examining the experiment
itself.

Alternatives to Generalization

“What Can” Versus “What Does”

“Person perception studies using photographs or
brief exposure of the stimulus person have com-
monly foundthat spectacles, lipstick and untidyhair
have a great effect on judgmentsof intelligence and
othertraits. It is suggested. . . that these results are
probably exaggerations of any effect that might oc-
cur when more information about a person1s avail-

able” (Argyle, 1969, p. 19). Later in the sametext,

Argyle gives a specific example: “‘Argyle and
McHenry found that targeted persons were judged
as 13 points of IQ more intelligent when wearing
spectacles and when seen for 15 seconds; however,

if they were seen during 5 minutes of conversation
spectacles made no difference” (p. 135).

Argyle (1969) offers these data as an example
of how “‘the results [of an independent variable stud-
ied in isolation] may be exaggerated” (p. 19). Ex-
aggerated with respect to what? With respect to what
“really” goes on in the world ofaffairs. It is clear
that on these grounds, Argyle takes the 5-minute
study, in which glasses made no difference, more
seriously than the 15-second study, in which
they did.

Now from an “applied”’ perspective, there is no
question that Argyle is right. Suppose that only the

15-second results were known; and suppose that on

the basis of them, employment counselors began
advising their students to wear glasses or sales execu-
tives began requiring their salespeople to do so. The
result would be a great deal of wasted time, and all
because of an ‘“‘exaggerated effect,” or what I have
called an “inflated variable” (Mook, 1982). Powerful

in the laboratory (13 IQ points is a lot!), eyeglasses
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are a trivial guide to a person’s intelligence and are
treated as such when moreinformationis available.

On the other hand,is it not worth knowing that
such a bias can occur, even underrestricted condi-

tions? Does it imply an implicit “theory” or set of
“heuristics” that we carry about with us? If so, where
do they come from?

There are some intriguing issues here. Why
should the person’s wearing eyeglasses affect our
judgments of his or her intelligence under any con-
ditions whatever? As a pure guess, I would hazard
the following: Maybe we believe that (a) intelligent
people read more thanless intelligent ones, and (b)
that reading leads to visual problems, wherefore (c)
the moreintelligent are more likely to need glasses.
If that is how the argument runs, then it is an in-
stance of how our person perceptions are influenced
by causal “‘schemata” (Nisbett & Ross, 1980)—even
where at least one step in the theoretical sequence
({b] above) is, as far as we know, simply false.

Looked at in that way, the difference between
the 15-second and the 5-minute condition is itself
worth investigating further (as it would not be if the
latter simply “invalidated” the former). If we are so
ready to abandon rathersilly causal theory in the
light of more data, why are some other causal the-
ories, many of them evensillier, so fiercely resistant
to change?

The point is that in thinking about the matter
this way, we are taking the results strictly as we find
them. The fact that eyeglasses can influence our
judgmentsofintelligence, though it may be quite
devoid of real-world application, surely says some-
thing aboutus as judges. If we look just at that, then
the issue of external validity does not arise. We are
no longer concerned with generalizing from the lab
to the real world. The lab (qualab) has led us to ask
questions that might not otherwise occur to us.
Surely that alone makes the research more than a
sterile intellectual exercise.

Predicting From and Predicting To

The next case study has a special place in myheart.
It is one of the things that led directly to thisarticle,
which I wrote fresh from a delightful roaring ar-
gument with mystudents about the issues at hand.

Thestudyis a test ofthe tension-reduction view
of alcohol consumption, conducted by Higgins and
Marlatt (1973). Briefly, the subjects were made either
highly anxious or not so anxious bythe threat of
electric shock, and were permitted access to alcohol
as desired. If alcohol reduces tension and if people
drink it because it does so (Cappell & Herman,

1972), then the anxious subjects should have drunk

more. They did not.
Writing aboutthis experiment, one ofmybetter

students gave it short shrift: “Surely not manyal-
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coholics are presented with such a threat under nor-

mal conditions.”
Indeed. The threat of electric shock can hardly

be “representative” of the dangers faced by anyone
except electricians, hi-fi builders, and Psychology
101 students. What then? It depends! It depends on
what kind of conclusion one draws and what one’s
purpose is in doing the study.

Higgins and Marlatt could have drawnthis con-
clusion: ‘Threat of shock did not cause our subjects
to drink in these circumstances. Therefore, it prob-
ably would not cause similar subjects to drink in
similar circumstances either.” A properly cautious
conclusion, and manifestly trivial.

Or they could have drawn this conclusion:
“Threat of shock did not cause oursubjects to drink
in these circumstances. Therefore, tension or anxi-
ety probably does not cause people to drink in nor-

mal, real-world situations.”” That conclusion would
be manifestly risky, not to say foolish; andit 1s that
kind ofconclusion whichraises the issue of EV. Such
a conclusion does assume that we can generalize
from the simple and protectedlab setting to the com-
plex and dangerousreal-life one and that the fear
of shock can represent the general case of tension
and anxiety. And let me admit again that we have
been guilty of just this kind of foolishness on more
than one occasion.

But that is not the conclusion Higgins and

Marlatt drew. Their argument had an entirely dif-
ferent shape, one that changes everything. Para-
phrased,it went thus: ‘““Threat of shock did not cause
our subjects to drink in these circumstances. There-
fore, the tension-reduction hypothesis, which pre-
dicts that it should have doneso,either is false or
is in need of qualification.” This is our old friend,

the hypothetico-deductive method, in action. The

important point to see is that the generalizability of
the results, from lab to real life, is not claimed. It
plays no part in the argumentatall.

Ofcourse, these findings may not require much
modification of the tension-reduction hypothesis.It
is possible—indeedit is highly likely—that there are
tensionsand tensions; and perhapsthe nagging fears
and self-doubts of the everyday have a quite different
status from the acute fear of electric shock. Maybe
alcohol does reduce these chronic fears andis taken,

sometimes abusively, because it does so.* If these
possibilities can be shownto be true, then we could
sharpen the tension-reduction hypothesis, restricting

 

*] should note, however, that there is considerable doubt

aboutthat as a statement of the general case. Like Harlow’s ex-

periment, the Higgins and Marlatt (1973) study articulates with

a growing body of data from very different sources and settings.

but all, in this case, calling the tension-reduction theory into

question (cf. Mello & Mendelson, 1978).
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it (as it is not restricted now) to certain kinds of

tension and, perhaps, to certain settings. In short,
we could advance our understanding. And the “ar-
tificial”’ laboratory findings would have contributed
to that advance. Surely we cannot reasonably ask
for more.

It seems to methat this kind of argument char-
acterizes much of our research—much more ofit
than ourcritics recognize. In very many cases, we
are not using what happens in the laboratory to

“predict” the real world. Prediction goes the other
way: Our theory specifies what subjects should do
in the laboratory. Then we go to the laboratory to
ask, Do they do it? And we modify our theory, or
hang onto it for the time being, as results dictate.
Thus we improve our theories, and—to say it

again—it is these that generalize to the real world
if anything does.

Let me turn to an example of another kind. To

this point, it is artificiality of setting that has been
the focus. Analogous considerationscan arise, how-
ever, when one thinks through the implications of
artificiality of, or bias in, the sample. Considera case
study.

A great deal of folklore, supported by some

powerful psychological theories, would have it that
children acquire speech of the forms approved by
their culture—thatis, grammatical speech—through
the impact of parents’ reactions to what they say.
If a child emits a properly formed sentence (so the
argument goes), the parent responds with approval

or attention. If the utterance is ungrammatical, the

parentcorrects it or, at the least, withholds approval.
Direct observation of parent-child interac-

tions, however, reveals that this need not happen.

Brown and Hanlon (1970) report that parents react

to the content of a child’s speech, not to its form.
If the sentence emitted is factually correct, it is likely
to be approved by the parent; if false, disapproved.

But whether the utterance embodies correct gram-
matical form has surprisingly little to do with the
parent’s reaction toit.

What kind of sample were Brown and Hanlon

dealing with here? Families that (a) lived in Boston,

(b) were well educated, and (c) were willing to have

squadrons of psychologists camped in their living

rooms,taping their conversations.It is virtually cer-
tain that the sample was biased even with respect

to the already limited “population” of upper-class-

Bostonian-parents-of-young-children.
Surely a sample like that is a poor basis from

which to generalize to any interesting population.
But what if we turn it around? We start with the
theoretical proposition: Parents respond to the
grammarof their children’s utterances (as by mak-
ing approval contingent or by correcting mistakes).
Now we makethe prediction: Therefore, the parents

 



we observe ought to do that. And the prediction is

disconfirmed.
Going further, if we find that the children

Brown and Hanlonstudied went on to acquire Bos-
tonian-approvedsyntax, as seemslikely, then we can

draw a further prediction and see it disconfirmed.
If the theoryis true, and if these parents do notreact
to grammaticality orits absence, then these children
should not pick up grammatical speech. If they do
so anyway, then parental approval is not necessary
for the acquisition of grammar. And that is shown
not by generalizing from sample to population, but
by what happened in the sample.

It is of course legitimate to wonder whetherthe
same contingencies would appear in Kansas City
working-class families or in slum dwellers in the
Argentine. Maybe parental approval/disapprovalis
a much morepotentinfluence on children’s speech
in some cultures or subcultures than in others. Nev-
ertheless, the fact would remain that the parental
approval theory holds only in some instances and
must be qualified appropriately. Again, that would
be well worth knowing, and this sample of families
would have played a part in establishing it.

The confusion here mayreflect simple histor-
ical accident. Considerations of sampling from pop-
ulations were brought to our attention largely by
survey researchers, for whom the procedureof“‘gen-
eralizing to a population”is of vital concern. If we
want to estimate the proportion of the electorate
intending to vote for Candidate X, and if Y%of our
sample intends to do so, then we wantto be able to
say somethinglike this: ‘““We can be 95% confident
that ¥% of the voters, plus or minus Z, intend to
vote for X.” Then the issue of representativeness is
squarely before us, and the horrorstories of biased
sampling and wildly wrong predictions, from the
Literary Digest poll on down, have every right to
keep us awakeat night.

But what has to be thought through, case by
case, is whether that is the kind of conclusion we
intend to draw. In the Brown and Hanlon (1970)
case, nothing could be more unjustified than state-
ment of the kind, ““We can be W% certain that ¥%
of the utterances of Boston children, plus or minus
Y, are true and are approved.” The biased sample

rules such a conclusion out of court at the outset.
But it was never intended. The intended conclusion
was not about a population but about a theory. That

parental approval tracks content rather than form,

in these children, means that the parental approval
theory of grammaracquisition either is simply false
or interacts in unsuspected ways with someattri-
bute(s) of the home.

In yet other cases, the subjects are of interest
precisely because of their unrepresentativeness.
Washoe, Sarah, and our other special students are
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of interest because they are not representative of a
language-using species. And with all the quarrels
their accomplishments have givenrise to, I have not
seem them challenged as “unrepresentative chimps,”
except by students on examinations (I am not mak-
ing that up). The achievements of mnemonists
(which show us what can happen, rather than what
typically does) are of interest because mnemonists
are not representative of the rest of us. And when
one comes across a mnemonist one studies that
mnemonist, without much concern for his or her

representativeness even as a mnemonist.
But what do students read? ‘““Samples should

always be as representative as possible of the pop-
ulation under study.” “[A] major concern of the
behavioralscientist is to ensure that the sampleitself
is a good representative [sic] of the population.”
(The sources of these quotations do not matter; they

come from an accidental sample of books on my
shelf.)

The trouble with these remarksis not that they
are false—sometimes they are true—butthat they
are unqualified. Representativeness of sample is of
vital importance for certain purposes, such as survey
research. For other purposes it is a trivial issue.‘
Therefore, one must evaluate the sampling proce-

dure in light of the purpose—separately, case by
case.

Taking the Package Apart

Everyone knowsthat we make experimentalsettings

artificial for a reason. We doit to control for extra-
neous variables and to permit separation of factors
that do not comeseparately in Nature-as-you-find-

it. But that leaves us wondering how,having stepped
out of Nature, we get back in again. How do our
findings apply to the real-life setting in all its com-
plexity?

I think there are times when the answer has to
be, ‘““They don’t.” But we then mayadd,“Something
else does. It is called understanding.”

 

4 There is another sense in which “generalizing to a popu-

lation” attends most psychological research: One usually tests the

significance ofone’s findings, and in doing so one speaks of sam-

ple values as estimates of population parameters. In this con-

nection, though, the students are usually reassured that they can
always define the population in terms of the sample and take it

from there—whicheffectively leaves them wondering whatall the
flap was aboutin the first place.

Perhapsthis is the place to note that someofthe case studies
I have presented may raise questions in the reader’s mind that

are not dealt with here. Someraise the problem of interpreting

null conclusions; adequacy of controls for confounding variables
may be worrisome; and the Brown and Hanlon (1970) study faced

the problem of observer effects (adequately dealt with, I think;

see Mook, 1982). Except perhaps for the last one, however, these

issues are separate from the problem ofexternal validity, which
is the only concern here.
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As an example, consider dark adaptation. Psy-
chophysical experiments, conducted in restricted,
simplified, ecqlogically invalid settings, have taught
us these things among others:

1. Dark adaptation occurs in two phases.
There is a rapid and rather small increase in sen-

sitivity, followed by a delayed but greater increase.
2. The first of these phases reflects dark ad-

aptation by the cones; the second, by the rods.

Hecht (1934) demonstrated the second of these

conclusions by taking advantage ofsome facts about
cones (themselvesestablished in ecologically invalid
photochemical andhistological laboratories). Cones
are densely packed near the fovea; and they are

muchless sensitive than the rods to the shorter vis-
ible wavelengths. Thus, Hecht was able to tease out
the cone component of the dark-adaptation curve

by making his stimuli small, restricting them to the
center of the visual field, and turning them red.

Nowlet us contemplate the manifest ecological
invalidity of this setting. We have a human subject
in a dark room,staring at a place where a tiny red
light may appear. Who on earth spends time doing
that, in the world of affairs? And on eachtrial, the

subject simply makes a “yes, I see it/no, I don’t”
response. Surely we have subjects who “behave as
little like human beings as possible” (Bannister,
1966)—-We might be calibrating a photocell for all

the difference it would make.
How then do the findings apply to the real

world? They do not. Thetask, variables, and setting

have no real-world counterparts. What does apply,

and in spades, is the understanding of howthevisual
system works that such experiments have given us.

That is what we apply to the real-world setting—to
flying planes at night, to the problem of reading X-
ray prints on the spot, to effective treatmentofnight
blindness produced by vitamindeficiency, and much
besides.

Such experiments, I say, give us understanding

of real-world phenomena. Why? Because the pro-

cesses we dissect in the laboratory also operate in
the real world. The dark-adaptation data are of in-
terest because they show us a process that does occur
in manyreal-world situations. Thus we could,it is
true, look at the laboratory as a memberofa class
of “target” settings to which the results apply. But

it certainly is not a “representative’”” memberofthat
set. We might think of it as a limiting, or even de-
fining, memberofthat set. To what settings do the
results apply? The shortest answeris: to any setting
in whichit is relevant that (for instance) as the il-

lumination dims,sensitivity to longer visible wave-
lengths drops out before sensitivity to short ones
does. The findings do not represent a class of real-
world phenomena; they define one.

Alternatively, one might use the lab not to ex-
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plore a known phenomenon, but to determine

whether such and such a phenomenonexists or can

be made to occur. (Here again the emphasis is on
what can happen, not what usually does.) Henshel
(1980) has noted that some intriguing and important
phenomena,such as biofeedback, could never have
been discovered by sampling or mimicking natural
settings. He points out, too, that if a desirable phe-

nomenon occurs under laboratory conditions, one

may seek to make natural settings mimic the lab-
oratory rather than the other way around. Engineers
are familiar with this approach. So, for instance, are
many behaviortherapists.

(1 part company with Henshel’s excellent dis-
cussion only when he writes, ““The requirement of
‘realism, or a faithful mimicking of the outside
world in the laboratory experiment, applies only to
. . . hypothesis testing within the logico-deductive
model of research” [p. 470]. For reasons given ear-
lier, I do not think it need apply even there.)

The Dramaof the Artificial

To this point, I have considered alternatives to the
‘“‘analogue”’ model of research and have pointed out
that we need not intend to generalize our results

from sampleto population,or from lab to life. There
are cases in which we do wantto do that, of course.
Where wedo, we meet another temptation: We may
assumethat in order to generalize to “reallife,” the

laboratory setting should resemble the real-life one
as much as possible. This assumption is the force
behind the cry for “‘representative settings.”

The assumption is false. There are cases in

which the generalization from research setting to
real-life settings is made all the stronger by the lack

of resemblance between the two. Consider an ex-
ample.

A research project that comesin for criticism
along these lines is the well-known work on obedi-
ence by Milgram (1974). In his work, the difference
between a laboratory and a real-life setting is
brought sharply into focus. Soldiers in the jungles
of Viet Nam, concentration camp guards on the
fields of Eastern Europe—what resemblance do
their environments bear to a sterile room with a
shock generator and an intercom, presided over by
a white-coated scientist? As a setting, Milgram’s
surely is a prototype of an “unnatural’’ one.

Onepossible reaction to that fact is to dismiss
the work bag and baggage, as Argyle (1969) seems
to do: ““When a subject steps inside a psychological
laboratory he steps outofculture, and all the normal

rules and conventionsare temporarily discarded and

replaced by the single rule of laboratory culture—
‘do what the experimenter says, no matter how ab-
surd or unethical it may be’”(p. 20). He goes on

to cite Milgram’s work as an example.

 



All of this—whichis perfectly true—comes in
a discussion of how “laboratory research can pro-
duce the wrong results” (Argyle, 1969, p. 19). The
wrong results! But that is the whole point of the
results. What Milgram has shownis how easily we
can “step out of culture” in just the way Argyle de-
scribes—and how, once out of culture, we proceed

to violate its “normal rules and conventions” in
ways that are a revelation to us when they occur.
Remember, by the way, that most of the people
Milgram interviewed grossly underestimated the
amountofcompliance that would occurin that lab-
oratory setting.

Another reaction, just as wrong but unfortu-
nately even more tempting, is to start listing simi-
larities and differences between the lab setting and
the natural one. The temptation here is to get in-
volved in count-’em mechanics: The more differ-
ences there are, the greater the external invalidity.
Thus:

Oneelement lacking in Milgram’s situation that typically
obtains in similar naturalistic situations is that the ex-
perimenter had noreal power to harm the subject if the
subject failed to obey orders. The subject could always
simply get up and walk out of the experiment, never to
see the experimenter again. So when considering Mil-
gram’sresults, it should be borne in mind that a powerful
source of obedience in the real world was lacking in this
situation. (Kantowitz & Roediger, 1978, pp. 387-388)

“Borne in mind” to what conclusion? Since the next
sentenceis “Nonetheless, Milgram’s results are truly
remarkable”(p. 388), we must suppose that the re-
marks were meantin criticism.

Nowthe lack of threat of punishmentis, to be

sure, a major difference between Milgram’s lab and
the jungle war or concentration campsetting. But
what happened? An astonishing two thirds obeyed
anyway. The force of the experimenter’s authority
was sufficient to induce normaldecent adults to in-
flict pain on another humanbeing, even though they
could have refused without risk. Surely the absence
of power to punish, though a distinct difference be-

’ tween Milgram’s setting and the others, only adds
to the drama of whathe saw.

There are other threats to the external validity
of Milgram’s findings, and some of them must be
taken more seriously. There is the possibility that
the orders he gave were “legitimized by the labo-
ratory setting” (Orne & Evans, 1965, p. 199). Per-
haps his subjects said in effect, ““This is a scientific
experiment run by a responsible investigator, so
maybe the whole business isn’t as dangerousas it
looks.” This possibility (which is quite distinct from
the last one, though the checklist approach often
confuses the two) does leave us with nagging doubts
about the generalizability of Milgram’s findings.
Campguards and jungle fighters do not have this
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cognitive escape hatch available to them. If Mil-
gram’s subjects did say “It must not be dangerous,”
then his conclusion—peopleare surprisingly willing
to inflict danger under orders—is in fact weakened.

The importantthing to see is that the checklist
approach will not serve us. Here we have twodif-
ferences between lab and life—the absence of pun-
ishmentandthe possibility ofdiscounting the danger
of obedience. The latter difference weakens the im-
pact of Milgram’s findings; the former strengthens
it. Obviously we must move beyond a simple count
of differences and think through whattheeffect of
each oneis likely to be.

Validity of What?
Ultimately, what makes research findings ofinterest
is that they help us understand everyday life. That
understanding, however, comes from theory or the

analysis of mechanism; it is not a matter of “gen-
eralizing” the findings themselves. This kind of va-
lidity applies(if it does) to statementslike “The hun-

ger-reduction interpretation of infant attachment
will not do,” or “Theory-driven inferences may bias
first impressions,” or “The Purkinje shift occurs

because rod vision has these characteristics and cone
vision has those.” The validity of these generaliza-
tions is tested by their success at prediction and has
nothing to do with the naturalness, representative-
ness, or even nonreactivity of the investigations on
whichtheyrest.

Of course there are also those cases in which
one does wantto predict real-life behavior directly
from research findings. Survey research, and most

experiments in applied settings such as factory or
classroom, have that end in view. Predicting real-life
behavioris a perfectly legitimate and honorable way
to use research. When we engagein it, we do con-
front the problem of EV, and Babbie’s (1975) com-

ment abouttheartificiality of experiments hasforce.
WhatI have argued hereis that Babbie’s com-

menthas force only then.If this is so, then external

validity, far from being “‘obviously our ideal”
(Campbell & Stanley, 1967), is a concept that applies
only to a rather limited subset of the research
we do.

A Checklist of Decisions

I am afraid that there is no alternative to thinking
through, case by case, (a) what conclusion we want

to draw and (b) whether the specifics of our sample
or setting will prevent us from drawing it. Of course
there are seldom anyfixed rules about how to “think
through” anything interesting. But here is a sample
of questions one might ask in deciding whether the
usual criteria of external validity should even be
considered:

As to the sample: Am (or is he or she whose
work I am evaluating) trying to estimate from sam-
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ple characteristics the characteristics of some pop-
ulation? Or am | trying to draw conclusions not
about a population, but about a theory thatspecifies
what these subjects ought to do? Or(as in linguistic
apes) would it be important if any subject does, or
can be madeto do, this or that?

As to thesetting: Is it my intention to predict
what would happen in real-life setting or “target”
class of such settings? Our “thinking through”? di-
vides depending on the answer.

The answer may be no. Once again, we may
be testing a prediction rather than making one; our
theory may specify what ought to happen in this
setting. Then the question is whetherthe setting gives
the theory a fair hearing, and the external-validity
question vanishesaltogether.

Or the answer may be yes. Then we mustask,
Is it therefore necessary that the setting be “‘repre-
sentative” of the class of target settings? Is it enough
that it be a memberofthatclass, if it captures: pro-
cesses that must operate in all such settings? If the
latter, perhaps it should be a “limiting case” of the
settings in which the processes operate—the sim-
plest possible one, as a psychophysicslab is intended

to be. In that case, the stripped-down setting may
actually define the class of target settings to which
the findings apply, as in the dark-adaptationstory.
The question is only whether the setting actually
preserves the processes of interest,> and again the
issue of external validity disappears.

We maypush ourthinking through step fur-
ther. Suppose there are distinct differences between

the research setting and thereal-life target ones. We
should rememberto ask: So what? Will they weaken
or restrict our conclusions? Or might they actually
strengthen and extend them (as does the absence of

power to punish in Milgram’s experiments)?
Thinking through is of course another warm,

fuzzy phrase, I quite agree. But I mean it to contrast

 
> Of course, whether an artificial setting does preserve the

process can be a very real question. Much controversy centers

on such questions as whether the operant-conditioning chamber

really captures the processes that operate in, say, the marketplace.

If resolution of that issue comes, however, it will depend on

whetherthe onesetting permits successful predictions about the

other. It will not come from pointing to the ‘‘unnaturalness” of

the one and the ‘‘naturalness” of the other. There is no dispute

aboutthat.
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with the cold creepies with which mystudents as-
sault research findings: knee-jerk reactions to “‘ar-
tificiality”; finger-jerk pointing to “biased samples”
and “unnatural settings’; and now, tongue-jerk im-
precations about ‘external invalidity.” People are
already far too eager to dismiss what we have learned
(even that biased sample who cometo college and
elect our courses!). If they do so, let it be for the
right reasons.
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VI

SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENT

ISSUES IN EVALUATION

Once the evaluation design has been specified, an evaluator’s attention

turns to considerations of the appropriate type of sampling strategy and mea-

sures to employ. During this stage, the evaluator asks questions about the

appropriatenessof the target population selected, the level at which the target

should be specified (e.g., individual, group, community, social system), and

the ability of measures to detect true changes in the target as a result of the

intervention. Serious problems with reliability and validity in an evaluation
could arise if incorrect sampling strategies are employed orif the measure-

ment of key variables is not sensitive to change.

The four articles included here highlight the importance of carefully con-

sidering sampling issues before evaluation: studies are conducted. Thearticles

cover purposive samplingstrategies, selectivity problems in quasi-experimen-

tal studies, sample selection bias, and measurementsensitivity. In many of the
evaluation studies we reviewed, we found that the issues raised by these

authors were not fully recognized or implemented by evaluators. Thesearti-

cles may help to alert the evaluation community to the importance of these

sampling and measurementissues.

St.Pierre and Cook discuss the trade-offs of utilizing various sampling

strategies for descriptive and impact assessmentevaluations. Specifically, they

address ways to select entities (e.g., states, school districts) in evaluations of

national social programs. They conclude that, while it is desirable and theoret-

ically possible to use a randomselection of sites for impact assessments,it is

usually unreasonable to do so because of practical constraints. They advocate

purposive sampling of sites since this method is most realistic to implement

and is able to provide useful impact evaluation data. Four types of purposive

sampling strategies are reviewed: (1) sampling for heterogeneity, (2) sampling

modal instances, (3) sampling on implementation, and (4) sampling on the

dependent variable. They end their chapter by providing examples of purpo-

sive sampling strategies utilized in two national social program evaluations.

hen and Joreskog describe problems with selectivity when trying to

2? population parameters from nonrandom samples. If a selective sam-

nalyzed as if it were random,the results are likely to be biased and

inconsistent estimates of population parameters. Nonrandom samples

It from sample selection, self-selection, or attrition. The authors sug-

if the sample is nonrandom,efforts should be made to modelthe
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selective sampling that occurred. By so doing, evaluators can generate unbi-

ased estimates of treatment effects, even without randomization.

Berk reviews recent advances in diagnosing and correcting sample selection

bias. An example of estimating this bias is provided from a study ofcitizen

opinions of the criminal justice system. Berk notes that sample selection bias

is a problem wheneverresearchers work with nonrandom samples, becauseit

threatens both external and internalvalidity.

The final article by Lipsey addresses measurementsensitivity in program

evaluation. He discusses the advantages of conducting preliminary measure-

ment assessments that include the ability to determine if the study measures

are adequate for detecting the expected treatment effect and the ability to

modify the study design to reduce deficiencies in measurementsensitivity. Lip-

sey proposes a schemethatutilizes a components-of-variance approach per-

mitting the examination of measurementsensitivity to criterion-level effects,

reliability and generalizability, and statistical power. Examples from evalua-

tions of a juvenile delinquency prevention program and special education

program illustrate the application of measurementsensitivity assessments.
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Sampling Strategy in the

Design ofProgram Evaluations

Robert G. St.Pierre and Thomas D. Cook

This paper addresses the issue of how to select entities (e.g., school dis-

tricts, states, community mental health centers, Head Start centers) to be stud-

ied in evaluations of national social programs. It distinguishes between two

major uses of evaluation—description and impact assessment—and argues

that while the selection of a random sample ofentities is appropriate for pro-

viding descriptive information, practical constraints reduce the utility of ran-

dom sampling for impact evaluations. We propose purposive sampling of

entities for impact evaluations as an alternative strategy, define different types

of purposive samples and their uses, and give examples of implementationsof

purposive sampling in impact evaluationsof national social programs.

DESCRIPTIVE VERSUS IMPACT EVALUATIONS

Several sources give extended definitions of evaluation, complete with

typologies, classifications, and categories (e.g., Rossi, Freeman, & Wright,

1979). For our purposes we only need distinguish between two general types

of evaluations: (1) those that provide descriptive information on programs

and (2) those that provide information on program effectiveness. As shown in

Table 1, many typical evaluation questions fall into the descriptive category,

including those dealing with the use of program funds, targeting of program

benefits, and program implementation. In the effectiveness category we con-

sider studies involving the assessment of program costs and/or impacts.

From Robert G. St.Pierre and Thomas D. Cook, “Sampling Strategy in the Design of Program

Evaluations,” original manuscript.

Authors’ Note: The two evaluations used as examples were funded by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation under con-

tracts FNS-53-3198-9-38 and FNS-53-3198-1-112 with Abt Associates Inc. Special thanks are due

to Mr. Michael Puma, Dr. Jack Radzikowski, and Dr. Victor Rezmovic of FNS/OPPEfor their

assistance throughout these projects. This paper was presented at the joint meeting of the Evalua-

tion Network and the Evaluation Research Society, Chicago, October 1983.
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TABLE1

Types of Evaluation
 

 

 

Nature of Evaluation Source of Type of

Evaluation Question Data Sample

Program Are program funds being used Review of extant records Random

description pfoperly?

Is the program reaching the Survey of program Random

intended beneficiaries? administrators

Is the program implemented Survey of program Random

as intended? administrators, or

program observation purposive

Program Is the program effective? Measurementof program Purposive

effectiveness effects

Is the program efficient?’ Measurementof program Purposive

costs and effects
 

The point to be made from Table | is that both the sources of data and the

type of sample for an evaluation are related to the type of questions to be

addressed and henceto the general nature of the evaluation. Descriptive ques-

tions can often be addressed by accessing existing data, such as financial

records or program applications. Descriptive data on program operations are

also obtained by surveys of program administrators or program participants.

The reason that we typically obtain descriptive information using such tech-
niques is that we assumethe needed informationis in the knowledge base of
the relevant respondent. For example, in a survey designed to obtain informa-
tion on program operations we assumethat the respondent, mostlikely a local
program administrator, knows how the program has been operating and can
report this information in a reasonably reliable and valid manner. Similarly,
when we access program records an assumption is made abouttheir reliability
and validity (though such assumptions have been questioned, e.g., by Cochran
[1978].

On the other hand, questions about program effects entail gathering data
from different sources using different methods. While it is sometimes possible
to obtain information on program effects from extant records(e.g., records of
fuel use in evaluations of fuel conservation programs), the more usual circum-
stance calls for direct measurements of impacts on program participants. We
would not expect to receive reliable and valid data on impacts by asking pro-
gram administrators their opinions about the program—such informationis

not in their knowledgebase.

RANDOM VERSUS PURPOSIVE SAMPLES

Now, the question arises as to what type of sample is most appropriate for

gathering data in descriptive versus impact studies. In the former caseit is

often possible to collect information from a random sample ofsites imple-
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menting the program, or even to conduct a censusof all sites.! Whyis this

possible?

(1) Obtaining data on a random sample ofsites participating in a pro-

gram allows generalization of the findings to all sites in the program.

Therefore it is desirable to collect data using a random sample.

(2) The sample frameis generally available from extant records. Informa-

tion on the names and addresses of participating sites, as well as at

least some appropriate stratifying variables such as region of country

or programsize are typically available.

(3) The response burden of descriptive studies is relatively low, involving

the completion of a questionnaire by one or at most a few respondents

in each site, transcribing numbers from existing files, and so on.

(4) In a related area descriptive studies are relatively inexpensive, as they

ususally involve a cross-sectional rather than a logitudinal design.

(5) The logistics of descriptive studies are relatively simple. Gaining the

cooperation of respondents does not pose great problems since

response burdenis low, and participating sites do not have to enter

into any long-term effort. Rather, they supply information on a one-

time basis.

Hence, many of the logistical problems involved in conducting field experi-

ments such as recruiting and maintaining sites, travel to sites, on-site data

collection, and hiring on-site staff are nonexistent in descriptive studies.

The above examination of several practical considerations leads us to con-
clude that selection of a random sample for conducting a descriptive evalua-

tion makes sense. It is desirable, because it leads to an enhanced ability to

generalize. It is possible, because the sample frame exists. And it 1s reason-

able, because response burden, expenses, and logistical difficulties are all low.

This discussion should not be taken to imply that descriptive studies are sim-

ple to conduct, are inexpensive, or impose low response burden in an absolute

sense. Rather, they have these characteristics relative to the second type of

evaluation study we define—impactevaluations of program effectiveness.

- Ourthesis is that for conducting impact evaluations it is desirable to use a

random sample of sites, and it is theoretically possible. However, several con-

siderations act to make it unreasonable. First, it is desirable to conduct an

impact evaluation in a random sample of program sites for the same reason

that it 1s desirable to conduct a descriptive evaluation in a random sample of

sites: It allows generalization of the results of the evaluation to the population

of participating sites. Second, it is theoretically possible to conduct impact

evaluations using randomly drawnsites.The real problems arise when consid-

ering the practical constraints imposed by impact evaluation, and whetherit is

reasonable to expect to conduct an assessment of program impact using a

random sample ofsites.

Considering the samepractical issues raised earlier with respect to descrip-

tive studies we find many problems. The sample frame for the evaluation may
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or may not be available. Certainly there should be a list of all program sites,

along with a few potential stratification variables. However, while this type of

sample frame was appropriate for a descriptive evaluation, it may not be ade-

quate for an impact evaluation where it may be important to stratify on a

different set of variables, such as perceived program success. More will be

made of this point later. At this time it is sufficient to say that the sample

frame for a descriptive study may not be adquate for an impactstudy.

Next, the response burden for impact evaluation is high. The evaluator

cannot simply ask a program administrator to supply opinions about program

effectiveness and expect to receive valid, reliable, unbiased data. Instead, a

research design must be conceived and direct measurements must usually be

made on program participants at two more points in time. The data collection

could involve administration of tests of some sort, face-to-face interviews, or

other time consuming efforts. Therefore, while in a descriptive study the

response burden may be limited to a one-time questionnaire to be completed

by one or two respondents persite, an impact evaluation may involve two or

more administrations of a test battery on many—perhaps 100 or more—pro-

gram participants in each site. Other data on program implementation are

often collected in impact assessments via face-to-face interviews or mail ques-

tionnaires for program implementors. Thus the response burden for site

participating in an impact evaluationis high.

This has clear implications for the cost of impact evaluation; they are

expensive. In addition to the costs of data collection, which may involve hir-

ing on-site staff or having evaluation staff travel from site to site in order to

administer tests, conduct observations, or conduct interviews, there is the cost

of designing the evaluation, negotiating with sites for their participation,

maintaining good relationships with sites, and a host of related problems.

These tasks tall add to the expense of impact evaluations. The samepractical

problems exist with respect to logistics. An impact evaluation involves consid-

erable negotiation with sites, training sessions for site personnel, careful plan-

ning so that data collection can be carried out successfully, and a myriad

similar details that are not as cumbersomein descriptive studies.

Finally, the main methodological argument for conducting an impact eval-

uation in a random sample of sites can be questioned. Random sampling of

sites increases our confidence in generalizing the results of the evaluation to

other sites, yet the burden involved in impact studies is great, and such studies

are always subject to selection bias. Since it is not possible to compelsites to

participate in an evaluation and since participation usually involves a fair

amount of effort, sites that volunteer for impact evaluations may differ in

important respects from the populationofsites.

The implication of this discussion is that, while random sampling may be

the best theoretical method of selecting sites for an evaluation, practical con-

straints mitigate against using it in impact evaluations. We have to ask our-

selves whether random samplingis a viable method for obtaining information
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on outcomes, or whether the expense, the volunteer bias, and logistical prob-

lems make other sampling mechanisms more attractive. Our contention is

that, in order to provide information on program impact, it is appropriate to

select a purposive sample of sites. With this thesis in mind, we now take a

closer look at the rationale for using purposive samples in impact evaluations.

RATIONALE FOR PURPOSIVE SAMPLING

First, we assume that the evaluator is faced with the challenge of assessing

the impacts of a national social program. By this we mean federally spon-

sored program in which the funds and associated legislation are targeted

toward the solution of a social problem. The evaluation of federally funded

social programs presents some special problems because of the wide variabil-

ity in activities conducted at the local level. The site-specific heterogeneity of

social programs has been often documented (e.g., Berman & McLaughlin,

1978; Stebbins, St.Pierre, Proper, Anderson, & Cerva, 1978), leading to the

conclusion that federal social programs tend to be funding mechanismsfor

allowing program participants at the local level to implement their ownideas,

subject to broad constraints (Cook, 1982). A second assumptionis that funds

for the evaluation are limited. Though not a difficult assumption to support,

the importance of recognizing limited funding in the present context high-

lights the fact that evaluators rarely includeall localsites in a national impact

evaluation. Some sampling of sites is necessary to remain within the evalua-

tion budget and to makethe evaluation feasible.

Havinga rationale for sampling local sites is necessitated by another char-

acteristic of impact evaluations—that“site-intensive evaluations with multiple

indicators of success are superior to evaluations with more perfunctorysite-

level knowledge” (Cook, 1982). Achieving a balance between the size of the

sample (numberof local projects) and the amount of information collected at

eachsite is a basic trade-off that must be madein all impact evaluations, and

some of the past difficulties of large-scale evaluations are attributable to the

fact that the trade-off has often favored samplesize. In striving for generaliz-

able results, evaluators have often included manylocalsites, and in striving to

Stay within budget have gathered minimal information from each. Because in

an impact evaluation it is essential to collect data on program impacts,

because most educational programs hypothesize a range of impacts, and

because the resources available for data collection are constrained by the

sample size, it is usually the most important or policy-relevant outcomesthat

are measured, while lesser outcomes and data on the process or implementa-

tion of the program are omitted. This leaves the evaluators in the position of

measuring only a subset of the hypothesized program outcomesand,further,

of not being able to explain or account for any differences in the effectiveness

of local sites. The trade-off made here is between limited information on many
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sites and a greater amount of information on fewersites. In the formercaseit

is likely that the results will be more generalizable, but in thelatterit is likely

that the results will be more detailed and explainable. The trade-off is thus

between generalizability and depth or quality of information.

The problem, then, is that the evaluatoris faced with a program that varies

tremendously in the activities implemented from site to site, with limited fund-

ing, and with a mandate to conduct an impact evaluation. This would not be

so troubling if impact evaluations were used to make “go/no go”decisions on

programs.If this were the case, and if overall program effectiveness on one or

two key outcomes were necessary for continued funding, then the omission of

process information would be reasonable. If the client demandsstatistical

generalizability, is most interested in an assessment of average or overall

impact, and will be satisfied with limited information from each sites, then an

assessment with a limited measurementbattery is reasonable.

This is rarely the case, however. Programs live or die on the basis of a

multitude of factors, and evaluative information seldom playsa critical role in

overall funding decisions. If evaluations are not used to fund or de-fund pro-

grams, what are they used for? In recent documented cases of evaluation use

(e.g., Boruch & Cordray, 1980), evaluations of national educational programs

are used to provide information on how programscan be changed, improved,

expanded, or disseminated. This type of use argues strongly for the collection

of in-depth data at thesite level, to allow the evaluators to examine multiple

outcomes, to draw conclusions about whycertain local sites were more orless

effective than others, and to provide information that can be disseminated

about successful sites. The solution we are proposingis, in short, to restrict

the evaluation to an in-depth investigation in a limited numberofsites. With

the intent to select a purposive sample, difficult questions arise, e.g., What

local projects should be included in the evlaution? and, How should they be

selected?

SELECTING A PURPOSIVE SAMPLE

It is possible to select a variety of purposive samples. Here we describe

some classes of purposive samples. The starting position in each case is that

the evaluator has a target population and wants to generalize to that popula-

tion. The model of representative sampling that allows formal generalization

has been ruled out, and so when wespeak of selecting purposive samplesit is

with the intent of making generalizability as strong as possible, knowing that

it will not be as strong as if we had been able to draw a random sample. Four

types of purposive sampling will be defined: sampling for heterogeneity, sam-

pling modal instances, sampling on implementation, and sampling on the

dependentvariable.
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Sampling for Heterogeneity

It is often desirable to select a purposive sample in order to ensure variabil-

ity on one or more keystratifiers. For example, an evaluation of bilingual

education programs might well call for the selection of sites serving different

ethnic groups in order to determine if similar impacts are found across the

range of this key variable. Cook and Campbell (1979) caution that evaluators

take care not to focus only on the extremes when sampling for heterogeneity.

In an evaluation where stratifying on city size 1s important it is natural to

select some very large and very small cities. This should not blind us to the

selection of medium-sized cities, which may in fact represent the typical

instance.

Sampling Modal Instances

Rather than sampling for heterogeneity, it is also possible to concentrate

on modal instances. The idea hereis to define the variable(s) across which one

wants to generalize andselect a site or sites at the modeof each. This strategy

assumes that information on sites at the extremes of a distribution is less

important than information on the mosttypical sites—those at the mode.

Sampling on Implementation

A third strategy calls for the purposive selection of sites based on one or

morevariables related to implementation. Here it would be possible to select
sites to represent various degrees of implementation in order to test the

robustness of a program—howwell it works at different levels of implementa-

tion. Alternatively, an evaluation could focus specifically on sites where the

program is particularly well implemented or poorly implemented. In a related

area, site selection could also be madeon thebasis of the transferability, or

transportability of a program. Selection of programs that can be transported

from site to site is particularly critical if dissemination of the program is one

of the potential uses of the evaluation. A third implementation variable useful

for sampling purposes is the administrative approach used by a program. For

example, does the program provide a complete set of materials and instruc-

tions for use of the materials, or does it consist of a set of general objectives

and rely on local-level program practitioners to decide exactly which activities

to implement.

Sampling on the DependentVariable

A final optionis to select sites that are deemed ahead oftime to be success-

ful according to somecriterion. Studying such “potentially successful”sites

would give a program a chance to showthat it can work, and would generate

information on successful practices for adoption by others. This approachis

particularly useful if the evaluation is exploratory in nature andis interested

in looking for sites where the program makesa big difference. Two problems

exist with this strategy. First, it capitalizes on chance. Henceit is particularly
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useful to include replications when sampling exemplary instances. Second, the

program is given a good chance at demonstrating success, and the evaluators

are in a strong position to investigate the determinants of programsuccess,

but in such a studyit is difficult to demonstrate a causal relationship between

the treatment and observed outcomes.

In the remainder of this chapter weillustrate the sampling strategies de-

scribed above with examples from large-scale social program evaluations.

SAMPLING ON THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

AND SAMPLING ON IMPLEMENTATION

The first illustration we present is based on the national evaluation of the

Nutrition Education and Training (NET) program, funded by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. This evaluation combined two types of samples: a

nationally representative random sample of NET projects in order to obtain

descriptive information on the program, and a purposive sample of NETsites

in which to conduct an impact evaluation. Further, the purposive sample was

selected by sampling both on the dependent variable and on implementation

characteristics.

The NET Evaluation

NETis a school-based nutrition education program. Its major target group

is children in grades K-6, and it is intended to affect children’s nutrition-

related knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. The program is administered via

entitlement grants to states, which are responsible for hiring a NETstate

coordinator, deciding on a particular “model” for nutrition education within

the state, and dispensing NET funds to local projects, typically in the public

schools. Local projects are responsible for the actual implementation of NET
activities.

The national NET evaluation wasinitiated in June 1979 and was completed

in May 1981. When the evaluation began,little information was available on

how the program was operating at the state and local levels, who was being

served, how funds were being used, and impacts the program was having.

Against the backdrop of upcomingreauthorization hearings the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture contracted for an evaluation of program operations and

impacts (St.Pierre & Rezmovic, 1982).

The evaluation was motivated by several specific information needs. Since

NET was newly implemented, federal program planners and decision makers

needed to know whatactivities were being conducted nationally, how the pro-

gram was being administered, how resources were being allocated, whether

local projects were targeting the goals expressed by the NETlegislation, and

whatobstacles existed to program implementation. According to the evalua-

tion Request for Proposals (Food and Nutrition Service, 1979), findings in

these areas would be used for “budget discussions with Congress and to
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develop recommendations to the Administration on program continuation.”

(pp. 43-44).
In addition to this descriptive information, data were needed on the NET

program’s impacts on children’s knowledge, attitudes, and eating behaviors.

Federal program administrators especially wanted data on “potentially suc-

cessful models of nutrition education strategies appropriate to local condi-

tions” (FNS, 1979, p. 43). Again, NET was a new program, and anecdotal

evidence indicated that some states were having problems,both in preparing

state-level programs from scratch and in selecting from among previously

developed programs. Thus, information on successful, transferable nutrition
education programs wasof primaryinterest at the federal level.

The Request for Proposals stated that federal staff would “use the study’s

products, especially those relating to successful program and project strategies

for the purpose of program improvement and dissemination” (p. 44). The

needs of state paralleled federal needs closely. States needed assistance in

deciding what program/type of program to adopt. Somestates had tentatively

adopted one program but were not wedded to that choice. And finally, some

states were leaving the choice of what nutrition education activities to imple-
ment upto local discretion. In these cases local personnel were in similar need
of information on well thought-out programs that could be transported from

place to place and that had some evidence on success in producing positive

effects on knowledge. Thus, the situation was ripe for the evaluation of “ex-

emplary”nutrition education programs.

Sample Selection Rationale

With these needs in mind, the evaluation was designed to provide descrip-

tive information as well as data on program impacts. The descriptive part of

the evaluation was straightforward and consisted of a review ofthe literature

(Nestor & Glotzer, 1981), as well as analyses of annual plans submitted by

NETstate coordinators, and surveys completed by all state coordinators and

a nationally representative sample of local project directors (Ferb, Glotzer,

Nestor, & Napior, 1980). The objectives of the descriptive study were to pro-

vide a national picture of NET operations at the state and local levels. A

randomly selected national sample of local sites was appropriate for providing

this type of information, which could be collected relatively inexpensively via

a structured mail survey.

In addition to descriptive information on the status of NET, the client

wanted to assess program impact and provideto states information on poten-

tially successful models of nutrition education. Therefore, the impact evalua-

tion called for the selection of entities for assessment. The sample selection

process involved making series of decisions about the entities to be sampled.

First, the decision was madenotto evaluate a nationally representative set of

local- or state-level projects. The rationale was that NET was a new program

when the evaluation was initiated in 1979 and since implementation was

incomplete, a comprehensive impact evaluation would have been unfair.
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Further, resources did not permit a full-scale national assessment of program

impact.

Second, the decision was madetoselect states, rather than local projects, as

the basic entities for evaluation. As noted above, states were given the respon-

siblity for hiring a NET state coordinator who would develop a statewide

nutrition education program. While there was no national prescription for

how nutrition education was to be conducted, it was reasonable to expect

some homogeneity in the activities implemented within eachstate, since local

projects were supposed to be conducted in accordance with the state-level

mandate.

Having decided not to conduct a national impact evaluation and to sample

states rather than local projects as the basic entity to be studied, the issue

became one of how to select the states. The general approach wasto select

states by sampling on the dependentvariable and on implementation. Multiple

sampling criteria were used. First, the program had to be well developed.

Impact evaluations are not usually called for at the beginning of a program

because program implementationis likely to be incomplete. In fact, one of the

criticisms of the evaluation from state coordinators and federal program

administrators was that the evaluation was premature. In an attempt to avert

the problem of evaluating a nonexistent program, we opted to select state-

level programs that had been developed prior to NET—onesthat were well

thought through and mature enoughto be well implemented.

Second, the program had to have some evidence of success in terms of

increasing children’s nutrition-related knowledge. This criterion was employed

because the evaluation client needed information on successful programs for

dissemination to states. Using evidence of success as onecriterion for selecting

states for evaluation maximizes the chances of detecting positive effects and
minimizes the chances of “washing out” positive effects by averaging them

with negative ones. If no positive effects are found under these conditions,it is

safe to say that the program will not be successful underless favorable cir-

cumstances. On the other hand, finding that a program demonstrates success

when well implemented enables policymakers and program practitioners to

concentrate on improving the program, or ensuring its faithful implementa-

tion, or on disseminating the tested successful versions.

Third, the program had to have evidence of being transferable. As noted

earlier, the evaluation client hoped to disseminate information on program

success to state coordinators who needed help in deciding on an approach to

nutrition education. If this need was to be metit follows that the programs to

be disseminated should be capable of being implemented with a minimum of

problems in other locations. This is a difficult condition to impose, as the

literature on knowledgediffusion is rife with instances of programsthat, for

one reason or another(e.g., existence of a charismatic leader, lack of proper

materials or program documentation) are not transferable from one location

to another. In spite of this problem, transferability is an absolutely key sam-
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pling criterion since attempts at program dissemination will founderif success

depends on too manycharacteristics that are unique to a givensetting.

Fourth, the program had to be relatively inexpensive. This condition may
appear self-evident; however, there is a range in the costs of nutrition educa-

tion programs, and in an era whenschools are beset with financial problems

and are being pushed by the public to go “back to the basics”, a nutrition
education program that imposes anything other than a very minimalcostis a

candiate for extinction.

Fifth, programs were selected that were maximally different from each

other in terms of their administrative approach to the delivery of services. The

intent of this criterion was to obtain some evidence as to the range of pro-
gramsover which nutrition education can be expected to work.In this regard,
the descriptive portion of the evaluation was usedto distinguish amongthree
administrative approachesfor delivering NET services from thestate level:

(a) a centralized model, under which states provide a “packaged” curricu-

lum to be usedin all particiating school districts in the state;
(b) a decentralized model, where states provide guidance, training, re-

sources, and broad guidelines for nutrition education, but where local

projects are responsible for deciding exactly which nutrition education

activities to implement; and
(c) a regional model, where nutrition information and training is provided

to local projects by multiple resource centers, often located within

universities.

Finally, in order to be considered for inclusion in the sample, states had to

be willing to cooperate with the evaluation. This was not the casein all

instances because, as noted earlier, some state coordinators werecritical of the

evaluation as being premature.
To sum up, the samplingcriteria called for the selection of mature, poten-

tially successful, transferable, reasonably inexpensive state-level models of

nutrition education that differed from one another in terms of administrative

approach and that had state coordinators who were willing to participate in

the evaluation. At the beginning of the evaluation it was not clear that any

programs could be found that would meetall these criteria.

Sample Selection Procedures

The decision to draw a purposive rather than a random sample dictates a

great deal about sample selection procedures. Specifically, the sample cannot

be drawn by random sampling from a list of program participants in this case,
a list of states. Rather, the sample must be selected on the basis of in-depth

knowledge of the distribution of state programs on the sampling criteria

defined earlier. This means the evaluation team hadto learn about the content

of state-level programs, their implementation status, transferability, evidence

of success, costs, and willingness to participate in the evaluation.
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There are two ways to obtain such evidence.First, it might be possible to

gather quantitative data for someof the criteria. In the present case, evidence

on preliminary program success was obtained by reviewingthe results of eval-

uations already conducted. If time was available a preferred strategy might

involve the conduct of short-term studies. In fact, the evaluation Request for

Proposals mandated the development of “a data base which summarizes the

status of NET funded and other pertinent nutrition education and training

activities in the U.S.,” in order to “identify from the data basea set of poten-

tially successful models of nutrition education strategies.” (FNS, 1979, p. 43).

An alternative strategy, which was also employed in the presentstudy,is to

use qualitative data from a variety of sources in order to identify programsto

include in the sample. The idea hereis to solicit testimonials from profession-

als in the field, to review relevant literature, and to ask for self-nominations,

all in the service of arriving at convergent perspectives from different sources

on the selection of the sample in a relatively short time frame.

The actual selection process used in the NET evaluation involved making a

major presentation at a national meeting of NET state coordinators. This

presentation explained the purpose of the evaluation to the state coordinators

and solicited nominations of exemplary programs from state coordinators,

federal officials, and others who attended the meeting. Subsequent to the

meeting, additional and confirmatory nominations were obtained through

phonecalls to nutrition education professionals, through making inquiries of

the advisory panel for the evaluation, and through a review of researchlitera-

ture on the effects of nutrition education programs. As a result of these efforts

several states were nominated as having programs that might fit the needs of

the evaluation, including California, Connecticut, Georgia, Nebraska, Penn-

sylvania, and West Virginia.

The next step entailed in-person visits to each of the state coordinators in

these states to explain further the purpose of the study and to obtain first

hand view of the program. The on-site visits involved collecting materials

explaining the nature of the program, discussing any ongoing plansforeval-

uation, assessing the implementation status of the program, including finding

out exactly where the program had been implemented and what expansion

wasplanned,and,finally, discussing the willingness of the state coordinatorto

participate in the evaluation.

Armed with as muchevidence as we could obtain from as manysources as

possible on program implementation,success, willingness to cooperate, and so

on, a sample selection meeting was held. Meeting attendees included represen-

tatives of the evaluation contractor, the client, and the evaluation’s advisory

panel. From this meeting emerged a consensusto select two states for evalua-

tion: Nebraska and Georgia.
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SAMPLING FOR HETEROGENEITY AND

SAMPLING MODAL INSTANCES

Our second example illustrates the use of two different purposive sampling

procedures. Funded by the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) in the U.S.
Departmentof Agriculture, this evaluation of an ongoing demonstration pro-

gram is concerned with estimating the effects of two alternatives to the dona-

tion of agricultural commodities to schools participating in the National

School Lunch Program. Many of the design parameters in this congression-

ally mandated evaluation wereset by legislation. Most relevant to the present

discussion is the fact that Congress called for the evaluationto test the effects

of three treatments (the current program and twoalternatives) in 30 sites each,

for a total of 90 sites. In this case Congress intended that sites be school

districts. Congress also included specifications on how the sample was to be

selected. In particular, the following somewhat contradictory stipulations were

made (FNS, 1981, p. 67):

The school districts shall be selected by stratified random sample to represent a

nationwidevariety.

The Secretary shall allow school districts not less than 45 days or more than 60
days from the date of publication of a notice in which to apply for participation

in pilot projects.”

In-house evaluation staff at FNS were given the responsiblity for selecting

the sample, and these statements were interpreted by FNS as meaning that a

random sample was desired but that some volunteer sites should also be

included in the evaluation. To meet congressional specifications and in order

to assure three comparable groupsof sites, FNS adopted a sampling strategy

that first involved the purposive selection of a heterogeneous groupofstates,

then called for construction of a pool of matchedeligible sites representing the

modal site in each state, and finally called for the random selection of a

“triplet” of matched sites from each state. The three matchedsites in eachstate

were then randomly assigned to the three treatment groups (St.Pierre et al.,

1981).

Heterogeneous Sampling of States

In order to achieve the widest possible geographic representation ofsites,

FNS decided to conduct the evaluation in many, rather than few, states. The

general strategy was to purposively select 27 states, such that at least three

were from each of the seven FNS geographic regions, and such that the

states exhibited wide variation on variables expected to have an impact on the

outcomes including degree of access to agricultural markets, prominence of

agriculture as a within-state industry, and sophistication of food-related

transportation and distribution systems. The selection of 27 states is thus an

example of purposive sampling for heterogeneity. Several relevant variables
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across which we would like to generalize were identified, and states were

selected to represent as much variation as possible in those variables.

Selection of Modal Sites within States

After the purposive selection of 27 states, the sampling strategy called for

each state to be represented in the final sample by a triplet of matched sites

that represented the modal site in the state. Within each of the 27 selected

States, all sites with student enrollments of greater than 25,000 were pulled out

and becamepart of a special cross-state pool of “large” sites. The remaining

sites were assigned to an 18-celled sample frame formed bytaking all possible

combinations of the following three stratifiers:

e Program participation—whetherthesite participates in

(1) the National School Lunch Program

(2) the National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast

Program

e Enrollment—whetherthesite’s student populationis

(1) less than 1,199

(2) 1,200 to 4,999

(3) 5,000 to 24,999

e Poverty level—the proportion of the site’s population with incomes

below the Office of Management and Budgetpovertylevel:

(1) less than 11.9%

(2) 12.0%-24.9%

(3) 25.0% and over

The program participation variable has twolevels, while the poverty level and

enrollment variables each havethree levels, yielding a total of 18 cells (2 x 3 x

3). To give a concrete example, onespecific cell defined by the intersection of

the above three variables containsall sites in a state that (1) participated in the

National School Lunch Program but not the Breakfast Program, (2) had

enrollments of less than 1,199 students, and (3) had a population in which

more than 25% of the familes had incomes below the povertylevel.

Because the samplingstrategy called for the selection of three sites in each

state that were as similar as possible, all sites in the pool of eligibles for a

given state were drawn from the samecell of the sampling frame. Further,

FNS matched the 27 states with the 18 cells of the sample frame such that

each cell of the frame wasrepresented by atleast one state and that eachstate

wasrepresented bysites from a cell that were as “typical”of all the sites in the

state as possible. In order to balance these competing criteria, the following

iterative approach to constructing a pool of eligible school food authorities

(SFAs) in each state was used:

(1) Construct initial within-state pools of sites by choosing the largest cell

within each of the 27 states (i.e., the cell containing the mostsites).
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The rationale is that each state was to be represented by a group of
modalsites.

(2) Check the resulting within-state pools of eligibles to determineif all 18
cells are represented byat least onestate.

(3) If some cells are not represented, see if they would be selected by
substituting the second largestcell within states that have multiple sets
of modalsites.

(4) Iterate steps (2) and (3) until all cells are represented by at least one
state.

This procedure produced a poolof eligible sites within each state. However,
the within-state pools did not contain any large sites (enrollments of more
than 25,000 students). Rather than constructing pools of eligible large sites
within a given state, FNS opted for constructing poolsofeligible large sites by
combining SFAs from different states. This procedure was used because the
removal of three large sites from the commodity program in a single state

would makeit impossible for the state to continue normal, cost-effective food
distribution operations.

Cross-state pools ofeligible large sites were therefore formed bystratifying

large sites on program participation and poverty level (creating a 6-celled

frame in the same fashion as the 18-celled frame for the within-state pools)

and byselecting the three highest-frequency cells of the sample frame as the

three pools of eligible largesites.

At this point, six sites were randomly selected from each of the within-state
pools of eligible sites and the cross-state pools of large eligible sites and were

asked to participate in the demonstration. The general nature of the three

treatments was described, but no assignment to treatment was made. Some

sites declined to participate and were dropped from the sample. Theserefusals

were followed up with a telephone call to ascertain their reasons for

nonparticipation.

As noted earlier, the congressional mandate for the evaluation called for

the inclusion of some volunteers in the sample. In response to a Notice of

Intent to conduct the demonstration that was published in the Federal Regis-

ter, applications were received from 194 sites. Volunteer sites were thenclassi-
fied into the same state-level sampling cells that were used in defining the

pools of eligible sites. Any volunteer site that fell into one of the within-state

or cross-state pools was automatically eligible for the demonstration, along

with the six sites randomly selected from each pool.

The final pools of eligible sites (combined volunteers and randomly selected
sites) within the 27 states formed the groups from whichthefinal selection of

sites was made. Since each within-state group of six randomly selectedsites

had been augmented with some small number of matched volunteers, and

since only three sites were neededin eachstate, three sites were selected ran-

domly from each within-state and cross-state pool and were randomly assigned
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to one of the three treatment groups. Sites were then contacted and asked

whetherthey were willing to accept their assigned treatment. Those whoindi-

cated “yes” were included in the demonstration sample. Those who refused

were dropped from the sample, and a replacementsite was randomlyselected

from the appropriate pool and asked to participate. This process continued

until the required numberof sites was obtained.

It should be noted that this process did not guarantee representation of

volunteers in the final sample, since the final set of three randomly selected

sites from each within-state pool of eligibles could have, by chance, omitted

all the volunteers. However, the process did greatly increase the probability of

selecting volunteers for the final sample contingent on their not being atypical.

That is, volunteers were included along with the six randomly drawnsites

from each within-state pool of eligibles only when they belonged to the modal

cell for that state.

To sum up, the sampling strategy first involved the purposive selection of

27 states in order to obtain a heterogeneous sample that would allow generali-

zation to the nation as a whole. States were selected to be heterogeneousin

terms of geographic location, and in terms of several argiculture-related vari-

ables. The second stage in the sampling process called for the selection of

modal sites in each state. While the selection of the mode for each state was

done purposively, in order to ensure that the 27 state modesfilled an 18-celled

sampling frame, the actual selection of sites to represent the mode was done

by using a combination of randomly drawn and volunteersites.

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

To this point we have distinguished between two majortypes of evaluation

questions—thosecalling for descriptive information and those requiring impact

information, and have argued that practical constraints make the purposive

sampling of sites in impact evaluations a more viable model than random

sampling. We then defined several methods of selecting a purposive sample

and gave examples of how purposive sampling has been implemented inlarge

national evaluations. Now wereview the findings from the above-referenced

evaluation of the NET program in orderto illustrate the way in which the

purposive sampling strategy helps/hinders the interpretation of results. As

noted earlier, the state-level programs in Nebraska and Georgia were selected

for inclusion in the NET evaluation.

Nebraska

The Nebraska NET program wasselected because it is nationally recog-

nized, was recommendedbyregional and national FNSstaff as well as other

nutrition education professionals, and it has an approachto nutrition educa-

tion that involves the three major target groups of the NET legislation:

teachers, food service personnel, and children. The Nebraska program is cen-

trally administered, with all participating school districts implementing the
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same curriculum. It had preliminary evidence of effectiveness as shown by an

internal evaluation conducted in three school districts (Swanson Center for

Nutrition, 1979). It also had evidence of transferability since at the timeofits

selection for this evaluation it was either adopted or being considered for

adoption in seven other states and large cities. Further evidence of transfera-

bility stemmed from the nature of the Nebraska curriculum, which includes 11

packages of instruction for grades K-6. Each package includes 12-20 class

hours of instruction andspecifies “activities” and “steps” for the implementa-

tion of each activity. Teachers are presented with a complete curriculum and

are not required to develop any of their own materials. A one-day training

session in the use of the materials is provided for teachers, food service per-

sonnel, and school administrators.

In short, the program is designed to be transferred from place to place. The

program’s costs are reasonable, averaging $5.15 per pupil when thefixed costs

of the curriculum materials and the training are amortized over a five-year

period for a total of 200 pupils. Because of a desire to disseminate the pro-

gram, Nebraska State Department of Education officials were eager to help

plan andparticipate in the evaluation.

St.Pierre, Cook, and Straw (1981) assessed the degree to which the

Nebraska NET program was implemented andthe results it had on children’s

knowledge of nutrition, on their attitudes and preferences in the nutrition
domain, and on their reported and behavioral nutrition habits. A design was

implemented that, at the level of schools, is close to the ideal of a randomized

experiment. Data were collected from over 2300 children in 96 classrooms

distributed across grades 1-6 in 20 schools spanning the state of Nebraska.

The participating schools were randomly selected from 98 volunteers for NET

and were assigned to treatment (13 schools) or control (seven schools) status

using a modified random assignment procedure.

A battery of measures was given to children on three occasions: The full

battery was administered to the full sample as a pretest in February 1980 and

again as a posttest in May 1980; a subsample of NET and non-NETchildren

were followed-up in December 1980 with a subset of the measurementbattery.

Thus, the pre/post time period was ten weeks and the pre/follow-up time

period was ten months. Questionnaires were mailed to teachers and foodser-

vice managers in May and December 1980 for the purpose of estimating the

degree to which they implemented the curriculum. The major findings of the

evaluation can be summarizedasfollows:

e Teachers did, in fact, implement the curriculum; hence the evaluation

provided a reasonable test of the treatment. Teachers reported that stu-

dents reacted positively to the program and that the curriculum packages

were achieving their objectives.

e Strong positive impacts were found on children’s nutrition-related knowl-

edge. This finding is consistent across several different curriculum-specific

and standardized measures of knowledge and across grades 1-6; the
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effects are large in magnitude (between .2 and .9 standard deviations); for

many measuresthere is a positive relationship between implementation

and size of the effect; and effects on nutrition knowledge are larger and

more consistent in grades 4-6 than in grades 1-3 when,in fact, the cur-

riculum in grades 4-6 is primarily knowledge-oriented and the curriculum

in grades 1-3 is experience-oriented.

e Positive impacts were found in grades 1-3 on self-report measures of

food preference and in terms of ‘an increase in children’s willingness to

select unfamiliar fruits and vegetables when offered a choice in the school

lunch line. In grades 4-6 NET children were more willing to taste foods

they did not eat before the program than were non-NETchildren.

e No strong, program-related effects were found on measures of foodatti-

tudes, reported food habits, or overall plate waste.

e Follow-up testing showed that knowledge gains were generally main-

tained and that there was no evidence of “sleeper” effects on food atti-

tudes or reported food habits.

Two other studies allow us to broaden our perspective by providing addi-

tional information on the effects of the Nebraska NET program.First, Majure

(1980) reported results from a quasi-experimental evaluation of Nebraska’s

materials in eight states and metropolitan areas. Findings of this study indi-

cated significant positive treatment effects on several measures, including

breakfast variety, breakfast tradition, key nutrients, food safety, food advertis-

ing, and physicalfitness.

Second, Crosby and Grossbart (1980) mailed questionnaires to the parents

of children who participated in the Nebraska program evaluation. Parents

reported positive program effects, such as NET children being morelikely

than their non-NET counterparts to know about nutrition and aboutdifferent

foods, to ask for meal items and snacks learned about in school, and to

believe that a balanced diet is important. Parents also reported considerable

parent/child interaction over the program. The study is flawed by a rather low

44% response rate, which could well have biased the results in favor of NET.

To sum up, these studies find generally positive effects of the Nebraska

curriculum. Though the methodological flaws of the studies would render

them unconvincing if taken alone, they corroborate the findings and increase

our confidence in the present evaluation.

Georgia

Georgia was the second state included in the NET evaluation. As was the

case in Nebraska, Georgia had a reputedly exemplary program. Selected for

study because it was recommendedasparticularly well thought through and

implemented, Georgia’s program provides an important contrast with

Nebraska’s in that it follows a “decentralized” approach to the implementation

of nutrition education typical of that used in many of the more populous

states. Rather than providing a set curriculum (as does Nebraska) the Georgia
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program considers individual school systems, schools within systems, teachers,

and food service personnel in those schools as the key initiators and imple-

mentors of nutrition education. The state’s role is to facilitate and support

local efforts-by providing the conceptual frameworkfor nutrition education,

goals and objectives, extensive training, resource materials, evaluation, and

follow-up. Personnel within school systems are responsible for planning,

organizing, and implementing nutrition education projects that meet state

goals and objectives in ways that are most feasible and effective in the particu-

lar system. In this way, the Georgia modelallows nutrition education projects

to be tailored to the particular administrative needs of the school system and

to the needs of the student population.

Once school systems become involved in the Georgia NET program they

are obliged to participate in a nutrition education training workshop and a

follow-up. Originally planned as a five-day workshop and a two-day follow-

up, the training is also offered in an optional one-day session. Thelatter

option resulted from resistance at the local level to the high level of start-up

effort. The training is standardized and, while schools havethe flexibility to

implementspecific nutrition education activities as they see fit, they are all

trained using the same process. Though we have no direct information on

program costs for Georgia, start-up expenses should be minimal, since no

particular set of materials is required and costs for the one-daytraining are

small. Clearly, costs will jump if the longer training session is selected. Costs

as implemented in a particular school will also vary depending on the mate-

rials selected by the school, whether materials are developed by participating

teachers, and other similar factors. Though the Georgia program does not

mandate the use of any particular set of materials, it does provide a series of

goals and student competencies by grade level. Further, the Georgia NET

program has developed many resource materials for use at the local level.

These resource materials, the training materials, and the flexible nature of

program implementation provide evidence of the Georgia program’s transport-

ability. Finally, the Georgia State Department of Education waseagerto help

plan and participate in the evaluation.

A note of caution is in order here regarding the transferability of the Geor-

gia program. Though the administrative structure of the program makesit

adaptable to a variety of settings, and though the resource and training mate-

rials can be transferred from place to place, the transportability of a program

such as Georgia’s is very different from the transportatability of a program

such as Nebraska’s. In the latter case it is possible for a school to buya set of

curriculum packages, have them delivered, and have teachers use them with

relatively little training. The program is self-contained and does not impose a

burden onteachers in terms of developing materials or lessons, preparing new

products, or selecting from existing ones. The price that must be paid forthis

convenienceis the up-front cost of the curriculum materials and the sense that
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a school should use the curriculum asit finds it. Of course, lessons or even

whole portions of the curriculum can be omitted or changed, but one of the

key advantages of the Nebraska curriculum lies in its continuity, its compre-

hensiveness, and its ease of implementation. Once the school district starts

tailoring the curriculum, some of these advantagesarelost.

On the other hand, the Georgia program requires much moreeffort from

teachers. The lengthy training session and the need to develop and/orselect

materials mean that the program requires a large amountofstart-up energy.

Further, the fact that the Georgia program provides an approachtothe deliv-

ery of nutrition education activities rather than a set of curriculum materials

means that the program will look very different from site to site. To speak of

the “transferability” of such a program maybe misleading, since whatis trans-

ferred is not any specific content, but an approach to nutrition education,

including goals, training, andlists of resource materials.

St.Pierre and Glotzer (1981) assessed the Georgia NET program in terms of

the results it had upon children’s knowledge of nutrition, upon their attitudes

in the nutrition domain, and upontheir reported nutrition habits. Further, the

evaluation assessed the degree to which the measurement battery was relevant

to the nutrition education activities taught in participating classrooms. The

evaluation employed a research design involving the nonrandomselection of

treatment schools that were already participating in NET and control schools

that were not part of the program. Some 1400 children in grades 1-8 distrib-

uted across seven school districts were pretested and posttested with a limited

measurement battery that was designed to detect general impact on nutrition

knowledge, attitudes, and reported habits, rather than changesspecific to the

Georgia program. The following are conclusions of the evaluation:

e The program hadstrong positive effects on nutrition knowledge(at least

in grades 1-4 and perhapsin grades 5 and 6). Effects were large, ranging

from .2 to 1.3 standard deviations.

e No strong program-related impacts were found on food attitudesorself-

reported food habits.

e The program is more effective with younger (grades | and 2) than with

older (grades 3-6) children.

Somecorroborating evidence for the findings of this evaluation is available

from a study by Emory University (1980), which found pre/post knowledge

gains for children in Georgia’s NET program. While unable to stand on its

own merits because of methodological problems, the Emory study does sup-

port the findings from the present evaluation.

Summaryof Nutrition Education Impacts

The findings from evaluations of NET in Nebraska and Georgia are impor-

tant, but since they represent only two states, and since those states were

carefully selected by sampling both on the dependent variable and on imple-
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TABLE 2

Summaryof Findings from NET Evaluations

 

Evaluation

Nebraska (St. Pierre

et al., 1981)

Georgia (St. Pierre &

Glotzer. 1981)

California (Wolff.
1980)

Pennsylvania

(Shannonetal.,

1981)

West Virginia (West

Virgina Department

of Education, 1977)

“Food is My Bag”

(Applied Manage-
ment Sciences, 1976)

* Magnitudeofeffect expressed in standard deviation units unless otherwise noted.

Knowledge

Positive effects on several

measuresin grades 1-6. Mag-

nitude of effects ranges from

.24to .82*

Positive effects on several
measure in grades |-4, no

effects in grades 5—6 (positive
signs), no effects in grades 7-8

(negative signs). Magnitude of

effects ranges from -.31 to 1.27.

Positive effects in grades 1-6.

No effects (positive sign) in

preschool and kindergarten.

Magnitudeofpositive effects

ranges from .25 to .50.

Positive effects in grades K-6.

Magnitudeofeffects ranges

from | to 3 items.

Positive effects in grades K-3,
5-6.

Positive effects in grades K-12.

Outcomes

Attitudes

No effects (positive signs).

Positive effects in grades I-2.
negative in grade 3, null effects
(positive signs) in grades 4-6.

Positive effects in preschool

through grade 2. Noeffects

(positive and negative signs) in

grades 3-6. Magnitude of

effects is from .10 to .25.

n.a.

Positive effects in grades | 6,

not in kindergarten

No overall effects. Some

positive changes noted in K-3.

** Indicated direction of the difference, even if not statistically significant.

Reported Habits

and Preferences

No effects (positive signs)** on

reported habits. Positive effects

on reported food preference in

grades 1-3. Mixed positive

effects and null (positive signs)

on reported food preferencesin

grades 4-6.

Positive effects in grades 1-2,
negative effects in grades 3-4,

null effects (negative sign) in
grades 5-6.

n.d.

n.a.

No effects.

Plate Waste and Other

Behavioral Measures

Noeffects on total consump-
tion. Positive effects in grades

1-3 in termsof willingness to

select new foodsin the school

lunch line, and in grades 4-6 in
termsof willingnessto taste

previously rejected foods.

n.a.

Positive effects on overall
consumption. Positive effects

forall food types except milk.

Treatment group reduced plate

waste by 25 percent (about 1.25

ounces) compared with |

percent in the comparison

group.

n.a.

Positive effects for 5 of 7 foods

studied. Waste reduced from 4

to 19 percent for individual

foods.

Positive effects on meat. milk.

bread at most grade levels. No

overall effect.
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mentation, the findings are limited in generalizability. In order to enhancethe

external validity of the evaluation, we augmentedthe findings from Nebraska

and Georgia by integrating results from recent evaluations of other NET pro-

grams. Therefore, the conclusions of the NET evaluation drew upon studies

conducted in Nebraska, Georgia, California, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia,

as well as a study conducted acrossfive states. Table 2 summarizes findings

from each of these evaluations.

It should be noted that the additional evaluations reviewed here (with the

exception of the five-state study) are from states that were originally consid-

ered for inclusion in our NET evaluation. This is not an accidental occur-

rence. Though we looked to review impact evaluations of NET programs in

all states, we found only a few; and the ones in California, Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia were the only ones with available information on program

effects. This holds in part because, like Nebraska and Georgia, these states

had programs that were developed prior to NET and thus had the time to

mount their own evaluations. In fact, one reason for excluding California

from our study was that they already had their own evaluation in progress.

Some other states had begun impact evaluations by the time we were review-

ing evaluations but did not have published findings. Other states had done

needs assessments or small pilot tests, but not formal impact evaluations.

Each of the evaluations summarized in Table 2 has its weaknesses; how-

ever, as a group, the studies yield some important evidence on theeffects of

nutrition education. First, it appears relatively easy to produce positive effects

on nutrition knowledge. All six studies report positive findings on knowledge, |

findings that are not only statistically significant but are of large size (.24-1.27

standard deviations) for social science evaluations. This finding is corrobo-

rated by other reviews of the effects of nutrition education on knowledge(e.g.,

Contento, 1981). It may be that children have not had a great amount of

exposure to nutrition concepts, and that learning these concepts is fun and

relatively easy.

Effects on food attitudes and reported food habits are much moredifficult

to produce. Four studies reported some positive effects on attitudes; however,

with the exception of the West Virginia study these varied by measure and

grade. The California and Georgia studies did find positive attitude effects in

grades | and 2, suggesting that it maybe easierto alter attitudes for children

in the early grades. Four of the studies included an examination of reported

food habits, but none found any strong evidence of program effectiveness in

this area. Evidence on food preference was supplied in only one study, where

the Nebraska evaluation found a strong indication of positive effects on

reported food preference and willingness to select new foods.

Plate waste in the National School Lunch Program wasused as an out-

come measurein four of the evaluations. Effects on plate waste tended to vary
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by grade and food type, though positive findings were more evident in some

studies (e.g., California and West Virginia) than in others (e.g., Nebraska).

While the Nebraska evaluation did not find positive effects on overall plate

waste, it did find strong evidence that NET children were more willing than

comparison children to experiment with new foods.

The summarypicture is, therefore, one in which positive effects on knowl-

edge appear to be almost universal, while effects on attitudes, food preference,

plate waste, and other behavioral measures are not consistent across studies

and are confined to specific grade and food item combinations. Thesefindings

may make a good dealof sense considering the short-term nature of the pro-

grams. Knowledgeis easily conveyed in the short term; to expect a three- or

ten-week program consistently to affect behaviors that have been formed for

several years is quite different.

CONCLUSIONS

Several points need to be made. First, all of the nutrition education pro-

grams evaluated and reviewed in this effort demonstrated large, statistically

significant positive effects in terms of increasing nutrition-related knowledge.

Thus, we have accomplished one of the evaluation objectives—to determineif
NET programs can produce positive effects on knowledge. The purposive

sampling strategy was important in that it enhanced our chancesof finding

positive results. Yet, the sampling strategy also leaves us dissatisfied. We are

left with questions suchas,

e Is it easy to produce gains on nutrition knowledge?

e Can almost any nutrition education program teach nutrition knowledge?

Was the dependent variable—knowledge gains—too easy?

Should we have selected programs on the basis of the potential for suc-

cess on some other dependentvariable?

Questions about the ease of achieving knowledge gains can be answered

without major new expenditures, by continuing to review the results of other

small-scale evaluations of nutrition education programs. With hindsight the

only change that might have been madein the samplingstrategy for the NET

evaluation would be to ensure some heterogeneity when sampling on the

dependent variable. Thatis, in addition to sampling states that were perceived

to have exemplary programs,select at least one state perceived to have a

mediocre program. This would have given us some handle on the range of
effects we might expect.

The questions about whether programs should have been selected on the

basis of potential for success on some other dependentvariable is more diffi-

cult to answer and depends on one’s beliefs about the causal relationships
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among the many potential outcomes of a nutrition education program. The

cognitive theory underlying many education programs posits that children

first need to learn new information, which will then affect their beliefs and

feelings about nutrition-related behaviors in questions. Finally, long-term

effects might be seen on health status (Zeitlan and Formacion, 1981).

In this causal chain, changes in early or “proximal” outcomes such as

nutrition-related knowledge will lead to changesin later or “distal” outcomes,

such as dietary behavioror even health status. The question is, Would it have

made more sense to sample NET programs based ontheir potential for suc-
cess On an outcome moredistal than knowledge? Webelieve not. First, at the

Start of the evaluation it was not at all clear that many nutrition education

programs could produce knowledge gains. That was a hypothesis to be tested.

Second, if we had selected programs on a moredistal variable, and had not

found any of them to be effective on that outcome,the validity of the evalua-

tion would have been questioned. Even with hindsight we would not choose a

different outcome variable for sampling purposes.

A second major point to make aboutthe utility of the purposive sampling
procedureis that the NET evaluation did not yield overall summative infor-
mation. As noted above, we intentionally avoided the selection of a sample
that would haveyielded a range of results; the evaluation focused on a subset
of presumably successful programs. Though weare left somewhatdissatisfied
in terms of summative findings on the program as a whole, our contention
from the beginning of this paper has been that field-based evaluations cannot
be all things to all people, and that trade-offs must be madein order to ensure
that the most important questions are addressed adequately. In the NETeval-
uation the most important questions dealt with documentation ofpotentially
successful programs that could be dissemenated to other states. The fact that
other questions about national program impact were not answeredin the eval-
uation is lamentable but unavoidable, given resource levels and related prac-
tical constraints. Those other questions will have to be addressed in other
evaluations.

The final point we make is to point out that, in spite of the preceding
discussion about the NET evaluation, the use of purposive sampling does not
automatically preclude an evaluation from addressing national summative
questions. Consider the second example presented in this paper—the evalua-
tion of alternatives to donating agricultural commodities in the National
School Lunch Program. Here, the questionsofinterest are national questions,
and it is important to produce data that can be weighted to the nationallevel.
Given the mandated samplesize of 30 sites in each of three treatment groups,
random selection from the population of 15,000 or so school districts could
well have yielded a poor sample. Thus purposive sampling was used to
enhancethe quality of the sample by ensuring heterogeneity on somevariables
(e.g., geographic location) while selecting modal sites to represent each
sampled state. Because only one site represents each treatment in eachstate,
the sample will not allow inferences to be made at any disaggregated level
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such as within states; however, the sample will allow better inferences at the
national level than would a simple random sample (though a sample of 30
sites in each treatment is meager, no matter howitis selected).

Three matched sites were randomly selected from each of 27 randomly
assigned to treatment groups. This process provides comparable treatment
groups and enhancestheinternal validity of the evaluation. Since the three
sites selected in each state were “modal”sites, and since states were selected in
order to maximize the heterogeneity of the sample in terms of geographic and
agriuculture-related variables, the external validity of the study is also
maximized.

In short, the samples for the two evaluations we have been discussing were
designed to allow very different types of statements to be made. Though both
are impact evaluations, one focused on the evaluation of well-implemented
exemplary instances, while the other is targeted to the provision of national
summative data. The point with which we wish to leave the readeris that
purposive sampling can help in bothsituations.

NOTE

1. Throughout this paper we will use “sites” to represent the local implementation of a pro-
gram. A site could be a school, a school district, a Head Start Center, a Community Mental
Health Center, and so on.
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Selectivity Problemsin

Quasi-Experimental Studies

Bengt Mutheén and Karl G. Jéreskog

1. INTRODUCTION

Selectivity problems can occur whenever one tries to estimate

population parameters from a nonrandom sample. Whenthe sample

of data is nonrandom,it is importantto try to model, asrealistically as

possible, the process by which the observed units have been selected

into the sample. Selective samples may occur becauseonly individuals
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with certain characteristics, more orless precisely defined, are included

in the sample. This maybethe case in large social programs, for ex-

ample, where only low-income families are eligible for the program

(sample selection), or when individuals participate voluntarily in the

program (self-selection). Selective samples may also occur in longi-

tudinal studies due to attrition; that is, individuals fall out of the sample

for various reasons, despite an initial random sample. Analyzing a

selective sample asif it is random will result in biased and inconsistent

estimates of the parameters.

Selectivity problems have been of considerable interest in recent
econometric work, for example, see Stromsdorfer and Farkas (1980).

Within the single-group regression framework,selectivity problems

have been discussed in the context of labor force participation of

married women by manywriters, for example, Gronau (1974), Lewis

(1974), and Heckman (1974, 1977). Selection modeling has also been

applied to situations of self-selection in the choice of college education

and regarding economic returnsto schooling, in, for example, Griliches

et al. (1978), Kennyet al. (1979), and Willis and Rosen (1979). Selec-

tivity modeling in the analysis of longitudinal data has been considered

by Hausman and Wise (1976, 1979). Selectivity problems havealso

been discussed in the context of evaluation of treatment effects in

nonequivalent control group designs, for example by Goldberger

(1972a, b), Cain (1975), in the overview by Reichardt (1979), and by

Sorbom (1981).

In this article we shall discuss selectivity problems in terms of a

model that in some respects is more general than those of previous

writers. Selection modeling for a single groupis considered in Section 2.

Multiple-group issues are discussed in Section 3 and related to con-

ventional analysis of covariance. A general model andits estimation

is presented in Section 4. A simulation study is reported in Section 5,
and in Section 6 an extension of the general selection modelto latent

variable models is discussed.

2. SELECTION IN A SINGLE GROUP

As an example from education, consider the case where y is an

achievementtest, x is a home background variable, and the modelis

y= Bo+ Bixte [1]
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Figure 1

where ¢€ is uncorrelated with x. Figure | showsa scatterplot of typical

units in the population, say students of a certain age. (This graphis

inspired by Hausman and Wise, 1976.) The straight line (equation 1)

represents the population regression of y on x. If one has a random

sample of observations on y and x, one can obtain unbiased estimates
of Bo and B; by ordinary least squares (OLS). If the sample is non-

random, however, a population unit will be selected into the sample

or not depending on the valuesof certain characteristics, which may

be y, x, or other unobserved variables. If this fact is ignored, OLSwill

in general give biased estimates, which in turn leads to incorrect in-

ferences for the full population. A solution to this problemis to try to
model the selection process. Estimation can then be carried out for an

extended model, including both the original regression relation, such

as equation |, and the selection model part. With a proper model

specification, correct estimates can then be obtained for the parameters

of equation 1.
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In this article we shall assume that the selection process depends on

a single selection variable 7, and that units are selected into the sample

if 7 exceeds a threshold value. In most cases the selection variable 7 is

unobserved and its characteristics unknown. Weshallfirst consider the

cases when 7 coincides with x and y, respectively.

When n = x there is zero probability of selecting population units

to the left of the vertical broken line in Figure |. Here, students with

“good” home background would be considered. However,this 1s of no

consequence provided that units to the right of this line are selected

randomly, and that the variation in x is sufficient to determine the

slope Bi of the population regression. Hence, when n = x, OLS gives

unbiased estimates of Bo and Bi.

When 7 = y, a unit is observed in the sample only if y exceeds a

threshold. Here, only high-achieving students would actually be used in

the analysis. In Figure | this means that population units below the

horizontal brokenline have zero probability of inclusion in the sample.

In this case, the error term e€ will be correlated with x in the sample, the

mean of e being larger for units with smaller x-values. When the

threshold is zero, this corresponds to the familiar Tobit model (Tobin,

1958; Amemiya, 1973), originally proposed as a limited dependent

variable model for consumption studies (no consumptionif y = 0). OLS

will give an estimate of the slope 8:1, which is biased downward and

inconsistent in large samples.

Now consider the case when 7 is unobserved. Units are selected if

7 exceeds a threshold. This is perhaps the mostrealistic case in the kind

of application considered. Here, 7 may be a latent variable such as

social disadvantage, where a high disadvantage results in an individual

being selected. The reason for selection maybe that limited funds are

available, and measurement is concentrated on students that are

thoughtto be in particular need of a certain schooling treatment.Still,

the intent is to try to make inferences to the full population. The value

of 7 represents a characteristic of the student that is not completely
known to the investigator, who does not completely control the selec-

tion process. Figure | illustrates the probable case when7 is negatively

correlated with y, using encircled dots to exemplify population units

that maynotbe included in the sample. Forselectable units, the mean

of € is smaller for large x-values. Here there is no sharp division into

selectable and nonselectable units. Ignoring selection will result in

biased OLSestimatesalso in this case. This will be explicated below.

We will now consider the case when a proper specification of the

selection process can be done,reviewing selection modeling attempted
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in the literature so far. It should be noted that a weaknessofselection

modeling is that the general problem of misspecification may be

enhanced. For instance, a misspecification of the regression relation,

such as equation I, may be mistaken for indication of selection bias

(see Olsen, 1979; Stromsdorfer and Farkas, 1980: 13-41).

For the education example it may berealistic to assume that the

selection variable 7 is linearly related to (although not completely

determined by) the observed home backgroundvariable x,

N=Yyot yix + 6 [2]

Weshall assumethat in the total population the joint distribution of

e and 6 is independent of x with means zero and with covariance matrix

where o¢¢ is the variance of €, os5 is the variance of 5, and os¢ is the co-
variance between ¢« and 6. Weshall also use the regression of € on 6,

€= wb + v [3]

where v is uncorrelated with 6 and w = Ose / Or5 is the regression co-

efficient. Since the scale for 7 is arbitrary, we may without loss of

generality assumethat the threshold is zero and that og5 = 1, in which

CASE W = Ose. This assumption is made throughoutthis section.

Consider the regression of y on x for selectable units with n > 0,

E(ylx, n > 0) = By +B, x + E(eln > 0)

But

E(eln >0) = E(eld >- ¥9 - ¥,x)

= wE(6|6 >-%o - 1x)

so that

E(y|x, n>0) = B) +8, x + wE(615 > - ¥9 - 7, x) [4]
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Let A(x) = yo + yix. Then the last term in equation 4 involves E[6| 6 > -
d(x)], which is a monotonically decreasing function of A denoted by

f(A). It is clear that the ordinary least squares regression of y onx fails

to give consistent estimates of B:, unless ose = 0(w = 0). This is because

the ordinary regression of y on x omits the random variable f(A), which

is correlated with x.

Let p(z) denote the probability density function of 6, and let P(x)

denote the corresponding probability distribution function. We assume

that p(z) is symmetric about zero so that p(-z) = p(z) and P(-z) =

1 - P(z). Then

Pr(5 > -d) = 1 - Pr(5 <-A)

= 1-P(-2)

= P(A) [5]
and

F(X) = E(5|6 > 2)

= [POY][np(z) dz

= -[1/PQ))r zee) dz (6)

Table | shows 0565) p(z), P(z), and f(A) for some of the well-known
distributions: the normal, the logistic, the Student’s t and the Laplace
(this table is adapted from Goldberger, 1980). The case when 6 has a
Standard normaldistribution is of particular interest. Let @(z) be the
Standard normal density function and let ®(z) be the corresponding
distribution function. Then the integral in equation 6 becomes -—(A)
so that

f(A) = H(A)/ PA)

Therefore, in this case we have

E(y|x, 7 > 0) = Bo + Bix + wf(d) [7]
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TABLE1

Variance oss and Functionsp(z), P(z), and f(A) for Some Selected Distributions

 

 

Variance Density Distribution Function Truncated Mean Function

Distribution Oss p(z) P(z) f(r

ty ar? ty, % x?Normal 1 (27) “e (2m) foe dx p(A)/P(A)

Logistic 1/3 eZ/(1 + 2)" a +e) [1/P(A)] log [1/1 -P(A)] -A

Student* n/(n - 2) ol + 27/ny20D Cn Seoo(l + x7/ny72"Day (nt X2)/(n - 1)] pOD/PD)

—|z| fe”, 2 <0 1-A, A S0
Laplace 2 Ye 2 x

1-%e”,z>0 (1+ A)/(Qe*- 1), A>0

 

SOURCE: Adapted from Goldberger (1980).
1

*n is the degrees of freedom parameter and c, = ['(a(n + 1))/[P(/n)- (nm)”] ,
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The conditional variance of y can also easily be obtained using equation

3 and knownresults for the truncated normaldistribution (see Johnson

and Kotz, 1972: 81-83).

Var(ylx, 7 > 0) = Var(eln > 0)

wo”Var(5|5 > -A) + Var(v)

w* [1 - AFA) - PAY] + 0,6-

Jee @FA) [A+ fO)] [8]

Hence, the true regression of y on x 1s nonlinear and heteroscedastic.

Figure 2 shows $(A), P(A), and f(A) for-4< A < 4. Figure 3 shows the

mean (equation 7) and the variance (equation 8) of y as a function of x

for Bo = yo = 0, Bi = 1, y: =-1 and w =—-1. This correspondsto the third

selection situation of Figure |. It is seen that linear regression, ignoring

selectivity, will here produce a downward biasedestimate of B:. Figures
4a-d showthestraight line Bo + 81x and the true mean function for some

combinationsof the signs of B:, yi and w.
Generalizing the previous model to an arbitrary number q of ex-

planatory variables x’ = (x1, X2, . .., Xq), of which one maybe the con-

stant I, and using vectorsof regression coefficients B and y, the model

'

y i
(t
e +€ [9]

d
m
”
x

n +6 [10]

i

Q~
2

observed if n > 0,

not observed, otherwise
[11]

with normally distributed errors can be seen as a generalized Tobit

model, where the assumption 7 = y has been relaxed (see Cragg, 1971).

In addition to consumption and labor force studies in econometrics,

where the y-variable is limited, this model has been used to model

selectivity in various applications of the kind discussed in Section 1.

This generalized Tobit modelis the basic modelwewill use henceforth.

For a recent survey of the statistical treatment of Tobit models, see
Amemiya (1982).

The generalized Tobit model may be interpreted in two parts corre-

sponding to the tworelations in equation 10 and equation 9. With
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Figure 2: Functions $(A), P(A), and f (A) for 4<A 4
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Figure 3: Mean Function M(x) = %[B) + B,x + Wf(A)]

Variance Function V(x) = Ogg - W* f(A) [A+ fQQ] for
Bo = VY= 9, B, = 1, ¥, =-1, w=-1 and O¢,= 1 and 4<x<4
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Figures 4A-D: Linear Function L(x) = Bx and Mean Function M(x) = Bx + w f(yx)
for Four Combinationsof 8, y, and w and -3 <x <3.
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Oss = 1, the probability of the event y observed (7 > 0) follows a Probit
model,

Pr(y observed |x) = ®(y’x), [12]

With Pr(y not observed |x)=1- P(-y’x). The second part describesthe

distribution of y given x and n > 0,

E(y|x, 7 > 0) = B’x + wf(y’x). [13]

Two types of samples must be distinguished. In the Probit model

(equation 12), it is assumed that the sample includes units for which x

is recorded also for those with 7 < 0. This will be referred to as the

censored case. When such units cannot occurin the sample, we have

the truncated case.

Several techniques have been proposed for the estimation of equa-

tions 9, 10, and 11, using maximum-likelihood methods (e.g., see

Griliches et al., 1978; Hausman and Wise, 1979), and various two-stage

estimators applicable to the censored case only (e.g., see Heckman,

1979; Maddala and Lee, 1976). We will consider maximum-likelihood

estimation, but the Heckman estimator will also be reported in the

simulation study in Section 5.

In the first step of the Heckmanestimator, y is estimated by max-

imum-likelihood Probit analysis. In the second step, OLS is applied

to equation 13 in the truncated sample using the estimated f(A) as an
additional x variable.

Recent contributions to selection modeling in the single-group case

include studies pertaining to the robustness against deviations from

the assumed functional form anderrorstructure(e.g., see Goldberger,

1980; Hurd, 1979; Nelson, 1979; Olsen, 1979; Ray et al., 1980), and

generalizations to more than oneselection relation (e.g., see Tunali

et al., 1980; Venti and Wise, 1980).

3. MULTIPLE-GROUP COMPARISONS

In this section we consider the analysis of treatment (intervention)

effects for nonequivalent group designs. Such quasi-experimental de-

signs are common in the evaluation of social programs or social

experiments. Of particular concern is the case where outcome measure-

ments are madebefore andafter the intervention, for a control group,
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and one or several treatment groups. In practice, randomization is

infrequently accomplished, and the problem is how to separate the

potential treatmenteffect(s) from group differences only produced by

the way individuals were assigned to the different groups. Although

originally intended for experimental settings, analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA)is frequently used in this situation. Such ANCOVAappli-

cations have been strongly criticized, and attempts have been made

to adjust the techniquetofit the quasi-experimentalsetting. For a good

summary of the problems and the various adjustment techniques, see

Reichardt (1979) and Weisberg (1979).

As in the previous section, the nonequivalence of the control and

treatment groups may be dueto the investigator choosingto treat a

certain subset of individuals (such as particularly needy ones) or due to
self-selection by the individuals (such as volunteers in a new program).
Nonequivalent groups mayalso arise dueto attrition, despiteinitial
randomization.

_ Data of this sort may be viewed as samples from different groups
(populations) to be compared (see Thorndike, 1942). However, for one
or several of the groups the sample(s) is (are) nonrandomorselective
in the sense defined previously. Contrary to the ANCOVAapproach,
this article argues for the explicit modeling of the selection processes in
order to avoid bias due to comparisons of nonequivalent groups.

Consider a quasi-experimentrelated to the education example dis-
cussed in Section 2. Say that there is one experimental group (E), one
control group (C), and a single posttest y. Complete randomization has
not been undertaken. It is suspected that the groups are different with
respect to certain background characteristics, of which an important
part is the variable x, say. The ANCOVAapproachis to consider the
regressions

yo = pt Boxe + &

[14]
E _ E_E E

y=-ptatrBx te

assumed to hold for each of the two populations (groups). Given
B° = B*, w is taken as the treatmenteffect.

With random sampling from each population(i.e., complete ran-
domization), ANCOVAanalysis, given B° = B*, consistently estimates
the treatment effect a. If in fact x does not influence y, there would be
no pointin including it in equation 14, resulting in a simple analysis of
variance. If x does influence y, its inclusion increases precision.
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However, in many quasi-experimental studies there may be non-

random selection of units to both controls and experimentals, andit

is not necessarily the sameselection variable that governsthe selection

process for controls and experimentals. A more appropriate model for

this situation is

C
Controls: y =pt Bx® + ef [15]

C C CCn= 79 tx + 8° [16]

c observedif no > 0
y™: [17]

not observed, otherwise

Experimentals: ye =ptat prxt tem [18]

E E E_E E
nN =% +7,x +6 [19]

E. observedif ne > 0 20)

~ not observed, otherwise

Independent random sampling is assumed from the two populations in

this new model. Thespecification is completed by a choice of bivariate

distributions for the two sets of error terms ¢ and 6, given x. Theselec-

tion relations (equations 16 and 19) are the needed auxiliaries to the

causal relations (equations 15 and 18), in order to obtain unbiased

treatment effect estimates.

The random error terms 6° and 6° include variables other than x,

influencingselection. It is an important advantageof selection modeling

that such variables need not be explicitly included, as in the ANCOVA

model. Given equations 15 through 20 as the true model, the ANCOVA

covariate x in the analysis of equation 14 does not completely control

for the existing selectivity.

Again,if B° = BF, it is reasonableto take a as a measureofthetreat-

ment effect. Hence, we need a technique to analyze data from the two

groups simultaneously under selection models in which some pa-
rameters are constrained to be equal in the two groups. These equality

constraints should not be taken for granted, however, but must be

tested by means of the data.

With the education example, y~ and the correlation between e” and

5° are presumably both negative. Individuals with an unusually high
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social disadvantagescore, that is, a high 6° value, are those more likely

to be selected, and they arealso the oneslikely to have lower achieve-
mentscores, or low e* value. Forthe selectable experimentals, the true
regression of y on x is then nonlinear and of the same shapeasin
Figure 3. Ignoring selectivity, ANCOVA for the experimentals and
controls will give biased results. This will be studied further in Section
5.2, in a similar artificial data example.

Barnow et al. (1980) and Goldberger (1979) formulated a special
form of selection, where for one experimental group and onecontrol

group,

E. observed if ne >0

not observed, otherwise

c observed if n° <0
not observed, otherwise

where 7° = 7°. Theyillustrated their model by the well-known Head

Start Compensatory Education program, so that y is the posttest

achievementscore. Here, a single selection variable (related to family

incomeof the child) defines group membership. In terms of our model,

their model implies that -y parameters and error covariance parameters

differ only in signs between controls and experimentals. This specifi-

cation seemstoo restrictive.

4. A GENERAL MODEL ANDITS ESTIMATION

In the previous section we formulated selection modeling for a

single explanatory variable, x, and for one or two groups, the emphasis

being on the basic ideas of the model. In this section we generalize the

modelto an arbitrary numberofexogenous (explanatory) variables and

to an arbitrary numberof groups. The data will be regarded as sampled

from G groupsor populations, and for each group a univariate regres-

sion relation and a single selection relation is assumed. This formulation

is chosen for simplicity; it may be generalized to a multivariate system
(a structural equation system) for each group, to multivariate selection
relations for each group,andalso to categorical response variables.
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It is essential to distinguish between two parts of the model: the

causal relation and the selection relation. For each group g, g = I,

2, ..., G, we assumea causal relation of the form:

y®) == pe"(8) 4 A8) [21]

8) is a vector of random
(8)

where B® is a q X 1 vector of parameters, x
explanatory variables, and e®) is arandom residual, independentofx

We do not assume random sampling from the populations of equation

21. Instead, in addition to equation 21 we assumetheselection relations

forg=1,2,...,G

7®= 7? x®) + § (8) [22]

(2) observed if 7 > O
: [23]

not observed, otherwise

where 7is a latent selection variable, y'®) isa q X 1 vector of parameter,

x) is as before, and 5® is a random residual, independentofx. Let
oe o'®), o®) be the varianceofe’, the covariance between e® and 6"),
and the variance of 5°, respectively. We assume for each group a

bivariate normaldistribution for e® and 6”, g= 1, 2,...,G. The groups

are assumedto be independent, and for each group g we consider ran-

dom sampling from the population given by equations21, 22, and 23.

Each parameterof the modelwill be allowed to be anyofthree kinds:

a free parameter, a parameterfixed to a certain value, or a parameter

constrained to be equal to another parameter. For instance, both B®

and y may contain parameters fixed to zero so that the same ex-

ogenous variables do not necessarily operate in equations 21 and 22.

Also, group invariance of parameters can be tested by applying equality

restrictions.
Grouplevel differences are captured by 6" parameters correspond-

ing to unit x variables. The ANCOVA model, with possible group

invariance of slopes and residual variances, is a special case of the

above formulation, where of) == 0 for g=1,2,...,G. Then the relation

(equation 22) is inconsequential (see also the likelihood expressions

that follow). A selection process may operate (of ¥ 0) in one or more

of the groups, and may operate differently in different groups.
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Consider the bivariate distribution of y and 7 givenXand > 0. For
simplicity, the group index is omitted. Let $(z; p, o) denote the normal
density for a variable z with mean yp and varianceo’,let dyn denote the
bivariate normal density for y and 7 given x, andlet @(a) denote the
probability that a standard normalvariablefalls below a. Let 0§==4/%565

The probability that 7 > 0, given X, may then be written as P(y’X05').
The density for the singly truncatedbivariate normal distribution Por
y and 7, given x,

0, if n<0

Pyn /(y’xoz!), otherwi 24}Pvn YX05), otherwise.

From equation 24 we obtain the marginal distribution for y as

_f, r=],
= | by In/Pyxo5 )

0

_ Rp! —1 awl= O(Y;BX, Fee) X Plu,Op.)/P(yx05 ) [25]

where

’ —l '

Mney VXO56 See (Y -BX) [26]

2 0 2 -l

Cney 755 ~ "Se ee [27]

Equation 25 gives the density of y, given x, in a truncated sample.
The event 7 > 0 has probability one in such a sample. This meansthat
population units with 7 < 0 cannotbe includedin the sample; not only

do we not observe y, but we do not observe x either. In the contrary
case of a censored sample, a unit for which y is not observed (7 < 0),
given x, occurs with the probability o(-yKo6). In this case, the density
of y given xwhen n > 0 is that of equation 25 except that the denomi-
nator cancels out.

The likelihood for both the truncated and the censored case may be
summarized in the following way. For g= 1, 2, ..., G, let N® denote
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the sample size, let Ni*’ denote the numberof sample units for which

x®) is observed, but not y’, let

1, if selection occurs in group g

(2) = [28]
0, otherwise (random sample assumed)

and let

( 1, if 7 < O-units cannot occur in the

(g) _ sample for groupg (truncated sample) [29]

0, otherwise (censored sample)

The log likelihood for independent samples from the G groups may then

be written

n (2)

SC 1, er 2< (g)logL= = [s”’(-t”) & log f, (x;”)
g=1 i=1 ™

n (8)

+ YD logt,(y®),x) [30]
jen+]

where

, ’ —lFQ) = OY"05") [31]
f(y,xx) = oly;g?'x(2) of®))

(g)(g) (g)-1\)s

* (ui, oney; )t

_ _,(g) (2)Y o(1O'x? of ') P's [32]

Maximum-likelihood (ML) estimates are obtained from equation

30 in a straightforward fashion. The numerical optimization may
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howeverbe nontrivial, since the shape of the likelihood function can
be complicated, yielding convergence problems. This may be particu-
larly pressing in cases where the model does notfit well, with small
samples or with poorstarting values. In the censored case, reasonable
starting values may be obtained from a separate Probit regression and
an OLSregression in the truncated sample. The truncated case is
relatively more difficult since separate Probit type information is not
available for the estimation of the y-parameters. We note that for the
truncated case wheno,, = 0 holds exactly, y will in fact be indeterminate.
Of some importanceis the choice of parameterization in the actual

computations. To ensure positive values for the variance expressions
in the likelihood, we use the following parameterization. Consider the
new parameter o,., defined by o,, = eee yielding positive o,,. Also, the
indeterminacyofthe scale of 7 is used to set Ory =1;that is, 05, is not a
free parameter, but is restricted as O55 = 1 + os € ©. Hereby, all pa-
rametersin the optimizationarefree to vary from minustoplusinfinity.
In the actual reporting of the estimates, however, we find it convenient
to revert to the more conventional parameterization with o,, and
O55 = 1. Also, instead of O5,, we will report the correlation between the
errors, denoted by p. Standard errors will be given for this latter set
of parameterestimates.

Let d; be defined such that

Gq NB

logL= © > d®
g=1 i=1

and let

GN day a3A= 2 2D (ad;"'/36 X ad,*'/20')g_/ [33]
~  g=1 i=l ~ ON

where 6 is the ML estimate of the parameter vector 6. The squared,
asymptotic standard errors of 6 may then be found on the diagonalof
A|(see also Grilicheset al., 1978).

For the iterative optimization involved, the so-called FLEPOW
algorithm is used (see Gruvaeus and Joreskog, 1970). This algorithm is
based on rapidly converging quasi-Newton méthod that makesuse of
first-order derivatives of the likelihood function, and a positive definite
weight matrix thatis built up duringthe iterations to approximatethe
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inverse of the Hessian matrix at the solution point. Starting values for

the parameter estimates must be provided andalso a starting value

of E. For reasonably goodstarting values, a starting value of E maybe

obtained by evaluating A at that point and using E = A!_Asimilar

algorithm was presentediin Berndt et al. (1974) and|hastbeen applied,

for example, in work by Hausman and Wise (1976, 1979).

5. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED DATA

The aim of this sectionis to illustrate the models andselectivity issues

discussed in previous sections by analysis of data sets generated from

three different basic models. No more than two samples of different

size will be drawnin each case, hence this study is morelimited in scope

than a rigorous Monte Carlo investigation. A similiar study was carried

out by Wales and Woodland (1980) for the original Tobit model in the

single group case.

5.1. SINGLE-GROUP DATA

Two basic models will be used here. Model |! is specified with a
single x,

y-=0.0+ 10x +e [34]

7 = 0.0 - 1.0x + 6 [35]

Og= 056 = 1.0, p = -0.5, and the mean andvarianceof x are chosen as
Ux = 0.0, oxx = 1.0. Also, x is taken to be normally distributed.

Model 2 is specified with three x variables, where notall variables

are operating in both the regression andselection relation,

y = 1.2 + 2.0x; + 1.0x2 + 0.0x3 + «€ [36]

n= 1.0 + 1.0x: + 0.0x2 + 2.0x3 + 6 [37]

whereo,, = 1.44, 055 = 1.0, p = 0.5, and px, = ux, = Mx, = 0.0, Ox,x, = 1.0,

Ox2x, = 0.04, ox,x, = 0.01, px,x, = 0.8, px,x, = 0.3, px.x, = 0.5. The x variables

are taken to be trivariate normal.
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Given the two basic models, trivariate and five-variate normal
vectors corresponding to (y x n) for Model | and (y x: x2 x3 7) for Model
2 are generated. Two basic samplesizes are used in each case, N = 1000

and N = 4000. For each model and basic sample, a truncated subsample

is created by including only selectable units, for which 7 > 0. In the

corresponding censored case, the samplesize is maintained as 1000 or

4000, where units with 7 < 0 are considered as nonselected, lacking

observed y values. The truncated and censored cases may be viewed as

corresponding to different real-life situations, where different amounts

of data information are available.

For each basic model and:sample size, several analyses are made.

Using only the truncated sample, ordinary regression ignoringselection

is reported. This is compared with the correct model formulation, that

is, the truncated case of the respective basic model estimated by ML

according to Section 4. With the censored sample case, ML Probit

regression for the estimation of y will be reported together with the

Heckmanestimator for B and w. This is compared with the full model

formulation, the censored case of the respective basic model, estimated

by ML according to Section 4. We canalso study the gain in precision

of the estimates, comparing the truncated and censored case, estimated

under the correct model formulation.

The results are given in Table 2 for Model | and in Table 3 for

Model 2. For Model | there is strong selectivity, where only abouthalf

of the full population consists of selectable units. For Model 2 the

corresponding figure is about three-quarters. Hence, we find overall

more markedly biased estimates from ordinary regression forthefirst

model. The columns “Truncated Case” and “Censored Case” give ML

estimates in accordance with Section 4. In the truncated case, this

estimator performs well, and the estimates are in no case more than

twice the standard errors from the true values. For N = 1000, some of

the standard errors are, however, rather large.

With information corresponding to the censored case, the Probit

estimator for y works extremely well in all cases.It is in fact comparable

to the also high performancefull information ML estimator (censored

case), also with respect to precision in the estimates. The Heckman

estimator for the 8 parameters performs very well, and is also com-

parable to the MLestimator. Note that og¢ is not consistently estimated

(underestimated) and that the standard errors that are given are only

approximate and too low, since these quantities are obtained via
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TABLE 2

Parameter Estimates for Data Simulated According to Model 1*

Population Truncated Censored

Parameter Value Regression Probit Heckman Case Case

N,= 496, N = 1000

By 0 -—.373 101 -—.209 .074
(.054) (.278) (.119) (.179)

B, 1.0 .788 1.048 931 1.033
(.052) (.062) (.095) (.114)

See 1.0 985 979 982 1.126
(.065) (.064) (.076) (.131)

Ww ~.587
(.333)

% 0 .001 991 .013

(.046) (1.599) (.046)

Y; -1.0 —1.033 —3.448 -1.040
(.067) (4.542) (.068)

p —.5 -.593 —.248 -—.522

(.413) (.164)

N, = 1963, N = 4000

By 0 -—.435 .002 —.223 .013

(.027) (.149) (.137) (.083)

B, 1.0 .807 1.059 .965 1.065

(.027) (.088) (.084) (.054)

Oce 1.0 916 911 .978 1.054
(.029) (.028) (.056) (.062)

Ww -.539
(.183)

Yo 0 .020 851 .021

(.023) (.723) (.023)

1% —1.0 -1.040 —1.277 —1.043
(.032) (.346) (.032)

p —.5 —.542 -.521 —.538

(.122) (.078)

 

*Standard errors in parentheses.
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TABLE 3

Parameter Estimates for Data Simulated According to Model 2*

Population Truncated Censored
Parameter Value Regression Probit Heckman Case Case
 

N, = 239, N= 1000
Bo 1.2 1.462 1.270 1.388 1.192

(.046) (.123) (.064) (.076)
B, 2.0 1.848 1.979 1.923 2.033

(.076) (.106) (.088) (.092)
B, 1.0 397 ALS 450 414

(.396) (.397) (.431) (.415)
B, 0.0 442 710 482 834

(.477) (.497) (.537) (.529)
Oc¢ 1.44 1.323 1.318 1.351 1.475

(.071) (.070) (.084) (.115)
Ww 522

(.314)
% 1.0 1.007 3.075 1.009

(.060) (.998) (.057)
Y 1.0 994 2.126 982

(.104) (.922) (.107)
19 0.0 ~.090 038 -.009

(.497) (3.570) (.509)
13 2.0 1.897 1.214 1.754

(.603) (3.652) (613)
p 0.5 454 670 602

(.263) (.113)

N, = 984, N = 4000

By 1.2 1.432 1.171 1.265 1.160
(.023) (.066) (.074) (.039)

B, 2.0 1.773 1.966 1.942 1.973
(.039) (.058) (.073) (.047)

B, 1.0 1.049 1.028 939 1.030
(.197) (.196) (.276) (.204)

B, 0 ~.156 280 058 303
(.251) (.268) (346) (.268)

Cee 1.44 1.356 1.348 1.446 1.506
(.035) (.034) (.057) (.055)

Ww 690
(.167)
 

(continued)
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TABLE3 (Continued)
 

 

Population Truncated Censored

Parameter Value Regression Probit Heckman Case Case

Yo 1.0 .900 1.547 991

(.029) (.478) (.029)

% 1.0 994 1.352 1.000

(.051) (.307) (.050)

Y> 0 -.083 -.779 -.104

(.252) (1.323) (.246)

13 2.0 2.054 1.502 2.023

(.314) (1.639) (.308)

p i) 594 590 585

(.093) (.057)

 

*Standard errors in parentheses.

ordinary regression (see Heckman, 1979; with corrections in Stroms-
dorfer and Farkas, 1980: ch. 2, where a consistent estimatorfor Oceand
appropriate standard errorsare given).

For Model 2 the zero population coefficients result in poorly esti-
mated f2, 8; parameters for the N = 1000 case. Here, the regression
relation is misspecified, since x3 is included.It seemsasif the nonlinear
influence of x; via the selectionrelation is picked up by a linear term in
the regression relation. Fixing f3 = 0 gives an improved overall picture,
with B2 estimate in the censored case .713(.363).

In the N = 4000 cases, the gain in precision when using information
from nonselected units is well reflected in the lower standard errors
for the columns “Censored Case” as compared to the columns “Trun-
cated Case.” Going from N = 1000 to N = 4000, we would expect a
reduction of standard errors to abouthalf the size. This pattern holds
for the censored case, but not for the truncated case: suggesting that
the large-sample approximation of the standard errors is rather poor
in the truncated case for the smaller sample sizes used.

Wefinally report the computing time for the ML estimatorin the
censored case and for Model 2,starting with the regression and Probit
estimates, and p = 0. On the IBM 370/158, the time used was about two
minutes for N = 1000 and aboutnine minutes for N = 4000.
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5.2. DATA FOR TWO GROUPS

By meansof a model for two groups, Model3, we will now illustrate

the Section 3 issues regarding the estimation of treatmenteffects using

nonequivalent groups. We chose a model for a control group and an

experimental group in line with the example of Section 3. For the
control group, Model 3 states

y° = -0.4 + 0.8x° + €€ [38]

and that random samplingis the case. Here, px = 0.0, of; = 1.0, oce=0.9.

For experimentals, Model 3 is the same as Model1,

y” =0.0 + 1.0x® + [39]

n’ = 0.0 - 1.0x® + 5* [40]

with means, variances, and covariances as before. In fact, the same

sample will be used for this group. Wewill only study the case of N®=
4000, where N®! is the basic samplesize in each of the groups. We may

view the full population regressions (equations 38 and 39)in the follow-

ing way. We first consider a single parent population. Treatment

produces two new subpopulations, one for controls, which is the same

as before; while, as is seen for experimentals, the treatment affects both

the intercept and the slope. Thus,there is a positive true treatmenteffect
for large x values (x > -2), and the effect increases with increasing x.

Wefirst study ANCOVA,which,ignoringselectivity, is carried out

on the truncated sample. In this case, there arestill 4000 controls, but

only 4000 - 1963 = 2037 experimentals. Ordinary ANCOVAassumes

group-invariant slopes and residual variances, so that the treatment

effect is taken to be the difference in intercepts. Testing this invariance

hypothesis for the data at hand, we obtain y7(2) = .047, using a standard

likelihood-ratio test. Due to selectivity, ANCOVAis therefore unable

to reject this hypothesis. The results are presented in Table 4. The

treatment effect, Bo - Bo, is estimated as -.016, but is not significant,

x’(1) = .356. Hence, selection of the most needy ones to the experi-

mental group masksthepositive true treatment effect. This is because

the ANCOVAcovariate, x, does not completely control for the non-
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TABLE4

Parameter Estimates for Control Group and Experimental

Group Data Simulated According to Model 3*
 

 

Population Truncated Censored

Parameter Value ANCOVA Case Case

Controls

Bo 4 ~416 416 416
(.015) (.015) (.015)

By 8 812 813 813
(.013) (.014) (.014)

OS. 9 915 914 914
(.017) (.020) (.020)

Experimentals

Be 0 ~.432 ~.223 013
(.023) (.137) (.083)

Bt 1.0 812 965 1.065
(.013) (.084) (.054)

On. 1.0 915 .978 1.054
(.017) (.056) (.060)

% 0 851 021

(.723) (.023)

vy -1.0 -1.277 —1.043
(.346) (.032)

oO” ~.5 -521 -.538
(.122) (.078)
 

*Standard errors in parentheses.

equivalence of the groups duetoselectivity. Figure 5 showsthis situa-

tion graphically using the different estimated regressions.

Allowingforselectivity in the experimental group, the MLestimator

of Section 4 was applied to the same data. The test of group-invariant

slopes and error variances resulted in x’(2) = 7.002(p < .05) for the

truncated case and y7(2) = 13.462(p < .005) in the censoredcase. In both

analyses, the hypothesis is correctly reyected. The estimates are given

in the two right-most columns of Table 4. In both cases the estimated

regression lines correspond well to the true lines.
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EF = Regressionline for experimentals, estimating the full population regression.

ET = Regression curve for experimentals, estimating the regression in the selected

subpopulation.

EL = Regression line for experimentals, estimating the linear approximation to the

regression in the selected subpopulation.
C = Regressionline for control, estimating the full population.

S11

 

Figure 5: Estimated Regressions for Control Group and Experimental Group Data
Simulated According to Model 3
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6. LATENT EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

Wewill now discuss the analysis of selective samples in the context

of latent (unobserved) variable models. A general approach to the

study of latent variable models has beengiven, for example, by Joreskog

(1977; see also S6rbom and Jéreskog, 1981). For simplicity we will here

limit ourselves to the case where the latent variables occur onthe right-

hand side in the regressionrelation of interest.

6.1. GENERAL RESULTS ON SELECTION

It will be useful to review someclassical results on selection in multi-

variate distributions due to Pearson (1912) and Lawley (1943-1944),

and applied to factor analysis models by Meredith (1964).

Pearson and Lawley considered influences of selection on a random

vector variable z, say. For a set of selection variables, here denoted by

n, selection is of a general type, changing the density of z, p:, into p’.
Given that the regression ofz on7 in the total populationis linear and

homoscedastic, it is shown that

By By Zonnn7(ur ~Ey) [41]

_ wk * * —] *—]
Zan 2aZnnn -Zn Laneanene [42]

_ *—-1l Q*

Lae = ZnnXm Zn [43]

where weuse the general notationbu for the meanvector of the random

variable u and Xu. for the covariance matrix of the random vectors u

and vy. Quantities with asterisks refer to the distribution in the sub-
population of selectables and the corresponding quantities without
asterisks to the total population. This gives

* —_—

BB + 2oneEn (inLy) [44]

yt =y +25 Ean Lon > )yurty [45]Riz Lax SanXnn ~ 2nn) ZnnZnez

Wenotethatthe selection situations studied in the previoussections

are of this type. We considered the conditional distribution of y and 7
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for given x. Dueto the bivariate normality of the errors, linearity and

homoscedasticity is ensured, so that the mean andvarianceofy, given x

and 7 > 0, can be obtained by equations 44 and 45.

Nowconsider the factor analysis model (see Lawley and Maxwell,
1971)

Z=utAetl [46]

where y is a vector of location parameters, A is a matrix of factor

loadings, ¢ is a vector of latent factors, and 1s a vector of residuals

(unique variables or measurementerrors). Following Sérbom (1974),

let Maxi == 6. With the usual assumptions.

z= v + AO [47]

Sn = ADA'+ [48]

where @ is the covariance matrix of the factors, and V is the covariance
matrix of the residuals, usually assumed to be diagonal.

Assumethata setofselection variables7are directly related togonly,

but not to ¢ or z (q}is indirectly related to 2). Applying the Pearson-

Lawley formulas, it is found that the factor analysis model holdsin the

selected population andthatv, A, and WV are unaffected by the selection

(see Meredith, 1964; Olsson, 1978), and that

Hy = Rt Ag’ [49]

Bt=AGA ty (50)
where

8° =8+ Be.ZinUnBe) (51)

@* = + DeEre(Zr - Lyy) 2amEnt [52]

Invariance properties of this kind are utilized in multiple-group

factor analyses and structural equation modeling where different sub-

populations are compared in a simultaneous analysis (see Jéreskog,

1971; S6rbom, 1974; Jéreskog and Sérbom, 1980; and Sérbom and

Jéreskog, 1981).
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6.2. SELECTION MODELING WITH
LATENT EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

In Sdrbom (1978, 1981; see also S6rbom and Jéreskog, 1981), the

multiple-group factor analysis is extended to handle ANCOVAsitua-

tions with latent variables. Of particular interest here is the case where

the covariates (the exogenous variables) are imperfectly measured,

assuminga factor analytic measurement model. Allowing for measure-

menterrorin the covariates avoids biased results (e.g., Reichardt, 1979,

and references therein). We will consider a simple case of this type of

model and introduce the added complication of selective samples.
Consider the following model for groups g = 1, 2,..., G,

y'®) - Be +peg® + ¢(8) [53]

n®= 7? + yy"g + § (2) [54]

-¢ (8)observed, if n°? > 0
ye), x(8). [56]

~ not observed, otherwise

where e® and 6®) have covariance o®), and both e®and 5are assumed
to be independentof* and ¢*’. Here, equation 55 shares the assump-

tions of equation 46. Note that x") is included in equation 56, since in
this case the modelalso restricts the marginaldistribution ofx’, so that

we considerthe joint y®, xdistribution, not only the conditionaldis-
tribution of y® given x"), as before. Here we consider the truncated
case only.

With ot) = 0 for g= 1, 2,..., G, relation (equation 54) is inconse-
quential and we obtain a special case of Sérbom (1978). The measure-
ment mode! (equation 55) is assumed to have group-invariantp and A.
The groups may consist of a control group and several treatment
groups. The latent variable vector gn contains the covariates. Given

group-invariant slope parameters Bb". treatment effects are obtained

as differences in the B(g = 1, 2,..., G) parameters.

Now consider the full model given by equations 53 through 56 for

each group g. Note that the specification allows separate exogenous

variables to operate in equations 53 and 54,and that those in equation
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Figure 6: Path Model for Selection in the Presence of Two Latent Exogenous
Variables

54 can be specified to be directly observed variables measured without
error. For each groupg,thereis selectivity in the structural regression
(equation 53) of y® on €® wheneverthe error covariance o's) is nonzero.

Wewill illustrate the selectivity issues by means of the model of
Figure 6, where squares denote observed variables and circles denote
latent variables.

To continue the example of Section 3, y and &; represent achievement
post- and pretest scores, where for simplicity the posttest is taken to be
measured without error, while é, is the pretest true score. (Random
measurementerror in y causes no bias since it is absorbed in the re-

sidual e.) Here, & may represent, say, true home backgroundscore.
True scores rather than actually observed scores are assumedto in-
fluence the selection variable 7. Assumethat the prerequisites for the
Pearson-Lawley formulas hold in a certain population, for example,

by multivariate normality for all variables involved. Consider the
analysis of a random sample from the subpopulation 7 > 0, thatis, a
selective, truncated, sample from the full population. We note that by
the Pearson-Lawley results, the factor analysis model (the measure-
ment model) for the marginal distribution of x1, X2, x3, x4 in this sub-
population will hold with invariant y, A, and W,since 7 is indirectly
related to xX; — x, via 1, &2. In the distribution of y, xi, X2, x3, Xs, we note
that y can be considered as an additional measureof both é, and &ina
five-variate factor analysis model. Since the selection variable is
directly related to y, this model will not hold in the subpopulation of

315
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selectables. Estimating the structural regression of y on &; and &2 by the

methods of S6rbom (1978), Sérbom and Joéreskog (1981) gives biased

results in a way analogous to previous sections.

A simple ad hoc estimator using the methods of Section 4 seems

possible, however. Since the measurement model for x: - x4 holds in

the subpopulation, we mayuse the truncated sample to estimate factor

scores é; and é,, properly scaled to approximate the covariance matrix

@* (see Lawley and Maxwell, 1971: ch. 8). In a second step, y and 7

are regressed on é, and é; according to the truncated caseofthe selection

model in Section 4. This enables us to obtain an approximatetest for

selectivity and approximately estimate the full population regression

coefficients.

If, however, any of the observed exogenous variables x; - X4 in-

fluences 7 directly (see also Goldberger, 1972a), the measurement

modelwill also be incorrectly specified. Hence, ignoringselectivity may

give seriously biased results from analyses by the methods of Sérbom

(1978), Sérbom and Jéreskog (1981).

With the model of equations 53 through 56,any ofthe aboveselection

situations can bespecified.

7. CONCLUSION

In this article we have shownthestatistical and computationalfeasi-
bility of correctly analyzing selective samples by selection modeling.
Analysis methodsoriginally proposed in econometric studies have been
shown to be of potential use in general quasi-experimental studies,
particularly regarding selectivity in the context of treatment effect
evaluation with nonequivalent groups. In such evaluations, randomi-

zation is seen notto be essential to unbiased treatmenteffect estimation.

Indeed, the critical difference for avoiding biasis not whether the assignments are

random or nonrandom,but whetherthe investigator has knowledge of and can
modelthis selection process [Cain, 1975: 304].

This suggests that the investigator should gather extensive informa-

tion on the selection processes involved, and seek to be in control of
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them by systematic selection in a consistent manner. For instance, in

the context of our model, we haveseen the benefits of using censored

sample information rather than truncated sample information. Say

that nonrandom selection into the experimental (treatment) group is

desirable from an ethical point of view. With the language of our

model we maytake an initial random sample for which x is observed.

From this sample, units can be selected in a nonrandom butconsistent

way, resulting in censored sample information. Indeed, we may consider

the selectivity problem in the opposite way. Instead oftrying to find

the correct selection model, we could select according to a prescribed

model, attempting to determine by design the selection variable 7 in

terms of a set of background variables x. Of course, the selectivity

problem of attrition will remain.

Admittedly, the selection modeling of this article may certainly be

an oversimplification for many practical quasi-experimentalsituations.

Selectivity problems, however, seem unavoidable by design, implying

that moreflexible statistical specifications should be investigated.
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An Introduction to Sample Selection

Bias in Sociological Data

Richard A. Berk

Sampling has long been central in discus-
sions of sociological research methods. Yet,

with a few exceptions(e.g., Tuma et al., 1979:
Rossi et al., 1980; Berk et al., 1981), recent

developments on the nature of sampling bias
have not filtered into sociological practice.
This neglect represents a major oversight with

potentially dramatic consequences. More than
external validity ts threatened. Internal validity

* Direct all correspondence to: Richard A. Berk,

Department of Sociology, University of California,
Santa Barbara, CA 93106.

The research reported in this paper was supported

by a grant from the National Institute of Justice
(grant No. 80-IJ-CX-—0037). I am also grateful for
the help in data collection provided by Anthony Shih

and Jimy Sanders. Finally, Karl Schuessler, Ken-

neth Land, and Phyllis Newton provided helpful

comments on an earlier draft of the paper.

is equally vulnerable even if statements are
made conditional upon the available data.

This paper undertakes a brief review of re-
cent advances in the diagnosis of and correc-
tions for ‘“‘sample selection bias.” Key points
are illustrated with analyses taken from real

data sets. Thus, the paperis no substitute fora
careful reading of the primary source material
and recent more lengthy, technical overviews.
My goal ts to direct the attention of the

sociological community to a significant meth-
odological problem while stressing major
themes and intuitive reasoning.

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?

Sample selection bias can be intuitively under-
stood through the usual bivariate scatter plot

interpreted within the framework ofthe general
linear model. Given a fixed regressor (gener-

From Richard A. Berk, “An Introduction to Sample Selection Bias in Sociological Data,” American

Sociological Review, 1983, 48, 386-398. Copyright © 1983 by the American Sociological Association.

Reprinted by permission of author and publisher.
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alizations to stochastic regressors are easily

accomplished, e.g., Pindyck and Rubinfeld,
1981:274-78), one assumes a linear relation-
ship between an exogenous and an endogenous
variable. One also assumesthat the endoge-
nous variable is affected additively by a distur-
bance (error) term characterized by an ex-
pected value of zero for each value of the
exogenousvariable.' If these two assumptions
are met, the disturbance term is uncorrelated
with the exogenousvariable, which guarantees
unbiased least squares estimates of the slope
and intercept. Other assumptions about the
disturbance term that are typically made need
not concern us.?

Figure | is a scatter plot for an endogenous
variable Y and an exogenous variable X. As-

sume thé data are a simple random sample
from some population of interest, that in this
population the linear form is correct, and that
for each value of X the mean of the distur-
bances is zero. Implied is that the regression
line passes through the expected value of Y for

each value of X. In Figure 1 these expected
values are represented by boxes, and the re-
gression line is labeled ‘‘before.”’

In Figure 1, suppose that observations with
values on Y equal to or less than Y7 cannot be

obtained. For example, suppose that Y is a
measure ofthe seriousnessof incidents of wife
battery, and that police only make anarrestin

such incidents if the dispute exceeds some
level of seriousness(Berk et al., 1983). Then,if

one’s data are taken exclusively from police
arrest reports, less serious incidents will be
systematically underrepresented. In Figure |

observations in the shaded area are missing.

For low values of X in Figure | the new ex-

' Actually, one assumesthat for each observation,

the expectation of the disturbance term is zero; this
implies that the expectations for each value of the
exogenous variable are zero. The assumption of
linearity allows for nonlinear relationships that can
be transformed into linear ones (e.g., Pindyck and

Rubinfeld, 1981: 107—110). With time series data, one

sometimes makes a distinction between exogenous

variables and predetermined variables. All re-

gressors are predetermined, including lagged values
of the endogenous variable. However, lagged values
of the endogenous variable are not exogenous. A
further discussion of such issues can be found in
Engle et al. (1983).

2 In order to obtain efficient estimates of the re-
gression coefficients and unbiased estimatesof their

standard errors, one must assumethat the distur-
bances are uncorrelated with one anotherandthatall

have the same variance. Then in “small” samples,

One must assume for significance tests that the dis-

turbances are normally distributed. Asymptotically,
the normality assumption is unnecessary. Discussion
of the assumptions for least squares procedures can

be found in virtually any econometrics text.
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pected values are represented by circles. Thus,
for all observations with X equal to XI, the
expected value of Y has shifted from Y4 to Y8.
Likewise, for all observations with X equal to
X2, the expected value of Y has shifted from
Y7 to Y9.5. As X increases, the size of the
shift is reduced until by X4, the new and old

expected values are virtually identical.
The new expected values for Y meansthat

the original regression line no longerfits the

data. The relationship between X and Y is no
longer linear; the slope becomes steeper as X

increases (up to X4). Consequently, anyat-
temptto fit a straight line will produce a spe-
cification error. Basically, one is using the
wrong functional form. In Figure | the second
regression line labeled ‘after’ showsthe result
that might materialize. Compared to the true
relationship, the estimated relationship has
been attenuated.
What are the implications? First, external

validity has been undermined. The regression
line estimated from the scatter plot in Figure 1
will systematically underestimate the slope of
the population regression line. If X is the
numberof prior wife battery incidents, the es-
timated causal effect of such priors on the seri-

ousness of the immediate incident will be sub-

stantially smaller than the causal effect in the
population. Excluding less serious incidents
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attenuates the causal effect in this instance.

Clearly, one should not try to generalize from
the sample in Figure | to all incidents of wife
battery. Such problemsare well understood by
most sociologists.

Second, and not commonly recognized,
internal validity is also jeopardized even if one

is prepared to make causal inferences to a
population of less serious battery incidents. In
Figure 1, for low values of X, the regression

line falls on or above the expected values,

while for high values of X, the regression line
falls on or below the expected values. For low

values of X, therefore, negative disturbances
will predominate, while for high values of X,

positive disturbances will predominate. This
implies that X will be positively correlated with
the disturbance term. As a result, least squares

estimates of the slope and intercept will be
biased (and inconsistent as well), even if oneis
only interested in the causal relationship be-

tween the seriousness of the incident and the
numberof priors for the subset of more serious
incidents. Put another way, effects of the
exogenous variable and the disturbance term
are confounded, and causaleffects are attrib-

uted to X that are really a product of random
perturbations.

The confounding of X and the disturbance
term followsin this example even if one’s sole

concern is with more serious wife batteryinci-
dents. One cannot dismiss the problem by

claiming interest only in the nonrandom subset
of cases represented by the sample at hand. By

excluding some observations in a systematic
manner, One has inadvertantly introduced the
need for an additional regressor that the usual
least squares procedures ignore (Heckman,
1976, 1979); in effect, one has produced the
traditional specification error that results when

an omitted regressor is correlated with an in-

cluded regressor (e.g., Kmenta, 1971:392-95).

Figures 3 through 5 present in schematic
fashion other examples of outcomes obtained
when segments of some population cannot be
observed. Figure 2 is a new representation of
Figure | and serves as a benchmark.

Suppose in Figure 3 that Y is income and X
is education and that the sample only includes
individuals with income below the poverty

line. The estimated regression line is again

biased downward with both external validity
and internal validity weakened. One cannot

generalize the estimated causal relationship to
all adults nor is the relationship between edu-
cation and income properly represented, even
for individuals with incomes below the poverty
line.

Both Figure 2 and 3 depict exclusion through
a threshold for the endogenous variable under
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scrutiny. Goldberger (1981), borrowing from
Lord and Novick (1968), has called this manner
of selection “explicit.” Alternatively, one
might use the term “direct” for reasons that
will be apparent shortly.*

Figure 4 shows a more complicated selection

process. The lower right-hand section of the
scatter plot has been eliminated, but not in a
waythatreflects a single threshold on Y. How

might this happen? Suppose that Y is the

amount of money spent on medical care, and X
is the amount a person smokes. Also suppose

that people who smoke moreare morelikely to
have fatal illnesses, other things being equal.

Clearly, one cannot observe the amount of

money spent on medical care for individuals
who are no longeralive.

It is important to stress that no threshold is
defined in terms of medical costs or even the

amount of smoking. Rather, the threshold in-
volves a new variable, physiological viability,

that, for purposesof illustration, has been as-
sumed notto play a role in the relationship of
interest (1.e., the effect of smoking on medical

costs). When physiological viability falls below
the threshold of death, the case is excluded.

Goldberger, again drawing from Lord and
Novick, has called such selection processes
“incidental.” Alternatively, one might use the
term “indirect.”

Asbefore, both externalvalidity and internal

validity are jeopardized. Once again, the ex-

clusion of a nonrandom subset of observations
introduces a nonlinear relationship between X

and Y. When,in this instance,a straightline is
fitted, the estimated causal relationship is in-

flated, and effects attributed to X include the
impact of the disturbance term.

Consider a second example. Suppose that Y
is length of time retail stores remain in busi-

ness, and X ts amountof capital the stores had
when they opened. Suppose also that in 1970

one obtains a random sample of retail stores

just opening for business and that data are col-
lected until 1980. However, notall storesfail in
the ten-year interval: for somefraction of the
cases the time to failure cannot be observed.
Such incidental selection is called right-hand

censoring in the failure time literature (e.g.,
Lawless, 1982: Tuma, 1982) and can lead to
distorted scatter plots as in Figure 4. Less

common, left-hand censoring is also possible

* Explicit selection can be generalized so that the
threshold is not a constant (Goldberger, 1981), but
the generalization has not had a substantial impact

on empirical work. There seems no need, therefore,

to complicate the discussion with variable
thresholds.
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(1.e., the data collection begins after some units
have failed).

Figure 5 shows a pattern in which a
threshold for exclusion is defined for the
exogenous variable. Suppose that. people ofall
incomesare included, but people with greater
than a high school education are not. If the
relationship between education and incomeis
really linear acrossthe full range of educational
levels, external validity and internal validity

  
FIGURE 5

before
and
after

  
X

are unscathed.* One can generalize to a popu-
lation that includes individuals with more than
a high school education and estimate the effect
of education in an unbiased manner.
There are, thus, three initial lessons to be

4 The dangeris that by excluding observations one

has a smaller sample and perhapsless variation in X.
Both reduce one’s statistical power; standard errors
will be increased.
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learned. First, if potential observations from
some population of interest are excluded from
a sample on a nonrandombasis, onerisks sam-
ple selection bias. Nonrandom exclusion of
certain observations can be caused by data
collection procedures or by processes inherent
in the phenomena under study. For example,

skip patterns are meant to weed out nonran-
dom subsets of respondents for whom some
questions do not apply. Such procedures risk

sample selection bias when the remaining (non-
random) observations are analyzed. In this

situation, a researcher's data collection proce-
dures recapitulate nonrandom selection in the
social world. The general point is that the
prospect for sample selection bias is pervasive
in sociological data. Circumstances under
which the prospect becomesa reality will be

addressed below.
Second, it is difficult to anticipate whether

the biased regression estimates overstate or

understate the true causal effects. The direc-
tion and size of the bias depends in the
bivariate case on the numberandlocation of

observations that are excluded; the situation ts
enormously more complicated in multivariate

models. When sampleselection biasis present,
oneis essentially flying blind. One is faced with
the same kinds of problems one finds in multi-

ple regression analyses with conventional spe-

cification or measurementerrors. Only in spe-
cial cases® can the direction of the distortions

be known.
Third, the problems caused by nonrandom

exclusion of certain observations are man-
ifested in the expected values of the endoge-
nous variable. When the usual linear form is fit
to the data, the expected values of the distur-

bances for each value of X are no longerzero.
The bad newsis that the disturbances are then
correlated with the exogenous variable. The
good newsis that in the nonlinear form lies a

potential solution.

A MORE FORMAL STATEMENT OF
THE PROBLEM

The social science literature contains several

formal introductions to sample selection bias
(e.g., Heckman, 1976; Goldberger, 1981) and
several textbook-level discussions (e.g., Judge

5 Goldberger (1981) discusses the situations in

which the direction and size of the bias can be de-

termined. If one can assume the data come from a
multivariate normal distribution, then in the case of

explicit selection, all regression coefficients are at-

tenuated. For incidental selection, even under the

assumption of multivariate normality, the direction
and size of the bias cannot be determined.
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et al., 1980: ch. 14; Berk and Ray, 1982). Prob-

ably the best known and mostaccessible for-
mulation is by Heckman (1979). I have drawn
heavily on his exposition.®

Consider a random sample of I observations

with two equations of interest:

Yu = XyB, + Uy (la)
Yu; = XiPeo + U,; (1 = l, a 4 oy I), (1b)

where each X is a vector of exogenous vari-
ables which may, or may not, be the same, and
the betas are vectors of conformable regression

coefficients. In both equations, the expected
values of the disturbancesare taken to be zero,
which implies that both equations are properly

specified. More generally, each equation by
itself is assumed to meet the usual assumptions

for ordinary least squares. Across equations,
however, the disturbances are correlated and
are assumed to behave as if drawn from a

bivariate normal distribution. Thus, equations
la and 1b represent a pair of seemingly unre-
lated equations (e.g., Pindyck and Rubinfeld,

1981:323-24). One has nothing more than a
pair of regression equations with correlated

disturbances.
Suppose that on sociological grounds one

cares aboutthefirst equation; equation la can
be thought of as the ‘‘substantive equation.”
However, one can only observe the endoge-
nous variable in that equation if the endoge-

nous variable in the second equation exceeds
(or does not exceed) some threshold. The sec-

ond equation can be called the “selection
equation.”
To make this more concrete, suppose that

the first equation is a causal modelof the length
of prison sentences given to convicted felons.
Yet, convictions can only result if the strength
of the evidence implies guilt beyond a reason-

able doubt; one can think of the second equa-
tion as a causal modelfor the strength of evi-

dence. Individuals for whom reasonable doubt
exists are excluded from sentencing. Since the
same parties are involved in both the determi-

nation of guilt and the determination of sen-
tence length, the disturbances in the two

equationsare plausibly correlated. Thatis, ran-
dom perturbations (e.g., how aggressive the
prosecutor is) will simultaneously affect both

endogenous variables.

* The problem hasa long history. Pearson and Lee

(1908) wrestled with truncated distributions, the

econometrics community wasfirst introduced to the

problem of explicit selection by James Tobin (1958),

and biometricians have worried about left-hand and

right-hand censoring at least as long (e.g., Lawless,
1982:34—44).

 



Equations 2a and 2b showtheresults of the
selection process.

 

E(Yi | Xu, Yo: = 0) = XB, +eM (2a)
To)!

E(Yoj | Xo, Yo; 20) = Xoo +——2—j_—(2b)
(O0)%

For equation 2a the conditional expectation

of the endogenous variable is equal to the ex-

pected value of the original substantive equa-

tion (la) plus a new term. For equation 2b the
conditional expectation of the endogenous

variable is equal to the expected value of the

original selection equation (1b) plus a some-
what different new term. Focusingfirst on the
substantive equation 2a (e.g., the equation for

sentence length), the new term can be divided
into two parts. Thefirst part is the ratio of the

covariance between the disturbances in
equations la and !b to the standard deviation

of the disturbances in equation 2a. Theratio,

therefore, serves as a regression coefficient; if
the covariance between the two disturbancesis

zero, the extra term disappears. If the distur-

bances are uncorrelated, the usual least
squares procedureswill suffice.
The meaning of the second component can

be understood throughthe following equations:

f(Z;)
4, = ——— (3)

1— F(z)

Z= - Xoo (4)

(Fo2)”

The z in equation 4 is the negative of the
predicted value from a probit equation in which
one models the likelihood that in the selection

equation (Ib) the threshold will be equaled or
exceeded. In our example, the probit equation
models the likelihood that a conviction will

occur. However, since the predicted value is
multiplied by —1, one is ultimately capturing

the likelihood that a conviction will not occur;
the issue is really which cases will be excluded.

Morespecifically, the predicted value from a
probit equation is a normally distributed, ran-
dom variable with a mean of zero and a stan-
dard deviation of 1.0. The negative of this ran-
dom variable is then used in equation 3, where

the numeratoris the variable’s density, and the
denominator is 1.0 minus the variable’s
(cumulative) distribution. The ratio is called
the hazard rate, which represents for each ob-
servation the instantaneous probability of
being excluded from the sample conditional
upon being in the pool at risk (Tuma,
1982:8—10). The larger the hazard rate, the
greater the likelihood that the observation will
be discarded.
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Equally important, the hazard rate captures
the expected values of the disturbances in the
substantive equation after the nonrandom

selection has occurred. It was precisely these
expected values that are the source of the

biased estimates. By including the hazard rate
as an additional variable, one is necessarily
controlling for these nonzero expectations.
Alternatively stated, the deviations of the ex-
pected values from the regression line result
from an omitted variable that has now been
included. The key, then, to consistent param-
eter estimates is to construct a hazard rate for
each observation. And it cannot be overem-

phasized that it is the selection process that
introduces the need for a new variable.

Turning to equation 2b, the hazard rate is
constructed from the same equationin whichit

is then used; the distinction between the selec-
tion and substantive equations disappears.
Referring back to our earlier terminology, the
two-equation model (equations 2a and 2b) rep-

resents incidental or indirect selection. The
one-equation model (equation 2b) represents
explicit or direct selection. The latter is also

known as a Tobit Model (Tobin, 1958).’

To summarize, wheneveronehas a nonran-
dom sample, the potential for sample selection
bias exists. Examples are easy to construct.

Studies of classroom performance of college
students rest on the nonrandom subsetof stu-

dents admitted and remaining in school.
Studies of marital satisfaction are based on the

nonrandom subsetof individuals married when

the data are collected. Studies of worker pro-
ductivity are limited to the employed. And,

potential problems are complicated by inade-

quate responserates.
Alternatively stated, the difficulty is that one

risks confounding the substantive phenomenon
of interest with the selection process. The im-

pact of a mother’s level of education on a
child’s college grade point average may be

7 Whenthe selection process eliminates observa-

tions solely for the endogenous variable, one com-

monly speaks of censoring. When observations are

missing in the exogenous variables as well, one
commonly speaks of truncation (Heckman,

1976:478). Here, only censored samples are consid-

ered. Truncation causes far moreseriousdifficulties
that are well beyond the scope of this paper. An

introduction to the issues and a good bibliography
can be found in Berk and Ray (1982). It is also

important not to confuse sample selection censoring

or truncation with legitimately bounded endogenous

variables where no observationsare lost. For exam-

ple, analyses of some kinds of survey questions must

respond to ceiling and floor effects and. in a sense,

these effects truncate the endogenous variable.

However,floor and ceiling effects imply a nonlinear

functional form (e.g., a logistic) and not a failure to

observe certain values on the endogenousvariable.
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confounded with its impact on the child's
likelihood of getting into college. The impactof

a husband's income on the amount of leisure

time a couple shares may be confounded with
its impact on the likelihood that the couple will

be married at all. The impact of seniority on

output per hour may be confounded with its

impact on the likelihood of being employed.
Finally, the impact of a respondent's race on
any of these phenomena may be confounded
with its impact on the likelihood of responding

to a questionnaire.
There is also the problem ofinfinite regress.

Even if one has a random sample from a de-
fined population, that population is almost

certainly a nonrandom subset from a more

general population. Suppose one has a random
sample of all felony arrests in a given state ina
given year. The random sample of felony ar-

rests is a nonrandom sample of all reported
felonies in that state in a given year. There-
ported felonies are a nonrandom sample of ac-
tual felonies committed. The felony arrests ina

given state are also not a random sample of

felonies in all states. In principle, therefore,
there exists an almost infinite regress for any
data set in which at some point sample selec-
tion bias becomesa potential problem. Asfor

traditional specification errors and measure-
ment errors, the question is not typically

whether one has biased (or even consistent)
estimates.® The question is whetherthe biasis
small enough to be safely ignored.

Given the almost universal potential for
sample selection bias, the critical issue be-
comes whenthat biasis likely to materialize.

The key lies in the correlation between the
disturbances for the substantive and selection

processes. Under explicit selection, the sub-
stantive and selection processes are captured
in a single equation. The two disturbance terms
are, therefore, identical and correlate per-

fectly. Thus, anv nonrandom (explicit) selec-
tion produces biased and inconsistent esti-
mates of the regression coefficients, with the

bias a function of the proportion of the sample

excluded. If one is prepared to assumethat the
data (exogenous and endogenousvariables)are
drawn from a multivariate normal distribution,

the bias is proportional to the probability of

exclusion (Goldberger, 1981). And the proba-
bility can be estimated from the proportion of
cases for which no observations on the en-
dogenous variable are available. Explicit
selection seems to be relatively rare in
sociological data.
The situation for incidental selection is more

complicated. One rarely knows muchaboutthe

* Randomized experiments come the closest to
eliminating such problems.
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likely sign and magnitude of the correlation
between the disturbances. Perhapsthe easiest
case is found when one canpoint to an obvious

variable omitted from both the substantive and
selection equations that is also uncorrelated

with the regressors included. The omitted vari-

able will cause the disturbances to be corre-
lated, but since the omitted variable is uncor-

related with the included regressors, the
equations (prior to sample selection) are prop-
erly specified (under the usual definition of

specification error).
For example, one might be interested in vic-

timization from natural disasters such astor-

nadoes, floods, and earthquakes (Rossiet al.,
1982). Suppose that questionnaires are given to

a random sample of adults and that response
rates are virtually 100 percent. In an analysis of
the amount of damage done in ‘the most re-

cent disaster, a large number of respondents
would have nothing to report. Indeed. skip

patterns in the questionnaire are designed to
spare them from such items.

Almost regardless of how one conceives the
substantive and selection processes. the se-

verity of the natural disaster to which respon-

dents were exposed (from no experience to a
devastating one) should affect the likelihood of
reporting a firsthand experience and also the
amount of damage that resulted. However. if

no external measure of disaster severity is
available, no external measure of severity can
be included in either equation. Should that

omitted variable be correlated with regressors
that are included, one hasthe traditional omit-

ted variable specification error. If, however,
One can argue that the severity of the natural
disaster is probably uncorrelated with the in-
cluded regressors, one can alternatively assert
that sample selection bias will be present when
data from the subset of disaster victims are
analyzed. Given the processes that determine
the location and magnitude of tornadoes, for
example, the arguments for sample selection

bias (rather than traditional omitted variable
bias) may well be plausible. For example. it is

unlikely that the probability of damage from a
tornado is related to education, income. orat-
titudes toward risk.

In most sociological research, the issues are

muddier. One mustfirst justify the model spe-
cifications for the substantive and selection
equations (no small feat) and then carefully
address whether the disturbances are likely to

be correlated. There are probably grounds for
concern when the substantive and selection
processes unfold with the same actors. and/or
in the same physical locations, and/or at about
the same time. Under these conditions, ran-
dom perturbations will have a significant op-
portunity to affect jointly the selection and

 



 

substantive outcomes. The sentencing example

is surely a good illustration. Studies of the

wages earned by women are among the best

known examples in the economicsliterature.

One can only observe wages for women who

are employed, and employed womenare a non-

random subset of all women. Moreover, ran-

dom perturbationsare likely to affect simulta-

neously both the probability of getting a job

and wages once the job begins (Heckman,

1980). More generally, however, the socialsci-

ence communitystill has very limited experi-

ence with the sample selection problem, and
there are as yet no compelling guidelines.

APPLICATIONS

Examples of corrections for explicit selection

are readily found elsewhere, often under the

rubric of Tobit Models (Tobin, 1958; Greene,

1981; Berk et al., 1983). In the pages ahead,

analyses will be presented in which incidental

selection is at issue.

In the analyses to be discussed shortly, the

following steps are followed:

1. A probit modelofthe selection processis

estimated with the dummy endogenousvari-

able coded ‘0 when the observation on the

substantive endogenous variable is missing

and ‘1°’ when it was present.

2. The predicted values from the probit

equation are saved. These predicted values

represent a random, normalvariable.

3. From the predicted values, the hazard

rate is constructed. The predicted values are

first multiplied by —1.0, and the density and

distribution values calculated. The results

are plugged into equation 3.
4. The hazard rate is then treated as a new

variable and included in any substantive

equations.

5. The bulk of the substantive analyses are

done with ordinary least squares, although

spot checking with other procedures (e.g.,

generalized least squares) is also under-

taken.

The data are from a studyofcitizen opinions

of various parts of the criminal justice system.

For each of four county criminal justice agen-

cies (a Police Department, The Office of the

Court Administrator, The Public Defender’s

Office, and a Victim/Witness Assistance Pro-

gram in the District Attorney's Office), self-

administered questionnaires were mailed to

random samples of individuals shortly after

these individuals had an encounter with the

agency in question. Here, we will rely exclu-

sively on material from people who were called

for jury duty. Overall, the problem wasan ef-

fort to determine if accurate and cost-effective
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ways could be developed to provide rapid citi-

zen feedback on the performanceofthe crimi-

nal justice system (Berk and Shih, 1982).

Weanticipated low response rates. There-

fore, we collected from official records consid-

erable information on all prospective respon-

dents, expecting to modelfailures to return the

questionnaire.

Table 1 showsthe three selection equations

for nonresponse. The results on the far right

derive from a probit model which rests on what

we have been assumingsofar: the two distur-

bancesare bivariate normal. If one is prepared

to assume that the disturbances are bivariate

logistic, then the selection equation should be

logistic (Ray et al., 1980). Finally, if one is

prepared to assumethat the disturbances in the

selection equation follow a rectangular distri-

bution and that the disturbances in the sub-

stantive equation are a linear function of the

disturbances in the selection equation, the

linear probability model may be used to model

selection (Olsen, 1980b).

The probit approach is by far the most

popular, and we will continue to rely on it.

However, there is some concern in the lit-

erature about what happensif bivariate nor-

mality is violated, including whatthe appropri-

ate options may be (Olsen, 1980a,b; Greene

1981; Arabmazar and Schmidt, 1982). The

three sets of results are presented to stress that

there are options to the assumptionofbivariate

normality, that these options are easy to im-

plement, and to consider whether in this in-

stance the results depend on the option chosen.
Five conclusionsfollow.® First, the response

rate is nearly 70 percent, which is certainly

respectable by social science standards. Thus,

there may be too few observations excluded to

introduce serious selection bias.
Second, using the full sample of 498, none of

the three equations is very successful at ex-
plaining nonresponse. All are able to account
for 5 percent of the variance. This may result
from the omission of important exogenous
variables or from near random patterns of non-
response. If the former, proper corrections

may not be feasible. If the latter, the hazard

rate to be constructed will havelittle variance

and will be unlikely to have a statistically sig-

nificant regression coefficient in the substan-

9 The coding conventions reported at the bottom

of Table 1 follow from the derivation of the “hazard

rate’ for each of the three models. Forall three, the

goal is to construct a variable that captures the likeli-

hood of exclusion from the sample (i.e., nonre-

sponse). For the linear and logistic, this is accom-

plished in the way nonresponseis initially coded. As

we pointed out earlier, for the probit form this is

accomplished later when the new variable is con-

structed.
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Table 1. Selection Equation for Non-Response (Response Rate = 69% of 498 Cases)

Linear? Logistic? Probit*
Variable Coeff. t-Value Coeff. t-Value Coeff. t-Value
Intercept 0.650 5.48 0.944 1.56 ~0.546 1.44Female Respondent (dummy) —0.030 -0.72 —0.156 —0.77 0.096 0.78Age (years) * —0.005 —3.44 —0.025 —3.49 0.015 3.26Age “missing” (dummy) 0.102 1.38 0.507 1.47 -0.311 —1.54Respondent Employed (dummy) 0.020 0.44 0.113 0.50 —0.079 —0.59Respondent Served on
Jury (dummy) —0.107 —1.44 ~0.545 ~ 1.46 0.275 1.21Served x Criminal
Trial (dummy) 0.023 0.39 0.116 0.37 ~0.036 0.20Served x Length of
Trial (dummy) 0.004 0.54 0.022 0.60 —0.009 —0.43Served x Defendant
Won (dummy) 0.077 1.07 0.371 1.07 —0.21 — 1.00Length of Jury
Selection (dummy) —0.088 —1.25 —0.494 ~1.32 0.315 1.35

R2= 05 D= 05 R?=  .05
F = 2.59 x’? = 23.87 F = 2.74
P = <.01 P = <.01 P = <.05

Descriptive Statistics for Instruments
N Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

Linear 498 —0.70 0.10 —0.99 0.50Logistic 498 0.30 0.10 0.07 0.53Probit 498 0.48 0.14 0.12 0.81
  
 * 0 = replied, | = did not reply.
0 = replied, 1 = did not reply.
“1 = replied, 0 = did not reply.

tive equation. Near the bottom ofthe table are
shown descriptive statistics for the ‘thazard
rate’ variables (a kind of instrumental variable)
constructed from the three equations. '°

Third, keeping in mind the coding con-
ventionslisted at the bottom of the table (see
footnote 9), the story across the three
equations is virtually identical. Perhaps the
easiest way to compare across the equationsis
to examinethe three t-values for each param-
eter estimate. Alternatively, there are ap-
proximate transformations between the three
sets of coefficients (Amemiya, 1981). For
example, if each of the regression coefficients
in the probit model is multiplied by .40, ap-
proximationsofthe linear coefficients follow.

Fourth, only one variable hasa statistically
significant effect on the likelihood of nonre-
sponse at conventional levels. Interpreting the
linear coefficient, for each ten years of age the
probability of nonresponse decreases by 5 per-
cent. There is also a hint thatif the respondent
was subjected to a more lengthy jury selection
processor wasselected to serve as a juror, the

'° The “hazard rate” from the linear probability
model is equal to the predicted probability of non-
response minus1.0. The ‘thazard rate” from the logit
model is simply the predicted probability of nonre-
sponse.

likelihood of nonresponse declines. Perhaps
greater involvementat the courthouseleads to
greater involvement in the questionnaire. Fi-
nally, for about 10 percentof the cases age was
not available from the official records. For
these individuals, the mean wasinserted. To
control for some distortions that might result, a
dummy variable was included, coded ‘‘1" for
those cases. However, since the official mea-
sure of age was routinely obtained from very
short questionnaires mailed to all prospective
jurors by the Jury Commissioner, we sus-
pected that individuals who did not cooperate
fully with the Jury Commissioner would beless
cooperative with us. Thereis a bit of evidence
that this is true. Still, the results in Table | are
not especially instructive. !!

Fifth, all three ‘hazard rates’ were con-
Structed and correlations were calculated
among them. For these data, the lowest corre-
lation is .98. Clearly, it would not matter (and
In fact does not matter) which version of the
“hazard rate” is used. There is, however, no
reason to believe that this is a general result

'! It is possible to find selection effects in one’s
substantive equation. even if one cannot find SYS-
tematic selection effects in the selection equation
itself (Heckman, 1979: 155). However. only the inter-
cept in the substantive equation is altered.
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Table 2. Ordinary Least Squares Analysis of Overall Dissatisfaction
 

 

‘All in all, how would you rate your experience of being called for jury duty?”
 

Very Satisfied = 3 Somewhat Satisfied = 2 Somewhat Dissatisfied = 1 Very Dissatisfied = 0

 
 

 

 

39.9% (135) 37.6% (127) 15.7% (53) 6.8% (23)

Uncorrected Probit Correction

Variable Coeff. t-Value Coeff. t-Value

Intercept 1.47 5.31 2.26 5.91
Hazard Rate — — —1.26 —2.97
Female 0.28 2.91 0.26 2.67
Employed 0.03 0.32 0.15 1.44
White 0.16 1.18 0.12 0.92
Served 0.37 2.07 0.21 1.13
Served x Criminal Trial 0.11 0.73 0.10 0.70
Served x Length of Trial —0.01 —0.68 —0.00* 0.25
Served x Defendant Won 0.07 0.40 0.21 1.20
Length of Jury Selection ~—0.17 —1.07 —0.33 —1.98
Ist Time Called 0.16 1.57 0.20 1.99
# Days Notice 0.11 1.85 0.12 1.98
Does Not Drive 0.05 0.31 0.07 0.48

R2= 10 R= .13
F = 3.41 F = 3.94
P =<.001 P =<.001
 

* Negative, but smaller than 0.00.

and maybe a consequence of the small amount
of variance explained in each of the three
selection equations; all three constructed
‘‘hazard rates” may be insufficiently variable
to reveal properly their different forms.

Table 2 shows the results for one of the
questionnaire items. Among those who re-
turned the questionnaire, nearly 80 percent
wereat least somewhatsatisfied with the expe-
rience. For mostof the other questions, similar
sentiment was expressed (Berk and Shih,
1982). |
Turning to the multivariate equations, the

left-hand side shows the usual least squares
coefficients. The results on the right-hand side
have been corrected through the addition of the
hazard rate instrument. Perhaps the most im-
portant message is that the uncorrected and
corrected results differ substantially. With the
addition of the hazard rate, 3 percent more
variance is explained, and the regression coef-
ficient for the hazardrate is statistically signifi-
cant at well beyond conventional levels
(t=—2.97). The sign of the regression coeffi-
cient indicates that individuals who are less
likely to return the questionnaire are more
critical of the jury experience; complainers are
less inclined to respond.
More important, the uncorrected equations

include false positives and false negatives.
Statistically significant coefficients would have
been overlooked for the length of the jury
selection, whether the respondent had previ-
ously been called forjury duty, and the number
of days’ notice given (assuming a two-tailed

test). After corrections are made,'* respon-
dents are morepositive if they are first timers,
if they are given more notice, and the time
taken for jury selection is shorter. All three
effects have important policy implications
(Berk and Shih, 1982) that would have been

lost had corrections for sample selection bias
not been undertaken. Note also that the rela-
tive importance of the jury selection variable
has been substantially altered.

In the uncorrected equation, there is one
false positive; individuals who served on jury
are incorrectly deemed more positive. In other
words, one would have falsely concluded that
serving on a jury byitself led to more favorable
assessments.

Finally, only one causal effect holds in both
the corrected and uncorrected equations. Fe-
male respondents are in both instances more
complimentary. This was a general result over
a wide variety of items.
There is, however, at least one important

ambiguity. With the correction, there is a sub-
stantial change in the intercept, perhaps im-
plying an increase in the mean of the endoge-
nous variable. That is, the change in the inter-
cept suggests that the original regression

12 The corrected results are nothing more thanor-

dinary least squares with the hazard rate included.

Technically, generalized least squares is superior,

but by using procedures outlined by Heckman
(1976:483) little of interest changes. Still better would
have been maximumlikelihood procedures, but no
software was available.
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A Schemefor Assessing Measurement

Sensitivity in Program Evaluation

and Other Applied Research

Mark W.Lipsey

In program evaluation and other areas of

applied social research it is essential that the

measures be sensitive to the treatmenteffects

of interest if the researcher is to minimize the

risk of concluding that a treatment or pro-

gram is ineffective when in fact it is the re-

search that has failed. Though pertinent to

other areas of research, this issue becomes

most important under field conditions in

which the researcher may be required to use

unproven measures and often loses control

of such factors as measurement protocols,
sample composition, treatment implemen-
tation, and other sources of extraneousvari-
ance that affect the ability of the measures
to detect changes or differences of interest.
In such circumstances it is quite likely that
irrelevancies will creep into the measures and
degrade their responsiveness, making treat-
menteffects difficult or impossible to detect
even under otherwise favorable conditions

(Boruch & Gomez, 1979).
The issue with which measurement sen-

sitivity is concerned is the responsiveness of
the measured value of a variable to a change
or difference on the underlying construct of
interest (Aiken, 1977). Formulated in terms
of classical measurementtheory, X; = 7., +
T + E;, where X; is the measured value for
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an individual, 7,, is the portion of the true
score that represents the individual’s baseline
value on the particular measure, 7 1s the por-
tion of the true score that represents change
or difference (treatment effect), and £; is er-
ror, that is, everything else that contributes
to the individual’s score. A sensitive measure
is one in which a changeor difference on the
underlying construct produces a proportion-
ately large T and, hence, a readily detectable
increment in the measured value, X;.

Measurementsensitivity can thus be rep-
resented as a signal to noise ratio in which
the signal is the change or difference on the
construct that is to be detected and noise is
everything else that contributes to the mea-
sured value. A variety of factors can be seen
to influence measurementsensitivity in this
formulation. In the first place, the compo-
nent of the measure representing the signal
(T) may not adequately reflect the actual
change on the underlying construct. For ex-
ample, the measure may showceilingorfloor
effects so that a change on the constructis
not proportionately represented in the mea-
sure. Or, the scale units of the measure may
be too coarse to reflect the change on the
construct, just as a balance scale with one
poundweights is insensitive to differences of
a few ounces.

In addition, even if the 7 componentis
fully responsive to the underlying change,the
noise reflected in the measure may obscure

it. The componentof the measurereflecting

From Mark W. Lipsey. “A Scheme for Assessing MeasurementSensitivity in Program Evaluation

and Other Applied Research,” Psychological Bulletin, 1983, 94, 152-165. Copyright © by the

American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission of author and publisher.
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the true baseline value (T7,,) may itself be
quite large and overshadow the change com-
ponent; that is, the measure may primarily
emphasize“traits” instead of“‘states.” In psy-
chology this is most apt to occur with mea-
sures designed to index stable individual dif-
ferences rather than changes in individual
performances(Carver, 1974). Natural subject
heterogeneity then contributes a substantial
““noise’’ to a measure being used to detect
changes.' This source of measurement noise
is typically handled at the level of experi-
mental design; for example, with blocking,

covariates, or repeated measures.
Finally, the error term itself (E;), of course,

contributes noise to the measure. Error can
be divided into two categories, measurement
error and experimental error. Measurement
error refers to the intrinsic unreliability and
invalidity of the measurement instrument.
Every measurement operation varies some-
what from application to application even
under “exact” replication and, additionally,
respondsto certain stable but extraneousin-
fluences. Experimental error, on the other
hand,is introduced through proceduralvari-
ation in administering measures, uncon-
trolled measurementconditions, and careless

experimental technique.

Measurementsensitivity thus depends on
the properties of the measure, the conditions
of measurement, and the research design.
Though the issues of measurementsensitivity
are intimately related to the issues of exper-
imental design and statistical power (cf.
Cleary, Linn, & Walster, 1970; Levin & Sub-
koviak, 1977; Sutcliffe, 1980), the measure-
ment issues are more general. Factors from
the experimental design and implementation
represent some,but notall, ofthe factors that
contribute to the variance in the measured
values.

In applied research, good texts (e.g., Po-
savac & Carey, 1980; Riecken & Boruch,

1974) acknowledge the importance of mea-
surement sensitivity and advise the re-
searcher to give careful consideration and, if
necessary, separate study, to the proposed
measures before they are used in an evalu-
ation study. Little practical guidance for de-
signing a measurementstudyis offered, how-
ever. It is the purpose ofthis article to show
how an analysis of the variance components
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of a measure, modeled after Cronbach’s gen-
eralizability theory (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda,
& Rajaratnam, 1972), can provide a practical
basis for an assessmentof the sensitivity of
proposed measures, a diagnosis of their de-
ficiencies, and an exploration of possible
modifications in measurement operations
and research design that might compensate
for those deficiencies. This framework also
allows the researcher to investigate the rela-
tionships among measurementsensitivity, re-
liability (or generalizability), and statistical
power.

The Measurement Assessment Study

Following Cronbachetal. (1972), we sug-
gest that the first step in a measurement as-
sessment study1s careful consideration of the
measurement application that is planned in
the subsequent substantive study. The can-
didate measurement instruments or proce-
dures for use in that study must be selected
and the conditions of measurement deter-
mined. Each potential source of insensitivity
of the measures to the treatmenteffects of
interest must then be identified and consid-
ered for examination in the measurement
study. Thatis, any aspect ofthe measurement
procedure that may vary in the application
study, such as setting, occasion of measure-
ment, or individual differences among sub-
jects, should be defined as a separate mea-
surement facet in the measurementstudy.
The basic framework for a measurement

assessment study 1s an analysis of variance
design in which the important measurement
facets are systematically varied so that their
effects on the candidate measures can be ex-
amined. Inclusion of two or more occasions
of measurement(repeated measures), for in-
stance, allows an assessment of conventional
reliability. It might also be desirable to in-
clude different observers or raters, different
settings, and so forth, as factors in the anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) design. This part of
the measurementstudy follows Cronbach et
al. (1972) very closely.

'Note that one observer’s “noise” is another ob-

server’s “Signal.” If attention centers on individual dif-

ferences, 7,, is the signal of interest, everything else is
error. When is of interest, 7,, is extraneous.



Direct examination of the overarching is-
sue of measurementsensitivity, however, re-
quires that the measures be assessed in terms
oftheir ability to detect a changeordifference
under the circumstances of interest. Such an
effect can be provided in surrogate form
through the use of criterion groups, samples
of subjects chosen a priori to differ on the
construct of interest to the study. The use of
criterion groups to provide a “known”dif-
ference against which to assess the charac-
teristics of measuresis, of course, a well es-
tablished psychometric technique (Cronbach
& Meehl, 1955).

Criterion Groups

In the physical sciences it is customary to
check the accuracyandsensitivity of test in-
struments by applying them to samples of
known composition to confirm that the mea-
surement results are appropriate. The mea-
surement assessment strategy proposed here
takes an analogous approach by usingcrite-
rion groups to provide a standard for judging
measurement adequacy. Criterion groupsare
chosen to represent a difference ofat least the
same order of magnitude as the minimal
treatment effect deemed worthwhile to detect
in the application study. Appropriate crite-
rion groups should also be representative of
the relevant population in terms of hetero-
geneity and similarity of pertinent character-
istics, and they should be measured under
circumstances comparable to those antici-
pated for the application study. In all cases,
of course, the determination of criterion
groups must be independent from the mea-
sures to be tested on those groups.

If achievementin an educational program
is of interest, for example, average progress
from one grade year to the next under or-
dinary school conditions might be chosen as
a reasonable standard of a practical amount
of change. Researchers and program staff
might agree that if a treatment program pro-
duced an effect equivalent to the normal year
to year developmental and educational
change, the treatmenteffect was of practical
benefit. In this case, the specific criterion
groups might be a third-grade class and a

fourth-grade class, with their difference in
achievementlevel representing an effect size
to which the proposed measures must be sen-
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sitive if they are to be useful for treatment
evaluation. By beginning with a contrast
judged to havepractical significance, one can
put measured effects in better perspective.
Carver (1975) observed, for example, that the
effect of one grade year of development and
learning accounfed for only 2%-3% of the
variance on somestandardized readingtests.
A special reading program that produced that
mucheffect on one of those tests thus might
be judged of considerable practical signifi-
cance even though the effect size would be
small by the usual statistical standards.

Other examples ofpossible criterion groups
can be readily produced though,in general,
they will be specific to the context of appli-
cation. For example, in a mental health set-
ting, criterion groups mightbe defined on the
basis of therapists’ nominationsof the great-
est successes and failures in their caseloads.
Alternatively, categorical client groups might
be used, for example, short term outpatients
versus chronic patients in a day treatment
program. Income maintenance and other
welfare programs might form criterion groups
from applicants needy enough to meet eli-
gibility requirements and those whose re-
sources clearly exceed requirements. A health
care program might useits initial diagnostic
screening to identify more and less severely
impaired patients.

Inevitably, the choice of criterion groups
involves considerable judgment and even a
degree of arbitrariness on the part of the re-
searcher. The guiding principle, however, is
that the contrast between groups should rep-
resent a difference that has clear practical
significance when judgedin the contextofthe
subject population of interest. One check on
the appropriateness of the criterion groups
might be whether expert practitioners can
agree that the groups represent a “better” and
a ‘“‘worse”’ status with regard to the condition
to be treated. Additionally, the criterion
group contrast can be compared with typical
effect sizes for the treatment at issue if suf-
ficient information from other studies is
available (cf. Sechrest & Yeaton, 1981).

Analyzing Variance Components in a
Measurement Study

We are interested in examining the rela-

tions among the measurement termsdefined
by the expression X, = 7,, + T + E;, which
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we must now understand to represent a set
of potential measurement models, with EF,
representing not only residual random error
but whatever measurement facets are as-
sumed to contribute systematic error plus
interactions amongthe various measurement
components. In order to accomplish this, an
analysis of variance study is designed in
which the criterion group contrast (as a sur-
rogate treatmenteffect) is one factor and the
measurement facets thought to pose threats
to measurementsensitivity are varied to con-
stitute additional factors. A great variety of
such designs is possible (cf. Brennan, 1980:
Cronbachet al., 1972), although, as will be
shown shortly, fully crossed split-plot designs
provide a general and informative framework
for measurementassessmentstudies.

For a population of measured values, the
measurementtermsof interest are most con-
veniently expressed as componentsofthe to-
tal measurement variance. Components of
variance can be estimated for data in an
ANOVA format by using an established tech-
nique often referred to as componentsofvari-
ance analysis (Cronbachetal., 1972; Dwyer,
1974; Gaebelein, Soderquist, & Powers, 1976;
Halderson & Glasnapp, 1972; Hays, 1973;
Searle, 1971; Vaughan & Corballis, 1969).
Although an example will be worked out
here, the reader should consult the references
above for more complete details on the pro-
cedure.

Suppose that only one measurementfacet
is of interest—a likely choice is differences
due to occasion of measurementsince that
comparison reflects classically defined reli-
ability. The researcher designs the measure-
ment assessment study asa split-plot ANOVA
with two criterion groups of subjects, each
of which is measured on two occasions. In
this case, the measurement components de-
fined by the expression X; = 7,, + T + E, can
be put in the form ofan ANOVA modellinking
the observed scores with the appropriate pop-
ulation parameters as follows:

Xijk =p + Tiqj) + Yj + OK

+ O'Yjk + OTik(;) + ijk»

where

X;jjx = the score of the ith individual in the
jth level of y and the Ath level of

0;
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u = the grand mean of the population,
which, when added to the subject
constant, m;,, equals 7,,, the indi-
vidual’s true baseline value;

™«;) = the subject constant associated with
each individual, 7, nested underlevel

Vis
1; = the effect of the jth level of the cri-

terion contrast (a surrogate for the
treatment of interest);

O, = the effect ofthe Ath level of occasion
of measurement, part of the total
measurementerror;

OYjx = the effect of the interaction between
the occasion of measurement and
the criterion contrast, part of the
total measurementerror;

On,«;) = the effect of the interaction between
occasion of measurement and the
subject constant, part of the total
measurementerror;

€j;x = the random error component spe-
cific to this individual score and as-
sumed independent of all other
components;in this design,¢;,, can-
not be estimated separately from

OWKi):

Table | summarizes the design with C, rep-
resenting two criterion groups and O,rep-
resenting two different occasions of measure-
ment (test-retest). The researcher will want
to generalize to other similar occasions and
subjects, so these are analyzed as random
effects, whereas the criterion contrast, which
wasdeliberately chosen, is analyzed as a fixed
effect. In general, the criterion contrast will
always be a fixed effect, whereaslevels of the
measurementfacets should be sampled and
treated as random effects, a mixed-model
ANOVA.”

Working from the mean square valuescal-
culated from sample data and the formulas
for the expected mean squares, E(MS), as

? In practice, ofcourse, it may provedifficult to sample

randomly from a universe of measurement facets; in-

deed, it may even prove difficult to adequately define the

universe to be sampled (cf. Cronbach et al., 1972, pp.

376-380). Where such sampling does not actually take

place, the researcher must decide whetherit is tenable

to assumethat the variability across the selected levels

of each measurementfacet can be generalized beyond
those specific levels. If not, the facet must be treated as
a fixed effect variable and appropriate adjustments must
be made whencalculating variance components.
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given in standardtexts (e.g., Kirk, 1968, who

also gives the algorithm for more complex
designs), each variance component can be
separately estimated by redesignating the
E(MS)formulationsas sample estimates and
solving them as simultaneous equations,
shown on the right in Table 1. The resulting
estimates of each parameter of the E(MS)
formulations represent the sample variances
ofinterest directly for random effect variables
and, for fixed effect variables, produce the
appropriate variances when eachis weighted
by (K — 1)/K, where K equals the number
of levels of the variable at issue? (see Searle,
1971; Vaughan & Corballis, 1969).
With the variance componentsdefined,the

total measurementvariance can be expressed
as the sum of the separate variance compo-
nents. For the example of Table |:

ge= or toptor+oa2, +02, +.02.

The signal/noise ratio defined here as mea-
surementsensitivity is thus*

a2

ES = ° (1)
o2t+o2+o2,+07,+ 02
 

>The parameters of the E(MS)s have the form @ =
Da’/(K — 1), where a is the parameterfor the treatment
effect and K is the numberoftreatment levels compared.

For random effects where the K levels in the design are

a sample from a population, 62 represents the sample

variance directly. For fixed effects, however, the K treat-

mentlevels represent the entire population and a pop-

ulation variance of the form Ya’/K is needed. In the
latter case, multiplying 62 by (K — 1)/K produces the
desired form and this adjustment must be made to each

estimate of fixed effect parameters. Terms representing

the interaction offixed effect variables with random ef-

fect variables are also adjusted in the presentarticle,

although there is some dispute regarding that practice

(e.g., Dwyer, 1974). Such adjustmentis appropriate un-

der the customary ANOVA assumption that 2 a6, = 0
j=l

for all k, where J is the number of treatmentlevels for

a and K is the numberof treatment levels for 6 (Gae-

belein et al., 1976; Searle, 1971, chap. 9). The parameters

involving fixed effects are designated with 6s in Table 1;

those corresponding to random effects are presented in
o? form.

* Although estimatesofthe ratio itself are likely to be

biased as population estimates in ways noteasy to correct

(Glass & Hakstian, 1969; Olkin & Pratt, 1958), we echo
the sentiments of Vaughan and Corballis (1969): “The

risk of bias may not be a serious objection . . . partic-
ularly if large samples are used, and if one adopts the
view that even a biased estimate is better than none”
(p. 205).
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Equation | essentially defines an effect size
ratio for the magnitude of the criterion con-
trast under the particular measurementcir-
cumstances ofinterest. It is not dissimilar
from the most commoneffect size index, pro-
portion of total variance accountedfor, lack-
ing only o? in the denominator to makeit
total variance instead of irrelevant variance.
Using the procedures above, an estimate
from sample values can be made for each of
the variance parameters in Equation 1. By
carefully examining and manipulating those
variance components, it is possible to gain
considerable insight into the strengths and
weaknesses of the candidate measures.

The ES,, Numerator

The numeratorofthe ES,,, ratio represents
a direct estimate of the response of the can-
didate measure to the surrogate treatment
effect built into the design with the criterion
groups. With various measures taken on the
same samples under the same conditions,
ES;,, can be compared for different measures
and combinations of measures to determine
which are more responsive to the criterion
contrast. The factors that restrict the criterion
contrast variance in ES,, are very fundamen-
tal aspects of measurement. For instance, if
the measuresare not valid for the treatment
effect of interest they will be unresponsive to
the criterion group difference. Or, the mea-
sure’s response to the criterion group differ-
ence may be limited if the scale units of the
measure are too coarse for the magnitude of
the difference represented by the criterion
contrast or if the measure has a ceiling or
floor to its response that is reached by one
of the criterion groups.

The ES,, Denominator

The ES;,, denominator in a measurement
study provides information about the back-
ground noise that may obscure the treatment
effect signal that the measures are intended
to detect. The variance components of the
denominatorcan be divided into three over-
lapping groups—those relating to measure-
mentfacets (occasions in our example), those
relating to persons, and the residual error.
Inspection of the terms in each of these
groups provides some general diagnosis of
any unusual measurement features.

Large interaction variances involving mea-
surement facets alert the researcher to capri-
cious characteristics of the measures, that is,
results that differ considerably when such
measurement circumstancesas occasion,set-
ting, rater, and so on, differ. The variance
components involving between-persons dif-
ferences and the residual error term are espe-
cially important because these relate directly
to subject heterogeneity, reliability and gen-
eralizability, and statistical power. Each of
these topics requires a more thoroughdis-
cussion.

Subject Heterogeneity

The c2 variance componentis a particu-
larly important one for purposes of mea-
surement assessment. It represents the indi-
vidual differences variability among persons
on the measuresofinterest. It is only when
the measurement study includes repeated
measures that this variance component can
be separated from the residual error term. In
study designs that make comparisons be-
tween groups, for example, treatment versus
control groups, ¢2 will be part of the error
term against which treatment effects are as-
sessed.

Carver (1974, 1975) has argued that many
standardized psychometric tests are devel-
oped in ways that maximize their response
to stable individual differences and minimize
their response to externally induced changes,
thus decreasing their sensitivity to treatment
effects. Measures that have large between-per-
sonsvariancerelative to the criterion contrast
may be poor choices for investigation of
treatment effects because the individual dif-
ferences variance may obscurelegitimate ef-
fects.

If such measures must be used, the re-

searcher who performs an appropriate mea-
surementstudy can be alerted to the problem
and take corrective action. The subsequent
application study itself might be madea re-
peated-measuresdesign, for instance, so that

the between-persons variance can be re-
moved from the error term used for testing
the treatment effect. Alternatively, various
blocking variables or covariates could be tried
in an effort to control subject heterogeneity
Statistically (Myers, 1979, chap. 6). Indeed,
promising blocking factors can be incorpo-
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rated into the measurement study so that a
direct examination can be madeofthe extent
to which theyalleviate the problem ofsubject
heterogeneity. The Blocks X Treatment in-
teraction may also be examinedforits utility
in reducing the residual error.

Reliability.and Generalizability

If the same measureis applied to the same
persons on two occasions andthe results are
analyzed in terms of the variance compo-
nents from an ANOVA, the reliability of the
measure is given by the following intraclass
correlation (Winer, 1971, p. 283):

Ox
7 a2 + o%/k,’

p (2)

where o% = o2? + o2, and k, = number of
occasions aggregated. Cronbach’s generaliz-
ability theory has extended this formulation
to encompass generalizability of the results
of measurement across any measurement
facet or set of facets, with conventional re-
liability representing only the case of gener-
alizability across temporal occasion (Bren-
nan, 1980; Cronbach et al., 1972). For ex-
ample, in a design that varied both raters (R)
and occasions (QO), the coefficient for gener-
alizability across both these facets would have
the following form:

o;
~ 2 + o2,/k, + o2g/ky + o2/kKy
 

More generally, the generalizability coefh-
cient is determined by the ratio of the be-
tween-subjects variance to the weighted sum
of the variance components representing in-
teractions between subjects and the measure-
ment facets (including the residual error
term) over which generalizability is being ex-
amined. A useful feature of the generalizabil-
ity coefficient for present purposesis that the
variance components can be adjusted to rep-
resent different measurement circumstances,
and the generalizability re-estimated. In par-
ticular, when the ks in the formulas given
above are set equal to one, the coefficient
estimates the generalizability under condi-
tions ofone rater, occasion, and so on.Setting
the appropriate k to another value estimates

generalizability for a measure aggregated over
k raters, occasions, and so on.

Since the measurement study defined here
uses a generalizability study format, adding
only a criterion contrast, the resulting vari-
ance components provide appropriate esti-
mates of the terms in the generalizability
coefficient.Comparing the denominator of
the ES,, in Equation | with Equation 2, it
can be seen that the variance componentrep-
resenting residual error and the confounded
interaction of occasions and subjects carries
information aboutthe reliability of the mea-
sure. More generally, the relevant compo-
nents are those representing interactions of
subjects with measurementfacets, including
the residual error term. If those components
are large relative to the between-subjectsvari-
ance,it indicates a problem ofpoorreliability
with consequent degradation ofthe sensitiv-
ity of the measure to the criterion contrast.
By dividing the appropriate variance com-
ponents by some k > 1, the researcher can
estimate the effect of aggregating raters, oc-
casions, and so on uponthetotal ES,,. That

is, the researcher can estimate the decrease
in noise and, hence, the enhancement of
measurementsensitivity that will result from
combining measures into composites (Cas-
cio, Valenzi, & Silbey, 1980) or averaging over
multiple occasions or multiple raters (Ep-
stein, 1980; Green, Nguyen, & Attkisson,
1979).

Statistical Power

The ability of a research study to detect a
treatment effect depends on thestatistical
power of the design. Statistical power is a
function of the significance criterion (alpha
level), sample size, and effect size, that is, the
population magnitudeof the effect to be de-
tected on the chosen measure. A convenient
way to examinestatistical power within the
ANOVA framework defined here is to use
Cohen’s (1977) tables, which are built around

an effect size index, f, defined as follows:°

* Cohen’seffect size index f is related to the frequently
used phi parameter as f = ¢/n and to the noncentrality
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where o2 = population variance for treat-
ment effect and oj = common variance of
populations involved in the statistical com-
parison.

These population parameters are esti-
mated from sample values in order to deter-
minethestatistical power ofthe comparisons
of interest. The variance components esti-
mated from the measurement study ANOVA
provide appropriate values. The criterion
contrast, o2 (estimated by c2), corresponds
in a straightforward way to o?. The o? term
is estimated by the error term against which
the treatment is appropriately tested in the
design ofinterest. If the measurementstudy
has adequately represented the important
measurement and design facets, o? for the
planned application study can be approxi-
mated by combining the appropriate vari-
ance components from the denominator of
the ES,, ratio. For example, if the planned
study will be a group comparison rather than
a repeated measures design, o2 must be

added to cz to estimate o?. Furthermore,
variation associated with each of the mea-
surement facets that will not be controlled
or Statistically removed in the planned study
must also be included in the estimate of
a7. Where judges, occasions, and so forth are
to be aggregated in the planned study, the
associated variance is divided by the appro-
priate k to determineits contribution to the
estimate of o?.
To take a somewhat extreme example, sup-

pose the application study was planned as a
simple comparison between treatment and
control groups. Suppose further that the
study conditions were such that the outcome
measures would be collected on randomly

 

parameter,A, as f = \/nk. Note that Cohen’sf isa signal/

noise ratio very similar to the ES, defined here for mea-

surementsensitivity. Indeed, under some circumstances,

they will both be estimated, with identical variance com-

ponents. The ES,, ratio, however, includes all variance

components irrelevant to the treatment effect whereas

Cohen’s f includes only those that represent variance

within the treatment populations defined by the design.

Someof the irrelevant components that degrade overall

measurementsensitivity may be removed fromthe vari-

ance appropriate to statistical power through judicious

selection of design and measurement features. Measure-

ment sensitivity and the effect size issue in statistical
power are thus intimately related but are not identical
concepts (Boruch & Gomez, 1979; Sutcliffe, 1980).
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varying occasions of the sort represented by
O, in Table 1. Under these circumstances,
Cohen’s effect size index, f, would be esti-
mated by

f %G2 + 65, + G5, + G2

 

 

Examining these variance components
helps the researcher determine what modi-
fications in the design and measurementpro-
cedures might yield the greatest increases in
statistical power. A large o2 term indicates
that the design might profit from somesta-
tistical or design control of subject hetero-
geneity. Large interaction variances of mea-
surement facets with subjects and/or large
residual error indicates that improvements in
reliability would be beneficial, for example,
by aggregating measures or occasions. The
effects of these various modifications on
power can be assessed by removing or ad-
justing (e.g., by 1/k) the appropriate variance
components in the denominatorof the f in-
dex. Ofcourse, attention should also be given
to sample size and the level at which alpha
is set, since these are the other major deter-

minants ofstatistical power.

Adjusting the Criterion Group Contrast

The criterion contrast that is designed into
a measurementstudy represents only a single
(surrogate) treatmenteffect. Often it will be
desirable to examine the implications of a
treatmenteffect that is smaller or larger than
the one available for the measurementstudy.
For example,it may be ofinterest to consider
the effects of incomplete implementation of
the treatment, that is, not all experimental
subjects receiving the full treatment as in-
tended and, perhaps, some controls receiving
the treatment when it was not intended (Se-
chrest & Redner, 1979). Such treatment deg-
radation is not uncommon underfield con-
ditions and has been shownto sharply de-
crease statistical power (Boruch & Gomez,
1979).
One approach to adjusting the criterion

contrast variance, a:, is to look at the mean

difference between the two criterion groups,

call it ¢. Then ¢ estimates the average incre-
ment that the treatment is expected to add

 



to the treated group, as assumed when the
criterion groups were chosen. We can then
suppose that the effect of treatment degra-
dation is to decrease the ¢by a certain average
proportion, p. Thus the degraded treatment

effect is pé. Thisis a relatively easy alteration
to think about. For example,if every treated
person changed only 80% as muchas would
be expected, p equals .8; if the controls
changed 20% as much as expected for ex-
perimentals because they got unplanned
treatment, p also equals .8; if 80% of the ex-

perimentals got the full treatment but 20%
received none,p also equals .8; and so forth.

If the treatmenteffect is reduced to pc, the
new criterion contrast becomes p’c?. Thus
the ¢2 variance componentis adjusted by p’
as the difference between treatment group
means changes by proportion p.° The re-
searcher can therefore explore the effects of
treatment degradation on the various mea-
surement sensitivity issues by choosing
meaningful values of p and making appro-
priate modifications in ¢2. This procedure
can also be used to adjust the criterion group
contrast in circumstances where the re-
searcher is unable to obtain criterion groups
that differ to the degree desired to represent
the minimal treatmenteffect expected in the
planned application study. While more rep-
resentative, the adjusted criterion contrast in

such casesstill has a readily understandable
relationship to the mean difference between
the original groups.

Some Examples

Two examples from program evaluation
data are presented here. They illustrate the
application of the measurement assessment
procedures described in this paper and the
nature of the results that can be expected.

Juvenile Delinquency

One illustrative data set comes from the
author’s evaluation studies of juvenile delin-
quency prevention programs(e.g., Lipsey,
Cordray, & Berger, 1981). These data com-
prise recidivism measures on 1,069 juveniles
arrested at four different police stations in
Los Angeles County. The primary measure
is the numberof offenses recorded in police

records during a 6-month period subsequent
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to or prior to a marker offense drawn from
police logs during a specified interval. The
numberofrecidivistic offenses during a fixed
time period is a common outcome measure
for juvenile delinquency programs(cf. Wright
& Dixon, 1977).

Thecases in these data can be divided into
two very reasonable criterion groups. One
group of juveniles was ‘reprimanded and re-
leased’ by the police because their offenses
and past records were judged minor. The
other group was judged by the police to be
more serious offenders and was referred to
the probation department for formal action.
The difference between these two groups1s
substantial and meaningful to law enforce-
ment and justice system personnel. Indeed,
a delinquency prevention program that had
an effect on the behavior of the delinquents
that was as much as half the difference be-
tween these criterion groups could justifiably
claim that it was achieving a result of prac-
tical significance.

Police station of arrest was included as a
blocking factor in the measurement study
design to explore the possibility that it might
reduce the variability among subjects with
regard to their arrest records. To provide a
repeated measures comparison, one variable
counted offenses during the 6-month ‘prior
period and another counted offenses during
the 6-month‘recidivism’ period. The distri-
butions were normalized by transforming the
values as Vx + Vx + 1 (Freeman & Tukey,
1950) and scores for each observation period
were separately standardized to force the
test-retest means to be equal (the mean dif-
ference between O, and O, being irrelevant
to the measurement issues). The variance
components for the various factors were de-
termined using the appropriate E(MS) for-
mulations for a mixed modelsplit-plot design
with one blocking factor and the mean
squares calculated from sample data. The

6 As a sample variance, &? has the form 2(X, — x)’/
(J — 1), where x equals the grand mean and x, equals
the mean for each treatment. Since there are only two

groups in ourcriterion comparison, «2 where we expect
a group difference of ¢ is simply ¢?/2, assuming equal
sized groups(i.e., (¢/2)* + (¢/2)*). When the treatment
effect is reduced to pé, the new criterion contrast be-

comes p7é?/2, that is, p?a?.
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estimates of the variance components that
resulted are shown in Table 2.
The criterion contrast, though large and

meaningful in practical terms, contributed
less than 4% of the total variance on the de-
linquency measure used. The corresponding
signal/noise ratio (ES,,) was .04. This delin-
quency measure was clearly very insensitive
to group differences of the sort that might
arise in program evaluation studies. Such in-
sensitivity has particularly serious conse-
quencesforstatistical power. Suppose atreat-
ment effect roughly one-half the size of the
criterion contrast of Table 2 (62 x .5?) is ex-
pected in a simple treatment versus control
group comparison. Under these circum-
stances, Cohen’s (1977) effect size index,
f, is .10, that is, the square root of
(.2562/(67 — ¢2)). The n required to detect
that criterion contrast 90% ofthe time at the
a = .05 level is over 500 in each group. The
evaluation studies of delinquency prevention
programs reviewed by Wright and Dixon
(1977) typically used a two-group design and
had a median group n of 80. Most of those
Studies, therefore, had little chance of de-
tecting a treatmenteffect of worthwhile mag-
nitude even if one were present.
Under such circumstances, the researcher

may wish to explore design modifications
that might enhancestatistical power. For ex-
ample, removing o2 and a2 from the denom-
inator of Cohen’s f will determine the power
with the between subjects variance removed
Statistically, as with a repeated measures de-
sign. Similarly, the contribution of the block-
ing factor, police stations, can be assessed by
removing its variance componentand inter-
action terms involving it from what would
otherwise be the total error variance used in
the analysis.

To more clearly diagnose the deficiencies
ofthe delinquency measure,the relative mag-
nitude of the variance components ¢2 and
the residual error, 2, + ¢? must be exam-
ined. The between-subjects within-groups
component, a2, indicates the relative amount
of uncontrolled subject heterogeneity which,
if large, could overshadow the treatmentef-
fect. The blocking factor, police stations, re-
duced the subject heterogeneity an apprecia-
ble amountbut, even so, almost 20% of the
total variance remainedin that category. The
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Table 2

Variance Components for Recidivism Measure

Associated
variance

components Raw Proportion

Source estimate value of total

Between subjects

Criterion

contrast (C) a 3.65 .037

Police station

(P) a 5.60 .056

CxP ox 0.00 .000

Ss w/in groups

(S) a, 19.47 .195
Within subjects

Occasions (O) a .00 .000

OxC a, 85 .009

O xP Too .28 .003

OxCxP Oyo .20 .002
O X S; residual o,+6 69.89 .699

Total 6+ 99.94 1.000
 

Note. C and P representfixed effects; O and S are random
effects.

problem presented by subject heterogeneity,
however, was comparatively minor when
compared to the unreliability of the delin-
quency measure,as indicated by the residual
error term, ¢2, + «2, which constituted al-
most 70% ofthe total measurementvariance.
Using Equation 2 to calculate the reliability
for this measure (with ¢? + ¢2, + G2 as the
between-persons variance) gave a coefficient
of .26, well below conventional research stan-
dards. Thus the insensitivity of the delin-
quency measure stemmed primarily from its
extremely low reliability. Rather than pur-
suing design enhancements, the researcher
would be better served by investigating alter-
nate measures, aggregation of multiple mea-

sures, and other such approachesto improv-
ing the measurementsystemitself. Some sim-
ple algebraic manipulations based on
Equations2 and 3 would permita calculation
of the minimal reliability the measure must
have in order to support a given level ofsta-
tistical power in any of various research de-
signs.

Language Development

The second exampleillustrates the gener-
ality of the measurement assessment frame-
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Table 3
Variance Components Expressed as a Proportion of Total Variance for the Language Measures

Subject Criterion Residual

Blocks (B) constant*(S) contrast(C) BxC SxC error?

Measure a3 a a? a, oy a ESin

Peabody (Raw Scores) O01 .68 14 .0O .06 12 16

Peabody (Scaled Scores) .00 45 01 .00 18 36 01
ITPA Auditory Reception 01 61 13 .00 .08 7 15

ITPA Auditory Association 01 .64 18 .00 .06 ll 22

ITPA Verbal Expression Ol 49 22 .00 .10 19 .28
ITPA Grammatical Closure 00 .63 16 .00 07 14 19

ITPA Auditory Memory .00 75 .09 .0O OS 10 10

NSSTReceptivity .00 56 16 .00 .09 19 19
NSST Expressivity .00 .63 14 .00 .08 AS 16

Elicited Imitation Ot .69 12 .00 .06 12 14
WISC Verbal .00 .99 .00 .00 .00 01 .00
 

Notes. ITPA = Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability; NSST = Northwestern Syntax Screening Test; WISC =

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. All test values analyzed as raw scores except where otherwise indicated.

* Partially confounded variances; estimated using midpoint of possible range under the constraints of the E(MS)

equations (see Footnote 8).

work. A components of variance analysis can
be applied to virtually any data that can be
appropriately put in analysis of variance for-
mat, and will yield estimates of at least some
of the variance components corresponding
to the factors defined in the design. If one of
those factors can be interpreted as a criterion
contrast, some useful measurementsensitiv-
ity information can be gleaned evenifspecific
measurementfacets are not included in the
design. The data for this example consisted
of scores on nine standardized language tests
or subtests for a group of about 700 language
disordered children in the Los Angeles County
Schools special education program. Each
child in this group was tested at entry into
the program and retested approximately 2'

years later. Though each of the measures was
supposed to index a somewhat different as-
pect of language performance,a factor anal-
ysis showed that, for this population, they
shared so much commonvarianceas to seem
virtually interchangeable (Schery, 1981).’
The test-retest comparison was treated as

a criterion group contrast. That is, it was
judged that 24 years of development and
learning produce an improvementin perfor-
mance great enough to be of practical sig-
nificance, even for these language disordered
children who progress slowly. Thus any mea-
sures useful for program evaluation should,

at the least, be capable of detecting this cri-

terion difference and, in fact, should be sen-

sitive enough to detect less substantial differ-
ences.

Table 3 shows the variance components
(as proportionsof total variance) for each of
the nine individual measuresin the language
battery. Also, for purposes of comparison,
Table 3 shows raw scores versus scaled scores
for one measure (Peabody) and includes a
verbal IQ measure. The variance components
were calculated using the E(MS) formula-
tions for a fixed effect, repeated measures
design with a blocking factor. The blocking
factor, sex, was included to examine its po-
tential for reducing the large between-sub-
jects variance expected on these measures
and was treated as a fixed effect variable. Two
variance components are separately con-
founded with c? in this design, but the si-
multaneous equationsso constrain them that
order of magnitude approximations could be
easily derived by taking the midpoint be-
tween the highest possible value and the low-
est possible value for each.®

7 The loadings onthe first principal componentranged
from .75 to .89, with a mean of .82.

8 No adequate general solution exists for disentangling

such confounding. In this particular case, an approxi-

mation was possible because of the arithmetic of the
specific situation. For example, on the Peabody raw

scores the crucial equations were a2 + 262 = 428 and
6? + 6, = 67. Since no variance can be negative, both
a? and 62, must range somewhere between zero and 67.
Given that range for «2, then ¢2 clearly must range be-
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Though this design includes no explicit
measurementfacets and does not follow the
form illustrated in Table 1, it nonetheless
provides useful information about the sen-
sitivity of the measures.

1. The criterion contrast accounted for
about 15%ofthe total variance for the typical
language measure in Table 3, an ES,, of .18.
This is a relatively large effect, as it should
be for a 2'4-year period of learning and de-
velopment. The criterion contrast was con-
siderably smaller, however, when adjusted for
shorter time periods that were morelikely to
represent true program effects. For example,
a treatment effect equivalent to the average
half year of growth, roughly one-fifth the
mean difference between the criterion groups,
constituted less than 1% of the total variance
on most of the measures(e.g., .27 X 15%).
Thesensitivity of the various individual mea-
sures to the criterion contrast ranged consid-
erably. At one extreme, the verbal IQ mea-
sure had an ES,, of .0, indicating, as would
be expected, that it was completely insensi-
tive to language development. At the other
end of the spectrum, one subtest of the Illi-
nois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability (ITPA)
had an ES,, of .28, with 22% of the mea-
surement variance responding to the crite-
rion contrast. The results on the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary test were particularly in-
teresting with regard to measurementsensi-
tivity. When analyzed in raw score form,the
ES,, was a respectable .16. When the scores
were scaled according to the age norms for
normal children, however, the scale unit for

these developmentally slow children became
much too coarse to reflect their language
gains.

2. By far, the largest variance component
on these measures was the between-subjects
variance, ¢2. Indeed, it so overshadowed the
criterion contrast variance,itself based on a
large criterion difference (in practical terms),
that there can be little doubt that these mea-
sures were oriented toward individual differ-
ences measurement. The verbal IQ measure

represented an extreme: Virtually all of its
variance was individual differences. Forall
 

tween (428 — 67)/2 and 428/2. Whatever the actual val-

ues, we can be sure that ¢? and 62, are smali relative to
~ 2at.

measures,the blocking factor, sex, was clearly

useless aS a means to control a nontrivial
portion of the subject heterogeneity.

3. Although the repeated measures por-
tion of the design represented a test-retest
interval of 2'2 years, it can be examined as
an indicator of reliability, albeit a lower

bound at best. The residual error terms and
the componentsrepresenting interaction with
between-subjects differences were relatively
small, indicating that the measures can be

expected to be quite reliable. Indeed, if the
appropriate variance componentsfor the lan-
guage measuresare entered into Equation 2,

ignoring the long test-retest interval, the re-
sulting reliability coefficients are on the order
of .74, quite respectable under the circum-
stances. The language measuresprovide quite
a contrast with the delinquency measure used
in the previous example. Theinsensitivity of
the delinquency measure was showntoresult
from the large residual error component, that
is, unreliability, while subject heterogeneity
was relatively modest. The language mea-
sures reversed that pattern—reliability was
high but large subject heterogeneity on the
measures reduced the overall sensitivity to
treatmenteffects.

4. The statistical power that can be ex-
pected using the language measures depends
on the study design and the measure chosen.
To take the most extreme cases, a study in

which the researcher expected a program ef-

fect equivalent to '2 year of language devel-
opment and change (one-fifth the difference
between criterion group means) and used the

least sensitive measure (ITPA Auditory
Memory)and a simple treatment versus con-
trol group design, would require well over
1,000 subjects in each group to have .90
powerto detect the target contrast at the .05
alpha level. (The denominator for Cohen’s
f in this case combinesall variance compo-
nents except the criterion contrast itself.)
Using the most powerful measure (ITPA Au-
ditory Association) in a repeated measures
design, only about 120 subjects per group are
needed to have the samestatistical power.
(In this case, the subject constant variance is
removed from the denominator of Cohen’s
f). Note that the most sensitive measure, in
terms of ES,, (ITPA Verbal Expression) was
not the most powerful in this design because

 



moreof its extraneous variance was concen-
trated in relatively uncontrollable residual
error rather than subject heterogeneity, which
lendsitself more readily to statistical control.

Conclusions

Measurementsensitivity is a crucial mea-
surement property for research directed at
the detection of treatment effects, particu-
larly in applied contexts, where treatments
are often weak and measurementconditions
maybe uncontrollably noisy. This article has
suggested that, under such circumstances, a
researcher should perform a preliminary
measurement assessment study in order to

determinethe characteristics of the candidate
measures for the specific application that is
planned. The measurement study accom-

plishes two purposes. First, it alerts the re-
searcherto a situation in which the proposed
measures are not adequate for detecting the
expected treatment effect. More construc-
tively, it provides the basis for an exploration
of various modifications in the measurement
and design regimen that might potentially
alleviate any deficiencies in measurement
sensitivity. For example, if low statistical
power is considered in isolation, the re-
searcher mayfeel that the only available op-
tions are to increase the numberof subjects
in the design or to relax the alphalevel set
for statistical significance. When the same
problem is considered within the measure-
ment study framework, other strategies and

combinations ofstrategies are more readily
discerned, for example, selection of a more
sensitive measure, aggregation of several
measures to improvereliability, or judicious
use of covariates or blocking variables. These
are importantalternatives, particularly under
field conditions, where there may be firm lim-
its on the numberofsubjects available for the
research.

_ven if the advantages of a measurement
assessment study are acknowledged,ii might
appear that such a study would be imprac-
tical to accomplish as a routine part of ap-
plied research. In fact, the essential ingredi-
ents for a minimal measurementstudy are
often available with little extra effort. Many
circumstanceswill offer definable groups that
differ at a practical level on the construct of
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interest and hence provide possible criterion
groups. Indeed, the ubiquity of such ‘non-
equivalent’ groups in applied research is ev-
idenced by the attention that has been given
to the special problemsofdesign and analysis
they pose (cf. Cook & Campbell, 1979). A
repeated-measures comparison can often be
made using archival data, as in the examples
in this article, or using a double pretest prior
to treatment implementation. Less desirable,
but still useful, is the strategy of making the
measurement study an adjunctto the appli-
cation study rather than a preliminary. This
can be done, for example, simply by adding
a criterion group to the primary design so
that the criterion—control group contrast con-
stitutes a measurementstudy andthetreat-
ment-control group comparison tests the
treatment of interest.
The two examples from program evalua-

tion data presented here illustrate the fea-
tures of a measurementstudy analysis and
the kinds of information it yields. Perhaps
more important, those examples demon-
strate the very great difference measurement
sensitivity can makein the detection of pro-
gram effects under field conditions. Com-
monly used measuresin the areas ofjuvenile
delinquency prevention and special educa-
tion showedlittle response to program effects
of a modest but worthwhile order of mag-
nitude. A researcher who has not carefully
considered the expected effect size and the
sensitivity of the measures under the condi-
tions of application could easily conduct an

application study that had virtually no chance
of finding effects even if they were present.
A preliminary measurementassessment study
provides researchers with some assurance
that they are not looking through the wrong
end of the telescope whensearchingfortreat-
menteffects.
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VII

ANALYZING AND INTERPRETING

EVALUATION DATA

Once evaluations have been implemented, the next important step is ana-
lyzing and interpreting the data. Someof the issues of concern to evaluators
in this stage of the evaluation process are assessing the reliability and validity
of data, the type and extent of error variance, the potential threats to accurate
interpretation of the data, and the appropriate analysis strategy to employ.
While it is impossible to give coverage in this section to all of the relevant data
analysis issues, we highlight four of the most important ones to the evaluation
community.

Cohen discusses the costs of Type I and Type II errors and proposes var-
ious ways to minimize their effects. Many of her suggestions can be employed
even after data are collected. Ways to minimize TypeI errors (false positives)
include using theory to guide data analysis, examining data plots for unusual
distributions, minimizing the number ofsignificance tests performed, using
lower alpha levels whenever possible, including replications from an inde-
pendent sample, and not drawing conclusions abouteffects withouttesting for
significance. In minimizing Type II errors (false negatives), Cohen suggests
conducting power analysis before beginning a study, increasing the sample
size, removing extraneoussourcesofvariability in independent and dependent
variables, increasing the effect size, using the most powerful analytic proce-
dure availabe, and increasing the alpha level. Since the 12 rules that Cohen
discusses are relatively easy to understand and implement,this article should
be useful to evaluators in their efforts to analyze and interpret valid data
bases.

A commonproblem experienced by evaluation researchersis the differen-
tial attrition of subjects from comparison and intervention groups. This is
especially salient in evaluations of medical interventions in which subjects in
control groups often cross over to intervention groups(e.g., from medicalto
surgical treatment). Yeaton, Wortman, and Langberg propose a procedure,
using worst case assumptions, to estimate the effect of such attrition on the
evaluator’s ability to detect interventioneffects if any exist. By employing this
procedure, the quality of inferences made by the evaluator can be enhanced.
While the primary focus of the article concerns the evaluation of medical
technologies, the authors also discuss general issues in the estimation ofattri-
tion effects as well as limitations of this estimation approach.

In most evaluationresearch,classical statistical tests are commonly used to
test theories, hypotheses, and program effects. Unfortunately, however, many
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researchers misuse these tests. Sawyer and Petercritically examine the use of

statistical tests and conclude that, in many studies, researchers misinterpret

and overvalue the results of statistical tests. They propose three means to

improve the use of these tests and four research strategies that provide addi-

tional critical information about the research issues under study. To improve

the interpretation of significance tests, they suggest viewing them as “tests

against the null hypothesis” rather than as “tests of significance.” In addition,

they suggest that researchers, before data analysis begins, specify the effect

size to be considered meaningful. They believe that emphasizing the size and

substantive significance of results, as opposed to the p values, is more mean-

ingful. The four research strategies for augmenting significance testing are

replication, Bayesian hypothesis testing, meta-analysis, and strong inference.

This article will provide even the experienced evaluator with valuable informa-

tion about the appropriateness of commondata analysis and interpretation

practices.

Thefinalarticle in this section highlights the importance of examining sup-

pressoreffects in conducting data analyses. Lipton and Smith use delinquency

research to explicate this issue and report that the failure to examine such

effects often leads to false conclusions. In our reading of the recent evaluation

literature, we identified few evaluators who thoroughlyassessed the effects of

possible suppressor relationships amongvariables, perhapsincreasing thelike-

lihood of both Type I and Type II errors.

The fourarticles in this part of the Annual address some of the key issues

involved in analyzing and interpreting evaluation data. This stage of the eval-

uation processis the critical linchpin between data collected by evaluators and

use of these data by consumers. While appropriate data analysis and interpre-

tation are not the onlyfactors related to the utilization of evaluation findings,

they are key variables in the equation, since evaluation data need to berele-

vant to the people who are apt to use them.
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To Be or Not To Be

Control andBalancing of

Type I and Type IErrors

Patricia Cohen

In the process of interpreting the results of evaluation

and other research studies we frequently encounter a

dilemma with which our formaltraining in method-

ology and statistics has not equipped us to cope. What

should be done about findings which just miss formal

Statistical significance and/or “findings” which, al-

though not really anticipated, pop up as “significant”

amid that mass of such tests which we (or rather our

computer programs) have routinely performed? Our

clinical or substantive self believes that there are many

interesting relationships between variables (group dif-

ferences, correlations) which we would be remiss to

overlook in our efforts to sanctify our examination of

phenomenabypassing a suitably low significancetest

criterion. On the other hand, our hard-nosed, skep-

tical scientist self recognizes the real damage to the

development of a scientific field done when many

“facts” are only tricks played on us by the accidental

characteristics of a particular sample.

These alternative errors, as we all learned in our first

methodology courses, are respectively TypeII error(8)

or failing to find an effect or difference in our sample

which exists in the population and Type I error (a)

“finding” an effect in the sample which does not exist

in the population. Even those of us who do not recall

being taught that there is an inverse relationship be-

tween Type I and Type II errors will probably have ex-

perienced the dilemma in the course of data analysis.

This dilemma becomes concrete wheneverthe decision

is faced about what to do aboutthat “finding” whichis

associated with a p = .06.

From one point of view, the tradition of scientific

evaluation of evidence has well-equipped us for the

task of evaluating the risk of generalizing from a given

random sample. Our standardsarerelatively high — we

typically tolerate “positive” conclusions only when, on

the evidence, we have less than a one in 20 chance of

being wrong. Even when weare aware of violating the

assumptions underlying the statistical model we are

rarely likely to go as high as a 7%risk when weuse a

5%criterion. Even this kind of increased risk can be

controlled by the simple expedient of lowering the

nominalcriterion a value.

A much moreserious problem is the control of ex-

perimentor investigation-wise Type I error. In this day

of multivariate investigation it is commonplace to ex-

amine literally hundreds of effects. If 5% of those

which are nonexistent in the population are attri-

From Patricia Cohen, “To Be or Not To Be: Control and Balancing of Type I and Type II Errors.”
Evaluation and Program Planning, 1982, 5(3), 247-253. Copyright © 1982 by PergamonPress, Ltd.
Reprinted by permission of author and publisher.
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butable to blind fate, how are weto distinguish them

from the 5 or 10%of effects which are really present in

the population (Shine, 1980)? No “creaming” of the

“most significant,” highest ¢ or lowest p effects will

serve to reliably discriminate the real from the notreal.

And once having observed an interpretable effect

which reachesthe a@ criterion in a study, even the most

sophisticated researcher will have difficulties in admit-

ting that it may be due to chance. For example, a

seasoned investigator and text author responded

recently to expressed concern that one of his unan-

ticipated findings, picked from the context of dozens

or perhaps hundredsoftests, might not be true for the

population. He asserted that he really couldn’t see

what could have gone wrongin the study which would

have produced an erroneous finding. This assertion is

analogous to assuming that, having flipped a coin 5

times, getting 5 tails necessari/y meanseither the coin

or the flipping method is biased. The case in question

is most parallel to seizing upon the | coin in 32 that has

yielded 5 tails.

Manyof us have had the humbling experience ofin-

terpreting an unanticipated “significant” finding, only

to find that it is in the direction opposite to that im-

plied by the interpretation. Under these circumstances,

it is usually possible to find an equally plausible inter-

pretation of the observed direction of the effect. Un-

fortunately, the ground rules of our publication game

insist that we should provide a theoretical framework

for our findings without requiring that we report

whether that theoretical framework preceded or post-

dated the analysis. Thus it is nearly impossible to

distinguish between possibly serendipitous findings

and those in which we may have more faith because
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the theory preceded the finding. In anycase,it is well

established (Tversky & Kahneman, 1976) that we

humanbeings havea strong tendency to overgeneralize

from limited personal experience and other small

samples, a tendency which the acquisition of a Ph.D.

does not curb. Once we have foundit, a “finding”1s

likely to gain our allegience to a degree unjustified by

the numbers.

Type II errors are perhaps even more painful. It is

(justifiably) difficult to get “negative” results pub-

lished (Cohen, 1962; Rosenthal, 1979). Reviewers may

be aware that most studies have relatively low power,

or chances of finding nontrivial effects which do exist

in the population (see e.g., Cohen, 1962; Cohen, 1977;

Freiman, et al., 1978). Therefore studies with no

positive findings may be seen as among the “unlucky”

half of investigations that will fail to find real popula-

tion effects. Furthermore, no study is totally without

flaw in the eyes of outside reviewers. Failures to detect

phenomena in which reviewers are likely to believe

may easily be attributed to these flaws.

Since, in general, both our personal professional ad-

vancement and the advancement of knowledge in a

substantive field require the publication of research

findings, Type II errors are a real problem. Further-

more, manyof us are in the business of developing and

evaluating service systems. In this field Type I] errors

can be a professional tragedy, since they can lead to

the abandonment of effective service modes or com-

ponents.

For all these reasons the following didactic summary

of means by which these errors of inference can be

minimized is offered.

MINIMIZING TYPE I ERROR

1. Use a theory to guide you: don’t “fish.” One way to

understandtherole of a priori theory in avoiding Type

I errors is by seeing it as an informal Bayesian pro-

cedure. Formal Bayesian statistical procedures take in-

to accountthe size of relationship (correlation, regres-

sion, mean difference, proportional change) which 1s

most probable on the basis of the evidence and beliefs

which antedate the investigation at hand. Then current

findings are combined with a priori belief to produce a

new best estimate of the population effect. This pro-

cedure is a marvelously rational way of building sound

estimates although, for reasons not relevant here, they

have not as yet made majorinroadsinto mostareas of

behavioral data analyses. When theory is specified

before data are collected one is in a quasi-Bayesian

situation in which it is appropriate to have greater con-

fidence in those findings which are predicted by the

theory and therefore reinforce prior expectations

(Overall, 1969).

Obviously theory construction and selection of the

central tests of that theory should precede data collec-

tion. However, even after the data are collected one

need not abandontheoretical efforts. Avoid letting the

computer create your theory for you. Computer pro-

grams which select variables from independent vari-

able pools are a snare and a delusion. Their “findings”

are a snare because the algorithms merely choose the

variables which contribute most in the sample, regard-

less of the fact that their contributions are typically not

significantly greater than those of other variables

which may be more theoretically revealing. They are a

delusion because the printed “significance” level is

vastly overstated (Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Shine, 1980).

2. Practice good housekeeping of your datasets.

The full distribution of every variable and a number of

bivariate plots and tables should be inspected prior to

more complex analysis. It is all too easy to overlook

outliers in one’s data which may be attributable to
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coding or punching errors or failure to appropriately

recode, as when missing data are given a numerical

value. Even very few outliers can produce “signifi-

cant findings” if extreme enough. Real effects involv-

ing extreme cases need careful attention lest the result-

ing effects such as mean differences, correlations or

regressions are mistakenly understoodasreflecting the

entire sample. Extremely non-normal distributions

which result from the presence of outliers are most

likely to lead to serious bias in reported a@ when

parametric proceduresare applied. It is also sometimes

desirable to transform certain variables. It is perhaps

the fear of not being able to identify these problems

which has led someresearchers to prefer simple bivari-

ate to multivariate analysis. It may be true that in-

vestigations employing many variables run a greater

risk that individualdistributions will have received in-

sufficient attention. Conscientious attention to these

details is at least as important in multivariate analysis

as in bivariate analysis.

3. Minimize the number of significance tests per-

formed per study. Try to use a single test for each

substantive issue. Resist the temptation to search for

subgroups in which some hypothesized relationship

holds whenit is not significant on the a priori most ap-

propriate larger group. Combine measuresthat should

be related to the dependent variable by virtue of the

same theoretical construct. This combination may be

accomplished by creating summary variables or by

treating variables in sets (Cohen & Cohen, 1975;

Cohen, 1982). In either case, a single overall test of

statistical significance may be employed for inference

about the presence of a given relationship. Experi-

mentwise error may also be reduced bythe use of pro-

tected ¢ tests, and/or Bonferroni or other multiple

comparison procedures. These are the formal methods

that take into account the multiple tests performed

within the same study. The protected f test approach

requires that before subsidiary single variables are sub-

jected to significance testing the overall summary

multiple degree of freedom test must have met the

Statistical significance criterion. Protected tests need not

be confined to the classic multiple group analysis of

variance situation, but may also be employedwith sets

of variables in multiple regression analysis (Cohen &

Cohen 1975, chap. 4) and with multiway contingency

tables for which a significant x? value on the entire set

is a precondition for the comparisonofparticular cells

or combinationsofcells.

In the classic analysis of variance model the multiple

comparison procedures take into account the number

of tests being performed and thus control the ex-

perimentwise Type I error rate. An alternative simple

procedure whichis available in studies of virtually any

design is the Bonferroni test (Dunn, 1961). An in-

vestigator using this method simply divides the toler-

able experimentwise @ criterion by the numberoftests

to be performed and uses the result as the per-test

criterion. A variation on this procedure takes into ac-

count the fact that not all tests are equally important

to the purposes of the study and divides the signifi-

cance criterion unequally so as to give more powerto

the most central issues and less power (morestringent

tests) to peripheral issues.

4. Use lower levels of a whenever you can afford

them. Under circumstances in which you have plenty

of statistical power to find effects of the magnitude

which are ofinterest, the simplest way to decrease the

rate of false positive findings is to use a morestringent

criterion, such as p < .01 rather than .05, or .001

rather than .01. The best way to know that these

circumstancesprevail is to do a formal poweranalysis.

(See Cohen, 1977, for a full presentation of power

analysis methods). The most likely circumstances in

which power is more than adequate are either when

data are available on a very large number of cases

(perhaps in the thousands) or when only large effects

are relevant. The formercase is fairly commonin eval-

uation studies employing record data from large ser-

vice systems. The latter case would include trials of

risky or expensive services for which only very large

positive outcomes would justify future adoption. In

such a case the fact that one has low powerto detect

small effects does not matter.

5. Include replications and partial replications

whenever possible. Nothing should reassure one more

that an unpredicted finding is real than cross-valida-

tion on an independent sample. When the sample one

has at hand is large enoughforstatistical power not to

be too serious an issue it may be divided into one

hypothesis generating half and another half sample in

which generated hypotheses can be validated. When

researchers follow a program of research on related

issues there are often opportunities to carry overlap-

ping variables in such a manner as to produce oppor-

tunities for replication. Unanticipated findings should

be considered only suggestive until cross-validation in

one’s own hold-out sample or replication by means of

other data in the public domain has been secured.

Alternatively, a literature search may producerelevant

investigations into the sameissue which have been by-

products of other studies. When the variables in ques-

tion can be subsumed within a theoretical framework

one maysearch forpartial replication in the form of

alternate measures of the same constructs.

Thus, data analysis and publication policy that

makes a clearcut distinction between findings which

were central to an investigation and imbedded in a

priori theory and those which were not seems in-

dicated. The latter group are then explicitly to be seen

as hypotheses in need of testing in new data.

6. Don’t make conclusions about differences or ef-
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fects which have not been tested for significance.

Research reports in which a number of hypotheses are

evaluated statistically often also discuss other “find-

ings” which are not subjected to such evaluation.

Readers who focus on the substantive issues may well

take these conclusions to be as warranted by the evi-

denee as tindings for which an appropriate level of

statistical reliability has been demonstrated. This kind

of conclusion may be especially common in cirgum-

stances in which some overall effect has been tested

and found to meet criteria but appropriate follow-up

comparisons have not been made. However, theyalso

tend to be common in circumstances in which large

numbers ofstatistics (especially means or proportions)

are presented in tabular form and then discussed

without formal statistical evaluation as well as in cir-

cumstances in Which popular computer program pack-

ages do not include the required test.

MINIMIZING FALSE NEGATIVES: TYPE II ERROR

An unfortunate characteristic of every method of

decreasing Type I error is that is will inevitably in-

crease the risk of Type I] error. There is no wayto

lower the risk of “finding” unreal effects without

lowering the probability of finding real effects. How-

ever, fortunately the reverse is not true. Except for the

last, none of the following methods result in an in-

crease in false positive findings. The reason tor this is

that the false negative 3 risk depends on three para-

meters: the size of the effect in the population, the

size of the sample, and a. One can therefore take steps

to maximize the first two without jeopardizing the

validity of one’s conclusions.

1. Curry out a power analysis before beginning a

study. For readers whose memoryof power analysis

may be somewhat vague it may be worthwhile to re-

view the basic power analysis procedure. As stated,

statistical power depends on onlythree elements: the

size of the population effect you are looking for, the

size of the random sample you plan to examine, and

the selected statistical significance criterion. The effect

size may be expressed in a variety of metrics as ap-

propriate to the particular test you plan to apply—a

standardized difference between means, a proportion

of variance, or a difference between proportions. This

effect size can be estimated from the related literature,

or it may be determined as the minimum effect which

would be of substantive importance, or One mayuse

conventional values suitable to the substantive field

(Cohen, 1977). One next selects a significance criterion

(typically .05 or .O1) and the sample size intended for

the investigation. Armed with this material, power

may be determined by using a standard source such as

Cohen (1977), frequently by no more complicated a

procedure than a table look-up.

One practical way to improve the chances of getting

positive findings when theyexist is to avoid carrying

out studies in which one has a poor chance of detecting

such effects. If the most closely relevant literature has

failed to reveal a significant effect do not assumethat

by improving a study’s methods and measures you will

be able to showthe effect without increasing the sam-

ple size. Similarly, if an effect which would definitely

be large enough to be of substantive interest would

stand a poor chance of being revealed in your study,

don’t do tt.

2. Increase the sample size—almost any way you

can. It is usually the case that getting X amount of

data on 2” cases is much better than getting 2X on vn.

The latter will inevitably yield both more a errors and

more 3 errors than the former, analytic strategy being

equal. The typical analysis of published studies has

found them to have had about a 50% chance ofdetect-

ing medium-sized population effects (Brewer, 1972;

Cohen, 1962; Overall, Hollister & Dalal, 1967). This

suggests that reporting bias has led to many unpub-

lished studies in which examined effects were not

significant (Lane & Dunlap, 1978; Rosenthal, 1979).

Surely, it is the case that given the total cost of

research an improvement in sample size should pro-

duce a large return onthe invested costs!

One frequently misunderstood issue is the conse-

quence of unequal groupsize in multiple group studies

on the power to detect real effects, 1-@. It is the case

that power for detecting between group differences

tends to be greatest when group sizes are equal if the

overall number of subjects is fixed. That does not

mean that one should cut down one’s observations to

the lowest common vn. Equal vn studies were once

favored, not so much on power grounds but because

the resulting analysis made for simple computation.

Nowthat most analyses are carried out on computers

no such restraint on the total sample size is warranted

and it 1s usually wisest to forego equality of subsample

in favor of overall sample maximization.

3. Remove extraneous sources of variability, espe-

cially in your dependent variable and primary indepen-

dent variables. One way to accomplish this is by re-

Stricting the population studied in terms of these

extraneous variables. The best candidates for restric-

tion by sampling procedure are those variables which

are not easy tO measure Or are {oO numerous to mea-

sure within the study. Typically these may be unknown

environmental factors, but in experimental studies

they mayalso include genetic factors and a great vari-

ety of unmeasured commonhistory variables. Sam-

pling maybe limited to specified populations, sibs or

in the case of animal studies, litter-mates. The diffi-

 



culty with selecting samples and procedures in ways

which limit the number of extraneous variables which

effect dependent variables or independent variables

but not both is that one inevitably also restricts one’s

ability to generalize from findings. Furthermore, if

restricting the population also serves to lower the sam-

ple size a power analysis should be done to confirm

that the exchange is worth the price.

The second way of removing extraneous (uncor-

related) effects from independent variables (IVs) or

dependent variables (DVs) is by measuring these vari-

ables and taking them into account in the analvsis.

There are certain classes of variables which are espe-

cially likely candidates for these analvses—the so-

called “lurking” variables (Joiner, 1981). One type of

lurking variable is variation in the source of data: in-

formant, rater, observer, or instrument effects. Of

course, it is not always the case that these will be cor-

related with IV only or DV only —they mayfrequently

be correlated with both. In that case their removal will

not necessarily increase your power to find a

Statistically significant effect but may only improvethe —

validity of your inferences from the findings. Time

related variables are another major subset of lurking

variable. Secular (i.e., time) trends over the course of

data collecting and diurnal or seasonal effects may be

present far more often than we think to look for them.

Age is another major lurking variable that we are

much morelikely to routinely investigate.

There seems to be some considerable confusion over

the role of matched subject designs and in particular

the effect of these designs on statistical power. The ad-

vantage of such designs is that one may control for a

number of difficult-to-measure individual differences

simultaneously by the matching procedure. The disad-

vantage is that one is still left with within-group dif-

ferences which may contribute to dependent variable

variance. In order to remove the effects of these

variables from dependent variables some form of sta-

tistical partialling is required. If the process of match-

ing has caused us to lose many potential subjects from

the “pool” with consequent smaller study v7 it is prob-

ably unwise to match. (We omit discussion of other

problems of matching such as regression to different

means and unrepresentativeness because they are not

relevant to power issues.) Perhaps the strongest case

for matched subject designs can be madein thosecases

in which samplesize is fixed by the high per subject

cost for inclusion in the study. In such a case, a power

analysis may reveal a matched subject design to be

most powerful.

4. Increase the effect size. Although the effect size in

the population may be conceived of as fixed, the sam-

ple effect size may be increased in several ways, in-

cluding the following: (a) Maximize the variance in

your major independent variables. Just as restriction
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of range (variance) of an independent variable pro-

duces smaller effects on the dependent variable, so

choosing a sample or treatment with a large range

(variance) on the independent variable will produce

larger effect sizes. When the total sample size is fixed,

an over-representation of extreme groups, including

omission ofcases at the center ofthe distribution will be

most powerful (Abrahams & Alf, 1978; Alf & Abrahams,

1975; Feldt, 1961). Indeed, such over-representation 1s

the rationale behind most plans for samplestratification,

in which extreme groups are often over-represented to

provide sufficient # for reasonably powerful com-

parisons. (b) Improve the reliability of your measure.

Byclassic reliability theory one’s variables are made up

of true and error components. Error is, by definition,

uncorrelated with other error and with true compon-

ents. Therefore, it minimizes and obscures effects by

contributing to a variable’s variance without con-

tributing to its covariance. Improving construct mea-

surement is one of the easiest and cheapest ways to im-

prove powerin many studies. Since reliability generally

increases as a function of the number of items, atten-

tion to this issue in the planning phase of a study can

produce substantial returns at the cost of a few

minutes or even seconds per subject (Cleary & Linn,

1969; Cleary, Linn & Walster, 1970). (c) Improve or

enlarge the generalizability of your measures (Cron-

bach, Gleser, Nanda, Rajaratnam, 1972). It is

sometimes tempting to get preciously specific in one’s

measurement and related theory. As a rule, indepen-

dent variables will have larger effect sizes when they

are more general rather than very specific. Thus,

overall [Q will tend to showlarger relationships with

dependent variables than will any one of its subtests

and social class will tend to have larger effect sizes

than education. This rule also tends to be true of

dependent variables, so that overall symptomatology

is often more predictable than specific syndromes. (d)

Proximal variables will have larger effect sizes than

distal ones. By proximal variables we would include

both closeness to the dependent variable in time and

closeness in terms of subject matter. Thus, my status

this week will generally predict my status next year bet-

ter than will last year’s status. Attitude about some

issue or behavior will predict the parallel behavior bet-

ter than will someotherattitude or trait. This assertion

is quite obvious, but it deserves consideration when

power is being assessed and measures are being

selected. (e) Combine items or tests which are meant to

get at the sameissues. Regardless of one’s data analytic

technique it is generally true that one “uses up” one

degree of freedom for each additional independent

variable. Even more important, inclusion of correlated

predictors tends to increase the standard error of each

IV and therefore lower power. Investigators are often

reluctant to combine items on the grounds that they
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don't knowwhich will turn out to be more important

and theretore have no clear cut a priori optimal

weighting scheme. However,there is very good newsat

hand. Within a very substantial range of optimal

weights it “don’t make no nevermind” (Dawes & Cor-

rigan, 1974; Wainer, 1976); weighting variables equally

will work just about as well as the optimal scheme and

frequently better than a sample derived scheme on

cross-validation. Therefore, one may often account

for about the same variance while spending a single df

as one would with several (savy w) df and one’s effect

size per variable will be approximately wtimesas large

and morestable. (f) Don’t squander true variance by

combining adjacent categories or scores on a variable.

In contrast to the previous rule in which we talk about

combining several items with little loss in total vari-

ance and a substantial gain in power, here weare talk-

ing about combining scores on a single variable before

carrying Out analysis. One typical situation is that in-

volving a Likert scaled item. An investigator may

think that the respondentor rater differences between

“sometimes” and “often” are probablynot very reliable

and decide to combine these categories. Or in the in-

terests of analytical ease a variable may be dichoto-

mized at its median or some other value. Wheneverit

is the case, as it nearly always is, that on the average

subjects scored on the higher of two combined

categories are in fact higher on the true variable being

imperfectly measured, the resulting effect size will be

lower than that employing the ungrouped data. In

some cases the consequential loss of power will be

minor, but it need not be. In the extreme case in which

a normally-distributed continuous variable is reduced

to a dichotomy the consequent effect size (72) will be

less than two-thirds as large as the continuous variable

if it is cut at the mean and only 44%aslargeifit is cut

one s.d. away from the mean (Cohen, 1982, Note 1).

The consequent increase in 3 maywell be devastating.

Dichotomizing the dependentvariable as well as the in-

dependentvariable results in further substantial power

loss.
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5. Use the most powerful available data analytic

procedure. It is hard to give general rules for which no

exceptions can be found. However,it seems safe to say

that when assumptions are even approximately met

parametric procedures tend to be more powerful than

nonparametric procedures. When distributional as-

sumptions are grossly violated, nonparametric pro-

cedures mav be more powerful than parametric pro-

cedures. A sound alternative is to consider appropriate

transforms for such troublesome variables (see Cohen

& Cohen, 1975; Chap. 6) and then proceed to analysis

with parametric statistics. In cases in which variables

are strictly categorical, log-linear analysis and simpler

contingencytable-based analysis should have optimal

power and most appropriate significance tests. How-

ever, when a variable’s ordered categories are grouped

to produce large enoughcell frequencies for categori-

cal analysis there will often be a considerable loss of

power comparedto investigation of the fully-measured

variable. In addition, methodsthat fail to take into ac-

count the ordering of categories wi’l tend to be much

less powerful than those that do. “his is again because

of the additional degrees “fF f1eedom required in the

representation of such variables in the categorical

model.

6. Increase a. Clearly this is something of a last

resort since it will increase one’s chance of erroneously

rejecting the null as well as the chance of correctly do-

ing so. However, there are circumstances in whichit

may be appropriate to raise one’s criterion toa = .10

or even higher. Whenit is not possible to increase one’s

sample size (because of the paucity of the population)

or not advisable to delay conclusions until a sufficient

sample can be amassed, one maydecide to increase a

in order to have a reasonable powerto detect a theo-

retically or practically significant effect. Such a cir-

cumstance mayprevail, for example,in assessingalter-

native medical treatments of rare conditions. Another

circumstancein which one’s threshold for accepting a

difference may be low is when a choice must be made

between otherwise equally desirable alternatives.

SUMMARY

Twelve rules have been given by means of which one

can improve the reliability of one’s inferences from

data. One may minimize the numberof claimed find-

ings not actually true of the population by using theory

to guide analysis, conscientiously inspecting raw data,

minimizing the total number of tests and employing

procedures which take into account the multiple com-

parisons of variables, lowering a, cross-validating and

not interpreting nonsignificant results. Unfortunately

each of these procedures exposes one to someincrease

in risk of missing real effects. Fortunately, each of

these methods may be employed after data have been

collected even if not anticipated in the study’s plan-

ning.

One way of keeping 6 low in one’s study is to con-

duct power analyses and abandon or modify plans for

Studies with insufficient power. Other means of in-

creasing powerneedto be built into the study from the

beginning, namely increase in N, sampling to remove

extraneous variance, maximizing IV variance by study

design and inclusion of reliably measured, general and

proximalvariables in the study. However,several steps
tO maximize powercan be taken even after data are col-
lected. When sufficient and relevant items are avail-

 



able data reduction methods may be employed to

produce measures of greater reliability and generaliz-

ability. One should use the most powerful data ana-

lytic techniques suitable to the data, avoid lumping of

discriminated categories andstatistically removeirrele-

vant variance from study variables, especially depen-
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dent variables. Finally, if no other meansof increasing

the power to detect meaningful effects are feasible, it

may be appropriate to increase one’s significance

criterion to weight the risks of Type I and TypeII error

in keeping with their social or scientific costs.
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Differential Attrition

Estimating the Effect of Crossovers

on the Evaluation of a Medical Technology

William H. Yeaton, Paul M. Wortman,

and Naftali Langberg

CA mong the various ways that research designs are comprised,

perhaps the most troublesomeis the differential attrition of

subjects from comparison groups during the actual conduct of an

evaluation or experiment (Cook and Campbell, 1979). For example,

Boeckmann’s reanalysis (1981) of the New Jersey negative income tax
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experiment (Watts and Rees, 1977) suggests that differential attrition

from the experimental and control groups of both black and Spanish-

speaking minorities could accountfor differences otherwise attributable
to the intervention. Likewise, Wortman (1978) has argued that the

process of differential attrition was a plausible explanation of the
negative effects found in McCord’s (1978) 30-year follow-up of the

relationship of counseling to subsequent delinquency in a randomized

controlled trial.

As a result of this differential attrition process, a well-conceived

randomized experimental design maydrift toward a quasi-experimental

design model with all of its inferential limitations (see, for example,

Special Report, 1982). Despite the creative application of statistical

procedures to adjust for the resulting nonequivalence between groups

(Kenny, 1975; Magidson,1977; Reichardt, 1979), there is no satisfactory

statistical solution to the lack of adherence to the original design

protocol.

The most common recommendation of methodologists is to analyze

the data from randomized experiments according to the original

assignment (Riecken and Boruch,1974) or “intention to treat” (Peto et

al., 1976). This approachis a tradeoff that preserves the design at the

expense of a biased estimate of the treatmenteffect.

THE PROBLEM OF CROSSOVERS

In the assessment of medical technologies, researchers will often

confront situations in which specific techniques are preferred by

patients due to their association with secondary outcomes that are

intrinsically desirable. In instances suchasthese,it will be particularly

difficult to maintain the design protocol. This precise situation confronts

researchers interested in the evaluation of the potential benefits of

coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABGS) for patients with

coronary heart disease (Wortman, 1981).

Given the consistent finding that angina is relieved in patients

receiving surgery (Special Report, 1981), it is ethically problematic to

withhold a potential benefit from the medical group. Accordingly, any

efforts to compare survival rate between patients who are operated on

and those adhering to a medical regimen are greatly complicated by the
fact that substantial percentages of medical patients cross over to the

group of patients who receive surgery. Furthermore, the migration is
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unidirectionalsinceit is not possible for patients to cross over from the

surgical to the medical groups once they have received surgery.

In a synthesis of results from 25 controlled trials of CABGS

(Wortman and Yeaton, 1983), the crossover rates from the medicalto

the surgical group were foundto be quite sizeable, ranging up to 45.0%

in randomized controlled trials, with a mean rate of 21%. Compounding

this problem is the systematic natureof theattrition.It is typically those

medical patients with the worst prognosis, that is, those with the most

severe angina and imminent danger of heart attacks who become

crossovers (Murphy, Hultgren, Detre, Thomsen, and Takaro, 1977:

1470). As these researchers have noted:

Medical nonadhcrersare frequently assumedto be treatment failures. Although

this result was true in approximately 54 per cent of our patients (unstable angina,
19 per cent , and progressive angina, 35 per cent), patient or physician preference

prevailed in somecases.

ESTIMATING THE EFFECT OF CROSSOVERS

Anyinferences that are made from controlled trials of CABGS must

weigh the extent to which patients in the medical group have crossed

over to receive surgery. Clearly, the effect of the loss of the mostill

patients from the medical group is to raise the survival rate in the

medical group. Whether crossovers are dropped from the study or

included, as most evaluation methodologists recommend,the extent of

the increase is not readily apparent (Wortman, 1981).

In fact, the most common biostatistical research practice is to

consider crossovers as an endpoint, that is, as no longerin the study,at

the time they receive surgery. This would bring the medical group

survival rate closer to that for the surgical group,if one assumesthat

surgery is beneficial, an assumption consistent with the data. Con-

sequently, the crossover problem will underestimate any potential

benefit due to surgery. If one follows the recommendation to include

crossovers in their originally assigned group, then the effectiveness of

surgery will also be underestimated (again assuming it is beneficial).

Neither method then can overcomethe effects of differential attrition

and treatment diffusion to produce an unbiased estimateof effect.

The worst case approachusesa general strategy of determining the

maximum degree of influence attributable to a particular factor and
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thus the factor’s likelihood of contributing to the difference obtained. In

this way it resembles the sensitivity analysis used by economists in

cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analyses (Weinstein and Stason,

1982) to ascertain the consistency of conclusions under various condi-

tions such as extreme and intermediate values of the discount rate in

determining presentcosts. If conclusionsare preserved under worst case

assumptions, one can place considerable confidencein the validity of the

results. If conclusions are contingent upon the values assumed, one can

judge “up front” the plausibility of the value that is needed to maintain

consistent conclusions.

Though the very nature of crossovers makes it impossible to

determine exactly the effect of such attrition on survival rate, it is

possible to estimate the maximuminfluencethat crossovers would have

on the mean survival rate of the medical group. By calculating this

maximuminfluence attributable to crossovers, researchers would be in

a greatly improved position for defending inferences about differences

between medical and surgical groups. Since this procedureis likely to

overadjustfor attrition, it could provide convergentevidenceif it agrees

with the more traditional estimates, in their direction if not their

magnitude.

This estimation procedure necessitates some very specific assump-

tions, however. Wewill assumethat only those patients in the medical

group with the worst prognosis cross over to receive surgery, and that

these patients are considered as an endpointat the timethey crossover.

With regard to the distribution of survival rates of medical patients,
this assumption implies that the tail of the distribution is truncatedat

precisely the point that will eliminate the exact percentage of patients

whocross over. This meansthat the area underthe distribution curve

that is eliminated will coincide with the percentage of patients who cross

over. We further assumea distribution of composite measuresofhealth

status that reflects the probability of survival for medical patients after

the time patients in the surgical group have received CABGS.Wealso

hypothesize that the measureis standardized normal(so that the mean

equals zero and standard deviation equals one), allowing us to use

standard formulae to calculate the mean of the truncated distribution.

Though truncated, standard normaldistributionsare also employed by

economists (Stromsdorfer and Farkas, 1980), they are commonly used

to correct statistically for attrition bias in ANOVAandregression

models (Hansman and Wise, 1979) rather than to form a basis for a

worst case solution.
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Formally, if f is a density function defined by

-~ 7/2

OX) = SO RTOn

where x assumesany real numbervalue,then for any given percentage p

of crossovers, the area underthe normal curveyielding this percentage p

can be found by integrating the normal curve density function from

minusinfinity to that point z on the x-axis whichyieldsp as the result of

the integration:

-x7/2
a ee

f SQRT(Qn)

The meanof interest (the mean of the truncated distribution) will be:

2 oo

1 ~° xe®|? _ | —eX)?

(; -p ; SQ RT (27) (; —p/} SQ RT (27) ,

eo?/2

(1 - p)SQ RT(2m)

 

 

Given various crossover rates p, one can use a table of standard

normal deviates to determinethe corresponding z-value on the abscissa.

These two constants can then be substituted into the aboveresult for the

meanofthe truncated distribution to ascertain the magnitudeofshift of

the mean.

Examples

For purposesofillustration, several p values and the corresponding

meansof interest are displayed below. When plotted, the relationship

appearsto be essentially linear.
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p= Ol mean = .03

p = .05 mean = .|1
p= .10 mean = .19
p= .15 mean = .27
p = .20 mean = .35
p= .21 mean = .36
p = .25 mean = .42

Thus, the crossoverrate of 21% (when p = .21) foundin the authors’
synthesis of the results of controlled trials of CABGS (Wortman and
Yeaton, 1983 would be associated with a mean shift of .36 (a 36%
increase in the standardized mean value), the maximum change
attributable solely to crossovers.

In someinstancesit will not be necessaryto translate shifts calculated
in standardized units to their equivalents in unstandardized terms.
Measuresofeffect size (Glass, McGaw,and Smith, 1981) are calculated
by dividing mean differences by an appropriate standard deviation and
thus are directly comparable to results generated from meanshifts in the
standard normal distribution. For example, given aneffect size of .50
and a crossoverrate of 21%, one can determine the maximumeffect of
crossover by simply adding .36, the meanshift, to .50, to adjust for the
underestimated outcome measure. By comparing this adjusted value to
the original value, one can estimate the extent to which a difference
between groupsis likely to be due to crossovers.

In other cases there will be no immediately obvious standard

deviation value by which onecan standardize results, but reasonable

estimates may be available. For example, in the medical research cited

above, survival rates were assumed to bereflected in the distribution of

composite measuresof health status, and these measures might be used

to produce a standard deviation. Another measure ofvariability might

be the standard deviation of the survival meansof other similar studies.

For example, given a medical group mean survival percent of 65 and a

standard deviation of 10 found from acomposite index of health status,
the maximumeffect of a21% crossover rate would be3.6 (.36 times 10).
Therefore, the survival rate would be increased to 68.6 as a result of
crossovers.

In practice, means and standard deviations are available after
crossovers have occurred, and researchers will be interested in deter-
mining the adjusted mean beforethe effect of crossovers. In this case,
one simply subtracts the product of the percent shift and the standard
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deviation from the given mean. As anillustration, again assume a

medical group meansurvival percent of 65 and a standard deviation of

10 percent, values determined after crossovers. The adjusted mean

would be 61.4 (65 —.36(10)), thus allowing the researcher to conclude

that the difference between medical and surgical groups would be

underestimated by a maximumof3.6 percentage points as a result of

crossovers, assuming that the meanin the surgical groupis greater than

the mean in the medical group. While in the case of attrition due to

crossoversit is obvious that an adjustment must be madein the control

group measure, the practice is consistent with the identification of

distortion in research that uses historical (Sachs, Chalmers, and Smith,

1982) and other nonrandomized controls (Meier, 1978).

GENERAL COMMENTS

These findings suggest that high crossover rates can substantially

increase the mean ofthe distribution of the control group of medical

patients in which crossovers have been eliminated. Consequently, the

benefit attributable to surgery would be substantially underestimated in

controlled trials of CABGS. While from statistical point of view mean

shifts between 20% and 50% would be considered between small and

medium effect sizes (Cohen, 1977), innovative surgeries typically

produce modest benefits (Gilbert, McPeek, and Mosteller, 1977) that

assume importance throughtheir implementation with large groups of

patients. For example, the evidence from randomized controlledtrials

-Suggests a benefit of CABGSof less than 5% (Wortman and Yeaton,

1983). Fortunately, the ability to detect these modest benefits is

enhanced considerably by the above estimation technique, since the

degree to which crossovers mayalter a group meanandthus underesti-

mate differences between groups can be determined easily.

Of course, the relationship between the rate of crossovers and the

shift in mean survival rate found in actual reports of CABGSwill not

follow the idealized relationship described above. Distributions may

only approximate the normal, and varianceswill changeas a function of

the range of diagnostic severity of patients in the medical group. To the

degree that the distribution is negatively skewed or the varianceis large,

the shift in the mean will increase. Also, not all medical patients will

cross over at the same point in time, as we have assumed in our

calculations.
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Whenthereis a high incidence of crossoversearly in the follow-up

period of a controlled trial, the degree of bias attributable to crossovers

will be maximal. The longer the delay period before patients begin to

cross over from the medicalgroup,the closer one approachesthe case of

an intact control group. Furthermore, we have assumedthat only the

worst medical patients cross over, an assumption notlikely to be true in

actual practice. However,the closer the mix of crossovers approximates

the case in which only the worst medicalpatients cross over, the closer

the meanshift will approximate the maximumshift showninthis report.
The problem of crossovers in the assessment of effectiveness of

CABGSisillustrative of the differential attrition process that plagues
evaluation research. The “solution”presentedhereis applicable to those
instances in which the differential attrition process selects subjects or
patients in the same manner as they were selected in this report.
Specifically, if a differentially attrited subgroup of persons is homo-
geneous on some measure(s) of status (such as health in this report,
occupation in the McCord (1978) study, and ethnicity in the Watts and
Rees (1977) volume) that correlates with the outcome variable in
question, then the findings of this report are relevant. Obviously, the
degree of direct relevance will depend on the match of the groups
resulting from the differential attrition process to the pertinent assump-

tions upon which ourestimatesare based:attrition of only worst case

persons from one of the comparison groups and the shape of the

relevant distributions. Other potentially important factors such as the

strength of correlation between the status and the outcome measures

may compensatefor departures from worst case assumptions, however.

While the emphasis of this report has been on the accurate

interpretation of research results in studies plagued by differential

attrition, the findings mayalso be used in planningstudies. Briefly,if

one is armed with knowledge from past studies with regard to the

expected rate of crossovers, precise estimates can be madeofthe degree

to which the magnitude of difference between groupsis likely to be
altered. Accordingly, sample sizes can be either increased or decreased
to reflect smaller or larger differences between groups, thus enhancing

the power of experiments or diminishing their expected costs.
Despite the shortcomingsassociated with idealized data, the relation-

ship between crossoverrates and survival presented in this report will
allow researchers to estimate more accurately the potential influence of
crossovers, and thus to improvethe quality of their inferences. Given the
uncertainties in interpreting the results from flawed researchstudies,it is
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important that investigators acknowledge the potential bias caused by

such “threats to validity” (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). These problems

are much more commonin the applied field studies characteristic of

program evaluation and medical technology assessment. Worst case

assumptionscan provide a boundfor a treatment’s impact andindicate

the extent to which the estimate of effect is sensitive to bias.
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The Significance of Statistical

Significance Tests in Marketing Research

Alan G. Sawyer and J. Paul Peter

Two basic types of empirical evidence used in hy-

pothesis testing in marketing research are observations

of covariation and observations of differences between

groups. This evidence usually consists of sample data,

and the acceptability of the evidence is based almost

inevitably on classicalstatistical significancetests. How-

ever, a review of marketing research texts and a variety

of marketing researcharticles leads to the conclusion that,

in both theory and practice, the logic of statistical sig-

nificance testing is sometimes misinterpreted in the mar-

keting literature. Perhaps because of this misinterpreta-

tion, marketing researchers may seriously overvalue the

role of classical inferential statistics in the research pro-

cess.
The purpose of our article is to examine the interpre-

tation and valueofstatistical significance testing and to

offer recommendations to improve the quality of hy-

pothesis testing in marketing research. Although the is-

sues we discuss pertain directly to data from experimen-

tal research, mostof these issues also apply to correlational

and other data. Many examples, including several from

the marketing literature, illustrate our recommendations.

We hope to persuade more marketing researchers to fol-

low their lead. Though weare not arguing against using

classical inferential statistics for what they were de-

signed to do, we are concerned with the tendencies to

endow them with capabilities they do not have and to

utilize them as the sole approach to analyzing research

data.

These problems are not exclusive to research in mar-

keting. Writers in psychology (e.g., Bakan 1966; Lyk-

ken 1968), sociology (e.g., Henkel 1976; Selvin 1957),

and education (e.g., Carver 1978) have arguedthat these

misinterpretations also pervade their disciplines. In fact,

tests of statistical significance seem to be relied upon and
often misused in all the social sciences. In comparison,

perhaps because of the more highly developed theory,
more reliable measurement techniques, and greater op-
portunity to control nuisance variables, researchers in the
physical sciences often forego inferential statistical tests
and instead focus directly on the data themselves. Al-

though marketing phenomena maynotlend themselves

to this approach (Peter 1983) and the theory, measure-

ment, and research procedures in marketing may never

develop sufficiently for us to follow the analytical prac-
tices of the physical sciences, researchers should be more
aware ofthe limitations of most inferential statistics and
the value of augmenting them with otherinformation and

other research approaches.

INTERPRETATIONOF STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE TESTS

For a properinterpretation of the meaning ofa statis-
tically significant result, the assumptions ofthe classical
statistical significance testing model must be understood.
A primary assumption is that the null hypothesis (e.g.,
no difference between treatment effects, no association
between variables) is true and any observed differences

From Alan G. Sawyer and J. Paul Peter, “The Significance of Statistical Significance Tests in

Marketing Research,” Journal of Marketing Research, 1983. 20. 122-133. Copyright © 1983 by the

American Marketing Association. Reprinted by permission.
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Or associations are the result of sampling error. For ex-
ample,

a

statistically significant mean difference at ps
-OStells us that if we sampled many pairs of groups from
the same hypothetical population, we would expect to
get a difference as large as the observed result or larger
with no more than 5% of the groupsasthe result of sam-
pling error, given that the null hypothesisis true. In gen-
eral terms, a statistically significant result is one which
occurs rarely if the null hypothesisis true.

Manywritersin social science have commented on the
failure of researchers and textbook writers to interpret
Statistical significance correctly. In a recent summary of
much of this work, Carver (1978) discusses three com-
mon misinterpretations, all three of which can be found
in the marketing literature. These three misinterpreta-
tionsare that a statistically significant result indicates (1)
the probability that the results occurred because of chance,
(2) the probability that the results will be replicated in
the future, and (3) the probability that the alternative hy-
pothesis is true. A fourth misinterpretation involves con-
fusion about the role of sample size and the level ofsta-
tistical significance.

The Probability of the Null Hypothesis

The first misinterpretation is to view a p-value as the
probability that the results occurred because of sampling
error or chance fluctuations. For example, p = .05 is
interpreted to mean thatthere is a probability of only .05
that the results were caused by chance. However,this
interpretation is completely erroneous because (1) the p-
value was calculated by assuming that the probability is
1.0 that any differences were the result of chance and
(2) the p-value is used to decide whether to accept or
reject the idea that the probability is 1.0 that chance caused
the meandifference. A p-value of .05 means that, if the
null hypothesis is true, the odds are | in 20 of getting a
mean difference this large or larger and the odds are 19
in 20 of getting a smaller mean difference. However,
there is no wayin classicalstatistical significance test-
ing to determine whether the null hypothesis is true or
the probability that it is true. As Cronbach and Snow
(1977, p. 52) explain:

A p value reached byclassical methodsis not a summary
of the data. Nor does the p value attachedto a resulttell
how strong or dependable the particular result is. _ ..
Writers and readers are all too likely to read .05 as p(H/E),
“the probability that the Hypothesis is true, given the
Evidence.” As textbooks on statistics reiterate almost in
vain, p is p(E/H), the probability that this Evidence would
arise if the (null) hypothesis is true. Only Bayesian sta-
tistics yield statements about p(H/E).

The Probability of Results Being Replicated

A second misinterpretation is that the p-value repre-
sents the confidence a researcher can have that a given
result is reliable or can be replicated. Basically, this ar-
gumentis that the complementof the p-value yields the
probability that a result is replicable orreliable, e. g., 1

— .05 = .95 probability that results can be replicated.
This misinterpretation probably comes from a notion that
a Statistically significant difference in sample means sug-
gests that the samples are from different hypothetical
populations and future samples drawn from these dif-
ferent hypothetical populations will therefore yield
equivalentresults. However, nothing in classical statis-
tical significance testing says anything about the prob-
ability that the same results will occur in future studies.
Replicating results is a function of how exactly the method
is repeated, and someaspects, such asthe time of mea-
surement, clearly cannot be identical to those of the orig-
inal study.

The Probability of Results Being Valid

The third and most serious misinterpretation of clas-
sical statistical significance testing is thatit directly as-
sesses the probability that the research (alternative) hy-
pothesis is true. For example, a p-value of .05 is
interpreted to meanthat its complement, .95, is the prob-
ability that the research hypothesisis true. Related to this
misinterpretation is the practice of interpreting p-values
as a measure of the degree of validity of research results,
i.e., a p-value such as p < .0001is “highly statistically
significant” or “highly significant” and therefore much
more valid than a p-value of, say, .05. Again, such a
practice is inappropriate. Althoughit is true, for exam-
ple, that the greater the difference between group means
the greater the chance of obtaining a small p-value, and
it is true that such a result may be rarer given the null
hypothesis, a statistically significant result cannot prop-
erly be construed as a morevalid result for at least two
reasons.

First, a statistical test is not a complete test of a re-
search hypothesis. Instead it examines only one of many
possible operationalizations of a research hypothesis.
Thus, it is improper to infer that the research hypothesis
is valid withouttesting and support from a representative
sample of operationalizations. Second,a variety of threats
to drawing valid inferences are not addressed bystatis-
tical tests (Cook and Campbell 1979). Theoretically, the
researcher’s job is to eliminate or at least to render im-
plausible all of the alternative explanations before ac-
cepting the research hypothesis. However, this task is
no small matter given the variety of theories and method
factors that can be offered to explain any empirical re-
sult. When these variables along with possible higher
order interactions are considered, the task becomes even
more difficult (see Cronbach and Snow 1977). In any
event, rejection of the null hypothesis at a predetermined
p-level supports the inference that sampling error is an
unlikely explanation of results but gives no direct evi-
dencethat the alternative hypothesis is valid.

Sample Size and the Probability of the Research
Hypothesis

A fourth common misinterpretation about statistical
testing involvesthe relationship between sample size and
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level of statistical significance. If a given relationship is
found to be statistically significant at a given confidence
level, it is sometimes implied that more confidence should
accompany this result if the study had a large sample
size rather than a small one. Rosenthal and Gaito (1963)
report that such a conclusion was very prevalent among
the research psychologists they surveyed. However, such
a conclusion is false. Larger samples do reduce likely
sampling error because their estimates more closely ap-
proximate the population parameters, but it should also
be clear that differences in the amount of sampling error
are included explicitly in the computation ofstatistical
significance tests. Thus, there should not be a bias against
Statistically significant results obtained from properly se-
lected small samples.
Moreover, because effect size is a measure of the

strength of the relationship and large effects are more
likely to be replicated than small ones, researchers should
have more confidence in the study with the smaller sam-
ple. Meyer (1974) demonstrates this fact with a Bayesian
analysis of binominal data with results for different sam-
ple sizes. Meyer’s results stem from the simple fact that
smaller effect sizes are consideredstatistically signifi-
cant with larger sample sizes and that, though a larger
sample size helps to reduce sampling error and the re-
sulting higher statistical power of a classical inferential
Statistic increases the probability of a rejection of the null
hypothesis, it does not necessarily increase the proba-
bility of a valid rejection.

THE VALUE OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The value ofstatistical significance testing is severely
restricted because it does not accomplish what research-
ers often want or, perhaps in some cases, assumethatit
does. Several factors detract from the value of statistical
tests. First, the process of statistical hypothesis testing
is hardly objective given the many subjective decisions
made by the researcher. Second, exact null hypotheses
are very rarely true in the population, and researchers
typically are very biased against the null hypothesis in
their testing procedures. Third, classical statistical sig-
nificance tests are often uninformative without various
descriptive statistics and other inferential tests such as
confidence intervals. Finally, classical statistics offer no
direct evidence about individual behavior.

The Subjectivity of Statistical Tests

Perhaps a major factor contributing to the perceived
value of statistical significance tests is the illusion that
they are completely objective. Though such tests are
mathematical and precise’ and provide “a formal and

'Some marketing researchers have tried to quantify problems with
collected data other than sampling errors (e.g., Brown 1967; Lipstein
1975; Mayer 1970). Though not optimistic about the ability to quan-
tify these many other types of errors, we applaud the effort because

nonsubjective way of deciding whether a given set of
data shows haphazard or systematic variation” (Winch
and Campbell 1969, p. 143), one should not infer that
they are objective tests. The reason is that whether a
givenstatistical significance level is obtained is strongly
influenced by subjective decisions by the researcher. As
Bakan (1966, p. 426) points out, “the probability of re-
jecting the null hypothesis is a function of five factors:
Whether the test is one or two-tailed, the level of sig-
nificance, the standard deviation, the amount of devia-
tion from the null hypothesis and the number of obser-
vations.” The researcher clearly controls the first, second,
and fifth factors and can influence the third and fourth.
Thus, many obtained results which are notstatistically
significant can become so by such methods as (1) in-
creasing the sample size, (2) increasing the reliability of
the measures, (3) changing post hoc the acceptable level
of statistical significance (i.e., from .01 to .05), (4)
changing from a two-tailed to a one-tailed test, and (5)
obtaining better control over nonmanipulated variables.
Because researchers make many subjective decisions that
greatly influence the probability of rejecting the null hy-
pothesis, it is misleading to consider the process of sta-
tistical significance testing as objective solely because of
the objectivity of the mathematics.
A methodological paradox in social science research

relates to the illusion of objectivity (Meehl 1967). Meth-
odological improvements such as increased control, more
precise measurement, and a greater number of obser-
vations make it easier for the social scientist to reject
the null hypothesis (and claim support for the alternative
hypothesis), whereas such improvements make it more
difficult for the physical scientist to reject the null hy-
pothesis. The reason for this paradoxis that, in the phys-
ical sciences, theory is often used to predict point values
and, if used atall, statistical significance tests evaluate
the difference between the value predicted by the theory
and the value found in the data. In contrast, most social
science theories are not developed sufficiently to make
point predictions and insteadstatistical significance tests
are used to test all other values against the null hypoth-
esis of zero. Meehl suggests that the use ofstatistical
significance testing in social science thus makesit very
difficult to not reject the null hypothesis and the involved
theory.

Research Bias Against the Null Hypothesis

Classicalstatistical significance tests are set up under
the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. Such an
assumption is, in fact, almost always false, and much
well intended marketing research practice is biased against
the null hypothesis. First, null hypotheses of no treat-
ment effect or no relationship are almost always false
because, in the population, few behavioral variables ever

 

it helps point out the obvious limitations of a statistic that precisely
quantifies what very often is the least serious of the manythreats to
accurate estimation (see, for example, Assael and Keon 1982).
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have exactly a zero mean difference between two groups
or an exactly zero correlation with each other. For ex-
ample, Meehl (1967) reported that 91% of pairwise as-
sociations among 45 variables in a sample of 55,000
people were statistically significant, and Bakan (1966)
failed to find anystatistically insignificant relationships
among many tests in a sample of 60,000. Given suffi-
ciently high statistical pawer, one would expect virtually
always to concludethat the exact null hypothesisis false.
It is no wonder that ‘statistical significance” has oc-
curred often in recently published marketing research be-
cause these studies typically have relatively high statis-
tical power (Sawyer and Ball 1981). Wefind it frightening
to consider how muchof the conventional wisdom in
marketing is based onlittle evidence otherthanstatistical
significance.

Researchers and publication practices are biased against
the null hypothesis. Researchers inevitably expectto re-
ject the null, and publication practices overwhelmingly
favor studies which achieve this objective. Greenwald
(1975a) describes how researchers are unlikely even to
try to publish results of an empirical study that failed to
reject the null, and journals are evenless likely to accept
the few statistically insignificant-result studies that are
submitted. In an extensive review, Glass, McGaw, and
Smith (1981) determined that “findings reported in jour-
nals are, on the average, one-third standard deviation more
disposed toward the favored hypothesis of the investi-
gators than findings reported in theses and dissertations”
(p. 67).

Such a selection bias toward submitting and/or pub-
lishing only statistically significant results leads to the
fear that “file drawers” are full of statistically insignif-
icant studies and that the published ones are the only
ones thatattain conventionalstatistical significance. Us-
ing measures of effect size, Rosenthal (1979) demon-
strates how to incorporate the possibility of “file drawer”
support for the null hypothesis into calculations of pos-
sible Type I error and concludes that, “when the number
of studies available grows large or the mean directional
Z (effect size) grows large, the file drawer hypothesis as
a plausible rival hypothesis can be safely ruled out” (p.
640). In contrast, with a small sampleofstatistically sig-
nificant studies, relatively few “filed” studies with “in-
significant” results would have to exist to yield a net
Statistically insignificant conclusion. For example, ac-
cording to Rosenthal, 15 studies with an average effect
size of Z = .50 have a combined Type Ierrorrate of Dp
= .026, but, if there were as few as six other studies
showing a mean effect size of .00, the overall set of
results would be judgedstatistically insignificant(i.e., p
> .05).

After one rechecksthe calculations (Rosenthal 1969),”

*Lest the reader doubt this, we ask the following question: After
having calculated, for example, an F-value that suggests your favored
research hypothesis is statistically significant, how likely are you to
recheck yourfigures, make sure your computer format statement was

the typical reaction to a failure to reject a null hypothesis
is to blame the failure on something wrong such as a
weak manipulation, a small sample size, or unreliable
measurement (McGuire 1973). Even when severalfail-
ures to reject a null hypothesis are reported in the lit-
erature, researchersstill cling to the alternative hypoth-
esis as the most likely (e.g., Cartwright 1973). Our
suspicion that marketing researchers suffer from a sim-
ilar bias is based on our inability to recall any instances
in whichit is widely agreed that a previously hypothe-
sized relationship does not hold. Apparently, results from
statistical significance tests are perceived to be valuable
when they support the favored hypothesis but are com-
monly discounted when they support the null.

The Need for Descriptive Statistics

A major problem in the use and reporting of classical
Statistical significance tests is that they commonly ap-
pear to dominate or even substitute for the data them-
selves. Frequently, tables of F-values are discussed be-
fore or instead of suchvital descriptive statistics as means
and confidence intervals. Such priority is clearly mis-
informing as well as misinformed. The major results of
any empirical study, regardless of whether the prime
purpose is description, prediction, or explanation, are
the descriptive statistics that indicate the nature and size
ofany obtained effects. As Sawyerand Ball (1981) sum-
marize, Statistical significance tests do not Say anything
about the size or importance of an effect. Lower Type
I error probabilities do not necessarily imply a largeref-
fect. A very small effect can be Statistically significant
with a sufficiently large sample; conversely, a sizable
effect can be judgedstatistically insignificant with a very
small sample. Effect size can be measured in many ways
including R*, w’, and other estimatesofthe ratio of ex-
plained to total variance; alternatively, various expres-
sions of the standardized mean difference between groups
such as Z or Cohen’s (1977) d values can be used (see
also Rosenthal and Rubin 1982).

Statistics and Individual Behavior

A final pointthat is occasionally overlooked about the
value ofstatistical significancetests is that they focus on
aggregate central tendencies andreflect little about in-
dividual behavior. One interesting wayto illustrate this
point is to consider Cohen’s (1977) U descriptive statis-
tic which measures the percentage overlap between two
distributions. Even with a reasonably large effectsize,
a large percentageofindividuals in two groupswill often
be essentially similar or ordered contrary to the direction
of the overall group mean. For example, Cohenstates
that a difference as large as .8 of a standard deviationis
relatively “large” for much social science research. Even
 

correct, etc.? Alternatively, how many hours have you spent checking
and rechecking data that failed to attain statistical significance? In-
terestingly, Rosenthal (1969) observed that when computationalerrors
occur, nearly three-fourths of those errors are in the direction of the
researcher’s hypothesis.
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with such a difference, however, 52.6% of the two pop-
ulations are overlapped. Thus, though marketing re-
searchers frequently conclude that, for example, new
product adopters are different from nonadopters in a cer-
tain way, it is almost always erroneous to concludethat
all adopters are different from all nonadopters in that
way and, in most instances, wrong to infer even that
most adopters are different in a given way. Althoughthis
is often the type of conclusion researchers wantto draw,
a Statistical significance test alone does not justify such

a conclusion.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Weoffer several recommendations designed to ad-
dress the problems discussed and to strengthen hypoth-
esis testing in marketing. First we present three consid-
erations for improving the use of classical statistical
significance tests against the null hypothesis. We then
describe and illustrate four research perspectives that
provide valuable additional information about research
questions: replication, Bayesian hypothesis testing, meta-
analysis, and strong inference.

Tests Against the Null Hypothesis

Wedo not recommend as do some writers (e.g., Carver
1978; Henkel 1976) that classical statistical significance
testing be discarded. Statistical significance testing is a
useful “act of discipline” (Cronbach and Snow 1977) to
sort out findings that may be worthy of more attention.
However, marketing researchers should become more
aware of the limited value of classical statistical signif-
icance tests. We offer three recommendations for im-
proved practice in the use of classical statistical tests

against the null hypothesis.
First, we support Kish’s (1959) recommendation of

two decades ago that the phrase “test against the null
hypothesis” be substituted for the ambiguousand poten-
tially misleading phrase “test of significance” to avoid
miscommunication about the proper meaning ofstatis-
tical tests. Furthermore, though results may be “statis-
tically significant” they should not be reported as “‘sig-
nificant” or “highly significant” which suggests that they
are valid or important or provide a measure of effect
size. Researchers also should avoid the misleading
impression of precision or objectivity by reporting the
exact statistical significance level to the fourth decimal
place.

Second, because point null hypotheses are of limited
value, a range rather than a point null hypothesis should
be employed if possible. A range null hypothesis re-
quires a decision in advance ofdata collection about the
lowest effect size that will be considered to be of con-
sequence or nontrivial. Any result within the range of

*Perhaps more value would be placed on the insights from studies
of individual behavior (e.g., Bettman 1974; Krugman 1971) if mar-
keting researchers were concerned less with statistical inference tests
than with the data themselves and descriptions of them.

effects smaller than the specified minimum would be
judged asevidencethatfails to reject the null hypothesis.
Even if the decision is an arbitrary one, such a practice
can lead to more meaningful use of tests against the null
hypothesis because the range constituting the null hy-
pothesis then becomesa respected alternative instead of
a “straw man.” At the very least, point null hypotheses
should be replaced by a directional hypothesis; a theory
that cannot generate at least a directional prediction is
unworthy of the term “theory.” As Meehl (1978, p. 825)
forcefully argues, “It is always more valuable to show
approximate agreement of observations with a theoreti-
cally predicted numerical point value, rank order, or
function form, than it is to compute a ‘precise proba-
bility’ that something merely differs from somethingelse.”
By recommending use of directional hypotheses, we

simply mean that investigators should make their expec-
tations explicit to both themselves and others instead of
following the traditional practice of stating hypotheses
in the null form. However, we do not want to appear to
support the practice of using one-tailed tests to prove
that, for example, a t-value of 1.69 is “significant.” Such
emphasis on p-values gives them undue importance and
diverts attention from effect size estimates. Furthermore,
the tentativeness of any marketing theory ought to be
recognized explicitly by more conservative two-tailed
statistical tests.
Third and most important, empirical results should be

described and analyzed suchthat the size and substantive
significance of obtained effects are emphasized and not
merely the p-values associated with the resulting test sta-
tistics. Presenting appropriate descriptive statistics such
as means, variances, confidence intervals, contrast es-
timates, and estimates of total variance accounted for by
a given variable before any inferentialstatistics can help
achieve the goal of a more complete description of re-
sults. Estimates of the power of an employed statistical
test to detect an effect of a chosen size can help the reader
to understand more fully the nature of the obtained re-
sults and to judge the precision of the chosen inferential
statistical test. Reporting statistical power is especially
important whenthestatistical analysis does not reject the
null hypothesis (Sawyer and Ball 1981).

Replication

More value should be placed on replication in mar-
keting research. We stated before that statistical signif-
icance testing does not provide evidence aboutthe repli-
cability of obtained results. Science, however, depends
on replication (cf. Lykken 1968; Smith 1970). If a result
is replicated sufficiently, statistical significance tests are
unimportant. As Stevens (1971, p. 440) stated:

In the long run, scientists tend to believe only those re-
sults that they can reproduce. There appears to be nobet-
ter option than to await the outcomeof replications.It is
probably fair to say that statistical tests of significance,
as they are so often miscalled, have never convinced a
scientist of anything.
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Tversky and Kahneman’s (1971) results indicate that
research scientists are overly confident about the future
replicability of a research result which favors thealter-
native hypothesis. Brown and Gaulden (1980) and Leone
and Schultz (1980) have cited the dearth of replication
in marketing research. Perhaps our field would not hold
replication in such low regard if we were properly less
naive and smug aboutthe interpretation and value oftests
against the null hypothesis.

In early stages of research on a given set of hy-
potheses, replications which comeasclose as possible
to the original study can be valuable for determining the
nature and extent of effects. However, even more val-
uable as well as moreefficient than exact replications
are balanced replications. Balanced replications com-
bine exact replications as control conditions with other
conditions which manipulate additional substantive and/or
methodological variables (see Carlsmith, Ellsworth, and
Aronson 1976).

In several recent marketing studies researchers have
used replication and statistical analysis of survey data in
a manner similar to several of our recommendations.
Dodson, Tybout, and Sternthal (1978) used economic
utility and self-perception theories to predict and test a
series of hypotheses about brand switching after pur-
chasers either used a media-distributed coupon, bought
during a cents-off deal, or redeemed a cents-off package
coupon. Self-perception theory made successful (and un-
intuitive) predictions that repeat purchase probability
would decrease, not increase, after a purchase with a
media-distributed coupon. Results were replicated suc-
cessfully over two product classes. Although the authors
carefully conducted statistical tests of the data, they
properly placed emphasis on the data and effect mag-
nitudes.

Bagozzi (1978) similarly used theory from a variety
of sources to generate several specific hypotheses about
salesforce performance andsatisfaction. Bagozzi care-
fully replicated his results across test and validation sub-
samples of two different samples of salespeople which
differed in terms of experience and need for planning
and motivation. The analysis also properly emphasized
estimates of effect size such as beta coefficients and R?.
Ryans and Weinberg’s (1979) analysis of determinants
of territory sales response shares many of the aforemen-
tioned qualities, as do Della Bitta, Monroe, and Mc-
Ginnis’ (1981) replicated experiments aboutdifferent ways
to advertise a price reduction. Finally, Eskin and Bar-
on’s (1977) series of replicated field experiments which
factorially manipulated both price and advertising ex-
penditures is an excellent example of how replications
can strengthen confidence in the external validity of a
given result—especially when theresultis unanticipated
such as the price-advertising interaction effect they found
in three of four experiments. Eskin (personal commu-
nication, 1982) has recently gathered information on about
40 experiments with retail advertising and pricing that
further replicate the results of Eskin and Baron.

Bayesian Hypothesis Testing

In applied problems, when replications are not pos-
sible before a decision must be made, the use of Baye-
sian statistics instead of classical statistics is highly ad-
visable. However, Bayesian statistics ought not to be
confined to applied decision problems. Bayesian anal-
ysis affords several advantages in theoretical research that
may not be appreciated by many marketing researchers.

Unlike classical statistical significance testing, the
Bayesian approach doesestimate a continuous likelihood
of p(H/E) and does not necessitate a dichotomous de-
cision that the null hypothesis is either completely false
or true (Edwards, Lindman, and Savage 1963; Iverson
1970). The Bayesian approach directly compares the null
and alternative hypotheses and allows one to consider
more fully the possibility that the null hypothesis is true.
Becausethe posterior distribution may be influenced by
the subjective prior probabilities of an individual re-
searcher, some researchers mayreject Bayesian statistics
for scientific analyses of theoretical propositions. How-
ever, as discussed before, classical statistical tests are
not free from subjective decisions that can influence re-
sults. Bayesianstatistics at least force the researcher to
specify clearly in the prior distribution any subjectivity
that enters the analysis, and allow a determination of the
effects of subjective choices on the final conclusions
(Iverson 1970). Furthermore, the subjective nature of prior
probability estimates can be reduced by adopting a prior
distribution which is essentially “flat” or insensitive in
the mostlikely region of effect and which does not favor
one extreme over another (Phillips 1973).
Greenwald (1975a,b,c) has demonstrated the greater

flexibility of Bayesian hypothesis testing for making a
decision between two relevant and feasible hypotheses
in theoretical research, and how the Bayesian approach
can provide more useful information than classical sta-
tistical significance tests when oneis analyzing a series
of replications. Greenwald (1975c) cited as one example
the research of Layton and Turnbull (1975), who con-
ducted two nearly identical experiments which manip-
ulated two independent variables. They found only one
small main effect in the first experiment and nostatis-
tically significant effects in the second experiment. Lay-
ton and Turnbull concludedthat, given the results, they
were “left with no alternative but to consider these stud-
les inconclusive regardingthe effects of the experimental
manipulations” (p. 178).
Greenwald disputed Layton and Turnbull’s conclusion

and suggested that reliance on classicalstatistical tests
was to blame for their failure to conclude something from
the data of more than 400 subjects in two well-conducted
experiments. In his Bayesian reanalysis, Greenwald first
defined the minimum effect sizes that the experiments
were able to detect. Then, for the first experiment, he
formulated a flat prior probability distribution that was
not subjectively biased in favor of either the null oral-
ternative hypotheses. He next computed a likelihood
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function and a posterior probability distribution for each
effect from the data and tested each of the hypotheses
in terms of the odds computed from the posterior distri-
bution. The same analysis was performed on the data
from the second experiment except that the posterior dis-
tributions from the first experiment were used as the priors
for the second analysis. The final posterior odds in favor
of the null hypothesis were 7.8 to 1 for one independent
variable and 23.3 to 1 for the other. Greenwald thus con-
cluded that the chances of obtaining results supportive
of the alternative hypotheses for either effect were very
low. Whereasthe original classical statistical analysis re-
sulted in a decision that the findings were inconclusive,
Greenwald’s Bayesian statistical analysis led to a more
definitive conclusion that the effects of the variables in
question were likely very small and that, if one wanted
to test the likelihood of a null hypothesis, it was much

more probable than the alternative.
Unfortunately, only a few published studies in mar-

keting research have employed Bayesian statistics to test
hypotheses. An excellent recent example of the advan-
tage of the Bayesian over the classical approach in ap-
plied marketing research is discussed by Blattberg (1979)
and Ginter et al. (1981). Banks (1965) also gives an ex-
tensive example (which wastaken from Schlaifer’s 1961
textbook), as does Roberts (1963). One exception to the
non-utilization of Bayesian hypothesis testing in mar-
keting is Levitt’s (1972) reanalysis of his hypotheses about
source credibility in industrial selling with Bayesian sta-
tistics. Levitt’s Bayesian analysis helped to describe bet-
ter the experimental results without the typical marketing
research use of an insignificant classical statistical test
as a barrier to examining the data for any valuable in-
formation (Zeisel 1955). More marketing researchers
ought to use the Bayesian approach.

Meta-Analysis

Researchers’ undue reliance on classical statistical tests
is illustrated in many literature reviews. Traditional lit-
erature reviews often focus on counting the numberof
studies in a given area which do and donotfind statis-
tically significant relationships or differences. However,
this approach ignores many of the issues we haveraised
and can result in misleading conclusions. As Meehl (1978)
states, “When a reviewertries to ‘make theoretical sense’
out of such a table of favorable and adverse significance
test results, what the reviewer is actually engaged in,
willy-nilly or unwittingly, is meaningless substantive
constructions on the properties of the statistical power
function, and almost nothing else” (p. 823). An alter-
native approach for summarizing previous empirical
studies is meta-analysis (Glass, McGaw, and Smith 1981,
Houston, Peter, and Sawyer 1983).

Meta-analysis involves a quantitative review of a re-
search question and focuses on the obtained effect sizes
in previous studies on the topic. In a meta-analysis one
attempts to obtain all previous empirical studies pertain-
ing to the research question, including if possible both

published and unpublished work. The researcher using
meta-analysis seeks general conclusions while searching
for methodological conditions and substantive variables
that might measurably moderate any observed main ef-
fects. To the extent that included studies are of varied
quality, study characteristics ought to be coded as well
as possible so that the size and direction of any effects
of study quality can be assessed in the meta-analysis. A
variety of quantitative criteria (includingstatistical tests)
have been suggested for summarizing results. However,
Glass, McGaw,and Smith (1981) and Rosenthal (1978)
emphasize descriptive statistics—such as the mean effect
size across a set of studies. This approach is useful not
only for summarizing previous research findings but also
for disentangling conflicting results and conclusions where
the conflict has arisen from some studies showing sta-
tistical significance and others failing to do so.
An excellent recent example of this systematic ap-

proach to literature review is Hyde’s (1981) meta-anal-
ysis of previous studies of whether males or females are
superior in terms of several dimensionsof cognitive abil-
ity. Authors of previous qualitative literature reviews had
concluded that differences in various abilities were “well-
established.” However, Hyde found very small effect
sizes. Hyde suggested that traditional literature reviews
based simply on the numberof studies yielding statis-
tically significant results may have misleadingly com-
municated the impression that the moderately consistent
statistically significant sex differences were large when
in fact they explained only from | to 4% of the variance
and averaged less than .5 of the population standard de-
viation. Hyde concludedthat, “of course, a small effect
mightstill be a important one. But at least the reader
would have the option of deciding whethera statistically
significant effect was large enough to merit further at-
tention, either in teaching or in research” (p. 900).

A marketing meta-analysis that focused on effect size
was Clarke’s (1976) review of research assessing the du-
ration of advertising effects on sales. Clarke’s award-
winning meta-analysis made an impact because his prime
focus was on three substantive questions: how long do
advertising effects last; do other variables interact with
those effects; and, if so, how do these interacting vari-
ables affect advertising carryover? Clarke analyzed 69
studies, including some for which the effects of adver-
tising were notstatistically significant. This meta-anal-
ysis yielded several importantinsights not available from
a moretraditional qualitative literature review (e.g., Pol-
lay 1979). First, the results indicated that the estimate
of the duration of advertising effect was contingent upon
the data interval. Shorter intervals (weekly, monthly, or
bimonthly) indicated shorter estimates of the duration of
advertising effects than longer data intervals (quarterly,
annually). Perhaps most important, Clarke was able to
conclude that, contrary to past beliefs, advertising ef-
fects are likely to last for no more than three to nine
months and not years. Clarke summarized bystating that,
although he had to make some subjective decisions in
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order to produce comparable model specifications, “In
isolation, none of the papers gives a satisfactory answer
to the question of how long advertising affects sales. By
putting them together, as has been done here, one achieves
greater confidence in the result” (p. 355).

Several meta-analyses in marketing research have been
reported recently. Yu and Cooper (1983) analyzed the
effects of several variables on survey responserates after
examining 497 response rates from 93 research studies.
One conclusion was that, as would be expected intui-
tively, personal and telephone interviews obtained higher
rates of response than mail surveys. However, Yu and
Cooper’s meta-analysis was able to estimate the size of
that and other effects 2s well as support their presence.
Sudman and Bradburn (1974) performed an extensive
meta-analysis which investigated the influence of 46 in-
dependent variables on response effects. Other recent
meta-analyses in marketing research include investiga-
tions of 37 multiattribute attitude model studies (Farley,
Lehman, and Ryan 1981), four studies examining the
Howard-Sheth theory of buyer behavior (Farley, Leh-
man, and Ryan 1982), 28 studies of price perception
(Monroe and Krishnan 1983), and seven studies of the
relationship of information search and prior product ex-
perience to familiarity (Reilly and Conover 1983).

A systematic meta-analysis can go beyondtraditional
literature reviews which focusonstatistical significance
and, in fact, can give a more objective and sometimes
different description of results. For example, Rousseau
and Redfield’s (1980) meta-analysis of the effects of
cognitive-level questions on achievementtest scores re-
vealed an average effect size of a half of a standard de-
viation, whereas a traditional analysis of the samelit-
erature indicated no effect (Winne 1979). Cooper and
Rosenthal (1980) conducted an experiment in which 39
professional researchers analyzed seven studies in either
a traditional qualitative manner or with a meta-analysis.
The researcher subjects were asked to focus on the av-
erage effect size in terms of a Z-score and the average
statistical probability of such an effect. Even with this
relatively small number of studies to review, the quali-
tative reviewers formed much different and much less
correct impressions about the presence and nature of the
relationship between the two variables addressed in the
seven studies. Finally, in addition to affording poten-
tially greater objectivity, the use of effect size measures
in meta-analysis can suggest point values or ranges that
can be compared in subsequent empirical research.

Strong Inference

Although rigorous meta-analyses may increase the
likelihood that point value or range predictions can be
formulated such that a test of a given theory or hypoth-
esized explanation can go beyondrejections of the null
hypothesis, few areas in marketing and consumer re-
search are amenable to such precision at the present time
(see Houston, Peter, and Sawyer 1983). However, some
situations may at least allow a sorting out of the best

currently available theoretical explanation or model from
several alternatives.

Platt (1964) advocates strong inference as a useful
procedure to augment conventionaltests against the null
hypothesis. This approach involves comparing compet-
ing hypotheses with each other where support for one
hypothesis (theory) implies rejection of others. The pro-
cess of strong inference includes the following steps: (1)
devising alternative hypotheses, (2) devising a crucial
experiment(or several of them) with alternative possible
outcomes each of which will, as nearly as possible, ex-
clude one or more of the hypotheses or explanations, (3)
carrying out the experiment so as to get a clean result,
(4) recycling the procedure, making subhypotheses or
sequential hypotheses to refine the possibilities that re-
main, and so on. Though the approach soundssimple,
much ingenuity clearly is needed to implementthis re-
search strategy. However, several examples of the ap-
proach are reported in the marketing and consumer be-
haviorliterature.

An excellent example of strong inference in hypoth-
esis testing is the investigation of the low-ball technique
by Cialdini et al. (1978). The authors observed that au-
tomobile sales dealers induce final compliance by get-
ting customersto decide initially to purchase at a lower
price and thento retain that compliance whentheprice
advantage is removed. Cialdini et al. used a strong in-
ference design and the results supported an explanation
that initial commitmentcreates a resistance to change in
future behavior but not necessarily a more positive at-
titude. At least as important in terms of strong inference
is the fact that the results also rejected the plausibility
of the other three explanations of the obtained low-ball
effect. Burger and Petty (1981) further refined the con-
clusions of Cialdini et al. with a strong inference ex-
periment which supported an explanation that an unful-
filled obligation to the person requesting the behavior,
not a commitmentto the initial target behavior, is re-
sponsible for the effectiveness of the low-ball technique.

Another strong inference design directly confronted
the Fishbein belief-evaluation multiattribute attitude model
with the adequacy-importance approach (Bettman, Ca-
pon, and Lutz 1975). This study examined how role-
playing subjects formed attitudes toward fictitious brands
from given attribute information. The authors used within-
individual analyses of variance and w* estimates of ex-
plained variance to classify individuals on the basis of
how attribute information was utilized. Their research
revealed that the multiplicative model was by far the best
description ofthe individuals’ information processing and
that the Fishbein model was superior to the adequacy-
importance model.

Even if use of a strong inference design to test alter-
native theories is not feasible, one mayat least be able
to compare a sample result with the value predicted by
a given theory or model instead of simply testing whether
the result is statistically significantly different from zero.
In addition, the predictions of competing or alternative
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models can be compared with each other (Armstrong
1979). One such system ofstatistical analysis is Joreskog
and Sérbom’s (1978) maximum likelihood estimation of
structural equations to test causal models involving
unobservable variables (Bagozzi 1980; Bentler 1980).
This approach requires explicit specification of the com-
plex interrelationships among measured and unobserva-
ble variables and thus strong theory is needed. Sawyer
and Page (1983) summarize how various measures of
effect size can augmentstatistical tests of the fit of sam-

ple data to theoretical models.

LIMITATIONS OF OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Wehavearguedfor practices and priorities which dif-
fer from current conduct and reporting of empirical re-
search in marketing. Statistics should be used to illu-
minate rather than obscure data, and we hope that our
recommendations can help to achieve this goal. How-
ever, we also recognize that there are limitations and
problems with any type of hypothesis testing and our
recommendations are no exception. In this section we
briefly review some of these problems.

Wehaveargued for increased use and reporting of de-
scriptive statistics in marketing research. Though such
reporting conflicts with the limited space in journals, space
constraints should not prevent the inclusion of sufficient
information for replication and/or inclusion of the study
in a subsequent meta-analysis. If journal space con-
straints preclude the complete description of a study’s
results, perhaps the journal could require andstore per-
tinent method information, data, andstatistics to aid in-
quiring researchers. We acknowledge, however, that even
simple descriptive statistics can sometimes be mislead-
ing. For example, averaging many individuals who ex-
hibit “all-at-once” learning patterns, albeit at a varying
numberoftrials, would result in the incorrect conclusion
that individuals learn at a gradual rate (Baloff and Becker
1967).
There are several difficulties in the quantification,

interpretation, and generalization of effect size mea-
sures. Some such measures estimate the ratio of ex-
plained to total variance. In quantifying the amount of

explained variance (such as R? or w’), researchers must
realize that tota] variance is increased by measurement
and treatment unreliability, heterogeneous subjects, and
poorly controlled research procedures (O’Grady 1982;
Sechrest and Yeaton 1981a,b). Experimental researchers
also can influence the amount of explained variance by
restricting or magnifying the manipulation of an inde-
pendent variable. Independent variables which are qual-
itative or categorical present particular interpretation
problems. Such variables often have no conceptually
meaningful or practically important characteristics in
commonwithin or across studies; the numberof “levels”
of such variablesis infinite and any estimates of the “size”
of their effects are very difficult to interpret. Finally, the
problemsof the influence of individual characteristics of

particular studies and manipulations within a study make
it very difficult to generalize effect sizes meaningfully
or to compare them acrossa set of different studies (such
as in a meta-analysis). However effect sizes are esti-
mated, these descriptive statistics are more generalizable
if the levels of the independent variable are a random
subsetofall levels of interest (Glass and Hakstian 1969)
and orthogonal to other independent variables (Green,
Carroll, and DeSarbo 1978; LaTour 1981a).

Fortunately, other measures of effect size are avail-
able. Rosenthal (1978) discusses the advantagesand dis-
advantages of nine relatively simple methods of sum-
marizing results including three estimates of effect size.
These methods include addingt-test statistics, Z-values,
and weighted Z-values. LaTour (1981a,b) recommends
the use of a contrast estimate to quantify effect size be-
cause it eliminates many of the problems of explained
variance estimates. Glass, McGaw,and Smith (1981, p.
102) recently concluded that, “The findings of compar-
ative experiments are probably best expressed as stan-
dardized mean differences between pairs of treatment
differences.” Most of these methodsthat do not estimate
the proportion of explained variance seem most appro-
priate for simple research designsandare difficult to use
and interpret with more complex designs (Glass and

Hakstian 1969).
Some limitations of our other recommendations

should also be noted. Though webelieve that replication
research is very important, recognition for conducting
replications seems to be lacking in marketing research.
Also, it is very unlikely that all sources of variance in
research involving human subjects can be specified or
controlled. Thus, replications can never exactly dupli-
cate prior research conditions, and different results may
be obtained. Such conflicting results can lead to con-
fusion rather than consensus. Of course, confusion is better
than the acceptance ofa single result as conclusive, and
subsequent meta-analyses may be able to determine the
source of the conflict in results.

Webelieve Bayesian hypothesis testing is useful, but
also recognize that researchers need to have a high de-
gree of mathematical sophistication to understand and
apply the approach. It is clearly not an approach which
is amenable to canned computer programs and is thus
difficult for researchers to use.

In addition to the problem of meaningfully comparing
effect sizes, a meta-analysis often encounters other for-
midable obstacles. One problem is the search for a cen-
sus of studies including the unpublished ones that are
likely to have smaller effect sizes. For studies that are
available, information is often insufficient for calculat-
ing effect sizes and study authors must be contacted. Un-
fortunately, it is also often difficult to obtain sufficiently
detailed descriptions of the study method and to code
these study characteristics so that their effects can be as-
sessed in the meta-analysis. Small samples and con-
founded study characteristics makeit difficult to disen-
tangle main effects across studies, as well as complex
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interactions. An opposite problem is that,if all surveyed
studies use the same procedure,the effect of that method
cannot be assessed (e.g., Cartwright 1973). One impor-
tant outcome of a meta-analysis might be a specification
of types of studies that would fill a void and allow an
examination of the effects of variables that cannot cur-
rently be meaningfully evaluated.

It should be obvious that a meta-analysis, though
quantitative, depends on manysubjective researcher de-
cisions and affords much opportunity for disagreement.
Perhaps because the publication of a meta-analysis car-
ries an aura offinality, researchers very commonly dis-
agree about the many decisions involved in a meta-anal-
ysis and, hence, challenge the conclusions. For example,
Stanley and Benbow (1982) challenged Hyde’s (1981)
meta-analysis of gender differences in quantitative abil-
ity and Weinberg and Weiss (1982) disputed someof the
analysis decisions in Clarke’s (1976) meta-analysis of
advertising carryover as well asthe statistical validity of
his conclusions.‘

Finally, though strong inference designs are superior
to test against the null hypothesis, often theoriesare in-
commensurable and hence cannot be confronted empir-
ically. In addition, even strong inference designs can ob-
tain conflicting results. For example, Mazis, Ahtola, and
Klippel (1975) compared four formulations of multiat-
tribute attitude models and concluded that the adequacy-
importance model yielded better predictions than the
Fishbein model. This conclusion conflicts with the find-
ings of Bettman, Capon, and Lutz (1975).
Though the preceding discussion is by no means a

completelist of limitations, the problems noted should
serve as a reminderof onecritical fact: there is no uni-
versal approach to hypothesis testing which can guar-
antee a meaningful empiricaltest or offer fully objective
analysis and description of results. Some approachesare
better than others for particular problems. As we have
illustrated, biases in choosing an approach and the de-
cisions made in implementing it have an extremely im-
portant influence on conclusions from the data. Thus, if
possible, researchers ought to use multiple approaches
to testing hypotheses and reporting the results.

SUMMARY

Several issues related to the interpretation and value
ofstatistical significance testing are reviewed. Although
properly applied statistical significance tests are useful
aids in drawing inferences and for signalling relation-
ships which need further study, they are not sufficient
for falsifying hypotheses or judging research results. De-

“Thoughthe statistical models involved in the exchange between
Weinberg and Weiss and Clarke (1982) are very sophisticated, the
arguments pertain to important basic ideas discussed in this article
aboutstatistical power, whether failure to reject the null hypothesis
implies that the null hypothesis is true, and the need for testing results
against theoretically based point value predictions instead of merely
comparing results against a zero point null hypothesis.

spite the fact that many of these ideas have been dis-
cussed previously, many researchers, including those in
marketing, continue to ignore them. Attention should be
placed on the data themselves andtheir descriptions. In
stead of relying solely on classical inferential statistics,
researchers should make added useofreplication, Baye-
Sian Statistics, meta-analysis, and strong inference to
provide more meaningful examination of theoretical
questions in marketing research.
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Explaining Delinquent Involvement

A Consideration of Suppressor Effects

WendyL. Lipton and M. Dwayne Smith

A common goal of delinquency theories has been the search for
underlying etiological factors which motivate or impel youths to engage in

delinquent behavior. Much effort has been expended in the developmentof

these theories, resulting in a discipline rich in theoretical perspectives. Indeed,
the study of delinquencycan neverbe accusedofbeing an atheoretical pursuit;
in fact, choosing from among a wide variety of theoretical orientations
constitutes a major decision for most researchers.

In recent years, a movementhas occurred away from the developmentof
new delinquency theories toward the testing of existing theories. In many
respects, this trend is long overdue; while theoretical formulations have been
numerous, carefully devised empirical tests of specific theories have beenall

too rare (Gibbons, 1976).

The purpose of this empirical scrutiny has been directed toward not only
establishing a preference for one theory over another, butalso for providing a
reliable set of variables that may be used to predict delinquent behavior.
Unfortunately, the results of most empirical studies of delinquent behavior
have beenless than satisfactory. Regardless of the particular theory, or even
synthesis of theories, being tested, few studies have accounted for more than
30 percent of the variance in delinquentactivities among various samplesof
youths(cf. Jensen, 1972; Elliott and Voss, 1974; Conger, 1976; Hepburn, 1976;

Minor, 1977; Cernkovich, 1978; Linden, 1978; Aultman and Wellford, 1979;
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Johnson, 1979; Shoveretal., 1979; Wiatrowskiet al., 1981).!

It may be that these results should not be that disappointing. Schuessler
(1971) has warned that the validity of a model cannot necessarily be
ascertained from its predictive efficiency (ie., its R?). Further, several
researchers have posited that the search for deep-seated etiologies of
delinquency may be in vain because, for the vast majority of youths,
delinquency is much moreof a spontaneous,situational act than a long-term
pattern of behavior (e.g., Matza, 1964; Briar and Piliavin, 1965; Gold, 1970).

Nevertheless, most delinquency researchers assume that there are
underlying factors that somehow determine one’s propensity toward
delinquentbehavior, and that empirical models which accountforthese factors
should providestatistical results indicative of more than moderate (at best)
predictive power. The inability to demonstrate this adequately has apparently
takenits toll. Lotz (1979), for instance, has provided evidence which seemsto
indicate the developmentofa new pessimism amongdelinquencyresearchers.
A componentof this pessimism specifies that it may be impossible to understand
delinquency or, consequently, to provide ameliorative programsto deal with
this phenomenon.

Before abandoninga centralpursuit of the discipline, however, it may be
worthwhile to consider (and reconsider) someof the difficulties which plague
delinquency research. While manyofthese difficulties are commontoall social
research efforts, there are some with particular ramifications for the study of
delinquency(Hirschi and Selvin, 1967). The purposeofthis report is to discuss
one area which has heretofore been neglected—thestatistical issue of
suppression—and to demonstrate how this issue has both statistical and
theoretical implications for the developmentofmodelsofdelinquent behavior.

THE ISSUE OF SUPPRESSION

Whether a model of delinquencyis an operationalization of a specific
theory ora compilation of elements from several perspectives, the central focus
of the research is on the dependentvariable in the model. Since the goalis to
predict delinquent involvement, variables which do not displaystatistically
significant and/or substantive correlations with the delinquency measure tend
to be excluded from the models.

Hereinlies a possible problem—wehaveoften failed to recognizeortest
for the possibility of suppressor effects. Ourinability to detect relationships
between certain factors and delinquency may be dueto the fact that we are
leaving out key variables which serve as suppressors in the relationship
between delinquency and the variable(s) in question. A consideration of the
*tiologies of our predictor variables could lead to a discovery of additional
delinquency correlates (and ultimately higher R’s), particularly if our
oredictors are serving as suppressorvariables. This report offers an empirical
-xample of how we might approachthe issue of suppression in delinquency
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research by considering the relationships between social class, educational
experiences, and delinquent involvement.

A Note on Suppression

The phenomenon of suppression is usually ignored in statistical
discussions and remains an ambiguousconcept to manysocialscientists. Since

this statistical oddity serves as the focusof this study, a few explanatory notes

maybein order.
The concept of suppression has beenclassically describedasa situation

in which a given independent variable serves to weaken or conceal a

relationship between twoothervariables (Rosenberg, 1968:65). Thestatistical

explanation of suppression is perhaps most broadly presented by Cohen and

Cohen (1975:87-91). Their discussion describes three types of suppression:

classical, net, and cooperative.

Classical suppression: Where the correlation between the dependent
variable (Y) and one independentvariable (X, ) is equal to zero, its correlation
with another independent variable (X,) is greater than zero, and the

correlation between X, and X, does not equal zero. “In spite of its zero
correlation with Y, X, increases the variance accounted for in Y by
‘suppressing’ someof the variance in X, that is irrelevant to Y” (p. 87).

Net suppression: In this situation, all correlations in the equation are
positive. Although the correlation between Y and X, is positive, “the function
of X, in the multiple correlation and regression is primarily in suppressing a
portion ofthe variancein X, that is irrelevant to (uncorrelated with) Y” (p. 89).

Cooperative suppression: Where “the independentvariables are mutually
enhancing . .. and each variable accounts for a larger proportion of the Y
variancein the presenceof the other than it does alone”(p. 91). This situation

occurs when the independentvariables correlate negatively with each other
and positively with Y (or vice-versa).

A suppressoreffect is detectable through a comparison of zero-order
correlations and multivariate (standardized) regression coefficients. Typically,
a comparison of these coefficients would reveal the value of the regression
coefficient to be between the range of zero and the value of the zero-order
correlation; however,if a suppressoreffect exists, the result of controlling for
additional predictors will be to reverse the sign of the coefficient and/or to
increase the valueof the coefficient such that it goes outside the expected range
definedin the bivariate situation. Such a finding would be in contrast to what
would normally be expected in hierarchical regression analyses, where the
inclusion of additional predictors would be expectedto decrease the effect of the
exogenous variable(s) (see Alwin and Hauser, 1975).

In sum, whenvariations in suppressorvariablesare held constant, we are

able to obtain a truerpicture of the effects of an independentvariable on the
specified dependentvariable.
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AN EXAMPLE OF SUPPRESSION

One of the more controversial issues in the delinquencyliterature
concerns the relationship between social class and delinquent behavior.
Regardlessof the failure of many contemporarystudiesto detect relationship
betweenclass and delinquency, criminologists have been hesitant to remove
such a powerfulvariable from their models. This is understandablein light of
the fact that the relationship betweenclass origin and life-cycle experiences has
been well documented (e.g., Kerckhoff, 1972; Elder, 1974).

The weight of the current evidence would seem to suggest that such a
relationship doesexist (Hindelanget al., 1979; Braithwaite, 1981), althoughitis
not nearly as simple nor direct as had been assumed.Still, a large numberof
studies, particularly those utilizing self-report measures, havefailed to detect a
relationship betweensocial class and delinquent behavior(Tittle et al., 1978).

Thereare several possible explanationsforthisfailure, not the least of whichis
the difficulty in measuring social class in a society whereclass distinctions are
becoming increasingly blurred. However, the inability of previous studies to
uncover an association between social class and delinquency may have been
dueto their failure to consider variables which could serve as suppressorsin
this relationship. It is possible that social origins doaffect an adolescent's
propensity to commit delinquentacts, and thatthe inability to justify this claim
empirically derives from a failure to control for factors which operate to
suppresstheclass effects.

The Educational Arena

The task of searching for suppressors becomes one of determining
factors which are related to both the dependent and independentvariables.
Since educational experiences are among the most consistently documented

correlates of both delinquency andsocial class, it would seem plausible to
consider school-related variables as possible suppressorsin this relationship.

The school and delinquency. A review of the delinquencyliterature reveals
a long history of theroretical and empirical inquiries regarding the relationship
between school experiences and delinquent behavior(see Phillips and Kelley
[1979] for a review of this literature). One method of operationalizing

educational experiences stems from Hirschi’s (1969) conceptualization of what
he terms “attachmentto school.” According to Hirschi, academic performance
and mentalability are both related to delinquent involvement, but a failure in
academic pursuits does not necessarily lead to the commission of
delinquentacts. He arguesthata better indicator of propensity to delinquency
is the degree of an adolescent’s attachmentto school; i.e., the extent to which

the adolescent is affectionally tied to his teachers and considers education
important.

A number of research efforts have supported Hirschi’s contention

regarding attachmentto school. Low delinquencyhas beenreported as being
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associated with suchfactorsas positive attitudes toward school(Frease, 1972),
perceived importance of education (Krohn and Massey, 1980), and numberof

hours spent on homework(Polk and Halferty, 1966). Conversely, high rates of
delinquency have been shownto covary with a lack of commitment to school
and adult values (Polk and Halferty, 1966) and to alienation from the
educationalsphere(Elliott and Voss, 1974). Thus it would seem that the greater
the adolescent’s interpersonal and behavioral attachment to the educational
sphere, the less likely he or she will be to engage in delinquent behavior.

Educational experiences and social class. The literature regarding the
relationship between social class and educational experiencesclearly suggests
that the lowerthe level of the adolescent'sclass origins, the less likely he or she
is to succeed (or even want to succeed) in school. There is an extensive

literature regarding the relationship between social class and educational

aspirations and attainments, and a numberof researchers have noted a strong
association between family status and preparation for, attitudes toward, and
success within the educational arena (Becker, 1952; Clausen, 1968; Sewell et

al., 1969; Alexanderet al., 1978).

Insofar as children internalize the values and motives of their parents
early in the socialization process, and since the family is largely responsible for
preparing the child for entry into the educational sphere, then a relationship
could be expected between the degree to which adolescents are attached to
school and thesocial class of their parents.

The dilemma. If educational experiences are related to both class and
delinquency, then it would seem logical to assume that attachmentto school
would serve as somesort of link between the two. The question, however,is

“what kind of link?” As Tittle et al. (1979) note in their work,

... there does seem to be an empirical relationship between class origin and
academic performance in high school. There also seemsto be a consistent and
strong association between academic performance and delinquency. . . .
Therefore, it should follow that there would bea strongclass origin/deliquency
association, but of course, our paper showsthatin general sucha relationship has
not been demonstrated. Either the origin/performance or the performance/
delinquency association is in error or some rather complex interactions are
involved which need to be sorted out empirically. (670)

The following discussion presents such an approachforsorting out these
(and other) relationships by considering the possibility that educational
experiencesserve to suppressthe relationship betweenclass and delinquency.

Statement of the Problem

If we were to accept the existing evidence that there is no relationship

between social class and delinquency, then the purpose of specifying

attachmentto school as a link between the two would be to explicate a simple
flow of causation from social class to attachmentto delinquency.” Theresulting
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Figure 1. Representation of the Causal Relationships Between Social Class,
Attachment to School, and Delinquent Involvement, as Suggested by the
Literature

SOCIAL + ATTACHMENT — DELINQUENT
CLASS FF To SCHOOL > INVOLVEMENT

 

Figure 2. Theoretical Possibility for the Function of Attachmentto Schoolas a
Suppressor in a Model of Delinquent Involvement*

 

+
SOCIAL DELINQUENT
CLASS INVOLVEMENT

4 /

ATTACHMENT
TO SCHOOL

 

*Brokenpath indicates the effect is due to the inclusion of attachmentto school in the
model.

oom

model would showthat low delinquencyis a function of the negative influence
of attachmentto school andthat attachment to schoolis caused bythe positive
effect of social class. Since we would assumethat class and delinquencyare
unrelated, however, the model which specifies attachment to school as an

independent, endogenousvariable would not specify a direct path from social
class to delinquent involvement (see Figure 1).

In testing for suppressoreffects, on the other hand, we begin with the
assumption that there is some association between social class and
delinquency, but that it is being obscured(i.e., “suppressed”) by some other
factor(s). Thus, unlike the model which denotes attachmentto schoolas simply

intervening between class and delinquency, our model wouldspecify a direct
causal path from social class to delinquent involvement, as shown in Figure 2.

Attachment as a suppressor. To conceptualize attachment to schoolas a

suppressorin the relationship between social class and delinquent behavioris
to assumethatclass differencesin levels of delinquency are revealed when
variations in degrees of attachment to school are held constant, i.e., the zero-

orderrelationship is equalto zero butthe first-order partial is positive. Across

levels of attachment, we would expect lower-class youths to be significantly
more likely to engage in delinquentacts than their higher class counterparts

(or vice-versa). Controlling for attachment to school would serveto partial out

those youths whodonotfit into the pattern of expectations(e.g., lower-class
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youths with higher levels of attachment and low rates ot delinquency),

permitting a class effect to emerge.

In summary,a theoretical argument could be madethatthe relationship

of attachmentto school to both social class and delinquency maybe obscuring

the association between class origins and delinquent behavior. Empirical

support for this argument would beobtainedif a bivariate correlation between

class and delinquency wassignificantly improved upon whencontrolling for

attachment to school.

TESTING FOR SUPPRESSION

Data

Data for this example are taken from the Youth in Transition (YIT)

project, a five-wave panel study which follows youths from age 16 through
young adulthood (see Bachmanetal., 1978). This example utilizes data from
the first two wavesof the study, incorporating a national sampleof 1,592 white
male adolescents.’ Information regarding the respondents’ socio-demographic
and behavioral and attitudinal characteristics with respect to education is
available in the initial wave (Fall, 1966) of the YIT data. In order better to

approximate the causal mechanism,the delinquency measure (which provides
retrospective self-reports of delinquent behavior) is taken from the second
wave (Spring, 1968) of the study.

Operationalization of the Variables

The dependent variable for this study, self-reported delinquency
(DELINQUENCY), is a composite of eight items measuring involvementin

acts of theft and vandalism. Social class (SEL) is operationalized through a

composite index of six components measuring socioeconomic level.
Attachment to school is conceptualized as an unmeasured construct and is
operationalized by utilizing individual items and indexes which have been
suggested as indicators of attachment to school in previous research efforts
(see The school and delinquency above). These are: academic performance
(GPA), perceived teachers’ interest in the respondent (TEACHERS), the

respondents’ perception of the value and importance of education
(IMPORTED), the respondents’ commitmentto finishing school (COMMITTED)
and actualtime spent doing homework (HOMEWORK). Further specifications
of the variables utilized are provided in the Appendix and in Bachmanetal.
(1978).
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Table 1. Bivariate Correlation Matrix
 

 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. SEL _

2. GPA .248 —

3. TEACHERS .106 134 —

4. IMPORTED 147 .278 175 —

5. COMMITTED 159 126 107 .230 —

6. HOMEWORK 139 .216 153 174 105 —

7. DELINQUENCY .016* -100 -.061 -—141 -075 -161 —
 

*Nonsignificant at p<.05

Results

Bivariate relationships. Correlations among the elements are presented in
Table 1. In keeping with the literature, these results indicate that the
attachment to school variables (i.e, GPA, TEACHERS, IMPORTED,

COMMITTED, and HOMEWORK)are negatively related to DELINQUENCY.

Further, and of particular importance, the correlation between SEL and
DELINQUENCY(.016) is nonsignificant and effectively zero.

Taken at face value, the zero-order correlation indicates that there is no
relationship betweensocial class and delinquent involvement. Thelogical (and
rather typical) reaction to this finding would be to exclude social class from
subsequentanalyses. Asthe following discussion will suggest, however, sucha

decision would be premature..
Multivariate expectations. If attachmentto schoolservesas a suppressorin

the relationship between class and delinquency, then controlling for the
attachmentvariables should reveal a strongerclass effect in the multivariate
equation than had been apparent from the bivariate correlation. Specifically,
the inclusion of the attachment variables should cause an increase in the
coefficient for SEL so that it moves outside the range of zero and .016.

Multivariate results. Working from within a path analytic framework,
multivariate regression analyses were conducted to determine whether the
attachment variables were suppressing the class effect on delinquency. The
results of these analyses are presented in Table 2.

A comparison of the social class coefficients in the reduced form and
structural equationsreveals a positive suppressor effect in the data. Whereas
the bivariate regression coefficient for SEL is extremely weak and
nonsignificant, the effect of SEL increases after controlling for the attachment

variables such that a one unit incrementin SELleads to an increase of almost
five points in the delinquency measure. While the class effect which emergesis
still rather weak, it does attain statistical significance and is far stronger than

what wasseenin the bivariate situation.
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Table 2. Reduced Form andStructural Equations

for Delinquent Involvement
 

 

 

Independent Equations
Variables (1) (2)

SEL 016} 071
(1.094)? (4.877)

GPA -.053*

(—.383)

TEACHERS —.019

(-.391)

IMPORTED -.101*

(—1.788)

COMMITTED —.040

(—.205)

HOMEWORK —.135*

(6.216)

R? .000 .047*
 

1Standardized coefficients

2Unstandardized coefficients

*p<.05

Alternative explanations. Several attempts were made to derive an
alternative explanation for the results of this analysis. First, since the
suppressor effect which emerged was positive, there was a question as to
whetherthere may have been someinteractionsin the data; that is, whetherat
different levels of SEL, attachmentservedas a greater constraining influence
for some adolescents than for others. Hence, interaction terms werecreated to
test for significant increments to the R? for DELINQUENCY(Cohen and Cohen
1975:291-310). None of the interaction terms were significant, with the
increments to R? being minimal.

Second, although the intercorrelations among the attachmentvariables
were of insufficient magnitude to warrant strong concerns regarding
multicolinearity (see Table 1), first-order partials were run in orderto assess the
role of each individual attachmentvariable as a suppressorin the relationship
between SEL and DELINQUENCY.A suppressoreffect for SEL was detected
net of each attachmentvariable;i-e., each first-orderpartial revealed a higher
coefficient for SEL than wasnotedin thebivariate situation. The combinedset
of variables yielded only

a

slightly higher SEL effect on DELINQUENCYthan
did any one (or different combination) of the attachmentvariables.

Third, since the YIT study offers two additional delinquency indexes
(Interpersonal Aggression and Overall Frequency of DelinquentActs), similar
analyses were conductedin an attemptto replicate the suppressoreffect noted
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for Theft and Vandalism.> The results for the Overall Frequency Index

(FREQUENCY)paralleled those found for Theft and Vandalism;i.e., the zero-

order correlation between SEL and FREQUENCYwas equal to zero, with a

significant, positive class effect emerging in the multivariate equation.

Contrary to the results for the other two delinquency indexes, however, SEL

wassignificantly related to the Interpersonal Aggression Index (AGGRESS)in

the bivariate situation and the association was shown to be entirely mediated

by the attachmentvariables. Thus, there was no suppressoreffect noted for SEL
when predicting AGGRESS.

Although the discrepancy in results noted for AGGRESS is not
surprising in light of the literature regarding differential processes with respect
to type of offense, an attempt was made to determine whether

the results of these analyses were simplystatistical artifacts. Split-half analyses
were conducted in which the sample was randomly divided into two
subsamples of equal Ns. Duplicate analyses were conducted for each sample,
with the results confirmingthereliability of the findings. In short, the results for
the aggregate sample were the same as those which emerged for the two
randomly divided subsamples. Thus, the finding that attachment to school
serves as a suppressorin the relationship betweensocial class and involvement
in delinquency appears to be supported.®

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Thestate of the art in delinquencyresearchis characterized by a tradition
of models which afford little in the way of explanatory power. While the low
R*s_ which characterize the discipline may be attributed, in part, to
methodological and theoretical issues, part of the explanation for the
insufficiency of our models maylie in ourfailure to considerthestatistical issue
of suppression.

This report has discussed the necessity of searching for suppressor
effects in studies of delinquency by focussing on the processes which lead to
delinquent involvement. An empirical example was offered to demonstrate
howsuch an approach mightbe applied in delinquency research. Beginning

with a bivariate correlation between social class and delinquent involvement
that was effectively zero, multivariate analyses were conducted in order to
determine whether attachment to school served as a suppressor in this
relationship. The results revealed that social class was related to delinquent
involvement, but that the relationship was a function of class variations in the
measuresof attachmentto school. Controlling for these variables permitted a
significant class effect to emerge, despite the fact that no relationship between

class and delinquency had been observedin thebivariate situation.

Althoughtheclass effect which emergedin this study was rather weak,it

did emergeas a factor worthy of consideration. Researchers are urged to pay
close attention to the etiologies of other predictor variables and to explore the
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possibility of suppressoreffects before choosing to omit what mayturn outto
be key predictors of delinquent involvement.

APPENDIX: INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

Instruments for the example were derived from theinitial interview
schedule and questionnaire of the YIT project. The Time 1 information is
extracted from the interviews and questionnaires which were administered in
the Fall of 1966, and the Time 2 measure of delinquency, retrospective in
nature, is taken from the data which werecollected in the Spring of 1968.

Self-reported Delinquency (DELINQUENCY): The self-reported delin-
quency measure used in the YIT study is comprised of questions regarding the
respondent's participation in nine offenses involving theft and vandalism over
an eighteen-monthperiod (the time betweenthefirst and second interviews).
Specifically, the respondents were asked: “In the past eighteen months, how
often have you donethis?”

1. Taken something not belonging to you worth under $50.
2. Went onto someone’s land or into some house or building when you

weren't supposedto bethere.
Set fire to someoneelse’s property on purpose.

. Damaged school property on purpose.

. Taken something from a store without paying forit.
Takena car that didn’t belong to someonein yourfamily without permission
of the owner.

. Taken an expensive part of a car without permission of the owner.
Taken something not belonging to you worth over $50.

9. Taken an inexpensive part of a car without permission of the owner.

DV
o
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Due to problems encountered during the data collection process,
individual items are not available for analysis (Bachman, personal
communication). Thus, delinquency is measured by an index and the
respondent's score is the meanfor a range of frequencies from “never”to “five
or more times” (100 = Low, 600 = High). The scale was adapted from Gold
(1966), but avoids the pitfalls of many self-report instruments by clearly
specifying criminal (as opposed to status) offenses and by providing for
considerable discrimination in the frequencyofparticipation (Hindelangetal.,
1979).

Socioeconomic level (SEL): A summary index of six equally weighted
components wasconstructedfor the YIT project, andis used in this example as
the measure of an adolescent's social class. In addition to a measure of the
respondent's socioeconomic status (as determined by father’s occupation),
this index offers an indicator of what may be considered the quality of the
youth’s home environmentas measuredby parents’ educational attainments,
numberof roomsper person in the home, numberof booksin the home, and a
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checklist of other possessions in the home. The respondent's score on this
index is the mean ofhis scores on these items, each of which was ranked ona
scale from one (low) to eight (high).

Academic performance (GPA): This measureis a single indicator of the
respondent's reported overall average of his gradesin the preceding year (10
= Low, 58 = High).

Perceived teachers’ interest (TEACHERS): The degree to which the
adolescent believes that his teachers are interested in him is measured by a
scale of three questions. Thefirst item specifically asks the respondentto assess
whetherhis teachersare interested in him, while the remaining two questions
ask him to report how often he and his teacherstalk privately (3 = Low, 15 =
High).

Importance of Education (IMPORTED): The degree to which an
adolescentbelieves that getting an educationis an endinitself is measured bya
scale of six items which ask him to assess the value of education and the
importance of being in school (6 = Low, 24 = High).

Commitment to education (COMMITTED): TheYIT studyoffers an index of
the adolescent's determination or “commitment”to finish high school in which
the respondentis asked to decide whether any of the 25 possible situations
might make him quit school. The assumptionis that the more an adolescentis
committedto getting a high school diploma, the morelikely he will be to stay in
school, regardless of experiences which might tempt him to do otherwise (25
= Low, 75 = High).

Time spent doing homework (HOMEWORK): The actual amountof timethat
the adolescent devotes to studying is measured by the respondent's reportof
the numberof hours per week he spends doing homework (1 = Low, 8 =
High).

FOOTNOTES

1. An exception involves someresearch which hasdealt with specific types of delinquency,
most notably drug use amongadolescents (e.g., Akers et al., 1979).

2. This has been the approach of several researchers, where a relationship among these
three factors was hypothesized without testing for causative effects (e.g., Stinchcombe, 1964;
Hirschi, 1969; Elliott and Voss, 1974).

3. Williams (1968) presents a strong argumentfor the exclusion of non-whites whentesting

for social-class effects. Hence, in order to avoid the possibly confoundingeffects of race, this study
utilizes an all-white sample.

4. Although the upperlimit of the range of frequencies for DELINQUENCYis “5 or more,”
there is the possibility that the class effect has been further underestimated dueto outliers (Elliott
and Ageton, 1980).

5. The inaccessibility of the individual delinquency items precluded the possibility of
creating a composite delinquency measure.
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6. There is anotherpossibility for the results of this study. The distributions of the variables
in the YIT data were extremely skewed, making the possibility for distinguishingclass variationsin
attachment and delinquency extremely difficult. Further, since the YIT data did not provide
individual items for either the SEL or DELINQUENCYmeasures(providing instead summary
measures), it was impossible to test alternative models for either attachment or delinquency.
Consequently, the findings may be sample-specific, and researchersare urged to replicate these
analyses in data sets which have previously failed to showclasseffects.
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VIll

. DISSEMINATING AND

UTILIZING EVALUATION DATA

In the traditional view of the conduct of either research in general or eval-
uation research in particular, dissemination andutilization are the final phases
of the process. Indeed, some writers seemed to see a distinct separation between
the planning-implementation-analysis phases and the dissemination-utilization
phases. Part of the reason for this view was the lingering belief, based on the
traditional laboratory model of conducting research, that the integrity of the
research process could be maintained only if the conduct of the research was
separated from the use of the research findings. More recent experience,
however, has demonstrated that dissemination andutilization are an integral
part of the entire process of evaluation and that one key to greater use of
evaluationresults is to start planning for that use very early in the process.

Alarmed by the apparent nonuse of so manyevaluation studies, some eval-
uation researchersin the mid to late 1970s began to studytheutilization proc-
ess in detail. Among other things, they learned that manyfactors other than
the scientific integrity of the findings were important in the use of research
data. It also became apparent that use was a complex phenomenon,involving
manydifferent aspects. For example, use could be of an instrumental, concep-
tual, or symbolic type and could occurat just about any point in the research
process. As evaluation researchers have continued to learn more about the
dissemination and utilization process, it has becomeclear not only that there
is more use of evaluation results than we mightatfirst think but also that we
need to spend a good deal moretime thinking about how wecanfacilitate the
use of evaluation.

The six papers in this section provide a variety of perspectives on the issues
of dissemination and utilization. The Leviton and Borucharticle that begins
the set demonstrates that, as stated above, there is often more usethan meets
the eye. They focus on the contributions of 21 large-scale educational evalua-
tion studies and conclude that data from these Studies, particularly about
implementation, contributed in many ways to changes in the conduct and
management of the programs under study as well as to relevant policy
changes.

The paper by Shapiro represents the kind of thoughtful analysis of the
factors related to use and nonusethat has increased our understanding of the
complexity of utilization. Shapiro rejects as too simple the “two cultures” (1.e.,
scientists versus policymakers) explanation for the use or nonuseof evaluation
research results by policymakers and decision makers. Instead, he describes
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four models of organizational decision making(rational choice, bureaucratic

politics, organizational processes, and cognitive processing), all of which can

relate to different aspects of the decision-making process, and discusses the

implications of each of these for the conduct of evaluation. Shapiro’s paperis

noteworthy in challenging the assumption that evaluators frequently make

that evaluation data of high quality are more likely to be used. Shapiro’s four
decision-making perspectives demonstrate that many other factors, most out

of the control of the evaluator, are more important.

Deloria and Brookins provide a detailed look at a common and important

part of dissemination andutilization efforts: the evaluation report. Following

a brief description of the policymaker’s environment, Deloria and Brookins

analyze three evaluation reports that are policy-oriented rather than methods-

oriented, as is the case with the traditional evaluation report. They conclude
with 10 useful suggestions for the organization and contentof policy-oriented

evaluation reports.

One reason that evaluators sometimes do not write policy-oriented reports

is that they are not sure their data are strong enough to guide policy. Grob-

stein shares his thoughts on this issue, which he faced as chair of the National

Research Council’s Committee on Diet, Nutrition, and Cancer. The commit-

tee produced a numberof guidelines, one of which was that the amountoffat

in the average American diet should be reduced from 40 percent to 30 percent

of total caloric intake. Critics charged that the data were not strong enoughto

justify such a recommendation. While the level of data certainty required in

the lab should remain high, Grobstein argues that the appropriate criterion in

applied science is the “best available scientific information.” This issue is one
that frequently confronts evaluation researchers who understandthat, with or

without the data, policymakers must and will make decisions. Grobstein’s cri-

terion would suggest that we take a bolderrole.

William Ruckelshaus, the administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, confronts almost daily just the kind of situation that Grobstein

describes. In the face of incomplete knowledge, he must makedecisions about

limiting or banning the use of toxic substances in ourair, land, and water. In

his paper in this section, Ruckelshaus provides a decision maker’s perspective

on how science can be helpful. He makes a useful distinction between the

scientific side of the issue (i.e., risk assessment) and the policymaking side

(i.e., risk management). Ruckelshausbelieves that scientists can be mostuseful

in assessing the risks of pollutants as rigorously as possible, then leaving the

risk managementto the policymakers. The organizational model that Ruckels-

haus is proposing for the conduct of policy-relevant research would suggest

that evaluators pay closest attention to the “science” of their enterprise, at

least for evaluations of the products and processes similar to those addressed

by the Environmental Protection Agency.

The final paper reports on the effects of a particular organizational scheme

intended to produce useful evaluation data. This scheme wasinstituted in
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Canada by the Office of the Comptroller General and involved establishing
evaluation units in all Canadianfederal agencies and departments. Thearticle
published here is the synopsis from a study of this innovative organizational
plan conducted by the Canadian Auditor General’s Office (similar to the U.S.
General Accounting Office). The Canadian Government’s response to the
report also is included. The study involved a survey of 19 (out of a total of 56)
Canadian federal departments and agencies working with the Comptroller
General’s Office. In its survey, the Auditor General’s Office focused on the
extent to which agencies and departments had instituted the organizational
arrangements and evaluation practices as set out by the Office of the Comp-
troller General. The study has important implications for the conduct and
subsequent use of evaluation in similar contexts, that is, large organizations
that have the option of selecting centralized or decentralized organizational
arrangements and oversight of evaluation activities.

As the variety of papers in this section demonstrates, dissemination and
utilization are complex and multifaceted. While dissemination and utilization
sometimes happen automatically, more often their occurrence requires careful
thought and planning. As with many other aspects of the evaluation process,
the sooner and more thoroughly these components are planned, the more
likely it is that they will occur andthat the evaluatorwill be sensitized to new
and different opportunities for use.
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Contributions ofEvaluation to
Education Programs andPolicy

Laura C. Leviton and Robert F. Boruch

truism of evaluation is that studies seldom contribute directly
to identifiable decisions (Patton et al., 1977). The claim ap-

pears in several texts advocating reformsin evaluation. In Guba and
Lincoln (1981) for example, it is averred that the failure to use
evaluation findings has “almost assumed the proportionsofa national
scandal”(p.ix). In the “Ninety-Five Theses” of Cronbachet al., (1980),
we find the assertion that “everyone agrees that evaluation is not
rendering the service it should” (p. 3). Dunnetal., (1981) base their
Suggestions for reform on the presumption that evaluations are
peripheral because they are seldom utilized.

The truism deserves a second look becausethe research on whichitis
basedis almost a decadeold, wasscanty to begin with, and faced serious

AUTHORS’ NOTE:This research was supported by contract 300-79-0467 from the
Department of Education to Northwestern University. We wish to thank John Evans,
Janice Anderson, and the many people whopatiently responded to our interviews. The
work stemsfrom a report to Congress and the Department ofEducation on the evaluation
offederally supported education programsat the national, state, and local levels of
government (Boruch and Cordray, 1980),

From Laura C. Leviton and Robert F. Boruch, “Contributions of Evaluation to Education Programs
and Policy.” Evaluation Review, 1983, 7(5), 563-598. Copyright © 1983 by Sage Publications, Inc.
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obstacles to accurately assessing use. While evaluators accept that the

linkage to program change may notbe straightforward,they also tend to

believe that this linkage is mostly absent. Just as serious, Congressional

aides may share the belief (Saxe and Koretz, 1982) and cut budgets

accordingly.

Reform of evaluation may indeed be warranted on a variety of

grounds, includingthe failure to use findings. However, reformers must

do morethanreassert the claim of nonuse. They must showthat, fora

given audience andsetting, the level of influence is in fact low. They

must also base their prescriptions on documented examples of evalua-

tions that were used in important ways. Some examplesexist, but more

are needed to understand the variety of possible contributions.

The present study addresses empirically the issue of use and nonuse.

It stems from a Congressionally mandated appraisal of educational

evaluation at the national, state, and local levels of government (Boruch

and Cordray, 1980). Our findings challenge the truism of nonusefor the

federal level in education. Evaluationsatthis level were found to make

frequent and important contributionsto decisions. They were not the

only input to those decisions, of course.

Somedistinctions are important to avoid the confusion of earlier

studies. We distinguish between “use” and “impact,” defining the former

as serious consideration of findings, which may or maynotrelate to

decisions; and the latter as actual changes in programsresulting from

use (Leviton and Hughes, 1981). The evidence that is brought to bear

then concernsspecific links between evaluation and seriousconsideration,

decisions, and impact. Both oral testimony and papertrails were used as

evidence and, moreover, we demanded corroboration of these trails

from more than onesource.It is possible that trails may end with serious

consideration that enlightens decisionmakersand contributesindirectly

(Weiss, 1977). Trails may end with decisions but no impact, because

impact takes time, and change in programsinvolves decisions by many

people (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). In other cases, trails may lead

to amendments, regulations, and management changes.

METHOD

SAMPLE OF STUDIES

We drew two samplesin this study. Thefirst was from the evaluation

unit of the Office of Education (OE). We selected fourteen evaluations
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from a total of 31 completed studies described in the “Highlights”
section of OE’s Annual Report on evaluation for 1978 and 1979.
Excluded from the definition of evaluative studies were reports on
finance, managementoftechnical assistance, and economic projections.
Although we examinedslightly less than half the evaluations, we cannot
claim our sampleis representative. We may haveselected reports that
were utilized more than the ones wedid not study. However, even these
were often used, according to descriptions (not verified by us) inthe OE
Annual Reports.

The second sample consisted of seven studies sponsoredbya variety
of federal agencies dealing with education. These studies were visible
and widely discussed, according to those we interviewed. They were
readily accessible to us and seemed a good place to find contributions.
Both samples were purposive and, we believe, biased in favor of
discovering contributions. Table 1 lists the studies examined, types of
information covered, their general area of education policy, their
sponsor, and the firm conducting the study.

Several kinds of information from these evaluations could contribute
to programs and policy. Implementation findings indicate how local
and state agencies delivered education programs. Outcomeinformation
consists of causal inferences abouteffects of programs on students and
schools. Information about federal administration reveals problem
areas of management, or addresses questions of entitlement and
resource allocation. The cost and cost-effectiveness of programs
constitutes another category. Frequently, several kinds of findings were
involved in a single evaluation.! Sixteen of the studies, or 65%,
presented implementation findings. Eleven of the studies, or 52%,
presented program outcomes. Fourstudies, or 19%, presented information
about federal administration, while almost all made somereference to
costs.

DOCUMENTATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS

Foreach case study of a report, we developed a poolof informants
and relevant documents by using a snowball sampling technique
described by Rich (1979). The pool usually started with telephone
interviews of the agency project officer and of the contractor who
carried out the research. Sometimes, other respondents and relevant
documents, such as Congressional reports, were available at the
beginning of the case study. All respondents then named others who
might be knowledgeable aboutuse, and identified supporting documents.
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TABLE|

Evaluations Examined for Their Contributions

 

OE

Sample

1979

1978

Topic and Type of

Information Provided

Services to Neglected and

Delinquent Youth
(implementation)

Sustaining Effects of

Compensatory Education

(implementation)

Magnet Schools

(implementation, outcome)

Survey of Educational TV

Viewership (implementation)

Sex Equity in Programs

(implementation)

Campus-Based Aid and

Basic Grant Programs

(implementation)

Project Implementation

Packages (implementation,

outcome)

Aid to Non-Profit

Organizations

(implementation, outcome)

Facilities Survey

(implementation)

Exemplary Programs

(outcome)

Upward Bound (outcome,

implementation, Federal

administration)

Follow Through Planned

Variations Study

(outcome)

Bilingual Education

(outcome, implementation)

Survey of Programs

(implementation)

Policy Area

ESEA,Title |

(Compensatory

education)

ESEA,Title I

(Compensatory

education)

ESAA(desegre-

gation)

ESAA(desegre-

gation)

Vocational

Education

Higher Education

ESEA,Title IV-C

(innovations)

ESAA(desegre-

gation)

Vocational

Education

Career

Education

Higher Education

Economic Oppor-

tunity Act

(Compensatory

education)

ESEA,Title VII

Indian

Education

Contractor

Systems Development

Corporation

Systems Development

Corporation

Abt Associates

Applied Management

Sciences

AmericanInstitutes

for Research

Applied Management

Sciences

AmericanInstitutes

for Research

RAND Corporation

Westat

American Institutes

for Research

Research Triangle

Institute

Abt Associates

American Institutes

for Research

Communications Tech-

nology Corp.
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TABLE 1! (Continued)
 

Sector-

Wide

Sample
Topic and Type of

Sponsor Information Provided Policy Area Contractor’
 

 

ASPE

ASPE

ASPE

OE,

1977

NIE

NIE

ACYF

Fund for the Improvementof

Postsecondary Education

(outcome)

Follow Through Exploratory

Evaluation (Federal adminis-

tration)

Impact Aid (Federal

administration)

Federal Programs Supporting

Educational Change

(implementation, outcome)

Compensatory Education

Study (implementation,

Federal administration,

outcome)

Achievement Testing

(implementation)

National Day Care Study

(implementation, outcome)

Higher Education NTS Research

Corporation

Economic Oppor- in-house

tunity Act

(Compensatory

education)

ESEA,Aid to in-house

Schools in Federally

Impacted Areas

ESEA,Several RANDCorporation

Titles

ESEA,Title I in house with many

(compensatory sub-contractors*

education)

ESEA,Title I SRI International

(compensatory

education)

HEW Day Care Abt Associates

(interagency)

 

a. References can be found in Leviton and Boruch, 1980.

b. Abbreviations indicate the following organizations in the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare:

ASPE — Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

OE — Office of Education

NIE — National Institute of Education

ACYF — Administration for Children, Youth and Families
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To the extent possible, all information was verified from additional

sources independentofthe snowball sample. For example, Congressional

staffers were asked about uses of research information in legislation,

and independent observers supplied background information on the

research reports.

For the purposes of our study, contributions had to be verified by

more than one source. These sources could be two or more independent

respondents, or documents supporting the contentions of a single

respondent. However, statements by the project officer and the

contractor or grantee were not counted as corroborating each other,

because they had too similar an interest in showing the study’s

contributions. If, on the other hand, the contractor or project officer
said that a third individual, such as a program manager, had used the

information, the third individual’s description of the use of the

information was viewed as corroboration.

Unconfirmed Instances

Somecontributions could not be confirmed easily from more than

one source. Conceptual uses provide an example.If a single OEstaff

person said that findings helped him orherto outline legislative issues

for the administration, this private use might not be confirmed by

others, and the relevant memos might have been long gone. Rather than

eliminate unconfirmed instances, we present them separately, in order

to preserve information that has, admittedly a lower standard of

evidence. These instances constituted 13% of the total number of

contributions discovered.

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDIES

The contributions of these evaluations are described at length in
Leviton and Boruch (1980). In order to provide a numerical summary, we

characterized the types of use and impact involved, as well as the kinds

of findings that contributed in each instance.

Types of Contributions

Weclassified contributions into those having impact on programsor

policy, those that influenced decisions without achieving impact(at the
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time of our investigation), and those that involved serious consideration

but no decision that we could verify. Serious consideration might

involve either the use of findings to persuadeothersto a pointofview,as

when lobbyists present their agenda and support it with findings; or

conceptualuse, as whenanofficial tells us that evaluation revealed new

problemsor new solutions in a program. Evaluations contributing to

impact have also contributed to decisions; evaluations contributing to
decisions have also been seriously considered. The papertrail or oral

history had to verify the linkages between these levels in order for the

instance to be classified at the highestlevel.

Decision Contexts

The contributions we located occurred in specific decision contexts.
Thus, in legislation, discussions of the implications of findings by

Congressionalstaff, lobbyists, or education officials would be termed a

use of information, but one that does not go beyond serious considera-

tion. If people said that the findings were used in drafting bill, or if the

rationale for the bill cited findings, the instance wasclassified as use in

decision-making. An actual changeinlegislation, in which independent

parties claimed findings had been used,wasclassified as contribution to
impact. Generally, a finding might partially motivate decisions or

impact, or it might influence the form of decisions or impact.

Similarly, evaluations could contribute to consideration of the

budget, to budget proposals (decisions), or to actual appropriations and

authorizations (impact). Findings could contribute to discussions of

regulations, to drafting them (decisions), or to final regulations

(impact). Findings could be used in thinking about management, in

decisions and orders,or in observable changes in management(impact).

In similar ways, findings could contribute to states’ and localities’

decisionmaking. Reseach and development (R&D) activities were

found to involve governmentanalysis ofdata for other purposes,as well

as for funding of new research projects. This category wasclassified as

“decisionmaking” inthat no impact on a program wasevident in the

short run. However, people could also “seriously consider” new R&D

and howit should be carried out, as in books on evaluation methods.

Onekind ofserious consideration did notfit nicely into these decision

contexts: The use of findings in editorials in the media. Findings were

seriously considered by influential opinionmakers,but did notrelate to

specific decision contexts. These were the only such casesin the sample.
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Unit of Analysis

Wechose the individual contribution of a finding as the unit of

analysis. This could be a qualitatively distinct impact, or a distinct

decision. “Distinctiveness” wasjudged by the contentofthe contribution.

Thus two decisions are counted in the following example from the

RANDStudy, “Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change”:

[One Administration Staff member] mentioned thather office was disturbedat the
RANDfinding that innovative projects were isolated from the rest of the school.
They therefore inserted language in the Administration’s proposal that local

districts must make acommitmentto spend some money onthe project themselves,

over time, while the federal share would decrease. [This office] also inserted
language in the proposal that projects should be integrated into the rest of the

school [Leviton and Boruch, 1980].

The decision on funding is different from the decision on integration.

Alternative units could legitimately have been used; however most of

them lose information.?

Because we chose qualitatively distinct contributions for analysis,

and because agreement was needed about whatconstituted a contribu-

tion, inter-rater reliability was at issue. After training in classifying three

case studies, two raters reached relatively good agreement on the

remainder: a kappa of .84 in rating contributions, and .75 for types of

information.

RESULTS

Wefirst present our content analysis, to reveal the extent of

contributions by types of information in different decision contexts.

However, this numerical summary is indeed shallow unless the reader

understands the nature of these contributionsin their policy contexts.

Thus, we highlight some of these contirbutions and suggest reason for

them. Space does not permit a full presentation, which maybe found in

Leviton and Boruch (1980).

CONTENT ANALYSIS

We located 156 distinct contributions of evaluation. When uncon-

firmed instancesare included,the total rises to 180. Ourverification trail
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led to impact 68 times (76 verified and unverified), to decisions only, 61

times (67 verified and unverified) and to “serious consideration”only, 27

times (37 verified and unverified). Because one can neverbe sure one has

located all contributrionsin a retrospective study, all numbers presented

here should only suggest an emphasis given to types ofinformation and

types of contribution. The purposive sample may be biased in favor of
detecting contributions; the retrospective method is biased against

detection. We cannot even guessthe direction of possible bias in favor of

one kind of contribution over another.

Table 2 reveals these emphases. Lookingat the types of contributions,

it is clear that impactsare relatively more frequent than we might expect,

given the difficulty of obtaining impact, and “consideration only”is

surprisingly less frequent, given the evidence of past studies (Patton,et
al., 1977; Weiss and Bucuvalas, 1977). In all likelihood, this retrospective

method was biased toward reporting impacts and decisions, which

people remember, and which are more frequently public acts. Neverthe-

less, the evidence is extremely revealing.

Implementation information contributed most frequently in this set
of studies. Federal administration information contributedfairly often,
especially when one remembers the small numberof reports containing
this information. Outcome information did contribute, and at high

levels, but not as much as one might expect given its emphasis in the

reports we studied. Cost and cost-effectiveness information did not

contribute often in this set of studies (it was not a major focusfor most),

but contributed to impactin all three cases.

Table 3 presents contributions by the kind of information contribut-
ing, and the decision context of the contribution. We wereable to locate

primarily federal-level contributions of these federal-level reports. This

may represent a bias in the method of sampling respondents,or it may

be that findings were not used by state and local audiences. Ourfederal-

level informants did not name manycontactsat theselevels.

Findings contributed most often to the form of legislation, both

proposedandpassed into law. Moreover, the implementation informa-

tion, and to a lesser extent, federal administration information,

contributed most often to legislation activities. Findings rarely con-

tributed to budget allocations—but decisions, in the form of budget

proposals to Congress, did incorporate findings relatively often,

primarily to argue for increases or decreases. Again, impiementation

information contributed most oiten.

Contributions relating to the drafting of regulations may, with time,

have become impacts asfinal regulations were approved.3 Twelve of
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TABLE2

Contributions of Evaluation by Type of
Information and Level of Contribution
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Total

Contributions 67(84)  22(24) 25 (29) 29 10 (11) 3 156 (180)

 

Total Impact 28 (33) 9(11) 15 (16) 10 3 3 68 (76)

Total Decisions 29(34) 4 5 16 7 (8) 0 61 (67)
only

Total

“Consideration” 10 (17) 9 5 (8) 3 0 0 27 (37)

only

Type of Proportion of Studies Proportion of Contributions

Information Presenting Information” by Information”

Implementation 16 .65 (.69)

Outcome 52 .30 (.29)

Federal administration 19 25 (.22)

Cost effectiveness® 10 .02 (.02)

 

a. Verified plus unverified instances appear in parentheses.

b. Proportionsdo not add to 1.0 because of overlap in content of studies and contributions.
c. Costs were mentioned in almost all reports.

these decisions were Congressional orders to the effect that federal

education administrators draft regulations. These orders involved

implementation and federal administration information. Theofficials

writing the regulations tended to use implementation and the combina-
tion of implementation and outcomeinformation.
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TABLE3

Contributions of Evaluation by Type of
Information and Decision Context
 

 

Decision Context Type ofInformation

a Og 2S 58 838 Fs ©
5 o g 3 S sa> § &
S 35 8 so2 80
5 Bs g§ § & “3
3 5 5 3 5. '

Legislative’

Impact (Law) 21 (25) l 4 8 3 I 38 (42)

Decisions 8 (9) 0 0 6 1 (2) 0 15 (17)

(proposals)

“Consideration” 9 (10) 2 ] ] 0 0 13 (14)

Budget

Impact (author- ] 2 (4) ] 0 0 0 4 (6)

ization,

appropriations)

Decisions 5 (8) 0 0 0 2 0 7 (10)

(proposals)

“Consideration” 0 0 0 1 0 0 ]

Regulations

Impact (passage) | 3 0 5 0 0 2 10

Decisions 4 (5) 0 I 4 4 0 13 (14)

(drafting)

Management

Impact 0 (1) 6 2 2 0 0 10(11)

Decisions 5 4 1 2 0 0 12

“Consideration” 1 (2) 0 0 (2) 1 , 0 0 2 (5)

State

Impact 0 0 3 (4) 0 0 0 3 (4)

Decisions 0 0 ] 0 0 0 ]

“Consideration” 0 (5) 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 (6)

Local

Impact 3 0 0 0 0 0 3

Research and

Development”

Decisions 7 0 2 4 0 0 13

“Consideration” 0 3 0 0 0 0 3

Other

“Consideration”

Media Editorials 0 4 4 0 0 0 8

 

a. Verified plus unverified instances appear in parentheses.

b. Two mandated studies were included underlegislative impact.
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In the instances involving management, pure outcomeinformation

was used in ten exceptional cases, involving the Joint Dissemination

Review Panel (JDRP). This panel approves funding for adoption and

dissemination of educational innovations, based on evidence ofeffective-

ness. Otherwise, managersdid not use outcomeinformationalone.This

is especially surprising in the case of decisions to fund further research

(R&D). The three instances of “consideration” of pure outcome data

involve knowledge gained about how to run an evaluation. In most

other instances, R&D was funded to solve problems revealed by

implementation and federal administration information.

The National Institute of Education (NIE) Compensatory Education

Study accounted for 43 of the contributions we discovered. The study

was an “outlier” in terms of contributions, and unusualin otherrespects

as well. To examine whether it contributed differently from other

evaluations, we contrast it with others in Table 4. The NIE study

contributed in 26 of the 38 instances of legislation, and in the 12

instances in which Congress ordered new regulations to be written.

Congress made heavy use of NIE’s information about implementation

and federal administration, especially in legislation. The legislative

contributions of other studies involved implementation most often as

well, but less than half of these achieved impact. Although federal

administration information from other studies was used, it did not

achieve impactin legislation or regulation.

In Table 5, we present the contributions madeby eachof the studies.

The median numberof impacts was two, the medianfor decisions only

was one, and the medianfor serious consideration was one (whether one

looks at verified instances only, or verified plus unverified instances).
Table 5 also reveals that our sector-wide sample of seven studies

accounts for more than half of the total contributions discovered. The

NIE Studyis largely responsible for this; however, the study, “Federal

Programs Supporting Educational Change,” ranks second in the

numberof contributions.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CONTRIBUTIONS

Title I: NIE Compensatory Education Study

This study was a synthesis of 35 separate research projects, involving

alternative eligibility criteria, services and their effects on students, and
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TABLE 4

Contrast of NIE Compensatory Education Study
with All Others
 

 

Contributions” Information

Federal Implementation &

Implementation Administration Federal Admin. Other
 

Legislative:

NIE 14 8 3 I

All Others 7 (11) 0 0 5

Legislative Bills:

NIE 0 I 0 0

All others 8 (9) 5 1 (2) 0

Regulation:

NIE 0 0 0 0

All Others 3 0 0 7

Regulation—

Writing:

NIE 4 4 4 0

All Others 0 (1) 0 0 l

Other

Contributions:

NIE l | 0 I

All Others 30 (41) 10 2 35 (41)

 

a. Verified plus unverified instances appear in parentheses.

managementof the programat federal, state, and local levels. Readers

interested in the details of the study should consult Hill (1980). Leviton

and Boruch(in press) describe the various contributions of the study.

Hearings on Title I took their form directly from the six topics of the

reports. In addition, every respondent felt the contributions were

important, and the Senate and House reports for the legislation

specifically thank the staff and commendtheir highly useful work,

whichit “consequently relied on... in formulating Amendmentsto Title

I ’ (House Report, p. 5.).

The information on implementation largely concerned troublesome

variations in the state and local managementof Title I programs. NIE
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TABLE5

Contributions Made by Each Study
 

 

 

OE Sample Contributions

Consideration, Consideration

Decisions, and and Decisions Consideration

Topic Impact Only Only Total

Services to Neglected 4 l 4) 6 (7)

and Delinquent Youth

Sustaining Effects of 0 (1) 5 (6) 3 8 (10)

Compensatory

Education

Magnet Schools 3 2 2 (4) 7 (9)

Survey of ESAA TV l 0 (1) 0 1 (2)

Viewership

Sex Equity in Voca- 0 0 0 (1) 0 (1)

tional Education

Programs

CampusBased Aid and 0 6 0 6

Basic Programs

Project Implementation 3 I J 5

Packages

Aid to Non-Profit 5 0 0 5

Organizations

Vocational Education 0 4 (6) 5 (10) 9 (16)

Facilities Survey

Exemplary Programs 6 4 0 10

in Career Education

Upward Bound 0 (2) 1 (2) 0 I (4)

Follow Through 0 0 7 7

Planned Variations

Study

Bilingual Education 5 (9) 4 l 10 (14)

Survey of Indian 0 1 (2) 0 I (2)

Education Programs

Total OE 27 (34) 29 (35) 20 (29) 76 (98)

Contributions
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TABLE5 (Continued)
 

OE Sample Contributions”

Consideration, Consideration

Decisions, and and Decisions Consideration

Topic Impact Only Only Total
 

Sector-wide Sample
 

Fund for the Improve- 2 0 0 2

ment of Postsecondary

Education

Follow Through 2 6 0 8

Exploratory Evaluation

Impact Aid 0 5 I 6

Federal Programs 4 (5) 5 3 (4) 12 (14)

Supporting Educational

Change

NIE Compensatory 27 14 2 43

Education Study

Achievement Testing 2 I 0 3

National Day Care 4 l l 6

Study

Total Sector-side 41 (42) 32 7 (8) 80 (82)

Sample Contributions

Total Contributions 68 (76) 61 (67) 27 (37) 156 (180)
 

a. Verified plus unverified instances appear in parentheses.

attributed many of these problemsto lack ofclarity in law, regulation,

and enforcement by OE—federal administration information. Congress

clarified the law, borrowing from modellegislation generated by NIE,

and directed OE toclarify regulations. Examples include the methods

for allocating federal and local compensatory education funds, legal

models for programsin elementary and high school, and clarification of

the states’ role in monitoring compliance. In addition, outcome
information was used both in changing Congress’ thinking toward a

more positive view of what the program could accomplish, and in

arguments increasing the budget authorization.
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The Study possessed manyofthe features claimed to be importantin

a usable evaluation: communication with users, asking relevant ques-

tions through careful planning, consultation with many stakeholders,

and timeliness of results. In addition, most of the contributions related

to changes in program administration. As a major source of federal

education money,Title I was too politically impacted for Congress to

consider drastic changes in the pre-Reaganera.

Title I: The Sustaining Effects Study

A preliminary report from this longitudinal study examinedeligibility

of students. The report and similar findings from the NIE studyfueled a

debate in Congressoverthecriteria of eligibility for Title I services.

Because the Sustaining Effects Study showed only 39% of poor children

were being served, the committee chairman could argue that funds

should continue to be targeted to the poor. Because only 40% of low-

achieving students were served, the ranking minority member could

argue that funds should be targeted to this group regardless of income.

The debate wasnot resolved, and neither side was happy with a study

that could provide ammunition for both. Our view,of course,is thatit

did inform the debate—although it went no further than “serious

consideration” in support of opposing policy positions.

The study was used, however,in federal managementofthe program;

for example, in renewed efforts to better target services to appropriate

children. The study took aform moreuseful to managers, who mustrely

on numbersserved in program operations, than to Congress.

Title I: Achievement Testing

This study recommendedtesting students in the fall, to encourage

uniformity of reporting. Scores tend to decline over the summer

months, so that spring testing can inflate estimatesofthe effect of Title I

programs. Congress amendedthe law,requiring that evaluation of Title

I programs be based on achievementtesting “over at least a twelve-

month period in order to determine whetherschool year programs have

sustaining effects over the summer.”In addition, the law was changed to

allow funding of summerbridge programs. Theoriginsofthis changelie
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in an earlier bill that also cited this study. In this example we see how

contributions of evaluation may take more than onelegislative cycle.

Title I: Services to Neglected and Delinquent Youth

A majorfinding of this evaluation wasthat Title I served only half of

the eligible students in state institutions for neglected and delinquent
children. Moreover, Title I students received less time in instruction

than non-Title I students. Congress used these findings in amending

Title I, to insure that students would get moreinstructional time. The

program manager gave this study his full cooperation, because he

wanted policy makers to become aware of the problems and resolve

them. The problems were beginning to be addressed as a result of the

study. An exploratory evaluation was contracted to further describe the

problems of state noncompliance. State and local educators took the

study backto their institutions to argue for improvements. We wereable

to trace one Director of Education at a school for delinquent boys who

used the study to convince the school to changethe curriculum.

Desegregation: Aid to Non-Profit Organizations

These organizations received federal funds to facilitate school

desegregation, but the evaluation found that they did not dothis well.

Congress used the study in converting the funding for these organizations

from a state apportionment to competitive grants, and cut the budget

for the program by two-thirds (it was later restored). The study also

found that nonprofit organizations frequently provided compensatory

education services. Congress amended the law to focus permitted

activities on desegregation, and subsequent regulations prohibited use

of funds for compensatory education.

The study revealed that effective organizations used citizen action

strategies. Revised regulations for the program reflected this finding in

requiring that such organizations have experience in workingeffectively

with other community organizations. Thus, the study contributed to

impact by identifying an important problem andby pointingto effective

methodsof assisting desegregation. Identification of successful practices

is frequently valued, and more examples appearbelow.

613
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Desegregation: Magnet Schools

These schools have special resources designed to attract students to

the school and to facilitate voluntary desegregation. The study revealed

that people were attracted to the schools. However, magnet schools

were foundto be most effective as part of an overall desegregation plan,

and OE wasfound to be awarding fundsto school districts with poor

desegregation records. Generally, the program was found to be growing

out of proportion to actual desegregation activities.

Congressessentially ignored these negative findings and doubled the

1980 appropriation for the program. The Appropriations Committee

noted, “A recent evaluation shows that magnetschools are an effective

tool in helping to improve community attitudes toward schools,”

(Senate Appropriations Committee, 1979, p. 107). The program was

popular with Congress, perhaps because it gave the appearance of

handling desegregation in a positive way. The Administration, on the

other hand, asked for a recision of the 1980 appropriation, and for

reduced fundingin 1981.

Some might term the budget impact a misuse of the findings by the

Congress. However, it should be understoodin light of the debate over

magnet schools’ acceptability. The findings contributed to decisions and

impacts because they strengthened argumentsin favorofthe schools.It

is up to decisionmakers to draw implications from the findings, even
whenevaluators would argue for a different set. As Weiss (1973) notes,

“politicians have a different model of rationality in mind.”

Desegregation: Survey of ESAA TV Viewership

ESAAfundedpublic televisionseries to facilitate desegregation. The
shows were aimed at minority children of school age. A survey of

viewership found, however, that less than one third of the children
interviewed recalled seeing even one show. The managers of the

program claimed they were already aware of the viewership problem

before the survey was completed, and they had already taken actionsto

improve viewership. Because management change was under way,the

survey rapidly became obsolete. This may have happened because of

poor communication and planning, bad luck, or because a survey made

managementsensitive to the problem andeagerto solveit.
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Educational Innovation: Federal Programs

Supporting Educational Change

This study surveyed school districts implementing innovations
supported by OE. Although somedistricts started innovative projects to

meet needs, others did so merely to obtain federal money. Theseprojects

fell apart, as did serious innovations, if they did not have proper

planning and the commitmentof participants. The study also identified

factors associated with the continuationofprojects after federal funding

ended. The House report noted these findings in amendingthe law for
Title IV-C, which funds adoption of innovations in school districts.

Projects would be funded for a maximumoffive years, with a declining

federal share.

This evaluation was oneofthefirst to cast light on the problems of

implementing changesin a situation of local control. The revision in our

thinking aboutlocal controlis probably the most profoundeffect of this
study and has earned it much citation. The management uses of the

study, at both federal and state levels, were probably most important as

governmentofficials learned they must invite, not mandate, changein

schools. In fact, California passed two laws to encourage local

development of needed reforms.

Educational Innovation: Project Implementation Packages

This study revealed that, even when explicit instructions are given for

replicating a successful project, modifications will be necessary when

project models are adopted by new school districts. According to

interviewees, the study challenged the assumptionsof federal managers

who had believed complete replication would happen. The federal

management of Title IV-C thereafter funded project developers to

provide individual technical assistance to schools adopting their

projects. Together with the study of Federal Programs Supporting

Educational Change, this study revealed to federal funders the nature of

implementation of local projects and the extent to which ideas could
feasibly be transferred.

615
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Educational Innovation: Exemplary

Career Education Projects

Effective ways of teaching career education were identified in this

study. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel reviewed the ten evaluated

projects and decided to approve fundingofseven for dissemination and

adoption. Six of the projects accepted this funding, and there have been

many adoptionsofthese innovations throughoutthe country. “Impact”,

in the final analysis, consists of these adoptions but dissemination of the

project models is also impact, as we definedit.

Vocational Education: Facilities Survey

This survey, the first comprehensive information on vocational

education facilities, provided a data base used by federal researchers in

the areas of sex equity, youth unemployment, and education finance.

Federal managersused the datato plan.It served its intended audience:

managers andresearchers.

Vocational Education: Sex Equity

This study concluded that students continued to be concentrated in
classes stereotyped as “appropriate” for their sex. An immense amount
of public interest was generated by this conclusion, but we were able to
locate only one, unconfirmed useof this information at the time of our
study. Moreover, the evaluation was seriously misused, in that people
drew negative implicationsfor state sex equity coordinators, when their
positions had only been authorized oneyearbefore the study concluded.
An additional problem wasthat clearance by HHS took almost two
years. The study had only been available for six months when we
investigated its use. It may well have been used later—such events take
time for people to digest the information and put proposals for change
on the agenda.

Higher Education: The Fund for Postsecondary Education

An evaluation of this fund concluded that, by many measures,it was
highly successful. The evaluation was used to justify authorizing an
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increased level of funding, and the fund was transferred from the

Education Provision Act to the Higher Education Act, “to give
the legislative visibility deemed appropriate by the committee” (House

of Representatives, 1979, p. 56). We cannot say that the evaluation,

strong praise thoughit may be,wasthe sole motivation for the increased
budget. It nevertheless contributed by strengthening argumentsin favor

of an increase.

Higher Education: Campus-Based Aid

Becausethis survey involved four student aid programsand provided

information on student characteristics, it was more useful than existing

data that examined only one program at a time. The American Council

on Education producedstatistical analyses of the data to usein its own

policy positions on student aid. The data showeda need for a changein

the BEOG program. Together with other groups, ACE proposed a

change in the program that “was substantially incorporated into” a
Housebill (House of Representatives, 1979, p. 18). At the time of this
study, the bill had not yet becomelaw. This exampleillustrates how an
agenda,set in part by evaluation, can emerge from any of a numberof

sources—provided the data are madeavailable. In this case, management
information that was shared with a lobbying group supported a
perceived need for change.

Higher Education: Upward Bound

This evaluation which was a follow-up of an earlier study followed
the progress of poor and minority students through high school and
college. It concluded that Upward Boundwassuccessfulin getting more
poor and minority students to attend college. Several federal agency
staff believed that the positive evaluations of this program contributed
to increases in the budget. This is likely because each year Congress
appropriated more than the Administration requested. Moreover, the
budget, which had beenlevel for four years, began to increase steadily
after the release of the first report. However, we were unable to find a
direct linkage to budget impact, beyondthesebeliefs.

At the time of our study, lobbying groups in postsecondary
education were pressing for a change in the Upward Boundprogram,
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and accordingto one respondentit was highly likely that their proposal,

which used the Upward Bound data, would changethe povertycriterion

for the program. Also, regulations were being written that employed

criteria for awards based on outcomesthat evaluations had shown to be

measurable.

Follow Through: Planned Variations Study

After expenditures of over $20 million in evaluation over a decade,

this outcomeevaluation concluded Follow Throughwasnotsuperiorto

regular classroom instruction, and that it was questionable whether

there was any clearly superior Follow Through model. Wecould locate

at best “serious consideration”ofthe findingsin the press,for the “back
to basic” movement. Whenthe studywasin process,it also contributed

to the state of the art of evaluation itself (Rivlin and Timpane, 1975;

General Accounting Office, 1975; Cronbachet al., 1980). The informa-

tion was probably not the kind that policy and program audiences could

readily use. The program had a vocalconstituency that marshalled

support against any threat. For reasons other than the evaluation, the

Department of Education had been seeking budget cuts. Outcome

information could noteasily be usedin this politically impactedsetting.

Follow Through: Exploratory Evaluation

This evaluation revealed conflicting views of the mission of the

program that neededresolution, and disagreement about management

objectives as well. The central Follow Through Office was found to have

no meansofproducing effective services or evaluating their effectiveness.

The study recommended several management changes that were

implemented. For example, the Follow Through Office was reorganized,

and the sponsorsof project models were given a new rolein local service

and knowledge production. This study capitalized on people’s unhap-

piness with the program andskirted the effectiveness issue to focus on

the central management problems that were feasible to address. The

existence of the program was a given; improvement of existing

arrangementswasthe focus, and for this reason, impact was obtained.
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Bilingual Education

The evaluation of this program revealed, among other things, that

Hispanic students in bilingual classes were outperformed in English

proficiency by Hispanicstudentsin regularclasses. In addition,less than

one-third of students in bilingual classes had limited English-speaking

ability and did not leave the program whenthey did becomeproficient.

These findingsstirred a great deal of political opposition andcriticism,

but Congress nevertheless used them in justifying several amendments.

The law wasstrengthenedto indicate that measures must be developed

to determine when children no longerneededassistance. The definition

of the target population was expanded to include those limited in

reading and understanding, the measuresusedin the study.In addition,

Congress limited the number of English-speaking children in bilingual

classrooms.Finally, a five year limit was placed on federal support for

any one bilingual project.

Somebelieve that this study contributedlittle to policy on bilingual

education. On the contrary, one can argue that policy began to change,

though notin a bald, public way. After methodologicalcritiques and

political opposition by bilingual education advocates, Congress side-

stepped a redefinition ofprogram goals. However,it took steps to make

sure that English proficiency would be emphasized. In directing the

bureaucracy to develop criteria for children to enter and leave the

program, Congress passed on the hot potato. OE tooksteps to develop

these criteria, but they are necessarily controversial.

National Day Care Study

This study provided persuasive evidence that increasing the number

of children per staff member in a day care center would reduce cost

withoutaffecting the quality of care. Regulations for day care programs

used the study’s recommended age categories and adopted oneofits

three policy options for specifying groupsize and staff to child ratios.

The study found that specialized training was linked to better care,

though education and experience were not. Requirements forstaff

reflect these findings. One of four recent studies on day care, the
National Day Care Study helped to resolve a 10 year debate in Congress

619
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over the stringency of regulations, which some states could not meet.

One can usually expect a finding to be used that maintains cost can be

reduced without affecting quality of service.

Impact Aid

Three options were developed for the future of a program to

recompense school districts for the presence of nontaxable Federal

property in the community. The HEW Administration selected oneset,

consisting of five recommendations, as part of the Administration’s

legislative proposal for ESEA. Although staff said the study was

discussed, Congress did not adopt the Administration’s proposal. HEW

had been trying to cut back on the Impact Aid program for years,

because some districts receiving funds were not greatly affected by

federal property. Cut-backs, however, are in obvious conflict with

members’ needs to keep constituents happy.

Indian Education

This study described projects funded by the Indian Education Act.

Several officials mentioned that it had not been particularly helpful,

merely “listing what was out there.” They would have preferred a study

of effectiveness, or one that identified the kinds of projects that were

useful to Indian students. However, the study wascited in justifying an

Administration budget proposal for the program, and possibly, a

legislative proposal to increase per-pupil expenditures where low

numbers of Indian children affect the success of programs.

DISCUSSION

Evaluations do contribute to policy and program decisions, and to

actual changes. We were able to trace numerous contributionsto law,

regulation, management, and budgets. Thisis not to say that evaluations

alone caused either the decisions or the changes. It is to say that

evaluations can be seriously considered, and they can influence the

content of decisions. They can sometimes even motivate a decision.
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After a decision is made, findings can support argumentsin its favor and

thus contribute to impact. But many other considerations go into

decisions, and many other forces determine program changes. In

highlighting some of these contributions, wetried to indicate the forces

at workin eachsituation.
Because ourfindings contradict the truism that evaluations are not

used, we must reassess our methods and state why we should be

believed. First, although our sample was purposive, we examined

almost half of the eligible studies completed in twoyears by the Office of

Education’s evaluation unit. Even if the rest of the studies contributed

nothing to decisionmaking (and we know someofthem did), the extent
to which OE’s evaluations contributed wouldstill be a striking disproof

of current beliefs. We do not maintain ourfindings generalize beyond

two years of OE studies. The study that samples evaluations across

manypolicy sectors and many years remainsto be done.Yetit is now

reasonable to believe that such evaluations might contribute something

to decisionmaking.

Second, it is always possible our respondents embroidered on the

truth, and decisions were not influenced by the evaluations. This may be

a serious problem,since we performed the study for Congress.However,

we verified the claims of each respondent as extensively as possible,

through independent statements and documentation. A conspiracy

would have to stretch from Congressional staffers themselves, to

independent researchers, to bureaucrats who had varying perspectives

and noparticular love for evaluation. We discovered only two instances

in which respondentsflat-out disagreed with each other, and in both

cases the likely explanation is a simple mistake. In summary, our

methods, though flawed, are adequate to support the contention that

these studies contributed to decisions and to impact on policies and

programs. We now compareourfindingsto the literature on knowledge

use in policymaking.

HOW ARE EVALUATIONS USED?

Our findings conflict with current beliefs about the contributionsof

evaluation in important ways. Thebeliefs are:

(1) Evaluations are rarely used in decisions.

621
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(2) Whenthey are used for decisions they are a minorinput in mostcases.

(3) They are used largely as window-dressing to legitimate decisions that were already

made on other grounds.

(4) Whenthey are used in decisions, the decisions are usually unimportant.

(5) Evaluations’ majoruseis to enlighten policymakers about the nature of policy and

programs.

Extent of Use in Decisionmaking

The belief that evaluations are rarely used in decisions comes

primarily from the study of Patton and his colleagues (1977). They

interviewed the decisionmaker,the evaluator, and the project officer

responsible for each oftwenty evaluations of health programs. Fourteen

of eighteen responding decisionmakersandthirteen of fourteen evalua-

tors said their evaluation was used. However, in no instance did

respondentsrelate specific findings to specific decisions. Evaluations

were usedas “additional pieces of information in the difficult puzzle of

program action” (p. 145). They were used in a context of ongoing

decisionmaking,rich with other information.

Like Patton, we found evaluations served as one of many inputs. And

the extent of use we discovered wasrelatively similar—all studies except

two were used in decisionmaking. However, we were able to relate

specific findings to specific decisions—129 instances and ofthese, 68

instancesin which the decisions were implemented in changing programs

and policies. By any measure, contributions to decisions were the rule,

not the exception.

Several reasons are evident for the differences between the Patton

study and our own.First, Patton et al. were careful to draw a random

sample of evaluations, while our sample was purposive. Conceivably,

our findings are an overestimate of the extent to which typical
evaluations contribute. As we noted, however, the contributions from

OE’s evaluation unitare still surprisingly frequent. A second difference

in the studies involves the sample of respondents. Patton et al.,

interviewed “the personidentified by the project officer as being either

the decisionmaker for the program or the person most knowledgeable

about the study’s impact” (p. 143). In our study, contributions were

scattered all over the federal education sector—typically, there was no

single decisionmaker who knew every contribution. Moreover, “the

decision makerfor the program”in Patton’s study may have been so far

abovethe day-to-day administrative responsibility for the program that
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he or she did not know the wholestory on use. This is especially serious,

since Rich (1979) found that subordinates do not alwayscite findings

that are the basis for a decision. We interviewed middle-level bureaucrats

whohad themselvesused findings. Had we interviewedsay,the head of

the ESAAprogramsinsteead ofthose who drafted program regulations,

we would not have discovered evaluations’s contribution to these
regulation.

A final reason for the difference in findingsis that Patton examined

the health sector in 1975 and we examined education in 1980.4

Evaluation had five moreyears to establish itself. Also, it has been a

prevalent federal activity for a longer time in education than in health

services delivery (excepting clinical trials). Many of evaluation’s mis-

takes and subsequent lessons were made in education programs. In
addition, many features of OEfacilitated use. A stability was evidentin

the staffing of education offices that many federal health agencies have

not achieved. ThedirectorofTitle I services had beenin office ten years,

and the evaluation officer, twelve years at the time of our study. Most

administrators, whether they liked evaluation or not, knew what to

expect and to whom they should talk. Bureaucratic problemsof rapid
reorganization and failed communication hinder use (Leviton and
Hughes, 1981), and are everywhere in federal health programs. Also,

many respondentsagreed that the Congressional staff who made use of

evaluations in education were much more sophisticated

on the subject than is usually the case when Congress deals with data

(Zweig, 1979). Staff had dealt with the same policy issues through
several Congressional cycles and were prepared to integrate new

information into their understanding.

Importance of Evaluations as Inputs to Decisions

The Patton et al. study as well as some case studies (Bauman, 1976;

Menges, 1978; Millsap, 1978) indicate that when evaluationsareused,

they are likely to be one of many inputs to thinking about policy and

programs. One maytherefore ask: how important an inputis evaluation

relative to other sources of data and other considerations? The studies of

evaluation (Florio, Berman, and Goltz, 1979; Fox, 1977) and of social

science generally (Caplan et al., 1975; Weiss and Bucuvalas, 1977;

Weiss and Weiss, 1981) indicate that federal decisionmakers can value

research information highly in somecircumstances. But does it carry

weightin decisions?
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We can only speculate about the ultimate importance of evaluations

as inputs. However,the decision contexts give us clues about importance,
as do the opinions of respondents. When, for example, the study

“Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change” offered new

information about implementing changein schools, respondentopinions

and citations of the findings in laws to foster such changeallow us to

make an inference that evaluation was important. In contrast, our

respondentssaid that evaluationsplayed only a minor(thoughreal) part

in some administration budget proposals. Importance varied greatly.

Quantifying importance is meaningless in these cases—qualitative

understanding is everything. One must ask, “Important in relation to

what, the need for program survivalor for political visibility?” No. “In

relation to gossip, newspaper headlines, and opinions?” Perhaps.

Information from several sources is used in combination (Caplan etal.

1975; Rich, 1977), so can we really partition the variance due to

evaluation?

Contribution to Decisions Versus Legitimation of Decisions

Knorr (1977) concluded that, although social scienceis used in making

decisions,it is also used to legitimate decisions that are made on other

grounds. Weiss (1978) notes that such use is entirely appropriate in

gaining political support for a position. We agree and say such use

contributes to impact. Yet ourtask hereis to distinguish legitimation

from use in decisions. Again, we can only infer the extent to which

legitimation was involved. We haveseveral bases for such an inference.

Respondents tell us. Also, respondents and documents mayindicate

that data played a role before the appearanceofa formal bill, regulation,

Or management order. Legitimation becomes much more an issue

afterward, as the proposal is challenged in public debates (Bauman,
1976; Mitchell, 1980). Third, selective use of data providesan indication,

as in the case of Magnet Schools. Yet even here, there is evidence that

positive findings helped resolve a political debate that in turn led to a

decision to change the budget. The findings were not just window-

dressing.

Thirteen of the twenty-seven instances of “serious consideration”

were attempts to gain support for a political position. Such attempts

were often involved when evaluations contributed to decisions as well.

However, the decisionsalso took their form from the evaluations, and in

no case could weclearly label the instances involving decisions as mere
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legitimation. For example, lobbyists for higher education madeuse of

the Campus-Based Aid survey to argue for a change,and the data helped

convince Congress about the merits of the case. As Pelz (1978) noted,

persuasion and other uses are not neatly compartmentalized. They

should all be expected to occur in political debates.

Importance of the Decision

Weiss (1981) suggests that when decisions are made onthe basis of

evaluations,they are likely to be less importantones that do not threaten

political constituencies. Yet one cannot maintain that the decisions to

which evaluations contributed here were unimportant. Clearly, no

program died because of evaluation; clearly, other considerations went

into budget decisions. But the changesin the law and regulation forTitle

I, bilingual education, and higher education were extremely important
in their potential impact on students. Even though a small start at
improving education of neglected and delinquent children was not
earthshaking, improvement wastheall-important and correct goal.
Importanceis not a matter of budgets and program survival alone. The
reader should judge the importance of contributions in terms of
incremental political change (Lindblom, 1968).

Direct Versus Indirect Use in Policymaking

Weiss (1977) concluded from past studies of knowledge use that an
important function ofsocial science is to provide enlightenment about
policies. Findings would “percolate through the consciousness” of
policymakers and eventually influence programs in important ways.
Given the work of Caplan et al., (1977), and Weiss and Bucuvalas
(1977), we expected many instances in which people wouldtell us that
findings confirmedorrevised their thinking about programs—-serious
consideration, but nothing more.

Perhaps our mostsurprising finding is the numberofdecision-related

uses comparedto those involving serious consideration only. Even in
the Rich (1977) study, where use in decisions was common,conceptual
use was more common. We can say that in our study, serious

consideration wasinvolved in all decisions andall impacts. Enlighten-

ment was essential to many of these, as when “Federal Programs
Supporting Educational Change”revealed to federalofficials the nature
of local implementation of innovations. Yet the linkage to action was
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much more direct than we were led to expect. For example, in the

National Day Care Study, recommendationstranslated directly into

regulations. In the case of bilingual education,the actions of Congress

were hardly direct, as they took a step towardredefinition of goals, and

then left the hard work to OE. But the implications of the study were

relatively straightforward. There was no evidenceof a long “percolation

through consciousness” in these instances. It is possible that the

decisions in retrospect appear morestraightforward then they were at

the time. Or, that the “percolation” may have occurredin the long years

of evaluation prior to these studies. The debates over Day Care and

MagnetSchools had been well-articulated for some time, and questions

about Title I performance were frequently very specific. In contrast,

debates over the Follow Through outcomestudies may take years to

result in any decisions, and arguments on sex equity were yet to be

marshalled at the time of our study.

Summary

We do not maintain that current beliefs about evaluation are

completely false. Several examples in our workillustrate attempted

legitimation, enlightenment, or unimportant contributions. However,

the generalizations may well be false, and impede a careful study of

contributions. Evaluations are certainly performed for many reasons

(Suchman, 1967), but to the extent that they are “decision driven,” we

can reasonably expect contributions to decisions.

WHATKINDSOF EVALUATIONS CONTRIBUTE?

With many examples available to us, we are in a better position to
generalize about the kinds of evaluations that can be expected to

contribute, and to speculate about the reasonsfor this. A moststriking

finding is the prevalence of contributions by implementation informa-

tion, in all decision contexts. It can best be understood in light of the

variation in local responsesto federal policies. Our decentralized system

has always allowed local governments great freedom in interpreting

federal policies, and the extent of local control leads to problems of

implementation (Danielson et al., 1977; Pressman and Wildavsky,

1973). Moreover,federal actors are largely insulated from thereality of

local programs. This is more true of the powerful decisionmakers than

the program managers, because information is selectively passed
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upwards in bureaucracies (Downs, 1967). Nathan (1979) makes the
point that federal decisionmakers simply do not know whatis going on
in local projects. It should not therefore be surprising that they would
favorthe revealing bits ofinformation aboutlocal behaviorin the face of
their attempts at control.

Use of implementation findings by program managementis easily
understood, given the need to monitor program operation andto plan
for the future. Yet contributionsto legislation are even more prevalent
in our sample. Whyshouldlegislators be interested? Part of the answer
lies in Congress’ need to make programs accountable to the public.
Programs are moreeasily held accountable for operations than for
effects. Also, decisions about implementationdirectly affect constituents.
For example, whenlocal districts exclude private schools from Title I
services, constituents will complain.

Anotherreason that implementationfindings contribute to legislation
is that the implicit theories about program effectiveness assumecorrect
implementation (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). When implementation
is poor, as in the case of Title I services to neglected and delinquent
children, Congress can act. It can also act when insights are obtained
about how to improve effectiveness, as in the case of day care
requirements. But when a programis foundto beineffective, withlittle
information about improvements, Congress’ choices are constrained to
elimination, budget changes, or further study. Only thelastis easy in the
face of constituent pressures.

Outcome information contributed more often than we expected,
given this reasoning. Outcomeswerecited in two (possibly four) budget
changes and an increase in authorization. However, we can most
legitimately suspect “window-dressing” in the budget context, since
changes might have occurred in any case. Program managers made
no use of pure outcomeinformation, exceptin the ten career education
projects. OE hadlearnedthat oncethelid is off such innovations, they
will expand with or without evidenceofeffectiveness. Selecting effective
projects through the JDRPbeforethey gain a constituencyis easier than
defundingineffective projects with a large constituency.

Where implementationis linked to outcomes and Congress hasclues
to program improvement, action is based in part on the findings.
Similarly, the bureaucracy can write regulations based on such clues to
program effectiveness. The case of nonprofit organizationsin desegrega-
tion offers an example. The combination of implementation and
outcomeinformationis a powerful toolfor policymakersjustasit is for
evaluators.
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Whenusedby Congress, federal administration informationindicated

managementproblems, manyof which contributed to the variation in

local practices. It was the NIE Compensatory Education Study that

revealed these, and it was able to contribute because it was reported

directly to Congress. Congress would not likely have heard about

problemsfrom a study supervised by HEW,nor wouldit have accepted

assurancesas readily that the program waswell-run. When management

problemswererevealed within HEW,in the case of the Follow Through

Exploratory Evaluation, the information was used in organizational

development.

In the NIE Compensatory Education Study, the National Day Care

Study, and the Impact Aid Study, assessment of federal administration

borders on policy analysis. In each case, an assessment of current

program operation (evaluation) was married to projections about the

future, and to concrete policy alternatives. In these instances, policies

were adopted directly from the alternatives set forth, and were

developed in concert with the policymakers themselves. Inclusion of

policy analysis appears to promote usefulness.

MODELS FOR REFORM?

Someofthese studies may serve as models for evaluation reform if we

accept that greaterusein decisionsis a goal of reform. Correctuse is one

goal, but we should keep the danger of misuse in mind,as well asstrive

for fairness, quality, and good planning. Fortunately, someofthe highly

utilized studies satisfy these other desirable goals. For example, the NIE

Compensatory Education Study began with a planning period in which

all stakeholders were consulted about important evaluation questions.

This served the goals of equity as well as greater relevance.

These findings fuel the fires of certain reforms and not others. None

of the reports were purely case studies, and are therefore irrelevantto the

merits of using such methods. On the other hand, reliance on

implementationfindings reinforces our appreciation for the importance

of understanding the program priorto evaluating outcomes. Some may

argue from our data that outcomefindingsare not used; but this is not

the case. Outcomes in isolation from implementation are to be

avoided, perhaps, as they contributedlargely in the special environment
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of the JDRP. However, the power of combining implementation and
outcome data for program improvement is evident. It reinforces

Cronbachetal.’s (1980) claim that when evaluationis used,it is used ina

formative mode.

Finally, our case studies should encourage evaluators by showing

that their work does havepotential utility. We hope these exampleswill

enlighten debates about evaluation, and ground them in morerealism

about program andpolicy settings.

NOTES

1. A characterization of service delivery always accompanied information about
recipients in these studies. Therefore we did notdistinguish the two typesof information.

Somecritics may also quarrel with our designating the adoption of innovations as

outcomeinformation. However,it was the goal of Title IV-C to get innovations adopted.

2. We could, for example, have used the proportion of individual findings from
studies that contributed. However, decisionmakersuse finding in clusters (Caplanetal.,

1975; Rich, 1977), so that this unit may be misleading. Anotheralternative unit would be

the formalactions of policy and programs:sectionsof law and regulations, management

orders, memos, and reports, RFP’s, etc. Thus in the example above,a single contribution

would have been counted: “an administrative proposal.” Since more than one change

could occur in a single formal action, however, this unit loses information.

3. Our study ended in late 1980. We have not followed developmentssince.
4. Patton (personal communication) believes that greater use is to be expected in the

1980’s because evaluation is a more familiar tool for the manager and policymaker.
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Conceptualizing Evaluation Use

Implications ofAlternative Models
of OrganizationalDecision Making

Jonathan Z. Shapiro

In an unusual instance of consensus among researchers examining a com-
mon problem,it is generally acknowledged by those investigating the phe-
nomenon of evaluation utilization that there is precious little of it. Recent
reviews, such as those by Thompson and King (1981), Weiss (1982), and Dug-
gan (1983) tend to focus on the nonuse rather than the use of evaluation
information by decision makers, since it is a more commonsituation in eval-
uation. The increasing salience of what Holley (1979) calls the “tragedy of
nonuse”hasled to an important shift in the focus of the evaluationliterature
from the production of evaluation informationto its utilization.

The utilization literature in educational evaluation is based upon a “two
cultures” perspective on the problem ofthe use of social science information
by policymakers (Rich, 1981). The two cultures notion, developed by C. P
Snow (1962) and modified to apply to policy analysis utilization by Caplan
(1979) as the two communities theory, asserts that social science researchers
and policymakers live in separate professional communities, between which
exists a communication gap. As Rich (1981, p. 6) describesit,

Amongsocialscientists, the prevailing belief is that empirically grounded knowl-
edge is seriously underutilized in important policy decisions: Social sciencestill
accumulatesin libraries and impractical retrieval systems rather than policy and
government practices. ... Policy makers, however,feel that they can not under-
stand the reports they receive, that the reports do not deal with the immediate
problemson their agenda, and that the reports are not sensitive to political and
bureaucratic pressure.

One implication of the two communities assumption (that nonuseis due to
a communication gap) is that use is optimized by attending to the communica-

From Jonathan Z. Shapiro, “Conceptualizing Evaluation Use: Implications of Alternative Models
of Organizational Decision Making,”original manuscript.

Author’s Note: This paper waspresented at the joint meeting of the Evaluation Network and the
Evaluation Research Society, Chicago, October 1983.
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tion transactions between researcher and decision maker. Rich (1981) argues

that the two communities hypothesis is at the core of most studiesof utiliza-

tion. Duggan’s (1983) identification of communication factors, nature of the

decision maker, nature of the evaluator, nature and technical quality of the

results and organizational structure as the primary factors related to utiliza-

tion supports Rich’s contention since all but the last refer to the knowledge

transfer aspect of the evaluation process. This perspective is echoed by

Thompson and King’s (1981, p. 35) observation that

Theliterature makes clear that the mostcritical determinant of evaluation utili-

zation is what Patton (1978) has termed “the personal factor.” As Cronbach et

al. (1980, p. 6) summarize, “nothing makes a larger difference in the use of

evaluations than the personal factor—the interest of officials in learning from

the evaluation and the desire of the evaluator to get attention for what he

knows.”

Thomspon and King (pp. 35-36) go on to cite supporting assertions in the

literature from Holley (1979, p. 5), that utilization is usually the result of the

relationship between the evaluator and the user more than anything else; from

Guskin (1980, p. 45), that use is based more on interpersonal, organizational,

and psychological factors than on the actual information itself, and from

Gurel (1975, pp. 27-28), that the major barriers to use are the structural con-

straints and requirements and the interpersonalrelationships that characterize

the evaluation endeavor.

The position adopted in this paper is that the two communities theory,

while important, does not constitute a sufficient explanation of the organiza-

tional response to evaluation information; therefore exclusive attention to

knowledge transfer factors is not sufficient to explain utilization. The two

communities theory attributes nonuse to a communication gap, which implies

that closing the gap will lead to utilization. Thus it is presumed that high

quality, timely, comprehensible social science information from a nonthreat-

ening evaluator will necessarily be incorporated into a policy decision. The

problem with such a presumption is that it ignores the process by which

information is processed, interpreted, and acted upon once it enters the

organization.

Rich (1981) argues that levels of utilization may best be explained by exam-

ining routine bureaucratic and organizational roles and procedures. Theset of

rules, practices, and traditions may be expressed in terms of formal or infor-

mal policy that dictates how officials will produce, process, and apply infor-

mation. In short, utilization may well be a function of how organizations make

decisions, independent of the manner in which an evaluator produced and

delivered that information to the organization. While knowledge transfer 1s

important, it most likely constitutes a necessary but not sufficient condition

for explaining utilization.

As a necessary but not sufficient condition, the two communities hypothe-

sis can account for nonuse but not for any nonzero level of utilization. Since
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nonuse appears to be the modal response to evaluation data, the two com-
munities explanation is often all thatis necessary. However, the explanation
for any nonzerolevel of use must include the organizational decision-making
process as a relevant factor. As suggested by DeYoung and Conner(1982),
knowledge of the decision-making process within the client organization may
help an evaluator to design an evaluation such that use is optimized. To
explore this notion, four models of organizational decision making are exam-
ined with respect to their implications for understanding and maximizing the
probability of evaluation utilization. The models are (1) rational choice,
(2) bureaucratic politics, (3) organizational processes (Allison, 1971), and
(4) cognitive processing (Steinbrunner, 1974).

ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF
ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION MAKING

Rational Choice Model

The rational choice model of decision makingis at the sametime the most
well known and least understood of the decision-making models presented in
this paper. Confusion arises from the fact that “rationality” has a common
language meaning different from its technical definition in the model. Stein-
brunner (1974) observes that the commonsensenotions of rational decisions
as best or worthy of approvalare not consistent with the positive definition of
rationality found in explications of the assumptions underlying the model
see, for example, Riker, 1962; Rikr & Ordeshook, 1973; De Swaan, 1973).
Steinbrunnerstates (p. 27) that

a decision process meeting the assumptionsof the paradigm may or may not
produce outcomes more beneficial or more worthy of approval than those
achieved by other means, and the question as to whetherit does or notis more a
matter of investigation than of deductive assertion.

similarly, Downs (1957, p. 5) notes that, in these types of models,

the term rational is never applied to an agent’s ends but only to his means ...
whenever economists refer to a “rational man” they are not designating a man
whose thought processes consist exclusively of logical propositions, or a man
without predjudices, or a man whose emotionsare inoperative. In normal usage
all of these could be considered rational men. But the economic definition refers
solely to a man who moves towardhis goals in a way which,to the best of his
knowledge, uses the least possible input of scarce resources per unit of valued
output.

The technical definition of the rational decision makerrefers to the consis-
ency of behavior or decisions with the individual’s preference order rather
han with somesocial definition of whatis good, right, or useful. The source
f an individual’s preference for outcomesis irrelevant; the focus of the model
} on the process by which decisions consistent with individual values are gen-
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erated. If there is a commonsense definition of rationality, it is more closely

associated with the notion of self-interest rather than collective interest or

social worth.

A second misconception related to the rational choice model concerns the

level at which rational decisions are made. The rational choice model is a

model of individual decision making. Thus, rationality cannot be conferred

upon groups, agencies, or organizations. Aggregate choice can be explained in

terms of the constellation of individual preferences (Black, 1971), but the

notion of aggregate rational choice as a response to an aggregate utility func-

tion does not pertain. In fact, one of the important theorems in the rational

choice literature, Arrow’s general impossibility theorem (Arrow, 1963),

demononstrates that under reasonable democratic conditions, the outcome of

aggregating individual rational preferences can be an irrational social choice.

In accounting for the behavior of nations in conflict, Allison (1971, p. 252)

points out that “the analogy between nations in international politics and a

coordinated, intelligent human being is so powerful that we rarely remember

that we are reasoning by analogy.”

The rational choice modelis therefore a depiction of how individuals come

to their own decisions. The model presumes that decisions are based on an

analysis of the netutility assigned to different outcomes underdifferent states

of nature, and decisions are consistent with maximum net utility assignment.

Rational individuals assign preferences to outcomes, order their preferences,

and act in the direction of the most preferred outcome.

Organizational decisions are therefore a function of individual preference

orders and utility functions. Although decisions may maximize the organiza-

tional preference order(the set of ordered organizational goals), the decisions

themselves are in response to individual preferences. Individually generated,

organization maximizing decisions can occurfor several reasons. If individual

rational decision makers are in agreement—as in Downs’s (1957, p. 25) defini-

tion of a political party as a coalition whose members agree perfectly on all

goals such that a single, consistent preference order can be identified for the

coalition—organizational choice will be rational (utility maximizing) choice.

Clearly, the larger the organization, the less likely it is to obtain perfect

agreement of individual preference orders.

A second situation occurs when the organizational values and choices are

both defined by a single, rational individual. In this instance, the organiza-

tional preference order and decisions are individual choices elevated to an

ageregate level. Peterson (1976, p. 131) observes that rational models of

American foreign policymaking are based on the assumption that the presi-

dent, supported by the Constitution and modern practice, plays a preeminent

role.

Peterson (pp. 133-134) suggests a third situation in which the decision

would be organization maximizing. He argues that under certain conditions

organizations can offer incentives to or impose constraints on individual deci-
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sion makers to maximize organizational utility. In each of these instances,

however, the organization maximizing decision is coincident with the inten-

tion of rational decision makers to maximizetheir respective, individual pref-

erence orders.

Bureaucratic Politics Model

The model of organizational decision making that Allison (1971, p. 144)

labels the bureaucratic paradigm portrays organizational decisions as the out-

comeof internal political bargaining and negotiation. The model rejects the

notion of rational analysis by representing decisions as the partisan mutual

adjustment of internal conflict (Lindblom, 1965; Braybrooke & Lindblom,

1970). It is assumed in this model that humansare incapable ofthe full-scale

analysis of preferences, outcomes, and decisions described in the rational

choice model andthat the analysis of choice is limited to achieving mutually

acceptable decisions. Such decisions are usually incrementalsince, the greater

the change, the larger the set of alternative values, outcomes, and strategies

that must be analyzed. The goal is not to arrive at an individually focused

utility maximizing decision but a mutually negotiated one.

Lindblom (1965, p. 3) argues that, in the absence of a coordinated, analyti-
cal approach to decision making, “people can coordinate with each other
without anyone’s coordinating them, without a dominant common purpose
and without rules that fully prescribe their relations to each other.” An exam-
ple occurs when two masses of pedestrians cross an intersection against each
other because (p. 3), “they will slip through each other, each pedestrian mak-
ing such threatening, adaptive or deferential moves as will permit him to
cross, despite the number of bodies apparently in his way.”

In many decision settings, the players have unequal powerof resources.

However, a major assumption of the process of “muddling through”is that

decision makers recognize the efficacy of dyadic negotiation over the individ-

ual calculation of utility. In contrast with rational decisions, muddling deci-

sions are neither the simple choice of a unified group nor a formal summary
of leaders’ preferences. Rather, the context of shared power but separate
judgments about important choices meansthat bargaining and negotiation are
the mechanismsof choice. Each player pulls and hauls with the powerofhis

or her discretion for outcomes that will advance his or her interests (Allison,
1971, p. 171).

Organizational Processes Model

A third model of organizational decision making can be distinguished from
the first two by the removal of the influence of individual preferences on the
decision process. Allison’s (1971, p. 67) organizational process model depicts
decisions not as the outcomeof individual conflict within the organization but
rather as being due to the consensus among individuals concerning the need
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for stability, consistency, and the continued existence of the organization. The

implication is that, either through choice or coercion, individuals act within

prescribed organizationalroles, ignoring their personal preferences and simply

working for “the good of the organization.” This should not be confused with

the rational choice notion of maximizing organizational utility, because it 1s

assumedin the organizational process model that rational calculations are not

possible and the organizational goal is simple survival.

As developed by March and Simon (1958), Cyert and March (1963), and

Wildavsky (1964), decisions are viewed within the model as products of organ-

izational routine; they are consistent with the organizationalroles and rules

designed to ensure the continued existence of the organization. Decisions are

made when the organization is required to do so, mainly when thestability

and existence of the organization is threatened. All organizational behavior,

including decision making, is prescribed by a narrow repertoire of standard

operating procedures. The only goal of decision making is the continued exis-

tence of the organization, which is done by creating an organizational struc-

ture insulated against the hostile environment within which the organization

resides.

Cognitive Processing Model

The final model of decision making is Steinbrunner’s (1974) notion of cog-

nitive processing. Steinbrunner argues that other models of decision making

represent ways in which complex decisions are handled by decision makers.

He observes that decision makers are required to exert some form of control

over complexity by analyzingit, selectively ignoring most ofit, or by insulat-

ing againstit.

In the face of overwhelming complexity, not amenable to rational calcula-

tion or bargaining, the mind functions as a mechanism for resolving ambi-

guity. In citing Chomsky’s model of language acquisition as a process in an

environment not sufficiently structured to convey the rules of grammar,

Steinbrunner (1974, p. 90) asserts that the inferential capacity of the mind to

construct grammar rules reveals its ability to impose structure on highly

ambiguous data. Steinbrunner argues that the knownprinciples of cognitive

operations suggest a very different response both to uncertainty and utility

calculations from that projected by other decision paradigms.

From the cognitive or cybernetic perspective, it is presumed that the pro-

cess of decision making is dominated by the mechanismsof

(1) grooved thinking, in which all informationis categorized in fixed ways,

(2) uncommitted thinking, in which each successive piece of information1s

taken to be authoritative, and
(3) theoretical thinking, in which informationis fit into prexisting abstract

and extensive patterns of belief in noncontradictory manner.
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It is argued (Steinbrunner, 1974, p. 136) that these inference mechanisms of
the mind imposestructure in ambiguous(highly complex) situations in system-
atic ways undergiven organizational conditions, and that the cognitive deci-
sion process operates within the fixed structure thus established. Cognitively
processed information, appearing as reality, may be far different from the
actual situation. Because cognitive processes are unconscious processes, this
would not be perceived by the decision maker.

ON THE NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE MODELS
OF DECISION MAKING

Given the intention in this paper to propose the design of evaluations con-
sistent with the implications of decision making, a question mayberaised
concerning the need for multiple, seemingly mutually exclusive, models of de-
cision making.It is argued in this paper that the four models are not descrip-
tions of alternative realities, but alternative descriptions of a single reality.
Based upon Theil’s (1971) dictum that models are to be used but not believed,
it is asserted that the models can be employed to emphasize different aspects
of the process of decision making, but elements of all the models are present
to some degree in any decision. This position is in agreement with Allison’s
(1971) observation that alternative models function as perceptual screens
,through whichdifferent aspects of the decision process can be magnified.

The primary assumption underlying the perspective on decision making
employed in this paper is that decision makers evaluate decisions by attempt-
ing to calculate the consequences of decisions. The four alternative models
identify the levels at which decision consequences can be calculated. The
rational choice model represents a method for analyzing consequencesfor the
decision makeralone. The bureaucratic politics model represents the analysis
of decision consequences for sets of individuals within an organization. The
organizational process modelrepresents the analysis of decision consequences
for the organization as a holistic entity. Finally, the cognitive processing
model represents the method of decision making when the complexity of the
decision setting does not permit the analysis of consequencesat anylevel.

While it is accepted that most decisions contain elementsofall the models,
it is argued that under different conditions, one of the models will most
closely approximatethereality of the decision setting. This condition, as sug-
gested by Steinbrunner, is the degree of complexity in the decision setting.
Therefore, the models can be understood to represent approximate behavior
underdifferent degrees of complexity in the decision-makingsetting.

The rational choice model may represent decision making in the face of
relatively minimal complexity. When alternatives are few, consequences of
action are clear, and preferences for alternative outcomesare distinct, individ-
uals may analyze the decision according to the rational calculus (see, for
example, Stratman, 1974). When decisions become more complex, individuals
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may choose to analyze only a subset of outcomes and actions and settle for

consensually acceptable, rather than utility maximizing, outcomes.

Whenthe decisions become too complex to analyze over any subset with

respect to individual costs and benefits, the decision may be arrived at by

considering only costs and benefits to the organization qua organization. This

simpliflies the decision since organizational preferences are assessed against

the relatively simple organizational values of stability, consistency, and con-

tinued existence. Finally, when the decision setting is too complex even to be

analyzed through organizational routine, decisions will be made through cog-

nitive processing in which complexity will be distorted to fit preexisting belief

structures. To assert that the models represent aspects of any decision process

is to imply that decision makers attempt to analyze all levels of consequence.

To suggest that one of the modelsis particularly appropriate for a given deci-

sion is to identify a particular level of consequence as particularly salient in

that decision.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE ALTERNATIVE MODELS

FOR EVALUATION USE

The basic premise of this paper is that the alternative models of decision

making have implications for study of evaluation use and the design of useful

evaluation. For each model, the nature of the decision and characteristics of

relevant information will be considered in terms of expectations andstrategies

available to an evaluator.

The rational choice model assumesindividually focused, utility maximizing

decision makers. When a single individual is (or a group of like-minded indi-

viduals are) responsible for a decision, the decision will be a function of an

individual preference order. Whena set of dissimilar individuals are respon-

sible for the decision, some aggregation of preference orders is required.

Historically, evaluation researchers have maintained a rational choice

notion of the nature of decision making. As Weiss (1972, p. 2) has observed,

Evaluation research is viewed by its partisans as a way to increase the rationality

of decision making. With objective information on the outcomes of programs,

wise decisions can be made on budgetallocations and program planning. Pro-

grams that yield good results will be expanded; those that make poor showings

will be abandonedordrastically modified.

Similarly, DeYoung and Conner (1982) argue that most evaluators mis-

takenly presume that decisions are rational choices. It is too commonly

assumed,they state, that decision makers(p. 434)

have clarified and ordered the goals of the organization and pursue logical

strategies for attaining these goals. The rational evaluator believes that the deci-

sion maker operates according to an overall plan of action and that he needs

relevant information to select sound meansto achieve desired ends.
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This notion of rationality implies that when a program is measured against
its goals, the organizational decision will reflect the evaluation data which,if
valid and reliable, will indicate a direction for maximizing those goals. The
problem with this definition of rationality is that it is based upon the miscon-
ceptions due to common language meaning discussed above. To assert, as
Weiss does, that rational decisions are wise decisions is to misunderstand the
technical definition of rationality explicated by Steinbrunner and Downs. To
state, as DeYoung and Connerdo,that rational decision makers order the
goals of the organization and act to attain them, is to mistake the level at
whichrational decisions are made. In short, to assumethat rational decisions
are wise decisions, and that they reflect an organizational preference order,is
to misrepresent the rational choice model.

The problem with this misrepresentation of the rational choice modelis
that it sets up rationality as a “straw person.” Thatis, if rationality is defined
as wise, aggregate focused decision making, and experience reveals that organ-
izational decisions are neither wise nor aggregate utility maximizing, the
implication is that the rational choice modelis not a reasonable representation
of organizational decision making. As a consequence of this straw person

definition, evaluators such as Patton (1978, p. 18) have concluded that, “the

visions of government based on rational decision making undergirded by

scientific truth were beginning to fade.”

The implications for evaluation use of correctly interpreting rationality as

individual and self-interested, rather than collective and wise, decisions are

significantly different from the straw arguments defeated by Patton. When a

rational individual comesto a decision, the decision is based upon an individ-

ual preference order even when the decisions are coincidentally organization

maximizing. In the rational choice model there is no a priori reason for

expecting a decision makerto adopt the organizational preference orderas his

or her individual order. A rational decision maker would make organizational
maximizing decisions only if organizational interests are placed above per-

sonal interests in the individual preference order—an unlikely situation given

the nature of self-interest. To assert that a set of rational decision makerswill

make organization maximizing decisionsis necessarily to assert that organiza-

tions are made upof rational altruists, whichis likely a contradiction in terms.

The pointis that rational decision makers would welcome any information

that reduces uncertainty concerning the true state of a program, but the deci-

sion based uponthat information will be a function ofself-interest. A rational

decision maker who would suffer a loss in utility if a current unsuccessful

program would be replaced by some other program would be unlikely to

make a decision in which that failure was acknowledged. A decision maker

who would be better off if a program failed, perhaps because he or she would

be given greater authority in a new program, would make a decision based on

acknowledging the program failure. Therefore, the rational choice model sug-

gests that decision makers will utilize valid and reliable evaluation informa-

tion concerning their programs. However, the form ofutilization, particularly
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with respect to the direction of the program decision,is a function of individ-

ual preference, and organizational goals that are not also personal preferences

will not influence a rational decision. Evaluators shoud strive to maximize the

reliability and validity of the data they produce for rational decision makers,

but utilization, subject to the preferences of the individual decision maker,is

beyond the evaluator’s control and may not conform to the evaluator’s

expectation.

The bureaucratic model advanced by Braybrooke and Lindblom (1970)

asserts that decision makers analyze only a subset of relevant values and out-

comesrelated to a decision, and they then seek a consensualdecision position.

Decisions, being the result of bargaining and negotiation, are likely to be

based on compromise and result in only incremental change. Since decisions

will be incremental, data are likely to be perceived as relevant provided they

suggest incremental rather than large-scale directions for change.It is likely,

underpartisan mutual adjustment, that Weiss’s (1972, p. 326) observation that

“utilization might be increased if the evaluation included ... analysis of the

effectiveness of components of the program,or alternative approaches, rather

than all or nothing, go or no-go assessmentof the total program”is a correct

statement.

This suggests that in the bureaucratic politics decision process the classical

field research design that compares a treatment to a control group will not

yield relevant information since the finding of no difference would imply a

decision too large to be consensually acceptable. Instead, data pointing to

incremental changes would be required; for example, an evaluator could

assess alternative programs that are incrementally different. Of course, the

likelihood of finding statistically significant differences between similar pro-

gramsis less than the instance when a treatment and “no treatment”(or radi-

cally different treatments) are compared. Thus, as designs become more

incremental, the probability decreases that an evaluation of group differences

based onstatistical inference will point toward change. If an evaluation were

based upon a treatment/no treatment design, any decision resulting from the

data mayfall in the direction suggested by the data, butit is likely to be of a

lesser magnitude. Finally, if group consensuslies in a direction away from the

evaluation results, the results may simply be ignored.

The organizational process modelalso limits the range of useful evaluation

findings. Since decisions are based upon repertoire of standard operating

procedures, evaluation findings can only beutilized if the action implied by

the data falls within the set of routine organizational behavior. The evaluation

question must be framed in terms of what decisions can be made, rather than

whatdecisions should be made. Such a requirementis likely to restrict the set

of evaluation recommendations an organization can act upon, for example, all

things being equal, incremental decisions are morelikely to be viewed as rou-

tine than are large-scale ones. Thus, some of the implications of the bureau-

cratic politics model will apply here.
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However, the organizational process model has further implications for
evaluation research. While the rational choice and bureaucratic politics mod-
els reveal the problems of assumingthe direct utilization of evaluation find-
ings, at least the search for information is based on a desire to clarify the
consequences of program decisions. However, using a modelthat suggests that
organizational behavioris a set of routine operations, the motivation for mak-
ingthe decision to seek information must be examined rather than assumed.

In a recent article, Feldman and March (1981) discuss reasons for the
organizational search for information consistent with the organizational pro-
cess model of behavior.It is first asserted that the decision theoretic notion of
gathering information to solve problems is not applicable at the organiza-
tional level, an observation echoed by Allison’s note on the use of rational
choice as analogy at the organizational level. Feldman and March then sug-
gest that information gathering has an important symbolic function in organi-
zational behavior. Organizations gather information to take on the appearance
of rationality and competencein decision making.It is therefore the gathering
rather than analysis of information that organizations usually pursue. Thus,
the motivation for information search is the symbolic valueit conveys.

Feldman and March argue that despite this motivation, once information
searching becomespart of the organizational routine, it can becomeinstru-
mental. Again, consistent with the assumptions of the model, organizations
can utilize information concerning the environment within whichit operates.
Therefore, Feldman and March suggest that organizations use information as
surveillance, scanning the environmentfor indications of trouble. They further
contend, however, that since information can be subject to strategic misrep-
resentation, decision makers learn routinely to discount much information
(p. 177). In brief, organizations routinely gather information as a symbolic
gesture and can utilize surveillance information, but will discount information
that is open to misrepresentation.

Feldman and March’s conclusions suggest the following implications for
evaluation. First, organizations may often request information they have no
intention of using. What appears to be evaluation use may actually be evalua-
tor use; thatis, it is the process rather than the product that the organization
values.

Moreover, the observations that organizations can utilize surveillance
information but will discount information open to strategic misrepresentation
suggest that the most relevant evaluation information will be nonjudgmental
information. Obviously, the type of information most susceptible to strategic
misrepresentation is information that contains interpretation, such as the
evaluator’s judgment concerning the success of a program. Consequently,
when decision makers are operating out of the organizational process mode,
the traditional evaluation inference comparing programsto program goals is
least likely to be utilized. Under the organizational process model, evaluators
should try to produce surveillance information, that is, the program equiva-
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lent of social indicator data. Such relatively nonjudgmental information can

then be scanned by the decision maker, who will act upon it when homeo-

stasis 1s threatened.

The final model of decision making is Steinbrunner’s cognitive processing

specification. The modelasserts that under conditions of complexity too great

to be controlled at any level by the decision maker, cognitive processing func-

tions such as grooved thinking, uncommitted thinking, and theoretical think-

ing drive the decision. The most important implication for evaluation use is

that decision makers may unconsciously distort the evaluation findings to

make them fit preconceived decision orientations. Whenthisis the case, utili-

zation is clearly beyond the control of the evaluator. However, it should also

be noted that if cognitive processing is more likely to occur in the face of

greater complexity, then evaluators should strive to produce information in as

simple a format as possible in order to minimize the subsequentdistortion.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper began with the premise that the two communities theory of

utilization is not a sufficient explanation for the utilization of evaluation data.

It was asserted that utilization and the design of useful evaluation is also a

function of organizational decision-making procedures. It has been further

argued that under different conditions of decision setting complexity, the sali-

ent aspect of the decision process varies. In order to maximize use, evaluators

will have to identify the process and structure the evaluation according to the

demandsof information relevant to that process.

One importanteffect of acknowledging the influences of the decision-mak-

ing process on utilization is to undermine a favored evaluation assumption—

that information of high technical quality concerning program performance

can be useful. In analyzing the characteristics of useful information under

each decision-making model, it becomes clear that usefulness is based on the

individual needs of decision makers, not the aggregate needs of the organiza-

tion. In none of the models, except for a highly unlikely rational choice situa-

tion (where decision makersare rational altruists), is there a demandforvalid

and reliable information concerning the performance of a program against the

organization’s goals. Thus, the evaluator’s goals of producing high-quality

information on program performance and producing useful information can-

not be simultaneously maximized. It appears that evaluators will have to

choose between (a) producing highly useful information by functioning as the

personal consultants to individuals within an organization and (b) producing

high-quality information about a program (in effect becoming the advocate of

the organization rather than individuals within it) and accepting a lower

probability that the information will be utilized.
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The Evaluation Report

A WeakLink to Policy

Dennis DeLoria and Geraldine Kearse Brookins

As secretary of the U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare (HEW) from 1977 to 1979, Joseph

Califano personally requested many of the evaluations

that were carried out by the HEW Office of the Inspector.

General. Among the hundreds of department priorities,

issues commanding Califano's direct attention were of

greater than usual importance. Following his request,

the evaluation staff of the Office of the Inspector

General would spend six or eight months gathering data,

often traveling to many regional offices and local

projects across the country. When data collection and

analyses were completed, the inspector general and his

staff reported the findings directly to Califano.

Califano stipulated that the findings be summarized in a

written report not longer than 15 pages and summarized

orally in 20 minutes, followed by 40 minutes for his

questions. From this brief interchange he decided what

action, if any, should result from the months of

evaluation.
Some dearly held evaluation practices are called into

question when the secretary of a major department permits

but 15 pages and 20 minutes for reporting important

findings, when evaluation reports about federal programs

and policies often are 100 to 300 pages in length. Given

this discrepancy, it seems necessary to reexamine their

contents and organization. By doing so we may find ways

to refocus them to better meet the needs of policy makers

such as Califano.
Here we first discuss the work of policy makers and

some reasons why evaluation reports tend to be long. We

then examine three policy reports to determine their

similarities in meeting the needs of policy makers.

From Dennis DeLoria and Geraldine Kearse Brookins, “The Evaluation Report: A Weak Link to

Policy,” pp. 254-271 in Learning from Experience: Evaluating Early Childhood Demonstration

Programs,” edited by J. R. Travers and R. J. Light. Copyright ©1982 by National Academy Press.

Reprinted by permission.
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Finally, we summarize 10 features that appear to make

evaluation reports more useful.

POLICY MAKERS: PEOPLE IN A RUSH

Managers' activities are generally characterized by

brevity, variety, and fragmentation, claimed Mintzberg

(1973) in a broad review of studies examining the nature

of managerial work. He pointed out that managers' jobs

are remarkably alike, including senior and middle managers

in business, U.S. presidents, government administrators,

production supervisors, foremen, and chief executives.

He found the brevity of managers' activities surprising:

telephone calls averaged 6 minutes, unscheduled meetings

averaged 12 minutes, and work sessions averaged 15

minutes. Brevity was also reflected in the treatment of

mail. Executives expressed dislike for long memos and

skimmed most long reports and periodicals quickly. Most

surprising, significant activity was interspersed with

the trivial in no particular order. Managers must be

prepared to shift moods quickly and frequently.

Mintzberg found strong indications that managers

preferred the more active elements of their work:

activities that are current, specific, and well defined.

Among written communications, they seemed to prefer those

dealing with active, concrete, live situations. The

Managers typically received about 20 periodicals and many

reports per week. "Most were skimmed (often at the rate

of 2 per minute), and an average of only 1 in 25 elicited
a reaction," stated Mintzberg (1973:39). From this it

would appear that to be effective, or to be even thought-

fully considered, evaluation reports written for policy

makers must make some carefully thought-out concessions

to such a frenzy of executive activity.

EVALUATORS: PEOPLE CONCERNED WITH METHODS

Evaluators are typically social scientists, with
extensive training in the scientific method. Central to

that training is the notion that any statement of evalua-

tion or research findings must be accompanied by a

Careful description of the precise methods used, so other

Scientists can replicate them to verify the findings. By

training and scientific necessity, evaluators devote a

substantial part of most reports to detailed descriptions
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of the methods used. Such reports typically follow the

classical "dissertation" style, having chapters on back-

ground, purpose, hypotheses, subjects, design, measures,

data collection, statistical analysis, findings, and

discussion. The many variations of this style share one
essential characteristic: Their fundamental organization

emerges from the scientific method. Practically, this

dictates that the overall report format be organized

around the methods used, and findings are embedded as a

subsection within.

The dissertation-style report may contain facts needed

by policy makers, but they are usually fragmented because

of the need to respect the conventions of science. For

example, the details needed to answer a single policy

question may be scattered across several chapters--some

in the chapter describing the subjects, some in the dis-

cussion of child measure outcomes, some in the discussion

of parent measure outcomes, some in the discussion of

staff interview outcomes, and some in the chapter present-

ing overall findings. The burden falls on the policy

Maker to locate the fragments and piece them together to

answer complex questions.

TWO REPORTS ARE NEEDED: ONE SCIENTIFIC, ONE POLICY

The methods-oriented evaluation report is necessary to

uphold the conventions of science, but a policy-oriented

report seems necessary to reach policy makers. Coleman

(1972) elegantly described the relationship. He said

that the original policy questions must be translated

into questions that can be addressed by the methods of

science; at the conclusion of the scientific process the

findings must be translated into the world of policy.

Viewed in this way, most evaluations stop short of comple-

tion if the final report is a conventional, methods-

Oriented one. Only a rare policy maker would spend the

time and effort needed to extract policy information from

a methods-oriented report while being bombarded by the

dizzying activity described by Mintzberg.

An alternative would be a brief, policy-oriented

report that describes concrete action items in language

understandable to policy makers. Passages detailing

methods used to conduct the evaluation would be removed

so the policy maker would not have to sift through them
to locate passages with findings of interest. Policy

questions and their answers would form the major organiz-—
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ing theme of the report. The jargon of evaluation would

be avoided. Policy makers might well consult such a

report in making important decisions--at present a

too-rare occurrence.

Three Sample Policy Reports

To explore our hunches we examine three policy reports

that embody many of the features needed by policy makers.

All three were written to directly inform or influence

policy, and they advocate specific policy actions. The

authors appear familiar with matters of policy and policy

reporting. They are situated differently in relation to

the policy makers they attempt to inform: Some work in a

federal agency responsible for administering programs,

some in a private research consulting firm, and some in a

child advocacy group.

The reports are different in important ways. One

report presents original data only, another presents

findings from other studies only, and one presents some

of each. One looks only at the process of implementing a

major piece of legislation, another at the effects on

children of existing school enrollment practices, and

another looks at both program process and effects on

children. One project had a budget of more than $7

million, another less than 5 percent of that, and one

used existing staff in a federal agency. One was

requested by Congress, another by a program administra-

tion agency, and one was undertaken solely through

private initiative. This diversity makes their

similarities even more significant.

Although the three reports have certain exemplary

features, they are also not without faults, some of which

may be serious. Whatever faults they possess, however,

do not detract significantly from the policy-oriented

characteristics we are interested in. This paper

examines and emphasizes the strengths of these reports,

rather than their faults, in the belief that this

strategy can more directly contribute to future

improvements.
This paper does not attempt to assess the actual policy

impacts that these reports have already had, nor does it

lay out a sequence of events to increase policy impact.

Past experience suggests that policy reports, no matter

how well written, will not have much influence without

deliberately organized support of one kind or another.

Such a topic lies outside the intent of this paper.
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Our examination is based on simple inspection rather

than quantitative analysis. It should be considered a

search for hypotheses to be confirmed, rather than a

confirmation itself. To the extent our conclusions

appeal to common sense, we consider them sufficient. To

Orient our examination we looked to the reports for

answers to four questions:

1. What policy perspective did the authors adopt?

2. What policy questions did they address?

3. What methods did they use to answer the questions?

4. What format of presentation did they use?

There are many smaller questions buried in each of these;

the answers are implicit in the narrative. From this

examination has evolved some guidelines that may be of

use to others preparing policy reports.

Report 1: Progress Toward a Free Appropriate Education

Policy Perspective This report (U.S. Office of

Education, 1979) is the first of a series of annual
reports to Congress on progress in the implementation of

P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children

Act of 1975. The act requires reports to be delivered to
Congress each January.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH, now
located in the U.S. Department of Education), which

Prepared the report, is the agency responsible for
Carrying out provisions of the act. This, of course,
gives the authors a vested interest in the findings,
Since their purpose is to report BEH's success or lack of
success in implementing the act. Despite the potential
for a conflict of interest, the report maintains an
objective tone throughout; problems as well as successes
in implementation are highlighted. The report does not

stress future policy actions, but its discussions of

problems often include descriptions of corrective actions
initiated by BEH or references to the need for additional
money Or work.

Although BEH wrote the report mainly for Congress, the

authors explicitly kept in mind many others who might use
the findings, such as federal administrators in HEW, the
Office of Education, and BEH; state directors of special
education and state evaluators; leaders of professional
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associations and advocacy groups; and members of the

academic community (U.S. Office of Education, 1979:77).

The report addresses issues of importance to federal

policy by virtue of the source of its mandate, the

position of its authors, and its stated audiences.
Depending on the nature and seriousness of its findings,

the report could influence many kinds of decisions:
federal legislative authorizations and appropriations,

federal] regulations and guidelines, federal program

implementation practices, training and technical assist-

ance, and similar state (and local, where appropriate)

decisions. Moreover, massive funds are involved for

implementing the act. For fiscal 1979 the federal

appropriation was $408 million, and the states projected

outlays up to 30 times as great, for a possible total of

$24 billion nationwide (U.S. Office of Education,

1979:113). The act affects every state and every local

school district, involving thousands of educators and

millions of children.

Policy Questions Six policy questions are addresssed

in the report:

Are the intended beneficiaries being served?

In what settings are the beneficaries being served?

What services are being provided?

What administrative mechanisms are in place?

What are the consequences of implementing the act?

To what extent is the intent of the act being met?

All six are closely tied to the concerns of Congress and

the requirements of the act. Their final wording was

arrived at by a task force, which invited consultation

and review from all persons directly concerned with

administration of the act. None of the questions

explicitly inquires about the changes in children

resulting from implementation of the act; instead, they
explore the process of providing required services and

whether the intended children are being served.

Each of these questions implies a host of subordinate

questions, which are discussed either directly or

indirectly in the narrative. For example, under the

question "Are the intended beneficiaries being served?"

the main issue appears to be "How many eligible children

are not being served?" Another subordinate question

examines inconsistencies among states in the percentages
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of children served and the reasons for the differences.

Another asks if only eligible children are being served.

None of the major questions directly mentions costs,

although costs are prominently discussed in many of the

subordinate questions.

Methodology This report summarizes data from other

sources rather than presenting original data. Sixteen

sources are cited, although the body of the report says

little about the studies or their methods. Readers

wishing more information are referred to notes, append-

ixes, Or to the studies themselves; references to them

are made mainly through the use of footnotes or credits

under tables and figures. By thus removing most discus-

sion of the supporting sources, the full emphasis of the

report is place on substantive issues, producing a high

ratio of substantive findings to supporting explanation.

The policy questions are stated in general terms, but

each section of the report begins by clarifying the intent

of its question. The clarifications are taken directly

from language in the act or related committee print, and

the authors provide additional interpretation when needed.

They cite findings from previous studies or court rulings

when specific problem areas need to be emphasized. This

results in a thorough contextual description for readers,
setting clear expectations for the kinds of findings
needed to answer the questions. The authors present and
discuss data from the appropriate sources. The report
often points out discrepancies or conflicting findings
and isolates these areas for examination in future
Studies.

Throughout the report the methodology is subordinated
to policy considerations. For example, historical narra-
tive and case examples are interwoven with statistical
tabulations for answering a single question. This is an
improvement on the frequent practice of grouping statis-
tical results in one part of the report, historical back-
ground in another, and case examples in a third; such
fragmentation forces the reader into several disconnected
sections of the report for partial answers to a single
question. The BEH report avoids this problem.

 

Format The BEH report addresses six policy questions;

the questions are used as chapter headings to organize
the entire report. This permits the reader to go directly
to the questions of interest and find all the needed

information in one place.
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An executive summary, which can be read in about 15

minutes, provides an overview of the report. A reader

wishing to follow up one of the statements in the execu-
tive summary can find the corresponding sections of the

report fairly easily. Two improvements would have made

it even easier to locate them: page references following

statements in the summary and a more complete table of

contents. Policy-related subheadings are used throughout

the report and could easily have been listed in the table

of contents.
Most topics in the report are presented in self-

contained, well-labeled sections that are readable in 15

minutes or less. This permits rapid access to the

authors' conclusions in any area of the report, eliminat-

ing the need to sequentially read the report from cover

to cover for answers to specific subordinate questions.

This vastly improves accessibility of information compared

with more traditional evaluation reports and saves much

time and work for the reader.

The readability of the report is lower than antici-

pated, measuring near the "very aifficult" score of

Flesch's (1949) readability formula. A close look at the

language in the report shows that there is just as much

jargon as in the typical evaluation report, but with one

important difference: The jargon is that of policy

makers, not of evaluators. Much of the language derives

from the act itself and from related legislative

processes; some originates in the discipline of special

education; the rest originates in the federal and state

processes for implementing the act. Most of this jargon,

unlike evaluation jargon, is likely to be familiar to the

policy makers who will read the report or its summary.

The report could nonetheless benefit from more deliberate

use of plain English.

Statistical presentations were kept simple throughout,

and graphic displays were used frequently. No special

training is required of the reader to interpret the

statistical data. Only the most elementary statistics

were presented: counts, percentages, ranks, and costs.

Any backup materials that did not directly assist in

answering the policy guestions were relegated to appen-

dixes or referenced in other sources. Throughout the

report, however, sufficient information was included to

eliminate almost all need for reference to the appendixes

or sources in order to understand the report.
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Report 2: Children at the Center

Policy Perspective Children at the Center (Abt
Associates, Inc., 1979) is the final report of the
National Day Care Study (NDCS), a large-scale study of
the costs and effects of day care. NDCS was initiated in
1974 by the Office Bf Child Development, now the
Administration for Children, Youth, and Families (ACYF).
This large-scale research project was designed to "inves-
tigate the costs and effects associated with variations
of regulatable characteristics of center day care--
especially care giver/child ratio, group size, and care
givers qualifications" (Abt Associates, Inc., 1979:xxv).
These three characteristics are generally considered to
be central determinants of quality in center day care and
are key factors in state and federal regulations.

One of the central issues of federal policy in subsi-
dized day care is the relationship of day care costs to
its effects on children. Undergirding this issue are a
number of assumptions regarding the characteristics of
center care, the quality of care, and the developmental
well-being of children in day care settings. ACYF was
Particularly committed to the assumption that ". . ,
developmental well-being and growth of children (could )
be fostered in a day care setting" (Abt Associates, Inc.,
1979:xxvi). Hence it seems the NDCS was implemented to
determine whether federal regulations could be developed
to incorporate ACYF's commitment to quality without
nullifying the indirect economic benefits that have
motivated day care legislation.

Although ACYF was the Primary source that influenced
the structure of the study, there were also other sources
and issues. The Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements
lacked empirical evidence to Support the assumptions upon
which the requirements were based, and this lack to a
large degree motivated the structure of the NDCS. There
were few data available on a large-scale basis regarding
Characteristics, such as group size, staff/child ratio,
and care giver qualifications, their effects on children,
and the relationship of costs to effects--all of which
are policy issues. The NDCS combined some of the concerns
of ACYF and the needs of the Federal Interagency Day Care
Requirements into one study by examining the effective-
ness of varying center day care arrangementswhile taking
into consideration such demographic variables as regions,
States, socioeconomic groups, etc. At least with respect
to center care, it was thought that the results of such a
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study could provide essential information for policy

reformation regarding standards and regulations.

The report speaks to several policy audiences. It is

explicitly addressed to administrators within ACYF and to

those preparing the Federal Interagency Day Care
Requirements. It is also addressed implicitly to state

and local governments that regulate day care licensing,

monitoring, and standards. In addition, the report can

be viewed as being addressed to Congress, which approves

the appropriations for federally funded day care.

Policy Questions In this report, three major policy

questions were addressed (Abt Associates, Inc., 1979:13):

* How is the development of preschool children in

federally subsidized day care centers affected by

variations in staff/child ratio, care-giver qualifica-

tions, group size, and other regulatable center

characteristics?

* How is the per child cost of federally subsidized,

center-based day care affected by variations in

staff/child ratio, care-giver qualifications, group size,

and other regulatable center characteristics?

* How does the cost-effectiveness of federally

subsidized, center-based day care change when adjustments

are made in staff/child ratio, care-giver qualifications,

group size, and other regulatable center characteristics?

The answers to these questions were intended to play a

major role in decisions about current regulations and

practices that affect day care centers serving federally

subsidized preschool children. Adequate answers require

that the policy variables have a direct relationship to

the major policy issues and questions. Staff/child ratio

and care-giver qualifications were assumed to affect

children's cognitive and social development. These two

characteristics of day care were also known to have a

significant impact on the cost per child of day care.

Group size was specified in the Federal Interagency Day

Care Requirements and therefore was of interest. Given

the variety of issues regarding day care, federal involve-

ment, and regulation, an attempt to deal with more than

three major policy questions would have merely diluted

the report's policy effectiveness. The policy issues are

clearly identified and, notably, so are issues that are

not a focus of the study. The authors' disclaimers are
significant because they further delimit the research
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being considered and restrict the readers’ attention in

the proper context. By calling attention to issues that

are not a focus, the authors demonstrate a recognition

that there are other important questions that could be

addressed.

Methodology One of the major challenges of a study

with national policy significance is the selection of a

sample. To this end the evaluators carefully and

deliberately selected a sample with appropriate classroom

composition, care-giver qualifications, and racial

composition. Fifty-seven centers with such diversity

were selected within three sites.

Selection of sites was based on four general criteria.

These criteria required that the sites have a sufficient

number of eligible centers, represent different geographic

regions of the country, show different demographic and

socioeconomic characteristics, and exhibit regulatory

diversity. The actual selection of sites resulted from

an analysis that grouped urbanized areas according to

measures of socioeconomic status. The analysis yielded

six prototypical cities within three regions--South,

North, and West. On the basis of feasibility of study
implementation, the final choice of sites was Atlanta,
Detroit, and Seattle.

In one phase of the study, a guasi experiment was

executed to compare three groups of centers: treated

high-ratio centers, matched low-ratio centers, and

unmatched high-ratio centers. The authors point out that
the staff/child ratio was selected for manipulation
because of its critical policy relevance. The quasi
experiment included only 49 of the centers within the
total sample.

Given the policy questions involved, it was important
to employ measures of classroom composition and staff

qualifications that were reliable and valid. Classroom
composition was defined in terms of number of care givers
per Classroom, group size, and staff/child ratio. These
particular variables were measured by both direct observa-
tion and schedule-based measures. However, only measures
based on direct observation were used in the effects
analyses. Information regarding care-giver qualifica-
tions was gathered through interviews with care givers.
Measures based on direct observation were also used to
determine teacher behavior and child behavior. In

addition, standardized tests were used to measure the

impact of center characteristics on aspects of school
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readiness. Parent interviews were also conducted to

obtain information on parental involvement and family use

of center services. These measures were used primarily

to assess quality of care at the centers--the outcomes.

The data were subjected to multivariate statistical

analyses, but the findings that link classroom character-

istics to measures of guality and measures of costs are

correlational. The statistical strengths of the reported

relationships are sufficient to be used as significant

indicators of both guality and costs. The researchers in
the NDCS used methodological procedures that were

sophisticated and appropriate to the study's goals and
mandate.

Format The authors present the policy~relevant

findings at the beginning of the volume, allowing the

reader to become aware of the major findings immediately.

Policy recommendations, which stem directly from the

findings, are concretely stated and provide a contextual

framework that encourages the policy maker to consider

actual policy decisions. The recommendations are grouped

by area, providing the reader with a logical progression.

For example, the authors present first the findings for

preschool children, then the findings for infants and
toddlers. After the findings, the authors recommend

regulations and guidelines for both groups. The summary

gives suggestions for fiscal policy.

Unlike the authors of many research and evaluation

reports, the authors of Children at the Center do not

assume that all readers are familiar with key terms used

in the study and therefore provide a glossary at the

beginning of the volume. This feature guards against

misinterpretation of terms and results and, hence, of

implications on the part of the reader. Since the

glossary precedes the executive summary, the reader does

not have to turn to a specific section of the volume to

determine how the variables were defined in order to

place the findings and recommendations within the proper

context; thus, time is saved for the policy-making reader.

All information is presented in discrete chunks, each

of which represents a whole in itself. Specifically, a

reader can glean from the executive summary the major

findings regarding day care and federal policy. Or, to

gain some insight into the manner in which regulatory

language should be constructed, the reader could turn to

that section and obtain information in a few minutes.
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Just as written information is presented in discrete
chunks, most of the data are presented in bivariate
tables that are concrete presentations of statistical
relationships. This kind of uncomplicated presentation
seems more likely to be retained by the reader than are
complex multivariate tabular presentations.

Report 3: Children Out of School in America

Policy Perspective Children Out of School in America
(Children's Defense Fund, 1974) is a national compre-
hensive study of the nonenrollment of school-age children,
conducted in 1973 and 1974 by the Children's Defense Fund,
a child advocacy organization. Inspired by a similar one
conducted by the Massachusetts Task Force on Children Out
of School, the study was initiated by the Children's
Defense Fund, rather than by any particular federal or
state agency. It was principally addressed to HEW's
Office for Civil Rights but has wide applicability to
other federal agencies, state and local governments,
school districts, and parent advocacy groups. The
findings are presented in three categories: barriers to
attendance, children with special needs and misclassifica-
tion, and school discipline. Specific recommendations
are set forth for the federal government, state and local
governments, and parents and children. Inherent in the
recommendations is a strong advocacy position. The
authors advocate that specific actions take place within
the federal government, state and local governments, and
among parents and children regarding the exclusion of
children from school.

Policy Questions The major issue in this report is the
denial of a basic education to any child by schools, by
either overt or covert practices and procedures. While
the policy questions are not explicit in the report, one
can identify at least one major policy question and three
subsidiary ones:

How do exclusionary practices (overt and covert)
of schools and school systems affect the education of a
Significant proportion of school-aged children?

* How does the lack of specific procedures for
individual assessment and placement affect the education
of all children?

* What is the relationship between school attendance
and various school charges for essential educational
services and material?
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* How are suspensions and other disciplinary actions

of school mediated by the race, ethnicity, and

socioeconomic status of school-aged children?

The exploration of these questions provided a rich

data base for policy makers at the federal, state, and

local levels. Indeed, such exploration fostered more

specific questions to be answered by a number of agencies

within these levels of government. The study also

provided a basis for active advocacy for children being

excluded from school.

Methodology This report uses both 1970 census data on

school nonenrollment and survey data obtained via a

questionnaire developed by the Children's Defense Fund.

The survey instrument was used to augment the census data

as well as to address issues of special policy concern to

the researchers. More than 6,500 households were

represented in the study. The data were collected in 30

areas of the country within various geographic regions

that encompassed 8 states and the District of Columbia.

In addition, school principals and superintendents were

interviewed about nonenrollment, classification proced-

ures, suspensions, and other disciplinary actions.

The data analyses include frequency counts and percent-

ages, with comparisons being drawn between census data and

the Children's Defense Fund data. These comparisons are

presented in single, straightforward tables. Descriptions

of specific methodological procedures appear in an

appendix.

 

Format The major findings of this study are reported

at the beginning of the volume. This allows the reader

to immediately become aware of the major issues and the

scope of the work that is required to remedy the problems

at issue. Most of the information is organized in short

chapters that can be read quickly. In the case of longer

chapters, the subordinate sections can be read within a

short time, facilitating access to particular issues.

For example, to understand the ways in which children are

misclassified for special programs, the reader could turn

to that section in the chapter on exclusion of children

with special needs and thereby quickly become familiar

with the subject.

The document is written in simple, nontechnical

language and is basically organized around the three main

issues: barriers to school attendance, exclusion of
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children with special needs, and school discipline and

its exclusionary impact on students. The role of

statistics in minimal; the technical information is

placed in appendixes. The interspersal of case history

and anectodotal data with survey and census data is a

particularly effective mechanism for holding the reader's

attention and focusing it on specific issues.

MEETING POLICY MAKERS' NEEDS

These three reports share a few features that set them

apart from methods-oriented reports. The similarities

are not fully consistent across reports, but for purposes

of discussion there appear to be about 10 from which we

can learn.

1. The questions addressed are clearly linked to real
policy decisions. In each report the principal questions

arose from a policy context: debates about day care -regu-

lations, progress toward implementation of new legisla-

tion, Or inequities keeping children out of school.
Policy makers and people affected by these issues were
directly involved in formulating the questions in each
case. They participated in meetings to explore and define
the questions, and the questions determined the evaluation
methods used.

2. At least some questions in each report consider
the costs affecting policy. Nearly all policy decisions
involve cost (or other resource) trade-offs, either
directly or indirectly. When appropriate cost data are
presented in a policy report, its possible influence is
greatly increased. The cost data can be obtained in
different ways: In the National Day Care Study, cost
data were collected concurrently with the process and
Outcome data; in the BEH report to Congress, cost data
were estimated from several outside sources.

3. Policy questions form the central organizing theme
of the report. The overall organization of these reports
contrasts markedly with methods-oriented reports. A

glance at the three tables of contents makes the policy

Orientation immediately apparent. They list the policy

questions examined in a reasonably direct fashion,

immediately immersing the reader in the substantive
issues. This reflects the fact that each chapter

typically discusses a single policy question or a small
related subset of questions.
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4. The reports describe enough of the policy context

to permit informed interpretation without outside sources.

All three reports went to great lengths to present readers

with broad policy perspectives surrounding specific ques-

tions. This permits ready interpretation of the findings

by readers who are not already familiar with the policy
Or decision-making context.

5. Evaluation methodology is played down. Evaluation

methods used to answer the questions are scarcely men-

tioned in the three reports. This is not to say that the

studies were not built on solidly crafted methods, for by

and large they were; rather, the authors chose not to

present details of methodology in these reports, which

were intended for policy makers. Quite likely the

omission is insignificant, considering the purposes of

the three reports, since few policy makers possess the

training to interpret technical methods. Moreover, the

reports provide adequate references to other sources

(often appendixes or other volumes accompanying the

report) that detail the methods, so readers who wish to

can learn more.

6. Reports begin with a brief summary of essential

findings. Usually called an executive summary, it

permits readers to quickly learn essential conclusions

from the report and to decide which other parts of the

report they want to read. It seems important for the

summary to be brief (10 pages or less). Brickell et al.

(1974) interviewed top-level officials from several

government agencies and found they preferred 1- to 10-page

reports to longer ones. They commonly requested a short

report for themselves and a longer one for their sub-

Ordinate staff; their subordinate staff in turn requested

short reports for themselves and longer reports for their

subordinates, and so on down the hierarchy.

7. Backup narrative for the executive summary is

"chunked" into easily locatable brief segments throughout

the body of the report. The reports are generally

Organized such that a reader who wants to learn more

about something in the executive summary can find the

backup narrative easily and read it quickly. Throughout

most of the reports, information is organized into

self-contained, short chunks. This lets a reader quickly

follow up on one or two findings of particular interest,

without requiring cover-to-cover reading. Authors can

usually assume that none of the policy makers will read

their report from cover to cover; rather, they will be

selective, reading the executive summary and little else
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unless it is of high interest, easy to find, and quick to
read. Every incremental improvement in accessibility and
readability increases the amount of the report likely to
be read by the policy maker and, hence, increases the
likelihood of policy impact.

8. Only simple statistics are presented. For the
most part, statistical presentations in the four reports
included only counts, percentages, ranks, averages,
ranges, costs, and bivariate tables or graphs. If complex
Statistical findings cannot be reduced to these simpler
forms, they probably will have little meaning to policy
makers. Few of them are trained in advanced statistics,
and the elegance of advanced techniques may escape them.
Moreover, liberal use of statistics will often obscure
Other information in the report because of the demands it
places on the reader.

9. Where jargon is used, it is the jargon of policy
makers, not of evaluators. We thought the three reports
would minimize jargon to achieve maximum clarity in
presenting findings, but to our surprise they did not--
they were cluttered with jargon throughout. In contrast
to methods-oriented evaluation reports, however, their
Jargon was taken from policy makers' language, not evalu-
ators' language. Policy makers are likely to comprehend
it easily. The use of policy Jargon may even enhance the
credibility of these reports for many policy makers, by
implying that the evaluators understand issues well
enough to become familiar with the appropriate language.

10. Concrete recommendations for action are based on
specific findings. The reports encourage policy action
by presenting specific recommendations. These recommenda-
tions tend to be down to earth and specific, avoiding
abstract platitudes. This translation from findings to
recommendations not only relieves the reader of the burden
of interpretation, but it also helps ensure that the
authors' intended interpretation will not be misunder-
Stood. The concreteness of the recommendations coincides
with the preferences Mintzberg observed among executives
for activities that were specific and well defined.

Our 10 observations are little more than hypotheses at
this time, but they begin to provide a framework for
distinguishing policy-oriented reports from the methods-
Oriented reports that underlie them. To the extent they
are incorporated in future policy-oriented reports, we
feel the policy impact of evaluations will increase, even
without the further improvements in methodology that we
feel are also needed.
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ShouldImperfect Data Be Used to
Guide Public Policy?

Clifford Grobstein

Whena scientist offers data that bear on some question of public policy—

the health hazard of toxic wastes, for example, or pinpointing a cause of acid

rain—how reliable should the data be? Should such data andtheir interpreta-

tion be called upon only when they achieve the level of certainty demanded

within science itself? Or are lower levels of certainty significant when the issue

is one of protecting public health?

The question arose recently in reaction to the first report of the National

Research Council’s Committee on Diet, Nutrition and Cancer, which I

chaired. Commissioned by the National CancerInstitute, the report summa-

rized a large bodyofliterature at various levels of scientific certainty and sug-

gested guidelines for public action. Among these was one to which a number

of critics took exception. It called for efforts to reduce the amountoffat in

the average American diet from 40 percent of the total caloric intake to 30

percent. This was offered as a step that might lower the incidence of certain
common kinds of cancer. Thecritics said that the data supporting this guide-
line were inadequatefor anyscientific conclusion.

Because of the importance of the specific case and the general issue, it is

useful to examine the nature of the data in question. The information came

from epidemiological and laboratory studies—thefirst giving the more direct

information on human populations, the second the morescientifically con-

vincing data but on anotherspecies.

A numberof worldwide epidemiological studies show that the incidence of

certain cancers differs among countries with different dietary habits. Correla-

tions between diet and cancer type have also been found within countries

where subgroupsfollow different dietary regimens. The studies used method-

ologies of varying cogency, from simple statistical correlations between inci-

dences and food consumption to more rigorous procedures such as case

control comparisons. The reports are not fully consistent, but there is general

agreement that high-fat diets are associated with cancer of the breast, colon

and prostate.

From Clifford Grobstein, “Should Imperfect Data Be Used to Guide PublicPolicy?” Science 83,
1983, December, p. 18. Copyright ©1983 by the American Association for the Advancementof Science.

Reprinted by permission of Science 84 Magazine.
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Partly because of these findings, the same relationship has been tested in

laboratory animals, especially ones that develop tumors similar to the human

tumors thought to be sensitive to fat consumption. Typically such studies

involve giving low doses of a known carcinogen followed by diets at several

levels of fat. In most instances, the higher the fat intake, the less time before

tumors develop, the larger the number of tumors, and the higher the death

rate. The fat-cancer link is buttressed by a reasonable hypothesis as to the

mechanisms by which fats produce their effect. The three-way convergence of

epidemiological and laboratory data with the early indications of a mecha-

nism provides adequate support for a provisional conclusion.

Few scientists operating under the strictest canons of scientific certainty

would regard the case as closed. But what about a scientist asked to advise

policy makers or public health educators? It is easy enoughto call for further

research before reaching any conclusions. But in the face of growing evidence

that most cancers have a longhistory from initiation to diagnosis, is it respon-

sible to withhold advice, even if based on imperfect data? What weare eating

today may be determining the incidence of cancer 20 to 30 years from now.

Should people not be told about the possible effects of their diets or, other

behaviors? If they should be told, what level of scientific certainty is required

first?

In fundamental science we properly demandincontrovertible evidence,else

we would be building on shifting sands. In applied science, however, aggres-

sive application often begins before the requirements for full certainty are
satisfied. When it works, this is called imaginative initiative and inspired

judgment—and the rewards are high. With respect to cancer prevention, peo-

ple do not ask for the level of certainty appropriate to pure science. Rather

they ask whatis the best available scientific information on which to make the

soundest judgment. And the time for decision often is now. Given thelevel of

public concern about cancer and the apparent delay between cause and effect,

it would be just as unfortunate for the scientific community to be too late as

too early in making people aware of trends that are developing in scientific

data.

In general terms, therefore, when working in the policy mode,scientists

must recognize that the declared purpose is an important determinant of the

necessary level of certainty. In all cases it is essential to communicate accu-

rately what the level of certainty is, as well as how it can be improved. Butif

science is to be used as constructively as it must be, the rigid criteria of fun-

damental science are often inappropriate. What often is needed is the best

available advice for a complex decision arena. Soundly assessed and accu-

rately communicated, the current state of knowledge can be a most important

guide, even though not fully complete and not yet wrapped up in the golden

trappings of complete certainty. We would be remiss to withhold what can be

useful becauseit is not perfect.



William D. Ruckelshaus

Weare now ina troubled and emotion-

al period for pollution control: many

communities are gripped by something

approaching panic and the public discus-

sion is dominated bypersonalities rather

than substance. It is not important to

assign blame for this. I appreciate that
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Science, Risk and

Public Policy

confidence. The polls showthat scien-

tists have more credibility than lawyers

or businessmen or politicians. and | am

all three of those. I need the help of
scientists.

This is not a naive plea for science to

save us from ourselves. Somehow. our

  

Summary. A climate of fear now dominatesthe discussion of environmental issues,
The scientific community can help alleviate this fear by making a greater effort to
explain to the public the uncertainties involved in estimates of risk. Current statutory
mandates designed to protect public health both demand levels of protection that
technology cannot achieve and are uncoordinated across government agencies. A
common statutory framework for dealing with environmental risks is needed. in
addition, care must be taken to separate the scientific processof assessing risk from
the use of such assessments, together with economic and policy considerations,in
the managementof risks through regulatory action. ,

  

people are worried about public health

and about economic survival. and legiti-

mately so. but we must all reject the

emotionalism that surrounds the current

discourse and rescue ourselves from the

paralysis of honest public policy thatit
breeds.

I believe that part of the solution to

our distress lies with the idea that disci-

plined minds can grapple with ignorance
and sometimes win: the idea of science.

We will not recover our equilibrium

without a concerted effort to more effec-

tively engage the scientific community.

Frankly. we are not going to be able to

emerge from our current troubles with-

out a much improved level of public

democratic technological society must

resolve the dissonance between science

and the creation of public policy. No-

where is this more troublesome than in

the formal assessment ofrisk—the esti-

mation of the association between expo-
sure to a substance and the incidence of

some disease. based onscientific data.

Science and the Law at EPA

Here is how the problem emerges at

the Environmental Protection Agency.
EPAis an instrument of public policy.

whose misston is to protect the public

health and the environment in the man-

ner laid downbyits statutes. That man-

neris to set standards and enforce them.
and our enforcement powers are strong
and pervasive. But the standards weset.

whether technology- or health-related.

must have a sound scientific base.

Science and the law are thus partners
at EPA, but uneasy partners. The main

reason for the uneasinesslies, I think, in

the conflict between the way science

really works and the public's thirst for
certitude that is written into EPA's laws.
Science thrives on uncertainty. The best

young scientists flock into fields where

great questions have been asked but
nothing is known. The greatest triumph
of a scientist is the crucial experiment

that shatters the certainties of the past
and opens up rich new pasturesof igno-

rance.

But EPA’s laws often assume, indeed

demand,a certainty of protection greater

than science can provide with the cur-

rent state of knowledge. The laws do no

more than reflect what the public be-

lieves and whatit often hears from peo-
ple with scientific credentials on the 6
o'clock news. The public thinks we

know what all the bad pollutants are,

precisely what adverse health or envi-

ronmental effects they cause. how to

measure them exactly and control them

absolutely. Of course. the public and

sometimesthe law are wrong, but notall

wrong. We do know agreat deal about
some pollutants and we have controlled

them effectively by using the tools of the

Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act.

These are the pollutants for which the
scientific community can set safe levels

and marginsofsafety for sensitive popu-

lations. If this were the case for all

pollutants. we could breathe more easily

(in both senses of the phrase): but it is

not so.

Wilham D. Ruckelshaus is Administrator of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Washing-
ton. D.C. 20460. This article is based on a talk he
gave at the National Academy of Sciences. Wash-
ington. D.C.. on 22 June 1983.

From William D. Ruckelshaus, “Science, Risk, and Public Policy,” Science, 1983, 221, 1026-1028.
Copyright © 1983 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Reprinted by
permission of author and publisher.
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More than 10 years ago, EPA had the

Clean Air Act. the Clean Water Act, a

solid waste law, a pesticide law, and
laws to control radiation and noise. Yet

to come were the myriad of laws to

control toxic substances from their man-

ufacture to their disposal—butthat they
would be passed was obvious even then.

WhenI departed EPA a decade ago,

the struggle over whether the federal

government was to have a majorrole in

protecting our health, safety, and envi-
ronment was ended. The American peo-

ple had spoken. The laws had been
passed; the regulations were being writ-

ten. The only remaining question was

whetherthe statutory framework we had

created made sense or whether, over

time, we would adjustit.

Scientific Realities

Ten years ago I thought | knew the

answer to that question as well. I be-

lieved it would become apparent to all

that we could virtually eliminate the
risks we call pollution if we wanted to

spend enough money. Whenit also be-

came apparent that enough moneyforall

the pollutants was a lot of money. I came

to believe that we would begin examin-
ing the risks very carefully and structure

a system that would force us to balance

our desire to eliminate pollution against
the costs of its control. This would entail
some adjustmentof the laws. but notall
that much, and it would happen by about

1976. I was wrong.

This time around as administrator of

EPA, | am determined to improve our

country’s ability to cope with the risk of
pollutants over where I left it 10 years
ago. It will not be easy, because we must
now deal with a class of pollutants for

whichit is difficult, if not impossible. to

establish a safe level. These pollutants
interfere with genetic processes and are

associated with the diseases we fear

most: cancer and reproductive disor-

ders, including birth defects. The scien-
tific consensus is that any exposure.

however small, to a genetically active

substance embodies some risk of an ef-

fect. Since these substances are wide-

spread in the environment, and since we

can detect them downtovery low levels,
we must assumethat life now takes place

in a minefield of risks from hundreds.

perhaps thousands, of substances. We

can no longer tell the public that they

have an adequate margin of safety.

This worries all of us, and it should.
But when we examine the premises on

which such estimates of risk are based,

WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS

wefind a confusing picture. In assessing

a suspected carcinogen. for example,
there are uncertainties at every point
where an assumption must be made: in
calculating exposure: in extrapolating

from high doses where we have seen an

effect to the low doses typical of environ-
mental pollution: in what we may expect

when humans are subjected to much

lower doses of a substance that. when

given in high doses, caused tumors in

laboratory animals; and finally, in the
very mechanisms by which we suppose

the disease to work.

One thing we clearly need to do ts
ensure that our lawsreflect these scien-
tific realities. The administrator of EPA
should not be forced to represent that a
margin of safety exists for a specific
substance at a specific level of exposure
where none can be scientifically estab-

lished. This ts particularly true where the

inability to so represent forces the cessa-
tion of all use of a substance without any
further evaluation.

Functions of Regulatory Agencies

It is my strong belief that where EPA.

OSHA (the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration), or any other so-
cial regulatory agency is charged with
protecting public health, safety, or the

environment, we should be given, to the

extent possible, a commonstatutory for-

mula for accomplishing our tasks. This

statutory formula may well weigh public

health very heavily, as the American

people certainly do.
The formula should be as precise as

possible and should include a responsi-
bility for assessing the risk and weighing
it, not only against the benefits of contin-
ued use of the substance under examina-

tion, but against the risks associated with
substitute substances and the risks asso-
ciated with the transfer of the substance

from one environmental medium to an-

other through pollution control prac-

tices. I recognize that legislative change
in the current climate is difficult. It is up

to those of us who seek change to make

the case for its advisability.

But my purpose herets not to plead for

statutory change; it is to speak of risk
assessment and risk managementand the

role of science in both. It is important to

distinguish these twoessential functions,

and | rely here on a recent National
AcademyofSciences report on the man-

agement of risk in the federal govern-

ment. Scientists assess a risk to find out

what the problems are. The process of

deciding what to do about the problems
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is risk management. The second proce-

dure involves a much broader array of

disciplines and is aimed toward a deci-

sion about control.

In risk managementit is assumed that
we have assessed the health risks of a

suspect chemical. We must then factorin
its benefits, the costs of the various

methodsavailable for its control. and the

statutory framework for decision. The

NASreport recommendsthat these two

functions—risk assessment and_ risk
management—be separated as much as

possible within a regulatory agency. This

is what we now do at EPA and it makes

sense.

Risk Assessment

We also need to strengthen our risk

assessment capabilities. We need more

research on the health effects of the
substances we regulate. I intend to do

everything in my power to make clear

the importanceof this scientific analysis
at EPA. Given the necessity of acting in
the face of enormous scientific uncer-
tainties, it is more important than ever

that our scientific analysis be rigorous
and the quality of our data be high. We

must take great pains not to mislead

people aboutthe risks to their health. We

can help to avoid confusion be ensuring

both the quality of our science and the

clarity of our language in explaining haz-

ards.

I intend to allocate some of EPA’s

increased resources to pursuing these

ends. Our 1984 request contains signifi-
cant increases for risk assessment and
associated work. We have requested $31
million in supplemental appropriations
for research and development. and I

expect that risk assessment will be more

strongly supported as a result of this
increase as well.

I would also like to revitalize our long-

term research program to develop a base

for more adequately protecting the pub-

lic health from toxic pollutants. I will be
asking the outside scientific community
for advice on how best to focus those
research efforts.

In the future, this being an imperfect

world, the rigor and thoroughness of our

risk analyses will undoubtedly be affect-
ed by manyfactors, including the toxici-

ty of the substances examined. the popu-

lations exposed, the pressure of the regu-

latory timetable. and the resourcesavail-

able. Despite these often conflicting

pressures, risk assessment at EPA must
be based only on scientific evidence and

scientific consensus. Nothing will erode
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public confidence faster than the suspi-

cion that policy considerations have

been allowed to influence the assessment
of risk.

Risk Management

Although there is an objective way to
assess risk, there is. of course, no purely
objective way to manage it. nor can we

ignore the subjective perception of risk

in the ultimate managementof a particu-

lar substance. To do so would be to place

too much credencein our objective data

and ignore the possibility that occasion-
ally one’s intuition is right. No amount of

data is a substitute for judgment.

Further. we must search for ways to

describe risk in terms that the average
citizen can comprehend. Telling a family

that lives close to a manufacturing facill-

ty that no further controls on the plant's

emissions are needed because, according

to our linear model, their risk is only

10 °°, is not very reassuring. We need to

describe the suspect substances as clear-

ly as possible. tell people what the

knownorsuspected health problemsare,

and help them comparethatrisk to those
with which they are more familiar.

To effectively manage the risk. we
must seek new waysto involve the pub-

lic in the decision-making process.
Whether webelieve in participatory de-
mocracy or not, it is a part of our social
regulatory fabric. Rather than praise or

lamentit. we should seek more imagina-

tive ways to involve the various seg-

ments of the public affected by the sub-
stance at issue. They need to become

involved early, and they need to be in-

formed if their participation is to be
meaningful. We will be searching for
ways to make ourparticipatory process
work better.

For this to happen. scientists must be
willing to take a larger role in explaining
the risks to the public—including the

uncertainties inherent in any risk assess-
ment. Shouldering this burden is the

responsibility of all scientists, not just
those with a particular policy end in
mind. In fact, all scientists should make
clear when they are speaking as scien-

tists, ex cathedra, and when they are

recommending policy they believe

should flow from scientific information.

EVALUATION STUDIES REVIEW ANNUAL

What we need to hear more of from

scientists is science. I am going to try to

provide avenues at EPAforscientists to
become more involved in the public dia-

log in which scientific problems are de-
scribed.

Lest anyone misunderstand. I am not

suggesting that all the elements of man-

aging risk can be reduced to a neat
mathematical formula. Going through a
disciplined approach can help to orga-

nize our thoughts so that weinclude all

the elements that should be weighed. We

will build up a set of precedents that will

be useful for later decision-making and
will provide more predictable outcomes

for any social regulatory programs we

adopt.

In a society in which democratic prin-
ciples dominate, the perceptions of the
public must be weighed. Instead of ob-

jective and subjective risks, the experts
sometimes refer to “‘real’’ and ‘‘imagi-
nary” risks. There is a certain arrogance

in this—an elitism that has ill served us

in the past. Rather than decry the igno-
rance of the public and seek te ignore
their concerns, our governmental pro-

cesses must accommodatethewill of the

people and recognize its occasional wis-
dom. As ThomasJefferson observed. “If
we think [the people] not enlightened

enough to exercise their control with a
wholesomediscretion, the remedyis not
to take it from them, but to inform their
discretion.”

Interagency and International

Coordination

Up to this point I have been suggesting

how risks should be assessed and man-
aged in EPA. Much needs to be done to
coordinate the various EPA programsto

ensure a consistent approach. I have
established a task force with that char-
ter.

I further believe we should make uni-

form the way in which we managerisk
across the federal regulatory agencies.

The public interest is not served by two
federal agencies taking diametrically op-

posed positions on the health risks of a

toxic substance and then arguing aboutit

in the press. We should be able to coor-

dinate our risk assessment procedures

acrossall federal agencies. The risk man-

agement strategies that flow from that

assessment mayindeeddiffer, depending

on each agency’s statutory mandate or
the judgment of the ultimate decision-
maker.

But even at the management stage

there is no reason why the approaches

cannot be coordinated to achieve the

goal of risk avoidance or minimization

with the least societal disruption possi-

ble. I have been exploring with the White

House and the Office of Management

and Budget the possibility of effecting

better intragovernmental coordination of

the way in which weassess and manage

risk.

To pushthis one step further, I believe

it is in our nation’s best interest to share
our knowledge of risks and our approach
to managing them with the other devel-
oped nations of the world. The environ-

mental movement has taught us the in-

terdependence of the world’s ecosys-
tems. In coping with the legitimate con-
cerns raised by environmentalists. we

must not forget that we cope in a world

with interdependent economies. If our

approach to the managementof risk is
not sufficiently in harmony with those of

the other developed nations, we could
save our health and risk our economy. I

do not believe we need to abandon ei-
ther, but to ensure that it does not hap-
pen, we need to work hard to share
scientific data and understand how to

harmonize our management techniques

with those of our sister nations.

In sum, my goal is a government-wide
processfor assessing and managing envi-

ronmental risks. Achieving this will take
cooperation and goodwill within EPA,

among Executive Branch agencies, and

between Congress and the Administra-
tion, a state of affairs that may partake of

the miraculous. Still, it is worth trying,
and the effort is worth the wholehearted

support of the scientific community. |
believe such an effort touches on the

maintenance of our current society, in
which a democratic polity is grounded in
a high-technology industrial civilization.

Without a much more successful way of

handling the risks associated with the
creations of science, I fear we will have
set up for ourselves a grim and unneces-
sary choice between the fruits of ad-

vanced technology and the blessings of

democracy.
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Synopsisfrom Program Evaluation:

1983 Report of the Auditor General of Canada

The Government’s Response

Developmentof Program Evaluation

3.1 In the 1960s, the awareness that program effectivenesslies at the heart of good

public sector managementled increasingly to a recognition that formal procedures to

measurethe effectiveness of public programs were necessary. This happenedfor a variety of

reasons, but two are noteworthy. First, the state of the art in social research had advanced

to the point where useful measurementof attainment of program objectives was possible.
Second, a growing concern for value for money in complex and expensive public programs
led to a rising demandfor proof that the expenditures were cost-effective.

3.2 The Government of Canada began to place a growing emphasis on program
evaluation in the late 1960s when departments and agencies were encouraged to establish

central Planning and Evaluation Divisions by having Treasury Board make resources and
person-years available to them. The departments responded. As a 1974 Treasury Board
study noted, they had established planning and evaluation units involving approximately
3,500 person-years. However, that study also found that little program evaluation was

being done. Mostof the effort was apparently being directed to policy analysis and planning.

3.3 In 1977-78, we conducted a government-wide study of program evaluation,
looking at 23 programs in 18 departments and agencies. Wealso found few successful
attempts to conduct program evaluations. During that audit, the Government issued a
Policy Circular (Treasury Board, 1977-47) which required all departments and agencies to
establish procedures to evaluate systematically the efficiency and effectiveness of their
programs.

3.4 In 1978, the Office of the Comptroller General ‘was established and given
functional responsibility for implementing this new policy. Since then, it has developed a
policy framework to guide and structure departmental evaluation functions. This has been

published in two documents: Guide on the Program Evaluation Function (May 1981). and
Principles for the Evaluation of Programs (September 1981). By establishing a team of
liaison officers to give guidance and advice to departments, the Office of the Comptrolier
General has also taken an active role in encouraging and assisting departments to
implementthepolicy framework.

Editors’ Note: This paper is a summary of a recent review of the status of program evaluation

activities in the Canadian government. The review was conducted by the Auditor General’s Office, an
independent unit similar to the U.S. General Accounting Office, responsible for government-wide

oversight. The Auditor General reports directly to the Canadian House of Commons. Theanalysis

paid special attention to the results of actions by the Office of the Comptroller General to establish

evaluation units and to promote evaluation activities throughout the Canadian government. The

Comptroller General’s Office, established in 1978 specifically to improve managementpractices in

the Canadian government,is part of the Treasury Board, a cabinet ministry in the executive branch

equivalent to the U.S. Office of Management and Budget. Following the synopsis of the Auditor

General’s report, we have included the “Government’s Response” which was prepared by the

Comptroller General.

From Program Evaluation: Report of the Auditor General, 1983, pp. 1-8. Published by the govern-

ment of Canada. 669
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3.9 It is not easy to establish a new function like program evaluation on a

consistent basis throughout government. In this case, the task was made moredifficult
because many senior managers were sceptical about the value of program evaluation, and
there was a shortage of qualified program evaluators. To deal with this, the Office of the
Comptroller Generalsetasits first target getting evaluation units established in the larger

departments and agencies and emcouraging them initially to attempt useful! program

evaluations of small programs. or those of limited scope. to gain experience and to enhance
credibility with management.

Audit Focus

3.6 The purpose of this audit was to report on the progress madein establishing
program evaluation in the federal government over thefive vears since our 1978 Report To
do this, we selected a sample of 19 departments and agencies across governmentand audited
their program evaluation functions. In each case. we looked at twoareas:

the infrastructure for program evaluation, includingits policy, plans, resources
and management. to assess the degree to which the organizational elements
necessary to maintain a functioning and productive unit werein place:

the conduct, reporting and use of program evaluations to assess the degree to
which they have been carried out in accordance with government guidelines,
reported in a balanced and fair way to the appropriate officials, and used by
them.

3.7 Our audit criteria were developed from two sources: The Report of the Public
Accounts Committee, tabled in the House in July 1980, in which it endorsed the five basic
criteria set by our Office for auditing evaluations: and the Office of the Comptroller
General's policy framework which was used to provide a more detailed elaboration of these
criteria.

3.8 Our observations are divided into three parts. The first two deal with the
findings of our audit of program evaluation in 19 departments and agencies Thelast section
deals with matters of a government-wide nature affecting program evaluation

Organization and Managementfor Program Evaluation

3.9 In auditing the development of program evaluation functions in 19
departments and agencies, we found that the government has madesignificant progress in
establishing a program evaluation function in its departments and agencies. All the
departments and agencies we audited have established corporate program evaluation units
In 1982-83, the 19 units used 168 person-vears of staff time and spent just over $3 million
contracting with outside consultants for professional and special services. Only two of the
departments did not have deputy-approved policies for program evaluation. although one of
these has subsequently been approved.

3.10 To ensure that program evaluations are carried out systematically and on a
cyclical basis, departments are required to develop a long-term plan to evaluate all their
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programs. Sixteen of the 19 departments had approved long-term evaluation plans, 2 had
draft plans and 1 had noplan.

Editors’ Note: “Tabling” in the Canadian governmental system has an opposite effect to that of

tabling in the U.S. system. In Canada,tablingis a formal action wherebya reportis presented to the
House of Commons(the main Canadianlegislative body) andsois available for governmental and

public review andaction. In the U.S. system, by contrast, tablingis an action that effectively stops any
further consideration of an issue.

3.11 There were a number of areas in which the managementpractices of the
evaluation units could be improved. In particular, these concerned the contro! of projects.
both with respect to timing and resources. Further, in many units, adequate documentation
for studies was not maintained, nor was information available to some managersto enable

them to accountfor resources used on evaluations.

Program Evaluation Initiatives

3.12 By contrast with our findings in 1978, we found that departments have made
considerable progress in planning and carrying »ut corporate program evaluations.

Seventeen of the 19 departments have evaluation initiatives under way, and 15 of these
have completed at least one program evaluation study. Many have completed more.
Overall, we found that 6 evaluation frameworks, 119 evaluation assessments, and 86
program evaluation studies had been completed.

3.13 In those departments with relatively more experience and in which we were
able to identify a trend, we observed improvements in the quality of evaluations

undertaken. However, we also identified a number of areas where further improvements
are required. A significant proportion of evaluation assessments did not form an adequate
basis for sound advice to the deputyfor planningthe evaluation study. In a numberofcases,
limitations in the study could be traced back to weaknesses in the assessment.

3.14 A substantial numberof the evaluation studies had significant weaknesses in
the methods used to carry out planned work, particularly with respect to measuring
program effectiveness. We found poorly designed questionnaires; unreliable data; data that
were incomplete and/or lacked objectivity; inadequately specified sample designs: and
samples that were too small for the purpose intended, or biased. As a result of these
problems, approximately half the studies which attempted to measurethe effectiveness of
programs were unable to adequately attribute outcomesto activities.

3.15 It is important to note that most study reports included discussions of
qualifications of the findings, although, in some instances, these were not as complete as
they should have been.

3.16 Even in those cases where difficulties were encountered in planning and
carrying out assessments and studies, it was often the case that parts of these produced
information that is sound and that departmental managersfound useful.

3.17 The 43 studies that we audited in depth covered a wide range of topics, and
most addressedatleast oneof the four basic program evaluationissues:
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over three-quarters attempted to address program rationale. raising questions

about the continuing relevance of. or need tor, the program:

tnree-quarters attempted to measure tne degree to which the program nad

achieved one or more otits goals and objectives:

ad similar proportion tried to determine the extent to which the observed

changes had occurred asa result of the program, and

half attempted to assess the degree to which there were cost-elfective
alternatives to the program

Editors’ Note: The deputyis the highest career government employeein a departmentor agency. The

minister is the appointed head of one or several departments and is a member of Parliament.

3.18 The recommendations arising from these studies covered an equally wide

range They dealt with matters such as changing program support activities, program

design, and the size of the program. In most instances these recommendations have been

accepted by senior managementand acted upon.

3.19 We found that. in almost all instances, evaluation reporting has followed

procedures set out in the departmental evaluation policy All departmental policies require

reporting to the deputy, and nearly all require reporting to other responsible levels of
program management. Instancesoffailure to report evaluations have been infrequent, and
steps have been taken to ensure appropriate reporting. However, we also found that the

reporting of studies in the Strategic Overviews under the Government's new Policy and
Expenditure Management System could be improved.

Government-wide [ssues

3.20 We used the program evaluation guidelines issued by the Office of the

Comptroller General as a basis for expanding and elaborating on the audit criteria

developed by our Office for our 1978 study and endorsed by the Public Accounts Committee

in 1980 Webelieve that these guidelines provide a useful basis for departments to organize,
plan and conduct program evaluation work. Also, as noted earlier, the implementation

strategy followed by the Office of the Comptroller General involved an initial emphasis on
establishing evaluation units in the major departments and agencies and on encouraging

these departments to conduct evaluations, even of a limited nature. In our opinion, this has
been a reasonable wayin which to proceed. However, we noted several areas where the

policy framework may need to be modified or extended.

3.21 The current policy framework for program evaluation has the department and
the deputy head as the central focus of program evaluation activity. However, many

important programs are delivered in a way that involves more than one department.
Further, the basic structure of the Policy and Expenditure Management System stresses the

interdepartmental nature of program decision making.
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3.22 Although current policy and guidelines recognize the existence of

interdepartmental programs, they fail to specify procedures to be followed in conducting

evaluations of them. The consequenceof this is that interdepartmental programsare not

systematically being subjected to the same type of orderly review and evaluation as

programs administered wholly within single departments and agencies.

3.23 Most of the agencies which had not developed an infrastructure for evaluation

were small. Aspart of its implementation strategy, the Office of the Comptroller General

has only recently given full attention to the way in which evaluations of these agencies

programsshould be carried out.

3.24 Crown corporations are being used by the Governmentto achieve public policy

objectives, and funds for these purposes are being provided through the Estimates. We

found that, in general, public policy objectives of Crown corporations were not subject to

program evaluation, nor were they being scheduled for program evaluation. As of 31 March

1983, five Crown corporations were establishing program evaluation functions in liaison

with the Office of the Comptroller General.

3.25 In its review of the 1978 Auditor General’s Report, the Public Accounts

Committee recommended to the House, in July 1980, that all effectiveness evaluations be

tabled in the House of Commons within 60 days of their completion. The Government

responded, in October 1980, through the President of the Treasury Board,that:

With enactment of the Access to Information Bill as currently proposed, and

approval of a draft Treasury Board policy on the documentation of program

evaluation studies, such information would be publicly available. Some

procedure, perhaps tabling of evaluation reports within 60 to 90 days of their

completion by the responsible Minister, will have to be established to ensure

easy access by Membersof Parliament.

3.26 On the basis of our audit work we found that, since 1980, only one program

evaluation report has been tabled in the House.

Summary

3.27 While we were sharplycritical of the situation we observed in 1978, we also

stated that "the recent emphasis the Government of Canada has placed on program

evaluation could, if developed, and sustained, put it among the leaders in the field.”

Leadership does not come easily. The task which the Governmenthassetfor itself is to.
make program evaluation an integral part of public sector management. This requires no
less than a commitmenton the part of the Governmentto critically examine the success of

its own programsandpolicies.

Editors’ Note: Crown corporations are publicly owned corporations. The “Estimates” is the

proposed federal budget of Canada.
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3.28 We found that very real progress has been made. Most of the major
departments and manyof the agencies havethe basic infrastructure for evaluation in place.
Manyofthese are actively attempting to carry out evaluations. However, the qualityof the
evaluations needs to be improved.

3.29 To achieve these improvementsin quality, the government’s commitment must

be made evident through requestsfor the evaluation of its programs, appropriate staffing of
departmental evaluation branches,and the distribution of evaluation reports.

3.30 Program evaluation requires asking fundamental questions about a program's

existence. Requests for evaluations should make explicit what the program is trving to
achieve and against what it should be evaluated.

3.31 In getting the results achieved thus far, one of the major problemsthe Office of
the Comptroller General and departments have faced has been a shortage of appropriately
trained and qualified evaluators. This shortage continues, and if the progress and
momentum achieved thus far are to be maintained, the development of a cadre of qualified
professional program evaluators will be one of the major challenges to be met.

3.32 Finally, the quality of evaluations should improve with experience. This
process requires that evaluation reports be widely distributed. Broader scrutiny will help
ensure higher quality products. [t will also help to ensure that lessons learned in one study
will be available to build on in the next.
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The Government's Response to the Auditor General's 1983 Auatt Report on

Program Evalualion

The Government's approach to evaluation of programs aims at ensuring

that relevant and reliable information ts produced on the continuing need for,

performance of, and relative cost-effectiveness of programs. In its approach to the

establishment of the program evaluation function. the Government has been mindful of

the need to ensure procedures for the conduct and consideration of evaluations which

enhance their credibility and actual use. as wellas being mindful of the significant cost

of conducting studies. Accordingly. the approach taken to establishing the program

evaluation function is one of integrating evaluation within the improving management

practices in departments and withthe Policy and Expenditure Management System.

while the approach to conducting evaluations is one which balances the need for

objectivity with the need to link evaluation closely with line management ofgovernment

programs.

This audit, coming midway through the planned initial development

phase, is a timely progress report on the approach the Government has taken, the

accomplishments to date and the main workyet to be done. The findings, taken as a

whole, represent to the Government an endorsement of its approach and confirm the

substantial progress achieved. The recommendations, in general, are helpful and

supportive of the Government's efforts and, with a few exceptions, outline a program of

work largely consistent with the Government's plansin this area.

The infrastructure in terms of evaluation policies, plans and organizations

is in place in most of the major departments and agencies throughout the Federal

Government. Furthermore, the Office of the Comptroller General is working now with

smaller departments and agencies and Crown corpurationsto assist them in developing

an appropriate approach to evaluating their programs. As of September 30, 1983 a

total of 90 departments and agencies were liaising with the Office on program

evaluation, 19 of which were Crown corporations.

The audit identified problems in the quality of a number of evaluation

studies produced between 1980 and March 1983. It also notes significant

improvements in quality over this time period. especially in departments which have

had relatively more experience in conductingstudies. This confirms the Governments

view and. notwithstanding the noted progress. this is an area where further work ts

required. Among the several recommendations aimed at improving quality is the

recommendation that further steps be taken to ensure the availability of qualified

evaluators. This is not only a question of acquiring technical skills. Fully qualified

evaluators require a combination oftechnical and managerial skills and a thorough

knowledge of programs and program managementin the Federal Government. Such
knowledge and skills are fully obtained only through appropriate experience.

Accordingly. while the need is recognized and is being addressed. progress will be
gradual. The Office of the Comptroller General, for its part, offers an ongoing series of
seminars and workshops on evaluation, ts consulted on most senior staffing actions in

evaluation and has recently distributed a discussion paper on human resources

management in the evaluation function to departments and agencies. The paper

includes a numberofproposals concerning the development ofevaluation personnel.
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Although adequate infrastructure and appropriate quality are required for
producing good quality evaluations. the Government's central concern is that the
findings of the studies be used in the ongoing munagement of government. As this
report notes, some action has been taken on the recommendations of most of the studies
produced to date. This audit finding ts particularly welcome and likely reflects the
approach several departments have taken in thetr initial evaluations. In particular.
approaches which involve both sentor management and line managers in the
evaluation and which focus on tssues on which departments can act appear to be the
mostsuccessful.

This audit report includes a number of recommendations relating to the
availabuity of evaluation findings to Parliament. At this time, it appears that the most
effective and appropriate wayfor reporting such information to Parliament would be to
include the kev findings of evaluations. where relevant. in the Part III of each
departments Estimates This would provide for relevant findings on the effectiveness
of programs to be presented in a concise manner to Members of Parliament. Access to
information legislation, of course, provides for any member of the public to request a
particular evaluation study. Accordingly, it would seem that a requirement to report
aiso in departmental annual reports would be unnecessarv, as wouldbe, perhaps. other
procedures to table reports in the House. With these developments. it may be
appropriate for the Public Accounts Committee to consider the need for tabling all
evaluation studyreports, as had been recommendedprior to these developments.

Finally, the audit report recommends that there is a need for an
improvement of procedures to conduct interdepartmental evaluations. Such
evaluations have taken place in the past and several are now under way. Existing
procedures of the Cabinet Committee system do providefor the identification ofthe need
for such evaluations, but few have been called for. perhaps due to the need first to
demonstrate the success of evaluation on less complex issues. The Office of the
Comptroller General is currently preparing discussion papers on evaluation in several
interdepartmental areas and will be exploring further procedures to facilitate such
evaluations whenever there ts a demonstrated need for them bv an agency which can act
on the findings

This audit of the program evaluation function in the Federal Government

nas been useful and tts findings provide a valuadle information base for deciding the
future directions the Government will be taking in developing and enhancing the
evaluation capability of departments and agencies As confirmed bythis audit report.
the continued development and indeed existence of this evaiuation capability will
require a continual monutoring bythe Office of the Comptroller General. Increasing
attention will be devoted toward improving the quality of evaluation products and to

ensuring that the evaluation findings are used byail levels of mangement within
government.   
 



IX

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES AND

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Members of the evaluation community represent a diversity of back-

grounds,job roles, and evaluation interests. That any sense of community has

been maintained amongsuch a diverse group is both impressive and informa-

tive. It indicates that, at some level, individual differences across evaluators

become secondary to overarching professional issues and that there is a shared

need among evaluators to address someissues collectively. Two such over-

arching issues are how evaluation is practiced and where evaluation is con-

ducted. The importance of these issues is perhaps most evident when one

views evaluation as a marketable product. The image and perceived utility of

the product, as well as the optimal market for the product, are bottom-line

issues that influence the viability of the evaluation enterprise.

The Evaluation Research Society (ERS) has dealt explicitly with the issue

of how evaluationis practiced by developing the Standards for Program Eval-

uation, which are reprinted here. The ERS Standards were developed with

several goals in mind, including the desire to improve the quality and imageof

evaluation, to guide program evaluation practice, and to provide funding

agencies with a meansof assessing the relative value of evaluation proposals

and evaluation products.

Given the need to represent an extremely diverse audience of evaluators,

the ERS Standards were purposely stated in very general terms. In his review

of them, Cronbach praises this uncertainty in the standards because he

believes that highly specific standards would have an adverse effect on evalua-

tion. Such standards would, for example, inhibit creativity and innovation in

the practice of evaluation, and they would establish a ceiling for what is con-

sidered excellence, leaving little room for improvement.

While Cronbach views the ERS Standards as satisfactory at the present

time, he does discuss several areas in which they could be improved. He notes

in particular that the standards’ treatment of validity is deficient and that their

treatmentof reliability is stereotyped and ambiguous. He notesas well several

of the standards’ unvoiced messages, including their bias toward evaluation as

a service for officials, to the near exclusion of evaluation as a service for

persons whoare served by a program or persons whowill be affected by the

outcome of the evaluation. Cronbach concludes that the ERS Standards will

not function to standardize (and hence, restrain) evaluation practice; instead,

he believes they primarily have a symbolic function, as the mark of the matu-

rity of the evaluation profession and as a reminderof the ideals of the evalua-

tion community.

677
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Fetterman discusses professional issues that fall outside the realm of the
ERS Standards. Based upon his own ethnographic work with educational
programs, he discusses the ethical dilemmas and hazards that arise from
urban fieldwork and contract research. Some of the issues raised by Fetter-
manarethe following:

e How should evaluators respond when they obtain “guilty knowledge”
(i.e., confidential knowledgeofillegal activities)?

¢ How should they respond when they acquire “dirty hands”(i.e., when
they are in a situation from which they cannot emerge innocent of
wrongdoing)?

¢ Should all potentially damaging information about a program be in-
cluded in the evaluation report, and with whomis the evaluator morally
boundto share the findings of his or her research?

Fetterman acknowledges that resolving these ethical dilemmas maybe

a

tortu-
ous process. Nevertheless, they are part of the reality of the fieldwork experi-
ence, and Fettermanbelieves that developing moral decision-making guidelines
is imperative if oneis to dealeffectively with these professional issues.

The secondissue that is of overarching concern to the evaluation commun-
ity is where evaluationis practiced. Traditionally, the primary marketplace for
evaluation services has been social programsin the public sector. In recent
years, political and fiscal support for social programs has declined, so much
so that the continued growth and viability of the evaluation profession is
threatened. While the seriousness of this threat is equally recognized by
Calingo, Perloff, and Bryant and by Cook,their suggestions regarding how
the evaluation community should address this threat are quite different.
Calingo et al. believe that the solution lies in seeking new marketplaces for
evaluation,specifically in the private sector. They propose a typologyof eval-
uation opportunities in the private sector, and they believe that traditional
evaluators can effectively compete for some, but notall, of these opportuni-
ties. The key to successful entry into the private sector, according to Calingo
et al., is in attempting to enter only those areas wheretheskills of traditional
evaluators give them an advantage over potential competitors in industry.
Calingo et al. conclude that there are many evaluation opportunities in the

private sector and thattraditional evaluators may open upthis marketplaceif
they so desire.

In contrast, Cook argues that very few opportunities exist for evaluators

who wish to enter the private sector, primarily because evaluation has long

been practiced there in what seemsto be a satisfactory manner. To deal with

the threat of declining support for evaluation, Cook suggests that, rather than

trying to expand, evaluators should take stock of their professional experi-

ences, consolidate what they know, and prepare for the time when a more

socially conscious administration takes office. Such consolidation, Cook

argues, should take place along two lines. First, evaluators should confront
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the widespread beliefs that social programs do not work and that evaluations

are too insensitive to detect true, but modest, effects. Based upon his under-

standing of the logic of evaluation, Cook explains how the difficulties evalua-

tors face in implementing this logic have reduced the perceived utility of

evaluation. To confront the undeserved aspect of this image, Cook advocates

consolidating the research evidence on the programs, types of local projects,

and elements of practice that seem most useful. Specifically, evaluators may

conduct meta-analyses of past evaluations to detect otherwise undocumented

evidence of program and evaluation utility. In addition, Cook feels that those

responsible for the welfare of evaluation should begin to summarize some of

the mistakes of the past that evaluators now know howto avoid or overcome.

The second way in which Cook believes the evaluation community may

consolidate its position is by determining the types of evaluations that promise

the greatest and least payoffs. In this regard,Cook questions the utility of

mandated evaluations conducted by in-house evaluators, and he advocates

that the evaluation community give more thought to deciding what to eval-

uate and what questions they should try to answer whenthey do evaluate.

Thearticles by Calingo et al. and Cook suggest that evaluators must move

either in the direction of expansion or in the direction of consolidation. For

the individual evaluator, this choice is real because one evaluator cannot

pursue both of these goals simultaneously. Within the evaluation community,

however, there exists the potential to pursue both of these professional goals.

Such diversity of interests has been a hallmark of the evaluation community

since its beginning and will continue to be a vital resource as the profession

confronts the challenges of the future.
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Evaluation Research Society
Standardsfor Program Evaluation

ERS Standards Committee

The Evaluation Research Society was established in 1976 to serve the profes-
sional needs of the growing numberof people engaged in program evaluation.
Moreoften than not, evaluators work under someotherofficial title, such as
program analyst, research associate, auditor, or program planner. The pro-
grams they examinerangeovera wide spectrum, for example, health, educa-
tion, welfare, law enforcement, public safety, rehabilitation, urban develop-
ment, defense, environmental protection, training, certification, licensing,
business and personnel systems, museums, and media. Further, evaluators
have diverse backgrounds and come from a variety of disciplines, including
economics, psychology, sociology, public policy, operations research, engin-
eering, systems analysis, andbiometry.

This diversity is reflected in the membership of the Evaluation Re-
search Society (ERS)andisits distinctive characteristic. Recently, there was a
further enrichmentofthis diversity of individuals and interests, which resulted
from the merger of the Council for Applied Social Research (CASR)with the
ERS. There are, of course, other groups that focus on evaluation within more
narrowly defined domains—for example, higher education or public policy.

From ERSStandards Committee, “Evaluation Research Society Standardsfor Program Evalua-
tion,” pp. 7-19 in Standardsfor Evaluation Practice (New Directions for Program Evaluation, no.
13). Copyright © 1982 by Jossey-Bass, Inc. Reprinted by permission.

680
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WhyDid the ERS Develop Standards

for Program Evaluation?

The ERSbelieves that even though evaluators have different titles,

workin different areas, and come from different backgrounds, they have com-

mon concernsandinterests; and that evaluation theory and practice will bene-

fit from interdisciplinary sharing. These beliefs have led to a search for stan-

dards to guide program evaluation practice and to focus attention on issues

facing the emerging profession.

Some have asked why,in the face of a well-conceived and well-publi-

cized national effort to develop program evaluation standards (that is, the

Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, Daniel L. Stuffle-

beam,chair), the ERS undertook a parallel activity. First, the Joint Commit-

tee’s standards focus only on educational programs and would therefore not

represent the broader interests of the ERS membership. Further, standards

and guidelines were available from a numberof other sources, including the

U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO)and the Office of the Auditor General

of Canada. The ERS acknowledges a considerable debt to the Joint Commit-

tee and these other sources for ideas we have borrowed and incorporated in the

ERSstandards.

Somehave asked why the ERSlimited its attention to program evalua-

tion. ERS recognizes that program evaluation is only one kind of evaluation

that is important for use in decisions about individuals, institutions, and soci-

ety. However, program evaluation is the enterprise in which the majority of

the ERS membership is involved. In the future, the ERS may need to give

similar attention to personnel evaluation, product evaluation, proposal evalu-

ation, and other evaluation applications. However, we felt that a more modest

initial standards-developmenteffort would stand a better chance of completion

and application than an attempt to encompass such a diverse range of evalua-

tion targets. As indicated below, the ERS standards are quite broad, even

within the program evaluation delimitation.

What Aspects of Program Evaluation

Do These Standards Encompass?

While some people tend to think of program evaluation as a one-shot

effort to determine the overall worth of a program,in fact this is only one of

several general categories of evaluation. These general categories can be de-

fined both by the purpose of the evaluation effort and by the kindsofactivities

that are stressed. Some of the categories are associated more with somepro-

gram contexts and settings than with others, and, as a consequence, the work

of some evaluatorsis likely to fall more in one category than in another. How-
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ever, many evaluators are comfortable working in several of the categories,
many evaluation efforts encompass more than one ofthe categories, and in-
deed — especially in the case of resident evaluators in an agency — evaluators
are often expected to be expert in a wide range of evaluation services. The
general categories are as follows:

1. Front-end analysis (pretnstallation, context, feasibility analysis). This in-
cludes evaluation activities that take place prior to the installation of a pro-
gram: to confirm, ascertain, or estimate needs (needs assessments), adequacy
of conception, operational feasibility, sources offinancial support, and availa-
bility of other necessary kinds of support (for example, organizational). The
results should provide useful guidance for refining program plans, determin-
ing the appropriate level of implementation, or deciding whetherto install the
program atall).

2. Evaluability assessment. This includes activities undertaken to assess
whether other kinds of program evaluation efforts (especially impact evalua-
tion) should be initiated. The emergence of evaluability assessmentas a legiti-
mate anddistinctive enterprise represents a growing professional concern with
the costs of evaluationsin relation to their benefits, as well as with identifying
the general characteristics of programs(significance, scope, execution, and so
forth) that facilitate or hinder formal evaluation efforts. Evaluability assess-
ment may encompass inquiries into technical feasibility (for example, Can
valid performance indicators be devised?), policy matters (for example, Do
program directors understand whatkindsof information the proposed evalua-
tion would produce? Is the funding agency’s interest in the program likely to
be short lived?), and, of course, the characteristics of the program itself (for
example, Hasit in fact been installed?).

3. Formative (developmental, process) evaluation. This includes testing or
appraising the processes of an ongoing program in order to make modifica-
tions and improvements. Activities may include analysis of managementstrat-
egies and of interactions amongpersons involved in the program, personnel
appraisal, surveysof attitudes toward the program,and observation. In some
cases, formative evaluation meansfield-testing a program on a smallscale be-
fore installing it more widely. The formative evaluatoris likely to work closely
together with program designers or administrators and to participate directly
in decisions to make program modifications.

4. Impact (summative, outcome, effectiveness) evaluation. This evaluation
category corresponds to one of the most common definitions of evalua-
tion — thatis, finding out how well an entire program works. Theresults of im-
pact evaluation — or of program results review or similar terms used in some gov-
ernmentalsettings — are intendedto provide information useful in majordeci-
sions about program continuation, expansion, or reduction. The challenges
for the evaluatorare to find or devise appropriate indicators of impact and to
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be able to attribute types and amounts of impact to the program rather than to

other influences. Some knowledge or estimate of conditions before the pro-

gram wasapplied —orof conditions in the absence of the program — is usually

required. Impact evaluations differ in the degree to which the search for ap-

propriate indicators goes beyond the stated objectives or expectations of the

program formulators, directors, funders, or other sponsors of the evaluation.

However,there is rather substantial agreement that the more independentthe

evaluator is, the more credible the results of the impact evaluation will be, so

long as the expectations of people who manage,oversee, or influence the pro-

gram are reflected in the evaluation. Achieving a balance amongpotentially

conflicting criteria will be a continuingchallenge.

5. Program monitoring. This is the least acknowledged but probably most

practiced category of evaluation, putting to rest the notion that the evaluator

necessarily comesin, does the job, and then gets out. From the GAOto hu-

man service agencies in states and provinces to military training installations,

there are substantial requirements to monitor programs that have already

been installed, sometimes long ago. These programs may or may not once

have been the subject of front-end analysis, process evaluation, impact evalua-

tion, and perhaps even secondary evaluation (see 6, below). The kindsof ac-

tivities involved in these evaluations vary widely, ranging from periodic checks

of compliance with policy to relatively straightforward tracking of services de-

livered and counting of clients. Program monitoring may include purposesor

results found also under other evaluation categories; for example, it may in-

volve serious reexamination of whether the needs the program wasoriginally

designedto servestill exist, or it may suggest system modification, updating,

and revitalization.

6. Evaluation of evaluation (secondary evaluation, metaevaluation, evaluation

audit; may include utilization evaluation). These activities are applied mostfre-

quently to impact evaluations and are stimulated by variousinterests, such as

scholarly investigation, requirements of agencies in coordination or oversight

roles, unwillingness of the evaluatee to accept the original evaluation results,

or interest in the after-effects of the evaluation on the program. Evaluations of

evaluations maytake a variety of forms, ranging from professional critiques of

evaluation reports and procedures to reanalyses of original data (sometimes

with different hypotheses in mind) to collection of new information. In the

case of programsthat generate widespread public interest (for example, Head

Start and veterans’ programs), secondary evaluators may examinethe results

of a numberof different evaluations (including evaluations of program units

and components) in orderto estimate overall impact. Those involved in the

relatively new movement to study whether and how evaluation results are

used caution that, although utilization evaluation is included here as a special

kind of evaluation of evaluation, failure of utilization is not necessarily or solely

a failure of evaluation.
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The preceding descriptionsof six general classes of program evaluation
makeit clear that a broad range of meaning can be attached to the statement
that someoneis evaluating a program. Asa frameof reference for this docu-
ment, the classification schemeallows for the applicability of some standards
to somecategories and not to others. In fact, most of the standards apply toall
categories, but whena standard is particularly relevant to only some categor-
ies, that case is specifically noted.

What Are the Standards Like and

How Are They Organized?

The Standards are organized into six sections: (1) Formulation and

Negotiation, (2) Structure and Design, (3) Data Collection and Preparation,

(4) Data Analysis and Interpretation, (5) Communication and Disclosure, and

(6) Utilization. These are listed roughly in orderof typical occurrence, andall

six of these phases are normally includedin front-end analysis, evaluability as-

sessment, formative evaluation, impact evaluation, and program monitoring.

Secondary evaluations, however, may notinclude any new datacollection or

data analysis.

Frequently, there are significant implications of the standards in one

section for standardsin later sections. For example, if the Formulation and

Negotiation standards are followed, the evaluator should be in a muchbetter

position to meet the Structure and Design standards. Or, violations of Data
Collection and Preparation standards could makeit very difficult to meet Data
Analysis and Interpretation standards.

The Standards themselves take the form of simple admonitorystate-

ments. It has been suggested that more detail may be needed in someof the
statements and that examples of acceptable practices in different contexts

might enhance their meaning. However, the drafting committee concluded

that the decision to make such additions shouldfollow identification of ambig-

uities encountered in attempts to use the document and that examplesofac-

ceptable practices should be derived from those experiences.

The committee wishes to underscore its view that this initial formula-

tion of standardsis just that. This documentis, and should continueto be, a

live one, subject to periodic reexamination and revision.

In practice, judgment about the compliance ofa given evaluation with

the Standards will of course require that the context of the evaluation effort be

considered. Moreover, the basis for judgment should be what an informed,

disinterested party would consider reasonable and appropriate in the circum-

stances.

These Standards are specific to program evaluation and do not encompass thefull

body of legal requirements, governmental regulations, and accepted normsfor professional

and corporate conduct to which evaluators are subject.
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Formulation and Negotiation

Before an evaluation project or program is undertaken, the concerned

parties should strive for a clear mutual understanding of whatis to be done,

how it is to be done and why,and for an appreciation of possible constraints or

impediments. However, the knowledge initially available will vary widely,

and the parties to the evaluation should be prepared to modify early formula-

tions as information and circumstances change.

1. The purposes and characteristics of the program or activity to be

addressed in the evaluation should be specified as precisely as possible.

2. The clients, decision makers, and potential users of the evaluation

results should be identified and their information needs and expectations

made clear. Where appropriate, evaluators should also help identify areas of

public interest in the program.

3. The type of evaluation which is most appropriate should be identi-

fied and its objectives made clear; the range of activities to be undertaken

should be specified. (See categories 1-6, Introduction).

4. An estimate of the cost of the proposed evaluation and, where ap-

propriate, of alternatives should be provided; this estimate should be prudent,

ethically responsible, and based on sound accountingprinciples.

3. Agreement should be reached at the outset that the evaluation is

likely to produce information of sufficient value, applicability, and potential

use to justify its cost.

6. The feasibility of undertaking the evaluation should be estimated

either informally or through formal evaluability assessment (see page 9).

(Someof the factors to considerare the clarity of the program descrip-

tion and objectives; prospects for needed cooperation; the plausibility of any

postulated cause-effect relationships; the availability of time, money, and ex-

pertise to carry out the evaluation; and administrative, fiscal, and legal con-

straints. )

7. Restrictions, if any, on access to the data and results from an evalu-

ation should be clearly established and agreed to between the evaluator and

the client at the outset.

(In some cases—for example, government-sponsored studies where

freedom of information statutes apply and whereit is understood that the re-

sults of evaluation studies automatically go into public domain the right-to-

know questionis not negotiable. The sponsoror evaluatoris obligated to point

this out at the beginning. In other cases — for example, confidential studies un-

dertaken for private individuals and organizations the client may rightfully

expect the confidentiality of the findings to be maintained.)

8. Potential conflicts of interest should be identified, and steps should

be taken to avoid compromising the evaluation processes andresults.
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9. Respect for and protection of the rights and welfare ofall parties to
the evaluation should be a central consideration in the negotiation process.

10. Accountability for the technical and financial managementofthe
evaluation onceit is undertaken should be clearly defined.

11. All agreements reached in the negotiation phase should be speci-
fied in writing, including schedule, obligations and involvements ofall parties
to the evaluation, and policies and procedures on access to the data. When
plans or conditions change, these, too, should be specified.

12. Evaluators should not accept obligations that exceed their profes-
sional qualifications or the resources available to them.

Structure and Design

The design for any evaluation cannot be conceived in a vacuum.It is
necessarily influenced bylogistical, ethical, political, and fiscal concerns and
therefore must take these as well as methodological requirements into account.
This applies to each ofthe six types of evaluation specified in the introduction.
Some of the principal concerns that extend beyond methodological require-
ments and influence the designitself are embodied in standards 1, 2, 3,6, 7, 8,
and 9. Designswill vary in rigor, and not all measurements are equally objec-
tive. However, even with these broad variations, the following standards gen-
erally apply. For example, the approachto a case study is as subject to specifi-
cation asthe design of an experimental study; the reliability ofjudgmentsis as
muchat issue asthereliability of objective tests.

13. For all types of evaluations, a clear approach or design should be
specified andjustified as appropriate to the types of conclusionsand inferences
to be drawn.

14. For impact studies, the central evaluation design problem ofesti-
mating the effects of nontreatment and the choice of a particular method for
accomplishing this should be fully described and justified.

15. If samplingis to be used, the details of the sampling methodology
(choice of unit, method ofselection, time frame, and so forth) should be de-
scribed and justified, based on explicit analysis of the requirementsof the eval-
uation, includinggeneralization.

16. The measurement methods and instruments should be specified
and described, and their reliability and validity should be estimated for the
population or phenomenato be measured.

17. Justification should be provided that appropriate procedures and
instruments have beenspecified.

18. ‘The necessary cooperation of programstaff, affected institutions, and
members of the community, as well as those directly involved in the evaluation,
should be planned and assurances of cooperation obtained. (See standard 11.)
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Data Collection and Preparation

These standards assume that data collection is carried out within the

specifications of a sound design andplan of work. (See standards 1-18.) How-

ever, at the time the data collection methods are specified, reasonable changes

should be madein the design in order to accommodatetherealities of the situ-

ation. Duringthe data collection process,if logistical difficulties occurorcir-

cumstances changesignificantly, the design and work plan should be revised

accordingly.

19. A data collection preparation plan should be developed in advance

of data collection.

90. Provision should be made for the detection, reconciliation, and

documentation of departures from the original design.

21. Evaluation staff should be selected, trained, and supervisedto en-

sure competence, consistency, impartiality, and ethical practice.

22. All data collection activities should be conductedso that the rights,

welfare, dignity, and worth of individuals are respected and protected.

23. The estimated validity and reliablity of data collection instruments

and procedures should be verified under the prevailing circumstancesof their

use. (See standard 16.)

24. Analysis of the sources of error should be undertaken, and ade-

quate provisions for quality assurance and control should be established.

25. The data collection and preparation procedures should provide

safeguards so that the findings and reports are not distorted by anybiases of

data collectors.

26. Data collection activities should be conducted with minimum dis-

ruption to the program understudy and with minimum imposition on the or-

ganizations or persons from whom data are gathered.

27. Procedures that may entail adverse effects or risks should be sub-

jected to independentreview and then used only with informed consentof the

parties affected.

28. Data should be handled andstored so that release to unauthorized

persons is prevented and accessto individually identifying data is limited to

those with a need to know.(See standard 7.)

29. Documentation should be maintained of the source, method ofcol-

lection, circumstancesofcollection, and processes of preparation for each item

of data.

30. Appropriate safeguards should be employed to ensure againstirre-

coverable loss of data through catastrophic events.

*Where secondary data are used, the evaluator should try to ascertain whether
the processes through which the data were originally produced conform to these stan-
dards.
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Data Analysis and Interpretation

The choice of analytic procedures, like the choice of data collection

methods, is moreorless dictated by the structure and design of the evaluation.

At the data analysis stage, the evaluator no longer has much freedom to

change the design and is required to temperthe analyses to characteristics of

the data actually collected. New methods and procedures, some detailed and

rigorous, are appearing in theliterature, and evaluators should be aware of

these innovations and give them full consideration.

31. The analytic procedures should be matchedto the purposesof the

evaluation, the design, and the data collection.

32. All analytic procedures, along with their underlying assumptions

and limitations, should be described explicitly, and the reasons for choosing

the procedures should be clearly explained.

(The level of detail required in the descriptions will vary with the famil-

iarity of the procedure to the primary audience.)

33. Analytic procedures should be appropriate to the properties of the

measures used and to the quality and quantity of the data.

34. The units of analysis should be appropriate to the way the data

were collected and the types of conclusions to be drawn.

35. Justification should be provided that the appropriate analytic pro-

cedures have been applied.

36. Documentation should be adequate to make the analyses replic-

able.

37. When quantitative comparisons are made, indications should be

provided of both statistical and practical significance.

38. Cause-and-effect interpretations should be bolstered not only by

reference to the design but also by recognition and elimination of plausible

rival explanations.

39. Findings should be reported in a mannerthat distinguishes among

objective findings, opinions, judgments, and speculation.

Communication and Disclosure

Good communication is obviously essential to a well-formulated and

well-executed evaluation andto use ofthe results. In particular, good commu-

nication is necessary to clarify the nature of the program, the expectations for

the evaluation, and even the type of evaluation required (see standards, 1, 2,

and 3); to anticipate restrictions on release of results and potential conflicts of

interest (see standards 7 and 8); to establish accountability for the effort (see

standards 10 and 11); to secure the cooperation of parties involved in the pro-

gram and the evaluation (see standards 18 and 27); and to distinguish objec-
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tive findings clearly from opinionand interpretation (see standard 39). In

short, communication is not to be equated solely with the final report. How-

ever, most evaluation efforts do producecertain formal reports, intermediate

and final, written and oral, and there are standards these reports should meet.

40. Findings should be presented clearly, completely, and fairly. (See

standard 39.)

41. Findings should bé organized andstated in language understand-

able by decision makers and other audiences, and any recommendations

should be clearly related to the findings.

42. Findings and recommendations should be presented in a frame-

work that indicates their relative importance.

43. Assumptions should be explicitly acknowledged.

44. Limitations caused by constraints on time, resources, data availa-

bility, and so forth should be stated. (See standards 5, 6, 7, 11, and 12.)

(Suggestions should be included about those issues and questionsthat

need further study.)

45. A complete description of how findings were derived should be ac-

cessible.

46. Persons, groups, and organizations who have contributed to the

evaluation should receive feedback appropriate to their needs.

47. Disclosure should follow the legal and proprietary understandings

agreed upon in advance (standard 7), with the evaluator serving as a propo-

nent for the fullest, most open disclosure appropriate.

48. Officials authorized to release the evaluation data should be specified.

49. The finished data base and associated documentation should be

organized in a manner consistent with the accessibility policies and proce-

dures. (See standards 7, 28, 29, 32, and 36.)

Use of Results

The usual reasons for conducting an evaluation are functional ones: to

help those affected determine the feasibility of undertaking the program orto

assess its operation and effects. The use of evaluation results cannot be guar-

anteed, of course, but it will be more likely if careful attention is given to the

information needs of the potential users of the results throughoutall phases of

the evaluation (see especially standards 2, 3, 18, 40-46.) Beyond the day-to-

day processes of encouraging responsiveness to the evaluation, there are some

other considerations that the evaluator needs to keep in mind.

90. Evaluation results should be made available to appropriate users

before relevant decisions must be made.

91. Evaluators should try to anticipate and prevent misinterpretations

and misuses of evaluative information. (The evaluator, of course, cannot be
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held responsible for misuses of evaluative information. Nevertheless, follow-

up contacts with users, rebuttals of misinterpretation, and promotion of an

open exchange of information should be a part of the evaluator’s responsi-

bility.)

92. The evaluator should bring to the attention of decision makers and

other relevant audiences suspected side effects— positive or negative — of the

evaluation process.

93. Evaluators should distinguish clearly between the findings of the

evaluation and any policy recommendations based on them.

(If evaluators are called upon to go beyondthe findings and to make

policy recommendationsorif they initiate such recommendations, they must

makeclear the difference between such recommendationsandthe actual find-

ings of the evaluation.)

94. In making recommendations about corrective courses of action,

evaluators should carefully consider and indicate what is known about the

probable effectiveness and costs of the recommendedcoursesof action.

99. Evaluators should maintain a clear distinction between their role

as an evaluator and any advocacyrole they choose to adopt.

(Evaluators should be aware of the apparent conflict between advocat-

ing certain positions and presenting evaluation results. Evaluators may wish

to take advocacy stands, but when they do they should not assume that they

possess any special status or competence.)
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In Praise of Uncertainty

Lee J. Cronbach

Two sentiments about the ERS Standards I express at the outset. First, the
documentasit standsis as satisfactory as could be hopedforin this field at this
time. Every principle is open to a reasonable interpretation. Second, murky
depths lie beneath statements that seem like placid pools reflecting a limpid
sky. Like Descartes, “I encountered nothing so dubious that I could not draw
from it some conclusion that wastolerably secure, if this were no more than
the inference thatit containedin it nothing that wascertain” (1969 [1637], p. 99).

The evaluation community will gain something if every membertakes
these standards as a Hippocratic oath. The communitywill gain a more pro-
found education if each reader asks of each standard: Under what circum-
stances would it make sense to go counterto this advice? Mycritical remarks
are intended to stimulate this instructive process, not to scorn the Standards
Committee’s gift.

Standards: Intentions and Side Effects

Standards have functions, intentional and unintentional. I propose to
explore these functions before I consider the probable role of the evaluation
standards. ‘This is an opportunity to reflect on what has been in the back of my
mind since the early 1950s, when I was oneof the group appointed to formu-

From Lee J. Cronbach,“In Praise of Uncertainty.” pp. 49-58 in Standardsfor Evaluation Practice
(New Directions for Program Evaluation, no. 15). Copyright © 1982 by Jossey-Bass,Inc. Reprinted
by permission.
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late what became knownasthe Standards for Educational and Psychological ‘Lests

(American Psychological Association, 1954; 1974).

By definition, the function of a standard is to standardize. But, stan-

dardization is inimical to innovation; should an agency wantto standardize

practice? The American Psychological Association (APA) committee that pre-

pared the documentontesting tried to avoid a standardizing effect, and so, it

seems, did the ERS committee. What can be the function of standards that do

not standardize? Before I speak to that point, let me consider functionsof stan-

dardizing.

Some standards institutionalize mere conventions, for what must be

aesthetic reasons. Excellence at the hundred-meter dash is not more meritori-

ous than excellence at eighty-two meters. The hundred-meter standard en-

hances excellence, however, enabling athletes to perfect techniques specific to

a distance, as they could not in preparing for races of miscellaneous lengths. A

haiku of seventeen syllables is not intrinsically preferable to a poem offifteen

syllables, but poems that satisfy that additional, arbitrary specification give

prouderevidence of human determination. Just as some runnersare better at

one distance than another, so are sometalents presumably better able to ex-

press imagesin fifteen syllables than seventeen. Not only can standards penal-

ize arbitrarily selected producers; as abortifacient, the seventeen-syllable stan-

dard deprives the world of delightful fifteen-syllable poems. In general, impo-

sition of conventions supports an academic smugness that has repeatedly

broughtsterility to arts.

Some standardsare intended to raise the quality of information and so

to increase the power of purchasers, an example being the octane numbers

posted on gasoline pumps. To help consumers become mastersoftheir fate isa

fine objective, but even information standardscancarry a price. The variable

that is standardized tends to become the mark of excellence, while other quali-

ties tend to be overlooked. Americans cameto think of automobile engines in

terms of horsepower; if a standard for engine efficiency had been advertised

over the decades, it would have changed the history of the industry. The old

requirement that margarine be white impliedits inferiority to butter and in-

hibited consumerchoice.

Reducingcost is one motiveforrestricting variety. Huge inventories of

replacement parts are needed if dimensions vary with the whim of their

maker. It was impractical to ship goods over long distances when reloading

was required because onerail line ended and the next continued on

a

different

gauge. Paradoxically, reducing variety can increase consumers’ options and

expand competition. But, standardssuch as building codescan also keep supe-

rior technology from coming into use. Indeed, standards are typically de-

signed to restrain trade. Certification requirements for entry into a profession
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are one conspicuous example. Such standards are almost never validated em-

pirically, and they often reflect only the view predominantin a given time.

A standard 1s likely to be a political compromise, after hard-liners de-

mandsevererestriction, and heterodox objections cumulate in a call for laissez

faire. Political forces can be so balanced, or understandingof the topic can be

so immature, or the topic can be inherently so complex that the standards are

no more than platitudes. Those who legislate inexplicit standards endow bu-

reaucrats with powerthat can be abused. Thestringency of guidelines and the

rigor of enforcement can shift with the political balance.

The APA test standards were left deliberately open. Some zealots of

1950 wanted to discourage “invalid” tests and hoped to set some unequivocal

standard perhaps something like “The validity coefficient must reach 0.40

before a test is recommendedfor a given use.” Alternative views prevailed; the

standardsdid not draw line between good tests and bad. Rather, they called

for providing professionals with information that would enable each one to

judge a test’s adequacy for the use intended. Since the research to collect such

information wascostly, the standards discouraged development of innovative

tests with small markets. Test development cameto be concentrated in well-

capitalized firms that sought returns by producing for the largest, hence most

traditional, markets. In the 1970s, governmentregulations and court opinions

on fair employmentincorporated the standards by reference; their deliberate

equivocality then proved to be an embarrassment, because employers could

not demonstrate that they were in compliance.

Standards, even weak ones that do nothingto restrain practice, have a

symbolic function. They are reminders of community ideals; loyalty to moth-

erhood and apple pie contribute to social stability, even though some mothers

produceindigestible pies. Also, pronouncing in favor of virtue advertises the

virtue of the pronouncer. For an organization to issue a set of standardsis to

claim maturity of thought for the field and puberty for the groupitself. Each

subsequentedition reasserts a claim to authority overthe territory staked out.

The sheer existence of the APA test standards strengthened the influence of

the psychological profession when regulatory agencies took aim at personnel

testing.

The Placid Surface

It is neither surprising nor unsuitable that the ERS Standardsreiterate

pieties. Evaluators should be competent(standards 6, 12, and 21), respectful

of those whom they observe and or sponsors (standards 9 and 22), attentive to

their own biases (standards 8 and 15), and lucid about plans and findings

(standards 13, 40, and 41).
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The standards are delicately worded, bespeaking an admirable diplo-
macy that found language to accommodate many points of view. The docu-
ment has an ecumenical concept of the profession; no hint appears that com-
petencein statistics or in economics, say, counts for more than any other qual-

ification. A crucial sentence discourages would-be enforcers from taking the

Standardsas literal and inviolable; in no respect is the evaluator’s plan or ac-

tion to be more diligent or more nearly perfect than is “reasonable. . .in the

circumstances.” One functional consequence of the Standards, then, is to fos-

ter community among evaluators by promulgating a spirit of tolerance—a

spirit that is not the usual companion of high-mindedness.

Ostensibly, the ERS documentis the opposite ofrestrictive, welcoming

the greatest variety of evaluation approaches. Five broad categories of inquiry

are recognized as aspects of program evaluation. By implication, the docu-

ment denies that measuringeffect size is primary andthatall other inquiryis

of lesser value, and it puts behind us the notion that there is one best design

for an evaluation. A dooris left ajar for impact evaluations that do not focus

on goal attainment (although the documentdoes not speak wholeheartedly on

that point).

The Standards are unlikely to restrain trade directly. It would be im-

possible, I think, for a regulator to convert them into a scorecard for an evalu-

ation or a set of evaluations. Almostall the documentconstitutesa call for full-

er communication. It says that evaluators should plan deliberately and should

be prepared togive their reasons for each choice. The documentdoesnotplace

a greater burden of proof on particular choices (for example, of a case study

over a quantitative survey). This amounts to an outright rejection—noless

important for being silent—ofefforts to improve evaluation by imposing aca-

demic standards.

It is unfortunate that the attempt to be both high-minded and permis-

sive leaves some sentences so general as to suggest that some issues were not

faced squarely. I am inclined to think that attempts to be more definite would

have cometo naught, because there are defensible options at almost every step

in an evaluation, and, with regard to a particular option, the balance ofcosts

and benefits changes from one evaluation to the next. Indeed, it may neverbe-

comepossible to make explicit the contingencies under which, for example, in-

formation should be collected from or on uncooperative subjects (in violation

of standard 18).

In sum, the Standards lack bite, and their contribution lies mostly in

the symbolism of their existence. Beyond that, they tell evaluators to concern

themselves with financial accountability, subjects’ rights, documentation of

the steps from data to conclusions, clarity of communication, and so on, not

solely with research operations. These reminders can raise consciousness in
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evaluators who conceive of their roles too narrowly. Also, they can strengthen
the hand of evaluators in negotiating with sponsors whoare insensitive to one
or anotherof these ideals.

Unvoiced Messages

The Standards subtly encourage someevaluation approachesoveroth-
ers. This imbalance probably arises from the inevitable character of standards.
Standards purport to conveydirectives for action, not mere sentiments, andit
is far easier to make explicit recommendations on some topics than on others.
An unintended weighting results, which throws the resulting standards out of
balance. What, then, is the slant of these Standards?

The ERS documentis aligned more with Wholey’s (1979) views than
with those of any other recent position statement on evalution. Wholey sees
evaluation primarily as a serviceto officials and the impetus of evaluation as
arising from whatofficials want to know. In these Standards, the agency con-
tracting for the evaluation is referred to as “the client” (standard 17). Is not the
true client a pluralistic policy-shaping community and the sponsor merely its
agent in buying information (Cronbach and Associates, 1980)? The ERS
Standardsstate that “the parties to the evaluation” are asked to come to a mu-
tual understanding; this phrase seems not to include persons who are served
by the program or persons whowill be affected by decisions. House, Scriven,

and someofthe rest of us have stressed the evaluator’s special responsibility to

introduce questionsthat officials overlook or prefer not to have investigated.

The Standards admit “the public interest” (standard 2) only in a grudging way

that surely has in mind only the abstract, generalized public, not fragmented

constituencies and categoriesof clients.

Significant content is conveyed by what the Standardsdo not say. The

first such messageis that evaluators have no reason to concern themselves with

values; the word values does not appear in the document. Yet, evaluators could

reasonably take as a primarytask the identification of value issues pertinent to

a program.

Although the Standards are called standards for evaluation, these are

in truth standards of conduct for evaluators. What about the conductof spon-

sors? A few referencesto clarity in negotiating the contract (standards 5 and 7)

seem to place symmetric responsiblity on sponsor and evaluator. Beyondthat,

however, the Standards Committee did not choose to put a finger on acts of
sponsors that impair evaluations. Even a few timorousplatitudes about good
sponsor behavior would serve as an entering wedge for things that the profes-
sion should bestarting to say. Thefollowing standard—a suggestion that I do
not expect to have accepted as worded here — exemplifies what I think is missing:
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Unlessrestriction of reports has been agreed on in advance, the spon-

sor should release the evaluator’s report, as written, within two months

of its delivery. The sponsor may appropriately provide comments on

an earlier draft for the evaluator’s consideration and may appropriately

release its own interpretation alongside the report.

The kernel of the ERS documentis the Standards proper. The prefa-

tory remarks—a kind of outer wrapping —will receive less attention than the

kernel; their less hortatory tone gives their content the weight of a footnote.

This would not matter if forematter and text were in accord, but they are not.

That is, the forematter expresses an awareness that is imperceptible in the

Standards proper.

Whereas the Standards speak throughoutof “the evaluation,” reference

to an evaluation “program” (found only in a preamble) is more in keeping with

recent writings. Studies on utilization indicate that it is rare for an outcome

evaluation to stimulate large change in the particular service studied. Evalua-

tions are used,in the sense that officials draw thoughts about general policy

from the whole emerging corpusof social research, including evaluations.It,

therefore, 1s wise to plan not separate evaluations but a portfolio of studies

with overlapping time schedules. Such planningcalls for the collective wisdom

of sponsoring agencies, social scientists, and concerned citizens (Cronbach

and Associates, 1980). None ofusis yet clear about the implicationsofthis re-

cent insight for investmentin evaluation, but for the Standards to reduce the

notion of investigative programsto a single word — printed, as it were, on the

wrapperis a shortcoming.

The preamble gives adequate emphasis to the study of process, of the

interconnected events in the setting, delivery, reception, and sequelae of the

social service. We do, indeed, need to ask how things work, whetheror not we

can agree on how well they work. Unfortunately, the word process is absent

from the Standards proper (and the word explanation appears nowhere).

Concern for cause-and-effect relationships does appear (standards 6

and 38). ‘The evaluator who chooses to make a causal statementis directed to

“eliminate” plausible rival hypotheses (standard 38). This—one of the few

standardsthat actually issues a command — asks too much. A given design will

make some counterexplanationsless plausible, but even a strongly controlled

design cannot provide certainty regarding the meaning of any one study

(Cook and Campbell, 1979, p. 83). Here, in the endorsement of evaluability

assessment as a preliminary (standard 6) and in the call for a no-treatment

control group or a surrogate in the outcome-oriented study (standard 14), the

Standards strongly suggest that evaluators should be concerned with “treat-
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ment made a difference” conclusions. Hence, the Standards themselves are

less liberal than the preamble.

Standard 6 misconstrues one of Wholey’s (1979) main themes. For
him, evaluability assessmentis not a preliminary; it comes at the end ofsub-
stantial evaluation activity. One by-productof that inquiry is a recommenda-
tion for or against undertaking a formal summative study. For Wholey, the
comparative study will most often be a comparisonofpretested treatmentalter-
natives. The kernel seemsto be preoccupied with old-fashioned treatment-no-
treatment null hypotheses at a time when manyarecalling for studies that
trace processes and contingenciesto their conclusions. To restore balance, the
ERS Standards should include standards intended to invite and strengthen
process studies. For openers, I suggest these two:

1. ‘The evaluator should try to make sense of any numerical result.
2. ‘The evaluator should try to explain why outcomeswithin a treat-

ment differ from site to site.

Process standards probably have to be nebulous. That they are absentfrom
the ERS Standards reflects the natural tendency of standard setters to speak
only of the more formal, standardizable aspects of their subject.

Oncean evaluation begins, information is brought back from the field —
some of it unanticipated. Then, there should be reconsideration and revision
of the priorities assigned to evaluation questions and the plans for inquiry.
The preamble says this, but the theme receives only a backhanded, passive
reference in the Standards themselves (standard 11). The Standards proper
are committed to prespecification of evalution purposes, questions, and proce-
dures. Thefirst two sections, which haveto do with the launchingof the evalu-
ation, contain eighteen standards. Ten ofthese ask that somethingbe “speci-
fied” or “madeclear” or “described andjustified”; not one suggests that some-
thing could be left open for later consideration. Of course, evaluators should
plan and specify and make clear; what I miss is a modifier — for example, “ten-
tative” or “preliminary and incomplete.”

“The approach to a case study,” wearetold, “is as subject to specifica-
tion as the design of an experimental study.” The remarkis true in a whimsical
sense, because an intelligent field experimentis subject tolittle prespecifica-
tion. In a numberof true experiments that started with impartial allocation of
subjects to treatment groups, the inquiries paid off primarily because the in-
vestigators thought freshly about the data as they camein. Often, the experi-
mental manipulation played the role only of increasing the range of a variable,
such as food intake or income; the analyst regrouped cases on the actual extent
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of service or food or incomereceived, without regard to ostensible assignment,

in order to bring out more basic phenomena. (See Cronbach, 1982, on this

and manyother matters on which I question the Standards.)

Construct Validation: Where Art Thou?

The Standards’ remarks on validity are off target. The validity of each

measurement methodshould be “estimated” (standards 16 and 23); and should

the evaluator not consider the validity of interpretations, rather than of mea-

surements? And, does an estimate notcall for a number? Although a regres-

sion coefficient can play somepart in justifying an employmentpractice, vali-

dating an interpretation of any kind is a qualitative, judgmental process. The

interpreter can do no morethanlay out an argument defendingthe interpreta-

tion; its plausibility is for the audience to determine (Cronbach and Associ-

ates, 1980; House, 1980; Messick, 1981).

Validity in evaluation is almost always of the constructsort. The issue

is whether indicators collected by another procedure (and on anotherrealiza-

tion of the treatment concept) would— whenput “in language understandable

by” the audience (standard 41)—lead to the same conclusion. The writers of

the Standards seem neverto have heard of construct validity as the term 1s ap-

plied to evaluation by Cook and Campbell (1979). My sympathetic guess1s

that their hearts were in the right place, but they found it impossible to write

crisp one-sentence regulations for subtle reasoning activities.

Evaluators should beself-critical. They should ask whetherthe data are

biased by respondents’ desire to speak well of a service lest it be discontinued

or by the overloading of an educational outcome measure with tasks on which

one of the competing instructional programs concentrated. Treatment events

as well as instruments require this scrutiny. It is an error to regard schools

funded by a certain program as treated and schools that received no such

funds as untreated. Manyschool superintendents draw funds from a second

source to get innovation into control schools. Demonstrating that this did not

happen is a validity study as much as any check on an instrumentis.

Construct validation consists of an attemptto falsify a proposed inter-

pretation. The evaluatoridentifies plausible rival hypotheses andlooksfor evi-

dence that would support them, hoping not tofind it. Because time is limited

and rival interpretations are inexhaustible, validation cannot be thorough. An

adequate standard would stop with a request for the evaluator, before and af-

ter collecting data, to think about possible contaminants. Of course, a multi-

method procedure (multiple realizations of treatments as well as multiple indi-

cators) in commendable, but I am pleasedthat the Standards do notcall for it.
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‘The art of design is to decide when and how to makeeach such investment, as
the investmentinevitably diverts resources from anotheraspect of the inquiry.

The call for information on reliability in these same Standards (stan-
dards 16 and 23) is stereotyped, andit could be misread. The right question is
whether the sample statistics, not individual measurements, are reliable — stan-
dard errors are what matter. Procedures that have unimpressive reliability co-
efficients can be entirely satisfactory for a conclusion based on group means.
The Standards rightly do not say that all instruments should have high relia-
bility; their silence contains wisdom that most readers will overlook.

Concluding Comments

The preamble emphasizes that the Standards will change and grow.
This change maytake the form of increasingly detailed advice. It is said that,
as the Standardsare used, “examples of acceptable practices” will accumulate
as material for a later edition. The hint that some practices are unacceptable
makes me uneasy. To besure, fiscal irresponsibility, for example, is unaccept-
able. But, in the areas to which most of my comments have been directed,
another mode of extension may work to our advantage. Could we not have ex-
amples in which different evaluators have followed (or advocated) different
courses of action with regard to, for example, extent of quality control? De-
scribing these divergent positions and the arguments for each would make ex-
plicit the extent to which evaluation decisions are contingent. That would en-
hance the educational powerof the document and avoid holding up a practice
that was right in one circumstance as a model for most circumstances.

These Standardswill dolittle to standardize evaluations, andit will be

extremely difficult to use them as a checklist in approving or disapproving an
evaluation plan. We should all be grateful for the wisdom and effort that
brought about such a happyresult.
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Guilty Knowledge, Dirty Hands,

and Other EthicalDilemmas

The Hazards of Contract Research

David M. Fetterman

Preve-workers ENCOUNTER MANY PERSONAL
and professional hazards in contract research. A few of

the situations that can prove hazardous include entrance into

the field,’ role conflicts, fieldwork in the inner city, ethno-

graphic reports, and the dissemination of findings. Job stress

and ‘“‘burnout’’ pose additional problems. Urbanfieldwork,in

particular, forces an ethnographer to confronttherealities of

guilty knowledge (Polsky 1967)—confidential knowledgeofil-

legal activities—and dirty hands—asituation from which one

cannot emerge ‘‘innocent of wrongdoing’’ (Klockars

1979:271). Like Klockars (1969:265), ‘‘l personally havelittle

use for the kind of moral study which seeks to understand how

angels should behave in paradise and do not intend this

analysis to be a contribution to that literature.’’ Implicit in this

discussion is that good field-workers are both ‘‘competent at
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their vocations and decent as humanbeings’’ (Klockars 1979:

265). Moreover, as a colleague has expressed, a field-worker

can only ‘‘act morally and responsibly if one knowsthe situa-

tion and understandsthe actors.’’ Ethical dilemmas generated

in the day-to-day interactions between sponsor, researcher,

and informant warrant closer examination. ‘‘When only out-

standing and scandalous cases are defined as matters for

ethical concern, then the daily perplexities, interactions, and

decisions occurring in the field may well be perceived as merely

‘personal.’ Ethics then becomes an academic subject, consist-

ing primarily of abstract concepts counterposed by shocking

violations’’ (Cassell 1980:42). A review of these issues serves to

guide researchers in this growing field. Moreover,it is hoped

that this discussion will be reflexive, encouraging field-workers

in various fields to reevaluate their own roles in the pursuit of

research.

Context

The hazards discussed in this review were based on myex-

perience as an ethnographer in a Bay Area contract research

corporationfor the last four and a half years. This corporation

is typical of many modern research corporations in that it is

part of a corporate conglomerate of unrelated industries. The

mechanics of daily routine are typical of most research cor-

porations. The personnel in a research company respond to

governmental requests for proposals, gather the appropriate

expertise, and write proposals to compete with other firms for

the same research contracts. (See Fetterman 1982b for a de-

tailed description of research corporationlife.)

Ethnographersare hired by research companiesto provide a

qualitative insight into proposed research and to fulfill

From David M. Fetterman, “Guilty Knowledge, Dirty Hands, and Other Ethical Dilemmas: The
Hazards of Contract Research,” Human Organization, 1983, 42(3), 214-224. Copyright © 1983 by the
Society for Applied Anthropology. Reprinted by permission of author and publisher.
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research specifications required by the sponsor. Typically,

ethnographersare hired to conduct fieldwork for a portion of

the study. Participant-observation may range from five years

to 100 hours on-site, depending on the nature andpriority of

the task and on the funding. (See Fetterman 1982a regarding

the current role of ethnography in educational contract re-

search.)

The ethical dilemmas explored in this discussion were based

primarily on my experiences as a contract ethnographer in four

separate evaluation studies: a study of alternative high school

programsfor dropouts, a study of gifted and talented educa-

tion, a migrant education study, and an arts education con-

tract.

Entrance into the Field

Entering the field of educational evaluation as an evaluator

represents one of the first problems encountered by the eth-

nographer. The experienceis similar to the hazardsof entering

the field in a foreign culture. The ethnographer mustestablish

him or herself in an unknown andpotentially hostile environ-

ment. In contract research it is not uncommon for the eth-

nographer to participate in a series of harrowing interviews

paralleling Clinton’s description (1975). The next step in this

initiation is the corporation’s rites of passage. This can range

from frustrating methodological discussions to a routine ex-

change of ritual insults regarding the difference in fields. The

last stage, much like a conventional employment experience,

involves ‘‘proving oneself’’ in this precarious role as a compe-

tent researcher and employee, for example, gathering reliable

and valid data, working under pressure, and constructively

working with colleagues.’ This process is evidenced in a por-

tion of an ethnographer’s recommendation. According to the

director:

Stanley (pseudonym) was hired by ABCresearch corporation to work

as an ethnographer. . . . He entered a somewhathostile environment
in that most other membersof the staff had rather strong quantitative
biases and were suspicious of qualitative approaches. Despite this in-
auspicious set of circumstances, he quickly established himself as a
valued membernot only of the project team, but of the entire office.
He becamewell liked on a personal basis and well respected as a pro-
fessional (President, ABC Research Corporation, 1982).

Anthropologists must determine from the onsetif their values

and temperament are suited to weathering those preliminary

challenges. The consequences of being ill prepared or per-

sonally unsuited for such a role can be devastating to the pro-

fession as well as for the individual.

These trivial but personally draining difficulties are over-

shadowedbythe problemsresulting from conflicting expecta-

tions with sponsors. Sponsors have becomeincreasingly aware

of the strengths and weaknesses of ethnographyin evaluation.

Many sponsors, however, have been lured by ethnography’s

reputation for ‘‘finding out what’s going on,’’ without under-

standing whatit is, or more to the point, what it is not. For ex-

ample, a request for a proposal may specify the use of eth-

nography, the proposal mayspecify the use of ethnographic

techniques, and upon award of the contract the project officer

may expect a priori closed questionnaire-type interview proto-

cols—with statistical correlations. These expectations may

represent useful approaches in other studies; however, these

expectations do not meet the realities of ethnographic

research. A sponsor’s acceptance of a proposal is a binding

contract and it marks the formal entrance of the field-worker

into evaluation. Ethnographers entering such an agreement

must recognize that the two parties may have differing sets of

responsibilities and expectations. It is both the ethnographer’s

and the sponsor’s responsibility to resolve these conflicts in a

manner that serves each party’s pragmatic interests without

compromising the methodological integrity of the agreement.

Role Conflicts

A major problem for the anthropologist in the field is being

viewed stereotypically as an evaluator (Everhart 1975; Colfer

1976). The stereotypic concept of an evaluator as someone

looking for problems or deficiencies effectively blocks many

communication channels. Since the ethnographeris interested

in finding out how the system works from the insider's

perspective, such barriers to communication must be broken

down. The problem wasillustrated dramatically during a site

visit when personnel wouldn’t speakto thesite visitors, believ-

ing them to be spies. Colfer (1976), Clinton (1976), and

Thorne (1980) have reported similar experiences.

The anthropologist-evaluator is faced with more than the

methodological dilemma of data collection in the field. The

ethnographer must function as an intermediary between infor-

mants and sponsors, informants and the research corporation,

and between informant and informant. One of the most

serious ethical dilemmas that emerge from workingin this set-

ting is the development of conflicting roles andinterests.

Even in unusually benign instances the field researcher must be very

sensitive in his presentation of self and managementof social inter-
actions. In most cases, though, the fieldworker encounters social com-
plexities and problemsat every turn, and successful role maintenance

demands great presence of mind, flexibility, and luck (Pelto
1970:200).

Politics further compounds these role maintenance problems.

The ethnographeris required to play manyroles in the political

context of contract research. These roles confer many respon-

sibilities.

Conducting research in a recent national evaluation il-

lustrated the complexity of these relationships and the diversi-

ty of roles required to function in this setting. The ethnograph-

er conducted research in the street, the classroom, student and

community members’ homes, public schools, the program’s

local and national disseminating organizations, city govern-

ments, the research corporation, the governmental managing

agency, and the sponsoring agency. Each of these levels have

conflicting groups within each strata—for example, student,

teacher, and principal in the school level. As Klockars (1977:

219) explained:

The problem of conflicting role obligations in biomedical experimen-
tation, where researcher-subject and physician-patient dilemmasarise,
has been highly troublesome to attempts to develop ethics for

biomedical research. However, such problems do not begin to ap-
proach the complexity of conflicts and reciprocal obligations and ex-

pectations characteristic of anthropological or life history fieldwork.

It is difficult to maintain a rapport with rival groups unless

one establishes oneself as an independent entity sensitive to

each party’s concerns, and interested in collecting information

 



from all sides. Taking sides (purposely or inadvertently) early

in the research erects barriers to communication with rival

groups (see Berreman 1962). First and foremost, however, the

anthropologist’s responsibility lies with the informant at the

center of the research task—in this case the student. The an-

thropologist must respect the informant’s rights and maintain

an intricate web of obligations, including confidentiality and

reciprocity. The anthropologist must maintain his or her

perspective within this convoluted structure and remember

that the central informant’s rights must take priority according

to personal and professional ethical codes, if we are to con-

tinue to work with informants, as Mead said, ‘‘in an atmos-

phere of mutual trust and respect’’ (1969). In addition, this

position serves to protect future anthropological endeavors.

This juggling act becomes more difficult with the addition

of another party. The ethnographeris also responsible to the

taxpayer. Supporting the federal or state bureaucracy (a

representative of the taxpayer) is often an unpopular position.

An ‘‘agency relationship with the state’’ is created when a

researcher accepts government funds. The state assumes both

legal and political liability for the actions of the researcherin

this relationship. The researcher who enters into a binding

contract, in return, has an obligation (contractual and ethical)

to fulfill his or her commitment to the sponsor. This includes

following the evaluation design of the study (unless amended

or modified), pursuing research and presenting findings with

the sponsor’s interests guiding the research, andbeingfiscally,

administratively, and academically accountable to them. In a

Weberian’' sense, these relationships force one to concludethat

“the occupational structure of modern science makes

research, ethically speaking, a ‘political vocation’ ”’ (Klockars

1979:264).

In conventional ethnography, for example,it is not unusual

to scratch one’s line of inquiry and select another topic and

modeof investigation based on informants’ information. This

usually occurs when the anthropologist is alerted that there isa

more pressing Or appropriate research concern in the area. In

contract research, however, the sponsor and researcherestab-

lish the topic and modeof inquiry before entering the field and

leave little room for alteration. This is not to say that the study

design is cast in stone. Information gathered from field ex-

periences is taken into consideration and may suggest that

alternative methods are required to answerthe study’s policy

questions. Field information, no matter how compelling,

however,is rarely considered sufficient to drop one’s topic of

investigation—political pressures are the most powerful force

in this regard.

This is not a call for blind obedience or an abdication of

one’s responsibilities to ensure that research is conducted pro-

perly regardless of political pressures. Nor is this discussion

aimed at absolving the researcher from a commitmentto infor-

mants and colleagues. This discussion is presented to stress an

obligation that receives little attention at best, and outright

condescension at worst.

Fieldwork in the Inner City

Another problem for the anthropologist is urban fieldwork.

Fieldworkin the inner city poses many challenges morally and

physically. Poverty, powerlessness, political corruption, racial
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tensions, violent assault, and vandalism represent the back-

drop of fieldwork in the inner city. The pressure of these daily

activities alone generates considerable personalstress in an ur-

ban field-worker. This stress can affect one’s judgment regard-

ing data collection and ethical decision making. When re-

searchers are confronted with such activities as police corrup-

tion, large-scale drug transactions, burglary, and extortion,

they are forced to makeserious ethical decisions. These deci-

sions can be guided by a cost or risk-benefit approach

(Reynolds 1979:69-84), a respect-for-persons ethic (Mcad

1969), or a simple pragmatic manner. A few cases drawn from

my urban fieldwork, as well as others’, are presented below.

The examples are followed by a brief discussion of one or two

of the plethora of ethical issues involved in each case.

Guilty Knowledge and Dirty Hands: The Front

During the early period of fieldwork it is important to estab-

lish rapport with informants. This involves presenting oneself

and one’s aims in as honest and direct a manneras possible. In

addition, it involves time. The ethnographer must spend time

with people, participating in their daily activities, working with

them, joking with them, and in some cases, participating in il-

legal activities. Evaluating a school for dropouts requires an

intimate knowledge about dropouts and their activities. Often

their activities lend themselves to extralegal and periodically il-

legal activities. In this regard, I would concur with Polsky’s

sobering position:

If one is effectively to study adult criminals in their natural settings, he

must make the moral decision that in some way he will break the law

himself. He need not be a ‘participant’ observer and commit the

criminal acts under study, yet he has to witness such acts or be taken

into confidence about them and not blow the whistle. That is, the in-

vestigator has to decide that when necessary he will ‘obstruct justice’
or have ‘guilty knowledge’ or be an accessory ‘beforeor after the fact,
in the full legal sense of those terms’ (1967:139-140).

The following is a case in point.

1 becameclose friends with one of the students participating

in the school under study. When I first met him he divided his

life into two worlds—school and the street. The latter

dominated his interests and activities. He was proud of his

ability to thrive in the street. He had a ‘‘reputation’’ and was

respected in his community. One of the most important

elements of cultural knowledge in the street is knowing where

to ‘‘cop dope.’’ Illegal drugs and various other commodities

are exchanged in the inner city in places called ‘‘fronts.’’

Fronts are stores that sell legitimate goods such as records,

health foods, shirts, and so on, as a front for routine illegal

drug transactions.

Myfriend introduced meto this element of street life with a

‘‘hands on’’ approach. Heinvited me outfor a bite to eat after

school. We walked downthe mainstreet of the inner city fora

few blocks until he pointed to a health food store. He said he

thought that I would wantto eat there since I was from Cali-

fornia. We entered the establishment and myfriend asked the

clerk to give me a granola bar. | said thanks and I reached for

the bar. The patron handed it to me with a smile and a small

envelope underneath it. I looked down at a ‘‘nickel’’ bag of

marijuana. Myfirst reaction was ‘‘how am I going to look and

howis ethnography going to look to my companyiftheir eth-
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nographeris busted for drug possession on oneofhisfirst site

visits.’” My discomfort was compounded by two policemen

walking by viewing the exchange. The policemen sawthe

transaction, smiled and continued walking. When | asked my

friend whythey didn’t bust us he said, ‘‘they don’t need the

money right now.’’ | asked him to clarify his response and he

explained:

Theyonly bust you if they need the money. Theyget paid off regular.

But if they're hurtin’ for money then well, that’s another different

story. They'll come right in and bust ya, take money out of the cash

register and take your dope too. If they’re on a run andthey gotta
showthat they mean business then they'll bust your ass. Otherwise
they just look the other way.

My informant’s words echoed a modern version of William

Foote Whyte’s racketeer in his classic Street Corner Society:

The cops are paid off. Theycall it the ‘‘union wage.’’ The patrolman
gets five dollars a month for every store on his beat that sells numbers.
The plain clothes men get the same, but they can go anywhere in Cor-
nerville (1943:123).

After being initiated by this brief encounter with criminal ac-

tivities and official corruption, I continued to learn a great

deal about the environmental pressures that affect the drop-

outs’ behavior. My conclusions paralleled Whyte’s when he

reported:

Observation of the situation in Cornerville indicates that the primary

function of the police department is not the enforcement of the law
but the regulation of illegal activities (1943:138).

Moreover, I was faced with a numberof ethical dilemmas

involving guilty knowledge (incriminating information made

privy to the field-worker) and dirty hands (a situation from

which the field-worker can not emerge innocent of wrong-

doing), which required a series of immediate decisions. First, a

researcher must decide’ whether the research merits involve-

ment in criminal activities. Students of deviant behavior must

discriminate amongthe rangeofactivities involved and decide

which specific activities justify their involvement. These

preliminaryconsiderations are routinely based on utilitarian.

ethic:* Do the ends justify the means? For example,the ‘‘in the

name of science’’ position would arguethat the insights gained

during this involvement contributed to knowledge, which out-

weighs the short-term legal and moral transgressions. Soloway

and Walters (1977:171-172) described a fieldwork episode in

which one of them was made an unwitting party to the execu-

tion of an armed robbery. This behavior was considered too

cavalier for some colleagues; however, his research was

“breaking invaluable ethnographic ground’’ in the study of

heroin addicts. The pursuit of research, however, is not above

the law.* The researcher must be willing to suffer the conse-

quences of such involvement. Personally, the researcher must

balance the potential significance of the research against the

severity of the criminal behavior involved. This is a useful

guide in moral decision making. Alone, however, this overly

rationalistic risk-benefit approach is at best off target when

making moraldecisions in the field.

A second question that emerges from this experience is,

Whatis the researcher’s civic responsibility after observing or

inadvertantly being involved in criminal behavior? In this case,

three illegal acts were involved: selling illegal drugs, buyingil-

legal drugs, and police corruption. The researcher technically

has a conflicting set of responsibilities to the student in this

case. This student is a former dropout who hasreentered ‘‘the

system.’’ Condoning his behavior in this case mayrepresent a

criminal type of benign neglect (see Yablonsky (1965). Protec-

ting the student from himself, however, is condescending at

best and a breach of confidence at worst. Similarly, although

the researcher has an obligation as a citizen to report illegal ac-

tivities, informing on the drug dealer involved would have con-

sututed a breach of confidence—and posed a considerable

threat to one’s plans for an extended longevity. Moreover, the

researcher must acknowledgethat like prohibition, the punish-

ment may not fit the crime and a form of nonviolent civil dis-

Obedience maybe appropriate. Fundamentally, however, the

respect-for-persons position overrides all of these risk-benefit

considerations. The respect-for-persons position is essentially

a code that ‘“‘holds that there are certain means which are

deontologically repulsive and in se wrong’’® (Klockars 1979:

267). In this case, a breach of confidence would constitute

‘‘deontologically repulsive and in se wrong’’ means.

Finally, the third act, police corruption, is of some

significance. The idea of tackling such a problem may appear

insurmountable. In addition, like the other acts, it is at least

outside the scope of the work that must be accomplished in a

short period of time. It is important to explore such important

variables in the social equation; however, the researcher must

maintain some boundaries on the research endeavorif the task

is to be completed.

Risk-benefit analysis, respect-for-persons ethic, and basic

pragmatism are all appropriate approaches that must be taken

into consideration when making moraldecisions during field-

work. As Klockars has stated, however,

the good end of the dirty means ... is not the long term good of
science, nor the potential value of the particular research at hand, and
certainly not the worldly benefits continuation of that research may

have for the researcher’s career. It is the immediate, morally unques-
tionable, and compelling good end of keeping one’s promise to one’s
subjects. In particular, it is the keeping of that minimal promise which
every fieldworker makes explicit or implies to deviant subjects in the
process of gaining first-hand access to their deviance (1979:275-276).

My responseto this experience was notto intervene. | recorded

the event in detail to provide background material regarding

the various inner-city pressures operating on the students. I

chose this route because it was early in the research endeavor

and much more information was needed to understand how

the community operated, and how myactions would affectall

participants. In addition, a more active role would have con-

stituted a breach of confidence—a confidence which in and of

itself I was obligated to uphold. In turn, this breach would

have served as a barrier to all future communications. This

parallels Pelto’s position that

any interference by the fieldworker [in this type of situation] would

mean that he would haveto violate the confidences of his informants,
and this would seriously jeopardize his work (1970:222).

A description of police corruption, however, was printed in

the report to provide the environmental context. The matter

wasalso discussed with city officials on the researcher’s own

time. I temporarily separated research from activism. My reac-

tions were based on timing, a trust, a professional respon-

sibility to respect the environmental normsorrules and regula-

tions until the dynamics were understood, and a responsibility

 



to complete my objectives.’ (See Beattie 1965; Klochars 1974;

and Wax 1971 for discussion of similar guilty knowledge ex-

periences.)

Dirty Hands and Guilty Knowledge:

Burglary and Extortion

Urban fieldwork requires both direct and indirect involve-

ment with criminals. Polsky explained that

in doing field research on criminals you damnedwell better nor pre-
tend to be ‘‘one of them’’ because they will test this claim out...

{moreover,] before you tell a criminal who you are and makeit stick,
you have to know this yourself, know where you draw theline be-
tween you and him (1967:124-125).

During one of mysite visits to these alternative high schools

for dropouts my car was burglarized and myclothes and notes

stolen. The burglars then attempted to sell me my stolen

possessions. In this case the line was easy to draw between the

researcher andthe criminal because the criminals were neither

acquaintances norparticipants in the study. They were simply

criminals. This episode provided anothercase for intervention

in the field (Gallin 1959; Gallagher 1964; Gearing 1973; Holm-

berg 1958; McCurdy 1976; Spradley 1976). The potential for

producing deleterious results has been documented (Horowitz

1965; Sahlins 1967; Berreman 1969; Holmberg 1954); how-

ever, this instance illustrates how intervention with dirty hands

can provide useful data for the research endeavor.

The event began at the end of a long dayof interviewing at

the school. I had just completed an extra interview to get

ahead of my self-imposed timeline for the week and was

satisfied with the week’s work. I said goodbye to everyonefor

the day and walked downthe block to my car. The window

was broken, the battery removed, my suitcase and my brief-

case stolen. My briefcase contained my notes and slides of my

work for the two preceding weeks on site, as well as a com-

pleted paper to be presented at a professional meeting and a

paperin progress.

l was stunned. Neighbors in the community who knew me

came out of their houses to see the damage. One womansaid

her daughter had seen the burglars: two young men who had

‘*been terrorizing the neighborhood for months.’’ I asked for

their names and Corina (pseudonym) declined to respond, ex-

plaining:

Mykids, they go to that school. They would be put in danger. I try to
run a good Christian home but I’m afraid of the revenge for my girls.
They could get hurt by the other kids. You know.

I explained that I understood. I called for assistance from the

neighborhood grocery store. No cab would cometo the area so

I had to wait for the tow truck to pick up the car and take me

out of this part of the city. I stayed with the car to protect it

from the car parts ‘‘vultures’’ until dark. Corina invited me in-

to her house at dusk explaining, ‘‘It gets bad at night, especial-

ly since you’re White and all. You’d be safer in here with us till

the man comes.’’ | immediately accepted her invitation and we

talked about the community for a few hours. She explained

how these “‘thugs’” had held a gun to her friend’s head and

stolen her stereo. She explained:

They had the gall to do that and tell her when she got another one
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they’d be back for that one. A year later, sure enough. She moved
about a block away and they came back andstuck a gun to her head
again andsaid it wouldn’t be the last time.

Corina also told me about arson-for-hire in the neighbor-

hood. She told me about the time she

woke up to a phonecall at two in the morning. The man overthe phone
said to be out of the house in 15 minutes becauseit was going to burn.
That’s what they do whenit’s arson, they call you just like that at two

in the morning. | had myrollers on and I was in my bathrobe,that’s
all | had. I was on the second floor and my grandma she was on the
third. | can still remember seein’ the flames all around her in her

wheelchair. I tried to get her out but I couldn’t. | had rheumatic fever,
you know, so I’m weak. She wasso heavy | just couldn’t. I got my
babies out but she was so heavy. I just watched herdie.I still go to the
county [psychiatrist] even now. I dream aboutit. It still frightens me.I
couldn’t save her.

Her moving story was cut short by the arrival of the tow

truck. The burglary experience had already provided an op-

portunity to learn more about the community and develop a

rapport with another member of the community. I met with

Corina the next day to continue ourtalk aboutlife in the inner

city. She said she would bewilling to serve as a mediator be-

tween the young men (burglars) and myself. She knew their

mother from the PTA and agreed to meet with herto ‘‘rescue’’

my papers. Corina and her husband frequented one of the

burglar’s homesin an attempt to cometo an agreement regard-

ing my materials. During negotiations, however, one ofthelit-

tle girls in the burglar’s home opened a curtain dividing the

rooms and Corina’s husbandsawhis colortelevision set—sto-

len from them six monthsbefore. They forgot about my prob-

lem and ‘‘blew up’’ at the mother for condoning this behavior.

Needless to say neither their television nor my materials were

recovered, That evening, however, Corina volunteered to serve

as a witness if I] wanted to go to the police. I thanked her and

told her I would have to ask a few other people in the com-

munity before contacting the police. I had been in the com-

munity off and on for over a year and a half, and feared police

reprisals if the police were asked to become involved. I dis-

cussed the matter with neighbors, community action groups,

members of clergy, and city officials directly associated with

the community before taking any action. They unanimously

agreed that ‘‘something must be done to stop these punks

from having the run of the community.’’ They suggested thatI

involve the police and I agreed. I contacted the police and their

first response was ‘‘forget it .. . it will just end with a bullet

anyway.”’ I later learned that burglary was a low priority in an

area where murder, rape, and arson were the norm. Later they

said that if I felt it was necessary, | should pursue it myself.

One of the burglars then contacted Corina and told her he

was willing ‘“‘to negotiate’’ with me. I was told to wait in the

school at night until he called. | observed much about night

life in the inner city while I waited for his call. A crowd of

young men drinking and smoking gathered outside the school,

growing and dwindlingin size and volumeall night long. I had

to check on my locked (replacement) car every 15 minutes to

prevent it from being stripped to the frame. A well-dressed

young man in a new Cadillac, however, did not have the same

concerns. He parkedhis car in the middle of the street with the

motor running and the radio playing loudly, while he dis-

appeared into the darkness of the school playground with a

small box under his arm. He came back empty handed 15

minutes later and drove away. No one had touched his car.
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Later I learned that he was known by everyone in the com-

munity and ‘‘no one crosses the man.’’ | was introduced to

him later in the study and learned that he ran the ‘‘under-

world’’ portion of the community. This experience provided

numerousinsights into the students and dropouts in the com-

munity. The burglar finally called that night and offeredto sell

me my materials at $15 a folder (20 folders). I agreed on trial

basis: | folder at a time. Corina served as ‘‘go between.”’ The

venture failed. The burglar took the money and kept the

folder. We set up another series of phone negotiations to

recover the goods, also unsuccessful. I eventually called them

and told them I knew whothey were and wherethey lived and

if the materials were not returned in an hour I would call the

police.

I waited for two hours—noresponse.| called the police and

explained that I had decided to prosecute. They said they

would not go in at night and would pursue the matter in the

morning. In brief, | had to orchestrate the entire event: secure

the deposition from the witness, find the exact location of the

burglars, and bring the police to the location. The burglars

were arrested and prosecuted with the ‘‘blessing of the com-

munity.’’ During the booking proceedings, when the police of-

ficers left the room for a minute, one of the burglars leaned

over and whispered to me ‘‘we’ve heard about what you’re

doin’ and we knowthat you’re trying’ to help the brother so

we'll try to get the book stuff back to you after this is all

over.”’

They later explained that they wanted to get busted. One of

them said:

We’re hot now,ya see. So if we just chill out for a month or two some-
bodyelse is in the spotlight, ya see. And then wecan go along with our
business with no more trouble. There’s just a Httle too much heat on
us right now, don’t ya know.

I am still negotiating with them, however. I do not anticipate

recovering the goods.

This experience demonstrates that intervention can yield

positive results and what steps were required before such

behavior is appropriate. ‘‘The dilemmaof the fieldworker . . .

is not wherherto interfere in the local cultural scene, but how

much to interfere’ (Pelto 1970:223). This experience required

intensive involvement. I had been in the field long enough to

know the membersof the community in depth. In addition, I

understood most of the repercussions resulting from police in-

volvement in community affairs. Moreover, I consulted with

various members of the community, such as neighbors, clergy,

city officials, before making a decision to intervene. | also

took a series of time-consuming and potentially hazardous

steps toward resolving the matter by negotiating directly with

the burglars. My final decision was my own; however, it was

influenced by these sources of information and approvalin the

community.

The decision to have the burglars arrested was required after

discussing the matter with (and receiving the ‘‘go-ahead”’

from) various community leaders to fulfill mycitizen-obliga-

tion as a special guest-member of the community. It may ap-

pear odd to sound apologetic for having burglars arrested;

however, had the ‘‘hard core’’* burglars been the focus of my

study (with explicit or implicit trust established) these same ac-

tions would have been inappropriate, if not immoral. Prag-

matically, | wanted my notes and slides back and I had taken

all of the coriceivable steps required short of this final deci-

sion. The risk-benefit approach was inconsequential at this

point given that the portion of the community involved in the

study had decided to risk any retaliation for the ‘‘greater good

of the community.’’ The respect-for-persons ethic was inap-

propriate to apply to the burglars given that no bondoftrust

had been established with them. The respect-for-personsethic

was applicable, however, to the traditional segment of the

community, given that a strong bond had been created with

religious and social leaders, teachers, students, and various

families in the community. The decision appeared logical and

appropriate; however, there are ‘‘no hard andfast rules to be

laid down [for these types of moral dilemmas in fieldwork];

these are matters of conscience rather than of science’’ (Beattie

1965:55).

At a recent professional meeting, | was asked whether |

thought there was an ethical problem regarding the use of my

uncensored fieldnotes by outsiders in this case. I explained:

If you had asked me what I thoughtif I had delivered uncoded, uncen-
sored fieldnotes to the federal government | would agree there would
have been a problem of breach of trust or confidence. However, the
case of fieldnotes being stolen during fieldwork from a locked caris
another matter. Given the fact that the notes were stolen, not
deliberately disseminated, the fact that the burglars had no use for the
materials (exept extortion) and the lengths | went to retrieve the notes,

1 do not feel that an ethical dilemmaexists regarding this facet of the
incident.

The experience of being burglarized and extorted provided

me with an insight into the turbulence that most of the

neighbors experience daily. Moreover, deciding to take an ac-

tivist role extended my understanding of the community sim-

ply by expanding my contact with the community. Intervention

in this case provided a number of extremely important data

bases that were tapped throughout the study. The staff and

students in the school were upset about the experience and

generously offered their assistance. A numberof students with

street contacts helped me to identify the location of the

burglars. The positive reaction of the staff and students in the

schoolto this dilemma served to strengthen rapport. The cost

of these insights, however, was extremely high. The cost is

humansuffering, which ‘‘is the lowest price that decent human

beings must be willing to pay in order that they stay competent

at the vocations of policework and fieldwork’”’ (Klockars 1979:

277).

The Ethnographic Report

Fieldwork conducted in highly political settings can be more

dangerous than fieldwork in the streets of the inner city (Dia-

mond 1964; Peattie 1968). One of the most common mediums

for interaction in the political realm is the report. An ethno-

graphic report rich in detail is as potentially dangerousasit

may be helpful, depending on how the material is presented

and whousesthe information. Tobin’s Ph.D. dissertation, for

example, ‘‘The Resettlement of the Enewetak People: A Study

of a Displaced Community in the Marshall Islands’’ (1976),

represents a classic case of misused information. Tobin’s study

was used by the Air Force as a resource document for prepar-

ing a misleading environmental impact statement regarding the

Pacific Cratering Experiments (PACE) project. This area was

 



the site of numerous nuclear tests. The PACE project planned

to use this area for further high-explosive testing and used

parts of Tobin’s work to support their position. Tobin

responded,

I did not give you permission to do this andit is protected by copyright
as clearly indicated in the early part of my dissertation. Parts of this
work that would have helped the people of Eniwetok against the
PACE program were not quoted in the draft environmental state-
ment.

] am biased against the PACE program asI have told Mr.
[the director of PACE] as | feel it is against the best interests of the
Eniwetok people andit is against their expressed wishes (Department
of the Air Force, 1973:56).

The ethnographer’s moral obligation, in this example, re-

quired a written response to protect the interests of the people

of Eniwetok and the use of his own publication.

Serious ethical dilemmas emerge, however, when one’s role

makes oneprivy to confidential information that requires ex-

posure. Ibsen’s An Enemyofthe People (1959), Solzhenitsyn's

For the Good of the Cause (1972), and Daniel Ellsberg’s

Papers on the War (Pentagon Papers) (1972) dramatically il-

lustrate this type of double bind. In one of my studies, this

type of double bind was confronted on every level. A few of

those encountered in the street have already been discussed.

The school setting provided numerous cases. For example,

substituting for a sick teacher presented no serious difficulty;

however, substituting for a frequently tardy or alcoholic

teacher presented a numberofdifficulties. Should the research-

er condone such behavior and administrative laxness by

substituting for the teacher and not reporting the incident in

his or her report? Or, should the researcher simply look at the

practical side—the students need a teacher for that period?

From a research perspective, serving as a teacher-researcher

provides an invaluable insight into the program. Moreover,

the problem of managerial laxness can be demonstrated in

other manners. In this case, a risk-benefit approach was ex-

tremely useful in moral decision making. The risks of report-

ing the incident for the individual teacher’s reputation and the

program’s survival outweighed the benefits, given that the

matter could be resolved with less drastic measures (informally

bringing the problem to theattention of the school administra-

tor). The matter would have required publication if admini-

stration had not resolved the problem immediately, because

the risk to the student population (of dropping out again) and

to the staff (lowering morale) would have been greater than the

benefits of protecting one teacher and administrator’s posi-

tions. Discretion, in any case, must be exercised in the case of

reporting observed indiscretions. For example, reporting a rare

occurrence such as a fight or an affair between a student anda

staff member on school grounds can unfairly distort a picture

of program operations. Moreover, the consequencesof report-

ing such behavior ‘‘may not match the crime’’; for example,

the entire program could be closed down for such activities.

(See Deloria 1980 for a discussion of a larger social context of

research and role of researcher.)

Another problem that must be confronted is the power of

numerous vested interests. The pressures of various vested in-

terest groups often impinge on the ethnographer’s ability to

produce a fair and balanced report of study findings. For ex-

ample, in the study discussed above the staff wanted me to

record and document the implementation difficulties in the
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report as a means of solving their programmatic problems.

The disseminators, however, took a different position. They

commented on a draft of one of the reports that the ethno-

graphic study was ‘‘a scholarly approach,’’ however, they

were concerned with the presentation of the findings.

Certainly, [the disseminating agency] has gleaned a great deal of
knowledge during the demonstration which we are applying to future
teplication approaches. [The research corporation] has been very
helpful in this regard. However, we are downto the wire in terms of
the presentation of the final results to society at large. Certainly, [the
disseminating agency] has a vested interest in the [program] being
presented in the final reports in the best possible light. | am sure that
others such as ; {federal agencies], and [the

research corporation] feel the same. . . . [Program]Jexpansion in the
future faces an uncertain future in this age of shrinking financial
resources and competitive and political realities, etc. We need to pre-
sent the most accurate, fair, and balanced picture of the replication

which, hopefully, proves that [the program] merits continuation and
expansion. I trust that you will consider the same.

Their message was clear. | was sympathetic to the political

realities; however, | was obligated to include some negative

findings to present the most accurate picture of program

operations. For example, along with numerouspositive find-

ings I included serious implementation problems such as high

staff turnover rates and managerial incompetence and/or lack

of appropriate qualifications. These problems had serious

impact on program operations. The negative impact of the

federal government and the evaluators was also discussed to

provide a picture of the extrinsic forces that negatively af-

fected the program and resulted in unfavorable site descrip-

tions (Fetterman 198la, 1981c). This was an example of ‘‘stu-

dying up’’ in the stratification system (Nader 1969). Ignoring

these problems would have donelittle for knowledge develop-

ment in the area of implementation and distorted the readers’

view of program operations. This would have represented an

abdication of my responsibility to the staff, taxpayers, and my

colleagues. A basic misconception that was dispelled in this

regard is that ethnographers are always co-opted by their in-

formants and always present the most positive side (their key

informant’s side). The duty of the ethnographer, like any

scientist, is fundamentally to accurately record and report his

or her observations and interpretations. In this case, the obser-

vations were primarily positive but the findings were not ex-

clusively placed in a positive light.

Dissemination of Findings

The dissemination of the draft report was also problematic.

The code of ethics explains that the findings of research must

be shared with clients and sponsors. This guide, however, does

not prepare the researcher for dealing with manylevels of ad-

ministration and protocol. In the study under discussion there

was a rivalry between the parent organization disseminating

the alternative high school program and someofthe localaf-

filiates directly responsible for managing the programs. The

parent organization was the central conduit for draft reports.

The evaluators were informed, however, that one site would

not receive the draft for comments because they had new

management and staff and would be demoralized by the

descriptions of past strife. In addition, the new program would

not have the background required to critique the work. The

evaluators were also informed that another site would not
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receive the report, according to the parent organization,

because they misused it the last time; they revealed portions of

the confidential draft report to various sources out of context.

In the first case, it was true that the report referred to the old

staff and would not have been productive reading for the new

staff. In the second case, the evaluators would have fed the fire

of this rivalry if it were to circumvent the system of protocol by

sending the drafts to the sites directly. However, they would

not be fulfilling their obligation if they allowed the parent

organization to control the distribution of the report.

A compromise was made. All the copies were sent to the

parent organization to follow protocol and avoid charges of

favoritism. A provision was made, however, that site com-

ments would be requested directly by the evaluators by the end

of the month. Anyreport lost in the mail would then be sent

directly to the site by the evaluators. This placed a check on the

distribution of the drafts without compromising the

evaluator’s role or neglecting the significance of protocol.

The presentation of findings to the public is a political ac-

tivity. The mannerin which research findings are presented in-

fluence how the information will be used or abused. The re-

searcher who playsthe role of politician while conducting and

presenting findings, however, is likely to be used as a pawn by

various vested interests. The dissemination of findings after

the research has been conducted is a separate matter. The

evaluators disseminated the generally positive findings to ap-

propriate individuals in government and quasi-governmental

institutions. Future funding for the program was dependent on

the dissemination of the evaluation findings and the recom-

mendations of various agencies. In addition, the evaluators

prepared a Joint Dissemination Review Panel Submission that

was substantially based on the ethnographic findings to im-

prove the program’scredibility and potential to secure future

funding. (This was accomplished in the face of significant

resistance because it was politically hazardous to favor social

programs during this period.) These actions were in accord

with Mills’s position:

There is no necessity for working social scientists to allow the poten-
tial meaning of their work to be shaped by the ‘‘accidents”’ of its set-
ting, or its use to be determined by the purposes of other men. It is
quite within their powers to discuss its meanings and decide upon its
uses as matters of their own policy (1959:177).

The evaluators agreed that they had a moral responsibility

to serve as an advocate for the program based on the research

findings. As James has discussed: ‘‘Advocacy on behalf of

social changeis the final step in the use of ethnography.It is

also the only reasonable justification for probing the life-styles

of these human beings’’ (1977:198). There is a difference be-

tween being an academic and anactivist; however, academic

study does not preclude advocacy.In fact, often anything less

represents an abdication of one’s responsibility as a social

scientist (see Berreman 1968; and Gough 1968). It should be

acknowledged, however, that the researcher functions as a

public relations personor politician in this arena rather than as

a researcher.

Job Stress and Burnout

Finally, the ethnographic evaluator faces one of the most

common butleast discussed hazards in the profession: job

stress and burnout. The job-related stress that an ethnographic

evaluator or field-worker experiences has been discussed

throughout this review. Job burnout involves the complete loss

of interest or motivation in pursuing the individual employ-

ment tasks required to satisfactorily function in one’s role.

This is often the result of prolonged exposureto the pressures

of the job. This can severely cripple the most able researcher.

Judgment, determination, and stamina(all critical qualities for

a field-worker) are all affected by job stress and burnout.

Fieldwork in contract ethnography must be conducted at an

accelerated pace in a muchshorter period of time than tradi-

tional fieldwork. This is both physically and mentally demand-

ing. Continuous immersion in the personal and professional

problems of informants can be emotionally draining as well.

Stories of arson-for-hire, a mother stabbing her daughter’s

boyfriend, an administrator harassing a staff member, graft,

and racism are part of the everyday tives of many informants;

however, this continual immersion into hundredsof individual

lives can takeits toll on the ethnographer. Wax (197!) provid-

ed a detailed picture in this regard of ‘‘shooting, beating and

murder’’ and the resultant turmoil she experienced in a

Japanese-American relocation center. Kobben reported of his

Surinam fieldwork that

since an ethnographer studies people and not insects, his fieldwork
also causes emotions in himself. Personally, | lived under great

psychological stress and felt little of the proverbial peacefulness of
‘“‘country life.’’ Few books touch on the subject, but | know that the
same is true of quite a number of other fieldworkers. Perhapsit is
even a sine qua non for fieldwork (1967:46).

The theory, research, and intervention practices related to job

stress and burnout in humanservices occupations are dis-

cussed in detail in Cherniss (1980) and Paine (1982).

This experience is compounded bythe ‘‘father confessor’’

or mea culpa compression effect. Contract research requires

in-depth immersionin site for short periods of time at regular

intervals throughout the year. Informants realize the ethnog-

rapherwill only be on-site for a week or two and rush to com-

municate pressing problems. The nature ofthe visits structures

the informant’s response. An effort must be madeto takethis

phenomenoninto consideration—to balance one’s perspective

of the site’s operations. Once a rapportis established with a

few key informants and the ethnographer learns who must be

listened to with a grain of salt this problem can be ameliorated.

The fieldwork experience is made more stressful by a

demanding travel schedule. One- to two-week site visits

throughout the country can keep a researcher away from home

for over a month at atime. Life on the road hasall the hazards

faced by old-time salesmen: road food, empty motels, and the

routine separation from family—in this case every three

months. Allan Holmberg (1969) provided vivid illustrations of

the physically draining side of fieldwork (also see Wax 1960:

175). A few survival tips learned in the field to cope with this

type of stress include maintaining regular contacts with family,

spending time with friendsin the field in relaxing or entertain-

ing settings, or meetingrelatives or colleagues during weekends

or ‘‘break periods”’ while on the road. Also, attending profes-

sional meetings during these free periods serves to recharge

oneself while in the field. Pelto emphasizes the value of brief

vacations during the fieldwork experience.

A numberof fieldworkers have noted that brief vacations away from

 



the research community can be excellent tension relievers—for both
informants and researchers. After all, at least in small communities
the ubiquitous presence of ‘‘the man with the notebook and a thou-
sand questions’’ can be very taxing for the local inhabitants. They
must surely wish that for once they could enact a small:bit of local
custom without having to explain it all to the anthropologist. A few
days away—oreven longer—in the city, at the beach, hiking in the
mountains, or visiting a nearby game reservation—cangivethe field-
workertime to dissipate his anxieties and hostilities, get some needed
physical rest, and perhaps restock his supplies. At the same time, the
research communityitself gets a rest. Often the return of the field-
worker after even a brief vacation is an occasion for a warm welcome,
a reaffirmation of friendships. He may be treated like a returning
relative, and a few slightly reluctant informants may have been
opened up a bit in their willingness to give information (Pelto
1970:225).

One of the few redeeming features of this work life-style,

aside from meeting new people, is that it enables you to step

back from the field experience to gain perspective and then

backin to test one’s hypotheses throughoutthe year. This is an

advantage overtraditional fieldwork whereit is much easier to

“*go native,’’ or lose touch with the primary research task at

hand.

Conclusion

Moral decision making is a tortuous process, since each

event is a convoluted and almost endless labyrinth of consid-

erations and commitments. A simple shift in perspective or an

unexpected twist of fate can alter one’s entire set of respon-

sibilities and obligations. Guilty knowledge and dirty hands

are at the heart of the urban fieldwork experience. Recognition

of this fact is essential if a field-worker is to function effective-

ly and morally. Awareness of the context of research can pre-

vent paralysis as well as overzealousness in the field.

Ethical decisions in fieldwork must continuously be dis-

cussed and reviewed. This is not to suggest that we mustin-

stitute sanctions against ethical wrongdoing,for ‘‘the cost of

emphasizing punishment as a meansof regulation and control

of occupational devianceis that it suppresses the kind of can-

did moral discourse which is necessary to make genuine moral

maturity possible’’ (Klockars 1979:279).

Field-workers will continue to encounter numerouspersonal

and professional hazards in contract research. They may range

from fieldwork conducted in an accelerated fashion to report-

ing in a highly political atmosphere. Many of these pressures

affect one’s judgmentwhile in the field—whetherin the streets

of the inner city or in plush conference rooms with govern-

mental officials in Washington, D.C. Ethnographers can

adapt to most of these environmental pressures if they are

aware of them.

There have been few times in the past century when it has been so im-
portant for fieldworkers to involve themselves in processes of ethical
decision making. As we do so, we are well advised to temper our in-
stincts for self-preservation and self-determination with a realistic
sense of the full range of contexts which impinge on contemporary
research activities. Two seemingly opposite images come to mind. The
first is an image of a world breathing down our necks, and the second
is an image of a world tgnoring us entirely (Chambers 1980:341).

Participation in the art of moral decision making may not pre-

vent the world from ‘‘breathing down our necks’’ or from ‘‘ig-

noring us,’’ but it will ensure that we do not forget our own

multiple sets of responsibilities.
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To improvethelevel of fieldwork practice, investigators must examine
the moral dilemmas particular to this type of research, discover the
appropriate ethical principles, and learn how best to apply them. If it
is not done, regulation will become an elaborate and expensive
charade, useful only in assuaging the sensibilities of legislators, who
can convince themselves that they did their best to legislate morality
without ever having bothered to examine just what moral standards
are appropriate to a particular scientific method (Cassell 1980:38).

This exploration into the hazards and ethical dilemmas that

arise from urban fieldwork and contract research has attemp-

ted to examinethe appropriateness of certain moral standards

to the ethnographic method. It is hoped that this probing will

be reflexive, stimulating other field-workers in anthropology

and other disciplines to examine themselves in their pursuit of

knowledge.

NOTES

' For further details regarding the role of the ethnographer in

educational evaluation, see Britan 1977, 1978; Burns 1975, 1978; Clin-

ton 1975, 1976; Colfer 1976; Coward 1976; Everhart 1975; Fetterman

1980, 198la, 1981b, 1981c; Firestone 1975; Fitzsimmons 1975; Hall

1978; Hord 1978; Mulhauser 1975; and Wolcott 1980.

? It should be emphasized that this involves working with colleagues

from different disciplines and potentially conflicting paradigms in a

multidisciplinary effort.

‘ Weber’s ‘‘Politics as a Vocation’’ (1946) is a study of the moral

hazards of a political career. It emphasizes the use of morally dubious

means in the attainment of ‘‘good ends.’’ The parallel between the

context of contemporary research and the political environment that

Weberdiscussed highlights this moral hazard for contract research.

* Weber’s term was an ‘‘ethic of responsibility’’ (1946:120).

“In the Soloway and Walters case no law was broken, according to

the Pennsylvania penal code (see Soloway and Walters 1977:172-174).

The moral issue remains, and in other states the legal status of the

event might differ significantly. It is inappropriate, however, to sec-

ond-guess the legitimacy of a field-worker’s actions in hindsight.

There are a multitude of factors influencing behavior in the field at

any given moment. Moreover, serendipity more closely characterizes

even the most diligent efforts at structuring ethnography. Soloway

and Walter’s case indirectly emphasized the unpredictability of field-

work.

* The respect-for-persons ethic is usually applied to situations in

which a researcher is contemplating deceit in order to secure informa-

tion from a subject. The respect-for-persons ethic can also be applied

to situations in which the researcher considers breaching a trust. These

two examples demonstrate the role of ‘‘different levels of analysis’’ in

ethical decision making.

’ This experience differs from what Wax describes as ‘‘when the

fieldworker’s overblown sense of his ability to offend or injure his

hosts may so paralyze him that he cannot carry on_ his

work’’(1971:274). This type of problem can occur at the early stages

of fieldwork when the ethnographeris overly sensitive to informants.

Pauline Kael’s solution, as noted in Wax (1971) is useful in this

regard, ‘‘a mistake in judgmentis not necessarily fatal, but that too

much anxiety about judgmentis.’’ Nevertheless, although there are

similarities of inaction, the problem Wax describes is more of a

methodological problem related to the early stages of fieldwork, while

the problem discussed in this review is an ethical problem related to

the respect-for-persons ethic in the process of conducting fieldwork.

"In the study under discussion, most of the students involved in

crime were involved in dope dealing, pimping, and petty theft; few

were involved in ‘‘hard core’’ burglary. The ‘‘hard core’’ group was

known in the community to have its own rules, sanctions, and social

structure. This experience signaled to the ‘‘hard core’’ group what my

role and position was regarding the burglary group in the community.
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The experience also provided an insight into who the program could

and could not serve in the inner city.
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Thinking Strategically About

Private Sector Evaluation

The Key Issues

Luis Ma. R. Calingo, Robert Perloff, and Fred B. Bryant

Starting from pleas for formally assessing the value or worth of human

service programs, evaluation research has matured to a majorfield of profes-

sional activity and scientific inquiry. As a professional discipline, the practice

of program evaluation/evaluation research was for sometime characterized as

a “growth industry”itself (Rossi & Freeman, 1982). The increasing requests

for program evaluations coming from governmentagencies and not-for-profit
organizations commanding large resources for social research stimulated
much of this growth. Thus program evaluation has becomeanintegral com-
ponent of program managementin thepublic, not-for-profit sector.

Little is known, however, about the extent of evaluation activities in the
American industrial enterprise. Business organizations also undertake a wide
variety of programsaimedat effecting social and organizational change. If we
view any comprehensive evaluation as consisting of performance monitoring,
impact evaluation, and economicefficiency analysis (Rossi & Freeman, 1982)
clearly these activities (particularly the third) should also be relevantto pri-
vate, for-profit organizations. While performance measuresin the private sec-
tor are traditionally viewed as “harder” than those of humanservice programs,
organizational researchers have increasingly recognized the fuzzy nature of
performance evaluation in industry (Birnberg, Turopolec, & Young, 1981;
Ouchi, 1977). The program evaluator’s facility in dealing with ill-structured
social problems, among others, is definitely helpful in improving the practice
of evaluation research in the private sector.

From Luis Ma. R. Calingo, Robert Perloff, and Fred B. Bryant, “Thinking Stategically About
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The decline in the level of public-sector resources available for program

evaluation also contributes to the desirability of identifying evaluation research

opportunities in the private sector. Within the last two years, the reduction of

budgets and programs in the humanservices area has resulted in dramatic

reductions in public dollars and manpowerfor evaluation research. It could

be argued that this decrease in demandforevaluation will be only a tempo-

rary budgetary and ideological aberration. However, equally plausible is the

argument that this represents a more fundamental structural change that

threatens the survival of the evaluation research profession. Prudence on the

part of the evaluation research community demandsthatthe latter scenario be

accepted as more likely and be used to guide our future actions. Moreover, it

suggests that evaluators search for sponsors and users of evaluation research

beyond the public sector.

Apart from the realities of decreasing public-sector expenditures for pro-

gram evaluation, there are other strong reasons that evaluators should con-

sider engagements in the private sector. First, it is very likely that the private

sector pays more attractively than the public sector. Second, more diverse

activities and challenges exist in the more heterogeneous private sector than

are available to evaluators in the public sector. Third, due to the lesser degree

of bureaucracy in the private sector (Fottler, 1981), it is not unreasonable to

expect a quicker turnaround time betweenthe planning of an evaluation pro}-

ect and the utilization of its findings. Finally, by working in a corporateset-

ting and by dealing with a different set of criterion measures (e.g., profit),

evaluators can gain not only fresh, new insights, but also new methodological

and technical skills.
Evaluators should not, however,fall into the trap of aggressively soliciting

private-sector engagements without first understanding the characteristics of

this new “market” for evaluation research. Indeed, evaluators contemplating

entry into the private sector stand to benefit by viewing themselves as new

competitors entering an uncertain market. How should they position them-

selves in relation to quasi-evaluators (e.g., industrial psychologists) who are

already entrenched in program evaluation in industry? The problem is com-

pounded by the general lack of understanding about the size of the “evalua-

tion market” in the private sector. While some work has focused on activities

related to evaluation research in industry, this literature is small and uses a

terminology unfamiliar to evaluators. Worsestill, the available literature often

cites the difficulty of having effective evaluations done in the private sector

(Grant & Anderson, 1977; Murphy, 1980).

This paper represents aninitial attempt to reduce this knowledge gap by

identifying the key strategic issues involved in the decision to enter the private

sector. Using a generally accepted framework for organizational analysis, the

paper identifies the major evaluation opportunities in the private sector, their

skills requirements and their relative attractiveness. We then analyze the capa-

bilities of evaluators in the light of the skills required to successfully pursue

the new evaluation opportunities. Finally, the paper suggests entry guidelines
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that maximize the use of our existing strengths in order to take advantage of

evaluation opportunities in the private sector.

THINKING ABOUT PRIVATE SECTOR ENTRY:

THE KEY STRATEGIC QUESTIONS

To help us in developing strategies for entry into the private sector, a series

of questions can provide a sequence and frameof reference for our thinking.

The questions that make up this frameworkserveas aids in developingstrate-
gies for entry, with one question building on another, leading to conclusions
regarding the most appropriate strategies.

What Evaluation Opportunities Exist

in the Private Sector?

The approach begins with the question, What evaluation opportunities
exist in the private sector? These opportunities represent potential “niches” or
evaluation areas that evaluators can enter. Since managementis the ultimate
sponsor and user of such evaluations, these evaluation opportunities need to
be defined within the context of the managementfunction in industry.

One wayto help understand the managerial task is to look within business
organizations at various levels—strategic, coordinative, and operating (Kast &
Rosenzweig, 1970; Thompson, 1967). There are basic differences in the orien-
tation of managers at these different levels. In turn, the nature of evaluation
issues is contingent uponthese contextual differences.

Managers operating at the strategic level are concerned with how the
organization choosesto relate to its environment, leading to decisions about
strategy: In which products or markets should it compete? How should it
compete within each product or market segment? The organization’s strategy
is, therefore, the appropriate unit of analysis for evaluations at this manage-
rial level. Our the years, three streams of research and practice have emerged
in the business strategy field which are oriented to the evaluation requirements
at the strategic level. The first deals with the ex ante appropriateness of the
organization’s strategy, an evaluative task prior to strategy selection. The sec-
ond deals with the ex post evaluation of the effectiveness of the selected strat-
egy in achieving the organization’s goals and objectives. The third evaluation-
oriented stream is the relatively embryonic area of strategic control. This
deals with the ongoing evaluation of the appropriateness of the organization’s
existing strategy in the light of posterior information about the company(i.e.,
its strengths and weaknesses) and its environment(i.e., the opportunities and
threats facing the company).

Managementat the coordinative level is concerned with the integration of
the organization’s internal activities in order to implement organizational
strategy effectively. Such integration occurs primarily in the form of programs
or projects that are undertaken in the different fucntional areas of the corpo-
ration such as production, marketing, and humanresources. Evaluationactiv-
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ities at the coordinative level include (a) outcome monitoring—whether the

program producesthe desired level of outcomesat the right time; (b) suwmma-

tive evaluation of programs througheither, or a combinationof, impact eval-

uation or benefit-cost analysis. Clearly, much of the work traditionally

ascribed to evaluators deals with this level.

At the operating level, management is concerned with the efficient and

effective execution of organizational tasks. The managerial orientation at this

level is more microscopic in the sense that the focus is on the managementof

processes that combine to form programsorprojects. Obvious areas for eval-

uation at this level include

(a) the efficiency of existing processes;

(b) program implementation—whetherthe processes are being undertaken

as planned; and

(c) formative evaluation—whether, and how,the process can be improved.

While these processes need not be boundary-spanning(i.e., directly related to

organizational clients), we expect evaluation requirements at this level to

focus on processes related to the company’s mission or“service delivery” func-

tion, rather than purely administrative tasks. Again, this is one area in which

the expertise of evaluators can be tapped.

Table 1 summarizes the preceding discussion by enumerating for each

managerial level the corresponding entities that can be evaluated and the

major evaluation issues at that level. It should be noted that each evaluation

issue or problem is not exclusive to the managerial level under which it is

listed. For example, formative evaluation may be equally applicable at both

coordinative and operating levels. However, using the managerial levels as a

starting point for the identificiation of the evaluation issues ensures the com-

prehensiveness and hopefully, exhaustiveness of the resulting classes of eval-

uation opportunities.

Do We Have the Comparative Advantage

to Participate in Each Area?

Once the scope of evaluation opportunities in the private sector has been

defined, the next question is, Where do we possess differential advantage in

comparison with potential competitors among professionals in industry?

Answering this question involvesfirst identifying the skills required to partici-

pate in each evaluation area in industry. The presence or lack of these skills

would spell the difference between success and failure when participating in

each evaluation area. The normative implication is that evaluators planning to

enter the private sector should consider only those opportunities where they

possess better evaluative capabilities. In the long run, evaluators should

develop capabilities and skills for participating in evaluation areas wheretheir

existing contribution could be weakatbest.
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TABLE1

Major Evaluation Issues at Each Managerial Level

in Private, For-Profit Organizations

 

Management Level

Strategic

Coordinative

Operating

Evaluable Entity

Strategy, consisting of

—which products/ markets to compete in

—how to compete ina particular product/ market

segment

Programs/ projects for the different functionalareas:

—-production/ operations

—-engineering/ research and development

—marketing

—finance

—personnel

—public and governmentalrelations

—management information systems

Processes for doing both routine and nonroutine

activities

Evaluation Issues

. Is this strategy appropriate in the light of company strengths and
weaknesses,as well as the opportunities and threats the organization faces?
(ex ante evaluationofstrategy)

. How cost-effective is this strategy? (ex post evaluation ofstrategy)

3. Is this strategy appropriatein the light of new information about
companycapabilities and environmentalfactors? (strategic control)

. Is the program producing desired outcomesas planned?

(outcome monitoring)

. Is the program effective on the overall? (summative evaluation)

a. impact evaluation
b. benefit-cost analysis

. How efficient are existing processes? (efficiency evaluation)

. Are processes being implemented as planned? (evaluation ofprogram
implementation)

. Can the process be improved? (formative evaluation)
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TABLE 2

Partial List of Evaluation Methods
Applicable in the Private Sector
 
 

Evaluation Area

Strategic

Ex ante strategy evaluation

Ex post strategy evaluation

Strategic control

Coordinative

Outcome monitoring

Impact evaluation

Benefit-cost analysis

Operating

Efficiency evaluation

Evaluation of program

implementation

Relevant Methodsfrom Policy Analysis and Evaluation

Multiattribute utility (Edwards, 1979: Saaty, 1977)

Dialectical performance assessment (Dunn, Mitroff, &
Deutsch, 1980)

Dialectical performance assessment (Dunn, Mitroff, &
Deutsch, 1980)

none

Experimental and quasi-experimental designs (Campbell
& Stanley, 1966)

Expost benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses
(Haveman,1973)

none

Participant observation (Glaser & Backer, 1973);
Networkanalysis (Engelberg, 1980);

Qualitative evaluation methods

(Cook & Reichardt, 1979)

Qualitative methods;

Nonconventional evaluation methods (Smith, 1981)

Formative evaluation

 

A measure of the comparative advantage of evaluators is the appropriate-
ness and uniqueness of the methods they could bring if they participate in

each area. A review of the literature on evaluation methodology suggests a

number of methods developed in evaluation research that could be tapped by

evaluators entering the private sector. Table 2 presents a partial list of these

methods.

As shown in Table 2, evaluators can contribute in a methodological sense

to the advancement of all but two of the evaluation areas identified in the

private sector: monitoring of program outcomes andefficiency evaluation.

Since the methodsevaluators bring to the private sector were developed pri-

marily for evaluation research applications, their longer experience in using

these methodsis a source of differential advantage for them. Since manage-

ment scientists and operations researchers have a longertradition of involve-

ment in outcome monitoring and efficiency evaluation, these are evaluation

areas in industry in which evaluators can benefit from their private-sector

counterparts. ) | |
The immediate implication of the foregoing analysis seems to be that eval-

uators should focus their private-sector efforts only on those evaluation areas

wherethey possess a distinctive competence. Table 2 suggests that, except for

outcome monitoring andefficiency evaluation, the evaluator can enter almost

any evaluation area in industry. However, this choice has to be mediated by

another important determinant—therelative attractiveness of the proposed

evaluation area. This brings us to the next question.
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HowAttractive Are These Evaluation Opportunities?

To have a more complete understanding of the evaluation opportunities in

the private sector, it is also important that an assessment be made of the

relative attractiveness of each of the identified evaluation areas. The extent to

which an evaluation area represents an opportunity, in the strict sense, for

evaluators is a function of the inherent attractiveness of that area. A measure

of an evaluation area’s attractiveness is the current stage of development of

that evaluation area as a field of research and professional activity. A private

sector evaluation area that is either in its embryonicorits growth stage would

be more attractive to pursue than an areain its muturity stage. The obvious

reason is that mature evaluation areas are already saturated with existing

industry professionals, such that one evaluator’s gain in clientele is another’s

loss. In the face of this zero-sum game,retaliation from existing industry pro-

fessionals represents a barrier to entry by ENet/ERS-typeevaluators.

Table 3 shows the stage of development of each of the nine identified eval-

uation areas in the private sector. While authors’ license was exercised to

some extent in estimating the relative attractiveness of these stages, the infor-

mation in Table 3 provides a useful starting point for evaluators in deciding

where they should navigate in the sea of opportunities afforded by the private
sector.

The majority of the nine identified areas can be regarded as beingin either

the embryonic or growth stage of development. Amongtheseare(a) strategic

control, (b) ex post evaluation of strategy, (c) evaluation of program imple-

mentation, and (d) formative evaluation. A particularly noteworthyareais the

summative evaluation of functional-area programs that are not considered to

be in the mainstream of private-sector activities. These nonmainstream pro-

grams include employee mentoring, organization development programs,

employee assistance programs, assertiveness programs for female managers,

quality control circles, and corporate arts programs, (through which compa-

nies invest in good paintings to be hungin executives’offices).

Evaluation activities for nonmainstream programsarestill in the embry-

onic stage. These programs are, furthermore, very close to the types of pro-

gramsin which evaluators are traditionally engaged. Therefore, they represent

an attractive opportunity for evaluators to makesignificiant contributions to

the private sector. The attractiveness of these nonmainstream programsarises,

for the most part, from the noninvolvement in these nonmainstream areas of

evaluation-oriented professionals in industry. For example, major mainstream

responsibilities of our colleagues in industry (e.g., industrial psychologists)

include performanceevaluation, employee motivation, and attitude and morale

surveys, to name a few.

Which Evaluation Areas Do We Enter?

Once the scope of opportunities has been defined and our comparative

advantage has been identified, the next question is, How do we mosteffec-
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TABLE 3

Stage of Development of Each Evaluation Area
in the Private, For-Profit Sector
 
 

 

 

Stage of Developmentas Exemplars (ifany)
Evaluation Area an Evaluation Area Evaluation Research Business Management

Strategic

Ex ante evaluation Maturity Tilles (1963)

Expost evaluation Growth Dunn, Mitroff, & Mitroff, Emshoff, &
Deutsh (1980) Kilmann (1979)

Strategic control Embryonic Newman(1975)

Coordinative

Outcome monitoring Maturity Sorensen & Elpers M.1.S. research
(1978) (Blumenthal, 1969)

Impact evaluation of Maturity for mainstream Suchman (1967) Bauer & Fenn (1973)

programs/ projects programs(e.g., social

audit)

Embryonic for nonmain-

stream programs(e.g.,

corporatearts)

Benefit-cost analysis Maturity for mainstream Haveman(1973) Dean (1951)

programs

Embryonic for nonmain-

stream programs

Operating

Efficiency evaluation Maturity Charnes, Cooper, &

Rhodes (1981)

Taylor (1981)

Evaluation of program Growth Patton (1978) M.LS.

implementation

Formative evaluation Embryonic Scriven (1972)
 

tively employ the advantages we have, counter to those of potential competi-

tors in the private sector, and develop or acquire greater advantage?

Knowing that some evaluation areas are inherently more attractive than

others and that evaluators possess a distinctive competence in someareas,

answering the strategy question involves the simultaneous consideration of

two factors. These are the capabilities of the evaluator to competein a partic-

ular evaluation are (as presented in Table 2) and the relative attractiveness of

each evaluation area (Table 3). A simple yet insightful way of synthesizing the

information in Tables 2 and 3 is to classify the evaluation areas identified in

the private sector in terms of a 2 x 2 matrix, where the two matrix dimensions

represent the two factors mentioned above.

Figure | illustrates the results of this classification scheme. The nine private-

sector evaluation areas are classified into four cells or situations. These four

situations can be viewed as market “clusters” or “segments,” which form the

basis of four distinct strategies or guidelines for private-sector entry.

The evaluation areas relegated to Cell | are those areas that are inherently

attractive (1.e.. in either embryonic or growth stage of development) and in
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EVALUATORS’ COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE IN EVALUATION AREA

 

 

 

Strong Weak

Ex Post Strategy Evaluation

(1.2)

Strategic Control (1.3)

Summative Evaluation on Non-

be Mainstream Programs (2.2,2.3)
<
ms Evaluation of Program

> Implementation (3.2)
c
~ .

E Formative Evaluation (3.3)
=

x Strategy: Ideal Point of Entry Strategy: Overcome Weaknesses

FD to Exploit Opportunities
fx,
Cc

va Ex Ante Strategy Evaluation Outcome Monitoring (2.1)
Wh ~

2 (1.1)

fa Efficiency Fvaluation (3.1)
> e . ~

7 Summative Evaluation of

z Mainstream Programs

es (2.2 & 2.3)

3
< °

a

Strategy: Utilize Strengths Strategy: DO NOT ENTER
to Revitalize Area    
 

NOTE: Numbersrefer to the area’s identification numberin Table 3.

Figure 1: Private Sector Evaluation Areas Classified by Comparative Advantageand Attractive-

ness, with Proposed Strategies for Entry

which evaluators possess a comparative advantage. Five evaluation areas can
be identified as appropriately belonging to Cell1, namely, (a) ex post strategy
evaluation, (b) strategic control, (c) summative evaluation of nonmainstream
programs, (d) evaluation of program implementation, and (e) formative eval-
uation. The appropriate strategy in these areas is clear and simple: Enter from
strengths; build and growin that segment. This involves extending the evalua-
tor’s portfolio of services and is obviously the ideal position from which to
enter the private sector.

Since too many of us might end up thinking the same wayand enter the
private sector via this route, three other segments and their corresponding
strategies in the private-sector market are worth equal consideration. Cell 2
evaluation areas include those areas that are inherently attractive but in which
evaluators do not possess a comparative advantage. Noneofthe nine private-
sector evaluation areas could be identified offhand as belongingto this cell.
However,it is useful to note that the appropriate strategy for this cell is for
evaluators to overcome their weakness or comparative disadvantage in order
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to take advantage of these attractive opportunities. Joint ventures with private-

sector professionals is a viable means of implementingthis strategy.

Cell 3 includes those evaluation areas that are in the maturity stage (and,

therefore, less attractive), but in which evaluators possess distinctive compe-

tences. The appropriate strategy for these evaluation areas seems to be for

evaluators to utilize their strengths or comparative advantage (in the form of

the new or improved methods they could bring) in order to revitalize these

evaluation areas. Two of the nine evaluation areas can beclassified as belong-

ing to this cell, namely, (a) ex ante strategy evaluation, and (b) summative

evaluation of mainstream programs.

Finally, Cell 4 evaluation areas include outcome monitoring and efficiency

svaluation. These are areas already past the maturity stage (and, therefore,

not attractive as a point of entry) and in which evaluators do not possess a

comparative advantage by way of methodology. The appropriate strategy for

these evaluation areas is clear and simple: Do notenter.

This analysis has identified seven major groups of evaluation opportunities

and has proposed differing approaches for exploiting these opportunities.

While the reader may disagree with the subjective assessments we have made,

the approach we advocate ensures that important external elements(1.e., those

pertaining to the opportunities themselves), as well as important internalele-

ments (i.e., those pertaining to the evaluators’ capabilities), have been explic-

itly considered.

CONCLUSION

We have attempted in this paper to alert the evaluation research commu-

nity to the vast evaluation opportunities in the private sector. We have in the

process proposed general guidelines as how we evaluators can best utilize our

competencies to take advantage of these evaluation opportunities.

The problem now athandis how to get started. We do not see ary substi-

tute for the hard but direct approach of “pounding pavements, wearing out

shoe leather, knocking on doors” and dealing with potential clients on a one-

to-one basis. Another approach would be for us to “plant the seeds” by writ-

ing short essays or articles in trade journals or organizational newsletters,

describing ways that evaluations might be of use to organizations. In addition,

we can interact with colleagues already working in the private sector (e.g.,

psychologists, training and developmentstaff). These interactions will acquaint

private-sector colleagues with ways their companies maybeserved by profes-

sional evaluators andinvestigate the possibility of setting up joint ventures to

this end. Finally, we can interact with consulting firms who work regularly for

organizations to encourage them to expandtheir service offerings by including

the resources and capabilities traditionally ascribed to evaluators.
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Opportunitiesfor Evaluation

in the Next Few Years

Thomas D. Cook

It would be pointless for me to document that evaluation is not now
growingat therate it did during the 1960s and 1970s. Indeed, it may be
declining both in the dollar amountspent for activities that can be
broadly conceived as evaluative and in the numberof persons whose
major professionalidentity is evaluator. Moreover,severalofits stellar
theorists now seem muchlessactive in the field, and Evaluation Review
recently let it be knownthat the flow of manuscripts has declined. While
cachofthese factors has many possible explanations, they do not create
the image of a vital and growingfield. They speak more to nongrowth
and even to contraction. In a situation like this, | would not expect
organizations like the Evaluation Research Society (ERS) and the
Evaluation Network (ENet) to “go gently into that dark night.” Their
premier organizational mandate—to maintain their health—-demands
other responses. One obvious way to maintain organizational health is
to seek out new opportunitiesfor the exercise of one’s talents, andit was
in this context that I interpreted Paul Wortman’s request to speak to you
today about new opportunities for evaluation.

WhatI have to say todaywill be dispiriting to those who believethat a
market exists for evaluators in the private sector of the American

AUTHOR'S NOTE:This paper was delivered at the 1983 ERS/ENet Convention.Its
contents reflect many stimulating conversations with Laura Leviton and William R.
Shadish, Jr., neither of whom is responsible for lapses of logic or taste.

From Thomas D. Cook, “Opportunities for Evaluation in the Next Few Years.” Evaluation News,

1984, 5(2), 20-46. Copyright © 1984 by Sage Publications, Inc.
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economyor in those parts of the public sector concerned either with
defense or with physical infrastructure—housing, sewers, airports, and
roads. I will argue that very few opportunities exist for evaluators

beyond the current sphere of social programs. This is not because

evaluation is irrelevant in the other contexts. Rather, it is because

evaluation has long been practiced there, is widely perceived to be

satisfactory, and we in ERS and ENetcan addlittle that the professionals

workingin these settings could noteasily learn from us and adoptinto

their own practice. Moreover, in cases where evaluators are successful in

entering the private sector, the military, or spheres concerned with “hard

services,” my guessis that they will be asked to deal with issues that go

beyond the logic of evaluation, with its emphasis on determining

justifiable criteria of merit, standards of comparison, techniquesfor

measuring performance, and methodsfor judgingresults. Instead, they

may becomemorelike applied social researchers in general, concerned

to apply social science methods to practical problems, whatever the

relationship to evaluation logic.

Where, then, are new opportunities for evaluators to be found? My

judgmentis that they are to be foundin trying to learn the lessons of

evaluation’s own brief past and in rapidly reexamining the major

reasonsfor the belief of many that evaluation seemsto be less useful

than originally hoped. Such an assessment would help those who have

to make decisions about future investments in evaluation, since these

decisions could then be based more on evaluationasit is today thanasit

was 10 or 20 years ago, whenthefirst generation of evaluators was busy

learning its mistakes—many of which, in my opinion, need not be

repeated, but all of which contributed to the current image of a

disappointing payoff from evaluation.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES IN

THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The Contextual Predicaments in Evaluating Social Programs

In the public sector, evaluations serve many functions. Oneis to

summarize the past achievements of social programs and their con-

stituent elements. Another is to provide feedback about ways to
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improve a program throughthe direct observation of program func-

tioning, the deliberate testing of alternative practices, or the dissemina-

tion throughout a program of practices that could be more widely

adopted at the locallevel.

To fulfill these functions, evaluators need to subscribe to a logic of

evaluation. The one most widespread in the United States is that of

Scriven (1983). It emphasizes three tasks to be carried out once a

decision has been made aboutthe object to be evaluated (the evaluand):

(1) criteria of merit have to be determined that specify the outcome

variables worth study;(2) standards of comparison haveto be determined
that specify whetherthe evaluandis to be compared to a single presumed
standard (e.g., whether a speed limit of 55 miles per houris exceeded) or
to an alternative way of bringing about comparable outcomes(e.g.,
whether a Hondaispreferable to a Toyota); and (3) measures haveto be
made on each of the criteria of merit for each of the standards being
compared. We might add anotherstep: (4) The results of the measure-
ment process have to be synthesized acrossall of the criteria so as to
arrive at an assessment of the merit of the evaluand. This logic is
extremely general and applies as muchto evaluating past achievements
as tO improving internal operations.

Unfortunately, difficulties arise when trying to implementthis logic
for the study of social programs. Thefirst difficulty is in selecting
criteria. This arises because program goalsare often vague, stakeholders
differ in the value they accord to different outcomes, somevariables are
more easily measured than others, and someare more likely than others
to show changeswithin the time frame available to evaluators. Nextis
the problem that stakeholders differ in what they would like to see an
evaluand compared to. Someprefer a comparison with nothing so that
absolute efficacy can be assessed; others prefer a comparisonto current
practice so as to assess marginal improvementoverthe present; and yet
others prefer a comparison with the major competitors so that the
currently optimal can be identified. Thirdis a difficulty much discussed
in the past literature on evaluation. It is one thing to specify that
measurement should take place on everycriterion; it is quite another to
specify how the measurement should take place so as to infer causal
consequences, detect unintendedside effects, and probe the processes
that mediated obtained results. Finally, many problems beset anyone
who would synthesize results across many outcome variables, for they
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will differ in validity, utility, proximity to program activities, and degree

of confidence in the results about them. There are techniques of

synthesis—for example, cost-effectiveness analysis, multiattribute utility

scaling, and other weight-and-sum techniques—buteachis fraught with

technical and value assumptions.

It would be myopic to view the problemsof implementing evaluation

logic as purely methodological. When the evaluandis a social program,

historical, political, and administrative difficulties arise that are intrinsic

to how social programsare begun, maintained, and modified. Adminis-

tratively, social programsare diffuse entities, mostly providing funds

and vaguedirectives from a central source. Local project directors and

their staffs often see the program goals and regulations as being of

limited relevance to their own professional and personal agendas, and

the latter heavily influence both the choice of services and their mode of

delivery. Moreover, for many reasons senior program andlocal project

officials change jobs often, and their replacements are often under

pressure to modify how things are done evenif this radically alters the

nature of whatis being evaluated. Onthepolitical front, it is much easier

to gain funds for a social program if a heterogeneouscollection of

legislators and other opinion makers supports it. This is why program

goals are often written to be vague and general. But in espousing

generality to gain the greatest numberof supporters, it is more difficult

to specify evaluation criteria and standards of comparison. Stakeholder

groupsalso seek to maintain the funds for the programson whichtheir

welfare depends, usually making their case on political grounds.

Evaluative feedback will tend to be overlookedif it conflicts with the

interests of powerful groups that instead resort to powerpolitics.

Another major contributor to decision-making is ideology. Every

nation has a history of cherished ideals, and in the United States these

include several that influence evaluation practice and utility—for

example,the services delivered to personsin need should be underlocal

control; professionals should be as autonomousas possible, public

debates about program changesshould be held, andall the groups that

mightbe affected by the changes should beinvited to maketheir point of

view known.Suchhistorical ideals inevitably influence program design;

but they also limit the ways in which evaluationresults can be used. The

upshotofall this is that when social programsare evaluated, the general

logic of evaluation can be only imperfectly implemented in the
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administrative, political, and historical context in which social programs
currently function.

The utility of social program evaluation is constrained by another
contextual factor, this one concerning the role of evaluation within
problem-solving logics. Programsare designed and fundedtoalleviate
social problems. One ofthe arts of policy analysis is to know which
potentialsolution to a problem (i.e., which program) to implementfirst,
since it is often the case that a selection has to be made from among
manyalternatives. In rational models of problem-solving, each potential
solution, once selected, must then be evaluated in termsof the extentto
whichit solves the original problem, and a decision must subsequently
be made about whether the option is to be retained. In such a
conceptualization of problem-solving, evaluationis merely one of four
Stages. The first involves problem selection, the second selecting
potential solutions for test, the third involves testing or evaluating
potentialsolutions, and the final stage concerns the retention and use of
solutions that reduce the original problem to manageable proportions.

In this conceptualization, the evaluation of social programscould be
perfect but useless. This would be thecaseif a program is designedthat
addressesa trivial social problem,orif the solutions selected for study
are So restricted in range and punyin powerthat they have no hopeof
affecting the original problem,orif the persons who might haveused the
evaluationresults prefer instead to rely on political expediency or some
similar criterion. Evaluation has its own logic; but this logic is embedded
within a larger problem-solving logic over whose three other compo-
nents—problemselection, solution choice, andutilization—evaluators
havelittle control. The image thus emerges of an evaluation logic that
can be imperfectly implemented only whensocial programsare being
Studied and that totally dependsforits utility on a problem-solving
context over which evaluators havelittle control.

The foregoing analysis further Suggests that we should not be
surprisedif the evaluation ofsocial programshas been disappointingin
its results in the past. For evaluation to be adequate requires (1) a
defensible theory or logic of valuing; (2) a defensible epistemology for
learning aboutsociety; (3) a defensible set of practical methodsthat are
consonantnot only with preferred theories of knowing,but also with the
political and administrative realities of social programs and the
resources evaluatorstypically haveat their disposal; and (4) a widespread
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understanding of the modest role that evaluation necessarily plays in

any scheme for social problem-solving in the public sector, since

powerful reasonsexist there for leaving social problems poorly defined

(Lindblom & Cohen, 1979), for implementing social programsthat only

marginally differ from current practice (Shadish, in press), and for

basing decisions on political criteria of convenience, ideology, and

survival rather than a social approach (Weiss & Weiss, 1981).

One obvious appeal of the private sector and the military for

evaluators is that these sectors are expanding and so offer new

possibilities for work. But if I am correct in the preceding analysis,

growthis not their only source of appeal. The political and administrative

factors that operate in an open society to make evaluation moredifficult

operate less in the more closed world of the private sector and the

military, where sources of authority are less ambiguous. Consequently,

program goals are likely to be clearer, and the interest groupslikely to

maketheir point of view knownareless disparate. Moreover,traditions

of hierarchical organizational structure make local practice more

subservient to central directors and operating manuals thanis the case

with social programs. Evaluation is easier to conduct under these

circumstancesandisless likely to produce unclearfindings that are open

to dispute on technical or ideological grounds. I do not want to be

misunderstood. All the problems with social programsexist in the

private sector and military; only to a lesser degree.

The Professions Already Providing

Evaluative Services in the Private Sector

and in the Military

Because evaluation is a necessary part of all problem-solving,it

should not be surprising to note that the private sector and the military

have evaluators. Indeed, the functions of evaluation are so crucial that

the private sector had evaluators long before there was an ERSor ENet.

(Moreover, few of these evaluators belong to either organization.)

The professionsthat use evaluation logic to summarize achievements

or to suggest improvements in the private sector are accountants,

managementconsultants, marketing experts, and research and devel-

opmentscientists. Consider accountants. In the private sector, inde-

pendentauditors examinethe booksof corporations for a given period,
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critically assessing past revenues and expenditures and current inven-

tories. They dothis to arrive at a “bottom line” summative judgment

about the organization’s health based onits profitability. Waiting for

this information are several groups, including corporate officers,

shareholders, and the federal officials who collect taxes or protect the

public against fraud and gross mismanagement. In fulfilling this

summative function, the private sector is particularly fortunate. First,

there is a widely agreed-uponcriterion of merit—profitability; next,

moneyhas fortunate metric qualities that make measurementrelatively

easy; and third, a single comparison standard is usually involved—how

much more was earned than spent. To be sure,social critics worry about

the simplicity of such criteria and standards, and they ask for

corporations to be evaluated in terms of their unintended social

consequences, such asthe socialcosts of the pollution that accompanies
steel production. But for the corporations themselves, these side effects
are less important than financial viability, and assessing them remains
largely the purview of governmentofficials responsible for social impact
assessment.

Accountants sometimesprovide financial information on a division-
by-division basis. This helps provide knowledge about where problems
are occurring in the organization or where performance exceeds
expectations. From such information ideas can be generated to improve
internal operations. Bookkeepers employed by a corporation also
provide evidence about sources of poor or superior performance, and
judgments about these issues also arise in conversations between
managers and in the reports of external management consultants.
Managementconsultants specialize in improving internal operations
through diagnosesofthe exact nature of a problem and through offering
suggestions about potential solutions often selected from aset suggested
by the consultant’s prior experience in the sector. Irrespective of
whether bookkeepers, managers, or external managementconsultants
are involved,eachis dedicated to the evaluative functions of detecting,
diagnosing, and remedying problemsof operation.In this they are like
many members of ERS and ENet who work on primarily formative
tasks, either as in-house or as external evaluators.

The private sector has a need to develop and test new products and
means of production, and it has professionals who cater to these
evaluative needs. Basically these are persons working in the research
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department of a firm. Their job is to keep a sharp eye on new

developmentsin basic researchin their substantive fields and to try to

make these ideas relevant to the business for which they work. They

might therefore create new products or modify already existing ones so

as to make them more locally appropriate. In the public sector, the

function of testing new products is fulfilled largely by demonstration

projects designed to test novel ideas, many of which have been generated

partly from basic research findingsin the social sciences.

In the private sectorit is sometimesalso necessary to stimulate the use

of already proven ideas, often in the satellite offices that report to

corporate headquarters. Consequently, the private sector has a vested

interest in disseminating information aboutsuccessful practices in order

to get them adopted. Indeed,in businessesthatsell directly to the public,

financial success depends to such a large degree on how information

about products is disseminated and how customers respond to the

information that a large industry has developed to market products and

measure the effectiveness of marketing campaigns. In some conceptual-

izations of evaluation, an important function is not only to summarize

past achievements and develop new ideas for practice, but also to

disseminate more widely what is already known about successful

practices.
We see, then, that the evaluative functions of (1) independent,

retrospective summaryand (2) improving internal operations through

(a) on-the-job observation, (b) the creation of new products, and (c)

improved dissemination of knowledge aboutsuccessful practices are so

importantto the private sector that several professions already exist to

meet these evaluative needs.

What Can Members of ERS and ENet

Contribute to Evaluation

in the Private Sector?

In general, I suspect that we evaluators havelittle to add to what the

private sector already doesto evaluate itself. We are—or should be—

characterized by extensive knowledgeof the logic of evaluation so that

we are particularly knowledgeable about selecting criteria and standards,

deciding how to measure,and synthesizing the results of any measure-

ment. We are also—or should be—characterized by extensive knowledge
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of social science methods,of the historical, administrative, and political

realities that influence how social programs operate, and by an

awarenessofthe larger problem-solving context that makesthe utility of

evaluation dependent on processes of problem selection, solution

generation, and decision-making over whichevaluatorshavelittle or no
control.

I find evaluation to be most distinct from the other professions
previously mentioned because of its past experiences in open society
contexts and because of its commitment to the methodsof the social
sciences for the measurementof program activities and consequences.
Unfortunately, our sensitivity to open system constraints is less needed
in the private sector or the military; and what perplexes me aboutthe use
of social science methodsis that evaluators do not have uniqueaccessto
them, for they are widely available in textbooks. Yet accountants,
management consultants, research and developmentspecialists, and
marketing experts do not routinely use these methods, with formal
sampling techniques being an occasional exception.It may be that the
practitioners in thesefields have tried and rejected such methods; or they
may have tried them and modified them heavily in the crucible of
experience; or it may even be that the methodsare not known. I am
dubious about this last possibility, though. The businesses involved in
providing evaluative servicesto the private sector often hire people with
training in the social sciences but do not use their cutting-edgeskills.
Moreover, the businessesarein active competition with eachother; and
anyone whobelieved that the social science methods of academe give a
competitive edge could have tried them by now. Butto my knowledge
few firms advertise to potential clients in terms of their ability to do
more sophisticated participant-observation, interviewing, sampling, or
experiments. They seem to advertise more by reputation, price, and
sectoral experience.

Myguessis that the professions that provide evaluativeservices to the
private sector do not appreciate the marginal gains in bias reduction and
precision that the morerefined social science methods achieve, for they
may achieve this at a cost—in time, flexibility, intelligibility, and
perhaps even expenditures. By and large, the professions in question
have adoptedotherstrategies that enhance credibility, and perhaps even
validity. For example, accountantsrely heavily on a set of professional
standards that are more detailed and specific than those available to
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evaluators, so that it is relatively more easy in accountancy to know

what are and are not standard practices. Moreover, the practices in

accountancyandrelated fields that have survived the test of time and

usage may have doneso becauseclients are willing to live with whatever

biases or imprecision remain. To be viable in the private sector or the

military, evaluators have to makethe case not that their methods are

superior, but that their superiority promises a consistent, practical

payoff.

Management consultants seem to derive their credibility from

repeated experience in a particular business or sector so that they

accumulate considerable tacit or practitioner knowledge that quickly

guides them to theidentification of key issues. Also, their comparative

knowledge of other businesses and key new developmentsis supposed to

put them in a unique position to suggest practical ways to improve

practice that are likely to be effective because they have been imple-

mented with apparent success elsewhere. It seems to me that by

comparison,social program evaluators are morelikely to flit from site

to site, from program to program, and even from sector to sector,

making it difficult to acquire the site-specific insider knowledgethat

many teams of managementconsultants eventually gain. As far as I can

tell, the corporations that use management consultants do not seem

obviously dissatisfied with what they get and do not seem to beactively

searching for alternatives—certainly notfor alternatives based on more

advanced social science methods that were developed to promote

scholarship by making each studyasvalid as possible.

In manyparts of the private sectorit is alien to think in termsof the

perfect research study. Consider, in this connection, how market

research firms deal with the dissemination questions of their largest

corporate clients. Once a product has been tentatively developed,

marketresearchers bring together focus groups composed of purposively

sampled but heterogeneous individuals who sample the proposed

product anddiscusstheir reactionsto it. After this, the product may be

modified. But then other individuals, again purposively sampled but

heterogeneous,are asked to take the product home,useit, and report on

their experiences with it. The product may then be revised again before

being test-marketed at a small number of purposively selected but

heterogeneoussites. Here, sales and customerreactions will be noted

and plans will be made for further modifications, or perhaps even for
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national distribution. Involved here is sequential, programmatic

research. Thereis no reliance on single, perfect study; sampling designs

are not of the kind advocated in textbooks on sampling; data analyses

are more impressionistic than thestatistical tests used by evaluators who

prefer quantitative methodsorthe self-consciously critical analyses of

evaluators who have been schooled in qualitative techniques. The

marketresearchers’ conception of research would be recognized as more

sophisticated today than 10 years ago, given the growing advocacyof

programsof research,recentcritiques of the inevitable limitations of a

single study and of statistical tests, and given also recent work that

emphasizes how external validity can depend on replication across

heterogeneousinstances as well as random sampling and howpracti-

tioner knowledgeis partially disciplined by trial-and-errortests.
Sometheorists of evaluation—particularly Wholey and Rossi—see

one of evaluation’s greatest contributions as making policymakers
awareof the theory behind a social program as well as providing them
with knowledge about effects and internal operations. This type of
theoretical knowledgeis usually achieved while planning an evaluation,
for one way evaluators can arrive at criteria and standards of
comparisonis by describing whatis supposed to happenin a program or
local project. Once this is known, a measurement framework can be
generated to estimatein provisional fashion thelikelihood of each of the
links occurring that seem necessary if a programis to effect a particular
outcome.

Evaluability assessment of this kind is an important consciousness-
raising device for managers, providing them with an overview of the
program and of the assumptions on whichits efficacy is thought to
depend. My guessis that most evaluators will be able to doa better job
of evaluability assessment than most managementconsultants. However,
management consultants dotry to lay bare the theory and assumptions
behind a factory or corporation, and they also try to examine whether
the sequence of planned activities is logically ordered and consonant
with whatis already known. Consequently, the evaluator’s advantagein
analyzing the theory behind an evaluand may bereal but not large.
Moreover, such analysis is more of a preevaluative than an evaluative
task, casting the evaluator morein therole of a policy analyst or applied
social researcher than an evaluator.
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It should be clear from the above that I am notentirely sure what

evaluation researchers have to offer companiesin the private sector,

since they are already served by professions that provide evaluative

services without calling them this. I have the same doubts about

evaluation in the military, for firms already exist to evaluate tanks,

personnel, and early warning defense systems, and traditions of field

trials, test firings, and simulations have developed from a longhistory of

practice designed to evaluate the capability of new and existing systems.

However, muchofthe evaluation donefor the military is carried out by

the very firms that produce the systems. They are supposed to be

monitored in their evaluation by professional officers. However, the

officers’ careers partly depend on producing successful systems, and this

may bias them toward obtaining apparently successful evaluation

outcomes. In this system, no one can afford failure or indifferent

performance. Outside perspectives are clearly needed. Could we in ERS

and ENet provide them?

A special difficulty arises here because most of the persons in ERS

and ENetare social scientists by training, and many of the evaluandsin

which the military is interested speak moreto the substantive knowledge

of engineers. There are some social programs in each service, though,

such as drug abuseor safety programs. However, each service currently

is associated with companiesthat regularly provide evaluations,few of

whose employees belong to ERS or ENet. Most seem to be ex-officers,

psychometricians,or industrial or organizational psychologists. Anthro-

pologists, educators, and social workersarerare, as are even sociologists

and social psychologists. Thus the range of social scientists is restricted.

And evenif possibilities for contracts were to open upin the military

despite my pessimism, there would be an unknown number of members

of ERS and ENet who would find it unpalatable to collaborate in

evaluating weaponssystemsor even social programsin the military. Sol

suspectthat if the military wanted outside evaluators other than those in

the firms they currently patronize, they may be moreinclined to go to

engineers or economists. Evaluators with such backgroundrarely join

ERSand ENet.

Why Cannot Other Professions

Adopt What Evaluation Has to Offer?

If my pessimism is wrong and members of ERS and ENetdo indeed

have valuable skills to offer the private sector and the military, nothing
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prevents the firms that currently supply evaluative services to these

sectors from incorporating into their practice those parts of our practice

that their clients find useful. This would immediately reduce the

uniqueness of evaluation’s contribution and, thoughflattering, would

restrict the amount of work potentially available to members of ERS

and ENet. Any schemeforentering the private and military sectors has

to deal head-on with the possibility that the useful services we provided

could be assimilated into the standard practice of other professions.

There is little evaluators could do to prevent this, except perhapsto

argue that management consulting firms would do better to add

evaluation specialists than to add newskills to the repertoires of their

current employees.

I do not want to be unduly pessimistic. A few individual evaluators

have already stuck their foot in the door. If their work turns out to be

useful, they will be used again, slowly paving the way for more

widespread realization of evaluation’s relevance and utility. However,I

believe that such evaluators will be welcomed morefor their general

skills in policy analysis or for their commandofparticular social science

methodsthanfor their skills in evaluating options designed to contribute

to solving important problems. If so, the pressure to find work may

incline evaluators in ERS and ENet to accept contracts for applied

settings that reduce their distinctiveness. At present, the majority of
evaluators in ERS and ENet have been trained in education,social
work, psychology, anthropology, and sociology and havetoolittle
contact with evaluators trained in economics, political science, and
policy studies. This last group of social scientists works with a broader
range of programs than the humanservicesector in which members of
ERS and ENetspecialize, and they tend to belong to professional
associations like the Association for Public Policy and Management
rather than ERSand ENet.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING

EVALUATION’S IMAGE AND PRACTICE

If members of ERS and ENet cannot expect much expansion beyond
the domain of social programs with a social welfare or educational
emphasis, what should they do nowto create more opportunities for
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their talents in the future? I would suggest that instead of trying to

expand, we should try to consolidate what we know for when a new

administration takes office that cares more about social welfare or

management by results than is the case with President Reagan’s

administration. I suggest that consolidation take place along twolines.

Thefirst involves confronting two coarse but widespreadbeliefs: that

“social programs don’t work”and that “evaluations are so insensitive

that true effects of modest magnitude cannot be detected.” The second

involves asking what we have learned from the last two decades of

evaluation aboutthe types of research that have the greatest payoff and

should be advocated for the future.

Strategies for Probing Some Widespread Beliefs

that Reduce the Perceived Utility of Evaluation

The perceived utility of evaluation is reduced by the widespread and

undifferentiated belief that social programs do not work. If nothing

works, the argumentgoes, evaluation is unnecessary andthe resourcesit

consumes might be used moreprofitably to redefine social problems,

develop substantive theories, or design novel options for practice.

Anotherresponseto “nothing works”is to claim that past evaluations

were generally so insensitive (relative to the size of expected effects) that

they failed to detect real gains of modest magnitude. It would be

extremely useful, I believe, if evaluators were to spend the next few years

appraisingthesebeliefs, for as long as they are widely acceptedit will be

difficult to justify evaluation.

In particular, we need to bring together the research evidence on the

programs, types of local projects, and elements of practice that seem

most useful for (1) reaching clients, (2) implementing services, (3)

affecting program beneficiaries in the short term, and (4) having broader

societal impacts in the longer term. Studies with such goals would be

morehelpfulifthey were structured around synthesesofpast evaluations

rather than aroundthe detailed examination ofindividual studies. This

is because I am personally convinced that most of the treatments we

implementare not very bold deviations from the status quo andare not

well informed by well-tested theories, which specify the conditions

under which clients should and should not benefit from program

services. Moreover, evaluations are implemented with considerable
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slippage—and anyway, the methods usedin nearly all cases are coarse

grained. Since we should not expect effects to be large, but should

expect marginsoferror to be large,it follows that modest gains are more

likely to be detected in syntheses than in individual studies. (For a

partial review ofthe results, especially meta-analyses, see Light, 1983.) I

do not want to suggest that we should all run out and uncritically

meta-analyze everything. Like nearly all research tools, meta-analysis1s

a delicate instrument, easily abused by those who forget its crucial

assumptions (Cook & Leviton, 1980). However, manysocial agenciesin

Washington have recently commissioned meta-analyses and other

forms of synthesis in the hope that their programsand procedureswill

be shownto be modestly effective. Such studies are already beginning to

revise the coarse belief that nothing works and may do so even morein

the future.

The syntheses have had a second important consequence. Mostof us

now set our expectations lower, not only about what a single social

program can achievebut also about whata single evaluation can do. The

reduced expectations stem from a stronger awarenessof the inevitable

contextual and methodological limitationsof a single study. While the

results of meta-analyses have madeit difficult to argue that the methods

used by quantitatively inclined evaluators in the past were totally

insensitive, they have definitely indicated that the methods need

improving if much weight is to be assigned to the vast majority of

individualstudies. The methods wenowuseare,I think, improved over

those used in the evaluations conducted two decades ago whoseresults

have done so muchto create the pessimistic climate aboutthe utility of

evaluation. We now ask a broader range of questions than those

concerning effects alone; we probe moreat the theory behind a program;

we use a more catholic array of techniques; we integrate evaluations

better into past research; and we conduct surveys, experiments, and

observationalstudies that are moresensitive to the practical constraints

that were identified by the first generation of evaluators who ran

headlonginto them.I wouldlike to see the organizations responsible for

the welfare of evaluation not only stimulating syntheses abouteffective

practices, but also beginning to summarize someofthe mistakesof the

past that we now know howto avoid or overcome.

It may also help create a more positive political climate for evaluation

if studies are conducted of how evaluation results have been used in the
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past. Boruch and Cordray (1980) completed such a study within

education, and I was personally impressed by thelevels of utilization

reported (see also Leviton & Boruch, 1983). They are at obvious

variance with the simplistic belief that nearly all evaluations lie on

shelves and are notused, although there maystill be many (indeed, too

many) evaluations like this. My own experience with the Food and

Nutrition Service of the Department of Agriculture suggests that

evaluation reports are routinely discussed in Congressin deliberations

about food stamps, the School Lunch Program, and the Women and

Infant Children Feeding program,while work on the effects of television

violence routinely gets exposure in newspapers and congressional

hearings. My strong hunch is that disappointment at low levels of

utilization is more commonplace amongevaluators than anyoneelse

and has led to an unnecessary and self-defeating overreaction. To

combatsuchself-defeating, public pessimism, we badly need surveys of

utilization, sector by sector.

Amongthe issues that should be explored in such surveys, four

deserve special scrutiny. One deals with whenthe evaluation in question

was conducted. My hypothesis is that disappointment with utilization

developed largely out of the first generation of studies—of Head Start,

Follow Through, the New Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment, the

Kansas City Patrol Experiment, and so one. These were the pioneering

studies in which mistakes cameto be identified, many of which were

avoided in later studies of which I am aware.Since it would besad if

perceptions of evaluation’s utility were based on studies whose inade-

quacies do not fully reflect more recent practices, I would like to see

utilization studies relate use to the date of study, among otherthings.

The second issue worth special mention involves the sponsorship of

evaluation. My impressionis that studies where Congress mandatesthe

questions produceresults that are frequently used in policy delibera-

tions, especially if the evaluations deal with options about ongoing

programs. Also moreoften used, in my experience, are studies designed

by federal departments without specific congressional demand. Less

often used, I suspect, are studies conceived at the level of a local project

(e.g., school district, drug abuse center, community mental health

center). This seems to me especially the case when there has been a

congressional mandateto evaluate but no specific evaluation questions

have beenset, no additional funds have been voted for evaluation, and
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no perception has been generated that Congresshasa realinterest in the

evaluation results (see Cook & Shadish, 1982, for efforts in mental

health; David, 1978, for education; and Feeley & Sarat, 1980, for

criminaljustice).

The third issue concerns the definition of utilization. It should be

defined in multiple ways to include evaluation results (1) constituting

decisions; (2) being discussed in specific policy debates without con-

stituting a decision; (3) increasing enlightenmentthrough providing new

perspectives that do not necessarily influence the program underreview;

and (4) being used to modify professional practice because reports of

evaluations are cited either in the textbooks used for training future

practitioners or in the in-service training provided to current practi-

tioners.

Thefinal point is related to the foregoing. Evaluation results can be

used in many ways by manyaudiences. Morestress has been placed in

the past on types of usage than on types of audience. It seems to me

myopic to constrain utilization to the efforts of formal decision makers

and their staffs. Professional practice at the point of service deliveryis

also crucial, and practitioners cometo hear aboutresearchresults from

a variety of sources. Journalists in all the mass media can hear about and

disseminate research results that help create issues and mold public

agenda and public opinions. Then,too, evaluation results can be used

by scholars for secondary purposes that include theory probing or

training students. Just as evaluation findings can be used many ways,

they can also be used by manypersons.

I am nottrying to argue that all types of usage and all audiences are

equally important; merely that in describing evaluation’s totalutilization

they all deserve mention and descriptive examination. Nor am I arguing

that surveysofutilization conducted by evaluatorswill be the last word in

utilization studies. They will not be, for many commentators will

consider presumptively self-serving any studyof the use of evaluations

doneby professional evaluators. All I want to argueis that such studies

may help to create a climate in which evaluations are viewed as useful

and as being used for making importantdecisions.

Evaluations with More or Less Payoff

Weturn nowto the second majorthrust I advocatefor letting future

administrations estimate the gain they could expect from investing in
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evaluation. This involves determining the types of evaluation that
promise most, and least, payoff. I understand types in two ways. The
first concernsinstitutional arrangements for evaluation and the second
touches onthe sorts of questions that have most impact when evaluating
ongoing social programs.

(a) InstitutionalArrangements. Mandatingevaluationis a blessing for
those who wantto be assured of workas evaluators. But I am not sure
that all forms of mandated evaluation are useful. In particular I am
struck by the frequency with which mandatesto evaluate using in-house
evaluators have provento be unproductive. This seems to have been true
in community mental health centers where Congress mandated that a
given percentage of the budget had to be devoted, as a minimum,to
evaluation. (It was 1% at the time, rising to 2% or more later.) Butit

seems that little new evaluation occurred as a result of the mandate

(Cook & Shadish, 1981). Many reasons mightexplain this: Congress did

not vote extra fundsfor evaluation; the funds per center were generally

so small as to permit paying only a junior person and then not always

full-time; this person rarely had much clout in the center; center

directors rarely madetheir information needssalient to evaluators; and

in rare cases where needs were madeclear, they could not readily be

answered. Finally, center directors usually wanted information for

public relations reasonsrather than for improving internal operations.

In short, the in-house evaluators were low-powerpersonswith conflicting

demands, no clear idea of what they were supposed to do, and no

audience waiting for their work. Something of the same order seems to

have been the case with congressionally mandated in-house evaluators

of local projects in both criminal justice and compensatory education.

Rarely do we find empirical support for the guiding idea behind in-

house formative evaluation: that in-house evaluators are especially

useful because local decision makers trust them, and the evaluators

know their projects so well that they can help generate significant

research questions and develop realistic data collection techniques.

It is important to keep the abovecritique in perspective. There are

undoubtedly some community mental health centers and school

districts where evaluation is wanted, results are welcomed,and evaluators

have the necessary technical and political skills. I can even think of some

off-hand. However, for the reasons cited above, I do not believe that

community mental health centers and school districts can, in general,
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perform useful evaluative tasks on themselves. Nor do I believe that

mostof the obstacles to effective evaluation are likely to changein the

immediate future.

(b) FocusedEvaluands and Research Questions. A major consequence

of the condemnation of global evaluation mandatesis that we must be

more careful in deciding what to evaluate and what we should seek to
learn or discover when wedo evaluate. In order to comment on where
we might place evaluation priorities, some conceptual distinctions are
called for.

Most federal and state social programs seem to be organizational
umbrellas for managing funds and issuing regulations to the local
projects that directly deliver services to the persons whose needsled to
funding the programin thefirst place. Programs often have unclearor
latent goals, and regulationsare rarely so precise or so well monitored
that individualsat the local level are totally constrained in what they can
do. Indeed, the tradition of professional autonomy makesit very
difficult for federal andstate officials to tell physicians, teachers, and
police officials what they should do. Try as they might, officials in
Washington, D.C. cannottotally determine what happensin the many
local projects—in schools,in police departmentsor in local centers of the —
Women,Infant, Children (WIC) Nutrition Program—that constitute
the programs they administer from afar. Most social programsare
composed,then, of manylocal projects, all doing somewhatdifferent
things in unique settings, enjoying multiple sources of funds, and
knowing that few agencies have the resources for continuously moni-
toring local services. Services differ widely, not only from project to
project but also from client to client and practitioner to practitioner
within projects. Services are the elements of daily life over which
practitioners have somecontrol, and for this reason they are important
as evaluands. Yet many elementsseemtrivial in potential impact when
taken alone (e.g., whether we use textbook X or Y; whether pregnant
women attend a center twice or three times a week: whether supple-
mentary cheese is provided as part of a food package); consequently,
judgments are always called for about the elements that might have
moreor less of an impact.

Related to the distinction between programs, projects, and elements
is a distinction between cases and types. That is, One can select as an
evaluandeither a program like WIC orthetotal class of programsthat
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provide nutritional supplementation to the poor. The more general

group would include the National School Lunch Program and food

stamps, among others. Likewise, one could select a single project to

study, such as a school in Evanstonthat has a bilingual project, or one

could focus on different types of bilingual education (e.g., those that

emphasize immersion [no coursesin the native language], submersion

[tutoring in the foreign language during English butall other classes in

the English language], English as a Second Language[all substantive

instruction in English but all English classes in the native language], and

transition [all courses in the native language with a slow transition into

English]). Finally, one can chooseto evaluate a single element(e.g, the

particular food supplementation package offered in WIC centers) or

types of element(e.g., the amount of protein in the diet, which can be

provided in many ways). Another example at the elementlevel might be

between the single element—doing more homework—or the more

general type of element—“time on task.” Thelatter is more general and

can be manipulated as more homework, moreclass hours devoted toa

particular topic, more school days, and so on.

Thefinal set of distinctions I would like to make concerndifferent
types of evaluation question. Many questions concern whothe audience

or clients are for a program,project, or element, both the intended and

actual clients. Other questions touch on the implementationofservices,

potentially emphasizing their quantity, quality, and appropriatenessfor

individual clients. Next come questions about the effectiveness of an

evaluand, and these questions typically deal with both intended and

unintended effects. Related to questions abouteffects are whatI call

questions about impacts, these being the effects a program,project, or

element has on the systems with which clients interact. Thus a drug

abuse project might have effects on the persons whoattend but might

also have more remote impacts on addicts’ families, local employment

rates, or even attendance at other social welfare projects. Not to be

forgotten, of course, are questions about causal processes—whyisit

that particular effects and impacts have come about? Indeed, some

evaluation theorists have emphasized how knowledgeofcausal mediating

variables can be used tofacilitate transfer by permitting one to make

sure that the effective causal mediators are present at sites where oneis

trying to recreate effects obtained elsewhere (Cronbach, 1982). Finally,

questions can be asked aboutwhata particular pattern of results means
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for policy action and broader social values. To describe whom a

program, project, or element reaches, how well it is implemented, and

whateffects and impactsit has, and to explain why such results occur,

does notper se provide judgments aboutvalue or action implications.

Questions about the meaning of results also need to be broached.

These distinctions lead to the larger issue: Which types of questions

are more importantwith whichtypes ofevaluand? To thatI will now turn.

The Program Level

Information about programshas a higherpotential for leverage than

information aboutlocal projects because programsreach morepeople.

Information about programsalso has a higher potential for leverage

because any one client typically receives a mix of services from a

program,andthis mix promises more impactthana single element from

the mix. However, programsrarely die, so that information about

programsis rarely used to makestopor go decisions about a program.

Even when budgets, administrations, and knowledge bases change, my

guessis that programsdo notcease; rather, they are modified internally

by adding or removing projects or by modifying the funding for
particular elements of practice. It is perhaps fortunate that turnover
occurs more readily in projects and elements than in programs,foritis
probablyeasier to obtain social and political acceptance for modifying
the formerthanthe latter. After all, changes in many elementswill not
cause heavytimeor psychic burdens, and addinga new project doesnot.
The dilemmahereis that, in general, programs promise most impactif
they are phased in or out, but phasing them in or outis not likely;
elements promise least impact but most turnover; while projects are
usually in-between on both counts.

Since programsconsist oflocal projects,it is logically required that
questions at the program level be based on representative samples of
local projects. It is logistically complicated and difficult to pull off
Studies with such samples, and they havelittle utility if stop or go
decisions are rarely made about programs. The information once
advocated for making stop or go decisions is, of course, information
about effects and impactsat the program level, and it may wellbe that
such questionshavelittle utility. However, information about programs
may be used moreoftenif large samples of projects provide information
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about the numberand type of clients who receive program services and

about the quantity and quality of service implementation. Such

knowledge can be used to modify program details in the hope of

increasing efficiency, particularlyif it is also linked to explanations of

why the program is reaching somepeople but not others and why some

elements are being implemented well but not others. The hypothesis,

then, is that questions about the effectiveness and impact of a social

program areless useful than questions that describe the audience and

implementation of a program and attempt to explain whyit is being

implemented as it is. Of the various models for describing and

explaining program operations I have been most impressed by Hen-

drick’s (1981) Service Delivery Assessment model because of the

required heterogeneity in the sites selected for visit, the multiple

perspectives adopted in data collection, the critical way visitors to

different sites discuss their observations, and the way impressions and

recommendations are developed and defended so as to arrive at new

proposals for action.

The Project Level

The foregoing analysis of the heterogeneousstructure of programs

suggests the utility of evaluations aimed at identifying the more

successful types of projects within a program. When newprojects are

authorized, it might then be possible to specify which typesto prefer for

funding, thereby slowly influencing the mix of projects within a

program through taking advantage of spontaneous turnover at the

project level. The same considerations hold in the obverse case when

budget contractions force some projects to close. Then, knowledge of

successful project types might be used to guide the contraction process.

As I am using the term, a “successful” project requires not only that

services are delivered to the right targets with adequate quality, but also

that—once delivered—theservices influencethe clients in desired ways

and may evenaffect the social systems with whichclients interact. Thus

effectivenessis at the heart of evaluation at the project level, even whileit

is less relevant to evaluation at the program level.

It will not be easy to identify successful project types quickly or

inexpensively. Commitmentto the task also requires commitment to

programmatic evaluationthat, in a series of studies, describes the range
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of projects within the program,classifies them asfar as possible by type,

uses correlational methods to identify some types as provisionally

effective, and then uses more controlled methodsto validate and refine

the preliminary correlational evidence. Because of the many subtasks

required for validly identifying successful project types, human

impatience and governmentstaff turnover will cause difficulties in

gaining the necessary funding continuity and time horizons.

It is difficult to estimate the value of explanatory questions about

causal processif project types are the focus of an evaluation effort. This

is because the major purpose of explanation in applied researchis to

identify the key componentsof a treatment that haveto be present for an

effect to be reproducible. Yet if reliable information aboutproject types

has been produced, it can be presumed reproducible, since common

effects would have to have been demonstrated across most of the

instances in whicha particular type of project was implemented. Thus

strong inferences about successful project types would require repro-

ducibility despite all the irrelevant differences between the projects

constituting a type, thereby reducing the need for explanation. Explana-

tory evidence seemsless crucial when project types are under review

than when a whole program is and one wants to explore why the

program has achieved a particular kind of audience or pattern of

implementation.

Theutility to evaluating single projects (rather than typesof projects)

is muchless clear. Each project is typically only a small part of a

program andis very local in its treatment delivery and potentialeffects.

For this reason it does not have muchof a profile in national orstate

capitols. Moreover, I am doubtful that feedback of any kind is produced

that local officials or practitioners are likely to use. Yet most inferences

about a program are based on accumulating data across individual

projects, and sometimes the only wayto do this is by examining the

results from a restricted ad hoc collection of projects where evaluation

happens to have been carried out. This is the case in many meta-

analyses, the studies I would like to see donemoreoften! However, at

issue here are the kinds of evaluation questions that promise most

payoff for those who commission evaluations. To fund the evaluation of

an ad hoc collection of individual projects seems to me a shotgun

approach to evaluation at the program level. Moreover, most of the

meta-analyses with which I am acquainted are of project-level evalua-
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tions conducted with local funds, often by graduate studentsin order to

gain degrees. They did not comeoutof resourcesset aside for evaluation.

The Element Level

The patience andstability of policy agendas required to investigate

project types within an ongoing social program are needed less when

elements are the evaluands understudy. If successful elements can be

identified that are also manipulable and can be introduced into many of

the projects in a program, this knowledge can be used by service

providers to improve project performance, which,in its turn, should

improve program performance. Given the marginal nature of most

elements, the art is to identify transferrable elements that are notlikely

to be trivial in the magnitude of expected effects.

One factor that increases the importance of an elementrelates to the

numberof personsit can potentially affect. For instance, a change in the

form schools use to assess eligibility for free or reduced-price school

lunches constitutes a minor modification in the life of any parent or

child, is a small savings per child per year, and might be expected to

change the percentage of ineligible children who obtain subsidized

lunches from about 10% to 5% of the program total. But given the

numbersofchildren in the program,a decrease of this magnitude would

result in a national savings of many millions of dollars per year, with the

total being larger over the course of a child’s career in school (AMS,

1984).

A secondfactor that increases the importanceofa particular element

concernsits role in influencing the most desired outcomes. Academic

achievementis a valued outcome to most parents and teachers. Within

the rangeit typically varies, the quality of classroom lighting is not likely

to be closely linked to achievement—certainly not more so than,say,

time on task. Similarly years of experience in teaching may be less

directly linked to achievement than the extent to which the curriculum is

completed within a school year. The underlying assumption making

time on task and curriculum coverage so important 1s that coverageis

presumedto be necessary for learning, while time on task is assumed to

be sufficient. Within their usual range, the quality of lighting and years

of teaching experience are probably neither necessary norsufficient for

effectiveness. When elements have been chosen very carefully for study
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and meet the requirements of being manipulable, transferrable, and

potentially impactful, they are well worth makingthe focusofevaluation

efforts, for they constitute the procedures over which treatment

deliverers have control at the point of service delivery.

SUMMARY

In this discussion I argued that few new opportunities exist for

evaluatorsin the private and military sectors. This is because professions

and companiesalready exist to provide evaluative services there, few

complaints are heard aboutthe quality of the services they provide, and

it is not clear what special skills evaluators have that others could not

easily adopt.

I then argued that evaluators might dobetter if they devoted their

energies to preparing a case for future administrations in Washington

and state capitals that were more sympathetic to the social welfare

programswith which most members of ERS and ENetare experienced.

In particular, I suggested that evaluators (1) should conduct reviewsin

the hope of identifying effective program variables and (2) should

conductanalyses, sector by sector, of the uses to which evaluations have

been put in the past two decades.

I further suggested that evaluators should also reexamine the major
experiences we have had overthe last 20 years in order to arrive at
generalizations about the types of evaluation that seem more orless
useful. In this context I suggested that (1) mandated evaluations
conductedby in-house evaluators do not seem to bear muchfruit, and I
further suggested that (2) when the evaluandis a social program,
questions aboutthe audience and implementation should be paramount;
(3) when the evaluandis at the project level, inferences about project
types have greaterutility than inferences about individual projects, and
that for studying project types questions about effects and impacts
should be paramount; andfinally I suggested that (4) few elements are
worth evaluating unlessthere is strong evidence that they are manipulable
and potentially transferrable and might be presumed important because
they reach many persons and have many small effects that might
meaningfully cumulate acrossall the persons and projects in a program.
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Not everyone mayagree with the lessons I have drawn that emphasize
that particular types of questions maydiffer in importance depending
on whatis being evaluated. However, I hope that few will disagree about
the need to think throughthe sorts of evaluations most and least worth
conducting.Ifthis is done and somesort of consistencyresults,I believe
that future administrations more sympathetic to social welfare will be
more likely to view evaluation as a field that has benefited from the

mistakesofits first generations and is prepared to proceed with a more

refined sense of how to be useful in contributing to the amelioration
of social problems. This is our ultimate goal, and I hope that the

organizational imperative to maintain health will notletit slip from sight.
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